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ATTITUDES BEFORE COMBAT AND

BEHAVIOR IN COMBAT’
ERERERURREEE

CoRRSEN RAE REO RRARERO TSAOASE DES PRM NSAR RASA SRSA KTRRTCA S TESTA R SEN a

ue chapters in this volume contain a body of facts unique in

the annals of war. Opinions of combat troops, both ground

and air, have been ascertained and analyzed quantitatively. Thus

it is possible to compare, with confidence in the representativeness

of the responses, thefeelings of men of varying degrees of experience

or responsibility as they faced their combat jobs.

Before proceeding to a description of the attitudes of combat

troops, it is desirable to discuss frankly, with such evidence asis at

hand, the following question: ‘Suppose that many combat,soldiers

did have unfavorable attitudes. What of it? They fought, didn’t

they?” This chapter provides data which document the point that

attitudes did mean something in terms of combat performance.

Tt was not until November 1943 that the Research Branch was
enabled to make a detailed study of troops with combat experience,

except for scattered interviews with wounded combat veterans in

hospitals. At that time a survey was made of the combat veterans

in ten rifle companies of the 1st Division, just arrived in England

after successful campaigns in North Africa and Sicily. The study
showed that these veterans, while exhibiting arather fierce pride in
their outfit, were more embittered than perhaps any other soldiers
who had been studied by the Research Branch. The majority felt
that they had done their share as compared with other soldiers—a

1 By Samuel A. Stouffer, Arthur A. Lumsdaine, and Marion Harper Lumsdaine.
Section I and partof Section ITI were written by Stouffer, based on his analysis of atti-
tude data whose collection in Europe wasinitiated by Robert B. Wallace and of casualty
data whosestatistical treatment in Washington was organized by A. J. Jaffe, follow-
ing a preliminary study made in Europe under the direction of Robin M. Williams, Jr.
Section IT is based on a research study carried out in Europe under the direction of
Arthur A. Lumsdaine, who shared responsibility for the analysis and presentation with
Marion Harper Lumsdaine, who also wrote par. of Section III. The study in Section II
made use of data on recruits collected under the direction of William W. McPeak in
the United States, and in the European follow-up the technique for obtaining combat
performanceratings was developed jointly by Arthur A. Lumsdaine and Irving L. Janis.
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4 COMBAT ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOR

few of them repeating a mot current in the division, “The Army

consists of the Ist Division and eight million replacements.” Only

a handful expressed any zeal for further combat, and a special tabu-

lation showed that men who had been decorated for gallantry with

the DSC orSilver Star were just as bitter as the rest.

The Research Branch report on the Ist Division was read by the

Chief of Staff of the Army and sent by him to members of the Gen-

eral Staff for comment. A number of constructive suggestions for

improving the situation for the combat soldier were brought for-

ward, as well as admonitions from some quarters that the “gripes”

of combat soldiers should not be taken tooseriously.

The Chief of Staff felt that the value of the Ist Division study

would be enhanced if comparable data were available for other com-

bat divisions, and therefore he ordered such studies made. Heper-

sonally selected three divisions in the Pacific for survey—the 7th,

25th, and 48rd. Thus began a series of surveys of combat troops

which provides the basic data for the present volume. The first
large-scale study of opinions of combat flying personnel was made

in the spring of 1944 at the request of the commanderof the 8th
Air Force.
A persistent question mark remained. How do we know that

the men’s verbal reports have any relation to their subsequent per-
formance in combat? It can be argued, forcefully, that griping is
an outlet which helps make the hard life of a combat mana little

more tolerable; therefore, griping is a healthy, positive sign. An
alternative position would be that, while a certain amountof griping
is healthy, too much is indicative of an unhealthy psychological
atmosphere.

The present chapter is a contribution toward the elucidation of
this problem, in that it shows that attitudes toward combatare re-
lated to subsequent behavior in combat. The chapter is in three
sections. Section I compares attitudes prior to D Day of men in
the 108 rifle companies and in 34 of the 36 heavy weapons com-
panies in four divisions with the nonbattle casualty rates of these
same companies in Normandyin June and July 1944. In this study
12,295 men participated. In Section II the attitudes of individual
soldiers in a sample of infantrymen are compared with ratings of
the battle performance of these same individuals in Europe made a
year later. Section III serves as a methodological appendix to
Sections I and II, giving the technical reader further details of how
these studies were made.
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SECTION I

COMPANY ATTITUDES AND NONBATTLE CASUALTY RATES

IN COMBAT

Design of the Study

This report compares attitudes toward combat by companies be-

fore D Day with nonbattle casualty rates of the same companies-

after D Day, based on the ist, 4th, 9th, and 29th Divisions.’

Three related attitudes are analyzed: Willingness for combat,

confidence in combat stamina, confidence in combat skill.

The score on willingness for combat is based on answers to two

questions with different checklists:

Which of the following best tells how you feel about getting into an ac-
tual battle zone?

Which of the following best describes your own feelingabout getting into
combat against the Germans?

The score on confidence in combat stamina is based on answers

to three questions:

Do you feel that you are in tough enough physical condition for going
into combat?

If and when you get into combat how well do you think you will stand
up under battle conditions?

Do you think you are in good physical condition?

The score on confidence in combat skill is based on answers to
three questions:

Do youfeel that you are now trained and ready for combat or do you
need more training?

If you were given a group of men and told to take charge of them all by
yourself on a mission under enemy fire, how well do you think you would
0

Do you think that you have been given enough training and experience 2;
- so that you could do a good job in taking charge of x
your own in combat? & charge

o!

@ group of men ong.
 

? Attitude data throughout Section I are from S-128, Ji fe ye
Divisions) and 8-129, April 1944 (4th and 29th Divisions). 1944 (Ist gpd ‘Sth
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A detailed analysis of how the scores were derived from the check

lists of answers to these items is presented in Section III of this

chapter. Each individual analyzed in a given company received a

score on these three attitudes, and a company average was then

computed on each attitude. The average sample per company was

87, with considerable variation in sample size.

Statistics on nonbattle casualty rates by companies in Normandy

in June and July 1944 are used as a criterion with which to compare

the company averages on the pre D Day attitude variables. Non-

battle casualty rates indicate the number of combat men who be-

came ineffective for reasons other than wounds or other battle

injuries. ‘They are by no meansto be regarded as complete and in-

fallible indexes of combat efficiency, let alone combat performance.

But no other reliable measure was available. In one division

which saw heavy and continuous fighting in Normandy, an inten-

sive effort was made by the ETOstaff of the Research Branch to

find the best possible criteria. Opinions of staff officers and field

commanders on individual company performance were sought but

were not serviceable as criteria because of wide disagreement. How

does one compare a company witha brilliant performance in one

action and a later undistinguished record with a company which

did its job day after day faithfully amid heavy casualties but never

was conspicuous? Decorations for gallantry were studied and dis-

carded as criteria because of command variation in the awards.

AWOL’s were simply too few in the Normandy campaign to provide

useful indexes at the company level. Psychiatric casualties varied

with the command,possibly not so muchin relation to incidence of
psychiatric breakdownsas to the degree of indulgence on the part of
the command and the local medical personnel. In one division the
division psychiatrist informed the research team that, although
the psychiatric rate was twice as high in one regimentas in another,
the difference was in his opinion entirely attributable to differences
in policy in the two regiments with respect to labeling or not label-
ing nonbattle casualties as “exhaustion” cases. After a laborious
study, the research team arrived at the conclusion that the only
‘index, at the company level, which could be defended as both re-
liable and meaningful would be the nonbattle casualty rate.2 Cer-
tainly, if A Company loses a third of its men during a compaign as

 

* This index, like one based explicitly on psychiatric casualties, is subject to some
differences in command practice—but ve iry much less so tha: 1 asedsolely on “exhaustion” cnaca. ; nm would be an index bas
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nonbattle casualties while B Companyloses only a tenth of its men

in this way, the latter company is the more effective company—

everything else equal. Moreover, an unknown but possibly large

percentage of the nonbattle casualties in Normandy may have been

psychiatric or psychosomatic cases. This was summer, there were

no serious epidemics, trench foot was not yet a problem, there was

no malaria. Some units may have had much moreserious exposure

to risk of illness than others, but if we concentrate our analysis on

a comparison of companies within the same regiment, variability in

physical environment should tend to even out over a two months

period.
Onefactor responsible for variability in nonbattle casualty rates

of companies can be partly controlled, namely, the incidence of

battle casualties. If a companyloses half of its original strength in

the first week, there will be fewer survivors exposed to risk of non-
battle casualties than if it has only a few battle casualties initially.

Compensating, however, is the possibility that the shock of a

heavy initial loss may be more productive of psychosomatic disor- .
ders among the survivors than would a smaller initial toll. Corre-
lations, exhibited later in this report, indicate that the nonbattle
casualty rate tended to be higher in those companies with the greater
number of man-days of exposure to risk. Consequently, the index
uséd expresses the nonbattle casualties in a company during the
eight weeks beginning June 6, 1944 as a ratio (X 100) of the average |
number of men available for duty per day throughout the period,
thus: nonbattle casualty rate ‘

number of nonbattle casualties
= 100 ————

* average number of men available per day

Since we are interested in relating the attitudes of men in com-
panies studied prior to D Day to nonbattle casualty rates of the
same companies after D Day, it is desirable to base the nonbattle
casualty rates on only those men whooriginally landed in Normandy
with a given company. Battle and nonbattle casualties in eight
weeks among theoriginal personnel were very high, as is shown in
Table 1.
In order to compute casualty rates by companies based on the

original men who landed in Normandy,it was necessary to go back
to the original morning reports of the companies. This analysis
was carried out by the Research Branch in Washington, working
from photostats of all the morningreports of the letter companies
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in the Infantry regiments of four divisions. It was a detailed and

laborious accounting operation. The steps in the process are out-

lined later in this report. Suffice it to say here that the morning

reports proved quite adequate for the task. The accounting pro- .

cedures set up enabled errors made in filling out the reports under

field conditions to be largely detected and reconciled, and the rates

here used may be taken as accurate with an average error of not

over 1 or 2 per cent.

TABLE 1

Casvatties AMONG SOLDIERS ORIGINALLY ENTERING NORMANDY WITH
TseUnits During Eicut Wrexs Becrnnina June 6, 1944*

RIFLE COMPANIES HEAVY WEAPONS COMPANIES
Officers Enlisted men Officers Enlisted men

Strength on June 6 779 21,557 308 6,156
Strength on July 31 204 8,708 188 3,786
Percentage July 31 strength

of original strength 26.2% 40.4% 44.8% 61.5%

Battle casualties 585 12,846 160 2,277
Battle casualties as a per-

centage oforiginal strength 68.7% 59.6% 51.9% 37.0%

Nonbattle casualties 82 . 2,928 27 746
Nonbattle casualties as a per-

centage oforiginal strength 10.5% 13.6% 8.8% 12.1%

 

* 1st, 4th, 9th, and 29th Divisions. Replacements received after D Day are excluded from this table.
Nonbattle casualties hera represent the category “sick, nonbattle casualty” only. Nonbattle injuries,
AWOL's, and transfers to other units also were causes of separation. Successive casualties to the same
individual are counted as separate casualties. The strength on July 31 is the original strength minus
all separations plus all returns to duty. Hence the percentages in a given column do not add to 100.

Wehave, then, two sets of indexes: on the one hand, averageatti-
tude scores by company on willingness for combat, confidence in
combat stamina, and confidence in combatskill, based on surveys
made before D Day; and, on the other hand, nonbattle casualty
rates in the eight weeks beginning June 6, 1944, among the men
who Janded in Normandy with these same companies.

Company Aititudes and Company Nonbatile Casualiy Rates

The units surveyed included two veteran divisions, the Ist and
the 9th, and two nonveteran divisions, the 4th and the 29th—all of
whom were destined to play a conspicuousrole in Normandy. Un-
fortunately for the purposes of the present analysis, a long time
elapsed between the time of the attitude surveys and the Normandy
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. landing. “This was especially the case in theveteran divisions,

which were surveyed late in January 1944—over five months before .

D Day. The nonveteran divisions were surveyed in April 1944—

a little less than two months before D Day. After the time of the

survey, the veteran divisions received substantial replacements who

were trained with their units and who made the invasion with them.

A small sample study, not large enough for basing company com-

parisons, was made in the 9th Division in April, and this serves as

something of a bridge for interpreting changes between January.

and April. .

Between the periods of the attitude surveys and D Day there

were, then, substantial changes in the personnel of companies, espe-

cially in the veteran divisions, and some changes in officer leader-

ship. After D Day there were very great changes in leadership.

As Table 1 has shown, battle casualties among company officers

were high and hence the turnover in leadership was high. The 108

rifle companies in the study retained, at the end of the eight weeks

following June 6, only 26.2 per cent of their original company offi-

cers, while the heavy weapons companies retained 44.8 per cent.

In addition to casualties, the rifle companies lost 10.5 per cent of
their officers by transfer and the heavy weapons companies 14.9

per cent. Many of the casualties had returned to duty before the
eight weeks’ period was up.
Because of the changes between the time of the attitude surveys

and D Dayand becauseof the variability of conditions in Normandy
and the turnoverin officer leadership, one would not expect a high
correlation between company.attitudes at the time of the survey
and nonbattle casualty rates in Normandy. Under these condi-
tions a significant association, even if not high, between initial atti-
tudes and subsequent combat behavior should be all the more con-
vincing a demonstration of (a) the fact that attitudes as here studied
are not mere casual and idle verbal expressions, (b) that attitudes
persist through time, and (c) that they relate to other behavior
which is important. The reader must remember that the present
comparison is of units, not of individuals. The individuals in the
attitude studies were queried: anonymously and an equating of in-
dividual responses with subsequent individual combat behavior
was not possible in this study. The problem can ‘be stated as
follows: ,

- If the average score in A Company on willingness for combat was.
higher (that is, better) than the average score in B Company,,did:
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A Companytend to have a lower nonbattle casualty rate in theeight

weeks beginning June 6, 1944 than B Company? Similarly with

average scores on confidence in combat stamina and confidence in

combat skill. If the attitude scoresreflect merely “healthy” nega-

tive attitudes toward combat, there should be no significant corre-

lation. If better attitude scores tend to be predictive of lower

nonbattle casualty rates and if worse attitude scores tendto be

predictive of higher nonbattle casualty rates, then the correlations

should tend to be negative. Here, of course, a correlation coefficient

with a negative sign meansa positive predictive relationship between

“soo” attitudes and the index of efficiency furnished by the non-

battle casualty rate. Thus a negative correlation means that the

better the attitudes, the “better” (i.e., lower) the nonbattle casualty

rate.

Let us look first at the rifle companies, which should be studied

separately from the heavy weapons companies because the combat

conditions and battle casualties of rifle companies are much more ~

severe than those of other Infantry units. |

Table 2 shows, amongrifle companies, that the correlation coeffi-

cients of attitude scores and nonbattle casualty rates, though low,
tend to be negative.

In 10 out of 12 regiments, the scores by companies within the
regiments on willingness for combat tend to be negatively correlated

with the nonbattle casualty rates. This means that in 10 out of the
12 regiments, those companies with the worst attitudes tended to
have the highest nonbattle casualty rates, and vice versa. Ifposi-
tive or negative correlations were equally probable, the likelihood
of getting by chance as many as 10 negative correlations in a sample
of 12 would be 79 in 4,096, or less than 2 per cent. The average
correlation coefficient for the 12 regiments was —.33. This does
not mean, of course, that bad attitudes necessarily ‘“‘caused’’ bad
performance. Both might be reflections of other variables, such as
actual physical condition. We are here focusing on the fact that
attitudes tended to predict subsequent performance.
In all 12 regiments negative correlations indicate that the lower

the average scores on confidence in combat stamina, the morelikely
the company would be to have a high nonbattle casualty rate. The
average correlation is —.37.

In 11 of the 12 regiments the correlations are also negative be-
tween. scores on confidence in combat skill and nonbattle casualty
rates, with the average correlation being —.27.
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Table 2 is based on rifle companies. When we study separately

the heavy weapons companies in the same regiments, we find that

the correlations among heavy weapons companiesare also negative

(Table 3): Since there are only three heavy weapons companies

per regiment, the correlationcoefficients are based on the division

TABLE 2

Turte Companres—Correnation CoErricients oF Pre D Day ATTITUDE

Scones anD NONBATTLE CASUALTY RATES IN NORMANDY

  

NONBATILE CASUALTY RATES CORRELATED WITH

SCORES ON:

 

Willingness Confidence in Confidence in
for combat combat stamina combat skill

VETERAN DIVISIONS:
1st Division ,

16th Regiment +.01 ~.56 —.01

18th Regiment ~.70 —14 —.12
26th Regiment —.25 —,41 —.32
Average —.B1 —87 —.15

9th Division
39th Regiment —.25 —.45 —.26
47th Regiment . —72 —~.28 —.05
60th Regiment —.60 ~.66 —.18
Average —62 ~.46 —15

NONVETERAN DIVISIONS:
4th Division

8th Regiment —.30 ~.19 -+.04
‘12th Regiment —.32 ~84 —.40
22nd Regiment —.25 ~.46 —.32
Average —.29 ~33 —.23

29th Division
115th Regiment +.16 —~.19 —.72 0°
116th Regiment —.32 ~.54 —.35 .
175th Regiment ~43 ~.16 ~.51
Average —.20 ' 80 —.53

. Average veteran regiments —.42- ~.42 —.18
Average nonveteran regiments —.24 —381 —.38
Average all regiments : —.33 —37 —.27

 

Each correlation is based on 9 companies,

rather than the regiment, after expressing each company’s attitude
score and casualty rate as a deviation from its regimental mean.
Two weapons companies, one in the 9th Division and one in the 29th
Division, were unavailable for the attitude survey; hence the total
number of weapons companies involved is only 34 instead of 36.
The average correlation of nonbattle casualty rates with scores on
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willingness for combat was —.41, with scores on confidence in com-

bat stamina —.34, and with scores on confidence in combat skill

—48.

While the correlations amongeither rifle or heavy weapons com-

panies are not high, their consistency in sign establishes beyondrea-

sonable doubt the fact of a tendency for companies with the worse

attitudes to have the higher nonbattle casualty rates, and viceversa.

The basic data from which Tables 2 and 3 are drawn are shown in

Tables 10 and 11 in Section III of this chapter.

Tn view of the fact that combat conditions and commandpractices

affecting nonbattle casualty rates differed widely from one regiment

TABLE 3

Heavy Wearons Companres—CorrevaTioN COEFFICIENTS OF Pre D Dar

ArtirupE Scorps AND Nonsarrie Casvaury Rares in NorManpy

  

NONBATTLE CASUALTY RATES CORRELATED WITH SCORES ON:

Willingness Confidence in Confidence in
jor combat combat stamina combat skill

Division
Ist —.82 —.53 - 55
9th —.11 ~.21 —.74
4th —.07 —.55 —81

29th —.64 —.07 +.18
Average —.Al — B84 ~—48

 

Within each division the attitude scores and casualty rates of the three heavy weapons companies in
each regiment are recorded as deviations from the regimental average for the three companies. Each
correlation in the 1st and 4th Divisions is based on 9 companies; in the 9th and 29th on 8, since data
were not available for two companies.

to another even within a given division, it seemed unlikely a priori
that a relationship between attitude averages for entire regiments
and nonbattle casualty rates would be particularly meaningful.
Actually, when a regimental attitude score is expressed as a devia-
tion from the division mean and such deviations for the 12 regiments
are correlated with corresponding deviations in nonbattle casualty
rates, the correlation, just as in the case of companies within regi-
ments, turns out to be negative. All the correlations are low, except
possibly that between willingness for combat and nonbaittle casualty
rate, which is —.59, when each regimental score is the average of
rifle companies only. The corresponding correlation when confi-
dence in combat stamina is used as the sorting variable is —.28, and
when confidence in combat skill is used, —.13. For regimental
averages using heavy weapons companies only, the correlations are
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— .03 with willingness for combat, —.19 with confidence in combat

stamina, and —.20 with confidence in combat skill. In view of the

fact that no furtherreplication was possible and in view of the nu-

merous a@ priori uncertainties about the meaning of the nonbattle

casualty index for regimental comparisons, these data should not be

cited as providing evidence either for or against the validity of atti-

tude scores for regimental comparisons. A comparative test for

whole divisions is even more hazardous—not only because of the

conditions affecting the nonbattle casualty rates but also because

twoof the divisions in the present study were surveyed three months

before the other two divisions.’

A further question is now in order.. Granted that the consistency

of the correlations between precombat attitudes and nonbattle

casualty rates by companies indicates the tendency toward an asso-

ciation, how much difference does it make? There is a distinction

between what may becalled statistical significance and what may

be called practical significance. Let us now look at the data from

the latter point of view.®

4 Because the 1st and 9th Divisions were surveyed in January and the 4th and 29th
in April (the latter with somewhat different forms of questions) no-direct comparison
of the mean attitude scores of the veteran and nonveteran divisions is possible. Some-
what more defensible would be a comparison, on the one hand, of the mean attitude
scores of the Ist Division with those of the 9th, and a comparison, on the other hand,
of the mean attitude scores of the 4th Division with those of the 29th. We see at
once that the picture is mixed. The mean scores of the 1st Division were somewhat
higher than the 9th on willingness for combat and confidence in combat stamina, but
somewhat lower than the 9th on confidence in combat skill. The mean scores of the
4th Division were somewhat lower than the 29th on willingness for combat and confi-
dence in combat stamina, but somewhat higher on confidence in combat skill, What
about comparative nonbattle casualty rates? The average rate in the 9th Division,
30, was higher than in the Ist, 21. The average rate in the 29th Division, 24, was
higher than in the 4th, 19. But the conditions faced by the various divisions were so
different that the nonbattle casualty rate, while very meaningful for comparing com-
panies within the same regiment, may no longer have muchsignificance. For example,
two regiments of the 1st Division, the 16th and 18th, took severe punishment at Omaha
Beach, but the division as a whole was largely engaged in a holding operation until the
final break-through in late July, and sustained relatively light casualties after the
landing attack. The battle casualties in the 9th Division were much higher than in
the 1st Division, and were sustained throughout June and July, although the division
did not disembark in Normandy until a week after D Day. Both the 4th and 29th
Divisions had very heavy battle casualties throughout the Normandy campaign. Both
participated in the landings, during which the 115th Regiment of the 29th Division
took more severe punishment than other regiments in these two divisions,

Forofficial accounts of action see “Omaha Beachhead” (1946) and “St.-Lo” (1947),
two monographs in the American Forces in Action series published by the Historical
Section of the War Department.
5In any analysis of relationships one can focus on the measure of correlation or on

some measure of regression. Thelatter can be practically unimportanteven if a cor-
relation is rather high or can be practically important even if the correlation is rather
ow. ~
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Suppose that a regimental commander before D Day had known

the score of his nine rifle companies on willingness for combat. How

much actual difference would he have had a right to expect between

the average nonbattle casualty rates of his three rifle companies -

with the best attitude scores as compared with the three companies

with the worst scores? Let us illustrate by the 8th Regimentof the

4th Division, where the correlation between nonbattle casualty —

rates and scores on willingness for combat was shown in Table 2 to

be —.30. From Table 10 in Section III of this chapter we can see —

that the three companies with highest scores on willingness for com-

bat are A, B, and I, with nonbattle casualty rates of 18, 8, and 20

respectively. The medium three companies are C, G, and L with

nonbattle casualty rates of 16, 24, and 31. The lowest three are

EE, F, and K with rates of 17, 34, and 38. Averaging the nonbattle

casualty rates for each group of three companies we have:

Average nonbattle
casualty rate

A,B,I 15.3
C,G,L 23.7
EF, K 28.03

In this regiment, the companies with the highest scores on willing-
ness for combat had a substantially lower average nonbattle casu-
alty rate than companies with medium or low scores.

If we repeat this process for all twelveregiments and-pool the re-
sults, we have the picture shown in Chart I, which also exhibits the
results of comparable tabulations based on grouping companies
within a regiment according to scores on confidence in combat stam-
ina and, finally, on confidence in combat skill. Among the three
rifle companies in each of the twelve regiments with worst pre D Day
scores on willingness for combat the average nonbattle casualty rate
in Normandy was 28.2, which is 1.62 times the average nonbattle
casualty rate of the three companies in each regiment with best
scores on this attitude. Corresponding ratios are 1.47 when confi-
dence in combat staminais the sorting variable and 1.35 when con-
fidence in combat skill is the sorting variable.

_ From the standpoint, then, of practical as well as merely statis-
tical significance, the relationship would seem to be important. In
advance of D Day, attitudes could have been known which would
have sorted out companies destined to have an average nonbattle
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casualty rate 84 to 62 per cent greater than that of another group of

ies.° ;

While there was variation from regiment to regiment in the ratio

of the average nonbattle casualty rate in the three companies with

worst attitude scores to that of the three companies with best scores,

it is important to note that the ratio was greater than unity in al-

most every case, as is shown by Table 4.

TABLE 4

Rirte Companres—AVERAGE NoNBATTLE CASUALTY Rare oF Tauren Companizs

with Worst ArrrrupEs IN THEIR REGIMENTS EXXPRESSED AS A RaTIO OF

Averacr Rats or THREE Companies with Besr ArrirupEs, By REciMents

——eEoEoEoEoEooooooEOOooNEoEoIoEEmmmm_“uaaaaaqaaoooaoaooauaeeemeeeeeSe

Companies grouped Companies grouped
Companies grouped by scores on confi- by scores on confi-

 

by scores on will- dence in combat dence in combat
ingness for combat stamina skill

1st Division
16th Regiment 1.09 1.59 1.00

18th Regiment 1.65 1.04 95

26th Regiment 1.19 1.48 1.48

Ith Division
39th Regiment 1,89 2.00 1.25

47th Regiment 1.54 1.18 1.45
60th Regiment 2.00 1.58 1.52

4th Division
Sth Regiment 1.82 1.17 1.12
12th Regiment 1.24 1.09 1.58
22nd Regiment 1.46 2.06 1.46

29th Division
115th Regiment 92 1.28 1.55
116th Regiment 2.09 2.17 2.08
175th Regiment 2,32 1.59 1.78

All regiments 1.62 1.47 1.35

The foregoing discussion applies to rifle companies only. But
much the same picture is obtained from an analysis of the heavy
weapons companies. Since there are only three such companies to
a regiment, the best company in each regiment on a given attitude
variable was selected and an average nonbatitle casualty rate com-
puted for the best from all twelve regiments. The same was done
with the worst company on a given attitude variable and for the

s Of course, a regimental or higher commander should know enough about his com-
panies so that he too should be able to sort them out on a basis better than chance
alone, without this statistical information. How well in these divisions the command
could have done this is not known,
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CHART II
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“middle” company, except that no “middle” companies are avail-

able for two regiments, in each of which one of the heavy weapons

companies was unavailablefor study. The pattern, shown in Chart
II,is quite similar to that in ChartI, though the average nonbattle
casualty rates are all considerably lower in heavy weapons com-

panies than in rifle companies. Table 5 examines for consistency

TABLE 5

Heavy Wearons CoMpaNigs—AVERAGE NONBATTLE Casuatty Rats or Companiss

wirg Worst Arrirupes In Torr RscIMENTs EXPRESSED aS Ratio oF

AVERAGE Rats oF CompaANrIES with Brst ArrrrupEs, BY Divisions

—oOEOEumuaeuauanuanqQqquauauaaoa
e

Ee
e

Companies grouped Companies grouped
Companies grouped by scores on confi- by scores on confi-
by scores on will- dence in combat dence in combat
ingness for combat slamina skill

ist Division 1.50 1.12 1.02

9th Division 1.32 1.55 1.65

4th Division 1.48 1.75 2.10

29th Division 1.22 1.22 1.14

All divisions 1.39 1.36 1.36

 

the ratios of nonbattle casualty incidence among the companies with

the worst attitude scores in their respective regiments to the non-

battle casualty incidence of companies with the best attitudes. In

each of the four divisions, on all three attitudes, the ratio exceeds
unity, although there is considerable variation from division to divi-
sion.
As was the case with rifle companies, so also with respect to heavy

weapons companies it is evident that the nonbattle casualty rate in
Normandy tended to be substantially higher among companies with
relatively unfavorable pre D Dayattitudes than among companies
with relatively good attitudes.

There is still another practical way in which we maylook at the
correlations between attitudes and nonbattle casualties: as before,
let us suppose that we knew in advance of a campaign the scores of
the nine rifle companies in a regiment on willingness for combat.
Let us pick the three best companies on this attitude and ask:
“How often would I guess exactly right in predicting that a given
company among the three with highest attitude scores would turn
out to be among the three withlowest nonbattle casualties?” —
By chance alone, one would guess exactly right a third of the time.

Actually, as Chart III shows, one would have guessed exactly right,
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CHART II
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in the present study, 22 out of 36 times. That is, amongthe rifle

companies with best attitudes in each of 12 regiments, 22 out of 36

turned out to be among the bottom three—and therefore best—in.

their regiments in nonbattle casualty rates in Normandy. Of the

14 errors, 6 were extreme. That is, 6 out of the 36 companiesbest

in attitudes actually turned up among the worst in nonbattle casu-

alty rates. ,

Tf we look in Chart III at the 36 companies with the worst scores

on willingness for combat, we see that 17 of the 36 were amongthose

making the worst record on nonbattle casualties and that there are

only 3 extreme discrepancies. Thatis, among the 36 rifle companies —

with the worst scores on willingness for combat, only 3 of these com-

panies were among the 36 in the Normandy campaign with the low-

est nonbattle casualty rates.

The picture is about the same, though perhaps not quite so good,

when we use as sorting variables confidence in combat stamina, or

confidence in combat skill (Chart IID.’ The same tendency seen

in rifle companies is present also, though somewhatless strikingly,

among heavy weapons companies.

Confidence in the stability of these relationships is strengthened
by the fact that the pattern is quite consistent within each of the
four divisions.
We have now reviewed the general evidence, which shows a low

but consistent and statistically significant correlation between atti-
tudes toward combat of companies before D Day and the nonbattle
casualty rates in these companies during the Normandy campaign.

Wehave seen also that the correlation is of practical importance,
since, depending on the attitude sorting variable used, companies
with the worst attitudes tended to have from 30 per cent to 60 per:
cent higher nonbattle casualty rates (basing figures on all four divi-
sions) than companies with the best attitudes. Finally, we have
seen how few extreme errors would have been madein predicting in
advance of the campaign how companies with given attitudes would
show uprelatively in nonbattle casualty rates. A further interest-
ing problem merits some attention, namely, comparisons between
predictions based on the attitudes of veterans and those based on
the attitudes of nonveterans.

 

"The three variables are intercorrelated and the results of taking all three into ac- -
count simultancously would be only alittle better th i i hvariable individually. an the results in treating eac
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Attitudes of Veterans and Nonveterans

It will be remembered that two of the four divisions, the Ist and
the 9th, were veteran divisions.. Before coming to England to pre-

pare for the Normandy invasion both divisions had seen action in

North Africa and Sicily. The 4th and 29th Divisions were to have

their baptism of fire in France.

Unfortunately, a direct comparison of the average attitude scores

of the two veteran divisions and two nonveteran divisions is compli-

cated by thefact that the 1st and 9thwere surveyed in late January

1944, while the 4th and 29th were not surveyed until April. There

may have been changes in the average level of attitudes between

January and April. Moreover, the form of the check list used on

the questions on willingness for combat was different in April.

It happened, however, that a small sample resurvey of the 9th

Division was made in April 1944. The sample was notlarge enough

for company-by-company comparisons, since the average number

of cases per company was only 33 and many companies were repre-

sented in the sample by only a handful of men. The same ques-

tionnaire was used as in the 4th and 29th Divisions. The 1st
Division was not resurveyed in April.

If we combinethe rifle companies in each regiment of the 9th Divi-
sion in three groups of three companies each, according to nonbattle
casualty rates in the eight weeks beginning June 6,we can compare
the average attitude scores in January and April and also can break
these scores down for veterans and nonveterans separately. It

_ must be remembered that the 9th Division (and the 1st Division as
well), while veteran outfits, received a substantial number of re-
placements without combat experience who were integrated into
the units during the monthsprior to the Normandy landing. Since
these nonveterans were part of the cohort who made the invasion,
they have been includedin all of the nonbattle casualty rate com-
putations along with veterans in the same outfits. They need,
however, to be distinguished sharply from replacements received
after the Normandy landing. It will be remembered that replace-
ments of the latter type were carefully excluded from the computa-

- . tion of nonbattle casualty rates and of coursé were not represented
in the attitude surveys.
Chart IV, comparing attitudes of veterans and. nonveterans in.

rifle companies in the 9th Division in January and April, brings,oté.
. "fAwes Te
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some quite interesting facts. In both surveys, the companies with

the best record on nonbattle casualty rates (that is, the lowest rates)

tended to have the best attitude scores (that is, the highest scores).

This was true among nonveterans as well as veterans, although the

relationship may have been somewhat sharper among veterans.

Between January and April many replacements were received and

the attitudes of the replacements in April do not seem to beas closely

related to subsequent unit nonbattle casualty rates as the attitudes

of veterans in both January and April. What is most interesting

to observe, however,is the fact that nonveferans had consistently better

attitude scores on willingness for combat and confidence in combat

stamina than veterans. On the other hand, veterans tended to have

better attitude scores on confidence in combat skill than nonveterans.

This same relationship is seen in the Ist Division in January, al-

though no replication for April is available.

Chart V provides a further interesting summary of attitudes in

the rifle companies of the 9th Division in April 1944. Here we

compare the average attitude scores (the higher scores being more

favorable) of veteran noncoms and veteran and nonveteran pri-

vates.? Clearly, the relative favorableness of the various subgroups

depends on the attitude studied. On willingness for combat and
confidence in combat stamina, the nonveteran privates make show-
ings as good as or better than the veteran noncoms and definitely

better than the veteran privates. But on confidence in combat
skill, as almost surely would be expected if the measures used are
valid indexes, the highest scores are made by the veteran noncoms
and the lowest scores are made by the nonveteran privates, although
the veteran privates make scores almost as low. .

Further light is thrown on the differences in attitude patterns if

® Tt is possible that, as Chart IV suggests, the average attitude scores of veterans
improved between January and April. For all three groups of companies there was a
slight improvement in scores on confidence in combat stamina, but in two of the three
groups of companies there was a deterioration in scores on confidence.in combat skill.
Onthe other hand, there wasa Jarge and,at first glance, impressive improvement among
veterans in scores on willingness for combat. However, as bas been mentioned in the
text, there was a change in the check list in the April survey from the check list used
in January on the two questions involved in the willingness for combat score. The
change would not seem to be important enough to account for so large a shift, but
question wordingis tricky business, and it is well not to make too much of the data
in Chart IV as representing a real improvement in veterans’ attitudes.

* The fact that all the bars for, say, confidence in combat skill, are longer than all
the corresponding bars for, say, confidence in combat stamina, bas, of course, no neces-
sary significance. The absolute length of bars is an artifact of the way the scores were
derived and only relative comparisons can be made. This cautio i ¢
Chart IV and Chart V. caution applies to both
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we go back to the original scores and examine cross tabulations.

Table 6 shows, as would be expected both from the nature of the

variables and as an artifact of the check lists used in deriving the

scales, that there is quite a high correlation between the scales on

CHART V
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confidence in combat stamina and confidence in combat skill. The

correlations between each of these scores and willingness for combat

are equally high. But let us focus our attention, not on the size of

the correlations, but rather on the difference in pattern of relation-

ship as between veteran noncoms at one extreme and nonveteran.

privates at the other. (The categories in the original 5x 5 tables

are arbitrarily grouped in Table 6 so that, for all groups combined,

the numberofcasesfalling above and below the principal diagonal

are about equal.) _

Among veteran noncoms, in Table 6, the cases on the principal

TABLE 6

Nints Drvision—CorreLations Between Scores ON CONFIDENCE IN
Compart SKILL AND CONFIDENCE In Compat Stamina, Aprit 1944

  

SCORE ON CONFIDENCE IN COMBAT SKILL

 

0, 1 2 3,4 Total

Veleran noncoms .
Score on confidence in 2, 3, 4 2 7 35 44
combat stamina 1 5 15 36 56

0 19 11 11 41

Total 26 * 38 82 141
Veteran privates

Score on confidence in 2, 3, 4 9 12 48 69
combat stamina 1 34 29 43 106

0 109 37 » 27 173

Total 152 48 118 - 348
Nonveleran privates

Score on confidence in 2, 3, 4 19 41 - 71 131
combat stamina 1 61 51 24 1386

0 82 14 18 109

Total 162 106 108 376

 

diagonal are 19, 15, 35. Fourteen cases lie above the diagonal—
noncoms who may be thoughtof as having relatively higher (thatis,
better) scores on confidence in stamina than on confidencein skill.
A total of 58 cases lie below the diagonal—noncoms who may be
thought of as having relatively higher scores on confidence in skill
than in stamina. Thus,of the 72 cases lying off the diagonal, only
14, or 19 per cent, are of the former type. Making corresponding
computations for veteran privates and nonveteran privates, we can
summarize the cases whichlie off the diagonal for the three groups
as follows:
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chapters of the present volume. When “old beat up Joe” com--.
plained and said he was in no shape for furtherfighting, this did not

necessarily mean that he was more likely to become a nonbattle
casualty than a nonveteran in the same outfit. Very striking data

shown in Chapter 5 of this volume, Chart III and Table 12, tend to
show that the old veteran was not by any means considered bypla-

toon leaders to be the most efficient soldier in the platoon, after

several months’ exposure to combat. On the other hand, when a
nonyeteran complained that he needed a lot more training before

CHART VI
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he would be up to fighting, this did not necessarily mean that he

would acquire escape from battle by the sick route whenhe got

there. Both responses without doubt often served as rationaliza-~

tions for not wanting to do a dirty job—and it is quite understand-

able that the veteran should tend to use the “physical condition”

excuse while the nonveteran, as we have seen, tended more to use

the “need more training” rationalization. With respect to the

direct questions on willingness for combat, it is quite probable that

neither veterans nor nonveterans were enthusiastic about combat.

All the evidence studied in later chapters of this volume points to

lack of enthusiasm. But the fact that the veteran had been through

battle may have given him a feeling of earned permission to say

more frankly what he thought than the nonveteran felt he could

admit, even anonymously. This may account, in some degree, for

the difference in scores on expressed willingness for combat as be-

tween veterans and nonveterans.

At the same time, the evidence reviewed in this section shows,

with little room for doubt, that companies in which more than the

average number of men had low scores on willingness for combat,

confidence in combat stamina, or confidence in combat skill, were

conspicuous among those units with high nonbattle casualty rates.

The correlations are consistent and, taken as a whole, statistically

significant, and the difference in nonbattle casualty rates between

companies with the best and worst attitudes are certainly large

enough to be considered important. Furthermore, the relation-
ships hold up in the companies of both experienced and inexperi-
enced divisions.

Therefore, we have one answer to the question with which this
chapter opened, “Suppose thatmany combat soldiers did have un-
favorable attitudes. What of it? They fought, didn’t they?”
The answeris “Yes, they fought,” but companies with more than
their share of such men tended to have higher nonbattle casualty
rates in Normandy than other companies—in other words, had
fewer combat effectives on the battle line than companies with bet-
ter initial attitudes.

In Section ITI weshall review the derivation of the attitude scores
used and the procedure for computing the nonbattle casualty rates.
The foregoing analysis has represented'a comparison of average

attitude scores, by companies, before D Day with nonbattle casualty
rates in those companies after D Day. This was a study of unit
behavior, not of individual behavior, because the questionnaires
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short enough so that there were still some menleft to tell aboutit.

And memories were still fresh. These conditions, and the manner

in which the ratings were obtained, are critical factors in assessing

the validity of the combat performance data. The rating inter-

views were conducted by specially trained interviewers, and in al-

most all cases the raters were the officers or noncoms who had

worked most closely in combat with the man being rated.

At least two independent ratings were obtained on each manrela-

tive to other men in the sameoutfits, and men were regardedas“above

average” or “below average” in the analysis only if the judgments

of the raters showed substantial agreement as to the way in which

a, man had performed relative to the performance of other men in

comparable jobs in the same outfit. The carefully worked out and

standardized rating procedures used are described in moredetail in

Section III of this chapter. Usable combat ratings were obtained

for 393 men for whom personnel and questionnaire data also were

available. These men fell into three categories, as follows:

 

Above average in combat performance 338%
Average or indeterminate in combat performance 39
Below average in combat performance 28

100%

Because it was particularly desired to control the influence of
education, AGCTscore, age, and marital condition on performance,
and to evaluate the relationship between attitudes and combatrat-
ings with these background factors held constant, the sample was

reduced to 279 cases in the process of matching the three perform-
ance groups on these backgroundfactors.

Attitudes Relating to Combat as Correlated with Combat Performance

_ In the initial attitude surveys in Oregon, four questions were
asked which had a direct reference to combat. These were:

If you were sent into actual fighting after finishing one yearof training,
how do you think you would do?

‘Do you ever worry about whether you will be injured in combat before
the war is over?

How do you think you would feel about killing a Japanese soldier?

How do you think you would feel about killing a German soldier?
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CHART VII

Artrropes or InprvipyaLs Wane in Trainine as Revatep to RaTines oF

Terr Compart ParrormMaNce Over A YRAR Larter

PERGENTAGE GIVING INDICATED RESPONSES

a : GOMBAT PERFORMANGE GROUPS
QUESTION If you were sent into actual

fighting, aftar finishing one Below Average Above
year of training, howdo you average
think you would do?

"Y think [ would do off right”

“tL think U would have trouble,af first, but
after awhile { would be OK

“| haven't ony ideo how | would do”

“t don't think | would do very well”

QUESTION "Do you ever worry about
whether you will be injured
in combat before the war
is over?”

"Never worry about it”

“Hardly ever worry about it”

No answer

"Worry boutIt fairly often"

“Worry a great deal aboutit" 
The numbers at the bottom of the bars are the : a

centages are based. numbers of cases on which the per-
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TABLE 8

Backcrounp CHARACTERISTICS, AS OF TRAINING Periop, oF Men GROUPED By

Ravines or CompaT PERFORMANCE

ee

COMBAT PERFORMANCE GROUPS

 

  

 

 
 

 

 
 

  

 

 

  

Below average Average Above average

A

Education
College 15% 18% 24%

ELS. graduate 32 33 49

Some H.S. 28 82 20

Finished Sth grade 17 12 12

Less than 8th grade 8 5 4

Total 100% 100% 100%

Number of cases 111 162 180

AGCT Class
I 4% 9% 8%

II 37 40 39

iT 37 35 42

IV 19 ‘ 14 9

Vv 3 2 2

Total 100% 100% 100%

Number of cases 111 152 180

Mechanical Aptitude Score
130 or more 1% 9% 7%

120-129 6 li 26

110-119 29 21 19

100-109 23 22 23

90-99 17 24 13

80-89 6 9 8

Under 80 18 4 4

Total 100% 100% 100%

Number of cases* 101 189 118

Marital Status
Married 52% 58% 65%

Unmarried 48 42 35

Total 100% 100% 100%
Number of cases* 111 161 180

Age
35 and over 4% 5% 5%
30-34 19, 22°” 24
25-29 28 4 28 34
22-24 18 # 15 14
21 and under 3145 30 23

Total 100% 100 100
Number of cases* 110 ° 11” 8

rregrena

re

rrseenneh

* Information lacking on one or more cases.
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closely related to performance in units that saw the heaviest fight-

ing.

Background Factors and Combat Performance

The relationship between background factors and combat per-

formance ratings is shown in Table 8. The better educated, the

men with the highest AGCT scores and highest mechanical aptitude

scores, the older men, and the married men tend to get the better

performance ratings.

Education and test scores are highly intercorrelated, as are age

and marital condition. When combat performance groups are

matched on educational level, difference in performance by AGCT

score tends to disappear. When they are matched on educational

level and AGCT score, however,significant differences by mechan-

ical aptitude score, age, and marital condition remain. These re-

sults are shown in Table 9.
If we consider only men with high school education, relatively

high AGCT score (Class I, I, or III), relatively high mechanical

aptitude (score of 120 or over), and over 24 years of age at the time

of the attitude survey (83 cases in all), we find that 58 per cent are
in the aboveaverage group on combat performance and 6 per cent

are in the below average group. At the other extreme, if we take

men with grade school education only, mechanical aptitude scores

below 120, and under 24 years of age (58 cases in all), we find only
22 per cent rated above average in combat performance but 40 per
cent rated below average.

Aitiiudes Not Specifically Involving Combat

In reviewing the relationships of attitudes and combat perform-
ance, we have considered those attitudes in training which relate
specifically to combat. In addition, there were other items in the
questionnaires referring to the individual’s sense of well-being at
the time of the survey and to attitudes toward various aspects of
Armylife. When these responses are related to ratings of combat
performance for our three groups matched on backgroundfactors,
further interesting associations are found, but, with one exception,
all of the relationships tended to be lower than in the case of the
items directly applying to combat, and the sample is not large
enough to insure their statistical significance.
‘The exception is a question on AWOL,wheresoldiers whoin train-

ing said that AWOL wasa “‘very serious” offense were considerably
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tiate men as rated more than a year later by their combat perform-

ance, are rather formidable. It is, therefore, particularly unfor-

tunate that it was not possible to replicate in a second study the

relation of performance to questions on attitudes toward combat. It

should also be noted, however, that many of the questionnaire items

were not designed as ones which it was anticipated would probably

be predictive of subsequent performance, but were instead included

in the attitude surveys as useful items for the commandinggeneral

for appraising the overall attitude picture of his division (notof in-

dividuals) during the training period. On certain types of ques-

tions (such as those getting at faith in leadership ability of officers

and noncoms) one might also reasonably have anticipated a larger

number of predictive items had questionnaires been administered

overseas prior to the men’s entering into combat. Attitudes on

such questions would be expected to change markedly as the situa-

tion and personnel changed from training to combat. In view of

the preponderantly different leadership in training and combat, it

is not so surprising that attitudes toward training officers were not

predictive of combat performance.

As a final comment, it should be noted that some attitudes—

particularly those related to unit esprit—might well be important

differential predictors of performance as between different units,
while at the same time differences in expression of these attitudes

by various men within a unit might havelittle or no relation to dif-
ferences in individual performance. The design of the present
study, which involves comparative ratings within companies, pre-
cludes investigation of possible predictive relationships in terms of
unit-to-unit variations. This limitation of the method used in the
present study obviously restricts the generality of the finding that
the reliably predictive attitude items were attitudes of personal
confidence or personal conviction with respect to future combat
performance and that no significant relationships were obtained for
attitudes relating primarily to company or group morale.
In conclusion, it should be emphasized that the fact that a long

interval elapsed between training and combat makes all the more
significant the findings here reported as to the relation of attitudes
toward combat and performanceratings.

Concluding Comments

While the two analyses which constitute the subject matter of
this chapter are not ideal for the purpose, representing the only
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studies of their kind which the Research Branch was enabled to

carry through amid pressures of war, they complement and rein-

force one another. In Section I we saw that companies with atti-

tudes worse than the average in their regiment before combat

tended to have a worse than average combat record in the Nor-

mandy campaign, in so far as the index used is the nonbattle casu-

alty rate. In Section IT we have seen that individuals who,in early

training in the United States, had the least satisfactory attitudes

relating to combat, tended, more than other men, to be among

those rated below average in combat performance more than a year

after they were surveyed.

For a more detailed description of the methods used in securing

the data portrayed in the foregoing pages, we turn now to Section

Ti. The nontechnical reader may wish to skip these pages and go

directly to the chapters which follow—first with respect to ground

combat and later with respect to combat in theair. ;

SECTION III

BASIC DATA AND TECHNICAL NOTES ON RELATION OF

ATTITUDES TO BEHAVIOR IN COMBAT

This section is in two parts.
In Part 1 are presented the basic data lying behind the results

presented in thefirst section of this chapter, together with a descrip-
tion of (a) how the attitude data were processed and (b) how the
casualty data were computed.
In Part 2 the methods used in obtaining the data presented in the

second section of this chapter are briefly summarized.

Part il. Company Attitudes and Nonbattle Casualty Rates

In Tables 10 and 11 are shown the basic data, by individual com-
panies, on which Tables 2 to 5 and Charts I to III in the foregoing -
text are based. "

Derwwation of the Attitude Scores

Willingness for combat. The score on willingness for combat is
derived from a cross tabulation of two questions. After cross tabu-
lation the categories were combined objectively—so as to provide
five final score categories with maximum reproducibility—in other
words, to obtain total scores of such a nature that the answers to
the individual questions could be inferred from the total scores with
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TABLE 11

Heavy Weapons Companres—Arritups Scores Prior TO D Day anpNonpattte Casvatty Rares in Eicut Wenxs Buoinning JUNE 6, 1944
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18th Reg. 47th Reg.
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minimum error. (It is not, of course, claimed that the scores used

in this chapter constitute scales in the sense defined in Volume IV.

The reproducibility is quite satisfactory, but many more items

would be needed before scalability could be established.) To illus-

trate the procedure, actual data representing the total sample of

6,280 men in the 4th and 29th Divisionswill be carried through each

step.

The questions used in the April survey, together with assigned

weights and illustrative frequencies, are as follows:

A. Which of the following best tells the way you feel about

getting into an actual battle zone?

2  Iwant very much to get into it just as soon as possible 496
2 Im ready to go any time 1,930
1 ‘I'dlike to go before it’s over but I don’t think I’m ready

yet 544
1 I hope I won’t have to go but if I do I think I'll do all right 2,013
0 TLhope I won’t have to go because I don’t think I would

do very well 611
Q  =No opinion 485
0 No answer 201

- 6,280

B. Which of the following best describes your own feeling about
getting into combat against the Germans?“

‘2 ‘I'd like to get into the fight as soon as I can 848
1 I’m ready to go when my turn comes 3,554
1 Yd just as soon stay out of combatif possible 1,327
0 Idon’t want to get into combat atall ; 416
0 No answer 135

6,280

Categories are combined according to their weights and yield the
following table:

 

Question A

0 1 2 Total

2" 74 1,644 708. 2,426
Question 1 181 2,308 68 2,557

B 0 . 296 929 72 1,297nee
Total BBl 4,881 848 6,280

 

it 7 3 }The two questions were, of course, in different parts of the questionnaire.
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B. If you were given a group of men andtold to take charge of them all
by yourself on a mission under enemy fire, how well do you think

you would do?

Very well
Fairly well
Not very well
Not well at all

No answerC
O
C
O
r
H 720

3,498
1,292
480
290

6,280

C. Do you think that you have been given enough training and experi-
ence so that you could do a good job of taking charge of a group of

men of your own in combat?

1 Have been given enough training and experience 2,818
0 Have not been given quite enough training and

experience 1,977
0 Have not been given nearly enough training and

experience

0 No answer
1,177
308

6,280

Following are the cross tabulation and score distribution:

 

Question A

0 1 2 Total

Question C , Qu. 1 127 637 1,646 2,410
1 B Q 48 131 229 408

Question C { Qu. 1 387 974. 447 1,808
0 B 0 664 775 215 1,654

1,226 2,517 2,587 6,280

Seale score 0 1 2 3 4 Total

Frequency 664 1,210 1,447 1,313 1,646 6,280

In the January survey the question wording and the checklists
were the same as in April. The only difference was in the editing
of free answers andthe provision of occasional separate codesin the
January study. With minor exceptions, these special codes were
scored 0 for the present analysis.

Nonbaitile Casualty Rates and Their Computation
The major problem in obtaining the nonbatitle casualty rate for 4

company was to separate the casualties among the men arriving i2 |
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Normandy with their units from the casualties among replacements

who were sent to the company after June 6.

This task was made possible by use of photostats of the morning

reports of the company, which record the strength as of the given

day and reportaccessions or separations by nameandserial number.

The separation of each man is listed by cause—whether killed,

wounded, injured, or missing in action (these are grouped in the

present analysis as battle casualties), whether injured, nonbattle

casualty (these were tabulated but are not counted for the purpose

of the present analysis as either battle or nonbattle casualties), and

whether “sick, nonbattle casualty.” In some companies ‘exhaus-

tion cases” were separately reported, but the practice was by no

means uniform. Therefore, for purposes of the present analysis,

all “exhaustion” cases have been included in the general category,

“sick, nonbattle casualty.’ In addition, cases of AWOL or of

transfers out of the company werelisted.

Theoretically, the company’s records were balanced each day and

differences between the strength reported on two days should be
accounted for exactly by the accessions and separations reported

by name. The records, kept under field conditions, were not al-
ways accurate, and there was sometimes a lag of several days in re-
porting casualties, although late reports indicated the date on which

the casualty occurred. On the whole, however, the records proved

quite satisfactory, as measured by the fact that a company’s strength
on July 31, after two months of combat, usually was within two or
three of the reported strength on June 6, plus the accessions reported
by name in the preceding eight weeks, minus the separations re-
ported by name in the same period.
The steps in assembling the needed data for a company were as

follows:

1. For each accession or separation reported on a given day, a
separate card was made out on which was recorded date, name,
serial number, andall relevant information.

2. When the company records for eight weeks (56 morning re-
ports) had been copied, the accession and separation cards were
matched, where possible, by nameor serial number. Names were
sometimes spelled slightly differently on two cards and occasionally
there would be a transposition of a digit in the serial number. But
in general there waslittle difficulty in matching cards.

8. Ifa casualty card referred to a member of the company who
had been received after June 6 from a replacementdepot, the sym-
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TABLE 12

Rirtzn Companres~—Summary of Dara on Nonsarrim Casvaury Rares’
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TABLE 12 (Continued)
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TABLE 13

Heavy Wearons Companres—Summiary or Data on NonpattLe Casvarty Rares
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ty card. Otherwise, it could be
bol R was marked on the casual

assumed that the casualty occurred to a man who was a member,of

tion was checked for one
the company as of June 6. This assump

f the supposed old men.
entire regiment by comparing the names ©

of a company who had become casualties with the nameson thelast

company pay roll before D Day. The errors were never more than

one or two per company.®

4. A ledger sheet for the eight weeks was now prepared for the

enlisted men of each company. For example, the line for July 11

for the original men of A Company, 115th Regiment, 29th Division,

showsthe following:

Strength at beginning of day 99

Battle casualties 28

Sick, nonbattle casualties 3

Other separations 0

Returned to duty — 0

Strength at end of day 68
Average strength — 84

Corresponding entries were made in separate spaces for men who

had joined the company after June 6. ‘Their strength was deter-

mined by counting the cards for all accessions and subtracting all

cards for separations bearing corresponding names and serial num-
bers. Thusfor a given day the cumulated strength of old men plus
the cumulated strength of replacements should exactly equal the
total strength on the morning report and check the clerical opera-
tion. Nofurther use is madein the present analysis of the data on
replacements, but it might be noted parenthetically that here exists
a mine of data permitting an exact comparison on a day-to-day
basis of casualty rates among men who weretrained with their units’
and among replacements in the same units.

5. The daily figures entered on the ledger for the men who consti-
tuted the original cohort as of June 6 were now totaled for the eight-
week period. These data, in part; are summarized for the 108 rifle
companies in Table 12 and for the 36 heavy weapons companies in
Table 13. The figure on average daily strength in Tables 12 and
13 is obtained by summing the daily figures for average strength
(which are simply the average of strength at the beginning of the
. 15 In ] ‘ .a few instances, a small‘number of men were transferred from one company toanother. For bookkeepinga ing purposes of the present analysis, they weretransferred out” of their present company and as “replacements” in thelrneyconepany. Such instances, fortunately, we i iaffected, no matter how they were recorded. sng the Snalysis could not be materially
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dayand strength at the end of the day) and dividing bythe56 days, -

6. The nonbattle casualty rate for a company was computedby,’

dividing the total nonbattle casualties bythe average dailystrength ©

and multiplying by 100. —_

A final word maybe said with respect to the relationship of battle

and nonbattle casualties. In all regiments the correlation between.

the absolute numberof battle and nonbattle casualties tended to
be negative amongrifle companies. If a company—as many did—

lost the majority of its men through battle casualties, there would
not be manyleft who would be exposed to the risk of nonbattle

casualties. Of course, the converse could also be true—if the com-

pany lost a great many men through nonbattle casualties, there
would be fewer left exposed to the risk of battle casualties. The.

former statement is somewhat more realistic for most regiments, _
however, due to the heavyinitial casualties in storming the beaches.

All in all, the fairest way to compare the nonbattle casualties of :

the various companies seemedto be by taking accountof the aver-

age number of men exposed to risk. This is measured by the aver-

age daily strength throughout the eight weeks. In all regiments:

the correlation between average daily strength and absolute num-

ber of nonbattle casualties tends to be positive. There were at

least two alternative ways of proceeding. One was to express the

nonbattle casualtics as a function of the average daily strength and

use the positive and negative deviations from this function as the

measure with which to compare our pre D Dayattitude data. The

other alternative, which was adopted in the interest of simplicity,

was to express the nonbattle casualties in a given company as 2

simple ratio of the average daily strength among menin theoriginal

cohort.

Pant 2. How Ratings of Individual Combat Performance
Were Obtained

Yor the studyof the relationship of individual background char-
acteristics and precombat attitudes to combat performance, de-
scribed in Section JI of this chapter, a criterion of the latter was:
essential. |
The criterion employed was in termsof rating procedures designed

expressly for the purposes of the study, rather than in terms of rou-
tincly recorded statistics on casualties, awards, and thelike, and
provided an index of the combat performanceof individualsoldiers, | |
rather than of entire organizations considered as units. Carefully
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standardized rating interviews were developed through pretesting

and successive revisions of the procedure in several companies of

one regiment. The combat performance of each available soldier

for whom there were precombat data was rated in standardized

fashion in comparison with the performance of other specific ind1-

viduals doing the same kind of job, by the men who had had the

best opportunity to observe his behavior in combat.

After learning with which platoons and squads the men for whom

precombat data were available had seen action, a carefully trained

Research Branch interviewer selected the men to do the rating.

Most often the rater was a noncom in the same platoon (often in

the same squador section) as the subject who was to be rated. In

general, the platoon leader, platoon sergeant, or platoon guide, plus

the first sergeant and occasionally the company commanderor ex-

ecutive-officer, were interviewed to secure ratings on squad leaders

and assistant squad leaders. To get ratings on men in squads, the

interviewer started with the squad leader. For men in company

headquarters,” the first sergeant, executive officer, etc., were inter-

viewed. After obtaining one rating interview on a man, it was usu-

ally possible to obtain the names of other competent raters from

the first interviewee. In all cases, the main criterion for selecting

raters was the extent to which the rater was in a position to observe
and evaluate the subject’s performance in combat.

The interviews were, of course, conducted in privacy. The rater
was given a brief introduction to explain the purpose of the inter-
view, with special emphasis on the fact that the men would not be
affected by what he said about them.” The interviewee was then

16 Except company clerks, who were omitted from the study.
*7 The introduction was as follows (in the interviewer’s own words):
“I amfromthe Research Branch of the War Department. The Research Branch

does various kinds of scientific studies for the Army, which are used in planning Army
policies, improving training, etc. [Show typical report, or explain that the data are
reported only in percentages,etc., with no names or organizations.]

At present we are collecting information on factors related to men’s performance in
combat. In preparation forone part of this important study, a number of men were
selected at randomin this regiment and some others whe? they were in training back in
the Stales. Now we are Jollowing up some of the men in this Division for whom we
have good records—especially of how they did in training—from the time when the
outfit was back at Camp Adair. While we’re here, we’re interviewing a lot of platoon
leaders and other personnel in infant i i ikinds of outfits, ntry regiments, field artillery batteries, and other

“The men we usein this study,
To collect the information from
of someof the men but, actuall
tion is collected.

f‘e oo. . . saThe only purposeofthis interviewis to help in making a scientific study of comb&t’
of

as in all Research Branchstudies, are kept anonymous.
many different sources, it is necessary to have names

Y¥; names will not be used at all once all of the informa-
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asked to give the names of men who hadcertain specific jobs similar
to the job of the subject or subjects for whom ratings were desired,

For instance, if the man to be rated was @ squadleader, andthein-

terviewee a platoon sergeant during combat, he would be asked to

give the names of all the men who were his squad leaders in combat,

being prompted indirectly if necessary to include the subject on
whom precombat data were available. He would then be asked to

name his combat assistant squad leaders. ‘The interviewerlisted

separately men who had been killed in action or given battlefield
commissions. These men were not rated along withthe others, but

were given ratings subsequently, as indicated below. In this way

about ten names were obtained on the main list—notless than nine
if possible and sometimes as manyas fifteen.* Once thelist was
completed, the rater was given standardized instructions and asked
specific questions to get relative ratings on the combat effectiveness

of all the men on thelist. The verbatim instructions will give the

clearest picture of the rating process:

Now I'd like to ask some questions to get your judgment on certain things
about (some of) these men.

I want you to imagine that the war against Germanyisstill going on and you

have it all to do over again; but suppose that you know everything you nowac-
tually know about what each of these men would be like in combat. Imagine

that your outfit was being prepared to go into combat, and assume that the type
of combat you’d be up against would be just like what the outfit actually went

through.
Suppose you had been told to weed out a certain number of men that would

not be as good as someofthe others in combat, in such a way that it would enable
your outfit to do the best possible job in combat over a three or four monthperiod.

Assumethere would have been a chanceto replaceall the men weeded out with
trained reinforcements and that any job for which you weeded out a man would
be filled by a better man trained for that job. [This point was elaboratedif
necessary.]
Now, which two (three)” of the men (on the list) would you most hate to have

 

men in general. The information we get about individual men will not affect the man
in any way. This interview has nothing to do with future assignments or with rede-
ployment of men in the Division. As a matter of fact, a numberof the men we want
to find out about are not even in this Division any longer—some of them were wounded
tn action, some killed in action. But as long as we are able to get information from
their records, the information on them will be as valuable as information on men who
are still in the Division. None of the information you give us will be entered in any
man's record.”
_ 28 For rating an ordinary memberof a squad, other squad members comprised the

list. For men in company headquarters, names of other headquarters men in jobs
roughly comparable in amountof exposureto fire were solicited.
* If there were 9, 10, 11, or 12 men on the mainlist, “two men” was used eachtime.

If 13, or 14, “three” was used thefirst two times and “two” for the next two steps.
If 15 or more, “three” was used throughout, If I two? d. the first
time and 1 on later times, as required. , ess than 9, “two” was use
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ulled out of your outfit—that is, which two (three) men would you most want to

heep in the outfit in order to be sure of doing the best possible job in combat against

ns? . .

aeeaking out the men, I want you to just consider the effect on how well the

outfit would do in combat—please don’t consider anything else such as how weil

you like the various men personally, and things like that. In the case of men

wvoundedin action, just consider what they were like in combat up until the time

they were wounded. [This was elaborated, if necessary, to make sure that the

interviewee did-not rate a man low because of his poor physical condition due to

combat injury.] (This-is all just for purposes of a study, and what men you pick

here will have nothing atall to do with what happens to these particular men in

he future. ;

Now . ? which are the two (three) men you would most want to keep if the

outfit were going into combat against the Germans? [Interviewer writes a “1” after

each of these two (or three) names.] oo

- Now, in order to be sure the outfit would do the best possible job in combat,

“which two (three)of the men would you feel it would be most important to pull

out of the outfit to be replaced by better men in their jobs. [Interviewer writes a

“5” after each of these.] oe

Now, after these two (three), [points to the No. 1 men] which two (three)® of

the other men would you name next, as men you’d want to be sure to keep in the

outfit if it were going into combat against the Germans? [Interviewer writes a
9” after each of these.] :
Now which two (three)of the other men would you name nevi as men that

should be pulled out and replaced by better men (in order to do the best possible
job in combat)? [Interviewer writes a “4” after each of these.]

[Interviewer writes a “3” after each of the remaining men.]

After the interviewee had finished rating the main list, it was
pointed out to him that the numbers form a rating scale. He was
then asked to rate any men who had been killed in action and any
who had received battlefield commissions in similar terms by assign-
ing a number.

- In general, at least two rating interviews were obtained on each
man in the sample, so that cases on which different raters disagreed
in their judgments about the men could be eliminated from the

' analysis.20

 

*If the first two ratings on a given subject were “consistent,” no more were delib-
erately obtained, though additional ratings might turn up incidentally to the rating
of other men. The rating combinations regarded as “consistent” were: J, 1; 1, 2; 2, 2;
3, 3; 4, 4; 4, 5; 5, 5. It will be remembered that @ rating of 1 meant that an inter-
viewee regarded the man as one of those he would mostlike to keep if the outfit were
going into combat; 5 as one of the men he would most like to have replaced; 2 as one
of those included in @ second skimming of the most desirable men; 4 as one of those
included in second skimming of the least desirable men; and 3 indicates those re-
maining after this skimming process. If the first two ratings obtained were wholly
inconsistent, no further rating was sought, unless the interviewer had previously felt
real doubt about theintelligence or competenceof oneof the raters or about the degree
of Tapport attained in the interview. The rating combinations regarded as “wholly
inconsistent” were: 1, 5; 1, 4; 2, 5; 2, 4. ; .If “partially inconsistent” ratings were obtained in the first two interviews (8, 4;
3, 5; 1, 3; 2, 3), at least one additional rating interview was obtained on the subject.
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On the basis of the interview ratings, each subject was placed in

one of three groups—above average, below average, and average

(including indeterminate). Since some subjects were rated by. two’
raters, some by three, and some by more than three,a rather com- *
plicated scheme was necessary for arriving at the final classification® -
The comparative rating procedure was adopted to avoidthepit-

falls of absolute judgments—halo effect, and the lack of comparabil- -

ity of judgments from one outfit or kind of job or rater to another.
To remove as far as possible another potential sourceof distortion,
the respondents were kept from knowing which of the particular
men on thelist the interviewer was interested in.

Weturn now to more detailed and interpretative analyses of atti-
tudes of combat troops, on the ground and in theair, as related to
a variety of characteristics of the individual soldiers and of the com-
bat situations.

21 The pattern of ratings characterizing each of the three groups varied according to —
the numberof raters for a given subject. The groups were composed of men whore- '
ceived the following combinations of ratings:

SUM OF RATINGS WITH:

Ratings Three Four Five Mean ratingfor
with two raters raters raters raters six or more raters

Above average 1,1; 1,2; 2,2 3~6 4-8 5-10 1.00~2.19 -
Below average 8,5;4,4:4,5;5,5 11-15 14-19 18-25 3.51-5.00
Average or in-

determinate (all other patterns) 7-10 9-13 11-17 2.20-3.50



CHAPTER 2

 

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF

GROUND COMBAT!

Introduction

oMBAT is the end toward which all the manifold activities of

the Armyare oriented, however indirectly. Organized com-

‘bat is also the activity by which an Army is most differentiated

from other social organizations. The role of the combat soldier

may well be considered the most important single role for the un-

derstanding of the Army, not so much because of the number of

men involved as because of its determining socio-psychological sig-

nificance for combat and noncombat soldier alike. It was seen in

Volume I that the very fact of whether a soldier was or was not
assigned to combat duty defined one of the characteristics of his
position which was most significant to him.
In studying the attitudes of American soldiers in combat, ground

combat is probably the best place to start. Ground combat in the
‘Second World War had more in common with traditional warfare
than did the war in the air, and more American soldiers saw combat
on the ground than in any other form. In a warin which the trend
was clearly toward the development of intricate weapons requiring
highly specialized skills for their management, ground warfarestill
required the maximum of physical and emotional endurance. This
was particularly true in the Infantry, the most numerous branch
involved in fighting on theground, where the mechanicalskills were
subsidiary to personal skills of observation and maneuver, and these "
in turn were often subordinate to sheer endurance. In ground
combat the stresses and countermotives involved in warfare can be
Seen in their simplest terms. The group of chapters to follow will
provide a background against which the special features of aerial
combat can be highlighted.
Few qualitatively new observations regarding the behavior of
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men in battle should be anticipated here. Insightful observers
from a long series of recorded wars have reported,in essential agree.
ment, upon a great many of the conceivable types of combatbe.
havior. The recorded observations and insights are, however, :

fragmentary, relatively unsystematic, and nonquantitative. What,
can therefore be added is further systematization, based Upon-

quantitative treatment of manysoldiers’ responses.
The following chapters deal with the soldier in combat. on the

ground. ‘They will attempt to describe thesocial situation in which
he fought, the attitudes he had, how he reacted to long-continued
combat. They will pay some attention to the problem of fear in
combat and the measures adopted for its control. Theywill focus

briefly on the orphan of the Army—the individual combat replace-
ment—and on the more fortunate men who joined their combat

units away from the front. They will also describe some of the
attitudes of combat soldiers toward their compatriots in the supply

services and on the homefront.

The present chapter is intended to provide a descriptive back-

groundof the general characteristics of combat as a social situation.
Before proceeding to this, however, it will be profitable to pause for

a brief survey of the place of combat in the context of the total ac-

tivities of an active theater of operations, and for a glance at some

of the various ways in which combat situations differ from one an-

other. Seeing the combat situation in its military context will

serve as a safeguard against misleading oversimplifications.

The Place of Combat in an Active Theater

The area of an active theater was normally divided into geograph-
ical subareas which corresponded roughly to the functions carried

outin them. Thegeneral picture was as follows, from rearto front:
1. Service and supply administrative areas: This category usually

included the largest part of the theater which was not in contact

with the enemy. The main supply depots, repair installations,rear
administrative headquarters, fixed medical installations, and the
port-to-front transportation services were located here. The typ-
ical form of organization divided the area into subareas or “base
sections,” which were often combined administratively under one
headquarters for the entire “communications zone.” In a conti-
nental theater, one or more of the base sections was normally con-
tiguous with army areas.
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2, Army areas: Beginning a considerable distance behind ‘the

front and includingthe zone of actual combat were the areas under

control of army groups and armies. In the greater part of an army

area, the principal activities differed little from those going on in.

the base sections to the rear. Truck-driving companies from a base

section, for example, moved supplies from a base section depot to

another depot in an army area, whence other truck companies, this

time assigned or attached to an army, moved the supplies to a point

where some more forward element of the army picked them up.

3. Corps areas: An armyarea, or the more forward partofit, was

usually subdivided into corps areas, each corps normally containing

three or more divisions—in addition to service troops belonging to

the corps and still performing the multiform functions of supply,

maintenance, and evacuation.
4, Division sectors: The forward part of each corps area was

divided into areas under the control of the different divisions. A

division is the smallest military unit which hasall the kinds of troops -

necessary for maintaining itself in the field. This means that, in

addition to fighting troops, it too had its quartermaster truck driv-

ers, its engineers, its military police, its ordnance to maintain its

arms and vehicles, its signal troops to tend to communications, etc.

5. Sectors held by smaller tactical units within a division: These

units, even at battalion level, had to allocate a considerable fraction
of their personnel to the inescapable functions of housekeeping and
supply.

The actual geographical arrangements of these areas varied with
the military situation, the differences being greatest between con-
tinental and island theaters of operation. The allocation of the -
smaller sectors at the front was constantly changing as units were
shifted according to tactical plans, or relieved for rest and training.

This was the framework within which men were organized and
sent into battle. Even a simple sketch of the deployment of troops
within a theater is enough to suggest a fact that is always surprising
to the uninitiated: how small a part of a modern army ever comes
into close combat with the enemy. At peak strength the European

. theater contained over three million American troops. Yet there
3 Cf. General Marshall’s report, The Winning of the War in Europe and the Pacific,

biennial report of the Chief of Staff of the United States Army, July 1, 1948, to June
30, 1945, to the Secretary of War. Published for the War Department in cooperation
with,the Council on Books in Wartime by Simon and Schuster (no publication date),p. 42,
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were probably no more than 50 divisionsactually at the front, even:

in periods of maximumeffort.’ Assuming for conveniencethaieach
division contained 15,000 men (actually they probably averaged

nearer to 10,000), and assuming that all were in combat, this would
give 750,000 men in action at any one time. It certainlyis an over.

estimate to assume that all men in divisions were in actual combat,

In an Infantry division, for example, the 36 rifle and heavy weapons

companies account at most for only about one half of the division's

strength. Even if we assumethatall divisional troops were in close

combat, and add another 200,000 men for combat flyers in Air
Forces, less than half of the men in Europe could reasonably have
been called in combat at any one time. The averagefigureforall

theaters during the 1943-1945 period was certainly muchlower..

Y5u: 4-72, What Is a Combat Outfit? | | Hg

Within this context, just what soldiers are we to consider in com-

bat for the purposes of our investigation? In distinguishing a com-

bat group, objective differences in the type of situation to which

troops were subjected must of course be borne in mind. But since

we are primarily concerned with factors in which the men’s own per-

ceptions and evaluations are of paramount importance, the distine-

tions which the men themselves made are peculiarly relevant.
There was a tendency for those groups farthest removed from the

battle zone, especially the civilian population at home, to generalize

their impression of combat to include soldiers who would not them-

selves have considered what they were doing as combat. Thecloser

one went toward the areas of most intensive combat, the finer were

the distinctions which were drawn. In fact, most soldiers in a for-
ward combat zone considered any duty to the rearof battalion head.
quarters as practically noncombat. I7E oy:
The typical soldier’s conception of what constituted combat

changed rather markedly during the course of the war. In the be

ginning, when few troops werein direct contact with the enemy,the
tendency was to consider that anyone who had been under enem)
fire, including long-rangeshelling and bombing, had been in combat
Before the end of the war, the many men who had themselves ex:
perienced front-line fighting or had had close contact with Infantry
troops were likely to deride this definition. Front-line soldiers wer

_ 2 As of May 7, 1945, there were sixty American divisions in the European theate!ibid., pp. 52-53. Presumably notall of these were committed at any onetime.
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decidedly not. a good audiencefor tales of the dangers experienced

by those who were subject to bombing inrearareas.

Bythe end of the European war, adefinite pattern had emerged

in regard to the kinds of units which the men at large thought had

been in combat. Relevant data come from a survey of overseas

soldiers which was conducted to gather evidence for appraising the

point system for redeployment and demobilization prior to VJ Day.

The men were asked how much combat credit should be given men

in various kinds of outfits. As Chart I shows, there was a high .

degree of agreement among menin widely differing kinds of organi-

zations about the types of troops which they thought should be

given full combat credit. As one might expect, front-line infantry-

men and tankmen would restrict combat credit more narrowly than

would their fellow soldiers less exposed to intense combat. But the

agreement amongall four groups, including the men from rear com-

munications zone units who were not themselves rated on the ques-

tion, was great. On the one hand, more than 70 per cent of all the

men, regardless of their own type of duty, agreed upon full combat

eredit for men in infantry rifle and heavy weapons companies, tank
and tankdestroyer companies, combat engineers, medical aid men
and other front-line troops. At the other extreme, less than a
fourth of the men, on the average, would allow full combat credit to
the kinds of troops which can be grouped as forward headquarters
and service troops—medical personnel in field hospitals; division,
army and corps headquarters troops; and divisional supply troops.
Intermediate combat troops—men in reconnaissance platoons, in-
fantry cannon companies, chemical mortar outfits, and field artillery
batteries, who if they engagedin close-rangefighting did so less fre-
quently than the first group—were accorded full combat credit by

about half the men. There was more room for argument here: men
in units of this sort were considerably more likely than others to
think they should get full credit.
Table 1 shows the same data in greater detail. It will be seen

that the grouping of types of troops in Chart I corresponds on the
whole to marked differences in the proportion of men who would
allot full combat credit to the specific units involved. The group
of units classed as front-line troopsis the most homogeneousin terms
of the proportions of men voting full credit to the variouskinds of
units included in it.
- These data agree in general with the judgment to which observa~
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- tion had already led research teams in the field. They furnishg

useful basis for deciding which groups of men should beconsidered
in analysis of the sociological and psychological aspects of combat,
For practical purposes, it will be assumed here that when combat.
troops are mentioned the reference will be to line infantry, tank
and tank destroyer units, and to medical and engineertroops serving .

along with these units. For the most part, consideration will be

CHART I

How Grounp anp Service Force Men Wourp Assien Compat Creorr to.
Dirrerent Trees or Forwarp Grounp TRoors ‘

(White Enlisted Men, European Theater, July 1945)

AVERAGE PERCENTAGE OF MEN WHO WOULD GIVE FULL GOMBAT GREDIT TO EACH
TYPE OF TROOPS AMONG MEN IN

Front-line Infantry Intermediate combat Forward head- Reorunits in tha
and tank units froops quarters and communications

service troops zone

Front-line froops

Intermediate combat
s troops RKKIX 6

KAAKAS

| Forword headquorters
ond service troops

 

Data from §-220.
See Table 1 for the kinds of troops listed in each of these groupings. The present

chart summarizes results given in greater detail in Table 1.
The numbers at the bottom of the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages

are based.

limited to men in infantry rifie and heavy weapons companies (the
‘lettered’? companies), since for these the most adequate data are
available.

Variables in the Combat Situation

Taken in their details, combat situations are almost infinitely
varied. There are literally thousands of perceptible combinations

. of factors among the important variables. The list of “variables”
. itself is lengthy, including for example (cont. on page 66):
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“. ‘TABLE 1.

RANKING of Types of Unrrs Accorpine to AMounT oF ComBaT CREDIT THEY

Snounp Recerve, aS JupGep By MEN IN Various TYPES OF OvurtrFitTs

a

' PERCENTAGE WHO WOULD GIVE “FULL COMBAT

CREDIT” TO BACH TYPE OF TROOPS AMONG

MEN WHO WERE THEMSELVES IN:
Field Divi-

. Artillery, sional
Lettered Tank Troops .

Infantry Destroyer, Other Communi-

and Chemical Than calions

Tank Mortar Lettered Other Zone

Units and Infantry Army Troops

(front- Anti- and and (rear

line’ aircraft Field Corps area
TYPE OF TROOPS units) Units Artillery Troops units)

 

Front-line Troops
Rifle and heavy weapons companies 87 84 92 75 74

Aid men and other combat medics 79 84 84 76 72
Combat engineer units 76 85 85 81 73
Tank and tank destroyer companies 72 82 78 82 77

Average — 79 84 85 79 74

Intermediate Combat Troops
Reconnaissance platoons 60 73 76 16 61

, Cannon companies (Infantry) 40 69 66 54 «50
’ Chemical mortar outfits 33 53 43 43 38
Field artillery batteries 31 75 44 54 52

Average 41 68 57 57 50°

Forward Headquarters and Service
Troops .

Medics infield hospitals 23 43 32 42 39
Regimental headquarters troops 14 25 39 17 20
Division headquarters troops 6 20 16 15 18
Division quartermaster troops 6 13 15 24 20
Army and corps headquarters troops 4 13 7 12 15

Average il 23 22 22 22

Number of cases S47 268 8&2 187 456

Percentage of men reporting
“actual combat’? experience 81 16 67 27 18
ee

*Survey of a cross section of white enlisted men in the European theater during July 1945 (6-220)
The question was: '

“After VJ Day, if points were to be given for time in combat, which groups of men do you think
should be given combat credit? Check how much combat credit you think should be given to
men in each of these kinds of units. (Check one answer opposite each type of outfit.”

Should give them full combat credit
Should give them part combat credit
Should not give them any combatoredit
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1, Terrain (jungle, plain, forest, open areas or cities and towns,fortified pos.
tions, level or hilly or mountainous, etc.) . a

Climate and weather (all degrees of temperature, moisture, variability oy
monotony,etc.) . ,

Adequacy of supply (ammunition, food, water, clothing, shelter, equipment
of all kinds).
Adequacy of replacement system.

Competenceof leadership.
Adequacy of troops’ training.
Adequacy of medical attention.
Type and intensity of enemyresistance, including:

a. Weapons used (tanks, artillery, planes, Infantry weapons).
b. Intensity and duration offire.
ce. Tactics (flanking attacks, frontal assaults, infiltration, night vs. day

actions, etc.)
d. Morale of enemy force (easy surrenderor fanaticalresistance).

9. Types and numbers of supporting or cooperating arms (planes, artillery, '
tanks, heavy weapons, reconnaissance units, rifle companies, etc.) _

10, Adequacy of communication within the unit and with other units.
11. Goal of the unit’s mission, including:

a. Defense against local counterattack.
b. Defense against large-scale attack. .
c. Raid or reconnaissancein force to gain information and/or take enemy

position and/or do specified damage to the enemy.
d. Patrolling to explore enemy deploymentor to take prisoners.
e. Local attack with specified objectives.
f. General attack, aimed at large-scale maneuvers.

12. Success of antecedent action and prospects for success in ensuing mission.
13. Duration and severity of combat without a rest.
14. Casualties incurred.
15. Anticipated duration of action; anticipated length of the war.

P
N
P
S
e

w
o
o
p

Many other relevant variables could be outlined, but these are
perhaps enough toindicate the great range of possible’combinations.

Within this range of variation, certain broad types of situations
recurred often enough to make them rather generally relevant to
understanding the context of combat behavior. A few of the more.
important, accordingly, should be outlined. ,

First of all, there was the classic picture of an advancing army
fighting along an organized but flexible front. Where this was the
framework of battle, there was a fairly clear demarcation between
front and rear. In the extreme forward zone, the troops would be
closing with the enemy. In this area, although hand-to-hand fight- '
ing may have been less conspicuousin this war than in World War],
there was always much close-range fighting. In the forward zone,
the typical weapons were the grenade,the rifle, the pistol, the ma-
chine gun, the rocket missile (bazooka, Panzerfaust, etc.), and the
mortar. During a rapid advance,the attacking troops were likely
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to be relatively free from artilleryfire: they were moving rapidly
: ‘ ai ith: d the attack mightandmight be intermingled with enemy troops an

be threatening enemyartillery positions.’ Since the enemy would

typically be suffering considerable disorganization, the advancing

troops would take many prisoners and suffer relatively light casu-

alties. The situation was favorable to high morale and to a sense

of group cohesion in carrying out a great achievement.

In opposition to therelatively distinctfighting lines of the organ-

ized but fluid front was the confusion of infiltration warfare. : This 7

is best exemplified in the jungle fighting of the campaigns in the

Pacific. Here the opposing forces were often so intermingled that

a front could hardly be said to exist. Combat units were continu-

ally under the necessity of maintaining organized perimeter defenses

around their entire position. Night infiltration attacks were com-
mon, and snipers often presented a continual harassing menace.
Actual fighting was done in very small groupsor individually. Con-
tact between friendly units was often tenuous and difficult to
maintain. The combination of relative isolation, confusion, and

incessant danger—even far behind the most advanced positions
—imposed a peculiarly insidious strain upon morale. -

A third major type of battle was the assault on fortified positions.
This was a type of action which put a premium upon technical

knowledge and skill. Such assaults always carried the threat of

especially heavy casualties, which could be avoided only by superior
weapons and tactics. Careful planning was essential to success,
and the action might be precisely rehearsed in detail long before-
hand. The task was made possible by all the devices’ specifically

designed for the purpose, such as armor-piercingshells, flame throw-
ers, specialized demolition charges. American troops usually had
these tools of war, and their leaders stressed ingenuity in tactics

. rather than the bloody frontal attack. Nevertheless, when it was
deemed necessary to take fortifications quickly in the face of an
alert and resolute defending force, the battle called primarily for a
morale which would enable men to press on in an organized team
even when casualties seemed terribly great.
Fourth was the operation probably most dreaded by experienced

combat soldiers: the assault on defended beaches or across defended
water barriers. As one veteran of three such landings said when -
“As many combat soldiers will agree, this relative immunity from artillery was by

no means perfect. In fact, the situation of rapid advarce required careful coordina-
tion to prevent troops from beingfired upon by their own artillery, or attacked by their.
own aircraft. -
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his unit was being alerted for its fourth ordeal: “Amphibious—that
is the only word that gets morale down aroundhere.” Landings

_ on hostile beaches were subject to particular hazards of coordina.

tion, and unexpected events were normal.’ The initial assault was

always dogged by the unavoidable lack of heavy equipment and

weapons, the probability of seasickness, and the expectation of

heavy losses. To press an aggressive attack across open beaches
raked by fire made extreme demands on the psychological prepara-

tion of the soldier. Cool and aggressive leadership was especially

important. The quality needed is illustrated by the story of the -
officer who shouted to his troops huddled in the sand, “Weareget-

ting killed on the beaches—let’s go inland and get killed.”

War wasnot, of course, always a matter of attacking and advane-
ing. Defending a position against heavy enemy attack could in-
volve some of the most intensive combat. When the defending
force had its back to the wall and could be subjected to round-the-
clock harassment by the enemy, as on the Anzio beachhead in the

spring of 1944, the corrosive effects of battle pressed the limits of
human endurance for combat and service troops alike. In such
situations there might be no hopeof respite for indefinite periods.

The confusion and disorganization of retreat following an enemy

break-through was certainly among the most difficult situations a

soldier could face. The Ardennes bulge of December 1944 comes
to mind. The uncertainty which screens almost any form of battle

reaches a maximum here at a time when the resources of the men

are hardest pressed. More frequent, happily, than the sudden col-

lapse was the withdrawal—on larger or smaller scale—under pres-

sure of enemy superiority. Aside from the psychological loss of
abandoning hard-earned ground, such withdrawing action did not
necessarily present special difficulty.

In contrast to these kinds of battles was the holding action. Dur-
ing intervals between more vigorous types of action, the mission

might be merely to hold a stable front, as was the case during con-
siderable periods toward the end of the Italian campaign. Small-
arms fire was largely confined to patrol activity, but there was a
certain amount of exchangeof artillery fire. During the daytime,
the men could lie low in cellars or dugouts; at night outposts were

_ carefully manned againstinfiltration. Such a stable front, though

 

See “Omaha Beachhead,” War Department Historical Branch, Government Print
ing Office, Washington, D. C., 1946, for a circumstantial picture of this in the Nor
mandy landings, ;
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more clearly defined than in any other battle situation, was'stillan

~ prea of strong points and outposts rather than a visible line. Living

conditions could vary during a holding action from poor to the best

that were ever found in combat, when men had time to fix up rela-

tively comfortable dugouts, and luxuries such as hot food could

sometimes be brought upfrom the rear. Nevertheless, tedium, the

- anticipation and fact of frequent night patrol duty, the effects of

harassing artillery and mortar fire, and the cumulative effects of

poorliving and sleeping conditions made this easiest of all combat

conditions no real respite for the combatsoldier.

The Combat Situation in Europe and the Pacific

There were important differences between the European and

Pacific campaigns which the reader should keep in mind in evalu-

ating the discussions and data to follow. Someof these differences
may appropriately be suramarized here.

~ In Italy and on the mainland of Europeafter the landings in Nor-

mandy, the main bodies of combat troops were almost continually

committed to action up to the closing weeks before the capitulation
of Germany. Although men were given short rest periods, there
were divisions in which a majority of the troops were in the line for
months on end. Furthermore, the Germans made extensive and
effective use of artillery. Partly for this reason, casualties were
‘very heavy during manyof the periods in which the front was rela~
tively stable. Long periods of such heavy losses occurred, for ex-
ample, in Normandy, in the Hurtgen Forest, in the fortified areas
centering on the Siegfried Line, and at Anzio and Cassino. On the
other hand, the troops were fighting in urbanized countries among
people with a culture broadly similar to their own. Therefore,
when they were out of the line, there were relatively favorable op-
portunities for familiar types of relaxation amongrelatively friendly
populations. The troops were also favored by climatic conditions
which, although at many times difficult, were not enervating and
were reasonably similar to those encountered in their past experi-~
ence. Furthermore, even with the winter menaces of trench foot

_ and respiratory illness, they did not have to contend with such a
persistent physical hazard as malaria proved to be in the Pacific.®
In the Pacific, for thefirst two years of the war, battle casualties

" were relatively light. Only small bodiesof troops were committed

 

* However, malaria did constitute a problem in North Africa, Sicily, and Italy.
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to action, and these only intermittently. The strategy ofisland.
hopping typically meant that combattroops experienced-short per
ods of intense fighting followed by long intervals out of combat, ‘

The sporadic character of any given organization’s fighting wasin’.
sharp contrast to the situation in Kurope. Japaneseresistance was

determined, and the fighting was often incredibly grueling, but the
actual incidence of battle casualties suffered by the averagedivision’ .

was considerably less than in the war against Germany. It mus}
be remembered that the Pacific campaigns in which the Japanese:

made much use of artillery and heavy weapons generally came very

late in the war. The heavy casualties in such actions as’ those on

Saipan, Iwo Jima, and Okinawa were certainly not typical of what
had happened in the preceding three years. Thus, with respect to
duration of continuous combat and incidence of battle casualties, the
Pacific fighting during the greater part of the war may besaid to

have been less severe than the combat in Europe. —
Tn nearly every other respect, however, the men in the Pacific

faced conditions which severely tested morale and combatefficiency.
Infiltration warfare rather than a well-defined front was the rule.

As compared with the forces in Europe, a high proportion of the

combat troops had spent a long time overseas. Opportunities for
relaxation when out of combat were typically poor. Manysoldiers ,

had the experience of going through a campaign only to campfor _
long months under trying physical circumstances on an isolated

island. The incidence of malaria and other diseases was high, espe-

cially in the earlier phases of the war. For example, among two.

divisions surveyed by the Research Branch in the South Pacific in | -

March and April 1944, 66 per cent of the enlisted Infantry veterans

in one division, which had been overseas for more than two years,
said they bad been hospitalized or sent to a rest camp for malaria,

as did 41 per cent in the other division, which had been overseas for
a year and a half.”
The impact on the men of these differences between the two cam-

paigns can be seen in Charts ITand III. On the one hand, as Chart °
II shows, both officers and enlisted infantrymen in divisions which
fought in the Mediterranean were more likely than theit compatri-
ots in the Pacific to say that combat became morefrightening the -
more they saw of it. The officer samples in the two theaters are
comparable, having been obtained at the sametime in 1944. Al.

* Based on a surveyof a cross section of veteran inf: j ‘divisi vum-s antrymenin the divisions, Num:
ber of cases was 1,428 and 1,364, respectively (8-100), *
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though the officers in both theaters were markedly less likely than

the enlisted men to admit fear in battle, there is a striking difference

between ‘he responses of officers in the two theaters. The enlisted

sample from the Mediterranean theater was surveyed a year later,

and includes troops who saw more prolonged combat than any

CHART II

Fear or BartcE IN THE MEDITERRANEAN AND Paciric CAMPAIGNS

(Infantry Enlisted Men and Company Grade Officers in
Veteran Infantry Divisions)

QUESTION "In general, would you say that battlefighting become more frightening or less

frightening the more you saw of it?

PERGENTAGE OF INFANTRYMEN GIVING EACH ANSWER AMONG

Enlisted men Company grade officers

Unde- Fright- More Unde- Fright- Less
cided ening fright-. ckled ening fright-
ornc allthe ailthe ening
answer time or

never

fright-
ening

 
For source of data see footnote 8,

base numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are

others in the war. Probably the average of combat troops who
fought in France and Germany would not have differed so greatly
in their responses from the men who fought in the Pacific. But the
difference does illustrate a real contrast between the two major
campaigns of the war.®

*In the Mediterranean,enlisted men were from a cross section ofline infantrymenin four Infantry divisions surveyed in Italy i in 1 s y'in Apri] 1945 (8-177). Th ithe question was slightly different for them: “In general, would Oe say “datcontat
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On the other hand,officers of divisions which fought inthe Medi-
terranean were somewhat morelikely to report that they themselves
and their men were in good physical condition than were officers of

CHART Il

Orricers’ Rerorts or Taerr Own Prysical Conpirion AND THaT oF

Turrrn MEN IN THE MEDITERRANEAN AND Paciric Canpaiqns

(Company Grade Infantry Officers in Three Pacifie and
Two Mediterranean Divisions, April 1944)

QUESTION "In goneral, what sort of physical condition would you say (you) {your men) ara in ot the
present time? ;

PERCENTAGE OF INFANTRY OFFICERS GIVING INDIGATED RESPONSE CONCERNING

Themselves Their men

Poor or Fair No Good Very Poorer Fair No Good - Very
ans. very peor

Mediterranean
campaign

Pacific
compaign

 

The Mediterranean sample was a cross section of company grade Infantry officers
in two divisions which fought in North Africa and Sicily, surveyed in April 1944 (5-101).
The Pacific sample was a cross section of company grade Infantry officers in three

divisions which fought in the Pacific, surveyed in April 1944 (8-101).
b The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are

ased,
t

divisions in the Pacific,® as may be seen in Chart III. The sample

of officers is the same as in Chart II. Sincethe difference in regard

becomes morefrightening or less frightening the more you see of it?” The category
“never frightening” which was checked by no more than 2 per cent of the enlisted
men and 5 per cent of theofficers in the Pacific was omitted. The officers were from
& cross section of company grade officers in two divisions which fought in both Africa
and Sicily (8-101), surveyed in April 1944 at the same time that the enlisted men and
officers in the Pacific were surveyed. , .
In the Pacific, enlisted men were from cross section of veteran infantrymen in three

Infantry divisions surveyed in the South and Central Pacific in March-April 1944
(8-100). Officers were from the same divisions and surveyed concurrently (S-101).

* In general, officers reported their men to be in better physical condition than the
men themselves reported. The question was asked of enlisted men in only one divi-
sion inBurope at that time, and not asked in the Mediterranean theater, so the results
for enlisted men are not shown. They agree in direction of difference.
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{o fearfulness of combat as they reported it was in the opposite di-

yection, the present difference between the theaters must be-pri-

- marily the result of the several respects mentioned above 1n which

the Pacific war was more arduous. -

While there were differences as noted between combat in the

Pacific and in Europe, there were also many similarities. In the

spring of 1944 veteran officers of Infantry rifle companies were pre-

sented with a check list of twenty factors which might be expected

to have an effect on battle performance. The instructions read as

follows: “Even after the most successful fighting,it is useful to look

back and see ways in which battle performancemight have been

still better. In those instances where our battle performance as

you sawit was not quite as good as it might have been, how much

do you think eachof the factors below contributed? Put one check

markafter each item.”

Then followed a series of items, such as, for example, ‘Lack of

necessary weapons or tools.” The check-list categories for each

item were: “35 ate Beas
Maa

CHARACTERISTIC

*

I never observed this .
————- This had little effect on our battle performance
._~ This had a rather bad effect on our battle performance

This had a very bad effect on our battle performance S \ ok 3g |

In Chart IV a comparison is presented of the responses ofofficers in
two divisions which saw heavy jungle fighting against the Japanese
in the Solomons with the responses of officers in two divisions which
played a large part in the North African and Sicilian campaigns.
Since, as has been pointed out, the campaigns were quite different
in these two parts of the world, differences in testimony of officers
should appear where relevant to actual differences.

Actually, there is quite high agreement, as between the two parts
of the world, as to what factors were most frequently observed as
having a “very bad” or “rather bad”effect on combat performance
‘Much the most frequently cited in both areas was “Fatigue of troops
from being in combat too long” (by 72 per cent of officers in the
Pacific,71 per cent in Europe). Next in both areas was the prob-
lem of inadequate reconnaissance of enemy positions (cited by 52
per cent in the Pacific, 60 per cent, in Europe). “Lack of food
clothing, or personal equipment” was relatively high on the list in
both areas (Pacific, 43 per cent; Europe, 36 per cent), as was “Un-
derestimation of the fighting abili .g ability of th "
cent; Europe, 32 per cent). y e enemy” (Pacific, 88 per
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As would be expected from the previous discussion, the officers

in the Pacific considerably more frequently cited “Lack of endur-

ance due to poor physical condition” than did theofficers in Europe
(41 per cent as against 26 per cent).

There were only two items which were significantly more fre-

quently cited in Europe than in the Pacific as having a bad effect
on battle performance. One was “Inadequate communications.

with other companies and with higher headquarters” (84 per cent -

in the Pacific and 47 per cent in Europe), a factor related perhaps
to the more rapid mobility of the North African and Sicilian cam-

paigns. The other was “Lack of conviction about what we are .

fighting for’’—a phenomenon obviously difficult for officers to ob-

serve, and one which was seldom cited in either area as having a bad _

effect on battle performance. However, the fact that only 8 per

cent cited this in the Pacific, as compared with 22 per cent in.

Europe,reflects a statistically significant difference and one which

may very likely be attributable to the attitude toward the enemy

in the Pacific as compared with the attitude toward the enemy in

Europe.

The rest of this chapter and the chapters which follow will deal

with someof the specific subjects cited in Chart IV along with other

subjects. The chart, in detail, must be read with caution, for there .

may have been reticence on the part of officers in testifying, even

though anonymously, to poor leadership, lack of self-confidence, or

fear. The main point which this chart brings out is the close re-

semblance, with very few exceptions, between the responses of.

battle-tried officers in two parts of the world as to factors making

for bad battle performance as they rated these factors.

General Characteristics of Combat as a Social Situation

The preceding brief survey explored some of the more important
variables in the external setting of combat. With this background.
to give some definition to the subject we can proceed to the more
salient characteristics of combat as a social situation.

Combat as a Situation of Stress

The one all-pervading quality of combat which most obviously
marks it off as the object of special interest is that it was a st/uation

. of siress. It combined in one not-too-neat package a large number |
of major factors which men everywhere tend to regard as things to
be avoided: “Adjustment to combat . . . means not only, adjust-
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ment to killing, but also adjustment to danger, to frustration, to

uncertainty, to noise and confusion and particularly to the wavering

faith in the efficiency or success of one’s comrades and command.” *

The main types of stress in combat are reasonably clear. Not

necessarily in order of their importance, they are:

1. Threats to life and limb and health.
2. Physical discomfort—from lack of shelter, excessive heat or cold, excessive

moisture or dryness, inadequacy of food or water or clothing; from insects

and disease; from filth; from injuries or wounds; from long-continued fatigue

and lack of sleep. :
Deprivation of sexual and concomitantsocial satisfactions.
Isolation from accustomed sourcesofaffectional assurance.
Loss of comrades, and sight and sound of wounded and dying men.
Restriction of personal movement—ranging from therestrictions of military
law to the immobility of the soldier pinned down under enemyfire.
Continual uncertainty and lack of adequate cognitive orientation.

. Conflicts of values :
a. between the requirements of duty and the individual’s impulses toward

safety and comfort
b. between military duty and obligations to family and dependents at

home, to whose well-being the soldier’s survival is important
c. between informal group codes,as of loyalty to comrades, and the formal

requirements of the military situation which may sometimes not permit
mutual aid .

d. between previously accepted moral codes and combat imperatives.
9. Being treated as a means rather than an end in oneself; seemingly arbitrary

and impersonal demandsof coercive authority; sense of not counting as an
individual.

10. Lack of “privacy’’; the incessant demandsandpetty irritations of close liv-
ing within the group.

11, Long periods of enforced boredom, mingled with anxiety, between actions.
12. Lack of terminal individual goals; poverty and uncertainty of individual

rewards.

&
or

ie
o9

O
n

All of these broad categories of stress were found in combat situa~-
tions. Not all of them were always operative for a given group or
individual; some combat soldiers never experienced some of them
as stress at all, Depending upon circumstances,also, the intensity
of any particular sort of stress varied greatly. Hach type of stress
deserves preliminary comment. Although much that will be said

~ is obvious, an explicit consideration has the advantageof giving at
the outset a fairly full picture of what the combat men had to with-
stand.

Fear of death or injury is potentially present among persons gen-
1° Report of Special Commission of Civilian Psychiatrists Coverin jatric Policywe : # Psychiatric Policy

and Practice in the United States Army Medical Corps, Eur April t
8 July, 1945. Mimeographedreport, p. 12. “Ps opean Theater, 20 April to
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erally. Combat as the prime occasion of deliberaterisks to life and

limb imposed severe stress, involving the deepest anxieties and the

most primitive threats to personal integrity. Chapter IV will dis-

_ cuss some of the measures the Army adoptedfor the control of fear.

The data there presented indicate beyond any doubt the broad ex-

tent to which the men themselves admitted the fear they felt in
battle.
Whereas any newspaper reader or movie-goer has a definite,

sometimes exaggerated, notion of the dangers of combat, the degree
of stress imposed by sheer physical discomfortis perhapsless widely

TABLE 2

AVERAGE AMOUNT OF SLEEP REPORTED BY INFANTRYMEN Durine a Quier Prriop

Question: ‘‘When you were last on active duty, how many hoursofsleep did you aver-
age each 24 hours?”

Percentage of infantrymen
giving each answer

Less than 2 hours 3
2 to 4 hours 28
5 to 6 hours 54
7 or more hours 13
No answer 2

Total 100

Survey of 1,766 veterans in rifle and heavy weapons companies of four Infantry divisions, Italy, early
April 1945 (8-177).

appreciated. Many a soldier will remember the mud and the
K-rations after the memory of danger has grown dim. Rarely,
furthermore, was the combat soldier subject merely to one kind of
physical discomfort; his ills came in flocks. It is thus not merely
that he was cold and wet, but that he was also deadly tired, dirty,
and without prospect of shelter. Or, it is not only that his stomach
staged a minor revolt against still another can of pork loaf, but that
he was simultaneously lying in a filthy foxhole under steaming heat
and incessantly irritated by swarms of malaria-bearing mosquitoes.
The effects of long-continued, multiple physical discomforts of this
sort were intensely distressing; and if no relief was in prospect for
an indeterminable future, they could come to seem well nigh insup-
‘portable. It is believed that most ground troops who saw front-
line duty in this war will agree with this general appraisal.

Twoillustrations to bring home the omnipresence of this kind of

Cf. Bill Mauldin, Up Front (Henry Holt & Co., New York, 1945), pp. 144-51.
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- combat stress may be drawn from a survey madein Italy shortly

before the end of the campaignin that theater. Althoughthe front

had been quiet for several months of holding action at the time the

survey was madc—and conditions were therefore probablyas favor-

able as ever exist in combat—nearly one third of the men said that

- they averaged 4 hoursor less of sleep out of each 24 hours the last

limethey were in theline, while only 13 per cent said they averaged

7 or more hours of sleep a day (Table 2).

Over half the men said they did not get as much to eat as they

needed. Those who said they did not, gave the reason for the most

TABLE 3

Eatinc Frustrations Rerortep ny Comsat Inranrryamcn Durina a
Quiet Perrop

 

Questions: “When you were last on active combat duty, did you get as much to eat
as you necded?” '

“If you did not get as much to eat as you needed, what was the reason?’

Percentage of infanirymen
giving each answer

We couldn’t get food 22
I didn’t like the kind of food we had 30
I didn’t feel like eating 10
Someother reason *
I got as much as I needed 36
No answer 2

Total 100

 

‘Survey of 1,766 veterans in rifle and heavy weapons companies of four Infantrydivisions, Italy, early
April 1915 (8-177). .

* Tess than 0.5 per cent.

part that they did not like the food available, or that they couldn’t
gct the food. (Table 3.) Again it should be remembered that
conditions in the months prior to administration of the question-
naire had been exceptionally favorable. Hot food at the front at
this time was by no means unheard of.

Opportunities for regularized sex relations are a necessary part
of the institutions of everylarge social system. The average young
man in our culture does not make a virtue out of sexual deprivation.”
Furthermore, there are few psychiatric generalizations which are
more widely documented than that sexual relations typically in-

 

™ Ample evidence to this effect is presented in A. C. Kinsey, W. B. Pomeroy, and
ros) Martin, Sexual Behavior in the Human Male (W. B. Saunders Co., Philadelphia,
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volve much more than physical gratification as such. They are
bound up with needsfor security, for feeling oneself a valued person,
for reassurance that one is considered worth affection. The osten-

sibly sexual is often the bearer of many personal needs which have
little to do with physical gratification as usually viewed. For men
in combat there was a particular significance in all this. Under

‘ereat anxiety and insecurity, men tended to lose many of their
usual long-term perspectives. At the same time, their need for
emotional reassurance was especially great; faced with the immedi-
ate possibility of personal annihilation amid the vast impersonal
destruction of war, hedonistic drives and socially derived needs
combined to make sexual deprivation a major stress." A closely
allied fact is the strain imposed upon most normal individuals by
having to live under conditionsof great difficulty without the taken-
for-granted affectional support which is typically supplied by one’s
family, close friends, and local community.

Grief, rage, and horror are emotions which occurred among masses
of men in every day of battle. Because the combat soldier was
trained to anticipate and meet the shocks which occasion those emo-
tions, he was better able to bear them thanhis civilian counterparts.
Still, the recurring evidences of death, destruction, and mutilation
imposed a sapping emotional drain upon the typical American sol-
dier. And because men in combat were closely bound together by
mutual’ dependence and affectional ties they were correspondingly
shaken by the loss of comrades. Grief was added to fear, fatigue,
and discouragement.
The extent to which the front-line infantryman was exposed to

the sight of death and suffering during a combat career may be un-
derlined by data from the survey of combat infantrymen in Italy,
only 10 per cent of whom had seen less than 3 months of combat
and 54 per cent of whom had seen 6 months of combat or more. Of
these men, 87 per cent said they had seen a close friend killed or
woundedin action, while 83 per cent said they had seen “a man’s
nerves crack up” at the front.’ Data from a division which saw

18 Cf. Mauldin, op. cit., p. 158; Jack Belden, Still Time to Die (Harper and Bros.,
New York, 1943), pp. 29-30.
* Report of Specie! Commission of Civilian Psychiatrists, op. cit., p. 23.

"15 Survey of a cross section of 1,766 membersof Infantry rifle and heavy weapons
companies of four divisions, Italy, early April 1945 (8-177). The questions were:

‘Have you ever had the experience of secing a close friend killed or wounded in
action?”

Yes
No
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combat in the South Pacific indicate that, as might be expected,

the effect of these stresses was cumulative. The men were asked

how often they had various physical reactions to the dangers of

battle when they were underfire. On the assumption that,men who

were successfully resisting the effects of combat stress should show

‘relatively fewer of these physical symptoms when under fire, one —

CHART V

Decree or Reronren Bopiny EXpression or Fran In Barris, Nn
RELATION TO Various SourcEs or STRESs, In COMBINATION

PERCENTAGE OF MEN REPORTING THE SPEGIFIED NUMBER OF FEAR SYMPTOMSIN BATTLE,.
AMONG MEN SAYING THEY WERE EXPOSED TO EAGH COMBINATION OF SOURCES OF STRESS

Numberof feor symptoms reported

High casualties in company; saw one
or more of best friends killed;
witnessed enemy atrocity

High casualties in company; saw one
.or more of best friends killed; did
hot witness enemy atrocity

High casualties in company; did not
see any of best friends killed; did
not witness enemy atrocity

Low casualties in company; did not
see ony of best friends killed; did
not witness enemy atrocity 

Data from a survey of a cross section of combat veterans in an Infantry division in
the South Pacific, March 1944 (S-100). ,
For the wording of questions and check-list categories see footnote 17.

5 The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are
“ based. ‘

“Have you ever seen a man’s nerves crack up at the front?”
Yes
No

Time in combat includedall \duty jwithin range fof enemy artillery.
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would expect men who have been exposed to more severe. stresses

to admit to a greater number of symptoms.’* As Chart V indicates, -

such is indeed the case. Men whosaid that their companies had
suffered heavy casualties, that they had seen oneoftheir best friends

killed in action, and that they had witnessed enemyatrocities, re-

ported many more fear symptoms than those who had not been sub-

jected to any of these stresses; groups intermediate in amountof

stress were also intermediate in respect to fear symptoms. The

reservation must be made that, to the extent that more fearful men

were more likely to overestimate casualties and more likely to in-
terpret a given enemyaction as an atrocity, the relationship may
be spuriously high.

Loss of freedom of movement within accustomed limits is com-
monly felt as a deprivation. The universality of confinement as

1674 may have been that some men were hesitant to admit physical symptoms of
fear. In the context in which the question was asked, it seems unlikely that this hap-
pened to any great extent. Even if the differential effects noted should be the result
of greater frankness in admitting fear rather than less control of fear at a somatic level,
this would represent only another way in which exposure to stimuli of this kind cor-
roded the individual's ability to resist the stressful situation.

17 The questions on sources of stress were:

“About how many battle casualties (killed and wounded) has your present com-
pany had since youfirst went into combat with it?”

 More than 14 of the men have been casualties
Between 14 and 4 of the men have been casualties
Less than 14 of the men have been casualties
Don’t know

(Comparison is between men checking thefirst or second category and all others.)

 

 

 

“Did you ever see any of your best friends get killed in combat?”

‘Yes
No

“How about atrocities? Did you personally ever see with your own eyes a case of
a Japanese using methods of fighting or treating prisoners which you would call
dirty or inhuman?”

No
Yes

The question on fear symptoms stated, “Soldiers who have been under fire report
different physical reactions to the dangers of battle. Some of these reactions are given
in the following list. How often have you had these reactions when you were under
fire? Check one answer after each of the reactions listed to show how often you had the
reaction. Please do it carefully.”

Following was a list of 10 physical symptomsof fear, in regard to each of which the
men were to check ‘‘often,” “sometimes,” “once,” or “never.”’ Men were counted as
having had a fear symptom if they checked “often” or,“sometimes”for it. Men who
failed to answer the questions are omitted. The list of symptoms is presented in
Chapter 4 on “Problems Related to the Control of Fear in Combat.”
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_. punishmentis itself testimony to this human trait. The combat

.. goldier was restricted by orders, under military law, to a narrow

~ range of freedom of movement. Even when his unit was not com-

. mitted to action, he might, for example, be forbidden to move out-

side his platoon area except under'strict and limited orders. I:nemy

‘action, and the threat of enemy action, still further restricted his

freedom of mobility. Under enemy fire, mobility may literally be

reduced to zero, as when a soldier was pinnedin his foxhole for hours

or days. Many men havetestified that the severest fear-produc-

ing situation they encountered in combat was just such immobiliza-

tion under artillery or mortarfire.

War is a special province of chance, and the gods of luck rise

to full stature on the field of-battle. Uncertainty and confusion

are inseparable from combat: ‘‘Every action ... only produces a

. counteraction on the enemy’s part, and the thousandsof interlock-

ing actions throw up millions of little frictions, accidents and

chances, from which there emanates an all-embracing fog of uncer-

tainty . . . the unknown is the first-born son of combat and un-

certainty is its other self.’’
In combat, the individual soldier was rarely sure of what had just

happened, what was going on at the moment, or what waslikely to
occur next. He was subject to continual distraction by violent
stimuli, and lived always under the tension of expecting the unex-

' pected. This kind of unceasing confusion—the lack of firm con-
' stants to which behavior could be oriented—exposed the individual

’ to insidious anxieties. All people need some stability in their en-
vironment; it has been repeatedly shown that personality integra~
tion and the development of regularized patterns of behavior are
strongly conditioned upon the existence of stable referents for ac-
tivity.” One of the prime functions of any sort of social organiza~

' tion is to provide the individual with a dependable set of expec-
tations. Unless one knows, at least within broad limits, what
behavior to expect from others, the very concept of adjustment
becomes meaningless. So itis that the uncertainties and confusions
of combat were themselves identifiable sources of stress. Thefric-
tions of battle, the mistiness of knowledge that goes under the name
of “the fog of war,” could be minimized by good provisions for trans-

8 Belden, op. ctf., pp. 10 and 13.
* There is a large amountof evidence for this, ranging from experiments in animal

~ psychology to clinical observation and culture history. Representative sources include
Pavlov, Luria, M. Sherif, W. Kohler, Freud, K. Horney, many studies of crime,
neuroses, panic, revolution, unemployment,ete. .
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portation and communication, and. by good discipline and admin-.
istrative organization; but uncertainty always remained. Enemy
movements would not always be known; supplies would sometimes
fail to arrive when and where most needed; reinforcements would be
delayed; radios would refuse to work and telephone lines would
be broken. The necessities of secrecy, among other things, would
sometimes prevent the massof soldiers from knowing the “big pic-

ture.’ Men would becomelost from their units, enemy surprise
attacks would be launched, units would be cut off from other units.
The fact of never knowing what to expect was thus a sharply dis-.

tinguishing mark of the situation of men in combat.

In somerespects a group in conflict with another group represents
a maximum of value integration: all are united in a common task
with a definite and agreed-upon goal. Yet in other respects the
combatsituation was permeated with conflicts of values and obliga-
tions. Most clearly evident was the struggle between the individu-

al’s impulses toward personal safety and comfort and the social com-

pulsions which drove him into danger and discomfort: “Sometimes
a guy would say, ‘How do I keep going?’ You haveto fight with
yourself. You didn’t want to be a quitter. You know youw’re all
right.” ®° In the case of the combat soldier, this internal fight was

one of the factors which sometimeslay at the root of neuropsychi-
atric breakdowns involving gross disorganization of behavior. ©

Closely related to this struggle is the problem of the tension be-

tween the requirements of military duty and the individual’s felt
obligations to a social circle at home. Many menfelt a deep obliga-

tion to a wife and children, or to a dependent mother and father.
The society at large indicated that their highest obligation was to

fight for their country. But it would be surprising if such men did
not feel a strain between these obligations. Should they take risks
which they might avoid but which seemed necessary for most effec-

tive accomplishment of their military mission?
Evidence that this conflict was felt can be drawn from an analysis

of the special problems of married men. Married men presumably —

had closer home ties than most single men. This supposition is .

supported by Chart VI, which shows a tendency for married pri- -

 

0 rom a personal interview with a wounded veteran of North Africa, Sicily, and
Italy. Aseries of personal interviews with wounded combat veterans was conducted’
in a hospital in the United States over a two-week period in the spring of 1944, in the
coutse of planning a questionnaire to be used with front-line troops. In this and the
following chapter, the interview transcripts will be drawn on frequently forillustrative
material. . :
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vates, more’ frequently than single privates,”to say they worried

about their families back home.” The tendency is independentof

educational level. With noncoms, the tendency was weaker, pre-

sumably because other factors tended to mitigate the importance

of hometies for them. At least for privates, then, one would expect

the conflict between duty to outfit and to one’s family to be more

acute among married men. The conflict should be manifested by

‘greater worry and fear in the battle situation. The data in Chart

‘VI show that such was the case for combat men in Italy. The mar-

ried men were morelikely to say that when they were in combat

they worried a lot? about their chances of becoming a casualty.

They were also, among privates, somewhat morelikely to say that

combat became more frightening the more they saw of it and less

likely to say that it became less frightening. These differences

-yemain when educational level is held constant. Corresponding

differences among married and single noncoms, where they exist,

are small and not statistically significant, but never in the reverse

direction. Among veteran infantrymen in two Pacific divisions,

- much the same picture was obtained on the latter question, which

was also asked in the Pacific theater. Except for the older non-

coms, the tendency was for the single men to be morelikely to say

that battle becomesless frightening.

Similarly, the informal group codes which a man held might com
into conflict with the exactions of the Army institution and the

' military situation. Personal loyalties and formal codes might not
jibe.. The orders might be to press the attack, not stopping to help
the wounded, and a man might be torn between giving aid:to a
comrade and proceeding with his orders. A good soldier might give
way to momentary cowardice, technically punishable, which might

- have endangered the lives of others. What was the right action
for his leader to take? Literally thousands of such examples could
and did occur.

Finally, combat required a sharp break with many moralpreserip-
‘tions of peacetime society. As easy as it seems to be for men to
kill when their immediate group sanctionsit, and as ambivalent as

 

Single men included those widowed, divorced, or separated.
a The answer categories were: “Very often,” “sometimes,” and “almost never.”

The answer categories were: “Worried about it a lot,” “worried about it some but
- note lot,” “didn’t worry so much about it,” “hardly worried about it at all,” and

“never worried about it.”
4 The answer categories were: “More frightening,” i ing,” “frj iall the time,” and “undecided.” Bhteningy

”

‘less frightening,” “frightening
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normal people often are about killing,it is still true that to killother
human beings requires of most men from our culture an effort to
overcome an initial moral repugnance. Under the requirements of
the situation, men in combat were careful to hide this feeling, and-
it was not a subject of much discussion amongsoldiers. Killingis

CHART VI

Revation or Marrrat Starus ro Famity anp Batre Worries, Accorpine to
Rank anp Acs, AmMone Comsat INFANTRYMEN

PERCENTAGE GIVING INDICATED RESPONSE

QUESTION "Since you QUESTION "When you QUESTION "In general,
have beenin the Army, were in combat, did you would you say that combat
how offen hava you been worry about your chances becomes morefrightening
worried about your family of becoming acasualty? or lass frightening, the
back home? more you see ofit?
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Data from a survey of a cross section of enlisted men in Infantry rifle and heavy

weapons companies of four Infantry divisions, Italy, early April 1945 (S-177).
b The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are
ased.
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the business of a combat soldier, and if he is to function at all he

must accept its necessity. Yet the acceptance of killing did not

prevent men from feeling the ambivalence revealed by such com-

. ments as that of a veteran rifleman whosaid, “T’ll tell you a man

sure feels funnyinside the first time he squeezes down on a Kraut.”

_ Not so often recognized as a fundamental source of strain was the

sheer inipersonality of combat. Overall else hung the thought that

“wwe are expendable”and a sense of the enormous impersonalforces

upon which one’s personal fate might depend.* In the nature of

the case, the combat soldier was to a large extent used as a means

rather than an end. He was an instrument of war. It is usual for

people in our culture to feel an aversion to being treated as numbers,

to react negatively to being impersonally used. Although it could

be increased or decreased, the feeling that ‘‘nobody gives a damn

about us” was always ready to spring to the surface among the men

who repeatedly were sent into situations resulting in high casualties.

The stress was worsened by any seemingly capricious, arbitrary,

and impersonal acts of higher authority. Acts interpreted by the

men in these terms were not necessarily so regarded by the com-
mand, nor would they necessarily be so viewed by an impartial out-
side observer. But men’s beliefs could representthe orders of
higher command as further assaults on their already vulnerable
sense of counting for something as individuals; and it must be re-
membered that commanders were themselves understress and did
not always see a necessity for keeping the men informed, for mini-
mizing nonfunctional demands upon them,or for doing other things
to bolster men’s sense of personal worth.
Another source of stress came from the very thing which gave a

combat soldier his strongest support: his social group.* From the
beginning of their Army experience, soldiers learned that they had
no privacy, and they learned not to mind this too much. WNever-
theless, this sort of close in-group living had its disadvantages in
the incessant demands and petty irritations it entailed. When in
‘combat everybody was tense anyway, as a result of multiple stresses,
the small frictions of intercourse with one’s fellows sometimes came
to take on an exaggerated importance.
Combat as actually experienced consisted of periods of intense

 

ine Richard Tregaskis, Guadalcanal Diary (Random House, Inc., New York, 1943),
p. 48.

** For a discussion of the role of his social group in supporting the combat soldier
see the next chapter on “Combat Motivations Among Ground Troops.”
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activity and excitement’ punctuating the periods of routine and

boredom. When men were not actually in the line of battle or even
when they were in the line during quiet periods, they often spent

long periods ofenforced idleness in which the intense boredom of
having no goals for activity was intermingled with the anticipatory
anxiety of waiting for further combat. Monotony and boredom’
may appear to have been trivial compared with the shocks of the
attack, but they did take a psychological toll of more than negligible

- importance.”
Finally, for American ground troops there was the particular bur-

den of the apparent endlessness of combat—the lack of any terminal
individual goal short of the end of the war. Under our system of
replacing personnel losses by individuals rather than by units and
of keeping divisions in action for extended periods, men easily con-
eluded that there would be no end to the strain until they “broke”
or were hit. In the words of an Infantry scout who was wounded

at Sa'erno after fighting throughthe Sicilian campaign: ‘Menin our

division gave up all hope of be ng relieved. They thought the Army
intended to keep them in action until everybody was killed...

that they would simply replace casualties. ... All the men have

hope of getting back, but most of the hope is that you'll get bit

someplace that won’t kill you. That’s all they talk about.” ® Or,

later in the same interview: “You give up. You feel that you'll

never get back anyway. ‘You just try to postpone it as long as

possible.”
Infantrymen who had seen very extensive action were asked, near

the end of the Italian campaign, ‘‘While you were in combat, did

you have the feeling that it was just a matter of time until you .

would get hit?”
The percentage of infantrymen

giving each answer was:

IT almost always felt that way 26
I usually felt that way 13
I sometimesfelt that way 23
I felt that way once in a while 21
I practically never felt that way 15

. No answer 2

Total 100

 

"7 Cf. Mauldin, op. cit., pp. 46-47.
28 Personal interview in hospital in the United States, spring 1944.

. #° From a survey of a cross section of 1,766 enlisted men in Infantry rifle and heavy
weapons companies of four Infantry divisions, Italy, early April 1945 (8-177). The

men with longer combat experience did not differ in their answers markedly from men

with briefer combat experience. This is not surprising in view of the likely develop-
ment with extended combat time of compensating factors, such as 4 fatalistic attitude.
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While too much weight cannot be attached to answers. to a single

question, these answers suggest that many of the men conceived of

‘ combat dangers in a cumulative way, so that the lack of a time limit

to combat duty must have had drastic implications for them. As

another veteran of the early fighting in Sicily and Italy putit, ‘““You

think you’re living on borrowed time after a while.” At no stage

of his career could the ground combatsoldier look forward to a defi-

CHART VII

Proportion or UNsoiicirep Comments oN RotaTion IN RELATION TO

Time OVERSEAS

(Veteran Infantrymen in Three Pacific Divisions, March-April 1944)
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Data from 8-100.
5 me numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are
ased.

nite time when he would be through withfighting, while the example
of the tour of duty for combat flyers was ever present.
Rotation was introduced in an attempt to provide a partial solu-

tion to this problem. It will be indicated elsewhere®that the num-
ber of men rotated was relatively small. Consequently, rotation
did not offer a realistic goal for the average soldier. In a survey
made in the spring of 1944 of combat veterans in three Infantry
divisions which fought in the Pacific, by far the largest proportion
of comments volunteered on the final blank page of the question-

' naire referred to real or imagined injustice in respect to rotation,
although no question asked for the men’s views on the subject. AS”

ae
*° Chapter 10, ‘Problems of Rotation and Reconversion.” mt
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tors as men were kept on combat duty for extended periods. In
-Chapter 9 on “Psychoneurotic Symptoms in the Army”it is indi-

cated that there wasan increase in the proportions of men whore-
ported symptomsof anxiety and psychosomatic disturbance among-
groups with increasingly prolonged combator life under combat
conditions. This increase was presumably a direct effect of the
summation of these stresses. Combat men’s attitudes toward their
physical condition also reflected the inroads of combat conditions
on their physical and mental well-being.

TABLE 4

RELATION OF ComBatT Timp To Arrirupe Towarp Paysican Conprrion

(Infantry Veterans, Huropean Theater, May 1945)

  

PERCENTAGH OF INFANTRY VETERANS GIVING

EACH ANSWER AMONG

Privates and Pfe’s Noncoms

Question: “In general, what Less 28to 112or Less 28to 112or
sort of physical condition than lil more than 111 more
would you say you are in at 28days days daysof 28days days days of
the present time?” combat combat combat combat combat combat

Very good or good physical
condition 40 30 30 55 47 41

Fair physical condition 47 53 50 39 42 50
Poor or very poor physical

condition 10 14 14 4 11 9
No answer 3 3 6 2 _ _

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100

Number of cases 187 196 174 64 47 111

 

Data from o cross section of enlisted men in the European theater (8-223). Tho question on combat
time was:

“About how many days have you been in combat since coming overseas? (Do not count any time
you were in rest camp or in the hospital or on furlough.)”

About days in combat
I have not been in combat
 

 

The most dramatic picture of deteriorating attitudes toward
physical condition comes from the study of veteran infantrymen in
three divisions which fought in the Pacific. In a comparison of
these divisions, the effects of the various separate sources of stress:
cannot be distinguished, as most of the men in any single division
had been overseas about the same length of time, and individual
estimates of length of combat time proved unreliable. Chart
. * Conditions of warfare in the Pacific made it particularly hard to say when a man
was in combat and when he was not. However, in a given division, men who said
they had been in combat for a longer time were somewhat morelikely than those who
claimed less combat experience to say they were in poor physical condition.
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VIII does, however, show vividly how a numberof these stresses

could summate to result in a sharp deterioration of the men's feel-

ings of physical well-being.

These data lend force to what has been said of the peculiarly try-

ing conditions experienced in the Pacific war. Table 4, on the other

CHART IX

Re.ation Between Arrirups Towarp Pxysican CoNDITION AND

EXPRESSED READINESS FOR FurTHER CoMBAT

(Veteran Infantrymen in Three Pacific Divisions,

March-April 1944)

PERGENTAGE OF MEN IN EAGH GROUP WHO INDIGATED

Attitudes toward physical condition THAT THEY WERE RELATIVELY READY FOR COMBAT
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Data from 8-100.
For the questions asked, see Chart VIII and footnote 33.
The numbersfollowing the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are

based. .

hand,showstherelation of combat timeto attitude toward physical
condition among infantrymen in the European theater. It will be
noted that even among men with 112 days or more of combat, the
proportion who said they were in poor or very poor physical condi-
tion was smaller than in any of the three Pacific divisions. The
range of amount of combat experienceis too small in the European
data for gross effects to be expected, and the data were gathered
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near the end of the war, when combat wasless arduousthan previ-

ously. Nevertheless, there was a tendency for men with moretime '

in combatto be less likely to say their physical condition was good.
While there can be little question of the deterioration of men’s

attitudes toward their physical condition as a result of prolonged

stress, one cannot of course take the men’s self-evaluations as the
equivalent of objective indices of health. The men’s own estimates
of their physical condition were certainly responsive to motivational

pressures on at least two levels: emotional disturbance may have
led to psychosomatic symptoms which madetheeffective physical
condition of the soldier in fact worse; or, desire to be withdrawn

from combat duty may have led the combat man to tend to put
greater stress on relatively minor complaints in hope that they might
justify his removal from combat, or at least excuse his own desires
toleaveit. In the divisions surveyedin thePacific, attitude toward —
physical condition was strongly correlated both with an index of

psychoneurotic complaints on the one hand and with whether or
not a man had had malaria on the other, so there is a presumption
that both physical and psychological factors were involved.

As one of the ways in which the men’s fighting potential was re-

duced through the cumulation of combat stresses, the deterioration

in self-estimate of physical conditionis significant even thoughit is

not possible to untangle the web of the physical and the psycho-

genetic. Chart IX indicates that in each of the three Pacific divi-

sions, the men whosaid they were in poorer physical condition indi-

cated a lower degree of readiness for combat,** as might be expected.

The differences between the divisions in respect to the proportion

of men in them who showedrelatively high readiness for further

combat cannot be entirely attributed to differences in the men’s

feelings about their physical condition, however, since the men in
Division C whosaid they werein relatively good physical condition .
were no more likely to show readiness for combat than were the

 

3 Readiness for combat was determined from the men’s answers to the question:

“Which of the following statements best tells the way you feel about going back
into actual battle?”

Want to get into it as soon as possible
Ready to go at any time
Hope I won't have to go, but if I go I think I will do all right
Hope I won’t have to go because I don’t think I will do very well
Noneof the above fits me. Myfeeling is this:

 

Men whose answers fell in the first three categories were considered relatively ready
for combat; the remainder,relatively unready.
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‘men in Division A who said they were in relatively poor physical

condition. - ; .

The question which was used to differentiate men relatively more

and less ready for further combat deserves some comment at this

point, since it will frequently be employed to show the relationship

between various factors and combat motivation. The men who|

‘are considered relatively ready for further combat are those who >

said: “want to get into it as soon as possible,” “ready to go at any

time,” or “hope I won’t have to go, but if I go I think I will doall

right.” Clearly the question does not measure a single dimension

—bothself-confidence and something equivalent to zeal appear to

be involved. Also, those who are classed as relatively ready: for

further combat, as can be seen, were not necessarily showing any

real eagerness. Perhaps because the question touches more than_

one factor, it turned out to be one of the most differentiating atti-

tude questions for the prediction of combat performance in studies -

following up the records of divisional units surveyed just before the

Normandy invasion.™ CO,

Although one cannot say unambiguously that poor attitude to-

ward physical condition was a cause of poor combat motivation, it

is evident that a feeling of being in poor condition waspart of a com-
plex of factors unfavorable to combat motivation. Deterioration

in general well-being was one of the ways in which chronic exposure
to combat stresses gradually undermined the bases of combat mo-

tivation. oS |

General Social Characteristics of the Combat Situation

Which Resist Stress

From what has now been said one might well wonder howsoldiers
ever managed to fight at all, if so many destructive and disorganiz-
ing forces were at work upon them. This wonderis justified and-it
is an indication of the strength of opposing factors that soldiers did -
fight—fight well, for long periods, and often without gross person-
ality disorganization. Evidently the combat situation included
factors other than those of stress which warrant attention. In this
section, some of these important’social features of the combatsitu-
ation will be indicated. The following chapter, taking the indi-
vidual combat soldier as the reference point, will examinein greater
detail the part these social features played in combat motivation,
«The question usedin this instance was different in certain minor respects. See

Chapter 1 for a discussion of the predictive value of this and other attitude questions.
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as well as introducing other elements that go into determining why

soldiers fought.

Features Which Are Part of the Definition of the Combat Situation

From the mere fact that combat always consists in one group
fighting an enemy, there followcertain features which make for
social cohesion. In the first place, combat involves a major threat
from outside to the group as a whole. Alone, the threat does not
automatically result in group solidarity. In conjunction, however,
with other factors to be discussed later which keep the group in the
situation, it results in a dramatic increase in mutually supportive
action among members of the group. In the face of great external
danger common to the entire group, there is strong pressure to re-
solve or repress internal antagonisms and discordant behavior pat-
terns.

Also inherent in the combat situation is the existence of a socially
approved outlet for aggressions which are ordinarily tabooed within
our society. Many an intragroup quarrel has been checked by the
curt advice from fellow soldiers: ‘Save that for the Germans.”
The enemy is a suitable target for many of the hostilities arising
from the individual’s, personal history and his experience within the
group.
A third characteristic of organized combat without which there

would be no combatis that the activities of the men are directed to-
ward definite and tangible goals. Regardless of the extent to which
the individual soldier accepts it as his own, there is always an un-
ambiguous goal inherent in the situation: to overcome the enemy..

Any unit is almost always under orders to take or hold a specific

- objective, and each man in action has a definite set of duties to per-

form. The men have weapons which,ideally, they know how to
use. Their task, although difficult, is in a sense simple andstraight-

forward. But over and abovethe fact that the task is set by orders

—a characteristic, after all, of most other military situations—
is the immediacy and manifest importance of the combatgoal.
Whether the particular task was to capture an enemy observation
post, or to hold a position, or even to engage in an action the stra-
tegic usefulness of which was not at all apparent, it directly involved |
overcomingor resisting the enemy, and this goal was a primary fea- |
ture of the structure of the situation. The goals set for the combat
soldier were much less indirect thanthose of a soldier in the chain
of supply.
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- There are, of course, many other concrete personal and group goals

in combat, which may supportor conflict with this goal in different

degrees. Also, men may vary in the extent to which they accept

the goal of combat as important; that it is there to make simple

sense of their behavior, however, raises it to a position of peculiar

potency. It is in part this immediacy of the goal which lends

meaning to the phrase, “the battle is the pay-off.”

Institutional Features Which Are Primarily Brought

to the Combat Situation

Both informal and formal institutional factors entered into the

control of behavior in combat. While certain aspects of the infor-

mal controls grew out of attitudes common to our culture or were

developed during the training period, the strong intragroup ties

which lent so much potency to the informal controls in combat

arose for the most part within the combat situation. These con-

trols will be the subject of extensive later consideration. . No under-

standing of combat behavior would, however, be possible if the

obvious fact were ignored that the fighting is done by armies, which
bring with them to the field a complex social organization and a set
of prescribed ways of doing, interpreting, and evaluating things.
Someof these institutional characteristics were discussed in Volume
I. Here the special relevance in combatof certain of these features ~
will be considered.

The rigid and complexly hierarchical Army organization, with its
accompanying set of formal rules, was the Army’s main answer to
the stress and confusion of battle. The soldier was not an individ-

' ual atom in the tide of warfare; he was an integral part of a vast
system of discipline and coordination. The chain of command was
implemented by stringent sanctions for failures to conform. Men
faced combat in tightly organized formal groups, and were held in
those groups by the ultimate sanctions their society wielded, includ-
ing the power, almost never used, of punishment by death. Thus,
the individual in combat was simultaneously guided, supported,
and coerced by a framework of organization. .
A prime characteristic of the Armyis the extent to which it relies

. on these impersonal controls. Army organization is devised to
work even when personal ties cannot be depended on—as in the
last analysis they cannotbe when any individual may have to be
replaced as a combat casualty. So great is the need for coordinated
behavior in the battle situation, and so obdurate are the difficulties-
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in the way of securing it, that the Armytries to aim fora margin of _
safety in establishing an organizational structure with supporting
habits and sentiments to ensure prompt and exact carrying out of

orders. This is the rationale for much that was resented by the

men in their precombat training. Whether or not close-order drill
and garrison discipline actually do aid in knitting together this
automatically functioning organization and, if they do, whether or
not they are more efficient than alternative types of training are
moot questions which it is not possible to settle here. There can
be little doubt, however, of the crucial importance of the mechan-
ical, quasi-automatic aspects of Army operation in combat which
such training is intended to promote. ‘You get a habit of taking
orders when you're in training so that when theytell you to do
something, you do so without hardly thinking,’ a wounded veteran

of the Sicilian and early Italian campaign put it. During the con-
fusion of combat, in which any course is problematical and danger-
ous and individual judgment must operate under a tremendous
handicap, the fact that one knew to whom to look for direction and
orders, that such orders were forthcoming, and that the range of

possible behavior was closely limited by established rule, was one’

of the most important single determinants of behavior.

Social Features Which Arise Primarily Within the

Combat Situation

Within the framework of formal organization on the one hand
and of the inherent features of organized combat on the other, char-

acteristic informal social features developed which, it will be seen

in the following chapter, supported a potent system of informal _

controls.

The combat situation was one of mutual dependence. A man’s

life dependedliterally and immediately upon the actions of others; .
he in turn was responsible in his own actionsfor the safety of others.

This vital interdependence was closer and more crucial in combat

than in the average run of humanaffairs. Any individual’s action
which had conceivable bearing on the safety of others in the group -
became a matter of proper concern for the group as a whole. Mu-
tual dependence, however, was more than a matter of mere survival.

Isolated as he was from contact with the rest of the world, the com-

bat man was thrown back on his outfit to meet the various affec-

. tional needs for response, recognition, approval, andin general for

appreciation as a significant person rather than a means—needs
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which he would normally satisfy in his relations with his family and

-with friends of his own choosing. Most aspects of combat as a

stress situation served only to make these needs the more urgent.

The group was thus in a favored position to enforceits standards

on the individual.

Someillustrations of the close affectional ties which develop in

combat may be drawn from an interview with an Infantry private

first class who fought through seven months of the North African

campaign before being returned to the United States as a casualty:

The men in my squad were my special friends. My best friend was the sergeant

of the squad. We bunked together, slept together, fought together, told each

other where our money was pinned in our shirts. We write to each other now.

Expect to get together when the war is over... . If one man gets a letter from

homeover there, the whole company reads it. Whatever belongs to me belongs

to the whole outfit.

An armored Infantry veteran says,

Practically all of the boys in your company are your friends. One of the things
a fellow learns in the Army is to make friends with anybody, and hold that
friendship.

The isolation of the front-line unit was such as to make the com-
bat man feel completely set apart. Even in the midst ofhis fellows,
each man had the inner loneliness that comes from having to face
death at each moment. This psychological isolation was mitigated
by the presence, example, and support of other soldiers in the unit.
But the unit itself lived and died apart from that other great world
of the rear—and that meant, for the rifleman, everyone out of range
of small arms and mortars. The “‘taken-for-grantedness’’ of per-
sonal survival vanished in the realization that death might come at
any time and that often it was more likely to come than not. Ina
thousand ways, great and small, the soldier coming into the line had
defined for him a world that felt itself to be and was, in fact, re-
moved physically and psychologically from all that lay behind it.
Behind the front the great military machine inexorably continued
to send forward supplies and men—and the orders that sent men
into attack. But the rifleman’s world shrank to the tremendous
immediacies of staying alive and destroying the enemy.

In this setting developed the feeling of fraternity of combat sol-
diers. Those who had shot at the enemy and had themselves been

*5 Personal interviews in hospital in the United States, spring 1944,
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_ fired upon in that thin forward zone, had a consciousness of shared

- experience under great emotional stress which they felt others could

-. never understand. This consciousness becameclear mostly after

action, when in the rear or in reminiscence. But even during bat-

tle, soldiers at the front felt strongly their mutual dependence, their —
’ common loneliness, their separate destiny apart from all who were
_ not at the front. The significant experience they had shared was-
a further bond between individual and group.

Formal Versus Informal Control of Combat Behavior

’ Itis important to avoid any one-sided interpretation ofthe social
forces that kept men in combat. The various factors in the situa-
tion worked in interaction. For instance, exposure to a common
external threat became a unifying force only when escape from the
situation was ruled out as by formal Army rules and sanctions and
by informal codes of behavior enforced by the group. Affective
ties binding the group together were important in keeping men in
combat because, among other reasons, the group through its formal
organization was inextricably committed to the fight: anything that
tied the individual to the group therefore kept him in combat. The
informal codes of the group drew on ideals of manliness common to
our culture, but in a more immediate sense derived their force and
urgency from the necessity for survival in the face of a common

threat. In considering any single aspect of the social situation of
combat separately, the fact that it has been abstracted from a most
complicated context must be remembered.

Nevertheless, it may be profitable to weigh some considerations
which maylead one to lay more stress on one or anotheraspect of
the situation. The fact that most of the decorum in commandre-

. lationships so evident in garrison was dropped on the battlefield,
for instance, may be advanced in support of an explanation that

~ would account for combat behavior primarily in terms of informal
‘ controls. True enough,salutes practically disappeared, insignia of
_ rank were often not worn, and social distance between officers and

_ men decreased (e.g., the useof “‘sir,” tones of deference, formality
~ of speech and behavior). It is also true that the situation itself,
and informal group standardsarising within it, exerted a controlling
force over behavior to supplement and support the formal controls.
But the extent to which formal controls were reduced in combat
could easily be exaggerated. Many symbolic acts of obeisance and
status were inappropriate and were dropped, but ordersstill came
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down the chain of command; that they should do so was accepted

as right and natural; and behind the ordersstill rested the full weight

of Army authority. And the standardized formal cultural pattern

according to which the Army operates was in its essentials un-

changed. , —

The significance of the standardized cultural pattern can be seen

by imagining a company composed entirely of individual replace- ..

ments, none of whom were acquainted prior to the day the unit en-

tered combat. With the cultural framework available (i.e., known

to the men) and with leaders motivated to carry out its prescrip-

tions, an assemblageof strangers can quickly become

a

fairly effec-

tive fighting organization.** It can do this without calling upon

any motives attributable directly to personal relations among its

members. On the other hand, imagine a group in which the only

basis of organization is that of affective ties and commonsocial

values among individuals, none of whom are invested with definite

formal roles carrying explicit functions and behavior prescriptions.

If such a group were sent into combat, presumably leaders would

arise and the group take on a determinate structure—eventually—

as a result of personal interactions and generalized social techniques

of organization which could be carried over from nonmilitary situa~-

tions. But it is difficult to see how this hypothetical collectivity

could avoid initial chaos upon meeting the enemy. oo

Thus we are forced to the conclusion that personal motives and
relationships are not uniquely determinate for organization in com-

bat. By abstracting from actual organizations the theoretical pure
type which would contain only these elements, one can see clearly
their insufficiency. They do not furnish sufficient conditions, and
only in a statistical sense are they necessary conditions: officers and
men must be motivated to make the organization work, but not all
of them have to be so motivated, nor must they all agree on details
of social philosophy or be bound by ties of personal friendship in
order fora functioning organizationto exist. To put it another
way, the best single predictor of combat behavior is the simple fact
of institutionalized role: knowing that a manis a soldier rather than
a civilian. The soldier role is a vehicle for getting a man into the
position in which he hasto fight or take the institutionally sanc-
tioned consequences.

The facts of casualty and replacement rates also support the

 

*6 Not so effective, in all probability, as it would be if it had the in- 4
still an organized functioning group. , ‘ © ingroup ties, but
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critical importance of formal organization. In Infantry outfits the
tremendous turnover of both men and their officers during combat
minimized the possible importance of strong personal attachments
at the level of company or smaller units. Casualties among second
lieutenants were in some cases as high or higher than amongrifle-
men in the line. It was not unusualto find a rifle company which
after two or three months in combat had noneofits originalofficers
remaining in the unit. When one remembers that some Infantry
divisions considered in total (including all the rear echelon troops).
had over 100 per cent cumulative casualties in six months of combat
in Europe, the great attrition in line units becomesclearer.
A study of casualty rates of four Infantry divisions fighting in

Italy? showed that the Infantry troops suffered 92 per cent of the
battle casualties, although they constituted but 67 per cent of the
authorized strength of an Infantry division. (Field Artillery troops
made up 17 per cent of the divisional strength, but they incurred
only 4 per cent of the battle casualties.) Within the Infantry itself ~
there were great variations in casualty rates among the various
specific types of jobs. Riflemen headed thelist. As of the time of
the study, they were only 11 per cent of an Infantry division’s Table
of Organization strength, yet accounted for 38 per cent of the battle

casualties and 26 per cent of the nonbattle casualties.
Among the Infantry, second lieutenants constituted 0.9 per cent

of the total strength—and were 2.7 per cent ofall battle casualties.
The average daily battle casualty rate per 1,000 Table of Organiza-

tion strength for second lieutenants in Infantry was 11.4 in the divi-

sions studied.?® Assuming, for the sake of demonstration, that the

full complement of 182 Infantry second lieutenants was present in

a division on each day of combat, that there were no nonbattle casu-

alties, and no duplication of battle casualties, the division would

lose a full complement of its Infantry second lieutenants in 88 com-

bat days. On the same assumptions, the divisional complementof

99 Infantry captains would require 294 days of battle for 100 per

cent casualties. Of course, many of these casualties would be re-
placements, not original officers. Moreover, many of the casualties

returned to the same unit after hospitalization or other treatment.
On the other hand, nonbattle casualties were equal to or slightly

_™ The study was based on the experience of the 8rd, 34th, 36th, and 45th Infantry
divisions from the beginning. of the Italian campaign on September 9, 1948, until
April 4, 1944.
8 Rate based on authorized Table of Organization strength for periods when the

division was officially committed in combat.
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greater than battle casualties even during combat; and the shifting

of officer personnel by transfers among units introduced further in-

stability into the leader-follower relations in individual units. - For

example, in the divisions studied, the Infantry had a daily loss of

21 lieutenants per 1,000 T/O strength from all types of casualties.

This represents a loss of slightly over 1 in every 50 per day, to be:

made up by returns-to-unit or by replacement in order to maintain

T/O strength. Certainly the data just presented emphasize the

fluidity of the group ofofficers in any given Infantry company.”

The situation in divisional Field Artillery was less dramatic; the

average-daily battle casualty rate for all commissioned officers was

2.1 as over against the Infantryrate of 6.1. Divisional Artillery

batteries thus had relatively greater stability of leadership. The

turnover of enlisted personnel waslikewise relatively lower than in

the Infantry—an average daily battle casualty rate per 1,000 Table

of Organization strength of 0.8 as over against 5.1 in the Infantry.

Thus, the Field Artillery units constituted relatively more stable

social groups in which there was greater opportunity for the devel-

opment of continuing interpersonal relationships.

Total casualties were, of course, much greater than the net turn-

over of personnel. In the divisions studied, returns of men to their

units after hospitalization amounted on the average to 45 per 100

battle and nonbattle casualties. Thus, to maintain a constant
numberof men in a division there would have to be about 55 new
replacements for every 100 battle and nonbatitle casualties. In the
Infantry 60 replacements would be required for every 100 battle
and nonbattle casualties; for the Field Artillery, about 27 replace-
ments; for all other divisional troops, about 30 replacements for
every 100 battle and nonbaitle casualties. Men evacuated as non- -
battle casualties were more often eventually returned to their units
than men who becamebattle casualties. And in the Infantry the
proportion of all casualties which were nonbattle casualties was
smaller than in other branches. For this reason the net turnover
of personnel in the Infantry, in comparison with turnoverin Artil-
lery and other units, was greater than their respective total (battle
and nonbattle) casualty rates would lead one to expect. Even
 

_ “The figures utilized here are necessarily rough, because of the difficulty of secur-
ing an accurate base of actual daily strength. Since divisions in combat usually operate
with less than their authorized strengths, especially in the Infantry, the rates based on
T/O strength understate the real incidence of casualties. It must be rememberedalso
that the data are localized in time and space, and that the average experience of other
divisions at other times and places may have been considerably different,
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though Infantry units almost “normally” operated in combat with
less than their authorized strengths, they were continually forced
to assimilate disproportionately large numbers of new replacements

as compared with other units.
Thus, among Infantry troops in combat under the individual re-

placement system, informal controls based on close personal ties
and identifications developedin spite of the influence of the replace-
ment system in the opposite direction. That such ties did develop
to the extent observed indicates the strong pressure toward their

formation; on the other hand, the fact that such a replacementsys-
tem could work, with whatever defects, indicates the force of purely
institutional controls. The emphasis in succeeding chapters on
personal motivation and informal controls is not intended to create
the impression that these factors, important and interesting to the

social scientist as they may be, outweighed the all-pervadinginsti-
tutional factors.



CHAPTER 8

 

COMBAT MOTIVATIONS AMONG

GROUND TROOPS?

Introduction

gE preceding chapter attempted a description of the general

I characteristics of ground combat as a social situation—in the

forms that American troops experienced it in World War II. No-

tice has already been taken of certain general aspects of the situation

which made it possible for the combat soldier to sustain the ex-

traordinary stresses to which he was subjected. In the present

section this problem will be given closer attention.

It must be noted that this is a very different question from “why

men fight,” or why the population at large may want a war or ac-

quiesce in it. As aman changes from civilian to front-line soldier,
the factors conditioning his behavior change and so do the motives

to which he refers to account for his actions. It is also a more re-
stricted problem than “why soldiers fight.” A career army, a
guerrilla army, or an armyfighting in its own homeland may be ex-
pected to fight for a quite different cluster of “reasons” than the
American combat man in the recent war.
Furthermore, it is necessary to be specific as to the meaning of

“why.’’ It would be possible to raise the question ‘‘why” in such
a form as to require a complete knowledgeof the individuallife his-
tories of every person in our culture. On the other hand, it would
be possible to pose the problem solely in terms of institutional fac-
tors without reference to individual motives. The meaning of
“why” depends on the frame of reference in terms of which the
analysis is carried out.
In the following account, the central concern will be the more im-

portant ways in which social and situational factors impinge on the

 

1 By M. Brewster Smith. In the preparation of this chapter extensive use was made
of notesand suggestions by Robin M. Williams, Jr., who, as a memberof the Research
Branchin the European theater, accompanied one division in the drive from Normandy
to Germany as a participant observer.
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behavior of the ground soldier to keephim in combat. Thefocus
will be on the individual, but no systematic attempt will be made to
trace out the intricacies of combat motivation in intrapersonal
terms. Indeed, the nature of the data available virtually imposes —
such a limitation, since without extensive psychiatric interviewing
any attempt at a thorough account of intrapersonal factors would
be merely speculative. The analysis therefore in general will not

be concerned with personal traits, needs, or drives at the level of
aggressiveness, wish for recognition, or need for affection. I¢ will,
on the other hand, touch upon suchfactors as hatred of the enemy,
the prestige of the combat man, and loyalty to one’s buddies—fac-
tors at a level of abstraction fairly close to the immediate combat
situation.

While such a procedure is called for by the nature of the data,it
has other reasons to recommend it. In termsof any schemeof gen-
eral personal motives, the same motives can operate in manydiffer-
ent institutional structures, and, conversely, many different motives
can lead to participation in the same group activity. Nevertheless,

an institutional situation such as an army in combat does tend to

elicit and encourage certain motivational patterns, which recur with
a certain degree of uniformity. Our intent is to describe someof .

these patterns, without assuming, however, that they held for all

combat soldiers, or that the same behavior might not result from

quite different motivational patterns at various timesorin different

circumstances.
The various topics which it seemed important to discuss in this

chapter will receive somewhat uneven treatment because on some

subjects much more information was available than on others.

Certain matters concerning which data were negligible or lacking

will still be treated at least summarily, to avoid as muchas possible
distortion of the total picture. Nevertheless, the following treat-
ment makes no pretense of completeness at its chosen level of de-

scription. The motivation of combat behavior was so complex

that at most it can be hoped that few major factors have been en-
tirely neglected.

This treatment has often drawn heavily on the men’s own state-
ments concerning factors in their motivation. Questionnaire data
regarding combat were necessarily obtained after the fact, when a
man’s answer might reflect what he would then like to believe was

the reason for his action rather than what he might havesaid at the
time, or what an outside observer would have inferred. Since there
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_ is no simple way of separating valid reporting from wishful thinking,

the reader can only be cautioned to bear this difficulty in mind.

The major interest in the present discussionis, then, to analyze .

the typical and general determinants of behavior in the immediate

combat situation. A tired, cold, muddy rifleman goes forward with .

the bitter dryness of fear in his mouth into the mortar bursts and

machine-gun fire of a determined enemy. Atremendous psycho-

logical mobilization is necessary to make an individual do this, not

just once but many times. In combat surely, if anywhere, we

should be able to observe behavioral determinants of great signifi-

cance, since we already know that mostsoldiers did fight in the face

of all the cumulative stresses tending to drive them out of combat.

The first topic to be discussed will be the role of coercive institu-

tional, authority in molding behavior in combat. The amount of

space that will be devoted to it is undoubtedly not in proportion to

the importance of a group of factors without which relatively few

soldiers would have been in combat at all. Next, the role of com-

bat leaders and the men’s attitudes toward them will be treated.

The companyofficer, and to a lesser extent the noncom, stood in a
focal position between the formal coercive authority, which they ©

represented, and the informalsocial group, of which they were par-

ticipating members. Therole of the informalsocial group will then
be taken up, in regard to the codes of behavior it imposed and the
ways in which it provided the otherwise vulnerable individual with
sources of power and security. There will then be something to be ©
said concerning the role of the men’s convictions about the war and
the enemy—convictions which were subject to pressure from the
standards of the informal group but which had roots in prior atti-
tudes and in combat experiences. A fifth section will touch on the
role of certain residual goals not elsewhere discussed, such as the
desire to get home again and the hopeof victory. Finally, a section
on prayer and personal philosophies in combat will be concerned
with a group of psychological adjustments to which the men turned
for support in situations of intense stress beyond their power to
predict or control.

As an overview of this investigation of combat motivation, an
analysis of the unguided statements of combat men and officers on
the subject is instructive. Chart I presents a summaryclassifica-
tion of the responses ofenlisted infantrymen in a veteran division
which saw action in two Mediterranean campaignsand of company
grade officers in divisions in both European and Pacific theaters to
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questions in regardto the incentives which kept the men fighting,
A more detailed presentation of the same data may be found in -
Tables 1 and 2. Both the question asked of the enlisted men and
that asked of the officers invited answers of a somewhat more re-

CHART I

Comsat INcenrrves Namep sy Orricer AND ENLISTED VEererans

(Summary of Tables 1 and 2)

PERCENTAGE OF COMMENTS NAMING EACH INCENTIVE AMONG

Enlisted men Officers

QUESTION "Generally, from your QUESTION "When the
combat experience, what wos most golng istough for your
important to you in making you men, what do youthin!

INCENTIVES wont to keep going and do as are the Incentives whichi -
well as you could 2” keep them fighting?

ETI
HSI
venesatereteren
SRIERKKRGEnding the task

Solidarity with group

| Sense of duty and self-respect

Beererececent

f Thoughts of home and loved ones SO

| Self-preservation

| Idealistic reasons

Vindictiveness

Leadership and discipline

Miscellaneous 
For breakdown on enlisted men see Table 1. , .
For breakdown on officers see Table 2. ‘The figures shown here are an unweighted

average of the figures for the three divisions presented in that table.

stricted scope than that of this chapter. The enlisted men were
asked what was most important to them in-making them want to
keep going anddo as well as they could, while the officers were asked

what incentives kept their men fighting. One would not expect
these questions to elicit reference to the several factors which ap-
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pear to have been importantin giving the men support without,

however, providing a spur to further fighting, for instance prayer of

fatalism. Neither would one expect the men’s answers to make

much of coercive institutional authority, since only indirectly can

it be said to have been an incentive or to have made the men want

TABLE 1

Comsat IncENTIVES Namep sy Enuistep INFANTRYMEN

(Enlisted Infantry Combat Veterans, European Theater, April 1944)

a

Question: “Generally, in your combat experience, what was most important to you ia

making you want to keep going and do as well as you could?”

Percentage of comments
naming each incentive
a

Ending the task 39

Thoughts of getting the war over Bh

Thoughts of getting relief or a rest 6

Solidarity with group 14
Cannot let the other fellows or the outfit down; sticking to-

gether; “buddies depending on me”; ‘my friends around
me” .

Sense of duty and self-respect 9
Personal pride, self-respect 7
‘Doing my part, my duty” 2

Thoughts of home and loved ones 1
Self-preservation; “kill or be killed”
A job to be done; “‘somebody hasto do thefighting”
Idealistic reasons
Making a better world; crushing aggressor; “belief in what
I’m fighting for” 3

Patriotism, protecting our people and their freedom 2
Vindictiveness

Anger, revenge, “fighting spirit”
Lack of any alternative action

“There was nothing else to do’’; “easier to keep going”
Leadership and discipline
Indifference
“Too tired or mad to care”; “don’t give a damn any more”

Miscellaneous 6

Total 100

iw
]

b
e

t
n
o
t
o
a

w
a
r
e

Number of comments 568

 

Survey of Infantry veteransof a division which had fought in North Afrien andSicily, April 1044 (8-100).

to keep going. In other respects, the men’s answers touch in one
way or another on most of the principal sources of motivation with
which we will be concerned.
Most frequently mentioned by the enlisted men was the prosaic,

goal of ending the task—getting the war over with to get home
aw
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again, or hope of more immediate relief at the end of a particular
mission. Presumably “thoughts of home and loved ones” had
somewhat similar import, as something to look forward to when
the job was over. Various aspects of solidarity with the group

TABLE 2

Compat INcENTIVES Nawep py ComMpaNy OFFICERS

(Veteran Company Grade Infantry and Field Artillery Officers,
European and Pacific Theaters, April 1944*)

  

Question: ‘When the going is tough for your men, what do you think are the incen-
tives which keep them fighting?”

PERCENTAGE OF COMMENTS NAMING
EACH INCENTIVE

Division A Division B Division C

 

Ending the task 15 11 15
Thoughts of getting the war over 9 9 12
Thoughts of getting relief or a rest 6 2 8

Solidarity with group 17 17 ll
Pride in outfit and esprit de corps; loyalty

to comrades; opinions of other men; sce-
ing others doing their job

Sense of duty andself-respect 14 16 14
Personal pride, self-respect 12 12 9
Sense of duty 2 4 6

Thoughts of home and loved ones 3 3 2
Self-preservation; ‘kill or be killed” 10 9 9
A job to be done; “somebody has to do the

fighting” 4 5 tT
Idealistic reasons 2 1 2

Ideals, patriotism, “what we're fighting for”
Vindictiveness 9 8 18

Anger, revenge, “fighting spirit”
Lack of any alternative action 5 3 t

‘Nothing else for them to do”; “easier to
keep going”

Leadership and discipline 18 19 20
Indifference; ‘don’t give a damn” 1 1 t
Miscellaneous 2 7 9

Total 100 100 100

Number of comments 304 266 666

 

* Divisions A and B fought in North Africa and Sicily while Division C fought in the Central Pacific,

Data are from S-101.
¢ These categories were not used in the analysis, and such comments were classed as miscellaneous.

were mentioned second in frequency: sticking together, loyalty to
comrades, pride in outfit, etc. The importance of the strong group
ties tha! developed in combat will be the subject of considerable

later ‘scussion. A sense of duty andself-respect was mentioned
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. by a number of the men. Rather than considering this as a sepa-

rate motivational category, it will be treated as evidence of the in-

ternalization of both institutional and informal group requirements.

All of the incentiveslisted thus far (excepting “thoughts of home

and loved ones,” if this is considered separately from “ending the

task’’) were also mentioned by substantial numbersofofficers. The

most striking discrepancy between the responses of officers and en-

listed men was in regard to the role of leadership and discipline,

cited more frequently than any other incentive by theofficers, but

by hardly any of the enlisted men. It is, of course, fairly clear that

there were influences to divert both groups from a fully equitable

appraisal of the importance of leadership. On the one hand, it was

the prime occupational concern of the officers, their main function

in the Army. From the point of view of the enlisted men, on the

other hand, one would not expect mention here of the coercive as-

pects of leadership and discipline for reasons already stated, while

one may suppose that the feelings many of them had toward officers

as a group may have kept them from talking more about such of

the other aspects of leadership as they had experienced.

Officers and enlisted men alike attached little importance to
idealistic motives—patriotism and concern about war aims. Their
evaluation appears to be in fundamental accord with other sources
of evidence, though attributable in part to a socially prescribed
avoidance of idealistic references that will be noted later. An in-
termediate proportion of both officers and enlisted men mentioned
self-preservation as a motive; that combat was, as they put it, a
matter of kill or be killed. In regard to vindictiveness—anger, re-
venge, etc.—the fact that the chart shows it to have been cited by
more officers than enlisted men may be somewhat misleading.
Reference to Table 2 will reveal that, in agreement with findings to
be presented later, officers in combat against the Japanese were
more likely than officers in Europe to say that vindictiveness was
an important incentive. Since the present questions were not asked
of enlisted menin the Pacific, the difference may be ascribable prin-

_ cipally to the lack of comparability of the samplesin this respect.
Several infrequently mentioned motives listed in Tables 1 and 2

are not shown in Chart I since it was not possible to present data
for all groups surveyed. .Among them was viewing the war as a
job to be done—‘somebody has to do the fighting.” This has a
certain similarity to the incentive of ending the task. A few men
mentioned the lack of any alternative to going on fighting, thus
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recognizing indirectly the role of coercive institutional authority in.

restricting the range of choice. A few others, though asked to name
incentives, pleaded mere indifference—that they ‘didn’t give a
damn” any more. This ‘kind of adjustment will receive further
notice in the section on personal philosophies in combat.
The broad picture given by the men’s free commentsis one which

we will have little need to modify or correct, aside from including
factors other than positive incentives. It is one of a matter-of-fact
adjustment to combat, with a minimum ofidealism or heroics, in
which the elements which come closest to the conventional stereo-
type of soldier heroism enter through the close solidarity of the im-
mediate combat group.

Role of Coercive Institutional Authority

Thesheer coercive power of Army authority was a factor in com-
bat motivation which must not be forgotten simply because itis
easy to take for granted. It was omnipresent, and its existence had
been impressed on the soldier from his first days in the Army when
he was read the many punitive articles from the Articles of War,
each ending with the ominous phrase, “punishable in time of war
by death or such other penalty as a court-martial may direct.”
The Articles of War themselves specify that the punitive articles
are to be read to all enlisted men at least every six months. This
is only one of the minor ways already examined in earlier chapters

in which every enlisted man long before he reached the scene of ©

combat became fully aware of the coercive sanctions which stood
back of official commands.

Nevertheless, one not familiar with military justice as exercised

in combat commandsis likely to take an oversimplified view of the
role of naked coercion. Those combat offenses for which the ex-

treme penalty was authorized—desertion, AWOL from the lines

(legally equivalent to desertion), and misbehaviorin the face of the

enemy—were, of course, the ones which involved escape from the

combat situation. But practically never was the death penalty ©
actually enforced for purely military offenses. To quote a state-
ment by former Under Secretary of War Robert P. Patterson, after
the end of the European fighting: ‘‘During the entire length of this
war, the Army has executed 102 ofits soldiers. All executions but
one were for murder or rape. One wasfor desertion,the first execu-
tion for a purely military crime since the Civil War. This man,
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serving in the European Theater, deserted twice under fire.” ? Gen-

erally speaking, then, the death penalty was not used.

Severity of punishment varied greatly from one division to an-

other and in respect to similar offenses within the same division.

Sometimes charges were droppedentirely if the soldier would return

to combat. In other cases offenders were given six-month terms

of hard labor, frequently on roads within rangeofartillery fire but

under no greater danger than many forward service outfits. In

still other cases, heavy terms of imprisonment were sentenced, with

the offender removed to a stockade or disciplinary training center.

Dishonorable discharge was sometimes made mandatory at the end

of the term. But the death penalty was not normally considered

for the purely military offense.? In regard to the heavy prison

terms, many men may have thoughtit likely that the more drastic

sentences would be revised in response to public pressure at the end

of the war.‘
So the combat man did not in fact face a choice of possible death

from the enemy versus certain death if he refused combat. The

role of the coercive system must have been of a more complex sort.
Aside from the physical unpleasantness of life in a stockade, which

was subject to wide variation, the ways in which the coercive formal

sanctions could be effective appear to have involved informal fac-
tors in addition:

1. Some men expressed in interview the fear of losing pay, family
allotments,etc., if they should be convicted by court-martial. Thus
family affectional ties became involved. ;

2. Both family ties and the reactions of a man’s buddies were in-
volved in the feeling that being convicted and confined was a dis-
grace.

3. A man’s ownestablished reactions to punishment imposed by
established authority might be called wp in varying degrees as a
sense of shameorguilt.

2 War Department, Bureau of Public Relations, press release, July 8, 1945.
* Although it is impossible to gather conclusive evidence concerning the informal use

of death threats by combat leaders during actual battle, it was the impression of Re-
search Branch interviewers that instances in which leaders compelled men to continue
fighting at gun point were rare. -Rumors of such occurrences were rarely encountered
whereas one would expect knowledge of any actual cases of this sort to spread widely
and rapidly by rumor.
‘No specific question was asked in regard to this, but the belief turned up frequently

in a series of informal interviews with combat troops and men in division stockades,
conducted in Italy during the winter of 1944-1945 *
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~ One important general function of the existence of formal sanc-
tions was, therefore, that when imposed theycalled into automatic
operation ‘informal sanctions, both social and internalized. The
existence of these informal sanctions gave the formal sanction much
of its force.

To the extent that the force of formal sanctions was dependent
on informal support, their effectiveness could decrease if informal
group codes of behavior failed to back them up. Among men who
had seen very extensive combat, such as members of someof the
divisions which took part in the Italian campaign, the punishments
which the Army could threaten appear to have lost much of their
impressiveness in the face of the growing bitterness of the men at
the daily punishmentof life and death in the line. AWOLrates
from combat units increased to such an extent that local command-
ers asked Research Branch personnel for whateverlight they could
throw on the problem.

This deterioration in the effective force of formal sanctions may
be illustrated by comparing the responses of men in these divisions
who had seen relatively little combat with those of the old-timers.®
As Table 3 shows, men who had seen the most combat, among both

privates and noncoms, wereless likely than newer men to say that
a dishonorable discharge is one of the worst things that can happen

to aman. The difference remains when educational level is con-

trolled. Such a static comparison does not in itself establish that

there was a progressive change in attitude as the men remained in

combat over a period of time. But since there is no reason to as-

sume that selective processes could have been responsible for the

‘result, it would seem likely that a progressive change occurred.
While the preceding data suggest that old-timers may have grown

to take military punishments somewhatless seriously, the data in

Table 4 suggest a parallel growth in toleration of military offenders

when such offenders were also “‘old’” combat men. As the table

shows, there appears to have been a minor tendency for privates

with two or more months of combat experienceto beless likely than
the newest privates to say that they “don’t have any usefor a fel- ,

low wholets his men down’’ by going AWOL from thefront after

 

* The question by which length of time was determined asked for the length of time .
in which a man’s job had kept him within range of enemyartillery. (See footnote to

Table 3.) It is a quite broad definition of combat duty, but, when applied to a rela-
tively homogeneous group such as infantrymenin rifle and heavy weapons companies,
provides a basis for distinguishing groups ofdifferent relative amounts of combat duty
with probably greaterreliability than alternative questions,
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being in the linea longtime. This differenceis of doubtful reliabil-

ity. Among the noncoms, however, there seems to have been a

sharp decline in the proportion who would condemn the combat

AWOL. Initially, the noncoms appearto have agreed in endorsing

theofficial sanctions against AWOL, although the sample of rela-

"TABLE 3

TEvALUATION OF DisHoNORABLE DiscHaRGE AS A PENALTY IN RELATION TO

Tim iv ComBat

(Enlisted Infantrymen in Line Companies, Italy, April 1945)

  

Question: “When a court-martial gives aman 4 dishonorable discharge along with a

prison term, do you thinkthe dishonorable discharge makes the punishment

much worse?”
PERCENTAGE OF MEN GIVING EACH ANSWER AMONG:

 

Privates and Pfe’s who Noncoms who have been

have been in combat* for in combat* for
Less 4 7 Less 4 7
than through months than through months
4 6 or 4 6 or

ANSWER CATEGORIES months months more months months more

Not much worse—it doesn’t
mean much 19 20 22 16 14 16

Somewhat worse 19 22 22 7 18 - 26
A lot worse 20 20 22 12 25 22
A great deal worse—it is one : ,

of the worst things that can
happen to 8 man 39 36 31 63 41 34

No answer 3 2 3 2 2 2

Total 100 100 =: 100 100 100 100

Number of cases 277 584 440 48 160 199

 

8-177,
* The question from which the men’s time in combat was determined was!

“Since you have been overseas, what is the total amount of time you have been on active combat
duty? We mean by active combat duty, doing whatever your job is, within range of the enemy's
artillery. Do not count timespent in rest periods or in hospitals or any time you were not on active .
duty for somo other reasons.”

Less than 2 weeks
2 weeks up to 1 month
1 month up to 2 months
oe © © © © © » 6

9 months and over

tively new noncomsis small. Even among those who had been in
‘combat for four through six months, about half of them still said
_that they had no use for a man who goes AWOL. But amongthose
‘who had been in combat for at least nine months, only a quarter
took this condemnatory view, approximately the same proportion
as among privates of thesame length of combat experience. One



TABLE 4

Artirupe TowarD Men Wao Go AWOL From THE Front, iv Revation ro Tine in Compar
(Enlisted Infantrymen in Line Companies, Italy, April 1945)

=:RRRRRREEREaaaiaimmmammemmmmmmmemeesssseesseme

meme
Question: “How do youfeel about a soldier who goes AWOL from the front after being in the line a long time?”

PERCENTAGE OF MEN GIVING BACH ANSWER AMONG

Privates and Pfc’s who have been in combat* for: Noncoms who have been in combat* for . .
Less than 2through 4 through 7through 9months Lessthan 4 through 7 through 9 monthsANSWER CATEGORIES 2months 3months 6months 8months or more 4months 6months 8months or moreeee

aS

“T don’t have any usefor a fel-
low wholets the otherfellows
downlike that’? 31 25 22 25 24 93 48 37 26“He shouldn’t let the other
fellows down like that, but
probably couldn’t help it’ 42 44 49 46 45 5 32 42 48‘He probably did his share and
they should go easy on him” 17 19 18 17 22 —_ 6 16 21“Tt doesn’t make any difference
to me one way or the other” 2 6 5 8 4 _ 3 4 2

Something elset 3 4 4 3 3 _ 8 1 2
No answer 5 2 2 1 2 2 3 _ 1

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Number of cases 101 181 &86 2658 196 43 162 89 il

8-177.
* See footnote to Table 3 for wording of question on time in combat.
tA space was provided for those who wished to write in their feeling in their own words.
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would expect from this finding that these ‘‘old” noncoms had ceased

to serve an important function in deterring their men from going

AWOL. The widening gap between the official standard and the

~’ eode of evaluation informally adhered to by the men was doubtless

reflected in decreased effectiveness of the formal sanctions with old-

timers.
Aside from its punitive aspects, coercive authority played the key

_ role of prescribing concrete actions to be taken in a situation which
_ might be so confused and uncertain that noneof the possible actions

seemed desirable. Such a situation provokes feelings of helpless- -

ness; any authoritative direction of a course of behavioris likely to

be welcomed. The men expected this from their officers. If it was

not forthcoming, they either sought elsewhere or suffered from dis-

- organization. Some quotations from interviews with wounded vet-

erans of the North African campaign illustrate the point :°

Regardless of the situation, men turn to theofficer for leadership, and if he doesn’t
give it to them then they look to the strongest personality who steps forward and
becomes a leader—maybe a staff sergeant if the platoon leader is a weak leader.

One time we begged ourlieutenants to give orders. They were afraid to act be
cause they didn’t have the rank. We took a beating while they were waiting for
orders—how did they know the commander hadn’t been knocked off?

Previously ingrained reactions to established authority were of
course important in making formal authority effective in combat.
To the extent that internalized patterns of conformity had been
built up, the men would feel guilty to disobey. It is relevant there-
fore at this point to give brief attention to the problem of the inter-
nalization of values and behavioral rules, a matter which will arise
againin connection with informal group codes. A person may act
in a given way because some outside agency requires it or because
he himself wants to—that is, he thinksit is right, his duty, ete. Of
course these alternative bases of motivation are not mutually ex-
clusive, and, furthermore, reasons of the second kind may often be
given as rationalizations for behavior which in fact is instigated
primarily by the first sort of consideration. In the first type, the

- individual behaves in a given way because heis rewarded, or would
be punished if he did not do so. These rewards and punishments,
moreover, are changes in the external situation which advance or
frustrate some other motivation which is internalized. In the case

 

* Madein s hospital in the United States, spring 1944,
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Artirupp Towarp Men Wxo Go AWOL From THE Front, Iv Reation To Tram in Comat
(Enlisted Infantrymen in Line Companies, Italy, April 1945)
ers

Question: “How do youfeel about a soldier who goes AWOL from thefront after being in the line a long time?”
PERCENTAGE OF MEN GIVING EACH ANSWER AMONG

Privates and Pfc’s who have been in combat* for: Noncoms who have been in combat* for .
Less than 2through 4 through 7 through 9 months Lessthan 4 through 7 through 9 months

ANSWER CATEGORIES 2months 3months 6months 8months or more 4months 6months 8 months or more

 

“T don’t have any usefor a fel-
low wholets the other fellows
downlike that” 31 25 22 25 24 93 48 37 26

“He shouldn’t let the other
fellows down like that, but
probably couldn’t help it?’ 42 44 49 46 45 5 32 42 48

“He probably did his share and
they should go easy on him” 17 19 18 17 22 — 6 16 21

“Tt doesn’t make any difference
to me one wayor the other” 2 6 5 8 4 — 3 4 2

Somethingelset 3 4 4 3 3 — 8 1 - 2
No answer 5 2 2 1 2 2 3 — 1

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Number of cases 101 181 586 268 196 43 162 89 lilpa

S-177. .
* See footnote to Table 3 for wording of question on time in combat.
t A space was provided for those who wished to write in their feeling in their own words.
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would expect from this finding that these old” noncoms had ceased

¢o serve an important function in deterring their men from going

AWOL. The widening gap between the official standard and the

- eode of evaluation informally adhered to by the men was doubtless

reflected in decreased effectiveness of the formal sanctions with old-

timers.
Aside from its punitive aspects, coercive authority played the key

role of prescribing concrete actions to be taken in a situation which

might be so confused and uncertain that noneof the possible actions

seemed desirable. Such a situation provokes feelings of helpless-

ness; any authoritative direction of a course of behavioris likely to

be welcomed. The men expected this from their officers. If it was

not forthcoming, they either sought elsewhere or suffered from dis-

organization. Some quotations from interviews with wounded vet-

erans of the North African campaignillustrate the point:

Regardless of the situation, men turn to theofficer for leadership, and if he doesn’t
give it to them then they look to the strongest personality who steps forward and
becomes a leader—maybea staff sergeant if the platoon leader is a weak leader.

. One time we begged our lieutenants to give orders. They were afraid to act be
cause they didn’t have the rank. We took a beating while they were waiting for
orders—how did they know the commander hadn’t been knocked off?

Previously ingrained reactions to established authority were of
course important in making formal authority effective in combat.
To the extent that internalized patterns of conformity had been
built up, the men would feel guilty to disobey. It is relevant there-
fore at this point to give brief attention to the problem of the inter-
nalization of values and behavioral rules, a matter which will arise
again in connection with informal group codes. A person may act
in a given way because some outside agency requires it or because
he himself wants to—thatis, he thinks it is right, his duty, ete. Of
course these alternative bases of motivation are not mutually ex-

" elusive, and, furthermore, reasonsof the second kind may often be
given as rationalizations for behavior which in fact is instigated
primarily by the first sort of consideration. In the first type, the
individual behaves in a given way because he is rewarded, or would
be punished if he did not do so. These rewards and punishments,
moreover, are changes in the external situation which advance or
frustrate some other motivation which ¢s internalized. In-the case

 

* Madein @ hospital in the United States, spring 1944,
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of an internalized behavioral rule, a violation is in itself punishing |

to the individual while conformity may be rewarding, apart from

changes in the external situation.

Internalization may be inferred when a person reports a sense of

duty, or, in case he fails to conform, when he gives evidence of feel-

ings of guilt. ,
To a large extent both types of motivation may produce similar _

effects. This is particularly true when informal group codeslargely
reinforce the requirements of institutional authority. ‘A person
would have to be beyond range of reward and punishmentbyeither

his group or formal authority before purely external motivation

would cease to push him in the direction of conformity. However,
internalization has the advantage of making motivation independ-
ent of external surveillance or reward.

In the concrete cases with which we are concerned,it is impossible
to distinguish conclusively the degree to which the determiningele-
ments were internalized, and a further consideration of the dynamics
of internalization would lead to the sort of maze of intrapersonal
factors which we intend to avoid. The present section will there-
fore not attempt to make the dichotomy a primary analytic distinc-
tion. However, notice will occasionally be taken of cases in which
the various group values and behavioral rules were stated differently
as internalized motives.

Attitudes Toward Combat Leaders and Combat Motivation

The leadership relation between officer (and, secondarily, non-
com) and enlisted man was crucial to the determination of combat
behavior. On the one hand, the officer was the representative of
impersonal, coercive institutional authority, discussed above. On
the other, he too was a soldier, a person who wasfitted into the in-
formal group structure. Because of his salient institutional role,
the officer could not be ignored in the informal pattern of attitudes
which grew up in a combat unit. These attitudes invariably po- _
larized around him in one way or another. Theofficer who com- ©
mandedthe personal respect and loyalty of his men could mobilize
the full support of a willing followership; he therefore had at his
disposal the resources of both the formal coercive system and the
system of informal group controls. If, however, the officer had
alienated his men and had to rely primarily on coercion, the infor-
mal sanctions of the group might cease to bear primarily on the
combat mission. Furthermore, since the officer was a natural
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focus of group unity and a major factor in the everyday lives of the

men in his command, the relationship he built up with his men

would have an important effect on the solidarity and cohesiveness

of the group. ;

Chapter 8 in Volume I has already discussed the Army: leadership

relation in detail. Here the configuration of attitudes toward offi-

cers in ground combat units and their relation to combat motiva-

tion will be considered more briefly.-

The combat situation itself fostered a closer solidarity between

officers and enlisted men than was usual in the rest of the Army.

The makeshift character of front-line living arrangements meant-

that the contrast between provisions for officers and enlisted men

wasataminimum. Formalities were largely abandoned in combat.

Also, combat exigencies undoubtedly led a larger proportion of offi-

cers to try to exercise leadership rather than mere command, which

might do well enoughin lesscritical rear assignments. To be sure,

when combat units were out of the line, the garrison situation was

received by the men in unwelcome contrast to the greater democ-

racy of the front. It still can be said, nevertheless, that officer-

enlisted solidarity was greater on the whole in combat units.

This is supported by men’s responses to a wide variety of ques-

tions on their attitudes towardstheir officers, of which the question

reported in Chart II is representative.’ Men in line Infantry com-

panies in the European theater were considerably more likely to
indicate favorable attitudes toward their officers than were men in
organizations to the rear; there was likewise a tendency, less pro-
nounced, for members of other relatively forward units to be more
favorable toward their officers than men in the rear bases of the
communications zone. These differences persist when educational
level is controlled. Since practical exigencies prevented systematic
study of combat troops while they were actually in the line, the
relatively more favorable attitude toward their officers shown by
combat men in Chart II must be interpreted as one whichpersisted
. 7 As Chapter 8 in Volume I showed, questions asking men to evaluate their officers
in specific respects tended to form a scale, such thatif it is known what a man has to
say about his officers in one respect, one can predict with a high degree of accuracy
what he has to say about them in other respects. This means that in interpreting the
men’s answers to specific questions about their officers one must remember that theyreflect a gencral rather than a specific attitude. The specific content of the question inChart IT concerns whether or not the men say their officers are the sort who exposethemselvesto anything they ask of their men. This appears to be an aspect of officer-enlisted solidarity, but a similar pattern of differences occurs with other questions, themanifest content of which bears on other aspects of the men’s attitudes toward their
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CHART II

SoLipaRITY WITH OFFICERS IN DIFFERENT Tyrrrs or Grounp Unrrs

(Ground and Service Force Troops from a Cross Section of White

Enlisted Men in the European Theater, April-May 1945)

UESTION “How many of the officers in your present outfit are jhe kind who are willi
QUESTIO through anything they ask thelr men to go through a witing to 99

PERGENTAGE GIVING INDICATED RESPONSE-

None Few About holf Most

NCO's

Line Infantry companies

Other’troops assigned to divisions,
corps, ond armies

Service troops assigned to rear
bases

PVT's & PFC's

Line Infantry companies

Othertroops assigned to divisions, WAG
corps, and armies (ISS

Service troops assigned to rear
boses 

8-223, i . j
omitin!. Men whofailed to answer the question (approximately 3 per cent) are

base numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages ate

Tastee
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even during periods of rest, training, and reserve, when informal

observation indicated that enlisted men nursed some grievances

against their officers which would not apply during combat.

While the evidence is that officer-enlisted solidarity was greater

in combat units than in units to the rear, this does not mean that

within combat units men with more combat experience were likely

TABLE 5

Astrropes Towarp Orricens sy Lencrs or Tre i Comma

(Infantry Combat Veterans from a Cross Section of Enlisted Men
in the European Theater, April-May 1945*)

  

Question: “How many of theofficers in your present outfit are the kind who are will-.
ing to go through anything they ask their men to go through?”

PERCENTAGE OF INFANTRY VETERANS GIVING EACH
ANSWER AMONG

Privates and Pfe's who had been Noncoms who had been
in combat} for: in combat} for:

Less than 28 to 112 days Less than 112 days
28 days 1i1days or more 112 days or more

 

All of them are 32 27 18 23 22
Most of them are 30)68 3565 ra 226a 3g fot
About half of them are 18 20 18 22 23
Few of them are 10 13 16 16 13
None of them are a thi Shy Shy 2{15
No answer 3 1 _ 1 1

Total 100 100 100 100 100

" Number of cases 208 182 174 : 97 101

 

¥§-223. The total number of cases differs from that of men in line Infantry companies in Chart IT
because some men not at that time in line companies are included, while infantrymen who did not Bay
they had been in actual combat with the enemy as opposed to having been subjected to enemyfire are
omitted.
{The question on combat time was:

“About how many days have you been in combnt since coming oversens? (Do not count any time
you were in rest camp or in the hospital or on furlough.)”

About days in combat
I have not been in combat

  

to have more favorable attitudes toward their officers. If any
trend with combat experience existed, it was in the opposite direc-
tion. For example, Table 5 shows separately, according to: the
length of time they said they had been in combat, the responses of
the veteran infantrymen included in Chart IT, in answer. to the
same question. If the most favorable answer category is consid-
ered, it will be seen that privates with longer combat time were less
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likely than those with shorter combat time to give the favorable re-
sponse. For the two most favorable categories taken together,

- there is no appreciable difference with time in combatfor either
privates or noncoms.

_ On two other questions concerning attitudes toward officers, also .
asked of the men in this sample, the men with longer combatservice
were if anything morecritical than others of their officers. Asked
“How many of the officers in your present outfit take a personal
interest in the welfare of the men?” 63 per cent of the privates with
less than 28 days in combat, as compared with 51 per cent of those
with 112 days or more in combat, said “all’’ or “most of them do.”’

. Among noncomsthe corresponding figures for those with less than
112 days and those with 112 days or more in combat are 60 per cent
and 53 per cent. In response to the question, ““How many of the
officers in your present outfit do you think really know their job?”
72 per cent of the privates in the group with the least time in com-
bat and 62 per cent of those with the longest combat timereplied
“all’”’ or ‘‘most.”? Among noncoms, however, those with less com-

bat time gave this responseslightly less often (57 per cent) than
those with longer combat service (61-per cent). On both questions
the percentage of favorable responses among privates with inter-

mediate time in combat is intermediate between the figures pre-—

sented for the groups with shortest and longest time in combat.
Data from the survey of combat infantrymen in Italy,® among

whom the range of combat experience was much broader than in
the European theater, are in agreement with those just cited. Of
privates with less than 4 months in combat, 64 per cent said they

had confidencein ‘‘all” or “most” of the officers in their company

or battery “as leaders under combat conditions.’”’ The same re-

sponse was given by only 52 per cent of the privates with 7 months

or more in combat. Corresponding figures for noncomsare 59 per
cent and 54 per cent. And 57 per cent of the privates with least
time in combat as compared with 47 per cent of those with most
combat time said that “in most ways’’ the enlisted men in their
present companyor battery got ‘‘a square deal from theirofficers.”

Among noncoms the percentages giving this response were 63 per
cent and 57 per cent. Among privates with intermediate time in
combat (4 through 6 months), intermediate percentages were fa-

 

89-177,
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- yorable on both questions and the same was true of noncoms on the

first question.®
The weight of the evidenceis, then, that although men in forward

units were morelikely than men inrear areasto be favorable to their

- officers, they did not become more favorablewith longer combat

experience, and they may have becomeless favorable. This is not

surprising in viewof the changing composition of a unit in combat.

The ranks of junior officers and enlisted men alike were constantly

being thinned by casualties and replenished with replacements.

‘An enlisted man who had survived extensive combat experience

and remained in his front-line job would more often than not be

- senior In combat experience to many of his officers. Such men

would not be expected to view their officers with the respect which

aman would have for officers senior to him in combat experience.

It is possible also that the more bitter attitudes of the “old’’? men
may have been reflected in their feelings toward even those of their

officers with whom they had served throughout combat, although

there is no evidence available to show this. In anycase, such a
deterioration in attitude towards officers cannot have been very
pronounced, in view of the relatively minor overall differences with

time in combat.
The nature of the men’s attitudes toward their officers was prob-

ably important in determining the kind of influence beyond mere
coercion that the officers could have on their men’s combat motiva-
tion. There were at least two related ways in which the men
might regard an officer which would give him informal power to
influence their behavior. He might be regarded as a figure of au-
thority, and reacted to in terms of behavior patterns built up in

 

*See Table 3 for numbers of cases. The questions were:

. “How many of the officers in your company or battery do you have confidence iin
as leaders under combat conditions?”

All of them
Most of them
About half of them
Few of them
None of them

“In general, do you think that the enlisted men in your present companyor bat-
tery get a square deal from their officers?”

_ Yes, in most ways they do
Insome ways, yes, in other ways, no
No, on the whole they do not get a square deal
Thaven’t been in this outfit long enough to know
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their past experience from their relations with the father and sub-
sequent authoritative persons. In this role, the officer might be a
source of guidance and strength. As a wounded veteran of the

_ North African campaign said, ‘About officers—everybody wants
somebody to look up to when he’s scared. It makes lot of differ-
ence.” For an officer to be readily available to be cast in this role

by enlisted men, he must have their confidence that he is actually
a source of strength. Sometimes it was difficult for the newly com-
missioned OCS graduate—the so-called ninety-day wonder—to
play this role to hardened combat veterans, as some of Mauldin’s
cartoons attest.

Secondly, the officer’s behavior might be taken as a model by the
enlisted men, who might identify with him andtry to be like him.
This identification may have been most likely to occur when the
officer had their respect and admiration; in any case, when thesol-
dier modeled his behavior on the officer’s, the role the officer chose
for himself became important forits effect on the enlisted men. If
the officer shared the dangers and hardships of the men successfully,
they would then be the more likely to do their part, whereas the
officer who held back from taking personal risks invited similar be-
havior from his men.
Many officers insisted for this reason that effective combat lead-

ership at the level of the smaller units had to be from in front. To
quote a platoon lieutenant who served in the North African cam-
paign,

In combat you haveto be out in front leading them, not directing them from the
rear. The men say, ‘If the officer’s going to stay back a hundred yards, then
I’m going to stay back with him.” You can’t direct them—you have to lead
them. >

Enlisted men also madeit explicit that they considered leadership
from in front to be important. When veteran infantrymen were
asked to characterize ‘‘one of the best combat soldiers” they had

known, those of them who said they were referring to an officer fre-
quently mentioned that he was always with his men in combat and

led by personal example. (See Table 8.) The only attributes
mentioned more frequently were having a personal interest in the
men and courage, the latter of which was also important as a source
of good example. Table also is indicative of the importance the
men attached to leadership by personal example. As this table

_ shows, veteran infantrymen in a division which fought in the earlier
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phases of the Mediterranean campaign mentioned personal leader-

ship in the face of danger as among the ways in which officers were

particularly helpful in making their.men more confident in a tough

and frightening situation. While the number of men making com-

ments is too small to attach significance to the fact that this cate-

gory of comment was most frequent, it is important that the num-

ber of comments mentioning things officers said wasless than half

the number commenting onthings that they did.

TABLE 6

Orricers’ Leapprsnre Practices Watch Men RErorTED 48

\ Grving THEM ConFIDENCE

(Veteran Infantrymen in a Division Which Fought in the
Mediterranean, April 1944)

  

Question: “Can you recall a case in your experience in which an officer did a particu-
larly good job of helping his men to feel more confident in a tough or
frightening situation?”

Percentage of comments
falling into each category

Led by example; did dangerous things himself, displayed personal

 

courage and coolness 31

Encouraged men; gave pep talks, joked, passed on information 26

Showed active concern for welfare and safety of men 23

Showed informal,friendly attitude; worked along with men 5

Miscellaneous or unclassifiable — 15

Total * 100

Number of men making comments 144
Number of men making no comment 449

8-100.

If, as has been suggested, the officer-enlisted man relationship
had an important effect on the combat motivation of the enlisted
men, one would expectmen with relatively more favorable attitudes
toward their unit officers to have been better motivated than men
with less favorable attitudes. In termsof the question on readiness
for further combat which was introduced in the previous chapter”
such appears to have been the case, as Table 7 indicates. The
question is one which, as mentioned before, was shown in Chapter 1
to be particularly differentiating between groups of men whose

 

© Chapter 2, Chart IX.
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later combat performance wasrelatively better or worse. In three -
different combat divisions which fought in the Pacific under quite

different conditions, the men who gave consistently favorable an-

swers to three questions concerning their feelings about their offi-

cers" were morelikely to show themselves to be relatively ready for
further combat than were those who gave consistently unfavorable

TABLE 7

Arrirupp Towarp Company OFFICERS IN RELATION TO READINESS ror ComBat

(Veteran Enlisted Infantrymen in Three Pacific Divisions,
‘March-April 1944)

  

PERCENTAGE RELATIVELY READY FOR FURTHER coMmpar*
ATTITUDE TOWARD IN EACH SUBGROUP
COMPANY OFFICERS{ Division A Division B Division C

 

Men who say they are in very good, good, or fair physical
condition

Favorable 78 (880) 65 (411) 53 (281)
Intermediate 68 (298) 51 (267) 33 (187)

Unfavorable 58 (180) 42 (196) 29 (186)

Men who say they are in poor or very poor physical condition

Favorable 62 (99) 387 (147) 26 (268)
Intermediate 35 (89) 28 (160) 19 (283)
Unfavorable 26 (92) 17 (164) 13 (817)

 

8-100.
Numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages are based.

* See footnote 33 in Chapter 2 for question by which men were grouped according to readiness for

combat.
+ Men were grouped according to their answers to three questions:

“ow manyofficers in your companyare the kind you would want to serve under in combat?”

“How many of your company officers are the kind who are willing to go through anything they ask
their men to go through?”

“How manyof your officers take n personal interest in their men?”

Men who answered “about half” or more of their officers, on each of the three questions, were classified

as having a favorable attitude toward their officers; men who said “few”or “none” on each of the ques-

tions were classified as having an unfavorable attitude; and the remainder were classified as intermediate.

answers, while men who expressed intermediate attitudes toward

their officers were also intermediate in expressed readiness for com-

bat. Although there were pronounced differences in the proportion

of men classed as relatively ready for combat between the divisions
and between men whosaid they were in good or in poor physical
condition, the table shows that, even when these differences are

controlled, attitude toward officers remains strongly related to

11 See footnote to Table 7 for these questions.
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readiness for combat. An analysis of the data for one of the divi-

sions showed that the relationship also held up when rank and edu-

cation were controlled.

Confidence in companyofficers was also associated with a number

of other attitudes favorable to combat motivation. For example,

in one of the Pacific divisions surveyed which’had seen combat un-

der the most arduous conditions, 26 per cent of the men whosaid

that about half or more of their officers were the kind they would

want to serve under in combat, as compared with 37 per cent of

those who said few or none were, indicated that they had less confi-

dence in themselves the more times they went into combat. Sixty

per cent of the former group but only 42 per cent of the latter said

they were very proud of their company. Thirty-eight per cent of

the men with a favorable attitude toward their officers as compared

with 26 per cent of the others said they never got the feeling that

this war was not worth fighting.”

There is thus no question that attitudes toward companyofficers

were intimately associated with a group of attitudes which together

were undoubtedly important to motivation in combat. The kinds
of data available give no clue as to the causal pattern of these inter-
related attitudes. One may be fairly sure that were the true pic-
ture known,it would turn out to involve a fairly complicated inter-
play. Attitudes toward officers, for one thing, were undoubtedly

shaped by a numberof factors in addition to the objective charac-
teristics of the officers themselves. Some of these additional fac-
tors were doubtless in turn causally related to the men’s willingness
for combat. Matters of personality probably entered into the pic-
ture. The data merely establish that “good” attitudes toward
officers were part of a favorable motivational complex. Apart
from the data, it seemslikely that the men’s attitudes toward their
officers had a real importance in determining whether men fought
aggressively and stayed in the fight. When unfavorable attitudes
toward the unit officers developed—whether or not the leadership
practices of the officers concerned were the main cause of this de-
terioration—the formal, authoritative system of controls and the
pattern of informal sanctions and values rooted in the men’s atti-
tudes would no longer merge in the person of the unit commander.
One sourceof the ties of individual to group would be impaired, and
the soldier would belesslikely to take extra risks or withstand extra
2713 and 670 cases, respectively (S-100). The differences are consistent in all rankand education groups. .
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stresses for the sake of his admired leader or in responseto his sup-
port. :

Attitudes toward unit noncoms are highly correlated with atti-

tudes toward companyofficers (Chart III). With this high corre-
lation, one would expect that confidence in noncoms wouldbe asso-
ciated with essentially the same pattern of motivation as confidence
in officers. This is the case. The men who wererelatively confi-

CHART III

RELATION OF CONFIDENCE In Company NoNncomMs To CONFIDENCE IN
Company OFFICERS

(Veteran Infantrymen in Two Pacific Divisions, March-April 1944)

QUESTION "How many oftho officers in your compony are the kind you would wontfo serve
under in combat?

PERCENTAGE RESPONDING

DIVISION A None Few About Most Alt

NGO's

More confident in noncoms

Less confident in noncoms

PVT's & PFO's

More confident in noncoms

hye
Less confident in noncoms haceEee

PEyeMi

DIVISION B

PVT's & PFG's

Mora confident in noncems

Less confident in noncoms 
Data from 8-100.
For grouping according to confidence in noncomssee text.
The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are

based. .
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dent in their noncoms™ were more likely to indicate that they were

ready for further combat, less likely to say they became less self-

confident as they saw more combat, and more likely to show pride

in their company. As in the case ofattitudes toward officers, there

CHART IV

ReLation or CoNFIDENCH IN OFFICERS AND IN NoNncoMs TO Reapiness FOR ComBat

(Veteran Infantry Privates in Three Pacific Divisions, March-April 1944)

Percentage whoindicate relative readiness for further combat according

fo fhe confidence they say they have in thelr companyofficers and noncoms

CONFIDENT IN OFFICERS Division A Division B Division G

SSSR ROO?,

Gonfident in noncoms BS OH Setaeses 182
Neeieciens PSOhee

— SOOO| Raa POURRADORRNotconfident in noncoms OCS SEE 105 BORN RORHRICOS 134
PIS OOO

ROO?Confident in noncoms | SEERparerererenesSO
ie)

ravecenes <jLOGOSOOOIOY

XSAAA
De OOOO) COOK

Not confident in noncoms R I52NRSC 343
ORSINI 

Data from 8-100.
For grouping according to confidencein officers and noncomssee text.

b he numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are
ased.

was no tendency for men of longer combat experience to be more
favorable toward their noncoms.

In regard to therelative importance of confidence in unit officers
and in noncoms for combat motivation, the kind of data available
does not of course permit any conclusive answer. Data from three

13 Men were grouped according to their answers to the question, ‘How many of the
noncoms in your outfit are the kind you would want to serve under in combat?”

; . All of them are
Relatively more confident in noncoms {Most of them are .

Abouthalf of them are

 

Relatively less confident in noncoms eet them are
None of them are
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divisions suggest that among combat veterans below noncommis-
sioned grade, confidence in officers may have been morecloselyre-
lated to willingness for combat than confidence in noncoms. Chart
IV shows the result when the veteran privates and privates first
class in each of these divisions were sorted into four groups, accord-
ing to whether they were relatively confident in their noncoms but
not in their officers, or vice versa, or relatively confident in both sets
or neither set of leaders.“ If one compares on the chart the pro-
portion ready for combatamong menwith a given attitude toward
their officers but moreor less confident in their noncoms,relatively
little difference in the percentages is apparent. If, on the other
hand, one compares the men with a given attitude toward their
noncoms, it appears that those who were more confident in their

officers were consistently and considerably more likely than those

who wereless favorable toward their officers to indicate a relatively
high degree of willingness for combat. These relationships remain
when educational level is controlled. While on the face of it the
picture would lead one to attribute greater importance to attitudes
toward officers, it is merely suggestive, since the complexity of con-

ceivable interrelationships which could enter into the findings is

almost unlimited. If the question of the relative importance of

attitudes toward the two kindsof leadersis left aside, the empirical

fact remains that the men’s attitudes toward their unit leadership

tended toward consistency, and that positive attitudes toward non-

coms, like positive attitudes toward officers, were part of the em-

pirical picture of good combat motivation.

The Informal Group and Combat Motivation
r

The group in its informal character, with its close interpersonal

ties, served two principal functions in combat motivation: it set and

enforced group standards of behavior, and it supported and sustained

the individual in stresses he would otherwise not have been able to

 

14 Men were grouped according to confidencein officers and noncomsasfollows:

Question: “How manyofthe officers in your company (how manyof the noncoms
- in your outfit) are the kind you would want to serve under in combat?”

All of them are
Confident Most of them are

About half of them are

: Fewof them are
Notconfident Noneof them are

16Bee footnote 33 in Chapter 2 for basis of grouping according to readiness for further
* combat. © . ,
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withstand. These are related functions: the group enforced its

standards principally by offering or withholdingrecognition, respect,

and approval, which were among the supports if had to offer, while

the subjective reward of following an internalized group code en-

hanced an individual’s resources for dealing with the situation.

Masculinity and the Role of the Combat Soldier

The codes according to which a combat unit judged the behavior

of its members,and in terms of which conformity was enforced, dif-

fered in their generality. Perhaps the most general was one drawn

largely from civilian culture but given its special interpretation in

the combatsituation: Be a man. Conceptions of masculinity vary

among different American groups, but there is a core which is com-

mon to most: courage, endurance and toughness, lack of squeamish-

ness when confronted with shocking or distasteful stimuli, avoid-

ance of display of weakness in general, reticence about emotional

or idealistic matters, and sexual competency. The conditions in

which the code is applied also vary. For example, it seems not to
have been invoked in the same way in the recent war as in World

War I. In World WarII there was much less community pressure
on the young men to get into the Army. There were few real coun-
terparts to the white feather, painting homes yellow, use of the
epithet “‘slacker.’ The general attitude was that everyone should
do what he was assigned as well as he could, but it was not consid-
ered essential that the individual “stick his neck out.” To over-
simplify, it might be said that in World WarI thetest of social man-
hood began much farther from actual fighting than in World War
II. In the First World War, a man was more severely censured for
failing fo enter the armed services; this time, the test was more
nearly whether he adequatelyfilled his role once placed in the com-

- bat situation.
Combat posed a challenge for a man to prove himself to himself

and others. Combat wasa dare. One never knew for sure that he
could take it until he had demonstrated that he could. Most sol-
diers facing the prospect of combat service had to deal with a heavy
charge of anticipatory anxiety. The more they heard about how
tough the fighting was, the greater the anxiety and the insecurity
that came from doubt as to whether they could handle the anxiety.
Thus, combat might actually come almostas a relief—it joined the
issue and broke the strain of doubt and waiting. °
A code as universal as “being a man”is very likely to have been
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deeply internalized. So the fear of failure in the role, as by showing
cowardice in battle, could bring not only fear of social censure on
this point as such, but also more central and strongly established

fears related to sex-typing. To fail to measure up asa soldier in

courage and endurance was to risk the charge of not being a man.
(“Whatsa matter, bud—got lace on your drawers?” “Christ, he’s
acting like an old maid.’””) If one were not socially defined as a
man, there was a strong likelihood of being branded a “woman,” a
dangerous threat to the contemporary male personality. The gen-

erally permissive attitude toward expression of fear that will be
described in a later chapter mitigated the fear of failure in manli-

ness, but by no means obviated it. A man could show and admit
fear without necessarily being branded a ‘“‘weaksister,” but only so

long as it was clear that he had done his utmost.

_ The generalized code of masculinity serves as a context for vari-

ous morespecific codes that may be isolated moreorless arbitrarily.

The prescribed avoidance to claims of idealistic motivation will be

considered later. The most direct application of the masculinity

code was to the social role of the combat soldier. In fact, the code

_ of the combat soldier can be summarized by saying that behavior

in combat was recognized as a test of being aman. “Whenthis code

was internalized, or enforced by playing on an internalized code of

manliness, a man once in combat had to fight in order to keep his

own self-respect: ‘Hell, I’m a soldier.”
The ingredients of the veterans’ conception of the good combat

soldier appear vividly in Chart V, which summarizes data presented

in more detailin Table 8. Veteran infantrymenof a division which

had fought in North Africa and Sicily were asked to think of oneof
the best combatsoldiers they had known,and then to give his rank,
and name some of the things they admired in him. As the chart

shows, attributes characteristically ascribed to a good officer dif-

fered from those ascribed to a good private, while the pattern of
attributes of the good noncom was intermediate between those of

officer and private. Leadership ability and practices were most

often mentionedin the caseofofficers, while courage and aggressive-
ess were most often mentioned for privates. “Knowledge and
adequate performance of job”—a classification which did not in-
clude characteristics that could be grouped with leadersbip, and
therefore tended to be descriptive of the good follower—was more
often mentioned in regard to privates. Courage and aggressiveness

(“guts’’), which are central to the masculine ideal, thus were @ prime
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ingredient of the combat man’s notion of the good soldier. For

privates and noncoms, characteristics in this category were men-

tioned more often than any others, while the category was second

only to leadership qualities for officers. As may be seen in Table 8,

the leadership practices attributed to the officers selected as good

combat soldiers included sharing combat dangers and leading by

personal example, which also involve courage and masculinity.

CHART V

How Vereran Envisrep INFANTRYMEN CHARACTERIZED ONE OF THE

Bresr Comsat Sotprers Tory Hap Known

(Summary of Table 8)

PERCENTAGE OF COMMENTS MENTIONING EACH CHARACTERISTIC, REGARDING

Private or PFG Officer

wveness (one See REE
Courage and aggressiveness Se OY Be

YYSSS

Knowledge and adequate
performance of job

Leadership ability and
practices

Miscellaneous orirrelevant

 

The numbers at the bottom of the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages
are based.

Amore concrete impression of someof the elements of masculinity
involved in being a combat soldier may be seen in the following frag-
ment of an interview with a wounded Infantry veteran of the North
African campaign:

One time me and another guy were ina hole. The guy says “Let’s get out of
here.” I talked to him (tried to calm him down) but he never was a soldier—
did typewriting, ran errands for officers. He was a suck-ass for a colonel, not a
real soldier. A real soldier is a guy—he’ll drink and swear—butherelies on him-
self; a guy that can take care of himself.¢

Here the combatsoldier, the real soldier; is defined partly by con-
trast with someone who does not qualify as a man. oF

** Made in a United States hospital in spring of 1944.
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The man wholived up to the code of the combat soldier had
proved his manhood;he could take pride in being a combat man and
draw support in his role from this pride. Of this sort was-the grim
pride in being an ‘‘old beat-up Joe,”” who had suffered and endured

TABLE 8

How Vereran ENuistep INFANTRYMEN CHARACTERIZED ONE OF THE’
Best Comsat Soipiers Toey Hav Known

(Division Which Had Fought in North Africa and Sicily, April 1944*)

  

PERCENTAGE OF COMMENTS MENTIONING
EACH CHARACTERISTIC, AMONG THOSE

WHICH REFERRED TO
A private

CHARACTERISTICS MENTIONED or Pfe Anoncom An officer

 

Courage and Aggressiveness 59 42 30
Fearless, brave, cool, “had guts,’”’ disre-

garded personal safety 46 86 al
Displayed aggressiveness and initiative 18 7 9

Knowledge and Adequate Performanceof Job 28 19 13
Knew what to do and did job well 19 9 8
Observant; alert; excellent on scouting and

patrol work 6 — —
Carried out orders to the letter 8 _— —
Used good judgment, common sense; good

planner — 10 10
Leadership Ability and Practices 8 33 56

Leadership ability and miscellaneous lead-
ership practices 2 18 I4

Helped other men; took personal interest in
them and their problems

Led by personal example; always with men
in combat _

Cheered men by humorous remarks 8
Miscellaneous or Irrelevant 5 6 L1

——

Total 100 100 100

S
o 10 24

18

m
h
8

Number of commenis 260 414 76

 

*§-100. The question was: “Think over your combat oxperience and pick out some man who you
would say was one of the best combat soldiers you have known. We won't want to know who he was

but we would like to know something about him. What was his grade or rank? What were some of

the things about him that made you think he was = good combatsoldier?” Seventy-five per cent of the
men (445 cases) made some answer to the question. ‘ ‘

and took a perverse satisfaction that things were working out for
the worst, just as he had expected they would. A second aspectof
this pride of the combat man appears in his typical resentment of

the rear echelon, a phenomenon which will merit closer attention in
a later chapter. It will be suggested there that this resentment,
springing in part from envy of the. favored circumstances at the
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rear, served one function of devaluing what was inaccessible and

placing a higher moral value on what had to be put up with. The

fact that rear-echelon soldiers accepted the lower status made the

right to feel this invidious pride a real support to the combat man.

The pride in being 2 combat man may be illustrated by an ac-

count told to an interviewer at the front in Europe by a sergeant in

a veteran Infantry battalion. He had been wounded andlater re-

turned to his outfit through the chain of replacement depots. His

account of this revealed that he was indifferent to the physical con-

ditions encountered, but like many combat men of similar experi-

ence he was very bitter about the treatment of combat veterans by

the permanent personnel of the replacement depots. He com-

plained that the cadre were indifferent to the welfare of replace-

ments, “showed no respect for what the combat men had been

through,” triedto “shove people around,” and so on through a Jong

list. When asked for an example, he told of a corporal who was in

charge of a group of veteran combat replacements:

He kept ordering us around and putting combat men on kitchen details. Finally
I got fed up. I told him: “Look here, damn you—you stay out of here. There
are men in here, and I don’t want them contaminated.”

This was recounted with intensely explosive bitterness and ‘con-
tempt. Aside from its other complex aspects, the interview illus-
trates some of the strongest factors in the motivation of combat
soldiers. The code of being a man is here explicit. The rear-
echelon soldier is resented and despised because of his misuse of
Army authority andhis failure to share 2 community of experience
and sentiment. And thefinal crushing comment which the combat
soldier makes is to imply that the corporal is not a man—because he
is not one of the fraternity of front-line fighters. The informant
did not even feel it necessary to describe the corporal’s reaction:
the comment was conclusive, and no further argument had been
deemed necessary. It is not difficult to imagine the tremendous
sense of superiority which could be given by a social position which
thus permitted having the last word.

Loyalty to Outfit and Pride in It

Loyalty to one’s buddies and more generally to one’s outfit was
another stringent group code. Itis allied to the codeof masculinity
but independentin the sense that someone who let his buddies down
throughirresponsibility, not through cowardice, might not have his
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social manhoodcalled into question. Loyalty to one’s buddies was
founded on the fact of vital mutual dependence and supported by
the cluster of sentiments grouped under the term “pride in outfit.”
In the wordsof a former Infantry scout who was wounded at Salerno
after fighting throughSicily,

You know the men in your outfit. You have to be loyal to them. The men
get close-knit together. They like cach other—quit their petty bickering and
having enemies. They depend on each other—wouldn’t do anything to let the
rest of them down. They’d rather be killed than do that. They begin to think
the world of each other. It’s the mainthing that keeps a guy from going haywire.”

The converse picture appears in a remark by another woundedvet-
eran, who also touches aptly on the interrelations of group solidarity.
and command:

The worst thing a soldier can have is to see other guys dropping out. Sticking
together is the important thing—with someone in command to push them along— -
everybody’s afraid.”

Combat veterans in both Pacific and Mediterranean theaters
agreed in rating highly the supporting value of this motive in keep-

ing them fighting when the going was tough.” Asked about five
possible sources of support in combat, the proportion who replied

that thinking “that you couldn’t let the other men down’ helped

them a lot, constituted a majority of the Infantry veterans in each

theater and was second only to the proportion who said they were

helped a lot by prayer. 'The data presented in Chart I at the be-

ginning of this chapter also support the importance of the loyalty -

code. It will be remembered that among the combat incentives _

named by enlisted men, those classified as solidarity with the group

were second in frequency of mention.
This code of loyalty seems sometimes to have been deeply inter-

nalized. Presumptive evidence of this lies in the indications of ~

guilt feelings among men who were out of combat while their com-

rades were still fighting. Psychiatrists and other observers have

noted these reactions among combat-exhaustion patients, wounded
men, repatriated prisoners of war, limited assignment menreclassi-
fied from combat to rear-area duties, and amongflyers completing a

 

37 Personal interview madein hospital in the United States, spring 1944.
18 Personal interview made in hospital in the United States, spring 1944.
19 An identical set of questions was given to each group of men. . For the questions

asked and the responses, see Chart XII. .
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tour of duty.” “Stories were current in both the Mediterranean and

the European theaters about how combat men awaiting return to

their units at a replacement depot after hospitalization would go

AWOL from the depot to rejoin their units in combat. Evidence

on the exact incidenceof such reactionsis lacking; but the fact that

a certain numberof men in these situations manifested guilt feelings

can be taken as established. ae

Such guilt feelings appear to have been a highly specific reaction

to leaving one’s immediate social group, rather than an expression

of a sense of not having done one’s share. This is clear in the case

of the pilot completing a tour of combat missions, who had donehis

share by official and informal standards alike. Furthermore, com-

bat troops seem always to have been glad enough to permit some

other regiment to have the privilege of making an attack, and no

general sense of obligation prevented it from being quite acceptable

for them to scrounge equipment and rations from other units. The

morality lying behind the guilt reactions of men who were removed

from combat was much more concretely tied to the closely knit

group in which the soldier fought. The formulation tended to be:
“I’m letting my buddies down—some of them are dead, and the
others are still in there taking it, while I’m safe. True, I’ve done
my part, but I have no right to be out of it so long as they arestill
involved.” .

Closely related to the code of group loyalty is the sentiment of
pride in outfit. It is involved in the loyalty code, for if a combat
soldier were to have disparaged his outfit and its record, it would
have been taken as disloyalty by his fellows. Also, the pride that
a soldier, as a member of his outfit, could take in its accomplish-
ments was one of the recompenses which supported him inhis loy-
alty. Pride in outfit was thus both an indication that the soldier
had identified with his fighting unit and one of the forms in which
this identification supported him in his combatrole.

It is therefore not surprising that the members of a veteran or |
ganization weretypically morelikely to be proud of their outfit than
membersof untried divisions. The only questions in this area asked
alike of veterans and of troops in training referred to the men’s pride
in their company. As Chart VI shows, men in divisions which had
not yet seen combat—whether they werestill in the States or await-

 

70 Cf, R. R. Grinker and J. P, Spiegel, Men Under Stress (Blekiston, Philadelphia,1945 ° 84; Bi ipoeaD ag. ee Bull Mauldin, Up Front (Henry Holt and Co., New York, 1948),
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ing action overseas—were considerably less likely than combat vet-
erans to say they were proud of their companies. Very few of the |
men in the veteran divisions said they were not proud.

From one veteran division to another there was of course marked
variation in the proportion.of men expressing a high degree ofpride.
Among the five veteran divisions combined in Chart VI, the pro-

CHART VI

Prwn iw Ovrrit AmMone INFANTRYMEN

QUESTION "Do you feel proud of your company 2"

PERCENTAGE RESPONDING

No,not Unde- Yes, folrly Yes, ve
proud cided, proud proud

Five veteran Infantry divisions

Three Infantry divisions overseas
with no combat exporience

Five Infantry divisions in
training in the United States 

Veteran divisions were made up of three divisions in the Pacific and two in Europe
oomean campaign), surveyed in November 1943 (8-91) and March-April 1944

(8-100).
Overseas divisions were surveyed in England, April-May 1944 (8-129). In this sur-

vey the negative answer category was worded “No, not very proud.”
Divisions in training were surveyed in May 1944 (8-121).

b The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are
sed.

portion in each division who said they were ‘‘very proud” of their

company ranged from 40 to 62 per cent. The division standing

_ highest in unit pride was one of the first involved in fighting the

. Germans—a history which allowed the men to say jokingly but not

without bitterness that the American. Army consisted of their divi-
sion and eight million replacements.
While the men’s closest personal ties were within their companies,

major tactical goals were the achievement of larger units, and the
- companies in a regiment or division on the whole shared essentially
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the same experiences. There are no data from combat troops as

to the relative degree of pride the menfelt in the successively larger

groupings of which they were members. Such unit symbols as the

shoulder patch, however, fostered identification and pride on a

broader basis than the unit of immediate contact. - Among ground

and service troops, members of a given combat division shared the

same shoulder patch. Rarely were there distinctive regimental

insignia. Forward troops not assigned to a division—mostly service

troops, except for some artillery and armored units—would wear

the shoulder patch of the corps or army to which their unit was at-

tached. For members ofdivisions, identification with the division

undoubtedly eclipsed their identifications with these larger group-

ings, which were sometimes unstable as divisions were transferred

from one corps or army to another. It was probably a different

matter for the forward service troops, since identification with an

army or corps assimilated them to the status of combat men, while

the symbols of belonging to the larger unit served to distinguish

them in the eyes of troops at large from men assigned to rear-area

base sections.
Pride in outfit for the combat man included something over and

above personalidentification with the “other guys” and theleaders
in the outfit. He took pridein its history aswell as its present, and
identified with the men who had died in the outfit as well as with the
living. As it has been suggested, he owed it to them—they hadn’t
got off easy. The intrapersonal ways in which this operated are
probably complex, but there is little doubt that the process occurred.

Since the soldier’s outfit was the vehicle that conveyed him into
danger and kept him there, one might expectfeelings of antagonism
towardit to have developed. But most of the men seemedto view
the outfit in the personal terms of the men and leaders who had been
in it, who could not be blamed for keeping them in ‘combat, and
managed to divert their hostility to the war, the Army, or higher
headquarters, who kept them in combat, or to more fortunate per-
sons to the rear. There was probably little ambivalence in expres-
sions of pride in the smaller combat unit. The real ambivalence
centered in the conflict between loyalty to one’s outfit and buddies
and the desire to escape from combat.

If hostility did gradually build up toward the outfit, it appears to
have been at least balanced by satisfaction in what the group had
endured and achieved. Among combat troops with a broad range
of combat experience, men with widely differing lengths of time in
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combat behind them did not differ appreciably in the degree of pride
they expressed in their outfit’s record. This lack of differenceis in
contrast to the more general tendency for men who had been long
in combat to have poorer attitudes than others. The questionig
different fromthe one previously quoted :#

Question: ‘How well do you think your companyor battery has shown
up under combat conditions?”

PERCENTAGE OF INFANTRYMEN GIVING BACH
ANSWER AMONG THOSE WHO SAID THEY

HAD BEEN IN COMBAT FOR

4 months
Less than through 7 months

ANSWER CATEGORIES 4 months 6 months or more

Very well 63 68 64
Fairly well 26 27 28
Not so well 2 1 4

Poorly 1 1 1
Undecided or no answer 8 3 3

Total 100 100 100

Number of cases 820 736 639

No appreciable differences with combat time appeared within the
subgroups when rank and education were simultaneously controlled.

Additional evidence that the men’s ties to their group were not
weakened by prolonged combat experience may be found in Table

18, which shows that men who had been in combat for a long time
were little if at all less likely than newer men to say they were helped

a lot “when the going was tough” by thinking that they could not
let the other men down.

Pride in outfit and other aspects of intragroup bonds could be
maintained at a high level without any corresponding tendency for
the men to acquiesce with enthusiasm to the demands that the Army

made on them. Pride was often a bitter pride, and some divisions
which had seen particularly long and heavy combat duty were
characterized equally by a high degree of pride and a general agree-
ment that they had done more than their full share and there was
no point in “sticking one’s neck out.” Loyalty to one’s buddies
could take the form of supporting them against the Army’s demands
as well as backing them up in combat. Sometimes this could pre-
sent a conflict situation. For instance, men who tried to evade

 

*t Surveyof line infantrymen in Italy, April 1945 (8-177).
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combat weresubject to resentment for letting their buddies down

and throwing a greater burden on their shoulders, but embittered

“old” men might at the same time sympathize with their enterprise

in resisting the system. Table 9 shows a tendency for men with

longer combat experience to be more likely to excuse soldiers who

tried to get out of combat by going on sick call unnecessarily, and

less likely to say “I don’t have any use for a fellow who would do

that.”

TABLE 9

ArrirupE Towarp Msn Wuo Evapp Comsat py Gore on Sick Cail IN

Reiation ro Timp iv Comsat

(Enlisted Infantrymen in Line Companies, Italy, April 1945)

  

Question: “How do you feel about a soldier whotries to get out of combat by going
on sick call when he doesn’t really need to?”

PERCENTAGE OF MEN GIVING EACH ANSWER AMONG

Privates and Pfc's who have Noncoms who have been in
been in combat for combatfor

Less 4 7 Less 4 7
than through months than through months
4 6 or 4 6 or

ANSWER CATEGORIES months months more months months more

 

“T don’t have any usefor a fel- .
low who would do that” 58 46 . 45 75 58 58

“Tt doesn’t make any differ-
ence to me one way or the
other” 9 14 16 7 14 &

“Tt's O.K. with me, if he can
get away with it” 27 34 35 16 23 82

Something else, or no answer 6 6 4 2 5 5

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100

Number of cases 277 584 440 43 150 198

 

8-177.

For the reasonsjust indicated, one would not expect pride in out-
fit to be strongly related to our measure of readiness for further com-
bat. Table 10 shows, nevertheless, that there was a tendency for
men whosaid they were very proud of their company to be some-
what more likely than others to indicate that they were ready for
more combat. It should be remembered that men who checked as
reluctant a statement as ‘Hope I won’t have to go, but if I go I
think I will do all right” were classed as relatively ready for combat,
in addition to the smaller number of men who checked more posi-
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tive statements. The differences between men who checked “very
proud”and other men in readiness for combat were in the same di-
rection inall of six pairs of subgroups when rank and education were
controlled. The men who said they were very proud of their com-
pany were also somewhat morelikely to say that they became more
confident in themselves the more times they went into combat,
Thirty-four per cent of the very proud versus 21 per cent of the less
proud said they became moreself-confident.”

TABLE ‘10

RELATION oF Prive in Ovurrit To Reaprness ror ComBatT

(Veteran Infantrymen in a Pacific Division, March-April 1944)

 

PERCENTAGE OF MEN WHO INDICATE THAT THEY ARE
RELATIVELY READY FOR FURTHER COMBAT*

AMONG THOSE WHO
Say they are “very proud” Do not say they are “very

of their company proud” of their company

Privates and Pfe’s 27 (831) 21 (409)

Noncoms 37 (882) 27 (267)

All men 88 (718) 23 (670)

8-100.
Numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages aro based.
* Seo footnote 33 in Chapter 2 for question on readiness for combat.

Pride in outfit, then, belongs in the clusterof attitudes associated :
with favorable combat motivation. But in line with what has been
said before, pride in outfit was probably less important as an incen-
tive to aggressive action than as a consolation prize for having put
up with the unavoidable. It further reflected strong identification .

with the unit, which meant that the men would be morelikely to

hold together when orders called for combat action.

Sources of Power and Security from the Group.

As we have seen in the foregoing discussion, the pride that the
combat manfelt in his outfit gave him a certain amount of support
in his combat role. There were other ways in which group mem-
bership afforded him resources of power and security. The recog-.
nition, respect, and approval received by a memberin good stand-
ing both reinforced the approved patterns of behavior and gave the .

*? Based on 713 and 670 cases, respectively (S-100). The differences holdUp for
the various subgroups when education and rank are controlled.
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individual the security of belonging. On a very practicallevel, the

soldier could count on being looked out for by his buddies if he were.

in a tough situation. If he were wounded, he could count on both

his buddies and the medics to take care of him. While the impor-

tant security of belonging to a powerful and trusted group is most

dramatically seen in the soldier’s reciprocalties to his buddiesin ‘his

immediate unit, on a different level it extended to his feeling of being

on a powerful, winning team. The knowledge that one was part

of a mighty war machine helped to ward off feelings of impotence

and vulnerability. Anything that served to build up any of the

components of which this perceived group power was constituted

bolstered the soldier’s hope of personal survival and ultimate vic-

tory and madethe daily stresses of combat more endurable for him.

At the level of the soldier’s immediate combat unit, he was bound

to his company for reasonsofself-interest, in additionto loyalty and

pride. The men in the unit were his buddies, whom he had fought

beside and learned to trust and depend upon,so hefelt safer with
them. Actually, this is merely another aspect of the strong group

identifications that were built up in the combat unit. The soldier
himself felt strong ties of pride and loyalty to his buddies, and by
the same token knew he could depend on them to act according to.
similar ties. In a strange outfit to which he himself had not as yet _
built up a strong identification, he would not feel a secure trust in
the dependability of the other men.

In explaining why he would not wantto leave his outfit, a soldier
might express either thought: that he didn’t want to let his buddies
down,or that he felt safer with his own outfit. -A wounded veteran
of combat in North Africa stressed the aspect of security when he
said:

Thefellows don’t want to leave when they’re sick. They’re afraid to leave their
own men—the men they know. They don’t want to get put in a different outfit.
Your own outfit—they’re the men you have confidence in. It gives you more
guts to be with them.

A remark by a second veteran of the same campaign suggests that
this feeling of safety in one’s own outfit acted not merely as a de-
terrent against evading combat through medical channels but some-
times made straggling adubious escape: .

 

*3 Comments obtained in personal interview with wounded veteran; 3 : ¢ of the NorthAfrican campaign, made in a United States hospital in the spring of 1944, —
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I was scared if I fell behind, but never dropped out. Always felt safer when I
was up with the company.”

One element in the men’s reluctance to be transferred from the

unit they knew intimately was probably the minimum security they
felt in the knowledge that they would be cared for if they were

wounded. Where strong mutual ties had developed, a man could
feel sure that the other men would take the extra trouble andrisk to
care for him if he were hit. On patrol behind enemylines, the
trouble and risk involved in bringing a wounded man back was often
considerable. The usual policy among divisions visited in Italy
was that unless the mission of the patrol or the lives of the other
men would be very seriously jeopardized, every attempt would be
made by a patrol to bring back all its wounded personnel. This
madepatrol duty less threatening to the men than would have been
the case if they could normally expect to be abandoned whenseri-

ously wounded. However, the fear undoubtedly remained, and
was one reason why men wanted to face danger in the company of
men with whom they shared deep mutualtrust.
The presence of medical aid men with each combat company was

a universal source of reassurance, and these medics were highly re-
spected and admired. The men could and did expect that if they
were wounded everything possible would be donefor them, even at
the cost of personal hazard to medical personnel, although they
were not so sure of getting what they considered to be adequate
medical care for other ills. The policy always was to keep a man in
combat as long as he could fight, whereas the men naturally tended

to feel that ailments which the surgeon did not regard as incapaci-
tating were reason enough to leave combat. As a result, manyfelt

as one soldier wrote: ‘“The only comment I have to make is when a

man is wounded he gets swell treatment, but when he goes on sick

call at any time, the treatment is poor.”’ Thestrictness of medical
evacuation policy varied considerably from unit to unit. Where it
was particularly rigorous, one source of security for the men was

diminished; on the other hand, one avenue of possible escape from
combat was made the moredifficult.
The distinction between attitudes toward treatment of wounds

and of other ailments, which emerged in informal interviews, some-
what obscures the meaning of men’s answers to questions asking

 

**Comments obtained in personal interview with wounded veteran of the North
African campaign, made in a United States hospital in the spring of 1944,
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them to evaluate front-line medical care in general. Nevertheless,

87 per cent of the front-line infantrymen surveyed in Italy said

they received “very good” or “pretty good” medical care (38 per

cent said “very good”). The men’s attitude toward care of the

wounded is probably more accurately reflected in the answers of a

sample of 200 woundedenlisted men in hospitals in the European

theater. Fully 85 per cent of these men rated the job being done

by the front-line medics as ‘‘very good.” An additional 9 per cent

rated it as “good,” and only 3 per cent said it was “fair,” “poor,”

or ‘very poor.” The men’s expectations of succor when wounded

were thus a source of security. Against this must be balanced the

uncertainty of what they would consider adequate attention for

their day-to-day ailments.

The support and reassurance coming from confidence in company

leadership has already been discussed. Also not to be neglected is

the bearing of confidence in the leadership, strategy, and tactics of

the higher commands. It can perhaps be generalized that usually

this was of relatively minor consequence. Unless the larger com-
mand was personalized by a highly popular individual commander,

on the one hand, or unless things were going very badly, on the
other, men did not give much concern to what went on above.

Their confidence in their own immediate leadership was probably a
more important factor in combat motivation.

One element which could contribute to a feeling of participation

in group power wasthe degree of confidence the menfelt in the sup-
ply system and in their arms and equipment. As will be shown in
Chapter 6, where the attitudes of combat troops toward rear echelon
elements are discussed, combat men tended to speak quite highly of
the job the supply troops were doing, even though they felt consid-
erable antagonism toward the men holding down rear area jobs. In
regard to equipment, American troops universally regarded them-
selves as better off than the enemy. Particularly in the Pacific
campaign, there was virtual unanimity about the superiority of
American arms. Ninety-seven per cent of the enlisted men and
nearly all of the officers said, early in 1944, that most or all of our
equipment was better than that of the Japanese, while a majority
of the enlisted men said all of it was better (Table 11). In the cam-
paign against Germany at the same time (before V weapons were
8-177, April 1945 (1,766 cases). The question was: “What sort of medical care

do'you think a soldier usually gets at the front, considering what the medics are up
against?” Other answer categories were: “Rather poor medical care” and “Very poor
moedical care.”
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introduced), a considerable majority of both officers and men said
that all or most of our equipment was better than that of the Ger-

mans, though, doubtlessreflecting the actual situation, the majority

was smaller than in the case of the Japanese. However, in spite of
complaints about such weapons as the German “88,” as many as
33 per cent of the enlisted veterans offighting in the early Mediter-

ranean campaigns said that all our equipment was better. Only 7
per cent of the officers made this extreme answer, a difference which

“

TABLE 11

Arrirupes Towarp Equipment

(Veteran Infantry Enlisted Men and Company Grade Officers)

  

Quzstion: “Do you think that the equipment of the American Armyis better or worse
than the equipmentof the (German) (Japanese) Army?”

PERCENTAGE GIVING BACH ANSWER AMONG

 

Enlisted men* Officers}
ANSWER CATEGORIES Europe Pacific Europe Pacific

All our equipmentis better 33 56 7 42
Most of our equipmentis better 49 4j 69 57
Our equipmentis about the same as that

of the (German) (Japanese) Army 10 1 19 t
Most of ourequipmentis worse 3 t 3 —
All of our equipment is worse _ f f —
Don’t know or no answer 5 2 2 1

Total 100 100 100 100

Number of cases 481 4,064 268 638

 

* Cross section of veteran infantrymen from 1 division which fought in North Africa and Sicily, sur-
veyed in November 1943 (8-91), and from 3 divisions v. hich fought in the Pacific, surveyed in March~-
April 1944 (S-100).

f{ Company grade Infantry officers from 2 divisions which fought in North Africa and Sicily and 3
which fought in the Pacific (S-101), surveyed in March-April 1944.

+ Less than 0.5 per cent.

suggests a somewhat unrealistic appraisal on the part of the enlisted
men.

Confidence in the superiority of our equipment was, as one would
expect, related to confidencein the ease of our ultimate victory. In

one division which fought against the Japanese, 63 per cent of the
men who said that all of our equipment was better thought that to
beat the Japanese would involve a tough job with heavy losses of
men and equipment, while 76 per cent of the men who did not say
that all of our equipment was better thoughtthis.”

268-100 (705 and 678 cases, respectively). See Chart VII for the wording of the
question. The differences remain when rank and education are controlled.
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As membersof a powerful, well-equipped, and well-supplied Army

—and of a nation which had never experienced military defeat—

American soldiers rarely if ever entertained serious doubts about

ultimate victory.” This sanguine view, not always based on real-

CHART VII

EXxPpecraTions IN RecaRD TO Haase oF Vicrory

(Veteran Infantry Enlisted Men and Company Grade Officers,

and Infantry Enlisted Men in Training)

QUESTION “Which comesclosest to your ideo of how hardit is going to be to beat the (Japanese)

(Germans) ?

PERGENTAGEGIVING INDIGATED RESPONSE REGARDING

Japanese Germans

b. No h jo! Not Tough job, No Tough job,

very Duo anewatenebuy very bul our 'an- with heavy
hord losses

©

swer losses of hardlosses

=

swer_ lossesof
won't be men and won't be men ond

OFFICERS heavy equipment equipment

Pacific

Europe

’

 
Pacific: Enlisted men were a cross section of veteran infantrymen in three divisions

(S-100). Officers were of company grade only, from the same divisions (8-101), sur-
veyed in March-April 1944.
Europe: Enlisted men were a cross section of veteran infantrymen in two divisions

which fought in North Africa and Sicily, surveyed in November 1943 (8-91) and April
1944 (S-100), The question in regard to the Japanese was asked only of the second
of these divisions. Officers were of company grade only, from both of these divisions,
surveyed in April 1944 (S-101).
United States: Cross section of infan

United States, February 1944 (8-95).
b The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages areased.

7 Cf. Volume I, Chapter 9.

trymen in three divisions in training in the
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istic considerations, undoubtedly made a difference in the frameof
mind with which they faced their job. Men who fought against the
Japanese in general regarded their job as an easier one than did the
men who fought against the Germans, as Chart VII shows. While
very few officers or men in either theater went so far as to say that
it would not be very hard to beat their particular enemy, 61 per cent
of the men surveyed in the Pacific as compared with 74 per cent of

those in Europe said it would be a tough job with heavylosses.

Officers were slightly more likely to foresee difficulty, but the same
differences between the theaters appeared with them as in the case

of the enlisted men. As the chart shows, men in the twotheaters

were in close agreement concerning the formidability of their re-
spective enemies—the men in the Pacific agreeing with those in
‘Europe that victory over the Germans would be the morecostly.
The data do not suggest any ready explanationforthis, since it may

be seen on the chart that enlisted infantrymensurveyed at that

time in the United States considered the two enemies about equally
formidable. Combat experience against each enemy seems to

have been associated with a decline in confidence in an easy victory

over that enemy, but it remains a question by what process men
fighting in the Pacific came to think that the Germans would be

harder to beat than the Japanese. This question, interesting as it

may be,is irrelevant to the main burden of the data in the present

connection, which is that men fighting the Japanese had greater re-

sources of confidence in the superiority of their forces than had men

fighting against the Germans.
Belief in the strength of one’s group and of one’s side in the war

certainly gave heart to the individual involved in a war the end of

which was not yet in sight. In the short run,it is difficult to see

how the effects could be other than favorable for combat motiva-

tion. But in the long run, an exaggerated degree of confidence in
the superiority of the American Army could lead to unrealistic esti-

mates of the probable length of the war and the difficulty of achiev-

ing ultimate victory, which in turn could result in disappointments
and discouragement. With this possible boomerang effect in view,

the orientation materials emanating from the War Departmentcon-
sistently played on the theme that our enemies were formidable,
and that victory would only be at the cost of great effort and sacri-
 

*8 Preceding cross-section surveys of troops in the United States from the summer
and fall of 1943 showed that even a greater proportion expected a tough job withthe
‘Japanese than expected a tough job with the Germans.
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fice. So far as questionnaire data are concerned, the question as to

when confidence becomes overconfidence must be left unanswered.

At any given time, high confidence tended to be associated with

other favorable attitudes. The proof of its worth, however, 18 1n |

how it withstood further developments. If panel surveys had fol-

lowed the same men over an extended time period, it would have

been possible to see what happened to those men who had extreme

confidence in an easy American victory.

The data in Chart VII would suggest that extreme overconfidence .

may have been fairly rare during the intermediate years of the war.

Chart VII showed that even in the Pacific—where confidence in our

relative superiority was greatest and a majority of veteran infantry-

men,it will be remembered, thought that all of our equipment was -

better than the enemy’s—a majority of the soldiers still believed -

that victory would be achieved only at the cost of heavy losses of

men and equipment. And in view of the unexpectedly rapid -de-

nouement of the Pacific war, reactions which might previously have

been considered overconfident had minimum opportunity to boom-

erang. -
The sense of power and security which the combat soldier derived

from being among buddieson whom he could depend and from. be-
ing part of a strong and winning team should not be regarded as a
combat incentive. But as one way in which the resources of the
individual were maintained at a level at which he remained capable
of coping with the stresses of combat, it wassurely as important as
more positive factors in combat motivation.°

Role of Convictions About the War and the Enemy

Chapter 9 in Volume I on “The Orientation of Soldiers Toward
the War” has already portrayed the American soldier as typically
without deep personal commitment to a war which he nevertheless
accepted as unavoidable. It has been seen there that in general he
gavelittle concern to the conflicting values underlying the military
struggle, and when asked for his conception of the reasons for
American participation he could rarely give a consistent account.
Although he showed a strong but tacit patriotism, this usually did
not lead him in his thinking to subordinatehis personal interests to
the furtherance of ideal aims and values. In the present section
we will be concerned morespecifically with the role in combat moti-
vation of these attitudes and convictions. ‘ First we will consider
briefly the combat man’s general convictions about the worth-
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whileness of the war. His attitudes toward the enemy, which were

more directly related to his combat experience, will be the subject

of more extensive treatment. _

These attitudes and convictions had their main roots outside the ©
immediate group which played such an important part in prescrib-

ing and supporting the combat soldier’s adaptive attitudes androles,
His convictions about the purposes of the war dependedin part on

the point of view which prevailed in the social milieu priorto his

Army experience,” while his feelings about the enemy stemmed
partly from such sources and partly from concrete experiences in

the combat situation. Nevertheless, the informal group imposed

stringent norms on the expression of attitudes in this sphere. Un-
doubtedly group pressures tended to standardize the attitudes to
which the men could give free expression.

Probably the strongest group code, except for condemnation of

expressions of flagrant disloyalty, was the taboo against any talk of
a flag-waving variety. Accounts of many informal observers indi-

cate that this code was universal among American combattroops,
and widespread throughout the Army. The core of the attitude

among combat men seemedto be that any talk that did not subordi-
nate idealistic values and patriotism to the harsherrealities of the

combat situation was hypocritical, and a person who expressed such

ideas a hypocrite. The usual term by which disapproval of ideal-

istic exhortation was invoked was “‘bullshit,’’ which conveyed a
scornful expression of the superiority of the combat man’s hard-
earned, tough-mindedpoint of view.
Combat men were particularly intolerant of idealistic talk by per-

sons not of their own fraternity, who had not in any way earned the

right to treat the tough realities of combat cavalierly. For a civilian

or someone from therearto insist that the idealistic purposes of the

war justified their sacrifices seemed to them an insult. No such

person, they thought, could have any real conception of what they

had been through. Although the taboo against idealistic or flag-
waving talk or heroics was strongest against the outsider, it seems to
have applied also within the combat group. One may conjecture
that tender-minded expressions of idealism seemed incompatible

with the role of the proud and tough combat man who drew his _

pride from what he had been through, and that the latter adjust-
ment was of more crucial importance to most men. Unlike the

civilian, whose situation neither demanded nor permitted drastic

39 Cf. Volume I, Chapter 9.
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self-sacrifice, the combat soldier lived in a world in: which actions

spokelouder than words. The nature of the situation as well as

the code of masculine tough-mindedness may thus have combined

to reduce expressions of idealistic motivation to a minimum.

The group pressures were probably directed more against ver-

balizations of idealistic attitudes that could be challenged as senti-

mental than against such attitudes in themselves. But the sanc-

tions against their full expression probably further limited the role

they could play in combat motivation.

Rather than a positive concern with war aims, the more typical

frame of mind involved a tacit and fairly deep conviction that we

were on the right side and that the war, once we were in it, was nec-

essary. Leaving ultimate considerations aside, the soldier con-

cerned himself with his job and with staying alive. At this level,

he rarely doubted the importance of his function. When asked

“How do you feel about the importance of the rifleman’s job in

modern battle?’ between 40 and 50 per cent of the infantrymen in

the veteran divisions surveyed®(notall riflemen themselves) said it

was “more important than any other soldier’s job,” and nearly all

the rest said that it was “important, but no more so than many
others.”’ Only 2 to 5 per cent thought it was “not very important
compared with many others.” Soldiers at large supported this
almost unanimousverdict; only 4 per cent of a cross section of en-
listed men in the United States thought that the rifleman’s job was
“not very important.” *! While one may deplore the combat sol-
dier’s lack of concern with the larger issues of the war, the fact re-
mains that with the framework of the war as a “given,” he knew
that what he was doing was very important.
While relatively few combat men admitted that they very often

felt that the war was not worth fighting, more of them thanof sol-
diers in training said they sometimes felt doubts about the war.
Chart VIII compares infantrymen in divisions in training, in divi-
sions overseas before combat, and in veteran divisions in respect to
how often they said they felt that the war was not worth fighting.
The difference between combat veterans and trainees is consider-
able. While nearly half of the latter claimed never to havefelt
doubts, less than one third of the combat veterans said they had
escaped them completely. This difference between veterans and
trainees is not unexpected; more surprising is the fact that men in

38-100, March-April 1944.
*1 8-95, February 1944 (3,594 cases).
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untried divisions awaiting D Day in England responded almostex.
actly like the combat veterans. Evidently the added realism of -
being overseas with the certain expectation of combat had as much
effect in this respect as actual combat.

If this implication is true, it suggests that the difference between

CHART VIII

Conviction AsouT tHE War AMONG INFANTRYMEN

(Enlisted Infantrymen in Veteran and New Divisions
Overseas and in Training)

QUESTION "Do you ever get the feeling that this wor is not worth fighting?”

PERCENTAGE RESPONDING

Very Some- Once No Never
often times ing an-

great swer
while

Four veteran Infantry divisions

Throe infaniry divisions overseas with
no combat experience

Six Infantry divisions in training in
the United States 

Veteran divisions were madeup of three divisions in the Pacific surveyed in March-
April 1944 (S-109) and one in Europe surveyed in November 1943 (8-91).

Overseas divisions were surveyed in England, April~May 1944 (S-129).
Divisions in training were surveyed in May 1944 (8-121).

5 The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are
ased.

combat veterans and trainees does not so muchreflect a difference
in basic ideological convictions as relatively superficial differences
in the extent to which the men had weighed for themselves the costs
of war. In support of this is the finding amongline infantrymenin
Italy, where the range of time in combat was great, that men who
had been in combat a very long time were no morelikely than newer
men to say they felt the war not worth fighting:
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Question: ‘Do you ever have the feeling that this war is not worth

fighting?” # ”

PERCENTAGE GIVING EACH ANSWER, AMONG

MEN WHO SAID THEY HAD BEEN IN

‘ COMBAT FOR
Less than 4 through 7? months

ANSWER CATEGORIES 4 months 6 months or more

Veryoften 15 17 15

Sometimes 33 34 33

Only once ina great while | 25 27 26

Never 28 19 23

No answer 4 3 3

Total 100 100 100

Number of cases 820 786 689

When finer gradations of combat time are examined, or when rank

and education are controlled, no consistent differences between

newer men and old-timers emerge. Thus, it appears that prolonged

exposure to combat hadlittle if any effect on the men’s most gener-

alized convictions about the war. One may conjecture that this
somewhat unexpected result may have been related to the modest

character of the men’s convictions. If the main reason they be-
lieved we were fighting the war was, as Chapter 9 in Volume I sug-

gested, that we had to because we were attacked, combat experi-
ence would hardly be expected to have suggested alternative courses
of national policy.
On a question bearing more directly on the men’s concrete experi-

ences on the other hand, the combat men were morelikely to waver.
The question was: ‘‘When you were fighting a particularbattle, did
you ever have the feeling that it wasn’t worth the cost?” While on
the former question 43 per cent of the Infantry veterans surveyed
in two theaters in 1944 said they at least sometimesfelt the war was
not worthfighting (see Chart VIII), 64 per cent of the same sample
said that at least sometimes they had thefeeling that a battle was
not worth the cost. Data from Italy shown in Table 12 indicate
that in this case the men who had seen longer combat were more
likely to give unfavorable answers. One plausible interpretation
of these findingsis simply that the longer a man was in combat, the
morelikely it was that he would have taken part in some seemingly
futile action against disheartening odds. Again the data do not
 

52 8-177, April 1945.



TABLE 12
Feruine Toar a Barrip Was Nor Worrr Tue Cost, In RELATION To TIME IN ComBar

(Enlisted Infantrymen in Line Companies, Italy, April 1945)

Question: “When you were fighting a particular battle, did you ever have the feeling that it wasn’t worth the cost?”
PERCENTAGE OF MEN GIVING BACH ANSWER AMONG

Privates and Pfc’s who have been in combat for Noncoms who have been in combat forLessthan 2 through 4 through 7 through 9 months Lessthan 4 through 7 through 9 months2months 3months 6months 8 months or more 4months 6months 8months or more
Yes, almost always 17 22 5B}

1617 24 12 12 14Yes, sometimes 1158 1}68 55 bay 53\77 a7} 37}69 is}74 7589No, never 13 10 11 14 12 7 14 15 3Undecided 23 24 11 14 10 39 14 10 8No answer 6 3 1 * 1 5 3 1 —_
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 . 100 100 100
Number of cases 101 180 87 252 195 148 161 89 110

8-177.
* Less than 0.5 per cent.
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point unambiguously to a deterioration in fundamental convictions,

though they are not inconsistent with such a process. ‘There is at

any eventlittle doubt that the men’s conceptionsof the cost of war,

against which their convictions as to its value had to be weighed,

‘became more somber the more they saw ofit. -

. Correlational analysis cannot decide the relative importance in

combat motivation of the men’s convictions about the war since

this is a causal problem. It can establish, however, that conviction

belongs to the complex of attitudes favorable to motivation in com-

pat. For infantrymen ‘in three Pacific divisions, an index of con-

' vietion was derived from the men’s answers to three questions:

whether or not they ever felt the war was not worth fighting, and

TABLE 18

Conviction AsouT THE War w RELATION To Reapiness ror ComBatT

(Veteran Infantrymen in Three Pacific Divisions, March-April 1944) ~

  

PERCENTAGE RELATIVELY READY FOR FURTHER COMBAT*
IN BACH SUBGROUP

DEGREE OF CONVICTIONS Division A Division B Division C

 

Men who say they are in very good, good, or fair
physical condition

High 82 (262) 66 (260) 50 (160)

 

Mixed 72 (600) 54 (489) + 887: (822)
Low 60 (166) 44 (180) 88 (772)

7 Men who say they are in poor or very poor physical condition

High 47 (86) 40 (86) 30 (194)
Mixed 50 (167) 27 (281) ‘16 (619)
Low 26 (77) 17 (90) 14 (1389)

§-100.
"Numbers in parentheses are the numbors of cases on which percentages are based.
Js see footnote 33 in Chapter 2 for question by which men were grouped according to readiness for

combat. ‘ “
t Men were grouped according to their answers to three questions:

1. “Do you ever get the feeling that this war is not worth fighting?”

: ¥ Very often

   

¥ Sometimes
X__- Only once in a great while
=<. Never

 

2-3. “If the Germans (Japanese) were to offer to atop fighting now and to give up all the countries
and territory they have taken over, what do you think we should do?" ‘

—~Z__ We should secept the offer and stop fighting now .
Y We should consider the offer and try to work out some Peace terms with them
x Weshould turn down the offer and keep on fighting until they give up completely

Undecided .

   

Men who gave the answers marked ‘X" on all three questions were classed as having a high degree”of conviction about the war; men who gave the answers marked “Y” onall three questions were classedas having low convictions; all other men were classed as mixed.

’
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whether or notthey would insist on unconditional surrender from

~ the Germans and the Japaneseif either enemy should make a com. |

promise peace offer. The men who gave favorable answers to all
three questions can. be said to be high in conviction in terms of the.

official war aims of that period. As Table 13 shows, in each divi- -
sion, the higher the men’s degree of conviction was, the morelikely

they were to indicate that they were relatively ready for further

combat, even when such a major factor in their combat motivation
as their attitude toward their physical condition was controlled,

The single question on feeling that the war was not worth fighting

‘showed a moderate but consistent relationship to readiness for com:

bat when rank and education were controlled, in the single division
for which this analysis was made.* .

There are other interrelationships which indicate that conviction

was associated with attitudes favorable to combat motivation.
‘Among the men who said they had doubts about the war only once
in a great while or never,32 per cent said they had more confidence

in themselves the more times they went into combat, and 26 per

cent said that combat becameless frightening the moretheysawof

it. These percentages drop to 23 per cent and 15 per cent,respec-

tively, among the remaining men who indicated less conviction.

The differences are consistent in both cases when rank and education

are simultaneously controlled.

These data of course do not prove that conviction about the war

helped the men tofight their fear and gain self-confidence and there-

fore made them feel more ready for combat. It is equally likely so

far as the data go that for the men who found combat progressively

more terrifying, the cost of fighting, against which they weighed
their convictions, was a higher one. There is much plausibilityto
the latter view, and to the extent that a causal relationship operated

in this direction, the correlations obtained cannot be taken as an

index of the effective role of conviction in combat motivation. All

that can be concluded is that conviction about the war was associ-

ated with a favorable motivational picture.
In attempting to estimate the importance to the American com-

bat soldier of hatred and vindictiveness toward the enemy, We
shouldremember that, compared with soldiers in some other OXTALCS,

his general level of hatred was probably not very high. He had

 

-. 98-500.
. 34$-100, 788 cases,

35 595 cases,
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not, like the Russians, seen his country devastated and his family

perhaps wiped out in cold blood. Neither had he,like the British,
seen his home cities bombed and his country’s national existence

hanging by a thread. Nor did he have the ideological basis for a

“sustained, steady anger... of the enemy system... which

lasts until the final battle is won,”like the membersof the Interna-

tional Brigade in Spain studied by Dollard.®® For this reason the

range of degrees of hatred among the American soldiers surveyed

was probably smaller than the same men might have displayed in a ~

different sort of war. Whenlittle evidence is found that hatred

played a very important role in combat motivation, then it must be

remembered that the findings are limited in application to the

American soldier in the recent conflict.

After the bombing of Pearl Harbor, the reasons for Americans to

hate the Japanese were more nearly the kind which motivated most —

of our European allies against the Germans. If one adds to the

effects of Pearl Harbor endemic American attitudes toward the

Japanese as a race, one would certainly expect that American sol-

diers would have more hatred to draw on in fighting the Japanese

than against the Germans. As Chart IX shows, such was the case.
But the chart also shows several other relationships that are less

obviously to be expected.
In termsof the fate which American infantrymen surveyed dur-

ing the intermediate phase of the war would like to see visited upon
the enemyafter victory, Chart IX showsthe following relationships:

1. Asstated above, veteran enlisted men andofficers in the Pacific
were more vindictive toward the Japanese than their counterparts
in Hurope were toward the Germans.

2. But the menfighting the Japanese were strikingly less vindic-
tive toward the Japanese than were either soldiers in training in the
United States or soldiers fighting the Germans in Europe.

3. The men fighting the Germans did not differ greatly in hatred
of the Germans from men in the United States or in the Pacific.

4. Men in the Pacific appear to have been less vindictive than
menin Europe toward either enemy, while men in the United States
appear to have been most vindictive.
Taken in conjunction, these findings present an interesting pic-

ture. Evidently combat did not increase the hatred of the enemy
people which the menfelt initially. The high degree of hatred of

%$ John Dollard, Fear in Battle (The Insti i iversi
New Braver ou)ar ( titute of Human Relations, Yale University,
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the Japanese expressedby soldiers in training seems to have been:
particularly unstable. Perhaps thisis simply the result of the fact

- that the Japanese were initially more hated; perhaps on the other

hand,theinitial grounds for hatred were somewhat shaky. It will:

be seen later that the available evidence suggests that men in the.
Pacific were no morelikely to have seen enemy atrocities than men

CHART I&

VINDICTIVENESS TowArp IEENEMY PEOPLES

(Veteran Infantry Enlisted Men and Company Grade Officers,
and Infantry Enlisted Men in Training)

QUESTION "What would you like fo see happen fo the (Japanese) (Germans)after the war 2”

PERCENTAGEGIVING INDICATED RESPONSE REGARDING

Japanese Germans

Wipes out No Make Punish Wipe out No Moke Punish
whole Ja- om Japa- leaders whole Ger- an- Gar- leaders
ponese swernese but not man nation swer man but not
nation people ordinary Peo; ordinary

suffer Joponese suffer Germons
OFFICERS plenty

Pacific

Europe

| ENLISTED MEN

Pacific

Europe 
Pacific: Enlisted men were » cross section of veteran infantrymen in three divisions

(S-100). Officers were of company grade only, from the samedivisions (S-101). Sur-

veyed in March-April 1944, —
Europe: Enlisted men were a cross section of veteran infantrymen in two divisions

which fought in North Africa and Sicily, surveyed in November 1943 (§-91) aud April
1944 (8-100). Officers were of company grade only, from same divisions surveyed in
April 1944 (S§-101). .

~ United States: Cross section of infantrymen in three divisions in training in the
United States, February 1944 (S-95). ,

‘The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are

- based.
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in Europe. The fact that infantrymen inthe Pacific were also e

liably less likely than infantrymen in training to say they wou

want to wipe out the whole German nation—though the difference

was not large—suggests that their combat experiences may haveled

to a certain amount of generalization in regard to hatred of other

enemies. Therelatively low degree of hatred toward the Germans

expressed by trainees seems to have been fairly stable, though the

small effects of combat experience in Europe seem to have been in

the same direction as in the Pacific. a

Perhaps one reason that combat veterans werelesslikely than

trainees to be vindictive lay in their discovery that much dirty

fighting which to the civilian and the inexperienced soldier seemed

a special property of the enemy’s viciousness was actually a general

characteristic of war. As Mauldin put it, “You don’t fight a Kraut

by Marquis of Queensbury rules: You shoot him in the back, you

blow him apart with mines, you kill or maim him the quickest and

most effective way you can with the least danger to yourself. He

does the same to you., He tricks you and cheats you, and if you

don’t beat him at his own game you don’t live to appreciate your
own nobleness.” 57 When, as sometimes in the Pacific, it was ex-
ceptional to take prisoners, the men might well have been less in-
clined to place the blamefor all the horrors of war on the shoulders
of the enemy.

Vindictiveness against the enemy could be at any of severallevels.
On the one hand wastherelatively temporary burst of anger at see-
ing one’s buddies killed:

After the first battle, the fellows were real mad, seeing all their buddies killed,
But the reaction of being mad woreoff after a time.™

Then there might be relatively durable hatred of enemy soldiers,
In the case of the Germans, with whom it will be seen that identifi-
cation wasrelatively easy for the men, angerfelt against an unseen
enemy across thelines often did not withstand personal confronta-
tion with its object when the latter appeared in the guise of a help-
less prisoner: -

The prisoners (that we took) were pitiful and bedraggled. We felt sorry for them.
But the (artillery) observers—those sons of bitches—theydirect the fire and every-
body hates them and wantsto get a shot at them.” /

 

37 Mauldin, op. cit., pp. 13-14.
38 Interview with wounded veteran of Mediterranean fighting, 1944,
* Interview with another wounded Mediterranean veteran, 1944,
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_A third level was presumably tapped by the question which has .
been discussed: hatred of the enemy people as .a whole. Still an.

other kind was the hatred of the enemy system and ideology. “There

is no reason to suppose that these various levels of vindictiveness -
cohered in a unitary fashion. On the other hand, Chart X shows a’

CHART X

Rewvation Berwaen Two AspPrects or VINDICTIVENESS

(Veteran Infantrymen in Two Pacific Divisions, March-April 1944)

QUESTION "How did seeing Japanese prisoners make you feel about the Japanese?”

PERCENTAGE OF INFANTRYMEN MAKING EAGH RESPONSE,
AMONG THOSE WHO SAID THEY HAD HAD CONTACT WITH”
JAPANESE PRISONERS, ACCORDING TO THEIR ANSWERS
TO THE QUESTION ATTHE LEFT

H QUESTION “What would youlike fo sea happen Ailfhe more Miscel- No feeling They cre men
} to the Japanese ofter the wor?" like killing loneous one way justlikeus,it's

them enswers or another 100 bad wehave
, {0 be fighting them

Punish the leaders but not the
ordinary Japanese

Make the ordinary Japanese
suffer plenty

Wipe out the whole Japanese
nation 

8-100. The same pattern appeared in each division separately.
The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are

based. .

fairly strong relationship among veterans of fighting the Japanese .
between the way the men reported they reacted to seeing Japanese ©

prisoners and their feelings toward the Japanese people as a whole.
Veterans of fighting againstthe Japanesein the Pacific were much

more likely than their counterparts in the campaigns against Ger-
many to express vindictive attitudes in the personalized context of

reactions to enemyprisoners, as Chart XI shows. This would be

expected from t!. data in Chart IX. Since we know that troops

in the-United States were considerably more vindictive toward the

Japanese people than toward the Germans, this difference isprob- .
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ablynot to be taken as a result of combat experience but rather. a

a condition of combat experience which may be expected to havi

affected the motivational picture. If hatred of the enemy was

help infighting the Japanese, Chart XI raises the question as te

‘whether identification with the enemy may not have been, on thi

otherhand, a liability requiring counteraction in fighting the Ger

mans.

CHART XI

Reaction Tro Senma ENeMy Prisoners .

(Veteran Enlisted Infantrymen in Three Pacific and One European Divisions)

w

QUESTION "How did seeing Japanese (German) prisoners make you feel about the dapanase (Germans)?

PERCENTAGE GIVING INDICATED RESPONSE, AMONG THOSE WHO SAID
THEY HAD HAD CONTACT WITH ENEMY PRISONERS

Ali the more Miscel- No feeling They ara men
ike killing foneous one way or just Ike us,it's

Hike kiln thera onswers another {00 bod we have
to be fighting them

PACIFIG

EUROPE

 

8-100, March-April 1944 and S-91, November 1943.
The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are

based.

In spite of the wide currency of atrocity stories about the J:apa-~
nese, particularly among the American civilian population, there is
yet additional evidence that the differences in hatred felt toward
Japanese and Germans seem not to have been the result of actual
combat experience. The proportion of front-line infantrymen who
said they had personally witnessed enemy atrocities was the same
in three divisions which fought in the Pacific as in the single avail-
able.division which fought against the Germans, 13 per cent (Table
14). ‘ And although a considerably larger proportion in the Pacific
‘Said they had heard from others about true cases of atrocities, the
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majority of front-line infantrymen even there had not. If,as

the data appear to indicate, the reason for the greater hatred of the

Japanese lay outside of and prior to personal battle experience, the

larger proportion in the Pacific who said they had heard truestories

of an enemy atrocity can be partially ascribed to the persisting

though perhaps waning predisposition to believe evil of the initially
more hated enemy. =

TABLE 14

Atrocities 4Np Atrocity Stories

(Veteran Enlisted Infantrymen in Three Pacific and One European Divisions)

  

PERCENTAGE WHO SAID THEY SAW OR
HEARD OF ENEMY ATROCITIES AMONG

 

Infantrymen Infantrymen
QUESTIONS tn the Pacific* in Europet

‘Yow about atrocities? Did you personally ever
see with your own eyes cases of Japanese
(Germans) using methods of fighting or treat-
ing prisoners which you would call dirty or ‘
inhuman?” 13 13

“How about the stories you have heard from
others? Did you hear any true cases of Japa-
nese (Germans) using methods of fighting or
treating prisoners which you would call dirty
or inhuman?” 45 24

Number of cases . 4,064 431

 

* S-100, March~April 1944.
¢ 8-91, November 1943,

There can, however,belittle question that vindictiveness wasre-

lated to witnessing enemy atrocities. Sufficient cases for investi-

gating this relationship are available only for divisions which fought

in the Pacific. When the men are divided into groups accordingto

. the degree to which they expressed consistently vindictive atti-
tudes,the proportion of less vindictive men is lower among. those

who said they had seen enemyatrocities than among men whodid
not report seeing atrocities (Table 15). The relationship between
witnessing atrocities and vindictiveness holds at all educational

** See footnote to Table 15 for the basis of grouping men according to vindictiveness.
This grouping selects as a most vindictive type the men who consistently gave the
most vindictive anc - r on the two questions so far discussed and in addition said
they were helped a1. by hatred of the enemy; men who gavenone of these answers
are grouped as a lea : vindictive type. This does not assume that vindictivencss 15 8

unitary attitude, bu. picks out the men who are consistently more vindictive or les:
vindictive on several aspects of vindictiveness.
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" Jevels and also for both privates and noncoms. Onepossible source

of spurious correlation may be involved: the men who were initially

more vindictive may have been more likely to interpret a given

enemy action as an atrocity. But unless we are to assumethat a

‘markedly smaller proportion of the troops in the Pacific than of

‘soldiers in Europe actually witnessed enemy atrocities, the data in

TABLE 15
Revatiox of Rerorrep Wrrnessina or Atrocities To VINDICTIVENESS

(Veteran Enlisted Infantrymen in Two Pacific Divisions, March-April 3944)

aeeenONRE

EES

aETERSETENESEEE

PERCENTAGE OF MEN WHO INDICATE VARIOUS DEGREES OF

VINDICTIVENESS, ACCORDING TO WHETHER OR NOT THEY -

HEPORT HAVING WITNESSED JAPANESE ATROCITIES®

  

Division A Division B
Did not Did not

DEGREE oF Witnessed witness Witnessed witness
VINDICTIVENESSf atrocity atrocity atrocity atrocity

Relatively high 2 14° 18 13
Intermediate 63 56 58. 61.
Relatively low 16 30 24 36

Total 100 100 100 100

Number of cases £80 1,168 140 1,188

 

$-100.
* The question was: “How sbout atrocities? Did you personally ever see with your own eyes cases

of Japanese using methods of fighting or treating prisoners which you would call dirty or inhuman?”
No Yes

f Mon wero divided into three groups in respect to their answers to the following three questions:

  

1, “What would you like to see happen to the Japanese after the war?"

Punish the leaders, but not the ordinary Japanese
- Make the ordinary Japanese suffer plonty
x Wipe out the whole Japanese nation

   

2. “Did you ever have any contact with Japanese prisonera?”

Yes
No

  

“How did secing Japanese prisoners make you feel about the Japanese?”

x. I felt all the moro like killing them
I felt that they aro men just like us and itis too bad that we have to be fighting them

————-. _] didn't have any feeling one way or another
Somoothorfeeling

   

. 3, “When the going was tough, bow much were you helped by thoughts of hatred for the enemy?”

X__. They helped » Jot
They helped some .
They helped a little
They did not help at all
I didn’t have such thoughts

     



f
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Table 14—together with the higher level of vindictiveness in the
Pacific—mean that the effect cannot have been large or the propor- .
tion in the Pacific reporting having witnessed atrocities would have

exceeded that in Europe.

While the witnessing of enemy atrocities was related to vindic.
tiveness, there is no indication that experiencing heavy casualties
was associated with consistently vindictive attitudes. Norelation.

ship could be discerned in the two divisions between the men’s an-
swers to the question, ‘‘About how many battle casualties (killed
and wounded) has your present company had since you-first went
into combat with it?” and their consistent expression of vindictive
attitudes. Since within each of the divisions most of the men had
been overseas for about the same length of time,it is not likely that
a possible decline in vindictiveness over time can have obscuredreal
differences in the data. .

The different patterns of vindictive attitudes toward the two
major enemies and some of the factors in their genesis have been
examined. The question remains, what role did vindictiveness play
in the combat motivation of American soldiers? Here two kinds of
evidence are available. There are the men’s answers to the direct
question, ‘‘When the going was tough, how much were you helped
by thoughts of hatred for the enemy?” In addition, it is possible to
compare more andless vindictive men in respect to otherattitudes.
The men’s answers to the direct question point to two conclusions.

Menin the Pacific were more likely to say that thoughts of hatred

for the enemy helped a lot than were men who fought against the

Germans. On the other hand, neither in the Pacific nor in Europe

did the men credit this attitude with helping them as much as some
other attitudes about which they were also asked. In the three

combatdivisions surveyed in the Pacific, 38 per cent of the enlisted
infantrymen said that thoughts of hatred of the enemy helped a

lot.44 In contrast, only 27 per cent of the enlisted infantrymen in a

division which fought in the Mediterranean” and 28 per centof the
enlisted infantrymen in four combat divisions surveyed a yearlater
in Italysaid that they were helped a lot by thoughts of hatred: .
This difference is consistent with the general pattern of greater vin-
dictiveness toward the Japanese. However, hatred of the enemy

was ascribed a } *mtion of lesser importance by the men than prayer

 

41 Based on 4,0€4 cases.
428-100, April 1944, Based on 591 cases.
§8$-177, April 1945. Based on 1,766 cases.
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and than thinking that “you couldn’t let the other men down.”’ “

‘Even among the veterans of Pacific fighting, for example, 85 per

cent of the Infantry officers and 61 per cent of the enlisted men said

that when the going was tough they were helped a lot by thinking

that “you couldn’t let the other men down”—in contrast to46 per

cent of the officers and 38 per cent of the enlisted men whosaid they

were helped a lot by thoughts of hatred of the enemy.

Amongthe Pacific veterans, who were the morelikely to say that.

hatred of the enemy helped them in battle, there appears to have

been very little relationship between vindictiveness and readiness

for further combat as indicated by the same question employed in

previous sections of this chapter. Divisions A and B (see Table 16)

TABLE 16

RELATION TO VinpicriveNEss TO READINESS For ComBat

(Veteran Enlisted Infantrymen in Two Pacific Divisions, March-April 1944)

  

PERCENTAGE IN BACH GROUP RELATIVELY READY FOR FURTHER

COMBAT,* ACCORDING TO THE DEGREB OF VINDICTIVENESS

WHICH THEY SHOW

Division A Division B
DEGREE OF Privates Privates

VINDICTIVENESSf and Pfc’s Noncoms and Pfc’s Noncoms

Relatively high 26 (110) 33 (96) 67 (125) 75 (44)
Intermediate 25 (403) 82 (8865) 67 (445) 71 (214)
Relatively low 21 (227) 34 (167) 59 ($21) 64 (124)

 

8-100,
Numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages are based.
* See footnote 33 in Chapter 2 for question on readiness for further combat.
t See footnote to Table 15 for basis of grouping men according to vindictiveness.

differ markedly in the proportion of men indicating relative readi-
ness for combat, but in neither of them is there any large relation-
ship between vindictiveness and readiness for combat. In Division
B, the difference between men consistently expressing extreme vin-
dictive attitudes and those never expressing such attitudes ap-
proachesstatistical significance; a slightly larger proportion of more
vindictive menfall into the group whoare relatively ready for more’

. combat. In Division A, the difference is very small and unreliable.
This is in marked contrast to other attitudes which were found to
be strongly related to expressed mental readiness for combat.’ By
itself this finding does not'mean that vindictiveness played no part

. a“ See Chart XII for a comparison of the men’s answers to several parallel questionsincluding these. -
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in readiness for combat. So many other attitudes and personality
variables are related to mental readiness that a possible intringic
relationship may easily have been obscured. But taken in connec-

tion with the preceding data, this lack of observed relationship adds

to the presumption that hatred of the enemy, personal and imper- -

sonal, was not a major element in combat motivation.

TABLE 17

RELATION OF VINDICTIVENESS TO COMMITMENT TO THE War

(Veteran Enlisted Infantrymen in Two Pacific Divisions, March—April 1944)

  

Question: “Do youeverget the feeling that this war is not worth fighting?”
PERCENTAGE ANSWERING NEVER” AMONG INFANTRYMEN

WHO SHOW
Relatively low Intermediate Relatively high
vindicliveness* vindictiveness vindictiveness

Division A
Noncoms 27 (187). 38 (886) 87 (96)
Privates and Pfc’s 22 (221) 81 (403) 40 (110)

Division B
Noncoms 26 (124) 34 (214) 41 (44)
Privates and Pfe’s 28 (821) 34 (446) 38 (126)

Question: “If the Japanese were to offer to stop fighting now and to give upall the
countries and territory they have taken over, what do you think we should
do?” -

PERCENTAGE ANSWERING “WE SHOULD TURN DOWN THE
OFFER AND KEEP ON FIGHTING UNTIL THEY GIVE UP

COMPLETELY” AMONG MEN WHO SHOW ‘
Relatively low Intermediate Relatively high
vindictiveness vindictiveness vindictiveness

Division A
Noncoms 43 (167) 65 (386) 78 (96)
Privates and Pfe’s 39 (221) 57 (408) 75 (110)

Division B
Noncoms 40 (124) 61 (214) 86 (44)
Privates and Pfc’s 34 (821) 54 (446) 66 (126)

 

8-100.
Numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages are based.
* See footnote to Table 15 for basis of grouping men according to vindictiveness.

In other aspects of the favorable motivational complex, the rela-

tively vindictive men did not differ notably from the relatively non-
vindictive men. The two groups were essentially similar in the

proportion who sd that battle fighting became more frightening
the more they s; of it, and in the proportion who said they had
less self-confidence the more times they went into combat.
In one respect, however, vindictiveness amongthesoldiers fight-
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ing in the Pacific was associated with attitudes that have already

been seen to be favorable components of combat motivation. On

two questions bearing on the men’s convictions about the war, the

more vindictive men showed a markedly higher degree of commut-

ment than did those who were less vindictive toward the enemy, as

may be seen in Table 17. They were very much more likely to say

they would favor an unconditional surrender policy in spite of any

Japanese peace offer, and they were also more likely to say they

nevergot the feeling that the war was not worth fighting. The de-

mand for unconditional surrender is of course to be expected from

those who had a high degree of hatred for the Japanese. It was

one of the stated war aims, so that to the extent the men subscribed

to it, they were in tune with the expressed goals of the war. It is

perhaps less of a foregone conclusion that the more vindictive men

should also have been more likely to say that they never had the

feeling that the war was not worth fighting. This relationship

suggests that their greater hatred of the enemy may have favored

a more adequate adjustment to their own tasks in fighting the war.

The general picture that emerges, then, is that hatred of the
enemy does not seem to have had muchto do with encouraging the
men to say that they felt ready for more fighting, but that it may
have contributed to their mental adjustment to combat by giving
them a definite goal to which they subscribed. As a result of the
different initial attitudes with which Americans approached the
two major enemies, this resource was more available to men fight-
ing in the Pacific than it was in Europe, where additional adjust-
ments may have been required of the men to counteract a major
tendency to identify with enemy soldiers when they were seen as

- persons.
The combat soldier thus was likely to feel that the war was worth

fighting, though this does not mean that ideological considerations
were often in the forefront of his mind. While he might express
feelings of hatred toward the enemy, depending partly on which
enemy he was fighting, his hatred was not particularly stable or
consistent and does not appear to have been central to his motiva-
tion. In his everyday concerns, the combat man mostly took the
existence of the war and the general task of fighting the enemy for
granted. His position in the Army gave him noreal choice. The
issues behind the war were singularly unreal to him in contrast to
the issues and exigencies of his day-to-day existence.
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Some Miscellaneous Goals

In the course of our discussion of combat motivation, we have
touched in one way or another on several incentives which could be.
considered as goals of combat behavior—such objectives as to show |
one’s masculinity, to stick up for one’s buddiesand- win their ap-
proval, to preserve our wayoflife, to wreak vengeance on the enemy,
Certain other goals, not considered thus far, deserve mention.
Some of them raise problems on which direct evidence is not avail.’
able but which appear to warrant at least passing mention to avoid .
serious gaps in the total picture.

First is a goal which should certainly not be neglected—the desire
to get the job over with, to go home and get out of the Army. It.
will be remembered from Table 1 that more enlisted men in the In-
fantry divisions studied named this goal than named any other as
the most important incentive in making them want to keep going
and do as well as they could in combat. While this is presumptive
evidence that the goal of getting homeand out of the Armywasin
fact very important to the men, the very high frequency with which
it was spontaneously mentioned may well have been more nearly a’:
reflection of the way in which the desire to go home was constantly
uppermost in the men’s minds than an accurate indication of.its
relative importance in combat motivation. This interpretation is
supported by the pattern of the men’s answersto theseries of ques-_

- tions concerning things it helped them to think about when the go-
ing was tough. It will be seen in Chart XII thatin both the Pacific
and Mediterranean theaters, considerably less than half of the men
said that it helped a lot to ‘‘think that you hadto finish the job in

order to get home again.”” This proportion was smallerin each case

than the proportion whosaid they were helped a lot by prayer ‘and

by thinking that they couldn’t let the other men down. Data to

be presentediin Table 18 indicate that men with the longest combat

experience were, if anything,less likely than newer men to say that

thinking about getting the job finished in order to get home helped
them a, lot.

It cannot be denied that getting home again was among the most
cherished wishes of all soldiers overseas, and of combat men in par-
ticular. What is more questionable is the extent to which this de-

sire supported the men in doing their combat job. The very in-
tensity of the desire is indicative of a corresponding weakness of

alternative incentives which might find in-the waritself sufficiently.
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important values to override personal considerations. Unlike such

alternative bases of combat motivation, the desire to get home was

double-edged. For the battle-weary soldier, every dead enemy or

captured position meant he was that much nearer home. But every

new mission, every additional day in the line, also meant postpon-

-ing the happy day by so muchand diminishing the chances that.he

- ould ever live to seeit. While the desire to go home could become

a source of hatred for the enemy—'the sonovabitch whois keeping _

me from going home”—it could also be turned against our own side

and its leaders. Whenall but a few believed firmly in an inevitable

Allied victory, the desire to see the job done and to get out of the

Armydid not at all imply the positive desire to do the job oneself.

More fundamental than the desire to go home, and involvedinit,

was the desire to survive. The goal of survival, also mentioned by

many of the men in Table 1, was an all-important one whichinter-

twined with most other motivational factors in the combat situa-

tion. It is easily neglected in consideration of why soldiers fight,

since it is too easy to assume that it operated wholly to draw the

individual out of the combat situation. Like the desire to go home

ggain, it was two-edged. Certainly it made a soldier reluctant to

- go into combat, but, once in the lines, the situation might become

one of kill or be killed. By killing the enemy the soldier removed

one more threat to his own life. The goal of survival also enforced
close teamwork with others in the outfit. Thelife of each depended
as much on the others’ actions as on his own, so from this goal sprang
muchof the feeling of close mutual dependence which has been seen
to be so important as a basis for other aspects of combat motivation.
The desire to survive was so intense that it might overshadowother
‘and previous motivations. As one combat veteran in Europesaid
when asked “what we are fighting for,”’

Ask any dogface on the line. You're fighting for your skin on the line. When’
. T enlisted I was patriotic as all hell. There’s no patriotism on the line. A boy
up there 60 days in the line is in danger every minute. He ain’t fighting for
patriotism,

Byitself the motive of desire to-survive was certainly not one that
madefor dash and aggressiveness in combat, nor was it a sufficient
motive. But in combination with other factors it becomes a major
element in combat motivation.

Victory was surely a goal of combat, and in the broadest sense it
undoubtedly did lend a rationale to the soldier’s activity. But if
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one considers victory more concretely, in terms-of specific Victories
and defeats, its relation to combat motivation is much more com...
plex. In the first place, from the standpoint of the combatsoldier|
it was not at all obvious what would be perceived as a victory and’
what as a defeat. Secondly, the specific rewards of actions per-
ceived as victories were most various. :

A victory for a soldier in combat had a meaning verydifferent, -
from that enjoyed by his countrymen at home. For mostsitua.-
tions, Waller is quite right when he says, ‘For the soldiers victory
or defeat meant just another battle with an enemy whowasstill full
of fight.” “ ‘When the end of the war wasstill not in view,one
more victory may simply have meantthe necessity to attack again
tomorrow, and again the next day and so on into the seemingly end-.
less bleak future with no hope of escape other than a good clean
wound. That river was our objective last week, this hill here is our
objective today, and beyondit lie other hills and otherrivers, each.
with its toll of sacrifice in the taking. More than that, what the
newspapers and radio heralded as a victory contained within itself:
many little victories and many local defeats. To the shattered
remnants of a rifle company withdrawing from a slope raked by |
enemy fire, it might seem ironical that the nation knewthetotal -
battle as a great victory. The news that we had broken outof the |
Normandy Peninsula may have been scant comfort to the scattered :

survivors of a tank unit who had just seen most of their comrades _

lost. Victories were not won without casualties, and the sense of -

elation that often moved the homeland population was at best a_

bitter-sweet emotion at the front. And a particular victory might |
mark no pause in the fight; the next day often brought the same —

duties, hardships, dangers, as the day before.
With all this, there did still remain rewards in local victories.

“fivery hill taken means that we are that much nearer home”’: cap-

tured positions and enemies out of action carried a promise of ulti- .
mate victory and a quicker end to the war. In periods of very rapid
advance, combat troops sometimes exhibited an almost “oivilian”

degree of high spirits. The period of late August and early Septem-
ber in 1944 when the American armies were pursuing the retreating
Wehrmacht through France and Belgiumis a large-scale example.
Even here, however, victory was not a cause for unmixed feelings.
Combat soldiers had a pessimism, a caution ingrained from bitter

 

108. Waller, Veteran Comes Back (The Dryden Press, Inc., New York, 1944) .
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experience, which checked the exuberance of wish projection. And.

when, as happened in that instance, infantrymen walked untilcom-

‘ pletely exhausted—in one case observed by Research Branch inter-

viewers, a regiment advanced forty miles in twenty-four hours—the

factor of sheer fatigue temporarily overshadowed the psychological

rewards of victory. And always, theré were comrades being killed

and wounded.
So far as more immediate and tangible rewards are concerned,

victory inthe immediate tactical situation might carry any one of

hundreds of specific rewards. To men who have been in winter

combat, for example, it will not appear at all fanciful to state that

men sometimes were moved to attack for the simple purpose of tak-

ing a town which promised shelter and warmth. It was no small

matter to win a height which deprived the enemy of an artillery

observation post, or permitted observation of enemy movements.

Anything which gave even temporary andrelative safety or comfort,

in other words, could become a major motivating condition. Under

certain conditions, looting or souvenir hunting might come to be an

important reward. It is known that in the last weeks of the Euro-

pean war, after it had become evident that hostilities would soon be
over, some units actually raced to be the first at an objective which
promised valued booty—a jewelry store, camera shop, weapons
cache, liquor warehouse, etc.—or which promised gratifying con-
tacts with women. The extent to which this occurred is not known,
probably could not be ascertained with any high degree of accuracy,
and is not important for present purposes. In order to show that
immediate rewards, even illegal ones, to be gained as the fruit of
victory could provide incentives in combat, it is sufficient to know
that there were a number of instances in which it happened.
To the incentives of securing temporary relative safety or com-

fort, of shortening the war, and of securing material gain must be
added, in some situations, certain more exclusively social factors.
A good case in pointis the situation of attacking to relieve a unit
which had been cut off by enemy forces or attacking to recover
wounded men. Therelief of the garrison’ at Bastogne during the
Battle of the Bulge in December 1944 is an example from the Euro-
pean war. Uncounted smaller actions of the same pattern took
place during World WarIT,and the historical record of past warsis
studded with examples. The special motivational feature of such
situations for the relieving force is the reinforcement which was
thereby provided to the individual’s sense of obligation to, and
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social solidarity with, his comrades. It was easy for him totake
the role of the other—to sense the desperate situation and the emo-
tion it evoked—andto anticipate the gratitude which those who
were threatened would feel toward supportingand relievingforces,

Prayer and Personal Philosophies in Combat

In attempting to answer the question, “Why did American com-
bat soldiers fight?” we have so far examined therole of the require-
ments and values of the soldier’s formal and informal groups, as
well as of certain more general values and goals. These have in
common the characteristic that they can be thought of as’ pushing
or pulling the soldier away from channels of escape and holding him
in combat with the enemy. In discussing therole of the informal
group, we also considered certain sources of support the soldier de-
rived from group membership, which did not impel him to take any
action but increased his resources for action otherwise instigated.’
There was another class of relevant motivational factors similar to
the latter in that they did not impel the individual toward active
combat but did serve the important function of increasing.his re-
sources for enduring the conflict-ridden situation of combat stress. —
In comparison with the former category, they derived less immedi- ~
ately from group membership or group-sponsored values, although
they were promulgated by social example and met with general
approval. These are such psychological adjustments to the stress

situation as prayer, fatalism, and restricting time perspective to the . ~

present moment—the various personal philosophies that madestay-
ing in combat more bearable.

Among these, a body of questionnaire data is available only for —

prayer, concerning the extent to which combat men said that it

helped them. For the larger area of fatalism, living in the short

run, and other combat philosophies, data are lacking, so the present

section will in these cases merely touch on psychological adjustments

which informal observation by Research Branch personnel, war.

correspondents, and others indicated were of considerable impor-
tance. The treatment of prayer will first show its general impor-
tance to combat men and then, by a description of the kind of men -
whosaid they were helped byit, attempt to throw some light 0on its
special function.

The importance of prayer to the combat man has become a mat-

ter for popular bromides. Our questionnaire data, while they are ~
not too informative in regard to what the men meant by prayer,|do
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add evidence for the prevalent view that'the men regarded it as a

very important source of support. The importance of prayer is

best high-lighted by considering it in comparison with various other

possible-mental adjustments to tough situations, concerning which

. combat troops in two theaters were questioned. Chart XI shows

what the men hadto say of five such adjustments,four of which in-

volve factors which have already been discussedearlier in this chap-

ter. In both the Pacific and Italy, at different stages of the war, a

larger proportion of enlisted infantrymen said they were “helpeda

lot’? by prayer than said this of any of the other adjustments cited.

In four divisions surveyed in the Pacific in 1944, 70 per cent said it.

helped a lot, while 83 per cent of the line infantrymen surveyed a

year later in four divisions in Italy gave this answer. The only

other item approaching prayer in the proportion of men whosaidit

helped them a lot was thinking that “you couldn’t let the other men

down’’—touching on potent forces of group solidarity and loyalty

—but in both theaters more of the men, regardless of educational

level or of whether they were privates or noncoms, said that prayer

was helpful.

Amongofficers the testimony was likewise that prayer was very

important. Approximately 60 per cent of the company grade In-
fantry officers questioned in the European and Pacific theaters in
the spring of 1944 said that prayer helped them a lot when the going

was tough. As Chart XIII shows, however, thinking that one
couldn’t let the other men down was more frequently mentioned by
officers as a very helpful source of support. This difference from
enlisted men, and even from noncoms, cannot be attributed to the
higher educationallevel of officers, since even’the most highly edu-
cated enlisted men were morelikely to say they were helped a lot by
prayer. It should probably be ascribed rather to the special re-
sponsibilities of the officer role or possibly to the officer’s having
been subjected to less intensive stress in other respects. Never-
theless, among officers prayer wasstill said to help a lot by larger
proportions than foundit helpful to think of “what we werefighting
for,”“hatred for the enemy,”orof “having to finish the job in order °
to get home again.”
A possible reservation which should be kept in mindin interpret-

ing these data on the importance of prayer to officers and enlisted
men lies in the fact that the men’s answers wereelicited by a check-

 

** As will be seen, enlisted combat men who were not subjected to so much stress as
the line infantrymen wereless likely to assign prior position to prayer.
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branches are further divided to consider Field Artillery and other .
branches separately.

A similar pattern emerges if, among the infantrymen, those:who
indicated that they experienced greater fear in battleare compared
with those who indicated that they experienced less fear. Table 20

TABLE 19

Comparison OF INFANTRYMEN AND Maun In OTHER BRANCHES, IN ReaaRp To TRE
Tsovcars Wuico THey Sai Hetrep Tem “WHEN THE Gone Was Toucr”

(Veteran Enlisted Men in Infantry Divisions, European and Pacific Theaters,
March-April 1944)

  

PERCENTAGE WHO SAID “IT HELPED
A LOT” TO HAVE EACH SORT OF
THOUGHT “WHEN THE GOING .

WasS ToUGH”* AMONG
Menin other

 

Infantrymen branchest

Prayer
Division A 84 7
Division B 64 55
Division Ct 73 77

Thinking that you couldn't let the other men down
Division A 62 65
Division B 56 59
Division C 57 63

Thinking that you had to finish the job in order
to get home again

Division A 40 47
Division B 35 41
Division C 35 _ 43

Thoughts of hatred for the enemy
Division A , 38 43

Division .B 37 46

Division C 27 41

Thinking of what we are fighting for .
Division A 38 42
Division B 33 44
Division C 25 36

Number of cases .
Division A (South Pacific) 1,864 602
Division B (South Pacific) 1,428 648
Division C (Europe) 591 267
ee

* See Chart XII for wording of questions. ‘
t For Divisions A and B, this constituted o cross section of all enlisted men except Infantry. For

, Division C, data are available only for artillerymen. ,
¢ The wording of the questions wasslightly different in Division C. A previous question had asked

. the men what one sort of situation they found the toughest. The present series of questions was prefaced

. by the statement, Many menreport that thinking about certain things helps them to get through when
‘the going gets tough. Soldiers with different types of experience have different views. Think of the

‘onesituation you just selected38 being the one you found toughest. When you were in that situation,

. how much did it help you...
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shows,for one of the divisions in the Pacific, that the ‘‘more fright-

ened” men (those whosaid that battle became more frightening the

more they saw of it or stayed frightening all the time, or who re-

‘ported having had more bodily symptoms of fear in battle) were

more likely to say that prayer helped a lot than were the less

frightened’? men (those who said that battle never was frightening

or becameless frightening the more they saw of it, or who reported

having had fewer bodily symptomsof fear in battle). On the other

hand, there was a consistent tendencyforthe relatively more fright-

ened groupsto beless likely to say they were helped by the other

TABLE 20
”

Troucurs WsIcH Vererans Saw Hetrep THem “Wuen tos Gorne Was Toucs

IN Revation ro DecRes or Fear in Barris Tuat Tary Rerort

(Veteran Enlisted Infantrymen in One Pacific Division, March-April 1944)

  

PERCENTAGE SAYING THAT HAVING EACH TYPE OF THOUGHT
HELPED A LOT* AMONG MEN WHO SAID

Battle became Battle became Battle became Battle became
less frighten- less frighten- more frighten- more Srighten-
ing or never ingornever ing or was ang or was
was frighten- was frighten- frightening frightening
ing;t had low ing; had high all the time; ail the time;
fear-symptom fear-symptom had low fear- had high fear-

score} score symptom score symptom score

Prayer 42 58 61 72
Thinking that you couldn’t

let the other men down 61 62 60 52
Thinking that you had to

finish the job in order to
get home again - 41 37 35 28

Thoughts of hatred for the
enemy 43 39 38 34

Thinking of what we are
fighting for 34 40 32 29

Number of cases 177 &2 317 403
A

8-100.
*See Chart XII for wording of questions on thoughts that helped ‘when the going was tough.”
{The question was: “In genera), would you say that battle fighting became more frightening or less

frightening the more you saw of it?”

-It was morefrightening the more I saw ofit
It was less frightening the more I saw of it
It was never frightening
It stayed frightening all the time

 

 

 

 

¢ See Chapter 4 on ‘'Problems Related to the Control of Fear in Combat"for questions on fear aymp-toms in battle. In regard to each symptom, each man was scored 1 or 0. A score of 1 was given if“often” or “sometimes” was checked; otherwise, a score of O was given, except in the case of vomitingor losing control of bowels, in which cases a score of 1 was also given if “once was checked. Totalscores ranged from 0 to 9. Scores of 0-4 were considered low; scores of 5-0, Aigh. Men whofailed toanswer the entire series of fear-symptom questions are omitted from the tabulations. When the lattermen are divided according to whether they say battle fighting becomes moreorless frightening, the samerelationships obtain between these two subgroups as between corresponding subgroups in the table.
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items. These relationships hold when rank and education are con-
trolled. The data are, of course, two-edged. To be sure, the more
frightened men were “standing in the need of prayer,” and the data

could be said to indicate, in line with what has beensaid before,
that those men actually found prayer most helpful whoneeded it
most. On the other hand, prayer, it might be said, could not jin
fact have been too helpful to them, as they remained the more
frightened men. Actually one cannot use the data to estimate how
rouch prayer did help the men,as one has nobasis for knowing that

without recourse to it the more frightened men would not have been
even more badly off. The previous data comparing men in differ-
ent branches are fortunately not subject to the same ambiguityof

interpretation, and indicate that men whofor objective reasons suf-

fered more greatly from combat stress were more likely to think
prayer helped them. On purely statistical grounds, one could not
rule out the possibility that in the present case the men who found
combat more frightening did so partly because of their reliance on —

prayer. But in conjunction with the branch comparisons,the more

reasonable view is that both subjective and objective reasons for

suffering more acutely from the stresses of combat inclined the men

to rely more heavily on prayer.
Table 21 shows that similar relationships held for infantrymen in

the Italian campaign. Men whosaid they worried a lot aboutbe- :

coming a casualty were somewhat more likely to say they were

- helped a lot by prayer than were men who did not say they worried

a lot about it, while they were somewhatless likely to say that they

were helped by the other items. The differences are small, but in

agreement with those found in the Pacific. Also, as the table shows,

they hold up for both higher and lower educationallevels in spite of

the fact that there are considerable differences by education for the

items other than prayer. When rank is also controlled, the differ-

-ences still hold.
Prayer then appears to enter into a different set of relationships

from any other of the items in the series about when the going was

» tough. To throw the differences into stronger relief, it will be fruit-

sl to consider the differences in combat experiences and in reactions

p. ‘attenfcernowho said they were helped a lot by prayer and those

‘i toes ware not. First, however, it should be noted that in

wpse ‘ aethese two groups differ in educational level.
ter dl

}

neitherthe’lev J of the enlisted infantrymen in the two theaters
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according to whether or not they said they were helped a lot by

prayer was as follows:

 

 

 

 

PACIFIC TTALY ;

Prayer Prayer did Prayer Prayer did

helped not help helped not help

a lot a lot a lot a lot

At least some high school 64% 64% 67% 69%

Grade school education orless 36 : 36 33 31

100% 100% 100% 100%

In the Pacific, men who said they were helped a lot by prayer were

likely to have a somewhathigherscore on a scale of psychoneurotic

TABLE 21

Troucats Wick VETERANS Sap Herrep Taem “WueEn tHe Gorne Was Tovar”

in Rebarion to How Mucx Tusy Sai Tosy Worrmp Asovr THEIR

Cuances oF Brcomine A CaSUALTY

(Veteran Enlisted Infantrymen in Italy, April 1945 *)

  

PERCENTAGE SAYING THAT HAVING EACH TYPE OF
THOUGHT HELPED A LOT} AMONG

Men with grade school Men with at least some
education or less who high school education who

Said they Did not say Said they Did not say
worried a they worried worried a they worried
lot about a Jot about lot abouf a lot about
becoming a becoming a becoming a becoming a
casualtyt casualty casualty casualty

Prayer 87 81 87 82
Thinking that you couldn’t

let the other men down 52 65 50 59
Thinking that you had to

finish the job in order to
get home again 30 37 23 25

Thoughts of hatred for the
enemy 27 35 24 28

Thinking of the meaning of
what we are fighting for 39 42 22 24

Number of cases 260 819 896 734
A

* Cross section of enlisted menin rifle and hea: esyons companies of ivisicarly April 1945 (GATT) vy weap panies of four Infantry divisions, Italy,

tSee Chart XII for wording of questions on thoughts. that helped “when the going was tough.”
conuhyquestion was: "When you were in combat did you worry about your chances of becoming a

Worried about it a lot
Worried about it some but not a lot
Didn't worry so much aboutit
Hardly worried aboutit at all
Never worried aboutit
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symptoms, though there was practically no differencein this respect
in the groups surveyed in Italy. Privates were somewhat moro
likely to say they were helped a lot than were noncoms.

Table 22 shows for infantrymen in a Pacific division‘ consistent

TABLE 22

ComMPARISON OF RELATIONSHIPS TO Reactions TO Comsat, or Berne Hetrep 4
Lor py Prayer aND or Bering Heirep a Lor spy Tuinnine Tuat One

Cannot Ler THE OTaeR Men Down

(Veteran Enlisted Infantrymen in One Pacific Division, March-April 1944")

  

PERCENTAGE WHO REPORTED A GIVEN REACTION to
COMBAT, ACCORDING TO WHETHER OR NOT THEY

BAID THEY WERE HELPED A LOT BY.

 

Thinking that they
couldn’? let the

Prayer other men down
Helped Did not Helped Did not

REPORTED REACTION a lot help a lot a lot help a lot

Battle became less frightening the
more they sawof it 18 30 24 20

Low number of fear symptoms in
combatt 45 63 56 47

Relatively ready for more combatt 25 30 31 24
More seared during combat than

before or after§ 39 30 34 40
Had less confidence in self, the more -

times they went into combat** 34 27 28 36

Number of cases 916 618 791 632

 

* Cross section of Infantry combat veterans in a division which fought in the South Pacific, surveyed
March~April 1944 (8-100).

+ See footnote to Table 20. Men who did not answer any of the items in the fear-symptom scale are

omitted.
+ See footnote 33 in Chapter 2. .
§ The question was: “In goneral, did you feel more scared before going into combat, during combat

or after combat?”

Before going into combat
During combat
After combst
Undecided

   

 

** The question was: ‘Did you have more confidence or less confidence in yourself, the more times
you wont into combat?"

 

find more confidence, the more times I went into combat
ad less confidence, the more times I went into combat

Had about the same amount of confidence, the more times I went into combat
Undecided

   

pattern of differences between those who said they were helped a

-_Jot by prayer and those who said they were not. Thefirst two items

_ ow relationships already considered from a different vantage

dint in Table 20; the others are new. The men who said they were
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helped a lot by prayer wereless likely than other men to say that

battle becameless frightening the more they saw ofit, less likely to

report having had a lownumberof fear symptoms in combat, more

likely to say that they were especially scared during combat rather

than before or afterward,less likely to be relatively willing for more

combat, and morelikely to say that the more they saw of combat

the less confidence they felt in themselves.

In the same table, parallel comparisons are shown for the men

who did and who did not say that it helped them a lot to think that

they “couldn’t let the other men down.” This provides an inter-

esting contrast, since the differences throughout are in the opposite

direction. The differences are for the most part small. But they

consistently indicate that (1) saying that one is helped a lot by

’ thinking that one cannot let the other men down was associated

with lower fear and higher self-confidence and willingness for com-

bat, whereas (2) saying that prayer helped a lot was associated with

the opposite characteristics. When score on a scale of psychoneu-

rotic symptoms and rank are simultaneously controlled, it turns out _
that saying that prayer helped a lot, and saying that it helped a lot
to think that one could not let the other men down, were thusrelated

to the men’s reported battle reactions in 19 out of the 20 subcom-

parisons. The difference in pattern is thus stable, and remains
when the influences of rank and personality differences are ruled
out as much as possible.
Table 23 gives similar comparative data for the infantrymen in

Italy, who had been asked a wider variety of questions about their
combat experiences. As in the Pacific, the men who said they were
helped by prayer were morelikely to find battle increasingly fright-

‘ening. On two related questions, they were morelikely to say that
when they first went into combat it was tougher than they expected,
and less likely to say they hardly ever became so worried and dis-
couraged that they wondered if anything was worth while. On the
other hand, the comparison of men whosaid that they were or were

. not helped a lot by thinking that they couldn’t let the other men
down, showseither no differences on answers to these questions or
differences in the opposite direction.

Unlike the case of thinking that one could not let the other men
down, those whosaid they were helped a lot by prayer werereliably
more likely than other men to have been replacements. They were
reliably morelikely to say they had been bombed or strafed by our
own planesor fired on by our own artillery several times, and to say
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they had seen a close friend killed or wounded in action. There
were no differences on these items in respect to thinking that one
could not Jet the other men down.. All the differences reported here‘with respect to being helped by prayerare still present when age,
education, and score on a scale of psychoneurotic symptomsare’
simultaneously controlled. On the other hand, as between men
who said they were helped a lot by thinking that they couldn’tlet

TABLE 23

CoMPARISON or RELATIONSHIPS TO CoMBaT EXPERIENCES AND REACTIONS oF
Breina Hueurep A Lor py Prayer aND oF Berna Heurep «a Lor nr

Trinxina Toar One Cannot Let rae OTHer Men Down

(Veteran Enlisted Infantrymen, Mediterranean Theater, April 1945)

  

PERCENTAGH WHO REPORTED A GIVEN EXPERIENCE

OR REACTION, ACCORDING TO WHETHER OR NOT

THEY SAID THEY, WERE HELPED A LOT BY

 

Thinking that they
couldn't let the

Prayer other men down
RHPORTHD EXPERIENCE Helped Did not Helped Did not

OR REACTION a lot help a lot a lot help a lot

Cameoverseas with outfit 33 41 38 30
Have been bombed orstrafed by
own planes or fired on by own
artillery several times 62 50 61 59 -

Saw close friend killed or wounded :
in action 89 79 88 86

Whenfirst went into combat it was
tougher than expected 47 37 46 46

Combat became more frightening .
the more they saw ofit 77 65 75 74

Hardly ever becameso worried and
discouraged that they wondered
whether anything is worth while 13 19 16 10

Numberof cases 1,483 297 974 767

 

8-177.

the other men down and those who did not say this, either there

, were no differences on these items or the differences were in the

opposite direction. The observed differences in respect to prayer

were therefore not merely the result of differences in the extent to .

which the men sa‘d they were helped by any kind of thoughts.
Outof these data from two theaters and two widely differing cam-

: paigns, a fairly coherent picture emerges in regard to thesortof per-

‘son whosaid prayer helped a lot when the going was tough. Such

“, " persons, first, appear on the average to have been subjected to a
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relativelystronger degree of stress than the minority who did not

report finding prayer very helpful. Thus, men in the Infantry were

“morelikely to say they found prayer helpful than were men in other

branches, arid, among infantrymen, men whosaid they were helped

a lot by prayer were morelikely than others to say that theyhad

seen close friends become casualties and that they had taken air or

artillery attack from their own side several times—situations that

would be particularly hard to endure. Secondly, those who say

they were helped a lot by prayer appear to have had somewhat less

resources for coping with the stresses which they underwent. The

replacement, as compared withtheoriginal membersof a unit, could

drawon less support from his ties to other members of the group, |

and, as we have seen, men whosaid they were helped a lot by prayer

were more likely to have been replacements. The evidence that

the more fearful, less self-confident men were morelikely to say they

were helped a lot by prayer and vice versa can probably be cited

here too, although so far as the data goit is equally likely that these

men may have suffered severer stress. At one psychological level,

the two statements become equivalent, since those men who had
less adequate personal resources would have experienced the same

objective situation as one of severer stress. Reliance on prayer

obviously had other roots in addition to extreme stress—for instance,
the beliefs to which the men had been educated. And recourse to
prayer was not an invariable reaction to extreme stress, since, for
example, a majority even of those in Italy who did not say prayer
helped a lot had seen friends killed or wounded. But the data es-
tablish a definite relationship between stress and reliance on prayer.
From the statistical evidence it is just as correct to say that men

who claimed to be helped by prayer tended to be fearful and unwill-
ing for combat as to say the converse. Nevertheless, the fact that
such an overwhelming majority of combat men said that prayer
helped them a lot certainly means that they almost universally had
recourse to prayer and probably foundrelief, distraction, or conso-
lation in the process.
Whatthe act of prayer implied probably varied greatly from one

man to another, depending amongother things on his previousreli-
gious beliefs. On the one hand, there were men, previously reli-
gious, forwhom prayer ‘was a very direct and personalexperience.
‘The relatively uneducated wounded combat veteran who gave the
following account had gone to church several times a week before
entering the Army: -
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I sure prayed when I was in a tight spot. I just asked the old man above to lead
the way and take care of me. When I was hit in the leg I asked the old man:
above to heal my leg. We had prayers sometimes before goinginto action, ‘Te
helps a lot.”

Perhaps more typically, prayer was less a matter of conversation °
with a familiar figure than an expressive quasi-magical act. The
following quotation suggests this:

I used to pray a lot. You just automatically pray to yourself when you're going .
in and when you're in. (Said things like “God help me” and “Why are they -
doing this?’’) You know the saying that there are no atheists in a fox hole,

There are practically no data available to throw light on the inter-
esting question of the relationship between prayerin battle andfor-
mal religion. There 1s, however, some evidenceof a lastingeffect
of the battlefield experience upon religious attitudes. After the end
of the war, a cross section of enlisted men in theUnited States were
given a questionnaire which included several agree-disagree items
concerning the effects of Army experience on the men’s religiousbe-
liefs. As Chart XIV shows, men with combat experience werere- -
liably more likely than men who did not see combat to agree that
their Army experiences had increased their faith in God, the differ-
ence between the two groups being 25 per cent. Little weight
should be attached to the differences between the proportion who .
agreed with the statement that their Army experience increased
their faith in God and the proportion who agreed with the statement —
that their experiences had decreased their faith. Those who did
not think their faith had changed, for instance, might have been _

expected to check “agree” to the first statement, lest they give the

possibly dangerous impression that they hadlost their faith. The

same persons would be expected to disagree with the secondstate-.

ment. This means that the difference among noncombat men be-

tween 54 per cent agreeing that their faith increased versus 17 per.

cent agreeing that it decreased does not establish the probability of

any corresponding real increase in faith on their part. However,

the difference on each statement in the proportion of combatversus

noncombat men who agreed with it is based on a valid comparison

since the tendencies which would distort the men’s answers were

presumably equivalent for the two groups. Thus there seems to
have been a real increase with combat experience in the proportion ©

.of menwhosaid that Army experiences increasedtheir faith in God.'

- “Jnterview in hospital in the United States, spring 1944.
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At the opposite end of the scale, on the other hand, combat exper!-

ence does not seem to have made a difference: the combat and non-

combat men did not differ in the proportions who thought that their

experiences had decreased their faith.

CHART XIV

Rerortap CHANGES IN Reuicious Bexrers as A Rusuvr or Army ExrreRimNncy

(Cross Section of Enlisted Men in Continental United States, December 1945)

PERCENTAGE AGREEING

Army experience Army experience
decreased foith increased faith

SOI STOOOOIOORINI
oY SOOD b> SNCSQO

Men with combat experience - : Seared
SOR RIK

TY

ERIIISISSOG GO

Men without combat experience P3854

3

They become
more religious

Men with combat experience

Men without combat experience 
The statements were:
“My experiences in the Army have decreased my faith in God.” (S-234B, 243 men

with combat experience, 790 without.)
“My experiences in the Army have increased my faith in God.” (S-234A, admin-

istered at the same time as S-234B,on alternate questionnaires. 212 men with combat
experience, 823 without.)

“T am less religious than when I first entered the Army.” (S-234A)
“Tam morereligious than when

I

first entered the Army.” (§-2343B)

In contrast to the difference which appeared in regard to “faith
in God,” the combat and noncombat groups did not differ signifi~
cantly in saying that they were moreorless religious than when they
first entered the Army, as can be seen on the chart. One possible
interpretation is that recourse to prayer during thestress of battle
did inerease the men’s personal faith, perhaps because beliefs previ-
ously oflittle significance in their lives acquired an important func-
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n
about formalreligion.

} ne

The data in regard to the kind of men who were mostlikely to say
that they found prayer helpful are in accord with a view which -

_ would regard prayer, magic (¢.g., the rabbit’s foot) and fatalisn
(e.g., the shell with a man’s numberonit) as, in part, alternative |
modes of adjustmentto situations in which thereis a high degree of
stress and frustration from unpredictable circumstances which are
beyond the control of the individual. Combat certainly maximized
both the frustration and the uncertainty, and we have seen that .
those who felt the stress most keenly were those who were most
likely to have recourse to prayer. Of these modesof adjustment,
prayer and magic would alleviate anxiety by the use of suprarational
techniques to bolster confidence and perhaps alter the course of
events. Fatalism, on the other hand, allays anxiety by holding
that there is in fact a single inevitable future course of events so
worry is pointless. The threat of the unexpected and unpredictable
is brought into acceptable bounds when the unexpectedis redefined
as the inevitable. There is no point in anxietyif you are onlygoing.
to be hit when the shell has your number on it. Althoughthere are
no quantitative data on the incidence of magic andfatalistic points
of view among combat troops or in regard to the relation of these
adjustments to prayer, informal reports make it seem likely that

possible logical inconsistencies did not prevent men from usingall

three techniques concurrently, or from “keeping their powderdry”

at the same time,so far as possible.
Many magical or semimagical practices have been reported among

combat men. Men might carry protective amulets or good-luck

charms, some of which hadreligious symbolism and some of which

did not:a cross, a Bible, a rabbit’s foot, amedal. They mightcarry
out prebattle preparations in a fixed, “ritual” order. They might
jealously keep articles of clothing or equipment which were assocl-
ated with some past experience of escape from danger. They might
scrupulously avoid actions regarded as unlucky (some with implicit
rational grounds): “three on a match,” or saying “My number.1s

about up.” Among fatalistic beliefs expressed in the talk of com-
bat men were such things as: you will not be killed until “your ume

has come”; “it’s all a matter of luck”; and a manis “using up bis
chances.”
A fatalistic phenomenon which has been reported from previous

wars is the occurrence among fighting troops of a belief in personal
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invulnerability. At a relatively superficial level, “green” troops in

World War II were sometimes said to evade recognition of the fact

that the dangers of battle intimately concerned them until their

first direct experiences brought grim proof to the contrary. Among

seasoned troops, informal reports suggest that belief in invulnerabil-

ity must have been quite rare. One of the wounded combat veter-

ans of fighting in the Mediterranean theater interviewed in 1944

mentioned such a reaction:

Toward the end some men get over-confident. It gets so that after each fight

that the fellows pull through, they get the feeling they’re bullet-proof. Only thing

that’ll put them back in their place is some close shaves.

But the data to be presented in the next chapter showing how Amer-

ican soldiers generally admitted being afraid in battle at least rules

out the possibility that belief in invulnerability was a widespread or

broadly effective miode of adjustment.
A somewhat equivalent response which was occasionally observed

among old combat troops might be called a “strategic abandonment

of hope.” If one ceases to hope to get through, one can to some de-
gree protect oneself against disintegrative extreme anxiety, though

sometimes at the cost of objective appropriateness of response.
Men who settled on this mode of reaction were characterized by
apathy and minimallevel of reaction to events. A wounded Infan-
try veteran of European fighting who said “We stood in one damn
fox hole for forty-seven days’’ described such menas follows:

Sometimes they pushed a fellow so long, they are too tired before they even start
fighting. They don’t give a damn whether they get killed or not. They lose
courage. They don’t aim, can’t hit the ground fast. They’re scared all right but
they don’t care. When they’re running they run about fifteen yards and then
start walking—don’t give a damn.

Sometimes the prospect of an end to combat reawakened intense
anxiety in such men, when hope again seemed objectively justified.
The best example of this was among Air Corps flyers on their final _
missions. A rise in anxiety at this point has been described by
psychiatric observers and is supported by data which are presented
in Chapter 8 on a rise in the sick-call rate."® Similar reactions no
doubt occurred among combat infantrymen who knew that their
hames were high on the unit’s rotationlist.

Another passive adjustment allied to a fatalistic point of view in-
‘8 See Chart XIII in Chapter8
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volved a shortening of time perspective, living in the short run and
focusing attention on means rather than ends. ‘ The hedonism of
combat troops on leave is traditional. By. banishing the long ran
to a status of limited reality, the combat man could to someextent
escape facing the unpleasant probabilities and avoid a disorganizing
level of anxiety. °
While humoris perhaps not on the samelevel as the personal phi-

losophies which we have been discussing, the bitter humor of the
front deserves mention as yet another way in whichthesoldier could
achieve a frame of mind in which it was possible for him to endure
and accept what could not be avoided. Humoralloweda safe dis.
charge of dangerous tensions; and by playing upon incongruities he-
tween normal values and the transmuted values of the combatsitu-
ation, or between combat actualities and rearward conceptions of
combat, or by exaggeration, understatement, or the singling outof
the irrelevant, humor helped the men to achieve a kind ofdistance’
from their threatening experiences. Mauldin’s combat.cartoons
illustrateall these roles of soldier humor, and his immensepopularity
with front-line men attests to the acuity with which he caught the
combat man’s point of view.” ee
Manyof these adjustments which we have been describing appear

frequently to have been adopted almost deliberately as an instru-
ment of psychological self-defense. The men sometimes gave the
impression of trying to believe what they were saying. Observers

of men in combat have also reported a tendency for individuals to

utilize simultaneously a wide range of devices, almost asif they wete

insuring that no possibility of safeguard had been overlooked. The

formulation appears often to have been, “This maybesilly, but

what harm can it do? No use passing up a chance—there mightbe

something to it.” Even for men who did not really believe in the

objective efficacy of magical practices, they could actually con-.

tribute to better-integrated behavior and thus to combatefficiency

by bolstering confidence and lowering anxiety. .
This discussion of some of the private adjustments the combat

manarrived at in attempting to cope with a fundamentally unsatis-

factory situation will close this chapter on the combat motivation

 

“In the Mediterrancan edition of Stars and Stripes, Mauldin’s cartoon was the most
popular feature among Fifth Army troops, after United States news and news of the
Italian and Western front, 83 per cent of the men saying they usually read it. Thitty~'

~ two per cent of the Army mensaid that Stars and Stripes gave toolittle space to Mauldin,
making Mauldin second only to United States news on this measure of popularity.
(Survey of cross section of 1,880 enlisted men in Italy, December 1944.)
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of the groundsoldier. It is an appropriate stopping point, since it

brings us to a recognition of the final insufficiency of all the various

compulsions, incentives, and supports in the face of extreme stress

beyond individual powers of prediction and control. Whenall is

said and done, no motivational structure was adequate to sustain
the average soldier in stress of combat indefinitely. It became a
psychiatric axiom that “every man has his breaking point.” To
win a war, however, it was not necessary that every man fight in-
definitely. It was sufficient that men hold out long enough and
fight well enough to keep organized and effective armiesin thefield.
We have been considering some of the factors which madethis pos-
sible—the guidance and support of the forma] Army system and the
informal combat group, convictions about the war and the enemy,
various specific hopes and goals, and a few of the personal philoso-
phies which made combat more endurable.



CHAPTER 4

 

PROBLEMS RELATED TO THE_
CONTROL OF FEAR IN COMBAT’

Introduction

N THE preceding chapters, the overall combat situation has been:.
described and the variety of intense psychological stresses en-

gendered in combat have been discussed. In this chapter thefocus.
will be narrowed downto concentrate on a numberof problems aris-
ing from reactions to one primary source of stress in combat—:
physical danger.
From the standpoint of the individual soldier, it is primarily the

danger of death or injury which makes the combat situation so

harassing an experience. The intense emotional strains of actual

battle are to a large extent rooted in the inescapable fear and anxiety.

reactions continually aroused by ever-present stimuli which signify

objective threats of danger. The threats of being maimed,of under-

going unbearable pain, and of being completely annihilated elicit-

intense fear reactions which may severely interfere with successful

performances. If soldiers are given no preparation for dealing with

dangersituations andif special techniques for controlling fear reac:

tions are not utilized, many menarelikely to react to combatin a

way which would becatastrophic to themselves andto their military

organization.
There is always the possibility, when men are exposed to the ob-

jective dangers of combat, that they will react by fleeing in panic or

that they will be immobilized by uncontrollable terror. Even if
these extreme reactions are averted, there is still the danger that

many men will become so disorganized by fear that they will fail to

carry out their military mission adequately. The preceding chap-.

ters describe some of the general institutional patterns of the Army

which serve to impel soldiers to withstand the harassing conditions

1By Irving L. Janis. This chapter draws upon several Research Branch studies in
which John Dollard, Donald Horton, John L. Finan, and Paul Wallin had.especially
important roles.
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of combat so that they carry out the complex integrated activities

of engaging the enemy. _ In this chapter we shall discuss some of

the major practices of the Army during World War II which were

designed either entirely or partially to minimize the potential dam-

age of disruptive fear reactions in soldiers exposed to the objective

dangers of combat: -_ 7

1. The policy of encouragingsoldiers to adopt a permissive atti-

tude toward their own fear symptoms when confronted with objec-

tive danger. o

2, The systematic elimination of men who were psychologically

unfit for combat by the use of screening devices.

3. The training of men for combat by instruction and drill in spe-

cific, appropriate reactions to be made to various combat conditions

and by exposing them to battle stimuli.

In discussing the data relevant to each of these three types of fear

‘control practices, we shall devote especial attention to their sugges-

tive implications for the general problemsof fear control. It must

be recognized, however, that only fragmentary data are available

and they cannot be expected to lead to precise and unequivocal con-
clusions. It was not part of the general mission of the Research
Branch to make studies of fear control; most of the data which we
shall present were obtained as incidental results in the course of
making a study of some other type of problem. But although the
findings are fragmentary, they have suggestive value with respect
to some of the general problems of fear control which are likely to
be of importance for social science research. Such research aimsat
establishing general hypotheses on the conditions under whichfear
reactions are elicited, augmented, and diminished—hypotheses
which would provide the framework for a systematic theory of the
social psychology of fear.

If such a systematic scientific framework had been developed be-
fore the war, it would undoubtedly have permitted important prac-
tical applications throughout the Army by facilitating research on
major military problemsof fear control such as the following:

1. Under what conditions should troops receive their ‘‘baptism of
fire”? Gradually, in order to habituate men to make appropriate
responses in the presence of relatively familiar danger cues, or rap-
idly, in order to prevent men’s anxieties frommounting over aperiod
of increasing dosage? .

2. Within the restricted conditions of actual combat operations,
whatleadership practices are most likely to beeffective in reducing
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the men’s anxieties in situations of impending danger? “What types
of activity are effective in reducing fear reactionsin the actua] pres.
ence of danger? oe

8. Once maladaptive fear reactions are acquired, what recond-.
tioning procedures are most effective? For various types of combat
conditions, what are the optimal time periods with respect to expo.
sure to danger alternating with rest periods in a nondangerenviron.
ment? Under what conditions are the psychologically harmfyl
effects of exposure to a traumatic dangersituation reduced by im-
mediate re-exposure to a similar situation (e.g., requiring pilot to
fly immediately after a plane crash)?

In spite of the critical need for answers to these and numerous
other problems involved in the control of fear, very little fundamen-
tal research has been carried out. In large part, the absenceof
basic research in this field both before and during the waris attribu-
table to a key methodological problem which remainsto be solved
before it will be possible to carry out well-controlled studiesof vari-
ables related to disruptive fear reactions—the problem of developing
valid criteria of maladaptive fear responses in the form ofindices
which can be practically applied in social science research.
Research is needed to delineate behavioral and physiological syn-

dromes of fear and anxiety reactions to danger situations so that
they may be differentiated according to pragmatic categories such
as the following: (1) emotional reactions which,in general, are adap-

tive in danger situations in that there is a general increaseof physi-
ological readiness for carrying out rapid or strenuous motoraction
together with heightened cautiousness but without serious impatr-

ment of intelligent planning functions; (2) intense emotional reac-
tions which are potentially adaptive as in J but also potentially

maladaptive as in 8 depending upon the specific conditions of the
dangersituation in which theyoccur; (3) intense disruptive fear and .

anxiety reactions which, in general, are maladaptive in dangersitu-

ations in that there is a generalized loss of discriminating ability,

impairment of ability to plan appropriate actions, lack of integra-
tion in motor performances, and involuntary behavior which may
augment the objective danger. From the point of view of military
control of fear, it is the maladaptive type of reaction which is of

primary interest—preventing the occurrence of involuntary stupid

acts (or failures to act) which increase the degree of dangerto the

military unit.
Criteria need to be developed not only for identifying the occur
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rence of maladaptive emotional reactions to dangersituations but

also for evaluating the aftereffects of a given exposure to danger.

In the military context, one of the major types of problems in fear

control is to determine whether exposure to sample dangersituations

during the training period would have a beneficial effect with respect

to preparing the men to face future danger situations in combat.

To deal with this type of practical problem requires an evaluation

of the aftereffects of a given type of fear experience. On the one

hand,the elicitation of fear in a training situationmay have benefi-

cial effects upon the men’s motivation, as was pointedout by Dol-

lard in his study of American volunteers who hadfoughtin the Civil

Warin Spain:

‘Fear may be aroused in training so as to serve a useful purpose.

It can motivate men to learn those habits which will reduce danger

in battle. ... In order to understand the value of training, the

men should visualize the situation in which the trainingis to be used.

For this reason, apparently, our informants stress the value of giv-

ing the trainees a real picture of the dangerof battle.” ?

On the other hand, a phobic type of reaction toward combat may

develop which might interfere with training and motivate the men
to attempt to avoid combat duty. In addition to effects upon mo-
tivation, it is necessary to take account of the direct effect of expe-
riences in training in terms of: adaptation to fear-eliciting stimuli,
which would tend to reduce the intensity of fear reactions to future
exposures; and sensitization, which would tend to increase the in-
tensity of fear reactions to future exposures. "

If soundcriteria of maladaptive fear reactions had been available,
military psychologists would have been in a position to carry out
extensive experiments on the effectiveness of various training activi-
ties and personnel policies devised to reduce fear in danger situa-
tions.’ °

*John Dollard, Fear in Baitle (Institute for Human Relations, Yale University,
1943), p. 14, [*The Research Branch was once requested to make a study to determine whether
or not 8 given training technique aided or hindered the control of fear in battle: ‘The
study was abandoned because the possible criteria—such as the subsequent neuro-
psychiatric rate of the unit or the proportion of men who exhibited directly observable
maladaptive reactions in the training danger-test situation—were recognized to be in~
adequate for obtaining a definite answer to the problem. For example, when criteria
of this sort are used, only a few cases determine the rating of an entire unit and hence
no accountis taken of fear tendencies among the majority of the men. To develop
adequatecriteria would have required extensive methodological research to determine
whether or not they successfully predict maladaptive fear reactions in combat, But
validation studies of this kind are extremely difficult to carry out under combat con-
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The Permissive Altitude Toward Fear and Ansiety

Early in World WarII, the United States Army adopted theex.
plicit policy of building up a permissive attitude toward fear and
anxiety symptoms among the troops. Men were taught, from

basic training on, that they need not be ashamedof feeling afraid in
dangersituations, that fear reactions are normal and are shared by
everyone exposed to combat conditions. Hmphasis was placed on
the idea that even though a manfeels afraid, he can keep going and
do a good job, and that after a time his fear will die down. ,

This Army doctrine was communicated to the men by formal
training lectures, by training movies, and by other official Army
media employed in the indoctrination of troops. The following
passage from Army Life,‘ the official handbook issuedto all trainees
in the Army,illustrates the typical way in which fear in combat was

presented to the men in their training courses:

YOU'LL BE SCARED. Sure you'll be scared. Before you gointo battle,
you'll be frightened at the uncertainty, at the thought of being killed. Willit -
hurt? Will you know what to do? CO

If you say you’re not scared, you'll be a cocky fool. Don’t Jet anyonetellyou -
you're a coward if you admit being scared. Fear before you're actually inthe
battle is a normal emotional reaction. It’s the last step of preparation, the not- .
knowing, in spite ofall that you’ve learned. .

After you've become used to the picture and the sensations of the battlefield,

you will change. All the things you were taught in training will come back to

you. This is the answer. This is where you will prove that you are a good

soldier. That first fight—that fight with yourself—will have gone. Then you |
will be ready to fight the enemy.

Another aspect of this Army policy of encouraging a lenient atti--

tude toward fear in combat was the official procedure for handling
men who showed abnormalfear or anxiety symptoms. Men who

developed incapacitating fear reactions in combat werelabeled as °°

medical cases, and the prescribed procedure was to send them .

through medical channels for immediate treatment by a physician, .
with the intention of returning as many as possible to their combat

units. Those neuropsychiatric cases who showed persistent inca-

pacitating symptoms were evacuated to hospitals in the rear. From .
eee

ditions and, moreover, there are no simple measures of behavior in combat to use 2
validating criteria, In the absence of such studies, we are forced to rely upon corre-.
lational data, interview material, and clinical and other observations which furnish
suggestive leads but do not provide incisive answers to the problems of military fear
control.

4 War Department Pamphlet 21-18, 1944, p. 159.
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Army psychiatric reports it appears that the majorityof men who

developed extreme fear reactions were relieved of their symptoms

after a few days of rest and medical care in the battalion aid station

and were then returned to their company.

This method of dealing with cases of extreme fear reactions in

combat became generally known to men throughout the Army, even -

though the Army madenoeffort to publicize it among the troops.

In so far as the actual practice in an Army command fostered the

realization that inability to control one’s fear wasnotlikely toelicit

punishment from Army authorities, it undoubtedly reinforced the

notion that one would not be blamed for extreme loss of control in

the face of danger: If one couldn’t take it and cracked up in combat

he would simply be sent to the medicsas a legitimate casualty rather

than be treated as a coward or a weakling.

This conception of severe fear reactions may have been directly

communicated to the men, informally, by their leaders in so far as

the leaders’ personal attitudes incorporated the official Army policy

on neuropsychiatric casualties.®

The data from attitude surveys in several theaters indicate that
the majority of combat officers adopted a tolerant attitude toward
men who developed extremefear reactions in combat (Table 1).

The data shown in Table 1 suggest that most combat officers ac-
cepted the Army’s practice of treating extreme fear reactions as an
objective medical problem rather than as a disciplinary problem re-~
quiring punitive action. (A fuller elaboration of this attitude will
be presented below in the section on attitudes of enlisted men.)

It would not be surprising if most enlisted men also developed a
permissive attitude toward fear reactions. Resistance toward
adopting such an attitude was probably not very strong and accept~
ance of the attitude tended to be psychologically rewarding. Many
soldiers might have felt insecure about whether or not they would
be able to control themselves adequately when they were faced with
the realities of combat danger. But if it were taken for granted
that everyone would be emotionally upset, and if one did not have
to worry about being regarded as a culprit if he found himself unable
to master his fear completely, then anticipatory anxieties aboutfail-

 

5 As will be discussed later in this chapter, the official Army policy of permissiveness
towards fear often tendedin practice to be only permissivencss towards admitting fear
prior to action. In combat many officers and men were relatively intolerant of signs
of fear in others,

*Though some rewards ofpride, sadistic gratification, otc., would have followed frommaintaining a nonpermissive attitude,
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ing to maintain full emotional control in combat would tendto be
reduced.

es

_ There is evidence from many attitude surveys that enlisted men

did, in fact, adopt a permissive attitude toward fear and anxiéty
reactions.

|

The results for enlisted combat veterans in Infantry divisions,
shown in Table 2, closely parallel those for their officers shown in

TABLE 1

Arrirupes or Compat Orricers Towarp Exrreme Fear Reacrions

  

Quzstion: “In your opinion what should be done with men whocrack up in action,
that is, men who get shell-shocked, blow their tops, go haywire?”

PHR CENT ANSWERING! MOST OF THEM
Should be Should be
treated treated

Cross-section samples of com- Number Should be as cow~ some
pany grade officers in Infantry of _treatedas ardsand other No

 

divisions (April 1944) cases sickmen punished way* answer Total

Division A (European Theater) 228 77 6 15 2 100
Division B (European Theater) 196 70 3 17 10 100
Division C (South Pacific) 177 67 3 28 2 100
Division D (South Pacific) 267 67 3 29 1 100
Division E (Central Pacific) Sil 70 1 27 2 100
Division F (Central Pacific) 92 77 1 20 2 100

 

Dats from 8-101.
* The third choice, '‘Most of them should be treated some other way,” was followed by the question,

“How should they be treated?" Tho majority of officers who responded to this question wrote in an-

swers which indicated a tolerant attitude toward men who showed extreme emotional reactions.

Table 1. A very sizable majority reported their own personal opin-

ion to be that men who develop incapacitating fear and anxiety

reactions in combat should be treated as medical casualties rather

than as offenders.
Additional data are provided by a survey of 1,766 enlisted menin

Italy, representing a cross section of rifle and heavy weapons com-

panies in four combat divisions (April 1945).7 The majority of
men in this sample (70 per cent) reported that they had been on ~

active combat duty (i.e., at least within range of enemyartillery)
for a period of five months or more. A question similar to the one
shown in Table 2 was included in the questionnaire: ‘““What do you
think should be done to a man who ‘cracks up’ mentally at the
front?” Eighty-six per cent answered “He should be given medical

78-177,
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treatment”; whereas only 3 per cent asserted ‘He should be court-

martialed” or “He should be made to go right back into combat.”

The remainder of the sample gave “Don’t know”as their response.

While these results, together with those in Table 2, indicate that

combat troops tended to accept the Army’s practice of withdrawing

men who showed incapacitating symptoms, they shouldnot bere-

garded as implying that the men were tolerant toward those who,

because of their fear, attempted to avoid hazardous missions or to

escape from combat altogether. From additional questions in-

TABLE 2

Arritopes or Comsat Enuisrep Men Towarp Extremes Fear Reactions

  

Question: “In your opinion what should be done with men who crack up in action,
that is, men who get shell-shocked, blow their tops, go haywire?”

PER CENT ANSWERING: MOST OF THEM
Should be Should be
treated treated

 

Cross-section samples of enlisted Number Should be ascow- some
men in Infantry divisions of _treatedas ardsand other No

(April 1944) cases sickmen punished way* answer Total

Division B (European Theater) 858 67 4 18 11 100
Division C (South Pacific) 1,988 72 6 18 4 100
Division D (South Pacific) 2,096 72 2 24 2 100
Division E (Central Pacific) 1,299 77 3 18 2 100
Division F (Central Pacific) 648 73 3 22 2 100

 

Data from S-100.
* The majority of men who wrote in an answerafter checking this category expressed a tolerant atti-

tude toward those who showed extreme emotional reactions.

cluded in the survey of combat troops in Italy we find that the ma-
jority conceived psychiatric casualties as men who were not deliber-
ately attempting to evade combat duty:

Do you think that most of the men who “crack up” men-
tally at the front try as hard as they can to stay in the line?

 

Mostof them do try as hard as they can 64%
About half of them try as hard as they can 8
Most of them do not try as hard as they can 7
Don’t know and No answer 21

Total 100%

Do you think that most of the men who “crack up” men-
tally at the front could help it if they really wanted to?
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Most of them could help it 1%

About half of them could help it and half can’t 12
Most of them can’t help it oO 58
Don’t know and No answer J 23

Total ; 100%,

Interviews with officers and enlisted men who had hadextensive
combat experience reveal that a distinction was madebetween men
who were yellow and those who were genuine psychiatric casualties,
One important factor in making a judgment about another man's
fear reaction was the extent to which he was physically incapaci-

‘tated by his symptoms. A soldier whose symptomspersistedlong

after the objective danger subsided was generally regarded by his

fellows as a sick man. But often distinctions were made between

men who were cowards and men who were ill even though both
might show the same fear symptoms. The key factor which was

stressed by the interviewees was effort to overcome the withdrawal

tendencies engendered by intense fear. The man who was visibly

shaken by exposure to danger, who trembled violently and who

burst out weeping like a baby, was not regarded as a coward unless

he made no apparenteffort to stick out his job. If, despite trying

hard, the man could not perform his combat job adequately, be was

regarded as a legitimate casualty and was not blamed for being un-

able to take it. But if a man showed exactly the same fear symp:
toms except that he madethe claim that he was unable to go on ant

asked to be sent to the battalion aid station without having show:

any previous attempt to disregard his symptoms in trying to do hi

share of the job at hand, he was labeled a coward and subjectto th

scorn of the other men in his unit. ‘Thus men were not blamedfo

being afraid or for being emotionally upset by the threat of danger

but they were expected to try to put up a struggle to carry on de

spite their fear.

A numberof surveys provide evidence of another aspect of th

permissive attitude toward fear in combat. It appears that thert

was little tendency among combattroops to denytheir own fear re

actions. So far as the survey results go, they indicate that th
_ Majority of men were willing to admit readily that they experience
*. fear and anxiety in combat. Lo

From a survey of combat divisions in Pacific areas we find that.

high percentage of the men reported that they had experienced va!

~ ous physiological reactions which are popularly recognizedas *
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pressions of intense fear and which, in the questionnaire, were pre-

sented in the context of fear reactions. (See Table 3.)

There is additional evidence from other surveys which supports

the conclusion that enlisted men adopted a permissive attitude to-

ward fear. , .

In a survey of 277 wounded combat veterans in the European

Theater of Operations (August 1944), 65 per cent of the men ad-

mitted having had at least one experience in combat in which they

:

TABLE 3

Frar Syaproms Rerorrep nx Troops Iv ComBat Drvisions

(Based on Surveys of Combat Veterans in Four Infantry Divisions, April 1944)

  

PER CENT REPORTING OCCURRENCE OF THE
BYMPTOM*

Division A Division B Division C Division D
(South (South (Centrai (Centrat
Pactfic, Pacific, Pacijic, Pacific,

 

SYMPTOMS 2,095 men) 1,983 men) 1,299 men) 643 men)

1. Violent pounding of the heart 84 7 74 68
2. Sinking feeling in the stomach 69 66 » €0 57
3. Shaking or trembling all over 61 54 53 39
4, Feeling sick at the stomach 55 50 46 39
5. Cold sweat 56 45 43 39
6. Feeling of weaknessor feeling

faint 49 46 36 34
7. Feeling of stiffness 45 44 43 81
8. Vomiting 27 21 13° 8
9. Losing control of bowels 21 12 9 4

10. Urinating in pants 10 9 6 3
ta

Data from 8-100. '
* Data presented in this table are based on answers to the following question:

“Soldiers who have been underfire report different physical reactions to the dangers of battle. Soma
of these physical reactions are given in the following Net. How often have you had these reactions
when you were under fire? Cheek one answer after each of the reactions listed to show how often you
had the reaction, Please do it carefully.”

Cheok-list items for each reaction (symptoms) listed in the table were: Often, Sometimes, Once, Never,
. The figures reported represent the percentage of men who reported the occurrence of tha symptomone or more times, j.e. they represent the combined percentage for the categories “often,” “sometimes,”
and “once, A small proportion of the men (rarely over 10 per cent) answered “once.” Hence, exceptin cases of the most extreme symptoms, the majority of men who reported the occurrence of a symptomanswered “often” or “sometimes.” . -The samples for Divisions A, B, and C represent s cross section of all troops in the division, includingService Force troops who rarely were subject to front-line combat conditions, When the Bample is re~stricted to infantrymen only, the percentage of men reporting the occurrence of each symptom is higher,Division D, unlike the other three divisions which had been in combat for a iong period, had been ox-posed to combat for jess than a week at the time it was surveyed—but during that one week of combatit bad suffered extreme casualtios. The sample from Division D is & cross section of Infantry regimentsonly. : .
Some of the men,in answering these questions, may have heen referring to symptoms of organie ilinesstather than to fear reactions, It is unlikely, however, that the question was misinterpreted by n largepercentage of men because whenever it was used it always occutred immediately after the followingGuestions“In general, did you usually feel more scared before going into combat, during combat, or afteromba
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were unable to perform adequately because of intense fear Less
than one third of the men said they “never had this experience.”
whereas 42 per cent said they had had such an experience “once o
twice” or ‘‘a few times” and 23 per cent reported “severaltimes” or.-
“many times.” While these questionnaire responses provide 4
fairly direct indication of willingness to admit disturbingfear rego.
tions to combat, it should be noted that the sample was not a cross
section but rather a random selection of wounded combatvete
in Army hospitals.’ my
From the survey of 1,766 combat veterans in Italy (April 1945)”

the responses to a numberof questions dealing with reactions to com.
bat indicate that the majority of men were willing to admit having
experienced fear and anxiety. The following are-the replies to the.
question:

Tans

When you were in combat did you worry about your chances
of becoming a casualty?

 

Worried about it a lot 36%
Worried about it some but not a lot 31
Didn’t worry so much aboutit . 15
Hardly worried aboutit at all - 7
Never worried aboutit 7
No answer - 4

Total 100%

Similarly, in response to another question, very few men made the

claim that they got frightened or worried less often than others in

their outfit. The percentage who stated that they experiencedless

than the average amountof fright or worry is somewhat lowerthan

the percentage who admitted that they experienced more than the

average amount, as is seen in the following replies to the question:

In general, do you get frightened or worried more often
than most of the other men in your companyor battery?

More often than most of the other men 15%
About the same as most of the other men _ 69
Less often than most of the other men 9
Undecided sand No answer _ 7

Total 100%

®§-126. The question asked was: “How many times in your combat experients
have you been so frightened that you couldn’t do what you knew you should?

* The fact that all of the men in the sample had been wounded in combat may havi

introduced a selective factor, and there is the possibility that some of the men the
have been referring to emotional reactions they experienced immediately after the}
were wounded.

108-177.
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The absence of a defensive attitude toward fear and anxiety reac-

tions in combat is further indicated by responses to questions deal-

ing with two specific anxiety symptoms: hand tremors and anxiety

dreams. The men were first asked if they had experienced these

symptomsprior to going on active combat duty, and then a second

question was asked on the occurrence of the symptomssince going

on active combat duty." As is seen in Chart I, there is a marked

increase in the proportion giving an affirmative response to thelat-

ter question as compared with the former. Thisdifferential as well

as the fact that a high proportion reported experiencing the symp-

toms “sometimes” or “often”? may be interpreted as implying a

relative absence of a need to minimize, in retrospect, the extent to

which they were emotionally disturbed in combat.

The results which we have presented in this section tend to sup-

port the general conclusion that enlisted men with combat experi-
ence adopted a permissive attitude toward fear in combat, since a
number of surveys carried out in various overseas theaters indicate:
(1) that the majority of combat troops regarded men who crack up
mentally in combat as genuine medical casualties rather than as
cowards, and (2) that the majority of combat troops showedlittle
tendency to deny having experienced emotional reactions to combat

11 The data on hand tremors and anxiety dreams are based on answers to the follow-
ing questions:

During your civilian and military life, but before you first went on active combat
duty, did your hands ever tremble enough to bother you? (Check one)

Yes, often
Yes, sometimes
No, never

 

 

 

Since you have been on active combat duty, do your hands ever tremble enough
to bother you? (Check one)

Yes, often
Yes, sometimes
No, never

  

 

During your civilian and military life, but before you first went on active combat
duty, were you ever bothered by having nightmares (dreams that frightened or
upset you very much)? (Check one)

Yes, many times
Yes, a few times
No, never

   

Since you have been on active combat duty, have you ever been bothSe ‘ ered by hav-ing nightmares (dreams that frighten you or upset you very much)? (Cheek one)

Yes, many times
—_~—— Yes, 2 few times

No, never
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but rather appear to have been willing to admit readily that they
experienced fear and anxiety. CS
While the prevalence of such attitudes may well have béen in part

a reflection of the spontaneous reactions of the men, these results.suggest that the Army’s policy of encouraging a permissive attitude

CHART I

Anxisry Symproms Rerorrep py Comsat Troops

(Based on a Survey of 1,766 Combat Veterans in Italy, April 1944)

PERGENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

Hand tremors,

Often Sometimes ~ No Never,
~ gh»
swer

Reported occurrence of the symptom A NY

since active combat duty INN

Reported occurrence of the sympfom
prior to active combat duty

Anxiety dreams

Many A few times No Never
times an-

swer

Reported occurrence of the symptom
since active combat duty

Reported occurrence of the symptom
prior to active combat duty 
Data from 8-177.
For wording of the questions, see footnote 11.

toward fear symptoms was effectively communicated to the men,

presumably during the precombat training period. No data are.
available, however, for estimating the consequences ofthis policy.

- Onthebasisofclinical findings, it might be expected that, on the’ :
whole, the policy would have had beneficial effects from the stand-
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point of mental hygiene. When person regards fear reactions as

a normal response to a dangeroussituation, he is less likely to be

disturbed, once the danger has subsided, by self-reproaches of cow-

ardice, unmanliness, or other accusations which lower self-esteem.

Moreover, in the face of danger, a source of conflict is eliminated if

one accepts the notion that he need notfear the loss of status and

esteem in the eyesof his fellows if he trembles, gasps, and exhibits

other marked fear symptoms while carrying out his job. .

Grinker and Spiegel suggest that sustained anxiety is less damag-

ing to the personality if it is freely admitted:

“The men as a rule feel that they have not too much toloseif

they admit their anxiety since it will be understood and accepted,

as long as they continue to makea firm effort to control it. The

teachings of psychiatrists and the enlightened attitude of the Army

leadership are responsible for permeation of this tolerance through-

out the services. ... The ego is actually in a stronger position if

it can freely admit its anxiety and deal with it as a reality thanif it
is forced to misrepresent the situation out of the need to feel itself

like others. A repressive and hostile attitude toward free anxiety

on the part of commanding officers does not cure anxiety, but only

leads to less efficient techniques in dealing with it.” #
It is possible that the overall neuropsychiatric casualty rate was

considerably lower than it would have been if a less permissive atti-
tude had been encouraged. On the other hand, as a consequence

of the expectations fostered by this permissive attitude, neurotic
symptoms may have been more readily seized upon as a means for
escaping from combat dangers and, as a consequence, the NP rate
may have been unduly increased both directly, as a meansof escape,
and indirectly, through the disturbing influence on other men of see-
ing frequent free expression of fear symptomsbytheir fellows." So
far as we know, no systematic study has been carried out to deter-
mine the effects upon the NP rate of encouraging a permissive atti-
tude toward fear symptoms.“

> 1 R. Grinker and J, P. Spiegel, Men Under Stress (Blakiston, Philadelphia, 1945),

x fee Table4 forevidence of this disturbing influence,
would have been extremely difficult to carry out such a stu i

to obtain incisivefindings, it would have been mevessary to company NPwatdenee
three types of military organizations: (1) units in which a suppressiveattitude was
deliberately fostered by indoctrinating the men with the notion that to experience fear
in combat was not a normalreaction but rather o sign of cowardice, and by treating
psychiatric casualties as disciplinary cases; (2) control units in whichno indoctrination
on the topic was given and in which psychiatric casualties were treated in the usual
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Thereis a related set of problems on which future case studies of
war neurosis may shed somelight, namely therelationships between
a permissive attitude toward fear and anxiety and the structure of
neurosis. It is well known that certain types of neurotic reactions
such as the effort syndrome and conversion hysteria, were reported
to have occurred frequently among combattroopsin the First World
War, whereas they were seldom observed in World War II. To
some extent this type of change in symptomatology maybetied up
with the different attitudes toward fear and anxiety reactions,
Grinker and Spiegel suggest that an intolerant attitude toward fear
and anxiety may result in more severe anxiety symptomsand,al-
though they do not state the numberof cases observed, they report
some observations which are suggestive on this point:

“In only one class of flying personnel have we seen an approxima-
tion of the ‘belle indifference’ so characteristic of the classic conver-
sion hysteria. This was in paratroops, who are not actually mem-
bers of the Air Forces. These men, who face the highest casualty
rates and the mostdifficult situations in combat, have a groupatti-
tude which does not permit free expressions of anxiety and fear. In

an atmosphere where everyone is tough, rough and readyfor the

worst, anxiety cannot be verbalized orsocially accepted. As a re-

sult, neurotic reactions among the paratroopers are apt to take the

form of conversion symptoms involving the lower extremities.

Weakness or paralysis of one or both legs is frequently seen and Is

accompanied by a total black-out of insight. The men lie comfort-

ably in bed and showlittle or no distress concerning the severedis:

ability.’ 15
Further studies of war neurosis cases mayprovide valuableinfor- -

mation about the changes in psychoneurotic symptoms and in the

structure of underlying neurotic conflicts which are attributableto

a change from (1) a severe attitude toward fear and anxiety which

entails high demands upon the self to suppress (and possiblyto re-

press) anxiety symptoms to (2) a tolerant attitude which tends to

reduce anxieties about the consequences of emotional expression ofeee
=, Army way; and (} units in which the general Army policy was exceptionally well

applied both with respect to indoctrination and the handling of psychiatric casualties.
Even if the practical and administrative problems involved in setting up experimental
units had been surmounted, there would still have been innumerable problemsto solve
in connection with insuring comparable amounts of exposure to combat among the
various types of units and identical diagnostic criteria for determining the NPrates.
The drastic interference with usual Army practices required by an experimentof this
kind could hardly be expected to be undertaken in wartime

18 R. KR. Grinker and J. P. Spiegel, op. cit., p. 104.
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fear and anxiety. If future investigations of the relationships be-

tween attitude toward anxiety and the characteristics of neurotic

behavior which develop underthe stress of combat danger are cen-

tered upon the psychological mechanisms by means of which the

relationships are mediated, much valuable information may be

gained on theroleof insight and verbalization in undergoing intense

environmental stress.

The Screening of Men Who Are Psychologically Unfit for Combat

Throughout the war, the Army maintained a continual screening

process designed to eliminate men who were psychologically inca~

pable of withstanding the stresses of combat duty. Beginning with

the preinduction psychiatric examination to determine whether or

not potential draftees were psychologically fit for military service in

general, screening was continued throughout the various stages of

precombattraining and was extended into the period when men had

already been committed to combat.

It was primarily the psychiatrists who carried out the screening.

Their usual procedure was to examine the menin a clinical interview

in order to detect behavioral disturbances. This type of psychi-

atric screening was primarily directed toward eliminating men who
showed marked behavioral disorders: psychotics, prepsychotics,
psychoneurotics, psychopaths, and in general—irrespective of the
diagnostic label—men who showed signs of inability to tolerate
anxiety.

The general purpose of psychiatric screening was to eliminate
those who werelikely to be a liability to the Army. During the
early stages of the men’s military career, screening was primarily
intended to avoid the waste of attempting to train men who would
prove to be useless because their emotional disturbances seriously
interfered with adjustment to the Army. At staging areas for over-
seas shipment and in the overseas theaters of operation, psychiatric
screening was moredirectly oriented toward eliminating those who
were psychologically unfit for combat duty.
Both the early andlate stages of psychiatric screening had impor-

tant implications for the control of fear in combat and, to a large
extent, the screening procedures were based upon considerations of
the type listed below. The various working hypotheses which we
shall describe as the apparent rationale of Army psychiatric screen-
ing have rarely been stated explicitly. They pose a numberof re-
search problems on therelationship between pre-Army personality
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structure and subsequent adjustment to military life, but, in th

absenceoflarge-scale follow-up studies,little can be said about thei
validity. Perhaps it will be possible to make someempirical evaly
ations after there have been accumulated a numberofintensive case
studies of veterans in which explicit attempts are madeto check on

- hypotheses such as the following:
1. If men who are predisposed to behavioral disorders are con,

fronted with the objective dangers of combat, it is probable that
they will develop incapacitating symptoms which would not only

‘ render them useless for military duty but would also requireconsi.
erable medical attention. Since these men arelikely to be a drain
on much-needed Army medical facilities both overseas and in the
United States, they would be a poor risk from the standpointof
military economy.

2. Among those who are predisposed to neurotic behavioraldis-
orders is a high percentage of men whoare unable to tolerate anxiety,
Even if they do not develop some form of incapacitating war neuro-
sis, many of them are likely to react to objective dangersituations

by exhibiting the most extreme forms of overt fear reactions. The
presence of men who show marked terror or panic reactions is not
only likely to increase the objective danger (e.g., drawing enemy

fire) but may also be extremely demoralizing to othersoldiers in the

combat unit. Ata time when everyoneis confronted withthe task

of mastering his own fear of threateningrealities, it is not helpful to

witness the spectacle of another man in one’s own outfit trembling

' violently or screaming wildly, or sobbing over and over againan

agitating thought like ‘““We’ll never get out of this alive.”

Some evidence of the highly disturbingeffect of seeing a man in

one’s own outfit overcomeby fear is provided by thesurvey of com-

bat troops in Italy. Eighty-three per cent asserted that they had

had the experience of seeing “A man’s nerves ‘crack up’ at the

front.” A very high percentage reported that this produced a dis-

turbing effect on them, as shown by Table 4.
3. Among those who are predisposed to behavioral disorders are

certain types of personalities who have developed abnormalpsy-
chological defenses against anxiety. When confronted withthe
objective dangers of combat, their fear reactions may be minimal
but they are likely to exhibit other kinds of reactions which are

highly detrimental to others in the combat unit. Some may react

with rage rather than fear, and they are aslikely to vent their rage

against their leaders and comrades as they are to channelize it
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against the enemy. Others may appear, on the surface, to be very

cool and unemotional in the face of danger, but develop paranoid

symptoms which often take the form of secretly making severe ac-

cusations against military leaders to other men in the unit or engag-

ing in some other form of activity which tends to disrupt the func-

tioning of the combat unit. Both the rage type of reaction and the

TABLE 4

Reactions to Wrrnessina Exrreme Fear BREAKDOWN IN Compat

(Based on a Survey of 1,766 Combat Veteransin Rifle and
Heavy Weapons Companiesin Italy, April 1944)

  

Question: “What effect did seeing 2 man’s nerves ‘crack up’ have on you?”

 

Analysis of wrile~in answers* Per cent

Made menervous,jittery, or feel like “cracking up” myself 49
Made mefeel depressed or lowered my morale 15
Bothered meat first but I got overit 4
Had no effect at the time but bothered me later 1
Made meresent the Army or the medics 1

Total negative reactions 70

Had noorlittle effect 17
Made mesorry for the man (or other favorable attitude toward the man) 9
Made me angry at the man (or other unfavorable attitude toward the man) 1
Miscellaneous neutral comments 2

Total neutral reactions 29

Made me mador aggressive toward the enemy ‘J

Total positive reactions 1

Total 100
Sp

* Percentages are based upon the total numberof write-in answers which made somereference to tho
effect of seeing 2 man’s nerves “crack up.” Twenty-six per cent of the men in the entire sample were not
includedin this analysis either because they checked the off-eet answer (“I never snw 9 man’s nerves ‘orack
up’ at the front”) or because they gave no answer or an irrelevant answer to the question. The summary
categories “negative,”“neutral,” and “positive” reactions are based on an evaluation of the manifest con-
tent of the various types of answers. ‘Negative reactions" include all those answers which indicate
interference with “good” combat motivation; “positive” reactions refer to answers which indicate in-
creased motivation (8-177).

paranoid type are potentially a real danger to the unit since others
in the unit are likely to be the target of an irrational attack. Tt
would undoubtedly makefor considerable insecurity among the men
in a combat unit to have in their ranks a man who, in the heat of
battle, might use his weapon against one of his own officers or men
because he is unable to control his rage or because he suffers from
persecutory delusions.

4, Men with psychoneurotic tendencies, in so far as they have
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low tolerance for anxiety, are probably poor material for training
in jobs which ultimately require a high Jevel of performancein dan,
gerous combat missions. Jighter pilots, members of combat air
crews, paratroopers, intelligence reconnaissancescouts, and othe;
combat specialists are required to carry out tasks in whicheven
slight impairmentof efficiency or a momentary blockage duetofear
might jeopardize the lives of others and the outcomeof critical
operation. Disorganized responses due to fear may havesimilar
catastrophic effects among front-line Infantry troops engaged in
missions such as night patrols which require highly controlled ao.
tivity on the part of every individual. Hence evenif mild psycho.
neurotics are accepted for military duty, it is necessary to exclude
them from important types of combat assignments. To some ex.
tent the classification of such cases as “limited service’ at the induc.
tion station or at some early stage in their military career labeled
them for automatic exclusion from critical combat jobs (in so faras
the original classification was retained after subsequent medical
examination). Specific screening devices prior to training in con-
bat specialties also were used as a meansfor eliminating men whose

more subtle emotional disturbances may not have been noted earlier.

At most induction stations, the psychiatrist was able to spend
only a few minutes with each of the hundreds of newselectees as

they were shunted along the assemblyline of medical examinations.

If the psychiatrists were able to invest more time with each selectee
they examined, it would be expected that a muchhigher proportion

of psychologically unfit men would be screened for rejection from

the Army orfor labeling as “limited service.” In recognition of this

situation, a special test was devised, known as the Neuropsychiatric

‘Screening Adjunct (NSA). This test was developed by the Re-

search Branchin collaboration with the Surgeon General’s Office on

the basis of a large-scale research study comparing questionnaire

responses of psychoneurotic patients in Army hospital wards with

the responses ofa cross section of soldiers in the United States. A

description of the studies from which the NSA was developedis pre-

sented in Chapter IX. ;
Within a short tire after passing the induction station medical

examination, the recruit reported to a reception center from which

he was assigned to a training camp. Throughout the training pe-

riod, psychiatric screening of those who were psychologically unfit
for combat duty continued on a moreorless informalbasis. Men

who developed behavioral disturbances in the course of adjustingto
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the strenuous Army training program or who showed unusually

strong fear reactions in certain basic training activities involving

some degree of danger were often sent by their officers to the psychi-

atrist. Informal screening of this kind occurred throughout later

stages of training as well as during the period of combat duty and

was occasionally supplemented by systematic psychiatric exami- .

nation.*®
Another aspect of eliminating men who were unable to control

their fear reactions adequately when confronted with the objective

dangers of combat was the use of screening devices by various

specialized Army schools which trained men for skilled combat

operations. The Air Force, especially, applied various diagnostic

techniques in evaluating candidates for training in combat flying

operations:

Flying cadets are first met by members of a regional cadet board whose duties

are to eliminate immediately those men unsuitable because of readily apparent

physical, mental, emotional, intellectual, or personal failings. Candidates who

successfully pass this board are next sent to a reception center where a series of

rigid psychological and psychiatric tests and examinations are given to determine
fitness and adaptability for flying. ; .

. . . Close checks are kept on the cadets during their training period to detect
evidence of anxiety reactions as soon as they appear and to properly evaluate
them.”

16 After completing their training in the United States, most men who were qualified
for overseas duty were sent to an Army center where they were processed for overseas ‘
shipment. At these centers or at the port of embarkation many men were once more
examined by a psychiatrist as part of a general medical examination, in order to avoid
burdening overseas theaters with the problems engendered by men who were suffering
from psychological disturbances, This was probably an excellent stage for detecting
low anxiety tolerance since a very high percentage of men, when faced with the im-
mediate prospect of being sent to an active theater of war, developed a fairly high
degree of anticipatory anxiety—a reaction commonly referred to by the men as “gang-
plank fever.”

This situation might have been an excellent one for research oriented toward attempt-
ing to develop objective tests to discriminate between normal anxiety reactions and
excessive anxiety, predictiveof initial psychological failure under conditions of extreme
danger. However, such research program would have required a careful follow-up
on the reactions to combat dangers of a large number of individuals—a requirement
which was administratively difficult to meet.
In overseas theaters, the screening process was continued primarily by the practice

of sending men with overt behavioral disorders through medical channels, From time
to time systematic psychiatric examinations were carried out within a local command.
It has been reported that a psychiatric screening program carried out at the stage
when the men had already been subject to initial combat experience greatly reduced
the rate of neuropsychiatric casualties in subsequent combat periods. As yet, insuffi-
cient data have appeared to substantiate this plausible claim.
"John M. Murray, “Disposition of Neuropsychiatric Cases in the Army Air Forces,”

Manual of Military Neuropsychiatry, edited by H. C, Solomon and P. T. Yakovlev
(W. B. Saunders Co., Philadelphia, 1944), pp. 82-90.
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Although the screening of air cadets may have been oneof the
best screening programs in the Army, apparently there were stil

considerable numbers of men who proved to be unable to cope with
their fear and anxiety reactions when they were actually confronted
with the realities of combat flying. This problem is highlighted in
a report by three psychiatrists who studied the psychiatric prob.
lems of the 8th Air Force in Europe duringits first year of combat
operations: -

There seems to be no apparent methodof preventing this type of Psychological
Failure except by eliminating susceptible personnel through someprocess ofselec. «
tion. It is recognized that there is no method of selection now in use which can
pick those men who will show these ready fear reactions when they encounter
combat flying. It seems doubtful if the natural stresses of flying training and
peacetime flying or if any artificial set of tests can be relied upon toeliminate
the men whowill have insufficient emotional tolerance to combat flying.

If such is the case, the question arises as to what methodsof selection could be
utilized to make this prediction an accurate one. In view of the fact that the
great majority of these cases occur within thefirst five combat missions, the most
obvious method of selection would be to train candidates for air crew as gunners
and send them on five combat missions. If they stood up to this trial emotionally,
then they could start the specialized training for air crew. If they showedsigns
of fear or developed functional symptoms, they could be rejected. Such a method
has obvious and important disadvantages such as transporting large groups of |
individuals to a combat theater for selection and then returning them to the Zone
of Interior for training.
Another method, Jess accurate but more practical, would be to have each can-

didate make five parachute jumps, the last one to be a delayed drop. It is not
known what correlation there might be between fear of parachute jumps andfear

of combat flying, but it is probable that those men whoare prone to show abnormal

fear reactions and to become easily perplexed by problemsof self-preservation

would be uncovered by this method.

In the training of paratroopers there was also the problem of

eliminating men whosefear reactions might jeopardize crucial com-

bat missions. One of the major procedures employed by the Para-

chute School at Fort Benning, Georgia, was the elimination of men

who,at any stage of training, showed a markedfear reaction. Re-
fusal to jump off a high tower or out of an airplane on a scheduled

training jump as well as persistent inadequate motor control at-

tributable to emotional disturbance while making the jumps were
used as criteria for washing a man out of the training course. Like

many other schools which train men for hazardous occupations, the

Parachute Schoolfelt a need for someinitial test which would make

18D. W. Hastings, D. G. Wright, and B. C. Glueck, Psychiatric Experiences of the
Eighth Air Force: First Year of Combat (Josiah Macy Jr. Foundation, August 1944,

307 pp.). Cf. pp. 157-60.
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it possible to eliminate at the outset those men who were prospective

‘failures because of inability to master their fear reactions. :

To meet this need, the Research Branch carried out an experi-

mental study at the Parachute School, on the basis of which a screen-

ing device was developed for the purpose of making an initial selec-

tion of candidates for paratroop training. We shall describe this

research study in some detail since it illustrates a number of method-

ological problems involved in the construction of objective screen~

ing devices. In addition, it exemplifies one of the ways In which

an experimental approach may prove to be useful for the purpose

of evaluatingtheaftereffects of a fear-eliciting situation in a training :

program designed to prepare men for a dangerous type of occupa-

tion. .

Experimental Evaluation of an Objective Psychiatric

Screening Device for Paratroop Training”

Tt is widely recognized that the type of screening device which is

most likely to prove successful in predicting abnormal fear reactions
in subsequent dangersituations is one which employs a sample situ-

ation in which a fairly high degree of fear or anxiety is elicited. In
‘ order to make use of this approach in developing an objective test
to predict subsequent psychological failure, it is necessary to find a
reliable indicator of extreme fear or anxiety reactions elicited in the
sample situation. In developing a screening device for paratroop
training, a sample danger situation was utilized—requiring the can-
didates to make a “mock” parachute jump from a 34-foot tower.
The major indicator of an extreme fear reaction to this situation was
refusal to make the jump when ordered to do so. This clear-cut
criterion was supplemented by ratings by qualified observers of the
speed with which the man took off after he was ordered to jump, on
the assumption that a slow performance due to hesitation is usually
the result of fear.
Once a, test situation has been selected and some behavioral indi-

cator of fear or anxiety has been found to be applicable in that situ-
ation, it is necessary to evaluate the adequacy of the screening de-
vice. This involves two major research problems: (1) how well
does the screening device differentiate men who fail to react ade-
quately in future danger situations from those who succeed,i.e.,

 

The material in this section is based on a Research Branch report which was pre-pared by John L, Finan under whosedirection the study of paratroops was planned and”carried out.
.
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how accurate are the predictions made-by theuseof the particulg,
screening device? (2) does the test situation in whichfearis elicited
have any deleterious effects upon those men who passthe test? Tf
for example, the fear-eliciting situation had a general traumatic
aftereffect upon a large percentage of the men who passed thetest
so that their motivation to continue training was impaired, then
the test would not be practical even if it were successful at predict.
ing psychological failure. The purpose of an experimentalevalu.
ation of a screening device is to provide data which are relevantfor
determining the predictive success of the screening device and the
favorable or unfavorable aftereffects of the test situation.

Background of the Study

Before describing the results of the experimental evaluation of
the initial ‘‘mock-up” tower jump as a screening device for the
elimination of potential psychological failures in paratrooptraining,
the following brief sketch of the paratroop training courseis pro-
vided as a background for the study. 7

The standard course of paratroop training as given ‘by the Para-
chute School, Fort Benning, Georgia, consisted of four stages of one
week each: A-stage was intended to build men up physically through
rigorous calisthenics and running; B-stage taught the correct tech-
nique of jumping from a simulated airplane; C-stage trained men in
managing the parachute during a series of jumps from a tower of
250 feet; in D-stage five “live” jumps were made from a plane.
The students were introduced to jumping from height during the

second week (B-stage) when they were given their mock-up tower

training. The mock-up toweris a structure 34 feet high which is

used to train men to assume the correct body position to be assumed
in jumping from a plane. A student taking this training climbed -

to the top of the tower where he wasfixed in a harness attached by

two “risers’’ or long straps to an inclined cable whichrunsalongside
the tower. Ata “tap-out” signal the man jumped from the door,
fell about 12 feet and then he was “‘snubbed’”’ when therisers sus- ©

pending him were pulled taut against the cable, overhead. From
this point the man rode down thecable to the point of release about

400 feet distant. That the mock-up tower was a fear-provoking
situation to a good many men is shown by the fact that more than

half of a group of qualified paratroopers stated, in answering a direct

question, that it was more frightening to jump from the mock-up
tower than from an airplane. )
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The Experimental Procedures

Two days before the beginning of formal training, or withina few

days after the men had arrived at the school, the group of men ran-

domly selected for the preliminary Jump were assembled in the

mock-up tower area where they were given two demonstration

jumpsto illustrate the techniqueof correct exiting. The men were,

told that they were to be given a preliminary jumpas an orientation

to the course of training. In the instruction it was emphasized that

all men were expected to jump. Also, in order to avoid giving the

impression that more attention was being paid to the jump group

than to the no-jump group,it was stated that the men assembled to

jump had not been specially chosen, and that their fellow students

would also be given a preliminary jumpif time and facilities per-

mitted. Men in the no-jump group were told by their company

officer that the schedule of their activities would not, unfortunately,

permit a preliminary jump. Each man was given a single jump

which was carefully noted by cadremen highly experienced in the

observation of mock-up tower performance. Individual perform-

ance wasrated as ‘‘fast,” “medium,”“slow,” or “refused to Jump.”
This relatively simple measure of speed of jumping was employed

rather than a judgment of the more technical features of perform-

ance since it was not feasible to give more than a minimum of in-
struction in correct jumping technique. When the men had com-
pleted the jumping, they were reassembled and told that regardless
of performance everyone would begin training two dayslater with
an equal chance of success. No man, therefore, was disqualified on
the basis of refusing to make the preliminary jump. Further, the
early jump performance of the men was unknown to instructors
rating them in the course of training which followed.

Results”

Lhe Mock-up Tower Procedure as a Screening Device

How effective was the screening device as a predictor of success
and failure in paratroop training?’ Thefollowing is a summary of
data bearing on this problem.

 

*° The experimental observations reported here were made durin ig the period March12-June J, 1945 (S-216) on Parachute Training Classes 165, 166, 167, iss, 169, 170,
171, and 178. The size of these classes ranged approximately between 100 and 900men. Only those students who had finished their processing and were actually assignedto a class participated in the experiment. Approximately a third of the men in the
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Approximately 1,300 men were given a preliminary jump from

the mock-up tower. Thirty-seven men or approximately 8 per cent
refused to jump. These men, in spite of their refusal on the pre-
liminary trial, were allowed to pursue the regular course of para
troop training with the same opportunity for succeeding ag Ten
who madethe initial jump successfully.

CHART II

PrrroRMANCE ON THE Mock-ur Tower Screenine Procepurs iw RELATION to
SussequentT Faure In Tay Paratrooper Tratnina Course

PRELIMINARY JUMP

RATED SPEEO

Fast
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Data from §-216,

Eighty-four per cent, or 31 of the 87 preliminary jump refusals,
failed in subsequent training in contrast to only 19 percentfailures .
among the men who were successful in making the preliminary
jump. None of the 31 men whofailed in subsequent training got
farther than B-stage; 45 per cent (14 men) were disqualified for in-
sufficient determination to continue training; 35 per cent (11 men)
refused to jump from the mock-up tower in B-stage training; the
remaining 20 per cent ‘6 men) were dropped for miscellaneous rea-
oS

classes studied were omitted “10m the experiment for some administrative reason euch
as late arrival, late processing, or for other reasons relating to the availability or status
of the men. The remaining two thirds composed the roster of men included in the
experiment, Depending on whether the last digit of his serial number was odd ot
even, each man was placed either in the early jump group or in the no-jump group.
This was a purely random procedure of assigning the men and insured two approx
mately equal groups of similar background and experience.
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sons such as “not adapted to parachute training,” medical disabil-

ity, etc. . .
From these results it appears that the selection ratio yielded by

the preliminary mock-up tower procedure, although it involvesonly

a small proportion of the men, would probably prove to be within

the range of usefulness if it were necessary to screen thousands of

recruits.

Amoredetailed analysis of the data in terms of speed of perform-

ance on the preliminary jump shows that even among men who

were successful on the preliminary jump, the slowest men were

more than twiceas likely to fail in training as the men who made

more rapid exits. (See Chart IT.)

About a fifth of the men who madethe preliminary jump were

rated asslow. Of this group almost a third failed later in the train-

ing. However, since two thirds of the same group succeeded in the

later courseof training, slow jump could not be used advantageously

as a predictive index of success and failure unless supplemented by
additional screening aids.
These results point to the need for more than one indicator in pre-

dicting psychological failure. It is a frequent finding in a research

designed to develop a screening technique that nosingle test is ade-
quate to meet the needs for reducing the proportion of failures. To
achieve a level of prediction which is practical, it is necessary to
discover additional predictive factors and to combine them into a
weighted index on the basis of a multiple correlation analysis. A
supplementary study which was completed before the research pro-
gram at the Parachute School was terminated, showed that certain
background factors were related to failure in paratroop training
and might have proved to be useful supplementary variables.
Chart ITT providesillustrative results on mentalability, as measured
by AGCTscores.

Age was another factor found to beslightly related to failure in
paratrooptraining: 36 per cent of recruits over 22 years of age were
permanently disqualified as against 24 per cent of those who were
18 to 21 years of age. Other factors correlated with AGCT or with
age (educationallevel, civilian occupational background, Armylon-
gevity, and marital status) were also found to be slightly related
to success orfailure in the paratroop training course. If Research
Branch studies at the Parachute School had not been discontinued
at the end of the war, it might have been possible to construct an
overall predictive index by making use of personality tests as well
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as the background factors we have just cited to supplement wee

formance ratings on the mock-up tower screening procedure.

CHART III

Rerationsaie Berwenn AGCT Scores anp Fartures iv Pararroop TRAINING
(Based on a Study of Background Characteristics of 539 Recruits in

Paratrooper Training, March—June 1945)

PERCENTAGE OF MEN

Permanently Graduated but hod Graduated ond had
disqualified mode one or more made no serious

serious errors in errors in practice :
proclice parachute Parachute jumps ,
umps

 
Data from 8-216,

b The numbersfollowing the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentagesare
ased,

Training Effects of the Mock-up Tower Procedure

In order to evaluate the overall usefulness of a fear-eliciting de-
vice like the mock-up tower procedure, it is necessary to know not

only whetherit yields a basis for predicting success andfailure but
also whether or not it has deleterious effects on men’s progress 1n
later training. Some of the training officers at the Parachute

School expressed the pointof view that giving men a jump too soon
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after their arrival at the school might interfere with subsequent

training. There is the possibility that introducing a, new student

to a frightening situation in advance of a period during which he

would normally be preparing himself psychologically, as well as

gaining confidence through mastery of the technical training, may

raise his anxiety to a higher level than would otherwise be the case.

According to this argument, even those men who make the initial

jump successfully might drop out of training at some later point in

disproportion to men who were not given an early jump. Also,

men whoare forced from the tower without the usual week’s train-

ing in general jumping technique may tend, on their first attempt, _

to make more and worse errors which may be more persistent and

more difficult to correct than if the initial jump were givenlater.

Jt was necessary, therefore, to determine whether or not early

exposure to the mock-tower procedure had unfavorable effects upon

subsequent performance. An answerto this problem required set-

ting up a group composed of menselected in advance to be exactly

comparable to those who were given the preliminary jump, except

that this control group was not given an early jump. As previously

stated, selection was madesolely on a random basis, and the two
groups were found to be similar in terms of the background factors

known to be related to paratroop success and failure such as age,
AGCT,length of service in the Army, overseas service, and rural-

urban status.

Possible effects of the preliminary mock-up jump procedure on
later progress are, as suggested above, measurable in two ways: (1) |
in terms of any difference which may be found between the propor-
tions of men who drop out of training in the two groups,either overall
or in any stage of training and (2) in terms of any differences in the
men’s B-stage performance on the mock-up tower. Both of these
measures were used:

. 1. The proportion of men permanently disqualified over the entire course of
training in the two groups was approximately 19 per cent in both groups. Like-
wise, when the results were broken down into stages of training,no real differences
between the two groups were found. Both groups showedthe following percent-
ages of disqualification: A-stage, 12 per cent; B-stage, 4 per cent; C-stage, 1 per
cent; and D-stage, 2 per cent. No differences in type of disqualification were
found. The proportions of men disqualified for “insufficient determination to
continue training” were closely similar. The proportions of men who were dis-
qualified for refusing to jump from the mock-up tower were not appreciably dif-
ferent. The preliminary jump had therefore no observable tendency to cause men
to drop outof training, ‘
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2. Since both the jump and no-jump groups progressed to the B-stage of try;
ing without any disproportionate loss of men from either group, the mock-up tom
performanceof one group may be compared directly with that of the other, The

result shown in Chart IV compares the two groups in terms of “yeak” nerforn

ance* during routine mock-up towertraining in B-stage. The standard of ratics
distinguishes as faults only those features of performanceconsidered byinstructor

cadre to be of a serious nature. The important fact (which may beseenin Chart
IV) is that, whereas the jump group shows an initial residual advantage fromthe
early jump, by the end of B-stage about the samelevel ofefficiencyof perform
anceis achieved by both groups.” It is concluded that giving men a preliminary:
jump at least does nothing to interfere with their subsequent mock-up tore
training in B-stage.

This study of the effects of an early exposure to a fear-eliciting
situation upon later performances in a similar training situation
serves to illustrate the way in which experimental studies may.
prove to be useful in evaluating the effectiveness of precombat
training procedures designed to minimize fear reactions to subse-
quent exposures to danger. In the next section we shall discuss
the problems involved in precombat training designed to control
fear in combat but, in the absence of experimental studies of the
type carried out to determine the aftereffects of the mock-up tower
procedure, we shall be able to say very little about the effectiveness
of such training.

Precombat Training Activities Related to Fear Control

In asense, all aspects of the Army training program which develop

effective combat skills serve to reduce the disruptive effects of fear

reactions in combat, in so far as they provide soldiers with a set of

habitual responses which are adaptive in danger situations. There

are two major aspects of training, however, which are mostdirectly

related to the control of fear in combat: training which prepared

men to cope with specific kinds of danger situations and exposure

to intense battle stimuli.
In their precombattraining, the troops were given considerable

*t The following behavior was considered to represent major errors: (1) refusal to
jump from the mock-up tower (ideally this index of performance would be employed
exclusively, but the nimber of mock-up tower refusals was not sufficiently large to
permit comparison); (2) requiring assistance from the tower; (8) grabbing mscrs;
(4) hesitating; (5) jumping out timidly, or falling out of the door; (6) placing both
feet in the door and jumping; (7) showing obvioussigns of fright. Other faults relat

ing more to the technique of jumping, such as keeping arms outorfailing to turn the
body, were classified ag satisfactory-minus responses and are, for purposes of thi
presentation, pooled together with the satisfactory responses. ay tee

22 The average numbers of jumps attempted by the two groups are 2s follows: for

the jump group 5.4 trials, and for the no-jump group 5.6 trials on the mock-up tower
during B-stage training.
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practice in performing specific acts which would be adaptive in ne

face of specific dangers. They were taught to disperse and ‘hit t e

dirt”? when subjected to a sudden strafing attack by enemy aircraft

to crawl under machine gunfire; to roll away when confronted by

an approaching tank; to “freeze” when a flare was set off at night;

to dig a hasty slit trench from a prone position when pinned down

under fire; to advance in rushes, running zigzag in a crouchedposi-

CHART IV

Sussnquenr Jume Farures AMoNG Pararroop Tramees Wao Were GIvEN A

Pre~iinary Pracrion Jomwe av Tap Beainnine or THerr Tramine CompareD

wita Farnurps AMone THoss Given No Prevmonary Practice Jump

PERCENTAGE OF UNSATISFACTORY JUMPS FROM MOCK-UP TOWER DURING 8-STAGE OF TRAINING

Group of 1300 trainees given no
Re preliminary practice jump

ES group of 1300 trainees given a
preliminary practice jump
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Data from 8-216.
For definition of unsatisfactory jumps and for average number of jumps see foot-

notes 21 and 22, The number of cases in each group droppedslightly below 1,300
during the B-stage, as a small percentage of men were permanently disqualified.

tion toward an obstacle which provided cover when required to ad-
vance underfire; to “hit the dirt?’ at the sound of an approaching
shell.
In some cases the men weredrilled over and over again on certain

act sequences which they were required to execute promptly and in
a stereotyped way whenever the danger cue was given. Gas-mask
drill, for example, was practiced in this way; whenever a leader
shouted the single word “gas,” no matter what activity was in prog-
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ress, the men were required to go through a highly routinized a¢

sequence of putting on the gas mask.” Drill of this type, when re
peated sufficiently so that the response is “overlearned,” tends ty
build up an automatic adaptive response to a source of combat
danger. co, oo,

Acquisition of an automatic habitual response to a dangercues
probably effective, to some extent, in counteracting the disruptive
effects of fear in combat. It is a plausible hypothesis that,as ate.
sult of such training, the correct act would tend to be performedas
soon as the specific danger cue was given despite the competingre.

sponse tendencies aroused by fear-eliciting stimuli. Before the
man had “‘time to think about it”’ he would automatically maketh
correct response, whereasif he had not been drilled in the habit, in
his excited emotional state he might react in a maladaptive way,

Although repetitious drill designed to build up automatic rene.
tions to specific danger cues may contribute to reducing thedisrup.
tive effects of fear, there are serious limitations upon the usefulness _
of this type of training for combat. There are very few routine act
sequences which would be generally adaptive, whenever a given
kind of danger was encountered. Most types of danger situations _
in combat require varying responses, depending upon the particular -

mission the man is assigned to carry out, the protective resources -

which happen to be available in his immediate vicinity, and other

highly specific characteristics of the particular situation inwhich -

the danger occurs. -
Most of the Army training for combat was designed to build up

a repertoire of specific combat skills which the individual soldiet”

could draw upon whenever they were needed in combat. Rather-

than attempting to develop automatic reactions to combatdangers,
training was designed to teach men to count on instructions from

superiors or, if necessary, to exercise their own judgment about the
best response to make when confronted by a given type of danger;
it was also designed to provide practice in combat skills which were
likely to be needed in order to react efficiently in danger situations,

once the man knew what action he was going to take. This type of

preparation for combat would serve to reduce fear in combat in two

major ways: (1) the generallevel of anxiety in combat would tend to

 

3Combat troops never had occasion to apply their gas-mask drill but, from repors
‘on reactions to the introduction of gas on maneuvers, there is reason to expect t ;

this training would have resulted in successful responses if gas warfare had occurred.
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be reducedin so far as the men derived from their training a high de-

ereeof self-confidence about their ability to take care of themselves

and to handle almost any contingency that might threaten them

with sudden danger; and (2) the intensity of fear reactions in spe~-

cific dangersituations would tend to be reduced once the man began

to carry out a plan of action in a skilled manner. The major prob-

lem in this type of training, from the standpoint of fear control, is

the danger that when the men are actually in battle and are con-

fronted with a situation for which they bave been trained, they will

be unable to applytheir training because of their excited ernotional

state. Fear reactions are apt to interfere so seriously that the men

are unable to exercise good judgment or to carry out skillfully an

action which they have been trained to perform. The major solu-

tion to this problem probably lies in training men to carry out com-

bat activities under conditions which closely parallel those encoun-

tered in battle. During the war, the Army introduced a number.
of “battle inoculation” features into the training program. By
1943, almost all men in basic training were being put through an
infiltration course which required crawling over rough ground for
about eighty yards under live machine-gun fire. From time to
time Infantry troops were exposed to the sounds of near-byartillery

fire and took part in maneuvers which introduced realistic battle
stimuli. This was done especially in combat training which troops
received overseas during preinvasion periods.
There are a number of ways in which exposure to battle stimuli

during training would be expected to reduce the disruptive effects
of fear in battle: (1) a certain amountof adaptation to the extremely
loud noises and other intense stimuli probably takes place with re-
peated exposures so that when the stimuli are encountered in battle
they elicit less fear; (2) exposure to battle conditions during train-
ing enables the men to develop a realistic expectation of what com-
bat is like, which would tend to increase motivation to acquire com-
bat skills and would also tend to reduce anxiety about combat in
those men who, having heard a great deal about the horrors of war,
grossly overestimate the psychological shock of being exposed to
battle conditions; (3) in so far as the men obtain practice in making
decisions and in carrying out skilled activities (such as firing at
moving targets) in the presenceof stimuli whichelicit fear reactions,
this experience decreases the probability that fear reactions will in-
terfere with successful performance in combat; (4) the experience
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sion. The relationship between degree of fearin combat and each .|
of the three indicators of self-confidence is shown graphically jn |
Chart V. . -

From the type of correlational data presented in Chart V, itis-

unsafe to make any inferences about causal factors.” It may he.
useful, however, to point out some of the alternative hypotheses -
suggested by these results, since they have implications for further
research on the problemsof fear control.

1. First of all there is the possibility that lowered self-confidence.
is a consequence of having experienced intense fear reactionsin com: *
bat: this hypothesis would be difficult to test and, although it would
have practical implications for the treatment of men who had under:
gone intense fear experiences, it would havelittle direct bearing on
the problems of precombat training.

2. A second possibility is that the relationship reflects some rela
tively persistent personality characteristic. In other words, both-
intense fear reactions to danger and self-confidence about one’s
ability may be a function of some personality variable which had
not undergone any pronounced change in the course of Army expe-

rience. Itis unnecessary to speculate upon the nature of the under-

lying personality trait that may be involved because in any case

there is the implication that attitude items dealing with self-confi-

dence may serve as an indicator of some factor which is predictive

of fear reactions in danger situations. This suggests that it may

be worth while to test the usefulness of such attitude items for the’

prediction of subsequent reactions to danger. If it were foundthat

a low degree of self-confidence expressed during the precombattrain-

ing period was predictive of intense fear reactions to combat,it

would bepossible to utilize this finding in the selection of personnel

for important combat assignments or for leadership positions in

combat units.

*6The scores on the index of fear symptoms were determined by the number of

physiological fear symptoms each man reported having experienced “sometimes or
“often,” such as “violent poundingof the heart,” “shaking or trembling all over,” ete.
(based on the question quoted in the footnote to Table 3). -

*6Tt should be recognized that the data in Chart V not only fail to indicatethe
eausal sequence butare also of limited value as evidence of a correlation between fear

reaction and self-confidence. There is always the possibility that some extraneous

attitude may have colored both the way in which fear reactions in combat were

called and reported, and questionnaire responses to items on self-confidence. For ex-

ample, the correlation might simply reflect some factor like candidness 1n reporting
about oneself, unwillingness for further service, or high anxiety originating from cur’
rent personal problems other than those involved in facing combat danger.

‘
f
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3. A third possible interpretation of the relationship shown 10

Chart V is that it reflects a dynamic relationship between level of

self-confidence prior to entering combat and fear reactions In com~

bat. This would mean that by increasing the men’s self-confidence

about their abilities to perform well in combat, their subsequent

fear reactions to combat would be reduced. If this hypothesis

should prove to be true, it would have very direct implications for

precombat training since it would point up the need for utilizing

every available means for building up the men’s self-confidence in

their own abilities to perform their combat jobs. In evaluating

whetheror not a given unit needed more precombat training and in

designing the training programitself, it would be necessary to take

account not only of the men’s performance with respect to necessary

combat skills but also their attitudes with respect to the adequacy

of their preparation for combat.

-It is interesting to note at this point that from the survey of com-

bat veterans in an Infantry division in the Southwest Pacific we

find a relationship betweenself-ratings on the adequacy of training

for the combat job and the index of fear reactions to combat.” The

data are shown in Chart VI. This finding is consistent with the
hypothesis which we have been discussing; it suggests that fear re-

actions in combat may be due,in part, to an attitudinal factor—the

feeling that one has not had sufficient training for one’s combat job.

It should be recognized, however, that not very much weight can

be given to the results in Chart VI as evidence for the hypothesis

37 The following question on adequacy of training was used in this study: When
you were first sent into combat, were you assigned to a job or duty for which

 You were thoroughly trained
You had some, but not enough training
You had no training

 

 

In the chart, the category “not enough training” combines the second and third choices.
This was done because less than 6 per cent of the men checked the third choice (“You
bad no training’’). The scores on the index of fear in combat were determined by the
number of symptoms which the men reported having experienced “sometimes” or
“often,” such as “violent pounding of the heart,” “shaking and trembling all over,”
etc. (based on the question quoted in the footnote to Table 3). In obtaining the
data for the correlation, all cases where no answer was given to oneor the other ques-
tion were omitted. Several hundred cases in the original total sample were therefore
excluded from the correlation table because they had failed to answer at least one of

- the parts to the fear symptom question and hence an accurate score could not be as-
signed to them. The “no answer” group on fear symptoms tended to respond to the
question on training in the same wayas the high score on fear symptoms group. This
1g not an unusualfinding; it has been found in a number of Research Branch studies,
on the basis of independent criteria, that it is the more emotionally disturbed men
whotendto omit answering questions aboutfear or anxiety symptoms. ' (Cf. Chapter9.)
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since alternative interpretations of- the relationship cannot he ex.
cluded.”

The Need for Fear-eliciting Battle Stimuli in
Training Troops for Combai

Oneindication of the importanceof exposing mentofear-eliciting
battle stimuli during precombat training is provided by thecrit}.
cisms and suggestions for training made by combatveterans, on the

CHART VI

Revationsurr BerwEen Seir-Ratine on ADEQUACY OF TRAINING AND:
Fear Reactions to Combat

(Based on Questionnaire Responses of Combat Veterans in an Infantry
Division in the Southwest Pacific, January 1944)

   
         
       
   

   

  

 

Self-rating on adequacy of training
for combat job .

PERCENTAGE WHO SAY

Not enough Thoroughly
INDEX OF FEAR REACTIONS © training trained  

High score (6-9 symptoms)

Medium score (2-5 symptoms)

Low score (0-1 symptoms)

Data from 8-100. See footnote 27 for explanation of ratings on adequacy of train-
ing and of the indexof fear reactions. :
b The numbers following the bars are the numbersof cases on which percentages are
ased, .

basis of their own experience in combat. From a numberof attr

tude surveys there is evidence that combat veterans, in evaluating

. their own preparation for combat, felt that more exposureto battle

stimuli prior to entering combat wasone of the major deficiencies >
their own training for combat.
Some data of this type are provided by the questionnaire results

28 See footnote 26.
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obtained from a study. of 700 veterans of the North African cam-

paign (summer1948). In answer to a question on “the kind of

training which lessens the initial shock of combat,” the most fre-

quent answers were as follows:

1. Give men more training under live ammunition. This reply was

given by about one third of the men. A typical remark was: “Make

it as real as possible, using real ammunition. A few will get killed,

but the others will learn. They will know the score, that this is

war and no picnic.”

2. Show what enemy weapons can do—so that men will know what

to expect of them in combat. (Suggested by one fifth of the men.)

A representative quotation expresses the suggestion this way:

“Show them every enemy weapon andfire it. Show them how it

operates and what to expect. [Show them] its deficiencies as well

as its better qualities. ... Let them see German planes and hear

their motors . . . so it makes a lasting impression.”” Some men

felt strongly that the high quality of German weapons was not ade-

quately stressed during their training. ‘“[We need] to explain to
our men the value of the enemies’ weapons—not to underestimate
them.” That this is not an isolated opinion is supported by the fact
that 57 per cent of the men interviewed reported that they found
German equipment “‘better than expected.” (Sixty-six per cent of
the men, however, still believed American equipment superior to
German.)

3. Give men even more training in how to protect themselves from
enemy weapons. (Suggested by 15 per cent of the men.) The fol-
lowing statement typifies the type of concrete suggestion given:
“More instruction on how to protect themselves from machine gun
fire and how to dispose of machine gun nests.” .

_ These results are supplemented by studies of combat veterans in
other combat areas. An analysis has been madeof the free-answer
comments on deficiencies in precombat training obtained from a
survey (in April 1944) of combat veterans who had fought in Sicily.
Approximately 40 per cent of the 500 combat infantrymen in the
sample gave a write-in answer to the question: “What kind oftrain-
ing, if any, did you lack?” # The proportions who gave each type

 

29 S-66.
_ ®8-100C,
1 This question appeared in the questionnaire immediately following the question

on adequacy of combat training quoted in footnote 27. The percentages presented inthe table give a total which is slightly more than 100 per cent di
some men mentioned more than one deficiency. P ue to the fact thet
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of response (based on the200 cases who gave an answer) were as
follows: ;

Per cent givi
Type of deficiency mentioned eachma

Training underfire, under realistic battle conditions “39 7
Moretraining in specific weapons 27
Moretraining in general 17
Amphibious and other types of tactics ; 14
Mountain training 12
Experience with artillery fire 4°
Knowledge of enemy weapons and tactics 4
Physical endurance training 4
Miscellaneous 3

It will be noted that the most frequently mentioned deficiencyin
combat training was experience with live ammunition and realistic.
battle stimuli. The same sample of combat infantrymen gave
similar answers to the question: “Is there any type of training you
think new troops should be getting more of before being sent into
your type of outfit as replacements?” More than one fourthof the
men asserted that training under live ammunition was needed.
The same type of results is provided by a survey of 344 combat:

infantrymen in Italy.** Slightly more than half of the men gave

an affirmative answer to the question: ‘Is there any particular kind

of training you did not get that you wish you had received before you’

went into combat?” Once again, one of the most frequent types

of answer written in by those who gave a “Yes” answer was “train-

ing under live ammunition, underrealistic battle conditions.”*
Another indication of how combat troops rated training under.

realistic battle conditions as compared to other types of trainingis

provided by the responsesof the same group of combat infantrymen

to questions about the importance of four types of training activi-

ties. These responses are shown in Chart VII.
The results which we have presented on the responses of combat

veterans to questions about deficiencies in their own training indi-
cate that many men, on the basis of their own experience in combat,

#28-100A. ..
#8 Tt is probable that the majority of men in this sample had received their training

after the infiltration course and other “battle inoculation” features had been introduce’

into the standard training program, whereas the preceding findings (for veterans d
the North African and Sicilian campaigns) were obtained from men who had receive

their training before these features were introduced. It is interesting to note, there
fore, that even after the Army introduced live ammunition into the traming program,
combat troops tendedto feel that their training was deficient in this respect.
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felt that there was a considerable need for exposureto live ammuni-

tion and realistic battle conditions in precombat training. In the

next section, on fear of enemy weapons, we shall present some find-

ings which suggest that with increased exposure to actual combat

conditions, the men’s ratings of the dangerousness of weapons tended

to correspond moreclosely to the actual effectiveness of the weapons

and exaggerated fears of enemy weapons tended to be reduced. Tt -

CHART VII

Comat Veterans’ Ratina or tus Isrorrance oF Various Trrss or TRAINING

(Based on Responses of 344 Combat Infantrymen in Italy, February 1944)

QUESTION “How Important do you think the following things are for o soldier to ge! in his
training before he comes oversecs?

PERCENTAGE RESPONDING

Not Some- Very

very what

Going through tough,realistic batile
conditions on maneuvers

Taking reqular calisthenics and
setting-up exercises

Plenty of practice In going through
a hord obstacle course

Proctice in hiking ovar rough country
with full field equipment until he con
gover 25,miles without being all

n 
Data from S-100A.

. is likely that this type of adjustment to sources of objective danger
is one of the ways in which exposuretorealistic battle stimuli serves
to prepare men psychologically for combat.

Factors Affecting Fear of Enemy Weapons

Some suggestive material on the problems involved in preparing
men to withstand fear-eliciting stimuli in battle is provided by two
studies of attitudes of combat veterans toward enemy ‘weapons.
Oneof the primary purposesof these studies was to determine what
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characteristics.of fear-eliciting weapons tend to be frightening, The

results, as will be shown in the tables given below, indicate that cer.
tain weapons elicited more fear than appears to be warranted by

their actual degree of dangerousness. Thereis evidencethat these
irrational fears of specific weapons were based on psychologicalfae.
tors of the type which would be subjected to modification bytrain.

TABLE 5

Percentaces OF Mun Iexposmp to Gack Waaron Wao Ratep Ir
Mosr Frrentenma*

aoaoaeEeEeeEeaeEeEeEeeaaamaeaeaEeaeaeaeEeEeEeEeEeEeEEEEEeEeEEE—————————————————

BASED ON RESPONSES TO THH QUESTION: ‘What enemy weaponused against you
seemed mostfrightening to you?”

Per cent
eee

88 mm. fun 48
Dive bomber 20
Mortar 13
Horizontal bomber 12
Light machine gun 7
Strafing §
Land mines 2
Rifle fire 0
Miscellaneous (booby traps, tank at-

tack, heavy machine gun,etc.) 4

 

Data from S-66.
* This table is to be read as follows: Of all men exposed to the 88 mm.gun, 48 percentrated it nsthe

mostfrightening weapon;of all men exposed to the dive bomber, 20 per cont rated it as the most fright
ening weapon; etc. Those exposed to the 88 mm. gun were not in all cases the same menas those ex-

posed to the dive bomber. Since each percentage shown in the chartis calculated from a different base,

‘depending on the number of men exposed to the weapon, thoy do not total exactly 100 per cent. The

same method of calculation is used in determining which weapons were rated ‘‘most dangerous.” This

method of analysis includes all men, regardless of how many or how few of the weapons they had been
exposed to. An alternative method of analysis would be to use only men whe had been exposed to sll

of the weapons and therefore had a more complete basis on which to judge dangerousness ondfrightes-

ingness. This could not be done because too few of the men had experienced all of the weapons. A
eclection of the five more frequently experienced weapons was made: 88, mortar, bomber, land mine, and

light machine gun. The ratings of dangerousness and fearfulness were determined for all men who had

been exposed to all five of these weapons. Tho results obtained by this procedure parallel closely those

obtained by the method used to compile the table above and the one which follows. The exact number

of cases on which each of the percentages in Tables 6 and 6 and Chart VIII is based is not available, a8

the punch cards and work sheets for §-66 have not been located. The total sample includes somervhat

more than 700 cases.

ing. This suggests that inappropriate fear reactions to certain

highly feared weapons could be avoided by adequate precombat

training. .
The first study was carried out in the summerof 1943.% More

than 700 enlisted men, most of whom had been evacuated from the

North African theater because of combat wounds, were given 4
questionnaire dealing with their reactions to a variety of German

weapons. As shown in Table 5, almost half of the men believed

34 8-66.
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that the German 88 mm. gun was morefrightening than any other

German weapon used against them in the North African campaign.

The next three weapons mentioned, in order of frequency, were the

dive bomber, the mortar, and the horizontal bomber. The low

frequencies for the remaining weapons do not necessarily mean that

they were not feared, but only that they were rated as most fright-

ening by relatively fewer men.

The men were asked what enemy weapon they thought most dan-

gerous, in terms of the number of our men they believedit killed or

wounded. ‘The results are shown in Table 6. It will be seen that

TABLE 6

Percenraces of Men Exposep ro Bach Wearon Wuo Rarep Ir
Mosr Dancrrovs*

  

Baskp ON RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION: “Judging from what you yourself saw, what
weapon used by the enemy caused the most
casualties (killed and wounded) among our
men?”

Per cent

88 mm. gun 62
Mortar 17
Light machine gun
Horizontal bomber
Dive bomber
Strafing
Land mines
Rifle fire
Miscellaneous (booby traps, tank at-

tack, heavy machine guns, etc.) iw
)
O
N

P
h
P
O
D

 

Data from S-66.
* See footnote to Table 5.

in general the weapons which are considered most dangerous are also
rated high in termsof fearfulness. The most important discrepancy
is in the case of the dive bomber, which is considered mostfrighten-
ing by 20 per cent of the men although only 4 per cent of the men
rated it most dangerous. Similarly, the horizontal bomberis rated
most frightening by 12 per cent, but most dangerous byonly 5 per
_cent of the men.

In addition to these two exceptions, the relationship between
dangerousness and “frighteningness”is lessened by the fact that in
manycases the men whorated a particular weapon as most fright-
ening were not the same men who consider it most dangerous.
Only 38 per centof the individual men rated as most frightening the
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same weapon they rated most dangerous. Henceit is evident that:
factors other than belief in the dangerousness of the weaponare in.
volved in rating the fearfulness of enemy weapons. .
The weapon which caused the greatest number of woundsamong

the men in the present study was the 88 mm. gun. This wag also
rated as the most dangerous by a majority of the men. Butther
is little correspondence in the list beyond this point.
The most common reasons men gavefor fearing particular weap-

ons are summarized below for the five most frequently feared weap-
ons. The percentage of men giving these reasonsfor each Weapon
is indicated in parentheses:

Mortar: The mortar, the men say,is to be feared for its “deadly accuracy”
(24 per cent) and becauseit “is right on top of you before you knowit’s
coming” (19 per cent).

88 mm. gun: The 88 is most frequently feared for its accuracy (21 per’
cent). “They could hit a dime at a thousand yards with it.”

Light machine gun: Thelight machine gun impresses men with its “rapid
rate of fire” (42 per cent). As one man said “Our gun soundslike a slow
motor boat, theirs like a buzz-saw.”?

The above reasons are seen to be moreorless in line with casualty:

inflicting characteristics that the weapons actually possess. 01

the other hand, other types of characteristics were referred to i

describing the fearfulness of air attacks:

Dive bomber: The dive bomber is feared because of its “siren” andits .
“terrible shrieking noise” (48 per cent).

Horizontal bomber: The horizontal bomberis feared because of its noise

(21 per cent) and the fact that it leaves many men with a “feeling of

helplessness—you can’t fight back at it” (14 per cent).

The reasons most often given for fearing air attack hadlittle o

no relationship to the casualty inflicting characteristics of thes

weapons, but appear to have been of a purely “psychological” chat

acter. This finding is consistent with Dollard’s conclusion in hi

report based on interviews with combat veterans in the Abrahat

Lincoln Brigade who had fought in the Civil War in Spain:
“A weapon may behigh on thelist [of feared weapons]either be

causeit is especially common and dangerous, perhaps the case wit

artillery shells, or because something about it arouses irrationt

' fear, perhaps the case with air-bombing. The machine gun shoul
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probably be high on the list because it is actually dangerous, but

the men mayfeel that, though dangerous, it is in the realm of the

familiar and that they know how to cope with it.

There are some additional findings which provide supplementary

information on this point. With more experience in combat the

men appear to have becomerelatively more afraid of weapons with

real striking power andless afraid of those which were objectively -

less effective. Men with the longest battle experience were found

to be less likely than green troops to regard as most frightening a

weapon like the dive bomber and more likely to regard as most

frightening a weapon like the 88 mm. gun.** In Chart VIII the

percentages of men considering artillery most frightening as con-

trasted with those who consider air attack most frightening are

classified according to the length of time the individuals were in

combat. .

The threat of air attacks may have evoked exaggerated fear re-

actions among those who had been in combatfor only a short time.

As we have seen, the reasons men gavefor fearing air attacks had
little to do with casualty-inflicting effectiveness, unlike the reasons

given for fear ofartillery shelling. This finding, together with the

results shown in Chart VIII, suggests the hypothesis that fears un-

warranted by the objective effectiveness of a weapon are capable of
being reduced by exposure to the sounds and other fear-eliciting

stimuli which the weapon produces.. The results from another

study presented below suggest that this might also hold true even
for weapons which are highly effective in inflicting casualties.

Before presenting the additional data on this point, it might be
noted in passing that there is some indirect evidence that the retro-
spective reports which the men gave about the way they felt when
they were in combat do provide someindication of their actual re-

35 J. Dollard, op.cit., p. 14
*s'The data were examined for the possibility that these results may reflect & de-

creased use of air attack by the enemy as the Tunisian campaign progressed. If this
assumption were true, men who entered combat in the later phases should show less
fear of air attack than those who had comein earlier. This was nof borne out by the
data. Neither did it turn out that men who were in combat for a very short period
were relatively any more exposed to bombing than toartillery fire. Hence the state-
ment as madeabove does not appear to be the result of the particular course of the
African campsrign, nor of any greater use of bombing on troops whowerefirst entering
combat. Our data are in conflict with results reported by the British who found that

. the “morale” weapons—dive bomber, and ather forms of sir attack—all showed in-
creases in the number ofdislikes (both absolute, and relative to other weapons) with
increased experience, while the “wounding” weapons—machine guns, artill: ery and
Tifle—all showed decreases. . , y
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actions to combat. As part of the study of the North African com-

bat veterans, the responses of an additional small groupof combat

psychiatric casualties (48 cases) were compared with thoseof the
700 wounded combat veteranson the following question: “Did thig

{most frightening] weapon become morefrighteningorless frighten-
ing as time went on?’ Approximately one fourth of the group of

CHART VIII

RatvIncs oF THE FEARFULNESS oF Two Enemy Wrarons in RELATION To
Lanora or Tima m Comsat
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Data from 8-66. See footnote to Table 5,

combat psychiatric casualties reported that their fear of the weapon

which they had rated as most frightening was reduced (“Became

somewhatless frightening’”’ or ‘“Became muchless frightening”), 28

‘against nearly twice this proportion for the wounded group (46 per
cent)..
k*Additional findings on fear of enemy weaponsare provided by a

survey of combat veterans in France. During September-October
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1944, 842 wounded combat veterans were interviewed in four gen-

eral hospitals in France and in a reconditioning center in England:

This study provides data which tendto bear out the main conclusion

suggested by theearlier study of veterans of the North African cam-

paign*’ (1) fear of enemy weapons, in some cases, appears to have

been disproportionate to the apparent dangerousness of the weapon

—which implies that psychological factors play a role in augmenting

fear of enemy weapons; and (2) fears of enemy weapons appear to

have become morerealistic as a result of exposure to actual combat

conditions. ‘These conclusions are suggested by a comparison -of

‘ the reactions to two major enemy weapons, both of which were

highly dangerous: the 88 mm.gun and the mortar.

At the time of the study both weaponswereeffective in inflicting

casualties. It will be noted in Chart IX that approximately one

fourth of the men in the sample reported that they had been

wounded by the 88 mm. gun and the corresponding proportion for

the mortar was 18 per cent. As shown by the additional results in

Chart IX, the proportion of men who rated the 88 mm. as the most

dangerous weaponis smaller than the proportion whorated it as the

most fearful weapon, whereas the reverse is true for the mortar.

This finding suggests that although the fear of the 88 mm. gun was

groundedin its objective dangerousness, it evoked relatively greater

fear response compared with its actual effectiveness, than did the
. mortar.

There are some supplementary findings which indicate that there
may have been a somewhat exaggerated fear of the 88 mm. gun due

378-168. Approximately three fifths of the men sampled were in the general hos-
pitals where they had been sent after evacuation from the fighting at the German
border and the combat zone at Brest, France. The remaining two fifths were veterans'
who had been evacuated from France to England for extended hospitalization and
reconditioning for further active duty. Though the men surveyed came from a large
variety of units and their combat experiences varied considerably, they cannot be
assumed to be @ representative cross section of combat veterans. Since the survey
was conducted among wounded men, infantrymen made up a disproportionate number
of the veterans sampled.

*8 The survey in France did not provide an opportunity for checking specific findings
of the previous study of North African veterans, with respect to exaggerated fears of
aerial attacks. The majority of American troops in France during the post D Day
period were never exposed to attacks by enemy aircraft; 87 per cent of the men in
the sample asserted that they had never experienced aerial bombardment.
* Someindication of a psychological factor which may have been involved is to be

found in the reasons the men gave in explaining their dislike of the weapon they feared
most. One of the most frequent types of answers about the 88 mm. gun given in
response to @ question on reasons for fearing the weapon was: “the sounds it produces—
whenit goes off and when the shell is traveling through the air.” In the case of the
mortar, on the other hand, almost all of the reasons given for disliking the weapon
were directly related to its effectiveness in causing casualties,
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to the reputation which the weapon had acquired among combat ”
troops who were fighting in France, which may not havebeen the.
case among troops in North Africa. co,

Research Branch personnel, from their interviews with combat
soldiers during this period, reported that of all German artillery
pieces, the 88 mm. gun was the only one which the men frequently -
mentioned by nameand that this weapon appeared to have acquired |
the character of a ‘‘bogey.” It was a favorite subjectof stories and
legends. This tends to be borne out by theresults of a comparison

CHART IX

Comparison oF Reacrions ro Two Enemy Waarons

(Based on a Survey of 842 Wounded CombatVeteransin the .
European Theater, September-October 1944)
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between the 142 men whoreported that they had experienced very

little or no exposure to the weapon and the 664 men who reported

having been exposed to the weapon many times.. Fifty-one per

cent of the latter and 59 per cent of the former group rated the 88 |

mm. gun as the weapon they feared most. It appears, therefore, “

that the 88 mm. gun was highly feared even before the men had

very much direct experience with artillery fire. Such was: notthe 7

case with the mortar. Only 9 per cent of the 247 men with little. -

exposure to the weapon rated. it as the one they feared most 8s

against 24 per cent of the 524 exposed to it many times. ,

_ The results shown in Chart X suggest that fear of the 88 mm. gun

may have decreased in the course of continued exposure to combat.
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It will be noted that combat veterans who had served in actual com-

bat for the Jongest period wereless likely than other men to rate the

88 mm. gun as the most dangerous enemy weapon and were less

likely to regard it as the most fearful enemy weapon. In contrast

to this, the mortar tended to be regarded as relatively more danger-

ous and more fearful with increased time in combat.

Apparently, with this sample of men, the 88 mm. actually caused

CHART X

Cuances my Reactions ro Two Enemy WEAPONS wirs INCREASED

Exposure To Compar

(Based on a Survey of Wounded Combat Veterans in the
European Theater, September-October, 1944)
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a, decreasing proportion of casualties with increased time in combat
The proportions who said they were wounded bythe 88 mm, and
mortar respectively, by length of time in combat, were:

PERCENTAGRH WOUNDED BY
Time in combat 88 mm. _ Mortar
60 days or over 19 “16
30 to 59 days 22 21
Under 30 days 35 12

Hence,in this sample, the decreasing proportions with timein com,
bat, as shown in Chart X, who rated the 88 mm. as most fearful, as
well as most dangerous, correspond with the decreasing proportions
of 88 mm. casualties. This suggests “realism” in the responses,
but it also must be noted in Chart X that even amongthe men with
more than 60 days in combat the 88 mm. was most feared by 46 per
cent and the mortar by only 23 per cent in spite of the fact that the
two weapons were, according to this subsample, causing almost
equal casualties.”

While controlled observations of the same group of men over a
period of time are necessary in order to obtain clear-cut evidenceof
a true change in reactions to enemy weapons,the results in Chart X
are of some interest when compared with the findings of theearlier

study of veterans of the North African campaign. That study

indicated that fear of aerial bombardment (which, from independent
evidence, appeared to be an exaggerated fear) may have beenre-

duced with increased time in combat while fear ofartillery fire (a

reaction to a more realistic source of danger) tended to increase.

The study of combat veterans in France suggests a pattern similar

in some respects. Fear of the 88 mm., while it was in large part a

realistic fear, may have been somewhat exaggerated by the reputa-

tion the weapon had acquired; with increased exposure:to combat

conditions this fear appears to have decreased, though even among
those longest exposed the 88 mm.wasby far the most feared weapon.

The mortar, on the other hand, appears to have been underestr
mated initially, and with increased time in combat fear of this

weapon appears to have increased. oo,
An obvious hypothesis suggested by these findingsis that a learn-

y., ing process operates in combat which has the dualeffect of decreas:

‘“" ing fear reactions to exaggerated dangers and increasing fear Te
 

‘© When the data in Chart X are further broken down separately for men wounde?

‘by 88 mm., mortars, and other weapons, the sameessential pattern of response i“ t
questions on fright and danger, by time in combat, appears for each subgroup separately
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actions to underestimated dangers. The extinction ofemergency

fear reactions to pseudo danger cues and the strengthening of these

reactions in response to cues of genuine danger would be highly

adaptive in an environment which contains a multitude of potential

dangers. ;
It has been reported by many observers that men in combat

develop considerable ability in discriminating among the various

sounds emitted by projectiles traveling at varying heights and in

varying trajectories which provide cues to one’s proximity to the

target. The acquisition of this type of discrimination in combat

would facilitate adaptive reactions. It would be expected that if

the men perceived relatively little evidence of actual damage accom~

panying certain recurrent sounds—which initially may have elicited

an excited, emotional reaction—they would develop the ability to

‘ignore these sounds. Other cues which may have been neutral,

originally, would becomeeffective in eliciting fear reactions if they

occurred contiguously with perceptible damage and became a sign
for danger. The acquisition of differential fear reactions to battle
stimuli is probably also facilitated by experience in attempting to
counteract various sources of danger: those dangers for which the
men develop successful protective habits, such as taking cover,
would tend to elicit less fear than those against which the men find
themselves to be defenseless.
There are some results from the study of combat veterans in

France which suggest that learning processes of this type mayoper-
ate in the case of fear reactions to stimuli associated with certain
enemy weapons. Of those men who had been under 88 mm. and
artillery fire many times, approximately one out of every ten re-
ported that the 88 mm. gun subsequently became less frightening
than it was at first; the main “reasons” they gave, in explaining
why the weapons became less frightening, were the following: (1)
You get used to it. (2) You can hear it coming. (8) You can take
cover and avoid it.
While the most important “real reason” may have been a relative

decrease in the 88 mm’s effect, compared with other weapons, these
answers suggest that having the experienceof escaping from danger
by taking successful protective action and having practice in dis-
criminating among sound cues can be critical factors in thereduc-
tion of fears of enemy weapons in combat. ‘
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THE COMBAT REPLACEMENT"
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Introduction

ue fact has already been noted that high casualty rates among
"Lcombat personnel, together with an established system ofre.
placing individuals rather than units, led to a constantly changing
membership of the front-line combat unit. Many veteran outfits
which had seen much fighting contained a relatively small propor
tion of men who had come overseas as original members. Forex-..
ample, in a survey of four Infantry divisions in Italy in April of
1945, only 34 per cent of the cross section of infantrymenin line
companies said they had come overseas with their outfits, while the .
remainder had joined their divisions as replacements.’ So ground

combatis not to be thoughtof as having involved teams of men who _

had all trained together from the beginning. The normal turnover
in the membership of combat outfits had several implications for’
the adjustments required of many combatsoldiers. For one thing,
it meant that many of them would first have to be assimilatedtoa

pre-existing group. This process of assimilation was an important _

one, for we have seen that intragroup ties played_a central role in
combat motivation. Aside from the processesof social integration, .

the replacement also had to acquire for himself the practical knowl-

edge and skills of battle so that he could function properly as a mem-

ber of the team. The question arises as to how longit would take ~

him to reach a peakofefficiency.and,for that matter, whether there

was in fact a peak of efficiency after which his value as a soldier de-

creased.
The present chapter will treat some of these problems arising from .

the replacement system. The assimilation of the replacementto &

veteran outfit will first be discussed. In regard to this process, the
fullest data are available for men joining veteran divisions during 4

 

1 By M.Brewster Smith. Special mention is due Robin M. Williams, Jr., whose idess *
and suggestions have been used extensively.

28-177, 1,766 cases,

2428
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period when they were not in combat. While this situation was by

no means typical of the conditions under which all replacements

joined their outfits, it is of some special interest since it permits a

study of the processes of assimilation abstracted from the problems

of the soldier’s initial adjustments to combat. In contrast to the

alternative case, in which the replacement first saw his new outfit in

the lines, perhaps at night in the midst of a majoroffensive,it also

represents the ideal way for the individual replacement system to

operate. After exploring the data on the process of assimilation

before combat, we will more briefly sketch the normal sequence of

events for the replacement, from the replacement depot through his

initial adjustments to combat. Some evidence in regard to the

length of time it took the combat soldier to reach his peak of effi-

ciency will be discussed in a final section. These final data will be

relevant not only to an understanding of the adjustment of the re-
placement to combat but also to any general evaluation of the indi-

vidual replacement system, which assured combat outfits a kind of
formal immortality but tended to keep individuals in combat until

the limit of their endurance was reached. While no attempt will
be made to evaluate the many complex considerations involved in
an appraisal of the individual replacement system as a whole, the
question of the existence of a peak ofefficiency is certainly one fac-
tor which would have to be taken into accountin such an evaluation.

The Assimilation of Replacements to a
Veteran Outfit Before Combat

The period of the winter and spring of 1944, when a vast force of
combat troops was being assembled in England in preparation for |
the Normandy invasion, provided a unique natural laboratory for
the study of the state of mind in which veteran and inexperienced
soldiers awaited major action. Several veteran divisions which had
seen varying amounts of action in the Mediterranean campaign
were shippedto the British Isles to spearhead the cominginvasion.
Following customary practice their ranks were filled with new re-
placements, the divisions carrying “overstrength” beyond the com-
plement normally authorized. A period of intensive preinvasion
training was then instituted during which the replacements were to
be assimilated, and in which the replenished units, together with
many fresh divisions from the States, were to be welded into the
most effective possible team for the crucial assault. Two of these
replenished veteran Infantry divisions were among eleven. divisions
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in which questionnaire surveys were conducted in England durine
this preinvasion period. The surveys were primarily intended to
give the commanders concerned an appraisal of various aspects of
the morale of the men in their immediate commands, "However
the resulting data permit comparison of the attitudes of replace.
ments in the veteran divisions with those of combat veterans in
‘these same divisions, and also with the attitudes of men in com.
pletely inexperienced divisions. The surveys thus provide a oy
herent picture of some of the ways in whichtheattitudesof the ney
replacements were modified in interaction with their veteran organ-
izations, and also give someindication of the gross effects of combat
experience on the veterans.
One of the two veteran divisions which were surveyed in April of

1944 (Division A) was the same division which had been surveyed
in the United States in December 1941 and which wasdiscussedat
length in Volume I, Chapter 2. Although it was a Regular Army
division, the earlier study found that barely more than half of the
enlisted men were from the Regular Army.® After repeatedly send-
ing out cadre personnel to newly activated divisions in the inter-
vening two-year period, the division probably retained a relatively
small proportion of ‘‘old” Army men at the time of the later study.
Nevertheless, the combat veterans did differ in background charac-

teristics from men in the newer, inexperienced divisions and particu-

larly from more recently recruited replacements, as an inspectionof

the numbersof cases in the tables of this chapter will indicate. The

most notable difference between veterans and replacements in this

division was in regard to rank: very few of the replacements were

noncoms. Since factors such as rank may be related to theatti-

tudes with which we are to be concerned, statistical controls are

indispensable for any comparison of the attitudes of the various

groups. Because Division A was the only veteran division surveyed

with a questionnaire which obtained information on background
characteristics, the findings from this division will be relied upon as

the chief source of data for comparing veterans and replacements.

Data from the second veteran division (Division B), which had seen

somewhat heavier combat, will be used in supplementation.
An overall view of the answers of veterans and replacements mn

‘Division A, in comparison with those of men in inexperienced divi-

sions freshly arrived overseas, reveals some striking differences

key attitudes. Chart I presents the data in a preliminary Way:

? Cf, Chart II in VolumeI, Chapter 2, “The Old Army and the New.”
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‘

tA a at
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Since there were an insufficient number of replacement oncoms
the comparisons in this chart are restricted to privates and privates
first class. For the sake of further homogeneity, only members gf
line Infantry companies are included, here and throughout the chap.
ter. The inexperienced divisions selected for the comparisons were
those which were surveyed at approximately the sametime as Div.
sion A, with the questionnaire which included information onback.
ground characteristics. The various attitude areas represented in
Chart I will each be treated in a separate subsection to follow; here
each area is represented by a single question for the sakeof graphic
simplicity. The chart shows the proportion in each group whogave
responses which were arbitrarily selected by inspection as favorable,
The wording of the questions, as well as the designation offavorable
responses, may be found in the table accompanying thesubsection

dealing with each content area.
As Chart I shows, the relationship of the responsesof replacements

to those of veterans and of members of inexperienced divisionsdif-

fers for different questions. There appear to be at least four prin-

cipal patterns:
1. In regard to willingness for combat, the replacements stand

intermediate between the relatively unwilling veterans and the rela-

tively more willing men in inexperienced divisions. As a conven-

ient oversimplification, it could be said that in this respect the

replacement who had joined a veteran division was already half

a veteran without ever having been in combat.
2. In regard to feeling that they had enough training and experi-

ence to take charge of a group of men in combat, the replacements

are the lowest of the three groups and the veterans are highest. _

_ 8. On someof the questions, the replacements were more likely to
give favorable responses than either of the other groups. This was

true of their attitudes toward their noncoms and toward Army e

quirements (thinking that most requirements “seemed necessary ).

In regard to pride in company they were at least as likely to be

favorable as the veterans, and more so than men in inexperienced

divisions.
4. On other questions, the replacementsdiffered little or not at all

from menin new divisions. Thus their attitudes toward their phys-

ical condition were similar to those of men in inexperienced outiits,
but different from those of veterans. In regard to their conviction

about the war, the replacements differed slightly from theveterans
but were essentially similar to the third group. .
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Several factors will be adduced in explanation of these divergent

patterns. The differences between veterans on the one hand and

menin inexperienced divisions on the other can for the most part be

attributed in one wayor anotherto the effects of combat experience

on the veterans. The replacements, like the men in the new divi-

sions, lacked battle experience, but the fact that they had joined a

seasoned outfit appears to have been significant for their attitudes

in at least two ways. In some respects they partially took over the

attitudes of the veterans around them. This is most apparent in

Chart I in regard to willingness for combat, thoughit will be shown

later in the chapter that their attitudes responded in several other

respects to the prevailing atmosphere in their companies. Secondly,

asdistinguished from men in green divisions, they seem to havere-

acted to the fact that their new outfit and its members had the pres-

tige of combat experience. Thus they were especially likely to

have confidence in their veteran noncoms, were likely to accept as

necessary the requirements which their veteran leaders imposed on

them, and were morelikely than troops in green divisions to express
a high degree of pride in their companies. At least partly for the ~
same reason, however, they were less likely than either of the other
groups to say they had enough training and experience to be able to
do a good job of taking sole charge of a group of men in combat; they.
had the seasoned veterans in their companies to look up to for that.
The process of being assimilated to a veteran outfit thus involved

effects on the replacements’ attitudes of both favorable and un-
favorable aspect. Someof the bitterness of the veterans appears
to have been contagious. Counterbalancing this was the special

’ significance to the replacement of being among proved veterans in
an outfit that had made a nameforitself. These effects will appear
in greater detail in the sections that follow.

Willingness for combat. The responsesof veterans, replacements,
and members of untried divisions on two questions concerned with —
willingness for combat are compared in Table 1. The moredetailed
results for both questions are in agreement with the summary find-
ings that were shown in Chart I for the first of them. The questions
were sufficiently different so that the overall proportions of men
checking favorable responses differed considerably for the two items,
but on both of them combat veterans were markedly less likely to
indicate willingness for combat than were men in new divisions,
while replacements in the veterans’ divisions were intermediate in
their answers. . é
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TABLE 1

WILLINGNESS FOR CoMBAT Amone Enuisrep VETERANS AND REPLACEMENTS IN Lins
InrantRyY CoMPANIES OF Two Veteran Inrantry Divisions anp ENLISTED
Men in Line Inrantry Companies oF THREE INEXPERIENCED DrvIsIoNns

(European Theater, April~May 1944. 8-129)

  

QUESTIONS:
“Which of the fol- “Which ofthe fol-
lowing best tells the lowing best describes
way you feel about your ownfeeling
getting into an ac- about getting into
tual battle zone?” combat against the

 

Germans?”
Number Per cent making Per cent making
of cases favorable responses* favorable responsest

All Enlisted Men
Veteran Division A

Veterans 606 15 32
Replacements 427 28 56

Veteran Division Bt '
Veterans 2,227 12 14
Replacements 983 32 45

Inexperienced Divisions 9,850 48 70

Noncoms
Veteran Division A

Veterans 178 17 41
Inexperienced Divisions 2,867 57 81

Privates and Pfc’s
Veteran Division A

Veterans 487 15 27
Replacements 406 28 57

Inexperienced Divisions 7,493 45 67

Married
Veteran Division A

Veterans 76 12 29
Replacements 114 30 59

Inexperienced Divisions 1,999 43 63

Unmarried, H.S. Graduate
Veteran Division A

Veterans 94 13 22
Replacements 114 22 51

Inexperienced Divisions 1,418 46 69

Unmarried, Others
Veteran Division A

Veterans 267 16 29
Replacements 178 30 57

Inexperienced Divi ons 4,076 46 68
n
n

* The answer categories were as follows:

x I want very muchto get into it just as soon as possible.
*= I'm ready to go any time.

I'd like to go beforeit’s over, but I don’t think I’m ready yet.
T hope I won't have to go but if I doI think I'll doall right.
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- ‘The table also shows that these relationships hold when several

background characteristics are simultaneously controlled as fully

as the number of cases from Division A permits: rank, education,

and marital ‘status (which affords a partial control on age, with

which it is correlated—the men were not asked how old they were).

The breakdowns on education and marital status could be made

only among privates. The data for noncoms omit replacements,

since there were only 21 replacement noncoms. However, the con-

trast between veteran noncoms and noncoms in new divisions isas

sharp as between the privates in spite of the fact that, in line with

expectation, noncoms were somewhat more likely than privates to

say they were willing for combat. .

Data from Division B, also shown in the table, are in agreement

with those from Division A. Replacements in Division B, as in

Division A, were morelikely than veterans andless likely than the

men in new divisions to say they wererelatively willing for combat.

The differences are sufficiently great that it is unlikely that any of

the factors that were controlled in Division A could account for

them.

Two salient facts emerge from the table which warrant interpre-

tative comment. One is the marked tendency of combat veterans

to show less willingness for combat than either of the groups without

combat experience. This difference is clearly attributable to the
combat experience of the veterans. What the difference means,

however, in terms of differences in effective combat motivation is

probably more complex. A word of caution should be introduced

here in accordance with findings which were discussed in Chapter 1.

’ There it was shown that in terms of certain gross indexes of combat

effectiveness, expressed. willingness for combat turns out to be re-

lated to combat effectiveness within the veteran and replacement

groups. In spite of this, the replacements as a whole do not seem
to have shown a higher degree of combateffectiveness thanthe vet-

 

T hope I won't have to go because [ don’t think I wotld do very well.
No opinion,

  

me categories marked X were considered fnvorable. Privates’ answers to this question were shown
in Chart IL.

+ The answer categories were?

x= T'd like to get into the fight as soon as I can,
I'mready to go when my turn comes,
I'd just a8 soon stay out of combatif possible,
I don't want to get into combat at all.

    

Tho categories marked X were considered favorable.

. }Surveyed in January 1044 (8-128). Other divisions surveyed April-May 1044 (5-129).
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erans. Thelatter finding may be theresult of a counterbalancing
of influences, a result of selective factors in regard to the veteran
group, or it-may reflect a change in the meaning of “willing” re-
sponses with combat experience. ,
The second major fact appearing from the table, namely the in-

termediate standing of the replacements, could therefore reflect a
taking over by the replacementsof veterans’attitudesat a relatively
superficial level rather than a deep change in their combat motiva-
tion. The present data leave this question open, but they do
strongly suggest that becoming a replacement in a veteran outfit
-caused a deterioration at some level in the men’s willingness for
combat. This does not seem to have been a matter of differences
in background characteristics; the relationship is but little reduced
when certain relevant background factors are controlled. (The
possibility, of course, remains that yet other uncontrolled factors
may have made the difference.) Neither can it have been a matter
of a general deterioration in the replacements’ morale as a result of
their experiencesprior to joining a unit, for it has been seen in Chart
I that in some aspects the morale of replacements in a veteran divi- ©
sion was higher than that of the other groups. The most obvious
interpretation is that to some extent the replacements took over the

attitudes of the combat veterans around them, whose views on com-

bat would have for them high prestige. Some additional evidence
that this occurred will be presented later.’

Self-confidence. It was seen in Chart I that among privates, the

. veterans in a veteran division were most likely to say they had had

-enough training and experience to take charge of a group of men in

combat, replacements in a veteran division least likely, and men in

new divisions intermediate in this respect. .The responses to the

first question in Table 2 show that this pattern holds whenseveral

background variables are controlled andalso is true of Division B.

Howeverit would be erroneousto interpret this pattern as applying

to general self-confidence in combat proficiency. The second ques-

tion in the table, at first glance, appears closely similar to the first

one: “If you were given a group of men and told to take charge of

‘them all by yourself under enemy fire, how well do you think you
would do?” The differences between the responses of the three

groups to this question are much smaller than the differences on the

first.question, however, and the veterans do not differ from the

_, Cf. Chart II.,
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members of new divisions. However there remains a small but con-

sistent tendency for the replacementsto beless likely to give favor-

able answers.

The key to the difference in results for the two questions appears

to He in the fact that the first question broughtin the factor of expe-

rience while the second did not. For the veterans, experience was

their strong point, and also the point at which replacements in con-

tact with them felt the greatest inferiority, standing as they did in

the shadow of the veterans. The pattern of differences in the men’s

answers which resulted probably reflects real differences in the re--

sources which the various groups had at their disposal. The second

question may, however,give a fairer appraisal of the men’srelative

confidence in their ability as combat leaders. The tendencyof re-

placements to be slightly less confident is probably to be attributed

again to the contrast which they perceived between themselves and

the veterans. The lack of difference between veterans and men in

new divisions is more surprising. Perhaps such factors as increased

realism about the nature of combat and accompanying reluctance

to assume responsibility may have balanced the greater experience

of the veterans.

It should be noted that veterans tended to interpret any question

dealing with ‘readiness’ for combat as implying in some degree a
query as to “willingness” for combat. This halo effect seems to
have entered into various questions in different proportions, and
may account for someof the responses which are otherwise difficult
to interpret. Thus the results for the third question in Table 2
seem anomalous. Wefind the veterans if anythingless likely than
either of the other groups to give the favorable answer when asked,
“Do you feel that you are now trained and ready for combat, or do
you need moretraining?” Certainly the veterans were not less pre-
pared for combat than inexperienced men. An interpretation of
this anomalous finding suggests itself from the character of the
favorable answer category: “I’m ready for combat now.” This
was an admission which the reluctant veteran might indeed wish to
avoid. The reluctance which most of them felt about going back
to combat was a very central attitude for them, and one which in
otherinstances than this seems to have colored their responses to
pemons ostensibly bearing primarily on other matters. Alterna-
a ys e veteran’s reluctance to call himself “trained and ready”

'y ave reflected genuinely higher standards of training and prep-
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, TABLE 2

Setr-Conrmence AMona ENiIstep VETERANS AND REPLACEMENTS IN LINE
Inrantry Companies or Two VETERAN INFantry Divisions any ENLISTED |
Mean in Line Inrantry Companies oF THREE INEXPERIENCED DIVISIONS

(European Theater, April-May 1944, §-129)
Re

QUESTIONS: ,
“Do you think
you have been “If you were
given enough given a group
training and of men and
experience so told to take
that you could charge of them “Doyoufeel
doa good job all by yourself that you aro

of taking under enemy now trained
charge of a__ fire, how well and readyfor

group of men doyouthink combat, or do
on your own you would you need more
in combat?” do?” training?”

 

Per cent mak- Per cent mak- Per cent mak-
Number ing favorable ing favorable ing favorable
of cases responses* responses responses t

All Enlisted Men
Veteran Division A

Veterans 606 49 66 29
Replacements 427 26 55 28

Veteran Division B§
Veterans 2,887 57 67 24
Replacements 983 25 49 19

Inexperienced Divisions 9,850 41 66 35

Noncoms
Veteran Division A

Veterans 178 66 84 34
Inexperienced Divisions 2,357 62 86 44

Privates and Pfe's
Veteran Division A

Veterans 427 42 59 27
Replacements 406 25 54 29

Inexperienced Divisions 7,493 34 60 33

Married
Veteran Division A

’ Veterans 76 42 66 32
Replacements 114 20 54 26

Inexperienced Divisions 1,999 37 61 82
Unmarried, H.S. Graduate
Veteran Division A

Veterans 94 44 63 24

* Replacements 11h 80 57 25
Inexperienced Divisions 1,418 33 65 33

Unmarried, Others
Veteran Division A

Veterans 267 Al 54 ' 27
Replacements’ 178 25 53 33

Inexperienced Divisions 4,076 34 57 33eeeeA
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aration than those that characterized menininexperienced divisions.

The two interpretations are mutually compatible and may both

contribute toward an accountof theresults.

Altitudes toward leaders. The case of attitudes toward noncoms1s

a striking instance of a situation in which the stimulus object was

different for replacements in a veteran division as compared with

members of inexperienced divisions. As we have seen, during the

periodof preinvasion training in the veteran division for which data

are available, the large majority of noncoms were combat veterans.

Yor the apprehensive newreplacements, these were likely to be ‘‘the

kind of noncoms one would want to serve under in combat.”’ The

results shown in Table 3 are therefore quite meaningful.

The table shows that replacements in Division A were much more

likely than men in inexperienced divisions to say that all or most of

their noncomswere the kind they would want to serve underin com-

bat. When rank is controlled—taking due account of the under-

standable tendency of noncoms to think well of themselves—the

replacements were fully twice as likely to give the favorable re-
sponse. While the combat veterans also held their noncoms in
higher esteem than did the men in green divisions, the highly favor-
able attitudes of the replacements cannot have been primarily the
result of any kind of psychological osmosis since the veterans were
less likely than the replacements to express favorable attitudes.
In so far as the especially favorable attitudes of replacements were

due to their special respect for veteran noncoms, the fact that they
exceeded veterans as well as men in new divisions in favorable re-

 

* Tho answer categories wero as follows:

x Have been given enough training and experience
Have not been given quite enough training and experience
Have not been given nearly enough training and experience

   

onpstegory marked X was considered favorable. Privates’ answers to this question were shown in
art 1.

{ The anawer categories were a8 follows:

——X_. Very well
x Fairly well

Not very well
Not well at alt

   

The categories marked X wore considered favorable. In Division B, th “ "used instead of “group of men"in the question. r the phrase “equad of men” sas

$ The answer categories were as follows:

x I'm ready for combat now
T need a little moro of some kinds of training
I need a Iot more of some kinds of training

   

The category marked X was considered favorable.

§ Surveyed in January 1944 (S-128),
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sponses is to be expected. The prestige of combat experience was
something that both private and noncom veterans shared) so while
the veterans did tend to think wellof their noncoms, theywereless
likely than replacements to stand in admiring awe of them.

Theresults for Division B, not shown in Table 3, are consistent
with the findings for Division A: 64 per cent of the replacementsas -

TABLE 3

CONFIDENCE IN Noncoms AMONG ENLISTED VETERANS AND REPLACEMENTS IN LINE
InraNTRY COMPANIES OF A VETERAN INFANTRY Division anp Enusten Mpn

iw Lins Inranrry Companies of Turep Inexreniencep Divisions

(European Theater, April-May 1944. 8-129)

  

Question: “How many of the noncoms in youroutfit are the kind you would want to
serve under in combat?”

PER CENT MAKING FAVORABLE RESPONSES* AMONG!

 

Velerans Replacements
in @ ina Menin

velcran veteran inexperienced
division division divisions

Noncoms 62 (178) t (21) 53 (2,367)

Privates and Pfe’s 36 (487) &8 (406) 25 (7,498)
Married 382 (76) 55 (114) 25 (1,999)
Unmarried, H.S. graduates 382 (94) 54 (114) 24 (1,418)
Unmarried, others 39 (267) 61 (178) _ 28 (4,076)

Total 44 (608) 58 (427) 33 (9,860)

 

Numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages are based.

* The answer categories were as follows:

x All of them are
x Mostof them are

About half of them are
Few of them are
None of them are

 

 

 

 

 

Tho categories marked X were considered favorable. Privates’ answers to this question were shown

in Chart I.

¢ Too few cases to warrant reporting.

compared with 48 per cent of the veterans gave favorable answers,

in contrast to 33 per cent of the men in newdivisions. —

No question on attitudes toward officers was asked of Division A

or of the inexperienced divisions for which findings have been pre-

sented. Results for Division B suggest that the pattern of relation-

ships was similar to that for attitudes toward noncoms. Fifty-five

per cent of the replacements, as compared with 29 per cent of the

veterans, said that all or most of the officers in their company were

the kind they would want to serve under in combat. This differ-
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enceis too large to be easily attributable to uncontrolled background

factors.

Thus the replacement in a veteran division seems to have had spe-

cial reasons for favorable attitudes toward his leaders. Factors -

such as this might well tend to counterbalance the effects on his

combat motivation of taking on some of his veteran associates’ ex~

pressed reluctanceto fight. The data, as we have noted, leave open

the question as to the extent to which these effects are fundamental

or primarily at the verballevel.

Altitudes toward company. Both veterans and replacements in

the veteran divisions were morelikely to say they felt very proud of

their companies than were men in divisions which had yet to see

combat, as the first column of Table 4 shows. Regarding the vet-

erans, this difference might be expected; they had earned the right

to be proud of their combat unit. The higher degree of pride on

the part of replacements relative to men in new divisions cannot,

however, be fully attributed to their having adopted the attitudes

of the veterans, unless one assumes that they took the veterans’

attitudes over tn toto, since the replacements were fully as likely as

the veterans to give the most favorable answer. An interpretation

similar to that invoked to account for their highly favorable atti-
tudes toward their noncoms seems most plausible. Both Divisions

A and B had seen extensive combat at a time when relatively few

units had played a part in the fighting war. Their prestige value
to the insecure replacement awaiting a major invasion appears to
have been considerable.

One might perhaps expect the veterans to have expressed even
greater pride than the replacements. But there were certain fac-
tors peculiar to the veterans which werelikely to diminish the pride
they might otherwise have expressed concerning their battle-scarred
outfits. They had some basis, for example, for feeling contemptu-
ous toward the current garrison status of their outfit. The general
complex of despair, anxiety, disillusionment, and anger which com-
batsoldiers called “being browned off” could hardly havefailed to
color their responses. Or, their feeling of pride in the unit may
have been diminished by the dilution of their outfits by new men
who had not shared thesignificant experiences of the group. Itis
possible to make a roughtest to see if the last-mentioned factor was
important. In one of the Infantry divisions, the attitudes of vet-
erans in Infantry companies which had taken on a relatively high
proportion of replacements were compared with those of veterans
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TABLE 4

Arrrropes Towarp Company AmMonG Enusrep VETERANS AND REPLACEMENTS IN
Lue Inranrry Companres or Two Veteran INFANTRY Divisions anp EN.isrep

Men in Line Inranrry Companies or THres INexpariencep Drvistons

(European Theater, April-May 1944, §-129)

  

QUESTIONS:

“What sort of
teamwork and “On the whole,
cooperationis howis the

“Do youfecl thereamong morale of the
proud of the men in men in

your company your company your company
or battery?” orbattery?” or battery?”

Per cent mak- Per cent mak- Per cent mak-

Number ing favorable ing favorable ingfavorable

 

of cases

~—

responses* responsest responses}

All Enlisted Men
Veteran Division A

Veterans 606 39 72 17

Replacements 427 40 82 30

Veteran Division B§
Veterans 2,287 47 69 15

Replacements 983 53 85 37

Inexperienced Divisions 3,860 26 63 30

Noncoms
Veteran Division A

Veterans 178 46 76 26
Inexperienced Divisions 2,867 38 70 40

Privates and Pfe's
Veteran Division A

Veterans 487 86 69 14
Replacements 406 39 82 30

Inexperienced Divisions 7,498 22 61 27

Married
Veteran Division A

Veterans 76 45 62 10
Replacements 114 40 78 32

Inexperienced Divisions 1,999 22 59 24

Unmarried, H.S. Graduates
Veteran Division A

Veterans 94 32 70 16
Replacements 114 31 82 21

Inexperienced Divisions 1,418 16 60 23

Unmarried, Others
Veteran Division A

Veterans 267 35 71 14
Replacements 178 44 84 34

Inexperienced Divisions 4,076 - 25 63 30
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in companies which had had to absorb relatively few of them.

Though somesignificant differences in other attitudes were found

between these two groups, there was virtually no difference between

them in the extent to which the veterans expressed pride in their

company.® Althoughthe difference in proportion of replacements

in the two groups of companies was not extreme, this suggests that

dilution of the companyby replacements was not an important fac-

tor in keeping the veterans from expressing a higher degree of pride

in outfit.

The second question on Table 4, in regard to teamwork and co-

operation within the men’s companies, confirms the previous find-

ings in so far as both veterans and replacements were more likely

than men in green divisions to give favorable responses. On this

question, however, replacements were consistently more favorable

than veterans. Here again the garrison status of the units at the

time of survey may be relevant to the responses of the veterans. In

 

* The answer categories were as follows:

X___ Yes, very proud
Yes, fairly proud
No, not very proud
Undecided

 

 

 

 

The category marked X was considered favorable. Privates’ answers to this question were shown in
Chart L.

+ The answer categories were as follows:

x Very good
x Fairly good

Not very good
Not good at all

 

 

 

 

The categories marked X were considered favorable.

+The answer categories were os follows:

X__. Very high
x Fairly high

Just so-so
Fairly low
Very low

 

 

 

 

 

- The categories marked X were considered favorable.

§ Surveyed in January 1944 (5-128).

* Division B was used because of the large sample available. Of the 36 line com-
panies, the 8 companies with 36 per cent or more replacements in the sample (average
per cent replacements = 39 per cent, number of veterans = 442) were compared with
the 9 companies with 25 per cent orless replacements (average per cent replacements
= 21 per cent, number of veterans = 567)compen, Hee r a The sample Was & cross section of each

. rever, grouping was in terms of the proportion of i
the sample, not in the population. pee replacements in

* Forty-nine per cent of veterans from compani
48 per cent of veterans from compani
proud.”
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a questionnaire administered to veteran infantrymen in Division B
in November 1948,’ the men were much more likely to say that
there had been very good teamwork in battle than that teamwork
was very good on the job at the timeof the survey:

QUESTIONS:

“What sort of teamwork ‘What sort of teamwork
and cooperation do the

_

and cooperation did the
men in your company men in your company |
have on the job?” show in actual battle?”

Per cent making each Per cent making each
answer answer

Answer categories

Very good 38 60
Fairly good 51 31
Not very good 9 6
Not good atall 2 2

No answer _ 1

Total 100 100

Numberof cases 431 481

Again on the hypothesis that the veterans’ reactions to their com-

pany might be colored unfavorably by the infusion of replacements,

the responses of veterans in companies with high and low propor-

tions of replacements were compared in the later survey. Veterans

in companies with a smaller proportion of replacementsin the sample

were somewhat morelikely to say that there was ‘‘very good” team-

work and cooperation than veterans in companies with a larger

proportion of replacements (26 per cent versus 18 per cent respec-

tively). This reaction was not unique to the veterans, however.

The replacements in the companies in which they were in smaller

minority were also slightly more likely than replacements in the

other group of companies to say teamwork was very good (39 per

cent versus 32 per cent).2 And in both groups of companies, re-

placements gave a considerably more favorable rating than veterans.

The mostplausible interpretation would seem to be that the assimi-

lation of large numbersof replacements into a companyactually did

impair to some extent its smoothness of functioning, and that this

was recognized by both veterans and replacements. The influx of

78-91,
8 See footnote 5 for characteristics of groups compared. .

; ® Number of cases, 148 and 286 respectively. The difference is of questionable re-

iability.
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replacements therefore does not seem to have been a specific reason.

for the veterans’ having hadless favorable attitudes in this respect

than the replacements.

The men’s evaluations of the morale of their company—by which

they usually tended to mean general well-being, satisfaction, and

high spirits, rather than zeal or commitment to the cause—reflect

the “browned-off” attitude on the part of the veterans which was

TABLE 5

Arnmropes Towarp Arwy Requrrements Aone Enrisrep VETERANS AND

REPLACEMENTS iN Line INFANTRY COMPANIES OF A VETERAN INFANTRY

Division anp Ennistep MEN in Line Inrantry CoMPANIES OF

Tares INEXPERIENCED DIVISIONS

(European Theater, April-May 1944. §-129)

  

Question: “Do too many of the things you have to do seem unnecessary for making
your outfit or the Army run better?”

PER CENT MAKING FAVORABLE RESPONSES* AMONG:
Veterans in Replacements in Men in

veteran veteran _ tmexperienced
division division divisions

Noncoms 44 (178) ft @D 49 (2,357)

Privates and Pfe’s 37 (427) 53 (408) 39 (7,493)
Married 37 (76) 57 (114) 37 (1,999)
Unmarried, H.S. graduates 32 (94) 89 (114) 80 (1,418)
Unmarried, others 39 (267) 60 (178) 43 (4,076)

Total 39 (605) 54 (427) 41 (9,860)

 

Numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages are based.

* The answer categories were as follows:

 

x Almostall of them seem necessary
x Some, but not too many, seem unnecessary

Too many seem unnecessary
Far too many seem unnecessary

   

ae categories marked X were considered favorable. Privates’ answers to this question were shown
in Chart I.

+ Too few cases to warrant reporting.

previously mentioned. The question is also shown in Table 4.
The veterans were considerably less likely than men in inexperienced
divisions to say that the morale of the men in their company was
high. Interestingly enough, the replacements were no less likely
than men in green divisions to say that the men in their company
had high morale—in spite of the divergent testimony of their vet-
eran associates. One would expect that the replacements’ answers
to this question would be colored by theless favorable attitudes of
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TABLE 6

Arriropes Towarp Prrsicd Conprrion AMonG ENLisrep VETERANS anp
REPLACEMENTS IN Lins Inranrry Compantes oF Two Vereran Inranrrry

Drvistons anp ENiuisrep Men iN Linn Companies or
Tauren INEXPERIENCED Divisions

(European Theater, April-May 1944, §-129)

  

QUESTIONS:

“Do you think “Tf and when
that you are you get into
in tough combat, how

“Do you think enough well do you
that you are physical think you

in good condition for will stand up
physical going into under battle

condition?” combat?” conditions?”

Per cent mak- Per cent mak- Per cent mak-
Number ‘ing favorable ing favorable ‘ing favorable

 

of cases responses* responses} responses}

All Enlisted Men
Veteran Division A

Veterans 605 37 21 50

Replacements 427 57 32 64

Veteran Division B§
Veterans 2,287 31 17 44

Replacements 983 61 34 70

Inexperienced Divisions 9,860 61 4l 72

Noncoms
Veteran Division A

Veterans 178 41 26 68

Inexperienced Divisions 2,387 74 55 86

Privaies and Pfec’s
Veteran Division A ,

Veterans 4287 35 19 43
Replacements 406 56 31 . 88

Inexperienced Divisions 7,498 57 36 68

Married
Veteran Division A

Veterans 76 28 19 39
Replacements 114 53 29 _ 58

Inexperienced Divisions 1,999 53° 838 65

Unmarried, H.S. Graduates
Veteran Division A

Veterans 94 38 24 48
Replacements ith 60 31 61

Inexperienced Divisions 1,418 64 40 2

Unmarried, Others
Veteran Division A .

Veterans 257 36 18 $2
Replacements 178 57 32 70

Inexperienced Divisions 4,076 . 37 . 37 68
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the veterans. Evidence to be presented later makes it seem likely

that the lack of difference between replacements and men in new

divisions represents a counterbalancing of factors, the special

grounds for higher morale on the part of replacements in veteran

divisions being compensated by the influence of the lower morale of

the veterans around them.

Attitudes toward Army requirements. The pattern of the men’s

attitudes toward Army requirements is much the same as in the

case of their attitude toward their noncoms. This time, in the pro-

portion whosaid that all or mostof the things they had to do seemed

necessary, the veterans did not differ from men in inexperienced

divisions. The replacements in veteran divisions, on the other

hand, were consistently more likely than others to accept demands

upon them as necessary, as Table 5 shows. Theresults for Division

B, not shown in the table, are in agreement, 47 per cent of the veter-

ans but 59 per cent of the replacements giving favorable answers.

These findings appear to be another instance of the way in which
the prestige of veteran status evoked a favorable reaction from the
replacement thrust in the midst of a veteran organization. Since
we have seen that the replacement tended to have high respect for
his predominantly veteran leaders, it is not surprising that this
should have led him to a more compliant attitude toward the de-
mands and requirements they made on him.

Altitudes toward physical condition. Detailed findings on three
questions presented in Table 6 confirm thepreliminary finding that

 

* The answer categories were as follows:

X__ Yes, very good
x Yes,fairly good

No
Undecided

 

 

 

 

; ae categories marked X were considered favorable, Privates’ anawers to this question were shownn Chart I.

t The answer categories were as follows:

X__. Yes
No
Undecided

 

 

 

The category marked X was considered favorable.

} The answer categories were as followa:'

X __.Very well
x Fairly well

Not very well
Not well at all

The categories marked X were considered favorable,

§ Surveyed in January 1944 (S-128),
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TABLE 7

Conviction Asour THE War Amona ENLISTED VETERANS AND REPLACEMENTS In
Linz Inranrry Companres or Two Vrereran Inranrry Drvistons AND

Ennistep Men in Lins INFANTRY CoMPANIES OF
Tures INEXPERIENCED DIvisions

(European Theater, April-May 1944, §-129)

  

QUESTIONS:

“How much ‘Which comes
do the things closest to

“Do youever thatthis war your idea of
get the feeling is being how hard it
that this war fought over is going to
is not worth mean to you be to beat the
fighting?” personally?” Germans?”

Per cent mak- Per cent mak- Per cent mak-
Number ing favorable ing favorable ing realistic .
of cases responses* responsest responses}

All Enlisted Men
Veteran Division A

Veterans 608 41 62 67
Replacements 427 48 7 56

Veteran Division B§ :

Veterans 2,227 —_— 67 76
Replacements 983 _ 75 62

Inexperienced Divisions 9,860 53 74 54 |

Noncoms
Veteran Division A

Veterans 178 41 64 69

Inexperienced Divisions 2,387 59 80 51

Privaies and Pfe’s
Veteran Division A

Veterans 427 41 61 66

Replacements 406 48 71 56

Inexperienced Divisions 7,498 51 72 en)

Married
Veteran Division A

Veterans 76 35 55 65
Replacements Lif 49 76 55

Inexperienced Divisions 1,999 50 72 57

Unmarried, H.S. Graduates
Veteran Division A

Veterans 94 39 60 | 71
Replacements 114 40 65 59

Inexperienced Divisions 1,418 51 71 63

Unmarried, Others
Veteran Division A

Veterans 267 44 64 64
Replacements 173 51 72 . 55

Inexpericnced Divisions 4,076 52 72 52a
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the main difference in attitudes toward physical condition was be-

tween combat veterans and all other men. As Chapter 2 pointed

out, the poorer physical condition that veterans tended to report

probably involved both physical and motivational factors. The

minordifferences in pattern for the three questions are also of some

interest. On the first question, which simply asked the men ‘Do

you think you are in good physical condition?” there were no conse-

quential differences between the replacements in either veteran

division and the men in inexperienced divisions. The similarity in

the men’s answers undoubtedlyparallels similarity in the men’s ac-

tual physical condition. The remaining two questions asked for

an evaluationrelative to the ordeal of combat which would puttheir

physique and stamina to the test. On bothof these questions there

was some tendency for the replacements to be slightly less likely

than men in newdivisions to answer favorably. The tendency on

one of the questions is slight, with minor inconsistencies; on the
other question, it is consistent for all subgroups. As in the case of
willingness for combat, the replacements occupy an intermediate

position between the men in inexperienced outfits and the veterans.

This secondary pattern of differences suggests an interpretation
similar to that given for the replacements’ intermediate standing on
willingness for combat. The degree of reluctance for combat which
the replacements acquired from their veteran associates was a factor
tending to make them more prone than men in newdivisions to use
their physical condition as an “out” and express doubts that they

 

* The answer categorics were as follows:

   

Very often
Sometimes

x Only once in a great while
x Never

 

. The categories marked X were considered favorable. Privates’ answers to this question wero shown
in Char

t The answer categories were as follows:

x They mean everything to me
——AL_. They mean quite a bit to mo

They don’t mean very much to mo
Not eure whether they mean anything or not

   

The categorics marked X were considered favorable.

t The answer categories were ns follows:

 

wt will not be very hard
t will be a tough job but our losses won't be too heav

It will be a tough job with heavy losses of men and ‘equipment

 

x

 

The category marked X was considered realistic.

§ Surveyed in January 1044 (S-128). (Ono of the questions was notincluded in the questionnaire.)
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were in tough enoughshape for combat. Or—whichis not so very
different—they may have acquired from the veterans a more for-

- bidding conceptionof the stress they wouldbecalled upon to with-
stand in combat, and were therefore more likely to doubt their en-
durance. The differences between replacements and membersof
new outfits remain minor, however, and the replacements’ absolute
evaluation of their physical condition was apparently not influenced
by their having joined a veteran outfit.

Conviction about the war. Noneof the three questions which were
asked the men concerning their beliefs and convictions: about the
war revealed any effects of replacement status which differentiated
inexperienced men in veteran divisions from men in entirely new
outfits. Table 7 does not show any consistent differences between
replacement and new division groups. There were, however, con-
sistent differences between the responses of the combat veterans
and both the other groups of men.
As the table shows, veterans were somewhatless likely than the

others to say that they rarely had the feeling that the war was not
worth fighting. This finding for men in Division A is, incidentally,
in disagreement with data presented in Chapter 3, where it was
shown that the average pattern of response of combat veterans in.

several divisions in both Europe and the Pacific to this question - '

was not significantly different from the pattern of response in the

same inexperienced divisions for which data are reported here.

Since Division A was the only veteran division in which it was pos-

sible to compare veterans and replacements on this question,little

weight can be attached to the slightly less favorable responses of

the veterans, which may have been fairly specific to Division A.

The second question, which asked the men how muchthe things the

war was being fought for meant to them, gave essentially the same:

results. Since matters of conviction about the war were probably

of relatively peripheral concern to most of the men, occasions in

which the veterans could convey their point of view on this subject

to the replacements may well have arisen less frequently than in

the case of matters more vital to their personal interests.
. One of the reasons why veterans were perhapsless likely to ex-

press a high degree of ideological conviction may- have been that

their experiences in combat left them with a keener awareness of

the personal costs of war. If the untried infantrymen were more .

likely than veterans to say that they rarely felt that the war was.

not worth fighting principally because they had a distant and un-
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derestimated conception of the price which would be exacted from

them, who can say with certainty that their initial ‘faith mn the

cause” was really higher than that of the veterans? The third

question in Table 7 shows,in line with expectations, that the veter-

ans were morelikely than the other groups to say that it would be

“s tough job with heavy losses” to beat the Germans. The ques-

tion as to whether this response was good or bad in terms of combat

motivation has already been discussed in Chapter 3. The attitude

it represents was associated with the veterans’ greater reluctance

for combat,yet the expectation of a long and tough war wasrealistic,

and such favorable motivation as they retained in spite of their

more grim outlook may have been less vulnerable than that of in-

experienced men.

Thereis no indication, however, that being in a veteran outfit had

any effect on the replacements’ expectations about the difficulty of

the job ahead. One would have expected, from the previous find-

ings, that replacements would be morelikely than men of new divi-

sions to anticipate a tough job.
The psychological climate of a unit as a factor in the attitudes of re-

placements who join tt. The intermediate standing of replacements

between the combat veterans and the menin inexperienced divisions
in regard to willingness for combat led to the interpretation that in
some respects replacements tended to adopt the attitudes of the
veterans around them. Fortunately, additional data are available
for Division A which provide a partial check on this assumption.
Some three months before the survey in April 1944, from which the
data hitherto reported were drawn, the division had been surveyed
with another questionnaire which included many of the same items.
The January survey was madeprior to the main influx of replace-
ments into the companies of the division. It therefore provides
information on the psychological climate prevailing in the subunits
of the division at the time that the replacements were being assimi-
lated. Ifthe replacements’ attitudes were affected by those of their
veteran associates to any important extent, one would expect that
replacements who joined companies in which strongly favorable
attitudes prevailed would themselves come to have more favorable
attitudes than those who joined companies in which the prevalent
point of view of the veterans was unfavorable.
On a numberof questions,the responses of combat veteransin the

January survey were therefore determined separately for each of
the 36 lettered Infantry companies of the division. For each ques-



CHART II .

ATTITUDES OF REPLACEMENTS AND VETERANS IN Inranrry Linz Companizs Grovexp
ACCORDING TO THE Responses Watce VETERANS IN THE Samm ComMPanizs

Hap Mavn ro THE Same Question Tauren Monrus Previousty
(Division A, European Theater, April 1944, S-129, Grouped by Results

from 8-128, January 1944)

PERCENTAGE MAKING INDIGATED RESPONSES TO EACH QUESTIONIN APRIL
GROUPED ACCORDING TO VETERANS’ RESPONSES IN JANUARY AMONG COMPANIES
A. QUESTION “Which ofthe following bes! tells the way you feet obout getting Into on actualbottle zono 2”

i Grouping of compantes* FAVORABLE RESPONSES
Replacements Veterans
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E. QUESTION "Do you feel proud of your companyor battery?”
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Replacements Veterans
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F. QUESTION “Wholsort of teamwork and cooperation is there among the men In your companyor bottery ?"”

FAVORABLE RESPONSES

Replacements Veterans
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tion, the companies were ranked according to the proportionofvet-
erans in them who gave favorable responses,” and classified into
four groups of nine companies each. The grouping was madeinde-

pendently for each question. In respect to each question, group I
consisted of the 9 companies in which the proportion of veterans
giving favorable responses was the highest, group IV included the.
9 companies in which the proportion of veterans giving favorable
responses was lowest, and groups IT and ITI contained the 18 inter:
mediate companies. The men’s responses to the same questions in
the April survey were then determined for the same groupingsof
companies. The responses of veterans and replacements in April
by company, grouped according to the responsesof veteransin these
companies in January, are shown in Chart IT.¥

It is important to know the responses of veterans” in these com-
panies in April, as well as those of the replacements in which we are
primarily interested. They enable us to tell if the groupings of
companies by the veterans’ responses in January actually represent
stable differences in the psychological atmosphere of the companies
whichin fact provided different psychological environments for the
replacements or if, on the other hand,the initial differences were an

artifact of question unreliability or sampling error or other factors.

By simple statistical regression one would expect the differences be-

tween responses of veterans in group I and group IV companies to

be smaller in April than in January. But unless the January pat-

tern of differences for a question remained to some extent in April,

there would be no reason to anticipate differences in the attitudes of

10 The response categories arbitrarily singled out as favorable were the sameas have

been identified in Tables 1-7, with two exceptions. For these exceptions, see foot-

note 13.
11 The basis on which the companies were grouped is shown in thefollowing table

which records the proportion of veterans giving the designated responses to each ques-

tion in January. The companies were ranked for each question according to the

percentage in each who gave the designated responses, and divided into four groups
of nine companies for each question. Questions are identified by the letters assigned
to them in Chart IT.

Grouping A B Cc D EB F G H I J K} ;
Com-
panies  NGNZDNGUNGDNGUNDNGDNDNDN % NID N

I 16 593 73 457 38 569 65 B74 67 622 80 624 29 563 47 513 47 539 63 571 73 509 82 571
II 11 599 61 620 28 663 56 727 64 586 79 693 43 688 61 G56 32 700 50 628 69 613 77 616
Il 7 «645 58 757 20 558 45 631 41 675 71 597 55 676 67 654 26 677 42 063 67 703 71 630
IV 3 645 47 647 14 691 33 649 27 508 60 567 76 574 73 655 14 564 30 619 54 656 61 655

42 Not the same individuals as were surveyed in January. Samples were drawn by

last digit of Army Serial Number to avoid questioning the same men twice. .

L
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thereplacements in the different groups of companies, even if the

attitudes of veterans were actually influential on the replacements.

Of course the attitudes of the veterans in a company were only

one of several factors which could conceivably result in differential

effects on the attitudes of replacements who joined it. The nature

of the company leadership, for example, could produce similar

effects on the attitudes of veteran and replacement membersalike.

In regard to someattitudes, one might expect leadership to be more

important, and in regard to others, the attitudes of veterans in the

company. However, the data themselves cannot prove that posi-

tive findings were the result of one or another of these influences.

Positive findings are consistent with the hypothesis that the re-

placements were influenced by the veterans’ attitudes, and they

are a necessary consequence if this hypothesis is correct—except

that the results may have been diluted by the effects of question

unreliability.

In Chart IT the relevant comparisons are presented for a number

of questions, in the same order in which they were discussed in
the previous sections.“ The basis on which the companies were
grouped for each question in terms of veterans’ responses in January
is summarized in footnote 11.

Tn regard to willingness for combat, the results for Question A on
the chart are in agreement with our hypothesis. The pattern of
responses of the veterans in April indicates a persistence over the
three-month period of the attitudeselicited in January. The psy-
chological atmosphere provided by the veterans’ attitudes was
therefore different for replacements who joined companies in one
or another of the four groups. While the pattern of the replace-
ments’ responses is not fully consistent, the difference between the
attitudes of those who joined companies in group I, in which the
highest proportion of veterans were favorable, and the attitudes
of those who joined group IV companies, in which the smallest
proportion of veterans were favorable, is statistically significant.
Forty per centof the former as compared to 24 per cent of the latter
indicated relatively high willingness for combat.
The findings in the earlier part of this chapter gave no particular
 

18 The arbitrary designation of answer catepori «rary gories as “favorable,” etc., was themployed earlier in the chapter, except for Questions G and Hy, where the iwvo Teastfavorable categories were taken as “unfavorable.”g J 2.” See T - ianswer categories and designation of favorable responses, ables 1-7 for warding of
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reason to expect the replacements’ feelings of self-confidence to ba
markedly influenced by the attitudes of the veterans around them,
Replacements in the four groups of companies did notdiffer con. _
sistently in regard to saying that they had been given enough train-
ing and experience to do a good job of taking chargeof a group of
men in combat, but this is not informative about the effect of the
climate of veteran opinion in this area, since as Chart II shows (see
Question B), the January differences in the veterans’ attitudes
turned out to be unstable. On Question C, which asked the men
if they felt they were trained and ready for combat, there is some
indication of differences in the expected direction. As the section
on self-confidence suggested, this question appears to havetouched
indirectly on the sensitive point of the men’s willingness for combat,
and for that reason differences would perhaps be expected.
There are pronounced differences in their attitudes toward their’

noncoms between replacements who joined companies in which the
veterans held their noncoms in high respect and those who joined
units in which the noncoms were held in lower esteem. The veter-
ans’ attitudes on this score also seem to have been relatively stable. °
In this case, however, it seems probable that the attitudes of the
veterans were less influential on the replacements than were the

actual qualities of the noncoms which were presumably responsible _
for the differences in the veterans’ attitudes. Taking this finding in

conjunction with what has been said in the section on attitudes to-

ward leaders, it can be said that while the replacements were in

general morelikely than veterans to be favorable to their noncoms,

those who joined companies in which the veterans viewed their non-

coms favorably were even more likely than others to have favorable

attitudes. 7
In regard to pride in company and what the men had to say of

the teamwork and cooperation that prevailed, thereis little indica-

tion of difference in the attitudes of replacements entering compa-

nies in whichthe earlier attitudes of veterans had been favorable or

unfavorable. But, as the chart shows (see Questions E and fF),

there was relatively little stable difference in the psychological at-

mosphere provided by the veterans in the companies as originally
grouped. If, as earlier considerations suggested, the distinctive

features of the replacements’ pride in outfit developed primarily as
a response to being in a prestigeful, battle-tested company rather

than through adopting the veterans’ attitudes, positive findings

would not be expected here.
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A striking and consistent pattern of differences again appearson

the question asking the men to evaluate the morale of the men in

their companies. It would indeed be a matter for surprise if the

differences did not appear. The earlier finding that replacements

were more likely than veterans to say that their company morale

was high can thus be supplemented. Evidently the replacements

were not merely projecting their own higher morale. While they

consistently were more likely than veterans to make a favorable

rating, they were sufficiently in touch with the psychological realities

of their situation so that companies which ranked high in terms of -

the responses of the veteransalso ranked high in terms of those of

the replacements. The data also indicate a fair degree of stability

in company morale as rated by the men.

’ ‘The veterans’ responses in regard to the necessity of Army re-

quirements (Question H) showed little stability over the three-

month period, so the lack of differences between replacements in

the four groups of companies would be expected. On the same

grounds, the absence of consistent patterns in the replacements’

answers concerning their physical condition (Questions J and J) and

their convictions about the war (Question K) is in line with expec-

tations.

In regard to the final question on the chart, ““Which comesclosest
to your idea of how hard it is going to be to beat theGermans?”
there is a tendency of moderate reliability for replacements in the
four groups of companies to differ in the same direction as the vet-
erans surveyed in January. However, the differences in responses
of veterans which were the basis of grouping the companies turned
out to be highly unstable over the three-month period.
On three questions, then, unambiguous patterns in the replace-

ments’ responses paralleled patterns in the responsesof the veterans
in the same groups of companies: willingness for combat, attitude
towards noncoms, and evaluation of the morale of men in the com-
pany. In the case of the last two of these, it seems likely that the
results are best accounted for in termsof existing differences in com-
pany leadership and morale—though at the same time the veterans
may well have helped to define the situation for the replacements.
The agreement on patterns of response concerning willingness for
combatis such as would have been expected if the replacements had
to some extent adopted the attitudes of the veterans in their com-
panies. Willingness—and reluctance—for combat is an attitude
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which one would expect to reveal influences of veterans on replace-
ments if such occurred atall, since it was of immediate and vita]
concern to both veteran and replacement groups, and in an area in
which the veteran could speak with especial prestige and authority.
The ways in which the process of assimilation to a veteran division .

affected the attitudes of new replacements thus appear to have
stemmed primarily from the aura of prestige attaching to veteran
status. On the one hand, the replacement tended to adopt some
of the reluctance about going into combat that was expressed by
the combat veterans whom he admired,and, on the other hand,the
fact that most of his leaders were veterans assured them his respect
and made him especially compliant to their requirements. In a
number of respects, however, his point of view differed little from .
that of men awaiting combat in entirely inexperienced divisions.

The Career of a Replacement

The assimilation of replacements into veteran outfits before com-
bat has been considered at length both because of the significance
of the process and because of the amountof data available concern-

ing it. By no meansall replacements, however, had a chance to

becomefully assimilated before they were thrown into action. And

even for those who were fortunate enough to join their units away

from the front, the process of assimilation was not the whole story

of being a replacement. The present section will, therefore, sketch,

some of the important aspects of the replacement’s career. Since

the data available leave much to be desired, the treatment will be

brief.
The overseas career of the replacement began in oneof the chain

of replacement (or reinforcement) depots.through which hefiltered

until he finally filled a requisition from some depleted combat unit.

His experiences in the “repple depple” (replacement depot) are of

someinterest for the bearing they may have had on thesignificance

. to him of joining his combat outfit. Aside from variable sourcesof

discomfort and dissatisfaction which were subject to correction as

experience, time, and facilities permitted, there were certain appar-

ently irreducible sources of psychological disturbance which re-

mained a, fairly constant feature of the experience of replacements

in depots. These centered about the fact that replacements were

casuals, who were handled in bulk without the benefit of permanent

leaders from whom they could expect a measure of personalinterest,
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and without the support ofsocial ties and the security of having an

established niche in some organization. The new replacement,

fresh from training in the United States, who had never been as-

signed to a permanent unit, might not have expected anything dif-

ferent and might therefore havefelt little special cause for dissatis-

faction with depot life. Nevertheless, the contrast between the

psychological environment of a replacement depot at its best and

that of a permanent unit was great. The following comments,

drawn from a surveyof a small number of men in a replacement

depot in the European theater (September 1944), probably reflect

a minority reaction, yet the conditions to which they were reacting

were of general significance:

We wantto feel that we are a part of something. As a replacement we are apart
from everything. Youfeel as if you were being pushed out of a place blindfolded.
You feel totally useless and unimportant. They treat uslike idiots and we don’t
disappoint them. “I don’t know”is the rule.

Being a replacement is just like being an orphan. You are away from anybody
you know andfeel lost and lonesome.

The uncertainty of mail delivery to a transient population with-
held another source of support normally available to the soldier
overseas. Often a replacement would get no mail during the entire
time he wasin the replacement system; at best he received it irregu-
larly and in batches. It was an important source of specific com-
plaints of the men. In a survey made among new replacements
from the mainland in replacement depots in the Pacific in June 1945,
complaints about mail service were more frequent than about any
other aspectofliving conditions and facilities about which questions
were asked.4
In contrast to the casual replacements were the cadre or perma-

nentparty of the depot. In their dealings with droves of replace-
ments, the cadre could not avoid a degree of impersonality. The
majority of new replacements probably took the situation more or
less for granted. In the survey of the replacement system in the
Pacific after the end of the European war but before the end of the
Pacific war was in prospect, 63 per cent of the new replacements
checked a favorable answer, “they have doneall they could” in an-
swer to the question, ‘Do you feel that the ‘permanent party’ at

48.231,
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this Replacement Depot have done all they could to help you?”
Those whoindicated that “they could have donea little more” or
‘‘a lot more’’ were asked, “In what ways, if any, do you think they
could have been more helpful?” While their answers to this ques-
tion are a minority view, they nevertheless probably reflect more
general features of casual status which some took for granted. The
criticisms centered mainly on the attitude of the cadre—their lack
of concern for the problems of replacements as individuals. Such
critical comments as the following reflect this:

Everyoneis looked upon as a rookie.

They (the cadre) could of taken their time. They tried to get through with us
too fast so they would have a chance to set on their ass.

Or the following comments from combat replacements in a depot in
Europe—the latter by a replacementofficer:

Those cadres are no more experienced than we are.... The cadres would be
. lost without that whistle. Men three or four years in the Army are treated like

two-year-olds. Cadre treats us like dirt under their feet.

The only suggestion I would haveis that officers in charge at depots have more
nterest in the men who pass through and try to treat them less like lumber.

1 +

A similar question asked of the cadre in the Pacific survey elicited a

similar assortment of critical comments:

Casuals as a rule are forgotten men. I would like to see as much as possible
individual attention to their problems.

Let’s have better treatment of the casuals by the cadre. The general tendencyis

to figure that they can be run through like so manycattle.

Probably the most salient psychological characteristic of depot

life for the replacement was that the situation led to a state of anlx-

ious uncertainty without opportunity for resolving the tension.

18 §-231 (N = 1,276). On a parallel question, about the same proportion of cadre-

men were favorable or critical and, as their written-in comments indicated, for the

same reasons. The question was: “Do youfeel that the permanent party at this Re-

placement Depot are doing all they can to help the replacements (casuals) at this

Depot?”

 

_.. They are doing all they can
They could do a little more
They could do a lot more

Sixty-seven per cent (N = 828) checked the first category.
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The all-important questions, ‘“When will I be sent into combat?”

and “What outfit will they send me to?” could naturally not be an-

swered ahead of time. Besides these crucial questions, new replace-

ments had a host of others, many concerned with “what will combat

really be like?” Some indication of the extent of uncertainty is

shown bythe fact that the sizable minority of 35 per centof the new

replacements in the Pacific checked “‘haven’t any idea’ in answer to

the question, ““Do you think you will be assigned to the same kind

of Army job for which you are now classified?” ** A cadreman in

one of the Pacific replacement depots described the situation vividly

as it applied to relations between casuals and cadremen:

The principal hardship we all work under is uncertainty! It should be possible
in dealing with men’s questions to be able to approach the definite answer. In-

ability to do this hurts the morale of these replacements and casuals and thus

they lose confidence in us and everything the depot stands for. It affects their

work, their cooperative spirit, and makes the job of everyone doubly hard. Surely
we can be able to tell a man that he will be paid within a certain time, and how
long he will be here under certain conditions. It is the litile things that count,
these men are still soldiers but they will never do much to help improve them-
selves if they are unable to find out things they should know. Most of them feel:
“Why take any interest, nobody knows a damn thing or what’s going on or why
around here!”

*

At best, the cadre could hardly answer the replacements’ many
questions to their full satisfaction.
Sometimes the replacement remained in one or another depot for

weeks or months before being assigned to his permanent organiza-~
tion. In a survey of a cross section of line infantrymen in combat
divisions in Italy made in April 1945, 11 per cent of those who had
joined their outfits as replacements said they had spent 3 months
or more in a replacement depot before joining their combat unit,
while an additional 30 per cent said they had spent from 1 to 3
months in a depot.” At the timeof the survey, 44 per cent of these
replacements had already seen over 6 months of combat, so the fig-
ures reflect conditions in the replacement system which may have
been changed by the time the survey was made. Prolonged delay

168-231. 1,276 cases.
7 (S-177), 1,766 cases. The question asked was: “How lon. The : were you at the Re-placement Depotbefore you joined the outfit you wentinto combat withthe last time?”

 

I didn’t go through a Replace- 2 months up to 8 months
ment Depot —_—— 3 months up to 4 months
Less than 2 weeks 4m
2 weeks up to 1 month Overeae? ° months———— 1 month up to 2months ‘
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within the depots of the replacement system can only have accenty-
ated the replacement’s tendency toward feelings of being lost and
his uncertainty. A comment by a former replacement in France
suggests some of the possible psychological effects:

Before I got out of the pool I practically got the willies. I was in depots 5 weeks
and in two different centers in that time. After so long a man doesn’t know
whether he’s coming or going; he’s unsettled and anxious and finally just doesn’t
give a good goddam.

Among the group surveyed in Italy, however,nolastingeffectsof
prolonged stays in a replacement depot could be found in the men’s
attitudes. With education and time in combat held constant, the
attitudes of replacement privates who had spent less than a month
in a depot were compared with those of replacement privates who
had spent a longer period in one. The two groups did not differ ©
appreciably or consistently in respect to such things as saying that
combat became morefrightening, that they were moreafraid or that
they were less afraid than other men, that they had confidence in
their officers, that they liked to work with the other fellows in their
company, that they had no use for a soldier who goes AWOLfrom

combat, or in the extent to which they reported psychoneurotic
symptoms. However, it is possible that selective factors may have

operated to eliminate from combat and from the sample those who
had been most affected. At any event, the lack of differences on a

questionnaire administered to the men after most of them had been

in combat for a period of months does not mean that there were no

immediate and short-run effects on the frame of mind in which the

men joined their units.

The sum of the replacement’s experiences in the depotsof the re-

placement system was therefore likely to make him welcome many

aspects of a permanent assignment—though by no means to wel-

come combatitself. Even in this regard, however, the termination

of anxious uncertainty was probably in some respects a psychological

gain. The new combat man could say to himself, for better or for

worse, “This is it.”
There were, as we have noted, two general sorts of situations in

which the replacement could first join his outfit: while the outfit

was actively engaged with the enemy, or while it was withdrawn

from theline and in rest phase, training, or reserve. Since the need

for replacements was heaviest during prolonged and costly action,

many men first joined their units during heavy combat in spite of
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official attempts to avoid this procedure as much as possible. The

conditions under which replacements joined their outfits naturally

varied according to the character of the campaign. In Italy, a

survey of a cross section of veteran infantrymen made in early

April 1945 found that 64 per cent of the men said they hadjoined

their outfit overseas as replacements. Of these men,half said they

went into combat less than 3 days after they joined their outfit, as

may be seen in Table 8. Probably most of this 33 per cent, of the

TABLE 8

Lenora or True Reriacements Were wirh Tuer Ovrrir Brrore

Enterine Compat

(Cross Section of Infantrymen in Line Companies of Four Infantry

Divisions, Ualy, April 1945, S-177)

  

Question: “How long were you with your present outfit before you went
into action?” ;

Per cent in
each category

 

Original membersof outfit 34
Replacements 64
With outfit less than 3 days before seeing action 83
With outfit 3 days up to 1 week before seeing action 12
With outfit 1 week up to 1 month before seeing action 12
With outfit over 1 month before secing action 7

No answer 2

Total 100

Number of cases ~ 1,766

 

men joined their outfits in the line. At all events, neither they nor
the additional 12 per cent who went into action within a week after
joining their units had much opportunity to become integrated with
their units before meeting the test of combat.
Some aspects of the assimilation of replacements into veteran

units not in the line have already been discussed. ‘The replacement
whojoinedhis unit in combat had two adjustments to make simul-
taneously: to his new outfit and to combat itself. Lacking estab-
lished ties to buddies as well as experience in teamwork with them,
he would appearto be at a distinct disadvantage in his first combat
experience. The questionnaire data from Italy fail to show effects
sufficiently enduring to appear in the men’s responses after nearly
half of the former replacements had been in combat for more than
6 months. With rank, education, and length of time in combat
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controlled, the replacements who had entered combat less than 3
days after joining their outfits were compared with those who had
the benefit of a longer acclimation period on the same questionsthat
were investigated in relation to the length of time the men had spent
in a replacement depot. With one exception discussedlater,no
consistent differences appeared. Since casualties may have had a
selective effect, the possibility that there maystill have been long-
run effects on the men’s attitudes cannot be completely ruled out.
But the data tell nothing about the magnitude of the more prob-

able short-run effects, which could be important enough to a man
seeing his first combat amongstrangers in the midstof the confusion
of an offensive. Replacements coming into the line at night or dur-
ing a rapidly moving combatsituation could enter combat without
even the most elementary knowledgeof their outfit and of the men
they were supposed to work with. This point was rather frequently

mentioned by combat veterans in interviews, the following comment

being illustrative:

These replacements should know the organization of the outfit. We've had cas-
ualties come to us and when you ask them what company they’re in they say
9th companyortheir outfit is “B” Company, 2d Battalion—~and they don’t know
what regiment even. (Battalion Aid Station Medic, France)

I have seen men killed or captured when even their squad leaders didn’t know
their names. (Infantryman, Italy)

With the important exception that the replacement joining his

outfit in combat had to make acquaintance with battle at the same

time as he was establishing himself in his new outfit, the processes

by which he was assimilated to his outfit probably did not differ

greatly from those we have already discussed. His respect for the

old-timers as well as self-interest moved him to model his actions

closely on theirs. It was to the interest of the old-timers in turn to

work the replacement into the unit as quickly and completely as

possible. This was the more acceptable for them as the insecure

replacement offered little challenge to their acknowledged status.

Among a small random group of hospitalized wounded men who

were surveyed in the European theater, 82 per cent of the former

replacements who were asked whether or not the old-timers tried

to pass on their experience and be helpful said “they did as much as

they could,” while 12 per cent said “they could have done a little

 

18 See Table 9.
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more than they did.” The testimony of combat veterans re-

turned to the States at the end of the waris in agreement with this.

Righty-eight per cent agreed with the statement, “When a replace-

ment comes into an outfit during combat, the veterans usually try

to help him out all they can.” *

Onespecial type of replacement was not welcomed by the veter-

ans: the replacement who came in with a noncom’s rank, presumably

to take the place of a noncom casualty. Amongfive divisionssur-

veyed in Europe and the Pacific, an average of only 39 per cent of

the veteran infantrymen said they had not had in their company

newreplacements who came in asnoncoms. Of those who indicated

that they had had experience with noncom replacements, an aver-

age of 55 per cent said they thought the practice was bad. The

problem of replacements in grade was not peculiar to combat units,

but entailed more serious potential effects there. These men may

formerly have been cadremen at training centers in the States, or

casuals sent out from divisionsstill in the States. Later in the war,

in sometheaters, many physically qualified men in noncombatunits

overseas were retrained for combat duty, some of whom posses:ed

high ratings from their previous service jobs. The noncom replace-

ment himself often felt insecure because he doubtedhis qualifications

for combat leadership. In some cases such noncoms requested to
be broken to the grade of private. From the point of view of mem-
bers of the unit to which such a replacement was assigned, there was
the double objection that replacements in grade madeit impossible
to reward by promotion deserving men within the unit, and that
the men in the unit could not have the confidence in replacement
noncoms that they would have had in battle-tested veterans of
their own unit,

19§-165, August 1944, One hundred and thirty had been replacements. The ques-
tion was: “Do you think the men who had been in your outfit for some timetried to
pass on what they had learned andtried to be of help to the replacements?”

 They did as much as they could
They could have donea little more than they did

20 Gon juhey could have done a great deal more than they did
ombat veterans from & cross section of white enlisted i i Uni

Btates, November 1945 (8-234 B), 243 cases. men tm continental United
-91, European theater, November 1943, and S-100, Pacific theaters, M. i43, arch—A)

1944. The figures presented are an unweighted average of the separate ‘values for tivarious divisions, The question was: “During co i. ¢ : rabat, how did you feel a
replacements who came in as noncoms?” ~ y ot shout new

 

 

This did not happen in my company
~~. i thought it was OK .
—__— [did not care much one way or the other
-~———. I thought it was bad
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Under the pressure of necessity and the bonds formedby sharec
experience, the typical replacement may have been integrated fairly
rapidlyinto his social group. Such wasthe retrospective testimony
of the group of hospitalized former combat replacements surveyec
in the European theater,” though the sample was small and th
question has unfortunate ambiguities:

How long wasit after you arrived in your present outfit ®before you felt
you really belonged in the outfit and were an importantpart of it?

Per cent giving
Answer categories each answer

After the first day 14
After the first few days 33
After the first, week 18
After several weeks 9
Neverfelt this way 13
No answer 13

Total 100

Number of cases 180

As has been said, most attitudes of the former replacements in
the survey of infantrymen in Italy! were not distinguishable from

those of the original membersof units with equivalent rank, educa-
tion, and combat time. No majoror consistent differences between

the groups appeared in regard to whether or not the men said that

they found combat more frightening the more they sawof it, that

they got frightened or worried more often than most of the other

men, that they had confidence in their officers as combat leaders, or

that they often got the feeling that a battle was not worth the cost.

There was practically no difference at all between the veterans and

replacements, when the above controls were applied, in the number

of items on a scale of psychoneurotic symptoms which they ad-

mitted. .

There was, however, one indirect indication that the integration

of the replacements with their units may not have been complete.

As Table 9 shows, the men who joined their units as replacements

were reliablyless likely than men who cameoverseaswith their out-

fits to say that they “don’t have any use for a fellow wholets the

other fellows down” by going AWOL. This difference holds up

32 8.165.
*? The context clearly indicated that their combat outfit was the referent.
8-177.
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when differences in education and in combat time are controlled.

It is somewhat surprising, in viewof the fact that new replacements

were generally more likely than veterans to express conformist atti-

tudes. The most reasonable interpretation would seemto be that,

even after much combat, the replacement did not have as strong

‘ties to his buddies and outfit as the men whotrained with the unit

and came overseas with it.

TABLE 9

Avrirupes or OriamvaL Mrmpers of Units AND oF REPLACEMENTS TOWARD

Sonprers Wao Go AWOL From Tar Front

(Privates and Pfe’s in Line Infantry Companiesof Four Infantry Divisions,

Italy, April 1945, 8-177)
cg

Question: “How do you feel about a soldier who goes AWOL from the front after
being in the line a long time?”

 

PER GENT GIVING EACH ANSWER AMONG:

 

Men who came Men who joined
overseas with their outfit as
thetr outfit replacements

I don’t have any use for a fellow wholets the
other fellows down like that 30 22

He shouldn’t let the other fellows down like
that, but probably couldn’t help it Al 49

He probably did his share, and they should
go easy on him 18 18

It doesn’t make any difference to me one way
or the other 5 6

Somethingelse* 4 3
No answer 2 . 2

Total 100 100

Number of cases 408 908

 

* Written-in answers.

Besides making a social adjustment, the replacement had, of
course, to learn other complex adjustments to the combat situation
in order to become an effective combat soldier. Replacements in
general did not think as well of the training they had had before
reaching combat as did original members of units. Data from the
survey cited above show that among privates 32 per cent of the

It might be argued that the men who cameoverseas with their unit b i
; > ut remainedprivates are a selected group, since the more able men and those with superior atti-tudes may have been more likely to become noncoms. If this is the case, the expecteddifferences in terms of selection alone would be in the opposite direction from thosefound. Too few noncoms wereincluded in the sam le of; replacement:quately controlled comparisons of noncoms possible. P ® to make ade-
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original members said that their training had fitted them verywell
to do their part in combat operations, as compared with only 18 per
cent of the replacements (Table 10). This considerable difference
is independent of differences in education or combat experience as
well as rank.

The replacement who joined a unit in combat was at an initial
disadvantage in regard to training in several ways. Most of the

TABLE 10

APPRAISAL OF TRAINING By OrrarnaL Meneers or Units AND REPLACEMENTS

(Privates and Pfe’s in Line Infantry Companies of Four Infantry Divisions,
Ttaly, April 1945, 8-177)

  

QuzsTion: “When you first went into combat, how well
do you think yourtraining had fitted you to do
your part in combat operations?”

PER CENT GIVING EACH ANSWER AMONG:

 

Men who came Men who joined
overseas with their outfit as
thetr outfit replacements

Very well 32 18
Pretty well 36 34
Not so well 15 21
Not well at all 10 21
Undecided 6 6
No answer J _

Total 109 100

Number of cases 406 908

 

replacements had probably had briefer training than men who had

trained with their combat division. They had hadless opportunity

in replacement training programsto gain experience in group opera-

tions. And, of course, they had not in the nature of the case had

the chance to learn to function in close coordination with the men

with whom they would be teamed in combat. Social integration

with the combat team was relevant to combat performanceas well

as to individual adjustment.
In his first experiences with actual combat, the new replacement,

like all green troops, was naturally prone to certain errors which the

veterans had learned to avoid. The kindsof errors that he typl-
cally made are revealing of the psychological state in which he en-

*6If the veterans who remained privates were in some sense a selected group, Oné
would expect the differences which might result from such selection (by promotion of

the more able, ete.) to be in the opposite direction from those actually observed.
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* tered combat. Among a sample of wounded veterans surveyed in

x European hospital, men who had once been replacements them-

’ selves were in substantial agreement with men who had come to

* France withtheir outfits concerning the most commonerrors of the

TABLE 1
| Cosnar Enxnons Most Cosmoxauy Mave ny Vererans ANo RerbaceMents, AS

Reronrrp py Trex

(Wounded Combat Veterans, European Theater, August 1944, 8-165)

  

QUESTIONS:
“From your experience, “From your experience,
howoften are the follow- how often are the follow-
ing errors made by new ing errors made by old

replacements?” seasoned combat men?”

PER CENT SAYING “WEeRY peR CENT SAYING “TERY
OFTEN” AMONG MEN WHO! OFTEN’ AMONG MEN WHO:

Cameto Came fo
France with Cameinas France with Came inas
thetr outfits replacements their oulfils replacements

 

Bunching up . 48 59 16 21
Talking loud or making noise

at night 35 37 8 10
Shooting before they are able

to see their target 27 25 4 5
Not taking advantageof avail-

able cover 26 24 4 18
Not moving fast enough when

crossing open ground 22 20 8 9
Not being aggressive enough in

the attack 22 1g 3 6
Being overcautious 16 15 7 5
Nat digging in when they

should 7 15 10 1
Freezing 15 14 1 4

Number of cases L47 130 147 180
nt

new men. (See Table 11.) Of a list of ten errors, the three most
often checked as being frequent among new replacements were:

1. Bunching up (the tendencyofmen to huddle togetherin groups
when under fire).

2. Talking or making noise at night.
3. Shooting before they are able to see their target.

The three errors least frequentlycited were:

1, Freezing (becoming immobile in an exposed position, orfailing
to advance when underfire).
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2. Being overcautious.
3. Not digging in when they should.

This pattern of reportederrors appears to be meaningful. Bunch-
ing up underfire—gathering together for mutual psychological sup-
port-—is a strong indicationof feelings of insecurity. Newreplace- -
ments engaged in this practice in spite of its obvious dangers, and
‘in spite of the emphasis in training doctrine upon dispersal under
fire. The obvious irrationality of the action suggests the impera-
tiveness of the motivation behind it. Talking loud or making noise
at night reflects a lack of caution when the presence of the enemy
was not obvious, which might be expected of men as yet imperfectly
aware of the full character of their situation. Shooting before they
are able to see their target, or being “trigger happy,” is usually
interpreted as a sign of improperly controlled anticipatory anxiety
or nervousness, which was of course high among replacements.
The same veterans indicated that seasoned combat men madeall

these errors muchless frequently. The greatest improvementbe-
tween new and seasoned troops was reported on the three errors
which were most frequently attributed to new replacements. Nev-

ertheless, bunching up remained the most frequently reported error

—another indication of the strength of the need of combat men for

mutual support. Shooting before theyare able to see their target,

one of the more frequent crrors reported of new men, was one of

the errors least frequently attributed to seasoned troops. Appar-

ently this manifestation of anticipatory anxicty was brought under

control.
With the initial adjustments behind him,the careerline of the in-

dividual replacement in combat becomes indistinguishable from

that of any combat soldier. Additional combat experience brought

with it greater knowledge andskill on the one hand, and the cumu-

lative effects of combat stress on the other. Thelast section ofthis

chapter will examine some data on the changes in overall effective-

ness of the front-line soldier with time in combat. Wewill see that
in the judgment of his immediate leaders, the value of an infantry-

man did not rise steadily as he acquired more combat experience,

but attained a definite peak and then declined.

Combat Time and Combat Effectivencss

The individual replacement system madeit possible to keep divi-

sions in intermittent combat indefinitely. By the same token, it

put to the test of unlimited combat the soldier who was lucky enough
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to avoid becoming a casualty. The relation of combat time to

combat efficiency was therefore one of major importance.

Data showing the relationship between various attitudes and ex-

tended combat experience” cannot provide satisfactory evidence

here. Perhaps the veteran soldier, though sour and embittered,

CHART III

Vaux ro Puatoon Revateo to Levarn or Trin ms Cosnar, AMONG

Rerpacemenr Noxcows anp Rirvewen wir Less Tran a

Yeran or Compar Expeniencr is Linn Compantes or

Two Verenan Inrantryr Divisions

RIFLEMEN
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fdonths in combat 
5-222, European Theater, April 1945.
Rati i " a] iio of the proportion of “best men” with a sivon amount of combat experienceto the proportion of all men with peri ;for date ned compotntions that amountof combat experiences, See Table 12

 

™ Such as is presented, for example,in Chapter 3,
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kept on increasing in actual fighting ability and hencein value
his company. Only a direct investigation of the problem, employ.
ing some adequate criterion of combat efficiency, could furnish th,
relevant information. Fortunately, a study was carried outin ty
veteran Infantry divisions just before VE Day from whichit ispos.
sible to draw tentative conclusions. These divisions were admi-
rably suited for such a study since, at the timeof the survey,each
had seen extensive action in the Mediterranean and European thea.
ters. Like all veteran divisions, each was composed of men with
widely varying lengths of combat experience.
The criterion of combat effectiveness used in this study was the

judgmentof the men who were best qualified to rate individual com-
bat performance: the platoon leaders. In 87 rifle platoons of the
two divisions, the platoon leaders were asked to namethethree non-
coms and the three riflemen whom they would “hate most to lose”
in terms of their value to the platoon. Once the names of these
best noncomsandriflemen were obtained, they were checked against
the men’s records to determine how much combat experiencethey
had had. It was then possible to compare the combat experience
of these best men with the combat experience of all noncomsand

privates in the two divisions.
This method had the advantage of requiring from the platoon

leaders the information that they were most competent to give. In-

stead of asking them for their opinion about the relation of combat

time to combatefficiency, it simply asked them to identify the best

noncomsandriflemen in the platoon. Personnel records then made

it possible to determine therelationship between time in combatand

effectiveness as measured by this criterion.
Chart III summarizes the findings for replacements whohad been

in combat less than a year. The data for the chart are presented

in Table 12 together with the computations on which they were

based. The chart shows the relationship between the number of

months noncomsandriflemen had spent in combat andtheirrelative

likelihood of being rated “best” by their platoon leaders. This like-

"8 Data are restricted to men who had been in combatless than a year because it

was likely that a considerable proportion of the men with longer combat service ieee
original members of the outfit. One might well expect different, factors to enter 1D .

the rating of the combat performance of replacements and oforiginal members. Sin
the data collected in the field do not permit separating the veteran combat men into

replacements and original members, findings are reported only for the more bot

geneous group that can be assumed with some assurance to have joined their out
as replacements. These comprise 87 per cent of the total sample.
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lihood was computed asthe ratio of the proportion of best men with
a given amount of combat experience to the proportion of all men
with that amount of combat experience.”

It will be readily seen that, for both noncoms and riflemen,the
data indicate a definite peak in combat efficiency after which the
relative likelihood of being rated “best’’ declines. The proportion.
of best riflemen reaches its peak among men who have been in com-
bat four to five months, after which it begins to drop. The propor-
tion of best noncomsreachesits highest point somewhatlater,after |
six or eight months of combat, after whichit also falls off. In both
groups, men who have had more than eight months of combat time
are apparently less likely than men withless time in combat to be
rated as the best men in their outfits.

It is particularly significant that a peak of performance is indi-
cated in the case of both riflemen and noncoms. Had the data been
for riflemen alone,it might have been argued that the findings were:
an artifact of selective factors that were surely in operation. For
example, a really good rifleman would belikely to be spottedin the
course of time and promoted to be a noncom. Since the present
data do not follow the same individuals through their combat ea-

reers, the expected result of promotions would be a falling off in the-

relative proportion of best riflemen with extensive combat experi-

ence. Such an argument, however, could hardly be applied to the

case of the noncoms. Battlefield commissions were sufficiently rare

that they can hardly have been a factor in accounting for the drop

in the proportion of best noncoms after eight combat months. A

genuinepoint of diminishing returns in combat experienceis strongly

suggested by the data. c
There remainsthepossibility that a different sort of selective fac-

tor may have contributed to the results both for noncomsand rifle-

men. If the best soldiers were more likely to expose themselves to

combat risks in carrying out their missions, it is possible that they

may have suffered disproportionately high casualty rates. After

eight months of combat, the surviving group may have been over-

2° For the purposes of this analysis, two assumptions were made, each of which in-

troduces approximations into the results. It was assumed that the 87 platoons sur-

veyed were representative of the two divisions. The “best men’ in the 87 platoons

were thus compared with all corresponding men in line Infantry companies of the
two divisions. Furthermore, in the ease of the privates and Pfe’s, data on combat

time were not available for the divisions as a whole for riflemen separately. Conse-
quently, the best riflemen were compared with all privates and Pfo’s in line Infantry
companies. Since riflemen account for mostof these, the error introducedis probably

not large. .
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loaded with cautious soldiers who had preserved their necks by not

sticking them out. Such a factor may well have contributed to the

curves that were obtained. It seems equally likely, however, that

a counterbalancing factor was in operation. The testimony of com-

bat veterans was usuallyto the effect that the inexperienced, reck-

less, poor soldier was most likely to becomea casualty, not the good

soldier.

Too much importance should not be attached to the differentlo-

cation of the peaksof the two curves. It is certainly not surprising

that a soldier should learn to perform optimally the duties of a rifle-

manin shorter time than it took to make the best combat noncom.

But the selective factor of promotion already mentioned would lead

to the same result. Both for this reason and becauseof the approxi-

mations involved in the computations, the main conclusion war-

ranted bythe data is simply that combatefficiency appears to reach

a peak after prolonged combat experience, after whichit falls off.

This conclusion is of major importance. It represents a limita-

tion inherent in the individual replacement system, whatever its
other advantages. It also is in agreement with the discussion of
combat motivation, where it was suggested that no set of motives

or incentives remained permanently effective in indefinite combat.
A final tentative finding from Chart III adds something to our

understanding of the process by which the replacement became a
functioning memberof his combat outfit. The men with less than
a year’s combat experience in the two divisions surveyed, it must be
remembered, had necessarily joined their divisions as replacements,
since the divisions had seen more than twoyears of combat. From
the chart it may be seen, then, that by three months of combat ex-
perience the replacements can be said to have reached the average
level of combatefficiency. By then both riflemen and noncomsin-
cluded about the same proportion of best men that existed in the
line companies of the division as a whole. After approximately
that point, not only was the replacement a full-fledged combat man,
but our data indicate that for the next several months he was even
more likely to be valued as a combat soldier than were his more
battle-scarred comrades.



CHAPTER 6

 

ATTITUDES OF GROUND COMBAT

TROOPS TOWARD REAR ECHELONS AND

THE HOME FRONT’

Introduction

ESENTMENTS of front-line fighters toward the large supporting
base of the Army which never saw combat have been men-

tioned in several connections in the preceding chapters. Largely
through the workings of a seemingly unintelligible fate, the most
dangerous and arduous duty befell a small minority of all the men
inducted into the Army, who in turn constituted a small minority

of the total population of the nation at war. This fact, probably

inherent in the nature of organized combatat the time of the Second
World War(though potentially subject to a certain amount of miti-

gation), was of central importance to the minority who bore the

brunt of actual combat. A study of their reactions to the more

favored majority in the rear can throw light on some of the ways in

which these men came to terms with their special position.

The present chapter is concerned solely with the attitudes of

ground combat troops and of service troops in so far as they are

relevant to the understanding of the former. The problem will not

be treated in regard to the Air Forces, principally because little or

no relevant data are available. But the Air Forces represented a

radically different sort of setting from Ground Forcesfor the devel-

opment of attitudes toward noncombat personnel. A word as to

some of the key differences will indicate why one would not expect

to find in the Air Forces the same sort of pattern of attitudes as In

the Ground Forces, and will serve as a backgroundfor the consider-

ation of Ground Forces data.
Thedistinction of front and rear, usually applicable in the Ground

 

1 By M. Brewster Smith. In preparing this chapter, much use was made of notes ~
and ideas by Robin M,Williams, Jr.
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Forces, had no literal equivalentin the Air Forces. In the Ground

Forces, Infantry companies served in danger and hardship at the

front, Field Artillery batteries were located considerably to the rear

in less danger and discomfort, while behind the artillery were service

outfits in which the danger and discomfort were minimal. The

usual Air Force fighter or bomber group, on the other hand, was

based considerably back of the front in relative comfort andsafety.”

The fundamentalsplit in kind of duty was not between forward and

rear units, but between flying and ground personnel within the same

group or squadron. Unlike the case of Ground Forces, the smallest

combat outfit was quite evenly divided into men with each sortof

duty. The ground personnel had a special tie to the flyers in their

assignment as ground crews to specific planes. No ordnance outfit

maintaining Ground Force equipment was in a position to sweat out

the fate of the men who used the gunsas the ground crews typically

sweated out the missions of the air crew who manned their plane.

There were also, of course, many purely service units in the Air

Forces, with no more direct relationship to the flight crews than

men in base sections had to front-line infantrymen. But the fact

remains that while differences in danger in the Ground and Service
Forces were associated with difference in unit of assignment, in hard-
ship, and in geographical location, such was not the case in the Air
Forces. The pattern of front-rear antagonisms to be discussed here
is not to be generalized to the Air Forces. . ;

Neither were the Air Forces integrated into the accompanying
hierarchy of prestige which can be isolated with considerable de-
gree of definiteness in the Ground Forces and their supporting serv-
ice troops to the rear. The special factors which contributed to the
elite status of Air Corps personnel * were largely of a different sort -
from the sourcesof status of the front-line infantryman. Combat
experience also meant very different things on the ground andin the
air. The kinds of status acquired in the Air Forces and Ground
Forces were thus hardly comparable, and informal observation could
discern no mutually recognized ranking of status between ground
and air combat men. If we leave the Air Forces out of the picture,
however, it will be seen that a fairly consistent patterned relation-
ship emerged among ground andservice troopsin an active theater.
The discussion of the attitudes of ground combat troops toward

 

* There were, of course, local exceptions especially in the case of figh
operating in close tactical ‘support of ground troops, y © of Sghter groups* Cf. Chapter 7.
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rear elements will begin with the finding, somewhat ‘surprising in
view of the general tenor of unsystematic accounts of front-resy
antagonisms, that on the whole combat troops seem to have thought
fairly well of the supporting job done by troops to the rear. There
were, however, some grievances, which will be examined as one
source offeelings of antagonism. Secondly, it will be noted thatin
spite of their relatively favorable attitude toward the supply job,
front-line troops were typically resentful toward men in therear
echelons. The available data are limited to the European and
Mediterranean theaters, where there is reason to believe that, there
may have been greater resentment than in the Pacific. This resent-.
ment is most easily interpreted as primarily a matter of resentful

. envy towards those who were getting the softer breaks. ‘To make
their unfavored position more tolerable, combat men claimed higher
status than those who were taking less punishment, and cherished
feelings offierce, often bitter, pride. This higherstatus wasallowed
them by men in the rear, who shared the set of values on which the
combat men’s status claim was based. Thus there developed,par-

allel to the front-rear distinctions, a status hierarchy which appears

to have played an important role in channelizing the aggressive ten-

sions felt between front and rear. In spite of the pride felt by the

front-line infantryman andhis position at the top of the “pecking-

order,’’ we will finally see that he would nevertheless gladly have

changedplaces with the men of whom he wasso scornfulto the rear.

The reactions of pride and resentment overlaid the fundamental

envy that combat men felt toward the green pastures of the rear,

without supplantingit.
Finally, there will be a brief discussion of the combat men’s feel-

ings toward certain specific noncombatant groups, overseas and in

the States: “Headquarters”and soldiers and civilians on the home

front.

Altitudes of Combat Troops Toward the Supporting Job Done |

by Troops in the Rear Echelons

The way combat infantrymen felt about the kind of job service
troops behind the front were doing in supporting theirefforts 18 4
good starting point for a discussion of the rear-echelon problem,
since their judgment in this respect touched mostclosely their prac-
tical problemsof daily existence at the front. As long as they could
feel confident that the service troops were generally doingtheir best,
such resentment and scorn as combat men might feel toward rear.
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troops was perhaps a luxurythey could well afford withoutjeopard-

izing their feeling of being membersof a strong and winning team

with full backing.

Veteran Infantry officers and menin divisions in both Europe and

the Pacific were asked if they felt while they were in combat that

troops in the rear,in general, were doing as muchas they could under

the circumstances for the men who were doing the fighting: The

results are shown in Chart I. .

It will be seen from the chart that in each of the divisions at least

a majority of the enlisted infantrymen said they felt that troops in

the rear had done as much as they could. Thisis true in spite of

the wide range of experience represented among the divisions: Divi-

sion E, for example, was one which had seen particularly severe com-

bat in the early days of the Mediterranean campaign, and one in

which Research Branch interviewers were impressed by the degree

of bitterness shown by the men. In each of the divisions, enlisted

men were more favorable in their answers than officers, though their
grounds for resentment of the rear might be expected to have been
greater. Even amongtheofficers, half or more in three of the divi-
sions gave the favorable response. .
The evidence suggests that the men’s evaluation of the kind of

support they got from the rear wascolored to a relatively small ex-
tent by nonrational antagonisms and reflected to a considerable de-
gree the objective supply conditions which they had experienced.
‘As Chart I shows, differences between the divisions are fairly con-
sistent for enlisted men andofficers: in those divisions in whicha.

. high proportion of enlisted men were favorable, a high proportion of
officers also tended to give favorable answers. Table 1 further
shows that the divisions in which the performance of rear troops was
rated the most highly also ranked highest in the proportion of officers
and men saying they usually received the supplies they needed at
the front. For the four divisions surveyed in the Pacific, the rank
orders correspond perfectly for both officers and enlisted men. The
one exception is Division E from the European theater; a second
division from the European theater in which officers but not enlisted
men were asked the two questions showed about the sameresults.
For the Pacific divisions, these data agree with what is known

about the campaigns in which they took part; The Pacific division
which showed the lowest proportion of favorable opinion was an
outfit which had been through an especially grueling island cam~-
paign under poor supply conditions. At the other extreme, the



CHART I

Arriropes or Compar INFANTRYMEN TowaRp tun Jor Don BY
Resn-EcreLon Troors

(Veteran Enlisted Infantrymen and Company Grade Infantry
Officers in Five Divisions)

QUESTION “While you ware in combat, did you feel that troops in the rear, in general, were doing ooy
much as they could underthe Gireumstances for the men whowere doingthe fighting?

PERCENTAGE RESPONDING

Could Could No Did as
have have on- much
donea done swer as they
great some- could
deol =what

DIVISION A (Pacific) more more

Officers

Enlisted men

DIVISION B (Pacific)

Officers

Enlisted men

DIVISION C (Pacific)

Officers

Enlisted men

DIVISION D (Pocific}

Officers

Enlisted men

DIVISION E (Europe)

Officers

Enfisted men 
Enlisted men from surveys S-100 (March-April 1944), and 5-91 (November 1943);

officers from 8-101 (April 1944),
ante numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are

8
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division characterized by highest frequency of favorable attitudes

had taken part in a campaign that lasted only a few days, with no

gross supply deficiencies. The other Pacific divisions exhibited

opinion differences which correspond roughly to the adequacy of

supply which might have been expected under the known circum-

stances in which they fought. The divisions surveyed in Europe

had taken part in the early campaigns in the Mediterranean area at

a time when rear-echelon support of the front was probablyless ade-

TABLE 1

Arrirupes or Compat INFANTRYNEN Towarn ADEQUACY OF SUPPLY AND

Rear-EcuEeLon PERFORMANCE ‘

(Veteran Enlisted Infantrymen and Company Grade Infantry
Officers in Five Divisions*)

  

PERCENTAGE OF ENLISTED PERCENTAGE OF OFFICERS
MEN WHO SAID: WHO SAID:

Rear-echelon Supplies Rear-echelon Supplies
troops did as needed were troops didas needed were
much as they usually much as they usually

could received} could received

Division A (Pacific) 75 84 (644) 67 81 (92)
Division B (Pacific) 66 68 (1,299) 56 80 (S11)
Division C (Pacific) 54 42 (1,864) 49 49 (140)
Division D (Pacific) 54 28 (1,428) 38 43 (198)

Division E (Europe) 52 52 (481) 24 50 (162)

 

The numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages ate bnsed.
* Data from same source as in Chart J.
+ See Chart I for question.
} The question was: “Did supplies you wanted or needed at the front ever fail to reach you?”

X___ Wo usually got what we needed
Weoften did not get what we needed
We seldom got what we needed

 

 

 

quate than later in the campaigns on the mainland of Europe.
However, it seems more likely that the somewhat divergent data
from the European divisions reflect a different pattern of relations
between front and rear in the two theaters, which will be discussed
briefly at the beginning of the next section. In so far as men
in Europe felt greater resentment toward rear-echelon troops on
grounds other than the way they did their job, their appraisals of
rear-echelon services may have been affected.
The reasons which the men gave for critical answers to the ques-

tion under discussion (available only for men in the division which
fought in Europe) support the view that combat soldiers were to a
large extent reacting to the objective supply situation. While a
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majority of the men’s comments referred to inadequacies in specific
supply functions, a number of men had critical remarks to make
about the good fortune and bad behaviorof troopsin therear. Such
comments reflect the sort of antagonism whichwill be treated in the

TABLE 2

Criricisms or Ruar-licneLton Troops py Combat INFANTRYMEN

(Veteran Enlisted Infantrymen in a Division Which Fought in
North Africa and Sicily, April 1044)

  

Quesrion: “While you were in combat, did you feel that the noncombatanttroops fo
the rear were doing as much as they could, under the circumstances, for
the men who were doing the fighting? If you do not think they were doing
as muchas they could, give an example.” : :

Percentage of comments
falling in cach category .

 

Speeific criticisms of various supply functionr as inadequate 61
Food supply
Clothing, equipment, ammunition
PX rations
Water supply
Transport
Mail
Miscellancous

c
6

f
a
t
B
O
Q
D
M

General criticisms of Jack of effort and efficiency of troops in rear 17
“They were inefficient”
“They did not do very much” or “did nothing”
“They think only of themselves” c

o
r
n

Expressions of general resentment toward troops in the rear . 20
“They should fight”
“They get the breaks’
“They didn’t show us proper respect”
Miscellaneous a

C
a
S

Irrelevant 2
ee

Total 100 ©

Number of comments*  =~29l

Number of men . 688
i

8-100.
*Some men presumably made more than one comment. Tally was not kept of the number of men

making more than one comment.

next section. Table 2 shows a classification of the commentsof the

men whowere critical. The pattern of answers by companygrade
officers in the two European divisions was quite similar, the majority

ofcriticisms again being directed at specific inadequaciesof supply
rather than at the attitudes or behavior of rear-echelon men. Pil-
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fering, “picking over,” or “short-stopping” of supplies came in for

frequent mention in the latter category.

While, as has been seen, the majority of combat men surveyed

seem to have had a favorable opinion of the supply job done by the

rear echelons, there were some chronic sources of dissatisfaction and

resentment which centered on supply. The lack or inequitable dis-

tribution of minor luxuries, in addition to the pilfering of supplies,

was a particular source of personal antagonisms toward the rear.

Combat men in most theaters complained about the distribution of

PX articles. Distribution systems which frequently worked satis-

factorily for the basic necessities of cigarettes and minimum toilet

needs rarely could prevent the choicer items from being diverted

from the front-line fighter to personnel nearer the chain of supply.

Table 2 showedPX rations as the subjectof relatively frequent com-

plaint. In Italy, where a specific question was asked on the subject,

men from ground combat units were muchless likely than men from

rear service units to say that PX supplies were given out fairly, as

Chart II indicates. Two comments written on questionnaires in
this survey may be cited by wayof illustration: ,

I don’t think that we received a fair distribution of articles such as pens, watches,
knives, ete., while with my unit. Suggest that more of these articles be made
available to combat troops instdad of so many in the base sections.

PX rations by the time they have reached a rifle company have been picked over
ali down the line. It has ended up with shower slippers for a rifleman.

Combat men who had sofew luxuries were particularly resentful of
being deprived of ones to which they felt legitimately entitled.

An additional factor which may have heightened the amount of
criticism of the supply situation, and at the same time provided a
source of resentment toward civilians on the homefront, wasill-
advised publicity purporting to show how well supplied the troops
were. Articles and advertisements in newspapers and magazines,
as well as letters from persons in the United States, often conveyed
the impression that the public believed even the front-line GI to be
invariably well supplied not only with essentials which in fact were
often scarce, but also with the minor luxuries which the men never
saw. Sarcastic comment on such matters was a standard conversa-
tional topic among combat troops. Of a sample of infantrymen
and field artillerymenin Italy in early 1944, nearly half the men (44

4
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per cent) said they had seen or heard news from the States aby
things the men overseas weresaid to be getting but which they wer.
quite sure they were not getting.’ .
Veterans who had seen greater amounts of combat duty werenot

CHART II

Artiropes or Forwarp AND Rear Grounp Troors Towarp Disrrinvtioy op
PX Surprises

(Enlisted Men from Ground and Service Force Units, Italy, May 1945)

QUESTION "Do you think PX supplies are made available to soldiers on o fair basis 2”

PERCENTAGE GIVING INDICATED RESPONSE

Ground combat Base section
units service units

Yes, | think PX supplies are always given out very fairly

Yes, I think PX supplies are usually given out fairly

No answer

No, [think PX supplies are very often not given out fairly

No, I think PX supplies are very seldom given outfairly 
Survey of 747 enlisted men in Italy awaiting return to the United States. Men

were returning as casuals, and represented a wide variety of organizations. Number

of cases for the groups compared is not available.

significantly more likely than those with less combat duty to be

critical of the kind of job men in rear areas were doing. This wag
true for the question which has been discussed, andalso for a similal

question asked of combat troops in Italy, among whom there was 8

much wider range of combat experience. Apparently the ment

‘ (8-100). Surveyof 1,171 enlisted combat veterans in Italy, February 1944. ane
were surveyed in rest camp, and represented three Infantry divisions and three artilicr)
rigades.
§ (8-177). The second question, asked of 1,766 veteransof line Infantry eompanie

in Italy in April 1945, was:
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answers to these questions did not express a cumulative frustration’

or resentment on the part of the combat men.

Resentment and Envy Toward the Rear Echelons

The Prevalence of Resentment

Although the greater proportion of combat men tended to rate

the general supply job done by rear-echelon troops favorably, this

does not mean that only a small minority harbored any grudge

against the rear echelons. The evidence from the European cam-

paignsis that the majority of combat men felt some degree of resent- _

ment. Unfortunately, no questions bearing directly on front-rear

resentments were asked in the Pacific. In the absence of data, one

can only conjecture about the extent to which the findings from

Europe can be generalized to the other area. There is some reason

to expect that the conditions in Europe would have been the more

conducive to resentment against the rear. In both the European

and Mediterranean theaters, there was usually a fairly definite

front. Most of the supply troops workedin relative safetyin the

rear zones. The campaigns were for the most part in civilized

countries which had large cities and provided relatively comfortable

living conditions for the troops behind the fighting lines. Thus,
when combat soldiers returned to the rear for hospitalization or on
leave or pass, they saw the men in the supply services living in what
seemed to be complete safety and comparatively great comfort. In
the Pacific, on the other hand, the supply troops with which the
combat soldiers usually came into contact shared most of the dis-
comforts and some of the dangers which the combatoutfits experi-
enced. When everyone was on the sameisland, living under jungle
conditions and subject to bombingraids andinfiltration ground at-
tacks, there was probably a greater community of experience and
sentiment. The far-removed groups in Brisbane or Honolulu, on

 

“On the whole, how hard do you think the rear echelons are trying to see that
front-line troops get the supplies they need?” ‘

They are trying very hard
They are trying pretty hard
They are not trying so hard
They are not trying at all

    

Sixty-four per cent said they are trying very hard or pretty hard.
* Of course there were exceptions. It could hardly besaid, for instance, that therewas @ rear echelon on the Anzio beachhead. Nevertheless, small quotas of men weresent back to Naples from Anzio on leave, In France, there were periods when frontand rear becamerelatively meaningless because of infiltration tactift me ics, lo ~through operations, and encircling maneuvers, °8, local break
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the other hand, were probably too remote for the men at the front
to give much thought to them,

Chart III shows that considerably more than half of the combat

CHART III

RESENTMENT OF Comnar Mew Towarv Rpan-Arra Troors
(Enlisted Men in Ground and Service Force Units, European Theater,

April-May 1945)

    
    

      

  

 

  
   
  

 

  

 

  

 

QUESTION "How resentful do you think saidiers in combatoutfits feel about troops who have the rear-orea jobs?"

PERCENTAGE RESPONDING

Very Fairly No Notso Not resent-
resantful resentful ans. resentful fulatoll

NCO's

{Infantry line companies

Other division, corps,ond army troops

Troops assigned to rear bases

 

PVT's & PFO's

infontry line companies

Other division, corps, and army troops

Troops assigned to rear bases

Data from S-223. .
5 Tho numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are,
ased.

men in the European theater said that soldiers in combat outfits felt

“fairly resentful”or “very resentful” about troops who had the rear-

area jobs.’ A furtherinteresting fact to be seen in the chart is that

Thedirect question as to the respondent’s own resentment toward therear echelon
was not asked, since the question was worded to be asked of a cross section of troops
in the theater. However,it is safe to assume that combat men in answering the ques
tion reflected their own attitudes to a considerable extent.
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rear-echelon troops themselves were almost equally aware of the

combat men’s resentment. Whether this was primarily a result of

contacts with combat men or perhaps a projection of guilt feelings

on their own part, it means that the rear-echelon problem was not

restricted to the attitudes of combat men butalso hadits reflection

in the awareness of men to the rear. This is a necessary precondi-.

tion to the reciprocal structuring of attitudes of forward and rear

troops which will be noted later. ,

A slight tendency appears in the chart for men in intermediate

echelons not involved in the front-line Infantry fighting, but still

close to the front, to beless likely than either infantrymen or men

in rear bases to say that soldiers in combat outfits felt resentful to-

ward troops holding down rear-area jobs. Although the differences

are not statistically reliable, the chart shows that they occurred

among both noncoms and privates. When educational level is

simultaneously controlled, the pattern of differences remains. In

“Italy, where a similar question was asked, the intermediate group

was again the least likely to indicate awareness of resentment of
front-line troops toward rear-area soldiers. As Chart IV shows,
the men in service units attached to an armyor corps were less than
half as likely to say that most combat soldiers felt resentful as were
men in line combat outfits, and significantly less likely to give the
response than were menin service units assigned to rear bases. The
controls applied to the data for the European theater were not avail-
able for the Italian data, but the magnitudeof the differences is such
that one would expect them to hold up if rank and education had
been controlled. The chart also indicates that antagonism toward
the rear echelon was widespread among combat men in Italy, as
well as in the European theater.
The fact that fewer men in forward service units than in actual

combat units said they were aware of resentment of combat troops
toward the rear echelon is reasonable in terms of either of two
mutually compatible assumptions: that the forward service troops
themselvesfelt less resentment toward those further to the rear and
were expressing to some degree their own attitudes, or that they ©
were answering as men with rear-area jobs but were not aware of
being the target of much antagonism on the part of combat men.
The difference between forward and rear service troops is such as
would be obtainedif the far-rear troops were aware of beingthe prin-
cipal target of the combat men’s resentment, or if they felt more
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guilt about their Army role and were thereforemoreready toattrib-
ute resentment against themselves to combat men.
In Italy there were special historical circumstances which made

the far-rear base section a chosen target of resentment. During the
spring of 1944, the major rear-area commander enforced exception-:

CHART IV

RESENTMENT OF CompatT Mien Towarp Rrar-Area Troops

(Enlisted Men in Ground and Service Force Units, Mediterranean Theater,
May-June 1945)

QUESTION "How mony soldiers in combat outfits do you think feel resentful about troops who have
reor-area jobs?

PERCENTAGE RESPONDING

Most Quite No Not Hardly
afew ons, many ony

roundcombatunits x SOI YsYs

Army ond corps service units 23] GyYe

Service units assigned to rear boses 33) GyeYi 2

Data from 8-205.
The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are

based.

ally rigid military requirements of protocol, uniform, and saluting,

with the result that a soldier just out of the lines from the Anzio

beachhead on occasion.spent his rare rest leave in detention for a

missing button or an improperly typed pass. Grievances of this

sort, in addition to the more usual ones that rear soldiers lived:

in relative comfort and pre-empted the entertainment facilities,

aroused intense bitterness on the part of combat men. Reforms

* Cf. Robert Neville, “What’s Wrong With Our Army?” Life, Vol. 20 (February
S25, 1946), p. 111.
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were eventually instituted to alleviate many of the difficulties, but

the residual bitterness was great enough that the name of the par-

ticular command remained a term of opprobrium to combat troops

in the theater to the end of the war. While thesituation in Italy

seems to have been exceptional, the same tendency for men in far-

rear bases to be more aware than troops in intermediate echelons of

front-line antagonism appeared in the European theater.

Amongthe sources of front-line resentment toward therear ech-

elon, specific grievances of combat troops about supply problems

and about rear-area “chicken”? have already been mentioned.

While such essentially remediable complaints undoubtedly added

fuel to the fire, it is likely that the feeling of the combat men that’

they had been arbitrarily singled out to take the punishment of war

was more basic. Men in Infantry line companies were less likely

than all other ground troops to say that the Army wastrying its best

to see that no man got more thanhisfair share of the hard and dan-

gerous jobs. The data in Chart V show that other forward combat

and service troops werelittle if at all less likely than men in rear
bases to give the favorable response, whereas the combat infantry-

men differed markedly from the others. Infantry noncoms were

somewhat morelikely than privates to be favorable, but the rela-
tionship holds even when rank and education are controlled. As
one might expect, the greater the length of time men in Infantry
line companies had served in combat, the more likely they were to
say that the Army wasnot trying its best to distribute the danger-
ous duty fairly, and also to say that they often felt that their outfit
was getting more thanits fair share of the tough and dangerous duty.

This feeling of grievance waseasily translated to a resentful envy
of men more favorably situated. It is an instance of the familiar
mechanism whereby an unfortunate person feels that damaging the
more fortunate person will improve his own position. Such an im-
plicit process was the easier for the combat man since he could think
that if rear-echelon men were put into combat, he himself might
then be relieved. When combat infantrymen in Italy were ‘asked
If you had a chance to change onething in the Army, what would

you change?” 20 per cent of the men who answered suggested that
combat men be given a better break and rear-echelon and front-
line troops be made to changeplaces.” The tone of many of these
comments suggested that they reflected not only a desire for relief

*$-177, April 1945 (1,766 cases). Twenty-eight i
ore ¥April1945 tegiehe ses)ae y ght per cent of the men failed to answer
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and a more equitable distribution of combat duty, butalso a feeling
that such a turnabout would “serve the bastards right.”
For resentful envy to develop, conditions other than mere inequity

of benefits and disadvantages are necessary. For one thing, i{
seemslikely that the less fortunate group must be vividly awareo|
the existence of the more fortunate group. Onthis basis one might
expect combat men in the Pacific to be less hostile toward the rea

CHART V

Beier in ArgMy’s Iirrort ro Distrrsure DanGcerous Dory Farry

(Enlisted Men in Ground and Service Force Units, European Theater,
April-May 1945)

QUESTION "In the Army, some Jobs are naturally horder ond more dangerousthan others ond tha Army has
to put men whereit thinks they are needed. Considering everything, do you think the Armyis
trying its best to see that, qs far as possible, no man gets more thanhis fair share of the
hard and dangerous jobs? :

PERCENTAGE RESPONDING

Hardly Tryingsome No Trying
trying butnothard ans. its best

NCo's at all enough

Infantry line companies

Other division, corps, and army troops

Troops assigned fo rear bases

PVT's & PFC's

Infantry line companies

Otherdivision, corps,and army troops

Troops assigned to rear bases 
Data from 8-223,
The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages 6r°

based.
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echelon than mensurveyed in Europe, where there was greater op-

portunity for contact with far-rear groups. Another probably

necessary condition is that the favored person or group must seem

similar enough to the unfortunate one so that the latter can imagine

a change of places. For the infantryman, almost any other soldier

met this condition. Maximum resentmentis to be expected under

these conditions when the disadvantaged group doesnot fully accept

the legitimacy of the advantaged group's position: resentment then

approaches “moral indignation.” The combat man’s powerlessness

to changehis situation could only add to his antagonism.

Unalloyed envy, however, could not be an entirely satisfactory

attitude to the combat man. Since for the most part he could not

hoperealistically for a rear assignment,it suited him better to think

of his unwelcomerole as superior. His frank desire to serve in’ the

rear was overlaid to some degree byfeelings of pride and superiority.

The resultant pattern of the combat man’s feelings toward therear,

it will be suggested, was compounded of these elements of pride,

envy, and resentment. ,

Compensations for Combat Duty: Status and the ““Pecking-Order”’

The general nature of the status compensations available to the
combat men for the hard fate allotted to them is apparent from dis-_
cussions in earlier chapters. The discussion in Volume I, Chapter
7 of the respect which men felt for the various Army branchesindi-
cated that men in the Army at large had a high regard for the infan-
tryman, though they hadlittle wish to be one. Someof the stand-
ards entering into the men’s judgments of respect were examined in
that connection. It was seen that they involved values commonly
shared by menin oursociety, and that for this reason the respect
which was claimed by men in the combat branches was also granted
to them.
For ground combat troops and soldiers in the rear echelons over-

seas, there is some evidence that this more general pattern of group
status and respect carried over and was developed into ahierarchy
withthe line infantryman and his closest associates in danger at the
top. The evidence is less direct than could be wished, since the
questions used asked the men in one instance to rate the job being
done by various kinds of troops while the fighting was on, and in
the other how much combat credit should be given to men in differ-
ent kinds of units. Neither question asked the men specifically
about their respect for men in the various groups. The data never-
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theless seem to reflect the relative status of the groups. Althougt

the first question asked for a rating of the job doneby men in the.
branch,real differences in combat performance can largely be rule

out as a determinant of the men’s answers,since the performanceof
widely different kindsof units was basically incommensurableexcep}
in terms of an arbitrary set of standards. The data canbetaker
as relevant in the present connection becauseofthe close correspond.

ence which they show with what is known of the generalhierarchy.
of respect for the different branches in the Armyat large, and with

TABLE 3

ComBat Vsererans’ Ratines or THE Jop Bemce Done sy Dirrerent
Army BraNcHEs

(Company Grade Officers and Enlisted Men in Two Veteran Pacific
Infantry Divisions, March~April 1944)

QugEstTIoN: “In general, how would you rate the job being done, while the fighting was
on, by each of the following kinds of U.S. troops?”

PERCENTAGE RATING THE JOB DONE BY EACH KIND OF
TROOPS AS GOOD* AMONG:

 

Enlisted Men in: Officers in:
KIND OF TROOPS Infantry Field Artillery Divisional Infantry and

RATED Units Units Service Units Field Artillery

Field Artillery 90 93 90 . 99
Medical Corps 86 83 87 95
Engineers 83 87 90 91

Ordnance 51 68 74 57

Quartermaster 41 58 68 - 48

Number of cases 2,790 621 629 444
nnn

Data for officers and enlisted men from 5-101 and 8-100, respectively, March-April 1944.

* Other answers provided were: “Poor” and ‘No opinion.” .

the prestige hierarchy found by informal observation among ground

troops overseas.

Results for the first question are available for both Infantry and

other divisional troops in two divisions in the Pacific. Table3

shows that both officers and enlisted men in the Infantry and artil

lery essentially agreed in their ratings, though, as one would expect,

the infantrymen were somewhatless lavish with favorable ratings.

The only difference in the rank order of the branchesis that the in-

fantrymen andtheofficers rated the medical corps higherthan the
engineers, while the other groups shown did not. If this should

represent a reliable difference, it can probably be attributed to the

special gratitude of infantrymen toward the company aid men and
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itter bearers, with whom it was their lot to be in closer contact than

was the case for men in other branches.

A somewhat similar pattern may be found in Table 1 of Chapter

2, which showed a ranking of types of units according to the amount

of combat credit toward demobilization which men in varioussorts

of outfits said they should receive. That table has the advan-

tages of including a variety of combat units, distinguishing between

combat medics and medics in field hospitals, and specifying combat

engineer units. ‘There the rank order given by membersof front-line

combat outfits was, first, rifle and heavy weapons companies,aid

men and other combat medics, combat engineerunits, tank and tank

destroyer companies; then reconnaissance platoons, Infantry can-

non companies, chemical mortar companies, andfield artillery bat-

teries; and finally medics in field hospitals, division quartermaster

troops, and regimental, division, army and corps headquarters

troops. First came the units in close combat with the enemy, who

were subject to heavy casualties; then came combat troops who did

mostoftheir fighting at a distance in greater safety; and finally came

groups who were noncombatant and relatively safe.

Several factors can be provisionally isolated which appear to enter

into the way combat men ranked different sorts of units in respect

to how well they did their job or as to how much combatcredit they
should be allowed. First in importance would be exposure to danger
from the enemy; in this respect the first group of units above are
clearly differentiated from all others. But this alone is not suffi-
cient. The men in the two Pacific divisions whose ratings were
shown in Table 3 were also asked about how many battle casualties
their present company had hadsince they first went into combat
with it. Aside from the Infantry, 62 per cent of whom reported
more than a quarter of their company to have been casualties, men
from the different branches did not differ very much from each
other in the proportion reporting heavy casualties. Men in field
artillery batteries were, if anything,less likely to say that more than
a quarter of their battery had become casualties than were division
medics, engineers, or quartermaster troops.” Yet, as we have seen,

 

_ °° The percentages reporting that more than a quarter of their unit had been casual-
ties,and the number of cases, respectively, were: field artillery, 4 per cent, 620 cases;medics, 1§ per cent, 203 cases; engineers, 8 per cent, 207 cases; quartermaster, & percent, 67 cases. Theseresults, though crude, may be peculiar to the Pacific fighting inwhich there was little counter-battery artillery fire. Even in Europe, however casualtyrates in the artillery were more similar to those in divisional service units than to thosein the Infantry—see, for example, the last section in Chapter 2.
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field artillery troops were rated more highly with respect to their’
combat performance. A second factor involved in the judgmentjs
required, and this would seem to be the degree to which the troops
in question made a visible contribution to active combat. Field
artillery, who fired at the enemy, were rated higher than service
troops, who in many instances received as manyenemyshells hut
fired none back. A minor third factor can perhapsalso be distin.
guished, though it may well be merely a generalization from the
first two: physical proximity to the front. Table 1 of Chapter 2’
showed that troops in general would accord more combatcredit to
men in regimental headquarters than to menin division headquar-
ters, and would give more to the latter than to men in armyand
corps headquarters. The danger from the enemy was normally.
negligible for all three groups. The farther forward troops were,
however, the more closely they were connected with the fighting in
the minds of troops farther to the rear.
Both tables also show the important fact that noncombattroops

were in essential agreement with the combat men in the waythey
ranked the various sorts of units. In Table 3, it can be seen that
the divisional service troops, like the Infantry and artillery, put
artillery units first among the kinds of units which they were asked
to rate in termsof the job they did “while the fighting wason,” and
they rated the service branches in the same rank order astheartil-

lerymen did. Even when all men belonging to a specified service

branch are eliminated from the rating of that branch, the rank order

of the various service branches, as rated by the divisional service
personnel, remains the same.

If, as has been suggested, the preceding data reflect the status

hierarchy which developed in active theaters, they illustrate one -

source of compensation to the combat man forthe bitterpill of his

assignment. He could feel superior to those farther to the rear and

feel sure of receiving their respect. ‘The foregoing discussion of the

factors involved in the men’s ratings of the various branches also
suggests grounds for the stability of the hierarchy andits general

acceptance by men in groups having different status. The code of
masculinity, discussed in Chapter 3, attached value and prestige fo

enduring danger and hardship, while the general orientation of social
values towardthe aim of fighting the warlent prestige to the persons

| mostdirectly concerned with this aim. On both counts, the combat.

man could claim his role to be the superior one, and thereby with
good face translate his envy of the rear-echelon soldier into scorn
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and superiority. During a war which the majority had in some

sense accepted as inevitable and necessary, the combat soldier was

the only person who could not be asked “What are you doing for the

war?? He had no need to justify himself. He had also provedhis

manhood by withstanding the severest kinds of stress. Others

might or might not beable to “take it”’; he had proved that he could.

The rear-echelon man,on the other hand, might by the same con-

siderations find his own position socially vulnerable. Especially

when there was a real chanceofhis being transferred to combat duty,

his fervent hopes of avoiding it could result in guilt feelings. Dur-

ing the last year of the European war, in both the European and

Mediterranean theaters, this danger was not remote, since thou-

sands of men from rear-echelon outfits were retrained as Infantry

replacements. The threat of the ‘“repple depple’ (replacement

depot) hung heavily over the heads of rear-echelon soldiers in these

theaters. To invest combat men with prestige and to treat them

with deference was a way of alleviating possible guilt feelings and

reaffirming the common bond of shared values with them.

The status hierarchy, springing from many of the same sources

as the combat man’s resentful envy, served to channelize the expres-

sion of resentful attitudes of front to rear. Between groups of dif-

ferent status there grew up a fairly definite etiquette of permissible

behavior of a sort which at the same time expressed the superiority

of the higher-status group and gave direct or indirect vent to their
aggressive tendencies. In the absence of systematic data, informal
observations must be relied on to sketch a tentative picture.
Mauldin has given a vivid description of one aspect of front-rear
etiquette:

While men in combat outfits kid each other around, they have a sort of family
complex about it. No outsiders may join. Anybody who does a dangerous job
in this war has his own particular kind of kidding among his own friends, and
sometimes it doesn’t even sound like kidding... . If a stranger comes up to a
group when they are bulling, they ignore him. If he takes it upon himself to
laugh at something funny they have said, they freeze their expressions, turn slowly
around, stare at him until his stature has shrunk to about four inches, and he
slinks away, and then they go back to their kidding again. It’s like a group of
prosperous businessmen telling a risqué joke and then glaring at the waiter who
joins in the guffaws, Combat people are an exclusive set, and if they want to be
that way,it is their privilege”

The status hierarchy, with the front-line combat man at the top,
was 1n some respects analogous to the barnyard pecking-order, with
4 Bill Mauldin, Up Front (Henry Holt and Co., New York, 1945), p. 58.
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the men in groups at the top being entitled to a varietyof artoper
and aggressive behavior toward men in inferior groups,in a non,
ciprocal relationship. A tentativelist of some of these “pecking|
behaviors, drawn from informal field observation in the Europes:
and the Italian theaters, would include somethinglike the following:

1. Men from groups near the top of the hierarchy were entitled to have mu?
lower frustration tolerance than lower-status men. A combat manfelt }s
could draw the line concerning what he wouldtolerate at a lower pointth:
a noncombat man should and this was expected of him by others.

2. They were entitled to gripe in the presence of lower-status men, but r:!
vice versa.

3. They assumed the right to talk back to officers and otherwise break th:
“easte” taboos when the officers belonged to low-status groups. This right
was frequently but not universally recognized by low-status officers.

. They had the right to adopt a scornful point of view.

. They were entitled to be more aggressive than lower-status men in looking
out for their own interests in a scarcity situation. For instance, men froz
combat units would sometimes steal jeeps from rear units and, although ths
was resented and punished if the offender was caught, it was nevertheless
somewhat expected.

6. They had the right to criticize and make derogatory remarks about the job |
or outfit of a lower-status man, but not vice versa. This did not extend to
personal remarks, but included the standard taunts such as sarcastic use of
the term “commando”—"USO commandos” for troops in the states, “blu
star commandos,” etc., for service troops overseas.

7. They had the right to boast about their own outfit in the presenceof lower.
status men, but not vice versa.

8. They had the right to be distinctive in dress—to wear combatboots,to
neglect rear-area uniform regulations (a frequent bone of contention with

rear-echelon authorities), etc. -

O
W

Given an established “‘pecking-order,” aggressive behavior in an

upward direction would violate the mores of the total group, and

could be expected to result in disproportionate counteraggressiv¢

tendencies. The attitudes of combat men toward rear-echelon

military police were a case in point. The MPin a rear area was

near the bottom ofthe status hierarchy, yet he was required to en-

force unwelcomerestrictions on the behavior of combat men onpass
and was endowedwith the formal authority to carry out his prescmp-

tions. This could result in great resentment from the combat men,

which in many cases led to an embittered attitude on the part of the |

MP, in turn provoking further resentment. To quote Mauldin

again,

Because he picks up a hundred soldiers a day and hears a hundred dirty cracksnoneof them original or amusing, the garrison MP (overseas) is going to be sour
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on life in general and soldiers in particular, and heis going to be downright mean.

When 8 peaceable guy like myself is rudely stopped by the MP who asks: “Where

the hell is yer gawdam helmet?” I start to say truthfully that I forgot it, but he

cuts me off, “Don’t you gimme none of yer gawdamlip, dammit—I heard that

one before.” This goes on until I get sore and blow my top and he takes me to

jail or gives me a ticket...

The front-line infantryman was, then, at the top of the hierarchy.

For playing his unwanted role he was for the most part rewarded by

the esteem of his more fortunate fellows. If the latter should fail

to pay proper respect to his true merits, he could express himself

CHART VI

RELATION oF RESENTMENT Towarp Rear EcHELON ro Bra.ier In ImMPoRTANCE OF

RirieMan’s Jos

(Veteran Enlisted Infantrymen in a Pacific Division, March-April 1944)

QUESTION "How do you feel about the Importance of the rifleman’s job in modern battle 2”

PERGENTAGE MAKING EACH RESPONSE ACCORDING
TO THEIR ANSWERS TO THE QUESTION AT THE vere

QUESTION "While you were in combat,did
you fea! that the troops to the Not ver Import
Fear,in general,were doing as importont butno at No. thormeetonymuch as they could under the compared —-s0 than other soldierscircumstances for the men ;
who were doing the fighting?” withwhat mony others job

NONCOMS

Any other answer

~
'

PRIVATES

 
Data from 8-100,
“Any other answer’included the check-list categories “ ee

more,” and “Could have done a great deal more.” Could bave done SometaThe numbers followi é ebane umbers following the bars are the numbérs of cases on which percentafes“are

3 Tbid., p. 192.
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without compunction andat least feel the solace of aggrieved viriys.

The extent to which resentments were associated with pride in high
status remains in doubt. There is some evidence from question,
naire surveys in support of the contention that the combat man's
antagonism toward therear echelon wasrelated toa feeling ofsupe.
rior status. Chart VI shows that, in one division which fought ir
the Pacific, the veteran infantrymen who were morecritical of troops .
to the rear in regard to their supply functions, were also more likely
to give the extreme response that the rifleman’s job was “moreim
portant than most any othersoldier’s job” in modern-battle. This.
was true for men of all ranks and educational levels; men with dif-
fering amounts of education did notdiffer in their pattern of answer
when rank was controlled. This result, while it might be expected,.
is not logically required by the nature of the two questions. Dis. -
paragement of the men in the rear areas seems to have beenslightly:
associated with placing a higher value on the importanceofthejob
of men at the front.

Preference for Rear-Echelon Jobs

It would be entirely misleading to conclude from the foregoing
discussion of the combat man’s.resentment toward soldiers in tlic

rear echelons and his feelings of superiority toward them thathe

often succeeded in selling himself on combat.. Howeversuperior

the combat man may havefelt toward the rear echelon,this feeling,

of superiority rarely supplanted frank eagerness on his part to

changeplaces and fill one of the rear jobs towards which he was £0

scornful. The feeling of superiority made his position moretoler-

able, but did not make him wantit. Table 4 shows thatof the vel-

erans in line Infantry companies in two divisions, very few indeed

would remain in the Infantry if it were up to them. The largest

number would prefer the Air Corps—a choice that is difficult to -

terpret in respect to whether or not it involved choosing another

combat assignment. But the choice next in frequency was the

Quartermaster Corps—which it will be remembered ranked neet

the bottom in combat prestige. Furthermore, among those men im

the sample who chose to remain in the Infantry, 40 per cent were

noncomsin the first three grades, as compared with 17 per cent of
those choosing other branches.“ This result may be attributed to

two main factors: (1) that the high noncoms were well selected a8 |

those who hada particularly strong loyalty to their jobs; (2) thet |

783 and 700 cases respectively, Division A (S-100).
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manyof the men who wanted tostay in the Infantry probablyde-

sired to do so not so muchfrom pride in the “Queen of Battles” as

to preserve valued ratings. ;

A survey of men returned to the United States underthe rotation

plan at about the time of the Normandy invasion gives essentially

similar results for Infantry returnees. It may be seen in Table 5

TABLE 4

Branca Prerprences or Comsat Versrans in INFANTRY RIFLE Comrantes

(Veteran Enlisted Men in Rifle Companies of Two Pacific Divisions,

March-April 1944)

re

aaa

Quzstion: “If you had a choice, which one of these branches of

the Army would you like to be int”
PERCENTAGE CHOOSING BACH
BRANCH AMONG MEN IN;

BRANCH Division A Division B
CES

Air Corps 32 26

Quartermaster Corps 21 18
Infantry 11 9
Coast Artillery and Anti-Aireraft 7 1
Ordnance Department 6 5
Transportation Corps 6 6
Military Police 3 8
Field Artillery 3 4
Armored Force 3 2
Engineers 2 3
Signal Corps 1 2
Chemical Warfare Service * *
Medical Department * 1
No answer 5 5

Total 100 100

Number of cases 783 648

 

Data from S-100.
* Less than 0.5 per cent.

i

that only a minority did not want to change their branch, and the
low-status but safe Quartermaster Corps and Military Police were
the most frequently chosen branches.
One must therefore conclude that the scorn in which combat men

sometimes held such rear-echelon branches as the Quartermaster
Corps was outweighted by the deep reluctance of most men to see
more combat than they had to. This is not surprising in view of
4 The fact that few Infantry returnees chose the Air Corps is probably due to at

least two things: under widely known reassignmentpolicy, it was not then a realistic
choice; and, these men, being returnees, had particular reason for feeling that they
Were through with combat and had little desire to be in a combat branch.
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what has been suggested to have been the principalroot of the over. ..
seas resentment-aggression pattern: the fundamental envy which |
combat troops felt toward those in more desirable assignments,’
With all said and done, thisenvy remained. The infantryman who °
inveighed against the rear echelon and took manifest satisfaction in
his higher status would usually have been only too glad to change
boots with the lowly quartermaster. It is not unlikely that in im-
agining such a change, moreover, the combat man could hopetore-
tain much of his hard-won status. Even as quartermaster, he

TABLE &

Branca PREFERENCES OF INFANTRY RETURNEES

(Enlisted Infantry Returnees at Reassignment Center,
June-July 1944)

 

Quzstion: “If you wanted to change your branch at the time you were interviewed,
what branch did you want to change to?”

Percentage naming
each branch:

 

, Quartermaster Corps 23
Military Police 13
Ordnance Department 8
Transportation Corps 8
Signal Corps 3
Medical Department 3
Corps of Engineers *
Other ASF branches 8
Any other AGF branch 7
Air Corps 5
Did not want to change branch 22

Total 100

Numberof cases 154
ert

Data from S-132.
* Less than 0.5 per cent.

would remain a combat veteran. The status problems that arose.

when suchshifts actually occurred will be encountered in Chapter

10, “Problems of Rotation and Reconversion.”

Attitudes of Combat Men Toward Headquarters

The attitudes of combat men toward headquarters constituted in

a sense a special case of their attitudes toward the rear echelon,since

headquarters, to the men in the line, was always-rear echelon. In

addition, headquarters was the source from which emanated the

orders that kept a man in combat and determined deployment in
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-pattle. In an active theater of operations, there was necessarilya

| great deal of decentralization of authority. Ordinary practice in

combat operations, for example, was for each successive level of

command to specify tactical objectives, leaving the exact detailed

plans for attaining them to the subordinate commanders. Most

- goldiers overseas were probably aware of this general picture. On

the other hand, one consequenceof the chain of command wasthat

theyrarely were directly concerned with such higher headquarters

ag theater, army, corps, ordivision: directives originating from these

enters which affected them were as a rule digested and reissued by

-jntermediate headquarters. Such factors as the existence of per-

sonally dramatic commandersin particular high headquarters may

have had an effect on the extent to which the higher headquarters

impressed themselves on the men.

When combat men were asked howwell they felt that headquar-

ters understood their problems and needs, a considerable proportion

gave critical answers. Among infantrymen in one division which

saw extensive fighting early in the Mediterranean campaign, 34 per

cent said that when they were in combat theyfelt headquarters was

very muchaware of their needs, 48 per cent said “fairly well,” while
20 per cent said “T felt that they did not know very much about our
real problems and needs.” ® A survey made of infantrymen in
Italy a year and ahalf later showed 52per cent saying that head~-
quarters understood their problems and needs‘‘very well”or ‘fairly
well,” and 38 per cent saying “‘not so well’ or “not well at all.” 1
The proportion who gave manifestly unfavorable answers was in
each case a minority. In general, it seemslikely that the men were
reacting to “headquarters” in an unanalyzed way, grouping together
the sources of authority to the rear, though any specific headquarters
they might have had in mind was probablyof a relatively low
echelon.

Criticisms of headquarters elicited from combat menin other con-
nections expressed resentment that headquarters was exempt from
their hardships; resentment against “harassing” in the form of fre-

45-91, November 1943, 431 cases. The question was:

 

“When you were in combat, how well did you feel that headquarters understood
your problems and needs?” .

 

T felt that they were very much aware of our needs.
~———-. I felt that they were fairly well aware of our needs.
—__— I felt that they did not know very much aboutour real problems and

needs,
“S-177, 1,766 cases, _
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quent reports, inspections, and regulations; and the feeling that
“nobody whoreally understood what we have to put up withcow
keep us in the line like this’—essentially blaming headquartersfy
their situation. The fact that higher echelons were of necessity
rearward echelons introduced an inevitable source of misunderstand.
ing and resentment into the relations of front-line troops with higher
commands.

CHART VII

Arrrrupns Towarp Hmapquartpers IN Revarion to Timm in Compat

(Enlisted Infantrymen in Line Companies, Italy, April 1945)

QUESTION” When you wore in combat, how wall did you feol that headquarters undarstood your
probleme and neods?

PERCENTAGE RESPONDING

Not well Not so Unde- Falrly Var
at alt well cided* well wel

LENGTH OF TIME IN COMBAT

7 months or more

4 through 6 months

Less thon 4 months

*includes no answer 
Data from 8-177.
See footnote to Table 3 in Chapter 3 for the question concerning time in combat.
The numbersfollowing the bars are the numbers of cases in which percentages are

based.

As one might expect, men who had seen more combat were more

likely than newer men to becritical of headquarters. Chart vu

shows the data from the study of infantrymen in Italy. The con-
siderable differences in response between new men and old-timers
hold up when rank and educationallevel are controlled. This rela-

tionship to time in combat is probably indicative of the way
which the cumulative frustrations of combat augmented the men®

resentmentof the agency at whose behest they had to remain in the

line.
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Altitudes of Combat Men Toward Soldiers

Still in the United States

So far, we have been considering how combat men felt toward

other groups of soldiers within the overseas theater. Their atiti-

tudes toward soldiers and civilians back in the States had certain

similarities, and may also conveniently be consideredin this chapter.

Soldiers still in the States were the target of considerable out-

spoken sarcasm and bitterness on the part of all soldiers overseas,

but particularly of the front-line combat man. Table 6 shows that,

TABLE 6

Arriroves Towarp Souprers in tHe Unrrep States

(Enlisted Men in Ground and Service Force Units, European Theater,
April-May 1945)

  

Question: “How resentful do you yourself feel about troops who have jobs in the
United States?”

PERCENTAGE GIVING BACH ANSWER AMONG:
Infantry line Other division, corps, Troops assigned

ANSWER CATEGORIES compantes and army troops to rear bases

Very resentful 21 15 12
Fairly resentful 20)! 3} 234
Not so resentful 26 29 32
Not resentful at all 19 23 26
No answer 4 3 2

Total 100 100 100

Number of cases 804 2,181 769

 

Data from 8-223,

in the European theater, men in Infantry line companies were some-
what morelikely than menin rear units to say that they felt fairly
resentful or very resentful about troops who had jobs in the United
States. This remains true when rank and education are controlled.
As the table shows, however, the proportion making the extremely
resentful response was a relatively small minority; the degree of
bitterness felt by the men couldeasily be exaggerated,
Asurvey made in Italyat about the sametime restricted the ques-

tion specifically to soldiers who had never been overseas.” The
results found in Europeare supported bythe fact that men in ground
combat units were more likely than men in rear service outfits to

 

a On thequestion, “Do you think there are too many soldiers who have never beenoverseas?” 7§ per cent of the ground combat troops checked “Yes, there are too many.”
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say that it bothered them very much that there were some soldics
who had never been overseas. (See Table 7.) Again only 8 Ih
nority checked the mostcritical category. -

Too much emphasis should not be placed on the difference te
tween combat and rear-area troops in regard to their resentment
soldiers still in the States. The differenceis not large, and perhsp
the similarity in attitudes is more striking than the difference
Among combat infantrymen, those who had been in combat, for:
very long time were morelikely than others to say it bothered the:
that some soldiers had not been overseas, as the data in Chart VJ}

TABLE 7

Attirupes Towarp Soupiers 1n Tae Uniren Srares

(Enlisted Men in Ground and Service Force Units, Mediterrancan Theater,
May-June 1945)

Question: ‘Does it bother you that there are some soldiers who have never bee

 

overseas?"
PERCENTAGE GIVING EACH ANSWER, AMONG MEN IN

Ground combat Army and corps Service units at-
ANSWER CATEGORIES units service units signed to rear bar —

It bothers me very much 38 19 24
It bothers me some 26 33 28
It bothers me little 17 16 20.
It does not bother meat all 17 81 27
No answer 2 1 od

Total 100 100 100

Number of cases &08 £92 887

tpt

Data from 6-206. :

indicate. This finding is in accord with the reasonable supposition

that the frustrations of combat would accumulate to result in a Tite

ing level of resentful envy toward menstill enjoying the luxuries 0

a, stateside existence. In the sample from the European theater,

where the men had on the average seen muchless combat, those whe

had served a long time overseas were only slightly morelikely than
othersoldiers to say they resented soldiers in the UnitedStates.

It will be noted that in the Italian sample, even among the men

who had seen seven months or more of combat, less than halfgave

the extreme unfavorable response. During the earlier phases of

the war when only a few divisions were in actual combatin North

Africa, Sicily, Italy, or the Pacific, men in these outfits maywel
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have been more bitter at the seeming injustice of their lot. As a

wounded veteran of the three former campaigns put it:

Scems as though we could just name the outfits that were fighting on one hand.

All the rest were in the States. We were always hoping to be relieved."

CHART VIII

Arrrrupes Towarp Souprens ix tas Untrep Srares in Rewarion To

Trte i Comsat

(Enlisted Infantrymen in Line Companies, Italy, April 1945)

QUESTION ” Does it bother you that there ore some soldiers who have never been oversecs ? .

PERCENTAGE RESPONDING

Very much Some No Little Not at all

LENGTH OF TIME IN COMBAT ons.

7 months or more

4 through 6 months

Less than 4 months

 

Data from §-177.
Sce footnote to Table 3, Chapter 3 for the question concerning time in combat.
The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are

based.

A comment written at the end of a questionnaire early in 1944 by a
private in the South Pacific expresses the extreme of bitterness:

Us guys over here that’s left of the ouffit are beat up with malaria and tropical
ulcers. We should have a chanceto breathe

a

little fresh air for a while. But I
guess you better keep them USO boys back there or there won’t be any USO. If
we have to we'll take another crack at the Japs. There is nothing to look forward
to anyway.

Such comments should not, however, be taken as typical of the atti-
tudes of combat men in general. As we have seen, many of them
said theyfelt no resentment.

 

‘t Personal interview in hospital in the United States, made in spring of 1944.
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Altitudes Toward Civilians on the Home Front

While there certainly was a great deal of outspoken criticism af
civilians on the homefront by soldiers overseas, the available dat,
suggest that a surprisingly large proportion of the menfelt rather
favorably toward them. Two commonly reiterated complaints.
against civilians were that they were not doing all they should fo
the war—‘‘Hell, they don’t even know there’s a war on”—and that
they had no appreciation of what soldiers had done for thei, .
Chart IX shows that on questions referring to each point, at least -
half of the combat men in two theaters gave answers which wer
favorable in manifest content. Also apparent from the chart is
the finding that menin front-line Infantry companies orothercom-
bat units differed verylittle from men in rear-echelon units in their
appraisal of the civilian wareffort or civilian gratitude.
The data do suggest that resentments about civilian ingratitude

may have been somewhat more prevalent than resentment about

civilian laxness in the wareffort. The proportions of men whosaid
that all or most of the people back home had real senseof gratitude

and appreciation toward soldiers were consistently smaller than the -

proportions whosaid that all or most were doing all they shouldfor

the wareffort. Since feelings of desertion and lack of appreciation.
might be expected to have been involved in the soldiers’ perception
of having been arbitrarily singled out to bear the real bruntof the -

war, this result is not surprising. That half or less of the mengave

unfavorable answers even to this question is probably more remark:

able. mo,
On both of these questions, the more educated men tendedto be

somewhat morecritical, but when education is controlled, men in

forward elements still do not differ significantly from men in the

rear. Yor the sample fromthe European theater, neitherlengthof
overseas service nor combat experience was significantly related
to the men’s responses. a:
While the general tenor of the men’s answers about the civilian:

wareffort was favorable, there is some evidence that a considerable,
proportion of the men who expressed anticivilian attitudes May ,
have been reacting to stereotypes rather than to specific and known

individuals. In both the European and Mediterranean theaters,

the men were asked a question parallel to the one about the general |

civilian war effort, but concerning their own families and close
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friends.” Chart X shows a comparison of the results of the tn
questions for cross sections of enlisted men in both theaters. In th
European theater, for which data on combat troopsare availakk
separately, the results for front-line infantrymenarenearly identic,
with the cross-section findings. In both theaters, the troopsin gen-
eral were more likely to charge the public with not doingits share

CHART X

Men's Arrirupes Towarp THp GENERAL Crvmtan War Errort, as Companen 19
Tuem Arrirupes Towanp THE War Errorr oF Trem Fasniy anp Crosp Frees

(Cross Section of Enlisted Men in European and Mediterranean Theaters,
April-June 1945)

QUESTIONS “In your opinion abou! how many of the people bock home are doing oll they should doto help
win the war7...What obout your family gnd close friends? Doyou think they are doing
all they should do to help win the war?

PERGENTAGE GIVING INDICATED RESPONSE
AMONG MEN IN EACH THEATER

Europaon theoter

Fewor About No Most
almost half

=

ans.

People back home

Fomily and close friends

People back home

Family and close friends 
Data from 8-223 and 8-205,

b The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages ar
ased,

. 1
9 The question did not specify close civilian friends, but in context one may befainy

: : : jon 0sure that it was interpreted as intended, since it immediately followed the question ©

people at home.
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than they were to say that their own family and friends had not

done all they should do. Certainly the men’s emotional ties to

their friends and family would incline them to take a favorable

viewof what they were doing forthe war. It may well be that these

friends and relatives of overseas soldiers were actually somewhat

more highly motivated than the rest of the population, because of

their more personal involvement in the war effort. The increase

in favorable response when the reference point was shifted to people

whom the men knew intimately does nevertheless suggest that some

elements of anticivilian feeling were relatively unstable.
The present data on soldiers’ attitudes toward the home front

thus fail to support the notion that a large proportion of combat
men were violentlyanticivilian. Combat men did not differ much
from menin the rear echelons in their feelings toward civilians. To
the extent that resentment of people at home was a morale problem,
it was not the special problem of the men whose personal contribu-
tion to the war was most immediate and, in onesense, greatest.
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CHAPTER 7

 

MORALE ATTITUDES OF COMBAT|
FLYING. PERSONNEL IN THE AIR CORPS
CURENKUR AH ERR ARERRHREOCARERRERS S EAR RRR ASARRES R ERP EETI,”

Introduction

nis chapter is the first of two which will deal with Air Corps
"LPcombat flying personnel, a subpopulation of the Armywhich,
though comparatively small numerically, played a major role in the
military defeat of the Axis powers. .

The foregoing chapters on ground combat have been concerned.

at some length with the situation of the infantrymanandhis fellows,°

describing characteristic attitudes and behavioral reactions to the -

sustained deprivations and harassments to which they were exposed. ;

As would be expected from the sharp contrasts between aerial and

ground warfare, combat personnel in the Air Corps differed in many.

essential ways from those in the Ground Forces. ;
The average infantryman, cast in his role through no choice of his

own, was subjected to sustained danger in a chronically depriva- |

tional environment. In contrast, combat air crew members, while

on their missions against enemy targets, were exposed -to danger

situations of comparatively short duration, alternating with longer
periods, often days at a time, in a relatively danger-free environ-

ment, usually far behind the fighting lines. Although, from the
point of view of the participants, aerial combat may have had some

advantages over ground combat, the Air Corps combat situation

was extremely harassing and in many squadrons the chancesof sur-

vival were even lower than the average for combat infantrymet.
But the importantpoint is that it was, essentially, a type of combat -
of the men’s own choosing, since 100 per cent of the combat person

nel in the Air Corps had initially volunteered for combat flying duty.
Moreover, while there were marked cumulative psychological.

 

. + By Irving L. Janis, Extensive use was madeof studies in the BighthAirFor

for the design and analysis of which A.J. Jaffe, Arthur A. Lumsdaine, Marion Herp?
Lumsdaine, and Robin: M. Williams, Jr., were mainly responsible. .

S24
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effects of successive exposures to the stresses of aerial combat—as

will be described in the next chapter—there was a definite termina-

tion point, as a consequence of the Air Corps practice of relieving

combat air erew members from their combat assignment after they

had completed a specified number of combat missions. Whereas

most combat personnel in the Air Corps could look forward to a re-

turn to the United States if they survived the hazards of the re-"

quired number of combat missions, those in the Ground Forces

could expect only a continuation of their combat duty so long as

they met the minimumphysical requirements. Some indication

of the tremendousdifference in the objective situation with respect

to return to the United States, the primary goal of so many Amer-

ican soldiers while they were overseas, is provided by the results of

surveys of enlisted men who had been rotated to the United States, ©

results which will be presented in the last section of this chapter.

For example, it was found that 86 per cent of the enlisted Air Corps

combat flying personnel rotated from the European and Mediter-

ranean theaters had been overseasfor Jess than 1 year whereas only

4 per cent of the rotated Ground Force combat personnel had been
overseasfor less than a year, the vast majority (90 per cent) having -
been overseas for 2 to 3 years or longer. (See Chart XII.)

As was described in the preceding chapter, the ground combatsol-
dier, required to remain overseas for years and to undergo.the
stresses of sustained exposure to combat conditions, could and did
take considerable satisfaction in his sheer toughness. No one, he
felt, had to put up with so much for so long a period of time, and
this gave him a feeling of a kind of superiority—a superiority which
he never wanted in the first place and would gladly have relinquished
if possible. Highly skilled performances were seldom required and,
perhaps as & consequence, proportionately more endurance was de-
manded of him, since this demand would not jeopardize the effi-
ciency of the total operation.
Combat air crew members, on the other hand, were not only able

to take pride in their highly dangerous combat role but were, from
the very beginning of their training, accorded elite status. Care-
fully selected andscreened for the skilled jobs they were to perform
in combat, Air Corps flying officers and enlisted men were recognized
as a superior type of military personnel. As will be described later
in this chapter, there was a definite demographic basis for this.
For example, in cross sections of enlisted men in the Army as a
whole, Research Branch surveys consistently show that well over
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one half of the men had not completed high school; among enlistes

men in eross-section samples of Air Corps combatflying personne

two thirds had graduated from highschool, including a substanti
proportion who had goneto college. oo

The status of combat flying personnel was further enhanced }y
the comparatively high rank which they were awarded, a form¢
recognition for their skill and exposure to danger which entails:
concrete benefits and was highly prized in the Army. Among men.

CHART I

HBisnarcey or Ennisrep Grapes In Heavy Bomper Crews as Companep wrre i |
Cross Secrion or THE Entire Unirep Srares Ary

(Based on a Survey of 1,905 Men in Heavy Bomber Crewsin the European Theater,
June 1944, and a World-wide Cross-Section Survey of All Enlisted Men, June 1944)

PERGENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

Enlisted men in World-wide cross section
heavy bomber crews ofoff enlisted men

. PROT
Technical & master sqts. bes oe

,been coedmdTED)
OS
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Privatesfirst class

Privates

 

Data from 8-135 and AGO 2 per cent sample.

bers of heavy bombercrews, 4 out of every 10 men were given con

missioned officer status, and, in general, approximately 50 per cent

of all combat flying personnel were officers. Those members 0

combatair crews who were enlisted men—with whom most ofthe

surveyfindings to be presentedin this chapter are concerned—were

also given high ratings as compared with enlisted men in ground

combat units. ChartI illustrates the fact that the rank distnbu-

‘tion of enlisted men in combat flying crews was almost the revert?

of the steep pyramid existing in the military system as a whole.

The picture presented by this chart is symptomatic of the differ-
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ential treatment accordedto enlisted flying personnel as well as to

flying officers, providing them with a secure sense of their elite status

in the Army. And there was no lack of recognition from the gen-

eral public of the courage of combat flying personnel and of their

crucial contribution to the wareffort.

This brief sketch of the differences between ground combat per-

sonnel and air combat flying personnel will be expanded in the re-

mainderof this chapter. In Section I we shall present typical re-

sults from Research Branch surveys, in which morale attitudes of

enlisted men in combat air crews are compared with those of en-

listed men in combat Ground Force units. Section IT will deal with

some of the major characteristics of the Air Corps which may have

been effective determinants of the comparatively favorable morale

attitudes described in Section I. Attention will be focused pri-

marily upon the practices of the Air Corps which appear to have

played an important role in building favorable morale attitudes.

Ourdiscussion will deal with only one type of Air Corps personnel,

combat air crew members. Obviously the findings which weshall

present cannot be regarded as applying to men in other types of jobs

in the Air Corps. We have found that the morale attitudes of
ground crews and service troops in the Air Corps differ in many
ways from those of combat air crew members.

The type of survey data available does not warrant an attempt
to give a systematic account of the morale attitudes of combat fly-
ing personnel or of the factors which are involved. For the most
part the data are suggestive rather than conclusive. Hence the
material in this chapteris limited to highlighting those special char-
acteristics of the men andof their military organizations which are
relevant for an understanding of the special problems of Air Corps
combat personnel, many of whichwill be discussed in the next chap-
ter. At the same time, the descriptive results may be of value in
suggesting the types of organizational practices likely to have favor-
able consequences for the morale attitudes of combat personnel in
general.

SECTION I

CHARACTERISTIC MORALE ATTITUDES OF

COMBAT AIR CREW MEMBERS

Throughout the wat it was widely reported by newspaper corre-
spondents and other observers that morale was exceptionally high
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- among combat airmen. Bomber crews and fighter pilots have been
- consistentlyportrayed as men who were highly motivated to carry
out the arduous demandsof their organization, despite the extreme
hazards to which they were exposed on combat missions. This con-
ception of Air Corps combat units as military organizations with
high combat morale is supported by evidence from a numberofatti-
tude surveys in overseas theaters. ‘

CHART II

Jos Sarisracrion AMona Compar Aim Crew Mempers, INFANTRYMEN, AND
Aut ENListeD Men

(Based on a Cross-Section Survey of Enlisted Men in the Pacific Ocean Areas,
July 1945)

QUESTION “How satisfied are you about being in your present Army job instead of some otherSs

Army job?"

PERCENTAGE RESPONDING

Very Dis- Makes Satisfied
dis- satis- no dif-
solis- fied ference

- fied

Combat air crew members

Gross section of EM in
the Pacific Ocean Areas

Infantrymen 
‘Data from §-232.
The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are ~

based.

The survey results show that a comparatively high proportion of

combat flying personnel express: (1) Satisfaction with their combat

assignment. (2) Pride in their military organization. (3) Willing-
‘ ness for com] .s,

Weshall present survey results which typify the general findings

of many Research Branch surveys,viz., that combat flying personnel
consisiently tended to express relatively favorable attitudes as compared

with nen in other types of combat units. In presenting the compara-



CHART TT

Arrirupes Towsarp Jos anp Miurrary Unit Amona ENLISTED Mex

Compar Fuxine anp Grounp Unirs anp Amona ALL ENLISTED

(Based on Surveys in Europe and the Pacific During the Early Months of 1944)

PERCENTAGE GIVING INDIGATEO RESPONSE TO RELATED QUESTION

wae tod 3"
QUESTION”How well satisfiad are you about being in your present Armyjob instead of some other Army job

” j Very well
' ot No Fairly ge

EUROPE Salstied™ ams, solishied satisfied

Gombat flying units

Cross section

Ground combat units

PACIFIG

Ground combat units

QUESTION "How important o port do you think your company or squodronwill ploy in winning the war "

Notovery Afoirly No A ver
important important ons. importont

EUROPE port port

Combat flying units

Gross section

Ground combatunits

PAGIFIG

Ground combat units \ TNABEE

QUESTION "Doyou feel proud of your company or squadron 2”

No,not Unde- Yes,foirly Yes,very
EUROPE very praud cided proud d

Gombatflying units

Gross section

Ground combat units

PAGIFIG

Ground combatunits * tiecludes "Somewhat dissatisfied” and ’Very much dissatisfied”

Data from 5-116 and 8-100. The majority of enlisted men in combat flying squad-
rons were combatair crew members but there was a minority of men in ground crews
whocould notbe identified and eliminated from the sample. It is probable, however,
that if a pure sample of combat air crew members had been available, the result would
show exactly the same pattern since other surveys show that combat flying personnel
tended to express slightly more favorable attitudes on these items than did the ground
crews in combat flying squadrons. Figures shown for ground combat units in Europeare the average for two veteran Inf:t infantry divisions transferred from fighting in theMediterranean; those for the Pacific are the average for combat veterans in four In-fantry divisions,
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tive data, no attempt has been made to hold constant the relevant
background variables—such as age, rank, education—or other fac:
tors which may account for the differences. These variables will
be discussed in Section IT of this chapter which is devoted to the
major factors which appear to underlie the favorable morale atti-
tudes of combat flying personnel.

Job Satisfaction

Combat air crew members expressed a relatively high degree of
satisfaction with their combat flying assignment. This is borne
out by comparative results from a numberof cross-section surveys
in overseas theaters. Chart II presents typical findings from a sur-
vey in the Pacific Ocean Areas showing that enlisted men in combat:
air crews much moreoften expressed satisfaction with their job than
did enlisted men in the Infantry. It will be observed that the pro-
portion of favorable replies of combat air crew members exceeded
the average for enlisted men in the entire theater, whereas the in-
fantrymen were definitely below the average.

Similar findings on job satisfaction, obtained from a surveyin the
European theater, are shown in Chart III.

Attitudes Toward the Combat Unit

From surveys of overseas troops there appears a fairly consistent

pattern which differentiates combat flying personnel from Ground '

Force combat troops. This pattern may be schematizedin thefol-
lowing way:

Combat air Ground

Altitude variables crew members combattroops

Satisfaction with their job Above average Below average

Evaluation of the importance of Average or
their military unit Above average slightly above

average

Pride in their military unit Above average Above average

The essential feature is that combat air crew memberstended to

be above the average for the Army in general in all three areas.

Combat infantrymen tended to give a lower than average propor~
tion of replies indicating job satisfaction but exhibited a high level

of pride in their combat organization. While a sizable majority of

combat infantrymen rated their own military organization as im-
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portant in the war effort, they were somewhatless likely to do so

than were combat air crew members. Illustrative data are shown

inChart III. While this particular set of results cannot be regarded

as sufficient evidence for establishing the pattern which we have

described, it does present the typical picture which appears from

the results of other surveys based on smaller samples.

In Chart III it will be observed that a majority of men in combat

flying units gave a favorable response to the question on importance

of their own squadron. When a similar question was asked in an-

other survey about the importance of their type of outfit, a very

high proportion of enlisted men in combat air crews gave a favor-

able response. In June 1944 a cross section ofall enlisted men in

heavy bomber crews in the European theater (a sample of 1,869

men) were asked the following question: ‘‘How important a part do

you think your type of outfit will play in winning the war?”

Seventy-nine per cent answered “‘a very important part’’ and an

additional 19 per cent answered “‘a fairly important part.” *

Willingness for Combat

The results from a numberof separate surveys indicate that there
was a comparatively high degree of willingness for combat duty

among combat airmen. Before examining some of the detailed
findings, it may be of value to keep in mind certain considerations
related to motivation for combat in the Air Corps. As will be de-
scribed in the next section, only those men who had volunteered for
a combat flying assignment were recruited for precombat air crew
training by the Air Corps. The fact that almost all combat flying
personnel had originally volunteered for that type of assignment
would lead one to expect that they were relatively highly motivated
to engage in combat. But, on the other hand, it has been pointed

7§-135, The majority of men in a cross section of enlisted men in medium bomber
crews in the European theater (a sample of 647 men) were also favorable, although the
proportion is less than that found for men in heavy bomber crews: 61 per cent of the
men in medium bomber crews answered “a very important part” and 37 per cent “a
fairly important part.” But in a cross-section sample of enlisted menin light bomber
crews in the European theater (884 men) only 34 per cent answered “a very important
part” and 54 per cent “a fairly importantpart.” The low proportion in light bomber
crews has very little effect on the average results for all enlisted combat flying per-
sonnel in the theater, however, since only a very small proportion of the total popula-
tion of combat air crew members werein light bomber crews. Presumably the small
number of men in light bombers tended to feel that the typesof missions they flew were
of minor importance compared with those flown by heavy and medium bombers, the
major types of bombers used in the European theater. (Data for medium and light
bomber crews are from §-150, July 1944.)
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out by some observers that many volunteers for combat flying had
extremely unrealistic, glamorized notions about aerial combat and
sometimes suffered a cruel awakening when they developed a sharp
awareness of the realities of combatflying in the course of their first
few combat missions. That this occurred in extreme forms in some
cases and constituted a serious problem in the Air Corpsis indicated
by psychiatric discussions of the problem of “psychological failure”
among men who were just beginning their tour of combat duty.?
Hence, while it is to be expected that combat flyers, as a class of
men who hadoriginally volunteered for combat assignments, would
showa high degreeof willingness for combat,it is also to be expected
that, to some extent, combat motivation decreased once the men
were actually exposed to combat conditions.
There are no data at hand which are relevant for estimating the

proportion of combat flyers who were relatively immuneto theini-
tial shock of exposure to actual combat conditions. We have found,
however, that in a cross section of combat air crews, the majority
asserted that they would willingly volunteer for combat flying if
they had to make the choice over again.
To the extent that verbal responses on an anonymous question-

naire may be assumedto beindicators of willingness for combat, the

responses to the direct question shown in Table 1 supportthe con-

clusion that during a period of maximum effort (the preinvasion air

assault), the vast majority of combat air crew membersin the Huro-

pean theater, most of whom had had a considerable amount of com-

bat experience, were willing to volunteer for combat flying duty.

The samples shown in Table 1 constitute a cross section of men

in each of the various operational categories; the results are repre-

sentative of all combat flying personnel in the European theater at

the particular time when the survey was made. Although the find-

ings are limited to a single timeperiod, they are consistent with addi-

tional findings at other time periods, lending some weight to the

generalization that throughout the war the majority of combat air

crews in the European theater tended to express willingness for

combat.
In evaluating the “generalizability” of the data, it is important

to consider the amount of combat experience of the men in our sam-

ples. If, for example, the European theater at the time of the cross-

 

*Cf. D. W. Hastings, D. G. Wright, and B. C. Glueck, Psychiatric Experiencesof

soyene Air Force: First Year of Combat (Josiah Macy Jr. Foundation, August 1944,

pp.). -
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section survey had an unusually large proportion of men who had

flown only a few missions, the results might overestimate willingness

for combat amongthe general population of combat flying person-

nel, in so far as an undue proportion of the sample may not have

been sufficiently exposed to combat. As will be shown in Chapter

TABLE 1

WintinGness TO VoLUNTEER ror Compar Firing Durr

(Based on 8 Cross-Section Survey of Combat Air Crew Membersin the
European Theater, June-July 1944)

  

Question: ‘If you were doing it over again, do you think you would chooseto sign up
for combat flying?”*

 

Per cent
Number of answering
of cases “Yes”

Heavy bomber crews
Pilots 851 70
Enlisted gunners 1,869 63
All crew positions combined 8,126 66

Medium bomber crews
Pilots 242 81
Enlisted gunners 647 77
All crew positions combined 1,808 79

Light bomber crews
Pilots 200 91
Enlisted gunners 884 75
All crew positions combined 629 82

Fighter plane crews
Pilots C64 93
ee

Data from S-135, 8-142 and 5-150.
* The specific choices for this question were as follows:

Yes, I’m pretty sure I would ,
Yes, I think I would but I am not sure
No, I don’t think I would
No, I'm sure I would not

    

In the table the first two choices are combined to give the total percentage who gave a “Yes” response.
In tho case of all the subsamples in the table, the major portion of the combined “Yes” percentage!was
due to the high percentage who gavethe first choice. . *

8, there is a strong tendency for combat motivation to decline with
"Successive exposures to combat. Hence, if the samples were un-
representative of men who had flown many missions, the results
would tend to overestimate willingness for combat among & more
general population of combat flyers.

tt is important to note, therefore, that the men surveyed represent
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a wide range of combat experience.* The samples were not heavily
weighted with men who had a minimal amount of combat experi-
ence, as is illustrated by the following data for the samplesof air
erew members in the four major operational categories:

Fighter pilots: 877% had completed 30 or more combatflying hours,
Heavy bomber crews: 89% had completed 5 or more combat mis-

sions.
Medium bomber crews: 89% had completed 10 or morecombat

missions.
Inght bomber crews: 83% had completed 10 or more combat mis-

sions.
Hence a potential source of serious overestimation of willingness

for combat mayberuled out, in evaluating the results in Table 1.
The results in Table 1, showing that a majority of combatair crew

members expressed willingness for combat, are in marked contrast
to the general findings for men in ground combat units. As was
described in earlier chapters, the majority of infantrymen with
combat experience were outspoken in their complaints about fur-
ther combat duty.
To establish the differential between ground and air combat per-

sonnel, however, it is necessary to compare responses of the two
groups to identical questions dealing with willingness for combat.
Although comparative results from large-scale samples are not

available, a number of small sample comparisons from the Pacific

theater as well as from the European theater consistently show that

combat veterans in air crews were more likely than those in Ground

Force units to express willingness for combat.
The following are some typical comparative findings on attitudes

related to willingness for combat, obtained from small sample

studies:

‘For more detail on the number of missions (or combat hours) completed by these

samples see Chapter 8, Charts V, VII, and VIII and accompanying text. — :
So far as we know,no one has attempted the complexstatistical analysis necessary

to determine the distribution of combat exposure for all combat airmen in the Euro-

pean theater in World War II. Hence we cannot determine the extent to which the

distribution of combat exposure for our samples approximates those for the correspond-
ing total populations. segs :

In taking account of the range of combat exposure for the distributions shown 1n

the tables, it should be borne in mind that, in general, almost all combat air crew
members were affected by the policy of relieving men from flying combat status after
they had completed a specified maximum numberof missions (or combat hours), whic
constituted a tour of duty. (Cf. the discussion of the tour of combat duty at the end

of this chapter.) Hence there was a ceiling on the total number of missions; ‘ ‘

reduces the probability that any sizable proportion of combat flyers greatly exceeae

the maximum numberof missions flown by the men in our samples.
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_ From a survey of enlisted men in the European theater, April

1945,5 the responses of 302 combat infantrymen may be compared

with those of 63 combat air crew members. One of the questions

asked of both groups was the following:

Somesoldiers feel they've already done their share in winning the war.

Others feel they should do still more. Howdo you personally feel about

what you’ve done in this war?

I don’t feel I’ve done my share yet
___—— I feel I’ve already done my share, but I’m ready to do more, but

not in a combat job
___— I feel I have done my share, but I’m ready to do more in any

kind of job they assign me to
____. I feel I’ve already done my share and should be discharged

 

While 59 per cent of the combat infantrymen expressed unwilling-

ness for future combat duty (i.e., gave the second or fourth category -

as their answer), only 25 per cent of the combat air crew members

did so.
Another question, with less complicated response categories, was

asked of both groups:

After Germany’s defeat, if you had to be stationed overseas until after

Japan surrenders, which of the following would you prefer as an assign~
ment?

Stay in ETO (as part of the forces occupying Germany)
Go to the Pacific, in my present kind of job
Go to the Pacific, but in a different kind of job than I now have

___. It doesn’t make anydifference to me

 

 

 

More than three quarters (78 per cent) of the combat infantrymen
expressed a preference for avoiding duty in the active overseas thea~
ter (by giving the first category as their answer) as against only one
third (82 per cent) of the combat air crew members.
From a surveyof enlisted men in the Pacific Ocean Areas in July

1945,° the responses of 223 combat infantrymen may be compared
with those of 183 combat air crew members. The following ques-
tion was asked of both groups: “Considering everything, how do you
feel about further service in the Army?” Of the combat infantry-
men, 44 per cent answered “TI should be discharged now,” whereas
33 per cent of the men in combat flying units gave this answer.

 

§$-223.
8.232.



CHART IV

Artirups Scate Scores or Ewiisrep MEN IN THE Unirep Srarzs:
Aim Crew Trainezs ComMparep witH Cross Secrions or

Army Grounp Forces ano Army Survicn Forcss
(Based on a Survey in July 1948)

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

Confidence and pride in outfit

Low Medium

-COMBAT AIR GREW TRAINEES (NCO's)

GROUND FORCES(NGO's)

GROUND FORGES(Pvt's & Pfc's)

SERVICE FORCES (NCO's)

SERVICE FORCES (Pvt's & Pfe's)

Satisfaction with job assignment

Low

COMBATAIR GREW TRAINEES (NGO's)

GROUND FORCES (NCO's)

GROUND FORGES (Pv!'s & Pfc's) YY

' if SBSSERVICE FORCES (NCO's) YirG:

SERVICE FORCES(Pvt's & Pfc's)

Willingness for combat

Low Medium High

COMBAT AIR CREW TRAINEES (NCO's)

GROUND FORGES (NCO's)

GROUND FORCES(Pvt's & Pfc's)

SERVICE FORGES(NCO's)

SERVICE FORCES(Pvt's & Pfc's) 
Data from 8-63G and 8-64. :
The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are

based.
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Only 17 per cent of the infantrymen asserted that they should not |

be discharged until after Japan was defeated whereas 34 per centof

the men in combat flying units gave this response. Since at the

timeof this survey knowledge of one’s own Adjusted Service Rating

score (under the Army Demobilization Plan) tended to be a major

factor in determining attitudes toward further service, it is relevant

to note that the median ASR score was the samefor both groups (67

points) and there were equal proportionseligible for immediate dis-

charge.

While results of the type which we have just cited are not conclu-

sive, they support the general conclusion that willingness for com-,

bat tended to be higher among combat air crew members than

among combat infantrymen. The findings presented so far serve

to illustrate the general picture which consistently emerges from sur-

veys in overseas theaters. Turning nowto results for soldiers in

the United States, we find the same pattern. Combat flying
trainees, like the men in combat crews in active overseas theaters,

appear to have had comparatively favorable attitudes with respect

to the three important types of morale attitudes which have been

discussed in this section: (1) Satisfaction with their job assignment.
(2) Pride in their military organization. (3) Willingness for com-
bat.
A numberof surveys show that air crew trainees expressed more

favorable morale attitudes than did men in Ground Force and Serv-
ice Force units. The results in Chart IV provideillustrative find-
ings for the three attitude areas with which we have been primarily
concerned. Since the data are based uponscale scores, they sum-
marize the results of many specific questions for each of the three
attitude areas.’

 

7 The specific questions used in the attitude scale on confidence and pride in outfit
were:

Doyou feel proud of your company (battery, squadron, troop)?
Yes, very proud
Yes, fairly proud
No, not proud
Undecided

Do the men in your company (battery, squadron, troop) cooperate, and work well
together?

All of the time
Mostof the time
Often do not
Almost never do
Undecided ,

HowFirped of the men in your company would you say are good all-around soldiers?
ro .

Mostare
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Tt will be noted in Chart IV that when rankis held relatively con-
stant the differences between combat air crew trainees and men in
Ground and Service Forcesstill remain. The attitude responses of
the former tended to be more favorable than those of noncoms in
Ground andService Force units. This point has an importantbear-
ing on the material to be presented in the next section, in which we

. shall describe some of the specific characteristics of the Air Corps
which appear to have been effective factors underlying the compara-
tively favorable morale attitudes of Air Corps combat personnel.
Since the relative favorableness of combat air crew trainees on the
three morale attitude scales is not markedly reduced by limiting the
comparisons to noncoms in Ground and Service Force units, it fol-
lows that the single factor of rank, important as it was shown to be
in Volume I, Chapters 3 and 4, does not by itself account for the dif-

ferentials in morale attitudes. Rank is only one element in a con-

stellation of factors which, when considered together, form thebasis

for the comparatively favorable morale attitudes of combat flying

personnel. It is this set of factors which we shall attempt to de-

lineate in the next section.

 

Abouthalf are, half are not
Only a few are
Almost none are

Do you like to work with the other fellows in your company?
With most of them
With about half of them
With only a few of them
Undecided i

How do you think your company would show up under combat conditions?
Very well
Fairly well
Not so well
Poorly
Undecided .

Doyoufeel proud of your Regiment? (If you are not partof a Regiment answer
this question for the largest unit to which you belong.)

Yes, very proud
Yes, fairly proud
No, not proud
Undecided . Las .

The specific questions used in the attitude scale on satisfaction with job assignment
were:

How interested are you in your Army job?
Very much interested
A little but not much
Notinterested at all

Would you change to some other Armyjob if given a chance?
eg

No
Undecided
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SECTION If

FACTORS RELATED TO FAVORABLE MORALE ATTITUDES AMONG

COMBAT FLYING PERSONNEL IN THE AIR CORPS

In this section we shall not attempt to describe all aspects of the

complex social matrix underlying the morale attitudes of combat

flying personnel. Rather, our attention will be focused primarily

upon those distinctive features of combat Air Corps units which

appear to have had a favorable effect upon morale attitudes. Our

approachto the problem is, in a sense, a case study of a special type

of military unit, and it may provide someinsights into the kindsof

policies and practices which facilitate high combat morale in general.

The various policies and practices to be described in this section

may be classified conveniently underthe following general headings:

 

How satisfied are you about being in your present Army job instead of some other

Army job? °
Very satisfied
Satisfied
It does not make any difference to me
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied ;

Do you feel that everything possible has been done to place you in the Army job
where you best fit?

Yes
No
Undecided

On the whole, do you think the Army is giving you a chance to show what you
can do?

A very good chance
A fairly good chance
Not much of a chance
No chance at all
Undecided

The specific questions used in the attitude scale on willingness for combat wero:
If it were up to you, what kind of outfit would you rather be in?

In a combat outfit overseas ‘
In a noncombat outfit overseas
In an outfit that will stay in the United States

If you were sent into actual fighting right now, how do you think you would do?
I think I would do ail right
I think I would have trouble at first, but after a while I would be O.K.
I don’t think I would do very well
T haven’t any idea how I would do

Which of the following statements best tells the way you feel about getting into
the fighting?

I’m ready to go and I want to get into the real fighting soon
I’d like to get in on thefighting beforeit’s over, but I don’t think I’m ready yet
I hope I won't have to go, but if I do, I think I’ll do all right
I hope I won’t have to go because I don’t think I’ll ever be good as a fighter
None of the above fits me. Myfeelingis this: ,
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(1) Personnel recruitment. (2) Status and prestige. (3) Officer-
enlisted men relationships. | (4) Characteristics of flying jobs. (5)
Characteristics of the Air Corps combatsituation.
Under each of these headings, many specific factors will be dis-

cussed. As was mentioned before, the type of data which is avail-
able does not warrant an attempt to determinethe specific and gen-
eral effects of each individual factor which we shall discuss. It is
probable, however, that the total constellation of factors to which
we shall refer accounts in a large degree for the differences in atti-
tudes between combat flying personnel and men in other types of
military organizations.

Personnel Recruitment

The Air Corps instituted personnel recruitment policies which
had very favorable consequences for the demographic composition
of Air Corps combat personnel. It is well known that during the
period of the war when the Army was undergoing its most rapid
phase of expansion (1941~1943), the Air Force received the major

share of the “‘cream of the crop” from reception centers. In addi-
tion, within the Air Forceitself, there was a formal selective process
with respect to the recruitment of personnel for training in combat
flying jobs. Men were accepted as aviation cadets for training as

bombardier, navigator, or pilot only if they were at least 18 but no

more than 27 years and 6 months of age.’ In addition, theywere

required to pass a fairly rigorous physical examination? and mental

qualifying examinations or educational requirements.

Similar standards were applied in the recruitment of enlisted air.

crew members, many of whom had metall of the requirements for

aviation cadets but had been ‘‘washed out” of the cadet training

course and thereupon accepted assignments as gunnersin air crews.

One of the most importantfeatures of the recruitmentpolicy affect-

ing all combat flying jobs was that only men who had volunteered

for a combat flying job were accepted for training.

Obviously, these selective recruitment policies had marked de-

mographic consequences which differentiated the Air Corps popu-

lation from that of the Army in general. Some of the important

ways in which the population of enlisted combat air crew members

 

* Army Regulations No. 615-100, “TEnlisted Men: Aviation: Cadets,” War Depart-
ment, Washington, November5, 1942.

® As preseribed in AR 40110or AR 40-105, with modifications preseribed by the
' Commanding General, Army Air Forces.
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differed from enlisted men in other types of Army units were the

following:

Higher level of mental ability as measured by AGCT scores.

Higher average education level as indicated by highest school grade completed.

Higher proportion of younger men,i.e., under 25 years of age.

Higher proportion of men in good physical condition as indicated by the ratings

- of medical officers during the precombat period.

Higher proportion of men who volunteered for military service after Pearl

Harbor.

Higher proportion of men who volunteered for a combat assignment.”

In publicity about the Air Corps, combat air crew members were

represented as young, healthy, intelligent men whose willingness to

volunteer for active combat duty reflected their courage and their

desire for excitement and adventure. Inasmuch as this stereotype

was widely circulated throughout the American civilian population

and since it had, to some extent, an objective demographic basis, the

men who were assigned to air crew training were very much aware

10 The objective population statistics which conclusively demonstrate the demographic
differences are not available to us for publication. We have consulted the relevant
Army population data, however, and found that they verify the conclusions derived
from cross-section survey results.
The following comparisons, based upon Research Branch cross-section survey results,

Serve to illustrate some of the differences between enlisted men who were Air Corps
flying personnel and enlisted men in general. ‘

Age: About half of all enlisted men in cross-section surveys of the Army were 25 years
of age or older. This proportion is approximately twice as large as that for enlisted
men who were Air Corps flying personnel.

Education: As was mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, among theenlisted
men in cross sections of the Army as a whole, well over half of the men had not com-
pleted high school. Among enlisted men in samples of Air Corps combat flying per-
sonnel, two thirds had completed high school.

Proportion of volunteers: While there were fluctuations at various time periods in the
ratio of volunteers to selectees, surveys consistently indicate that the proportion who
volunteered for military service was almost twice as high among Air Corps enlisted
flying personnel as amongenlisted men in the Army as a whole. In some samplesof
enlisted combat flying personnel, close to 50 per cent of the men had volunteered for
military service. a

Physical condition: As would be expected from the fact that no one with any physical.
defect was accepted for training in combatair crews, all of the men in surveysof“Air
Corpsenlisted flying trainees in the United States reported that they had been classi:
fied as physically qualified for overseas duty. In cross-section surveys of enlisted:men
in the United States, a sizable minority (varying between one fourth and onethird of
all enlisted men, at different time periods) reported that their current officiél medical
classification was “limited service” or “physically unqualified for overseas duty.”
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of the fact that they represented a highly selected superior group of
soldiers.

Thus, at the very beginning of their careers as air crew trainees,
the recruitment standards of the Air Corps provided a basis for the
men’s conception of themselves as part of an elite military group..
In this way the recruitment policy may have indirectly served to
build up the men’s pride in their military organization. It probably
also tended to give the men a sense of personal achievement, simply
by virtue of their having been included among the chosen few.
This may have increased their job satisfaction and reinforced their
motivation for making the grade in their subsequent military
careers.
There is another way in which the recruitment policy of the Air

Corps resulted in an increase in favorable attitudes among combat
flying personnel. Certain of the demographic consequencesof the
recruitment policy are of the type which have been found to bere-
lated to favorable morale attitudes. In other words, the population
selected for combat air crew jobs was morelikely than the general
population of soldiers to contain men with favorable morale atti-

tudes. .
For example, as has already been indicated, the average age of

combat air crew members wassubstantially lower than the average

age of the total Army population; it has been found that, in general,

younger men were morelikely than older men to express willingness ~

for combat duty. Results from cross-section surveys indicate that

men who were 30 years of age or older constituted the age group

with the lowest motivation for combat. That the findings from

cross-section surveys apply to Air Corps combat personnelis indi-

cated by the results shown in Chart V.
These data are consistent with the notion that if the Air Corps

had not held down the proportion of older men in combat air crews,

a lower percentage of Air Corps combat personnel would have been .

found to express willingness for combat. In the same way, a num-

ber of other demographic consequences of the Air Corps selective

recruitment policy probably tended to augment the proportion of
men with favorable morale attitudes. The two factors which were
most important in this respect were: .

1. The high proportion of men in good physical condition (since
this attribute has been foundto be correlated with willingness for

combat).
2. The high proportion of men who volunteeredfor their combat
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assignment(since this factor, as was shown in Volume I, Chapter 7,

is related to satisfaction with job assignment).

Status and Prestige

Combat personnel in the Air Forces tended to think of themselves

as membersof anelite military group. This has already been men-

tioned as one of the indirect consequences of the relatively high

: CHART V

Reiationsnir Between Ace AND Winiincness ror Compat Durr AMoNnG

Comsat Arr Crew MaEmBers -

(Based on a Survey of Heavy Bomber Crews in the European Theater, June 1944)

QUESTION "If you were doingit over agoin,do you think you would choose to sign up for combat flying 2"

PERGENTAGE RESPONDING

No Yes,! —_Yes,'m sure
ans thinkso (would

30 years old or over

Less than 30 years old

*includes "No, | don't think t would"and "No, ('m sure | would not”

 

Data from 8-135.
The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are

based.

standards set by the Air Corpsin recruiting men for combat train‘ng,
reinforcing the favorable publicity which the Air Corps enjoyed
throughout the war. The Air Corps not only performed an excellent
public relations job in gaining public recognition for men in its or-
ganization but also adopted certain policies and practices which

"The high proportion of men who volunteered for military service was another
factor which probably tended to have the same general effect. But this factor does
not necessarily represent higher initial willingness for military duty because, as was
mentioned in Volume I, Chapter 4, many men volunteered when they were just one
step shead of the draft board in order to have the advantageof choosing their branch
of service. In such cases, volunteering for the Army is indicative of a high initial
preference for Air Corps duty. .
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tended to augment the status and prestige of Air Corps combat
flying personnel.

' Before discussing these factors, it is necessary to point out that
during both the training period in the United States and the period
of active combat duty overseas, combat air crew members were
aware of the prestige and deference accorded to men in their type
of Army job. Very early in their training, air cadets, as an elite
group, were set apart from other types of personnel in the Army.
For example, Army regulations specifically provided that: ‘So far
as practicable, aviation cadets will be segregated from otherenlisted
men in all activities, including housing, messing, and hospitaliza-
tion.” ?
Enlisted air crew members also sharedin theelite position of men

in Air Corps combat jobs. Enlisted men in the entire Air Force
were conscious of the high degree of recognition accorded to their
military organization by the public at large. Of all the enlisted
men in the Air Forces, it was those in combat flying jobs who en-
joyed the highest degree of status and prestige.
Of primary importancein increasing the status and prestige of Air

Corps combat personnel were the policies and practices of the Air —
Corps with respect to promotions. As compared with other types
of Army units, the Air Corps’ Tables of Organization specified rela-
tively high Army grades for men in combat flying jobs. The result —

was that combat flying personnel received much higherratings than
men in other types of combat organizations in the Army. First of

all, as was mentioned earlier in this chapter, over 50 per cent ofall

combat air crew members were given officer status. This is in

marked contrast to the proportion of officers in other types of Army

units, since officers constituted less than 10 per cent of the total

Army population. Hence an exceptionally high proportion of Air

Corps combat personnel enjoyed the special privileges, the higher

incomeandprestige that accrued to officers. In VolumeI, Chapters

3, 4, and 8,it has been pointed out that officers tended to have more

favorable attitudes, in general, than enlisted men. That this gen-

eralization applies to Air Corps combat personnel with respect to

willingness for combat is indicated by the results in Chart VI.

As was shown in Chart I, even those members of combat air crews

who did not receive commissioned officer status were given higher
ratings as compared with men in other types of combat units. Al-

most all enlisted men in combat flying jobs were given the rank of

12 AR 615-160, p. 7, Section IV, Para. 21b.
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sergeant or higher, the vast majority being top three graders;

whereas, in the Army as a whole, only about one enlisted man out

of every four attained the rank of sergeant or higher.

There was a steady upgradingofofficers in the courseof their tour

of combat duty asis illustrated by Chart VII.

Enlisted combat personnel were also upgraded while they were

on combat duty. As is seen in Chart VIII, during the period cov-

CHART VI

Rewationspre BerwEen OFFicen Versus ENuisrep Status AND WILLINGNESS FOR

Compar AMone Compar Ain Crew MEMBERS

(Based on a Survey of Heavy Bomber Crews in the European Theater, June 1944)

QUESTION"If you were doing it over again, do you think you would choose to sign up for combat flying?"

PERCENTAGE RESPONDING

No* Yes,lthinkso Yes, I'm surel would

OFFICERS

ENLISTED MEN

*tncludes "No, | don't think | would” and"No, I'm sure | would not”

 

Data from §-135.
The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are

based. :

_ered by the June 1944 survey there was a definite increase in rank
during thefirst half of the tour of combat duty although the promo-
tion rate tended to level off during the second half... The majority
of enlisted men appear to havereceived at least one promotion while
on active combat duty.

8 This situation may have been improved at a later period, when the Air Corps
introduced the policy of withholding promotion to high noncom ranks until the men
were on active combat duty. However, it appears from surveys of enlisted men in
the United States that this change in policy gave rise to considerable dissatisfaction
amongenlisted air crew trainees, since they felt that they were being deprived of the
rank that had been given to their predecessors. It is possible that an increased rate
of promotion during the tour of combat duty may have compensated for this statua
deprivation during the training period.
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Anotherfactor which may have reinforced the prestige of combat

flying personnel wasthe liberal policy of the Air Corps with respect
to issuing awards and decorations. While it may be true thatAmer-
ican soldiers in World WarII did not value awards anddecorations

CHART VII

CuaNGES IN THE DisTRIBUTION oF OrFiceR GRADES wirH INCREASED NuMBER oF
Comsat Missions Frown :

(Based on a Survey of 1,220 Officers in Heavy Bomber Crews in the |
European Theater, June 1944)

+ Ist LIEUTENANTS}

10-14 15-19 20-24 25 and over

Number of combat missions flown 
Data from §-135.

as highly as did men in other armies, there were relatively few who

wereindifferent about receiving this form of recognition for combat

performance."

In one survey of a cross section of enlisted men-in the European

theater (May 1945)" it was found that combat air crew members

+4 Late in the European war but before the Army demobilization plan was announced,

the Air Corps introduced new rules which tended to cut down the numberof awards

and decorations. There was a considerable amount of unfavorable comment from the

combat flying personnel who were affected, which would appear to indicate that they
werefar from indifferent about the number of awards and decorations they received.

5 §-205.
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had the same average number of campaign stars as did combat

ground troops. But combat air crew members were found to have,

in addition to campaign stars, an average of 530 awards and decora-

tions per every 100 men. Ground combat troops, while they had

received more awards and decorations than noncombat Ground and

Service Force troops in the theater, averaged only 39 awards and

CHART VIII

Caances In tun Disrrreurion or Eniistep Mrn’s GRADES WITH INCREASED

Nuwser or Compat Missions Frown

(Based on a Survey of 1,905 Enlisted Men in Heavy BomberCrewsin the

European Theater, June 1944)

MASTER OR TECHNICAL SERGEANTS

SERGEANTS OR LOWERPysicssee
; tttitiz

10-14 15-9 20-24 25 and over

Number of combat missions flown 
Data from 8-135.

decorations per every 100 men. Thus, according to this survey,
the average number of awards for combat flying personnel wasal~
most fourteen times higher than that for ground combat troops.
Awards and decorations took on a very special significance when

the Army demobilization plan was put into effect inasmuch as each
one contributed 5 points to a man’s discharge point score. But the
tremendousdifferential between Air Corps and Ground Force com-
bat personnel was reduced somewhat by the large numbersof retro-
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active awards given to Ground Force troops during the first few
months after VE Day. Nevertheless, the fact remains that while
the war against Germany was going on, combat personnelin the Air
Corps received many more awards and decorations than did menin
other types of combat units. While this may have had theeffect of
cheapening Air Force medals to some extent, it is likely that the
overall effect was a positive boost to esprit de corps.

Officer-Enlisted Men Relationships

As was mentioned in Volume IJ, Chapter 8, enlisted membersof
combat air crews have been found to be somewhatless critical of
their officers than were other types of enlisted personnelin the Air
Corps. The results of a number of comparative studies, most of
them based on small samples, suggest that enlisted men in combat
flying units tended to make fewercriticisms of their officers than
did enlisted men in Ground and Service Force units. Typicalfind-
ings based on a fairly large sample are presented in Chart IX."

There were several factors which probably tended to make for
relatively favorable relationships between officers and enlisted men
in combat flying units. First of all, because an enlisted memberof

a combat air crew was accorded high status and prestige it is prob-

able that he received more.favorable treatment from his superior

officers than did the average enlisted man. In accordance with the

general Air Corps practice of minimizing deprivations of combat

flying personnel, they were subjected to fewer of the traditional

military demands such as periodic inspections, military formations,

and routine menial tasks. It is probable, therefore, that enlisted

men who were in combat air crews were less likely than those in .

other types of jobs to develop resentful attitudes toward theiroffi-

cers because of ‘‘too much chicken.”
Interpersonalrelationships between enlisted flying personnel and

the officer in charge of their crew were strongly affected by the high

 

6 The check-list categories for the questions shown in Chart IX were as follows:

Question A
They have a good idea
They havea fair idea segs
They knowlittle or nothing about my abilities

   

Question B
Very well
Fairly well
Not so well
Not wellat all
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degree of group identification which developed among combat air

crews. Air Corps psychiatrists have reported that in a typical air

crew all of the members shared feelings of intense loyalty toward '

each other and that there was a high degree of mutual psychological

dependence.” From a surveyof 1,568 officers and enlisted men in

heavy bomber crews (June 1944)" there is indirect evidence of the

CHART IX

Enuistep Men’s Arrrrupes TowarD SUPERIORS IN Cuarce or Tuer Work

(Based on 8 Cross-Section Survey of Enlisted Men in the European Theater,-
January 1944)

PERGENTAGEGIVING INDICATED RESPONSE TO RELATED QUESTION

QUESTION A"Do you feel that QUESTION B “How well do you
those In charge of your work think your officers know
know what your abififies cre, thelr stuff?
and what you are able to do?

They know little or nothing Not so well or
obout my obilities not well at all

Combatflying units

5
eee
P40Service Force units 8 ORIEN
SRRRIX]
PPPPPL}

Seeennnnoaes
ORCo2 KS

Ground Force units be RSLSeSSL
S505

 

Data from S-116,
b The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are
eased,

strong desire of the men to stick with their own crew. In answer
to the question, ‘“How important is it to you to fly your missions
with the same crew rather than with different crews?” 88 per cent
answered ‘‘Very important” and an additional 9 per cent answered
‘Important.’ Only 8 per cent gave a negative response: “‘Not very
important” or “Not important at all.”
Group identification was undoubtedly a major sourceof personal

motivation to perform the combat job as effectively as possible.

 

roase R. R. Grinker and J. P. Spiegel, Men Under Stress (Blakiston, Philadelphia,

18§-135. This question was asked of approximately half the entire sample,
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The social integration of air crews may havebeenfacilitated by the
fact that ground officers rather than the crew leaders had some of
the responsibility for inspecting enlisted men’sbillets, disciplining
the men for off-duty offenses, and thelike.
In the Ground Forces, the platoon leader and other companyoffi-

cers usually had a dual role with respect to the enlisted men under
their command: they functioned, on the one hand, as the combat
leader whose responsibility was analogousto that of a job supervisor,
and, on the other hand,as the disciplinary authority responsible for
maintaining conformity to Army rules and regulations. In combat
Air Corps units, however, these two functions were divided to some
extent among two entirely different sets of officers. In his combat
job, the enlisted air crew member was under the supervision of an
officer who was a memberof hisown combat crew. But disciplinary
and administrative functions were often carried out by noncombat
(ground) officers, who hadlittle contact with the enlisted men under
their authority while the men were actively engaged on their jobs.
Itis likely that some of the sources of impaired relationships between

enlisted men and their combat leaders were eliminated,to the extent

that disciplinary functions of aircraft’ commanders were limited to

behavior on combat missions.

Characteristics of Flying Jobs

In addition to the prestige and status accorded to Air Corps com-

bat flying jobs, there were a numberofspecial characteristics of com

bat flying jobs which appearto have played an importantrole in the

men’s satisfaction with their combat assignment. Weshall discuss

several such factors which,although notdirectly tied up with policies

and practices of the Air Corps, constitute an integral part of the

context underlying high job satisfaction.

Skill level. The skill level of most combat flying jobs was much

higher than that of the average Army job, and many men took con-

siderable pride in performingthe skilled operations involved. The

sense of pride was undoubtedly augmented by the fact that thejob

was one requiring completion of highly specialized training before

being assigned to it. This was especially the case for pilots, navi-

gators, and bombardiers, all of whom were required to go through
intensive technical training courses in order to be qualified to carry

out their complex job functions. Also, a much higher proportion

of enlisted men in combat flying jobs than in Service Force or

Ground Force units had received Armyspecialized technical train-
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ing. As a matter of fact, 100 per cent of the men in combat air

crews had attended an Army Specialist School for training in their

particular jobs. From a cross-section survey of enlisted men in the

European theater (January 1944)! we find the following propor-

tions of men reporting that they had attended an Army Specialist

School: Service Force units (N = 744), 51%; Ground Force units

(N = 1,197), 48%.
Psychological satisfaction from flying. Flying provided opportu-

-nities for certain kinds of psychological satisfactions which were

lacking in other types of Army jobs. Since it involved exciting

visual and kinesthetic experiences as well as the exercise of skills,

flying was often regarded as a kind of sport. For many of the men,

flying was fun—at least when there was no exposure to the dangers

of enemy action. Moreover, as has been pointed out by Grinker

and Spiegel, flying assignments—especially for a pilot—afforded

unique opportunities for the symbolic gratification of personal

motivations:

Nothing is so powerful and yet so responsive to delicate touch as modern air-
craft... . The mastery of the power in the machine is a challenge which gives
a justified sense of accomplishment when it has been successfully met. Further-
more, the flier increases his sense of power by identifying himself with his plane,
which he feels as an extension of his own body. He thereby achieves a feeling of
aggressive potency bordering on the unchallenged strength of a superman. This
is well illustrated in Colonel Robert Scott’s book, God Is My Co-Pilot, where, in
an account of his flight over Mount Everest in a little P-43, the author describes
how he felt that he had humbled this highest mountain and then patronizingly
saluted his fallen opponent.

Theflier’s opportunity to master his environment and to dominate a powerful
machine represents an attraction which is emotionally satisfying to the average
young man in ourcivilization. Its appeal is universal and many respondto it out
of a perfectly healthy interest. On the other hand,it is also a very satisfying
compensation for feelings of inferiority. It is a purposeful and socially acceptable
escape from and compensation for personal defeats among ground-bound humans.

Furthermore, this denial of weakness and dependence is highly exhibition-
istic. The flier is universally recognized as someone daring and courageous with
dash and glamour.”

Although psychological gratifications of this sort probably oc-
curred mainly during precombat flight training, they may have
served as incentives in the combat situation, increasing the motiva-
tion of some of the men to perform adequately on their combatfly-
ing assignment so as to maintain their flying status after the tour of

19-116.
* Grinker and Spiegel, op.cit., p. 5.
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combat duty was completed. There is little question, however,
that the intense stresses engendered by the harassments of combat
flying often outweighed satisfactions derived from flying in general,
In the next chapter we shall discuss some of the major sources of
stress, especially in connection with the marked decline in motiva-
tion for combat flying which occurred with increased number of
combat missions flown.

Relevance for postwarcivilian jobs. ‘To some extent, combat fly-
ing jobs provided relevant experience for a future careerin civilian
aviation—orat least this was widely thought to be the case. Many
men volunteered for combat flying jobs with this consideration in

. mind.
It is well known that, in contrast to officers in ground combatjobs,

a comparatively high proportion of officers in combat flying jobs
(especially pilots and navigators) counted upon using their Army
training and experience in postwar jobs. Enlisted men in the Air
Corps wereslightly morelikely than enlisted men in Ground Force
units to feel that the skills they acquired on their Army job would
prove to be useful in future civilian work. This is illustrated by
the following results from a cross-section survey of enlisted men in
the European theater (January 1944) 74

Have you learned any skills or trades in the Army which you think youvill
use in the civilian work you expect to do?

Enlisted men in combatflying units (N = 422)—27% answered “Yes”

Enlisted men in Ground Force units (N = 1,197)—17% answered “Yes”

Characteristics of the Air Corps Combat Situation

In general, the environmental situation for Air Corps combat fly-

ing personnel was muchless deprivational than that for combat

ground troops. Manyair bases were located in relatively safe areas,

far behind thefighting lines. Between missions combat air crew

members usually had more physical comforts and far more oppor-

tunity for relaxation, recreation, and amusements than did combat

personnel in Ground Force units. This was especially true in the

European theater, where bomber bases were often situated in the

British countryside, not far from a more or less normal civilian

community.

218-116.
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The comparatively favorable character of the environmental situ-

ation of Air Corps combat personnel was further enhanced by cer-

tain policies and practices of the Air Corps. , Throughout the war,

"Air Force headquarters appears to have adheredto a policyof pro-

viding combat personnel underits command with as favorable en-

vironmental conditions as possible. The widely publicized Air

Force vacation centers in overseas theaters and the attractive Air

Force redistribution centers at Atlantic City and Miami Beach were

symptomatic of the overall commandpolicy of treating combat fly-

ing personnel with a high degree of indulgence, deliberately giving

them the “breaks” whenever circumstances permitted. This policy

was probably based on a realistic appraisal of the losses of highly

trained personnel and expensive aircraft that would be entailed if

airmen were given insufficient opportunities for rest and recupera-

tion between missions. By meansof directives and formal recom-

mendations, it was communicated through Air Force channels toall

echelons of the organization. Among the most important conse-

quences, at the operational level, were a numberof practices directly

affecting the daily life situation of combat air crew members. We

shall describe three important factors which tended to reduce the

deprivational character of Air Corps combat duty.

Work load and time off. In general, work schedules for men on
active combat flying duty were arrangedso as to take accountof the
men’s need for adequate rest and time off. Air Corps combat units
appear to have made a definite effort to avoid overworking their
men (1) by spacing the combat missions to which any one crew was
assigned so that there were rest intervals between missions, and (2)
by giving the menrelatively frequent leaves or passes which enabled
them to have brief vacations from combat activities.
As will be shown in the next chapter, a heavy work load (as meas-

ured by the numberof combat missions flown in 10 days or in some
comparable short period of time) resulted in a high degree of physical
fatigue. There is some evidence which indicates that the actual
work load of combat air crew members in the European theater
rarely exceeded the range which the men regarded as optimal for
efficient combat performance.

Results from a surveyof fighter pilots in the European theater
show that during a sample period of 7 days, the actual work load of
fighter pilots was well below the maximum work load which the
pilots themselves estimated to be the limit for optimal combateffi-
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ciency. The value of these results is enhanced by thefact that the
sample work-load period occurred at a time when air operations
were at one of the highest peaks of activity, i.e., the period of Allied
invasion of Continental Europe. It is highly improbable that dur-
ing less active periods the average work load would be foundto be
heavier than it was during the sample period covered byour study.

CHART X

A Comparison oF THE AcTUAL Work Loap oF Ficater Pmors wit THE
Maximum Optiman Work Loap as Estimatep BY THE Pitors

(Based on a Survey of 654 Fighter Pilots in the European Theater, June 1944)

PERCENTAGE OF PILOTS REPORTING

Actual work Estimafe of

WORK LOAD load the maximum
optima! work

(Number of combet hours load
for a 7-day period)

40 or more

0-9

No answer 
Data from 8-142,

Hence the data in Chart X support the conclusion that the work

load of fighter pilots rarely exceeded the maximum optimal work

load as estimated by the men themselves.”

22 Actual work-load data are based upon the answers of fighter pilots to the follow-

ing question: »
‘How much combat flying have you donein the past 7 days?

About hours combat flying
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It will be noted in Chart X that the majorityoffighter pilots esti-

mated that for a 7-day period, 20-29 flying hours was the maximum

optimal work load, whereas during the sample 7-day period the ac-

tual workload of 60 per cent of the men was below20 combat hours.

Only 5 per cent of the men had a work load which exceeded 29 com-

bat hours per 7 days.
We do not have comparable data on a sample work-load period

for heavy, medium, and light bomber crews. There are some find-

ings, however, which tend to bear out the conclusion that combat .

air crew members were rarely subjected to excessive work loads.

_ Menin heavy bombercrewsin the European theater were asked

the following question: “About how many days in a row do you think

a man in your job can fly on combat missions of the sort you have

been on and keep his efficiency at a reasonably high level?”.

Eighty-five per cent gave estimates within the range of 2 to 4 days

inarow. The men werealso askedto specify “the greatest number

of days in a row that you have flown on combat missions.” Almost

three fourths of the men reported that they had never flown more
than 4 days in a row, and more than half of the men reported that
they had never flown more than 3 daysin arow. Only 6 per cent
reported having flown on more than 6 consecutive days.

Tn evaluating these results it is necessary to bear in mind that the
men in heavy bomber crews were not reporting on their actual work
load during a sample period but rather on the heaviest consecutive
work load to which they had ever been subjected at any time.
Furthermore, since the survey was conducted in early June of 1944,
the combat experienceof all of the men occurred during the period
of preinvasion bombing, which, as has already been mentioned, was |
one of the most active periods of air operations of the entire war.
The results, therefore, provide evidence that heavy bomber crews
were rarely given a consecutive work load which markedly exceeded
ee

The data on estimates of the maximum optimal-work load are based on the answers
of fighter pilots to the following question:

“About how much combat flying of the sort you have been doing recenily do you
think a man in your job can do during a week's time and keep his efficiency at
a reasonably high level?”

In my best judgment, about
33§-135,

combat hours
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the men’s own estimates of what the maximum should be for optimal
combat efficiency.24  *

In addition to assigning work loads which gave the men an oppor-
tunity for rest and recuperation between combat missions, Air Corps
combat units in ETO adheredto a relatively liberal policy with re-
spect to granting leaves, passes, and furloughs.”
An indication of the frequency with which combat air crew mem-

bers were given an opportunity of spending a period of free time
away from their air base is provided by the following set of results,
obtained from Air Corps surveys (June-July 1944) in the European
theater :?6 (1) among heavy bombercrews 7 out of every 10 menre-
ceived at least one leave or pass” during the month preceding the
survey and 1 out of every 10 men received a furlough during that
month; (2) among medium bomber crews and also amonglight
bomber crews 8 out of every 10 menreceived at least one leave or
pass during the preceding month and 1 out of every 10 men received
a furlough during that month; (3) amongfighterpilots 6 out of every
10 men received at least one leave during the preceding month.
Comparative data are not available for other types of combat

personnel in the Army, but it is clear that combat troops in the
Ground Forces were given muchless opportunity, on the average,

to spend a period of free time awayfrom their military organization.

Oneessential point for which comparative evidence is available is

that a much higher proportion of men in combat flying units than

in Ground Force and Service Force units expressed satisfaction

about the amountof free time they were given. In a cross section

survey of enlisted men in the European theater (January 1944),

#4 'The same conclusion applies to medium and light bomber crews. Theresults for

medium and light bomber crews, based on the same two questions, show an even

smaller deviation between the men’s estimates of the number of consccutive daily

missions for optimal performance and the heaviest consecutive work load which had

ever been required of them. .
% An additional indication of the effort of the Air Corps to facilitate vacations for

air combat personnel is the fact that rest homes were set up in Europe which offered
excellent recreational facilities and relatively luxurious living conditions. When com-

bat air crew members were given a routine furlough they usually had a choice of spend-

ing it in an Air Corps rest home or elsewhere, The popularity of the rest homes 1s

evidenced by answers to the following question, includedin the survey of heavy bombet

crews (June 1944) in the European theater: “If you were to be given seven days 0
as a furlough, after a certain number of missions, do you think you would prefer to

spend your furlough time at one of the Air Corps rest homes or somewhere else “i

your own?” The proportion of heavy bomber crews who asserted that they wou

prefer to spend their furlough in an Air Corps rest home was higher than the propor-
tion who asserted a preference for spending their furlough somewhere else.

%6 §-135, S-142, and 5-150, .
27 Only leaves or passes which covered a minimum of 24 hours are included.
28 §-116.
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the following question was asked: ‘Are you getting about as much

time off (furloughs and passes) as you should have under present

circumstances?” Sixty-four per cent of the men in combat flying

units expressed satisfaction” whereas only 47 per cent of the men in

Ground Force units and 34 per cent in Service Force units did so.

Medical atiention. The Air Corps provided extensive medical

facilities for combat flying personnel and established medical poli-

cies designed to avoid sending men on combat missions when they

wereill or when they were suffering from some physical impairment.

Adequate medical attention was an important feature of the combat

. situation for Air Corps flying personnel, since the men were not only

exposed to the dangerof being injured by enemyaction but were also

subject to various physical disorders resulting from exposure to high

altitudes, extreme cold, rapid changes in air pressure, excessive

vibration, and other flying conditions which are health hazards.
Survey results show that air crew members consistently expressed

a high degree of satisfaction with the medical treatment they re-

ceived while in combat. For example, from the survey of heavy

bomber crews in the European theater (June 1944) we find that in
response to the question, ‘‘All things considered, do you think that
the practice in your outfit with respect to excusing men from mis-
sions for physical reasons is too strict, about right, or not strict
enough?” a majority of the men (71 per cent) answered “about
right.” Only 10 per cent answered ‘too strict,’”’ 3 per cent “not
strict enough,” and 16 per cent “don’t know.’ Similar results are
obtained for the following question: “Have you personally observed
any cases where a man you thought was physically unfit to fly a
particular mission, and who wanted to be grounded that day, was
required to fly anyway?” Only 5 per cent of the men in heavy
bombercrews claimed that this had occurred ‘‘on a numberof ocea-
sions” ; 30 per cent asserted that they knew of one or two such cases,
while 64 per cent stated that they never knew of any such cases.
The vast majority of men in heavy bomber crews (82 per cent) ex-
pressed satisfaction with the medical service, in their responses to

 

* The first choice in the following checklist for the question is used as the indicator
of satisfaction:

About as much as we should have
Should have a bit more

- Should have a lot more .
* Since this survey was made before the invasion of the European continent, most

of the men in Ground Forces were undergoing precombat training, Th 1
fore do not apply to the combatsituation. & The results there-

   

'
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the following question: “On the whole, how satisfied do you feel

about the medical service you are getting?” 3 _

The comparative results from a survey in the Central Pacific thea.
ter in Chart XI indicate that criticisms of medical treatment tended
to occur less frequently among enlisted men in combat flying units
than among a cross section of all enlisted men in the entire theater.

CHART XI

Criticisms or MrpicAu ATTENTION

(Based on a Survey of Enlisted Men in the Central Pacific Theater,
July-August 1945)

PERCENTAGE GIVING INDICATED RESPONSE TO RELATED QUESTION

QUESTION A"If you should QUESTION B“Howoften do
need fo goon sick call ot you think the doctor in your
yout dispansary,do you dispensory suspects men
hink you would gata carg- of goldbricking when they
fulexamination and get go onsick coli?
whatever treatment might
be necessary ?

I doubt if would

Combat cir crew members

Peo?, SRO

Gross section of the Central Pacific theater ~ RN
EeOO
EPP

0

 

Data from §-232. . '

The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are

based.

#1 The first choice of the check list for this question was used as the indicator of - °°

satisfaction:

About as good as it could be under the circumstances

Could be improved but it wouldn’t make too much difference to me

Could be improved and it would help a lot if it were
Uncertain . .

2 The check-list categories for the questions shown in Chart XI were as follows:

Question A

 

  

 

Yes, I am sure I would
I think I would, but I am not sure
I doubt if I would

 

  

Question B
Too often

———— About as often as necessary
Not often enough .
As far as I know, the doctors never think the men on sick call are

“goldbricking”
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The tour of combat duty. Early in the war, Air Force Headquar-

ters in the War Department advocated that all operational units

engaged in combat establish a tour of combat duty, to be calculated

on thebasis of casualty figures, with the aim of giving men on com-

bat flying duty what was deemed to be a reasonable chance of sur-

vival. Officially it was never admitted that the completion of any

specified amountof aerial combat duty established a blanket right

for transfer from operational flying status to a noncombat assign-

ment. In actual practice, however, any man who did not wish to |

continue flying could usually secure grounding once he had com-

pleted the amount of combat duty regarded as a tour at the time.

The required amount varied with the type of aircraft, the particular

theater of operations, the stage of the war and the exigencies of the

particular military situation.*

At the time of the survey of combat air crew membersin the Euro-

pean theater (June 1944), the customary tours of duty were as fol-

lows:
Heavy bomber crews, 30 missions.**

Medium bomber crews, approximately 50 missions, but no definite

number wasclearly defined.

Light bomber crews, approximately 60 missions but no definite

number was clearly defined.

Fighter pilots, 300 hours of combat flying.

The formal and informalpractice of rotating combat flying per-
sonnel to the United States after they had completed their tour of
combat duty was undoubtedly an important factor affecting morale
attitudes in the Air Corps combat situation. In the next chapter
weshall discuss in detail the variety of ways in which the tour of
duty affected motivation for combat.

The essential point, in the present context, is that combat flying
personnel could look forward to relief from combat duty and return
to the United States if they survived the hazardsof a specified num-
ber of combat missions. In ETO the tourpolicy provided an objec-

 

38 Tn the fall of 1944 the War Department advocated that all overseas theaters dis-
continue the tour of duty system and replace it by individual evaluation of each com-
bat air crew member in terms of his physical and psychological capacity to tolerate
the stresses of combat missions. The War Department also recommended, however,
that allowance be made for a transition period during which all men who had already
begun their series of missions would be permitted to continue under the tour of duty '
system. In the case of almost all flying units the transition period lasted until the
end ot the war and hence the tour of duty system was not actually discontinued in
practice.
Later in 1944 the number wasincreased to 35 missions.



CHART XII

Extent or Overseas Service Berory RoratTion or Ain Corrs Comsat Foune
PERSONNEL a8 ComrsRepD with Organ Tyres or Anmy Prrsonne,

(Based on @ Cross-Section Survey of Returnees in Redistribution Centers in the
United States, March-April 1945) ‘

PERGENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

engih of time ov
Enlisted men who had been rotated Length

of

tims overseas

from thé Europeon theater or from Less than [ yr. 1-2 2-3 “More than
the Mediterranean theater yrs, YTB, 3 yrs.

Air Corps combatflying personnel 501

Air Corps nonflying personnal

Field force combat personnal

Field force and service of supply noncombat personnel

L Enlisted men who had been rotated Lessfhon !-2 2-3 More than
from overseas theaters engaged in - Tyr, yre.
the war against Japan

Air Corps combatflying personnel

Air Corps nonflying personnel

Field force combat personnel

Field force and service of supply noncombat personnel 
Data from 8-172,

:

The samples are restricted to able-bodied returnees who had been rotated to the

United S.ates on the basis of long service overseas or extensive service under severe

and hazardous combat .conditions.
. .

b the numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are
ased.
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tive basis for the expectations of combat flying personnel that they

would be returned home from the overseas theater after six or seven

months on active combat duty.
The results shown in Chart XII provide clear-cut evidence of the

fact that combat flying personnel were rotated to the United States
after a much shorter period of overseas service than were men in

other types of Army jobs. Almost identical results were obtained

from two additional surveys of rotational returnees covering differ-
ent time periods.
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CHAPTER 8

 

OBJECTIVE FACTORS RELATED TO

MORALE ATTITUDES IN THE AERIAL

COMBAT SITUATION

SECTION I

PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF SUCCESSIVE EXPOSURES

TO AERIAL COMBAT

RONT-LINE ground troops were exposed for days and weeksat a
time to sustained combat harassment whichfluctuated sporadi-

cally in intensity. The combat situation for Air Corps personnel °
was considerably different. Most combat flyers were subjected to
brief, intense exposures lasting for only a few hours at a time, alter-
nating with relatively long periods in a fairly safe environment. It

is possible, therefore, to obtain fairly clear-cut measurements on the

extent to which flyers were exposed to combat. For men in any

given type of plane, the numberof missions flown (or the numberof .

combat flying hours) provides a reasonably good measure of combat

exposure. With an adequatecriterion of combat exposureitis pos-

sible to secure relatively precise information on the cumulative

effects of exposure to the stresses of aerial combat.

From the extensive cross-section survey of combat flying person-

nel in the European theater carried out during the late spring and

early summer of 1944, data are available on the relationships be-

tween various morale factors and amount of combat exposure, as

indexed by the number of combat missions flown. These data show

that with increased number of combat missions flown, willingness for

1 By Irving L. Janis. Section I of this chapter is based primarily on a manuscript
prepared by Robin M.Williams, Jr. In this chapter, as in Chapter7, extensive use WAS
madeofstudies in the Eighth Air Force, for the design and analysis of which Arthur A.

Lumsdaine, Marion Harper Lumsdaine, and Robin M. Williams, Jr., were mainly re-

sponsible, along with A. J. Jaffe, to whom belongsthe principal credit fordesigning the

analysis of the objective data and for compiling these data from operational records. —

562
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combat flying tended to deteriorate markedly and symptoms of chromic

tension and anxiety tended to increase.

Before presenting the detailed findings, there are certain method-

ological problems to be considered in connection with the use of the

number of combat missions completedas the criterion for determin-

ing the amount of exposureto aerial combat. It is well known that

individual missions varied enormously in severity, as indicated by

casualties and battle damage. Also, there were trends and cycles

in the intensity of combat. Heavy bomber losses, for example,

were extremely high in the early phases of the American air assault

on Germany, then leveled off and finally dropped fairly steadily to-

ward the end of the war in Europe. Nevertheless, in surveying a

cross section of men flying in a specific type of ship, the variations

in severity of individual missions tend to average out. Moreover,

since the men studied had been flying their missions during a rela-

tively short time span, the influence of trends in casualties is min-

imal.
There is some objective evidence supplied by the Statistical Con-

trol Section of the 8th Air Force which shows the trends during the
period relevant for our study. The data cover two major aspects

of severity of aerial combat: dangerousness of the missions and work
load. The dangers of flying missions may be measured by two ob-
jective criteria: (1) casualty losses and (2) battle damage to the
planes, whether by flak or by enemyfighters. Charts I and II show
that during the seven-month period preceding our studyof the 8th
Air Force, there waslittle change in the dangerousness of heavy
bomber missions: battle damage increased slightly, but casualties
among bomber crews decreased slightly. Ninety-seven per cent of
the men in our study began flying during the seven-month period
covered by these tables.
Workload, whichis defined as the amountof flying within a given

period of time, may be measured by (1) the frequency of missions
per unit of time and (2) the numberof operational hours of combat
flying per unit of time. The data in Charts III and IV showthat
work load increased markedly during the seven-monthperiod, re-
flecting the intensification of aerial bombardment before D Day.

Tt will be noted that in May 1944 the average crew flewover twice
as many missions and over twice as many operational hoursasit did
in November 1948. A more strenuous work load could imply in-
adequate rest periods between missions, fatigue and loss of sleep,
which reinforce the usualstrains of facing the hazards of combat fly-
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CHART I

Crew Losses (Missina anp Kintep in Acrion, AND Srrrovusby Insunep)
Per Monts a8 A Percuntace or Sorties

 
CHART ITI

Percenraacy or Sorries Recervine Barrin Damaan, sy Monts

 
Data for Charts I and II from Research Branch Report ETO 19, June 1944.
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CHART III

Averacs Nusper or Opprational Hours Frown rer Monte PER Crew

ASSIGNED TO OPERATIONAL GROUPS

 

CHART IV

AVERAGE Numer or Sortres per MonTH PER Crew ASSIGNED TO
OPERATIONAL GROUPS

FORTRESSES

 
Data for Charts III and IV from Research Branch Report ETO 19, June 1944,
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ing? It is highly improbable, however, that the work-load trend
was a source of spurious correlations in the findings whichwil] be
presented on theeffects of increased numberof combat missions.
The work load was constant for the two groups in the sense that

at the time of the survey the heavy workload affected those who:
had flown few missions as well as those who had flown many mis-
sions. There is someslight possibility that the latter group may
have been disturbed by the fact that during their tourof duty the
work load had been stepped up. While experience of this kind
might have givenrise to some slight deterioration in combat morale,
it is even more probable that there was a compensating effect upon
those who had flown only a small numberof missions. The newer
men had flown their few missions under the conditions of a heavy
work load, whereas those who had many missionsto theircredit had.

flown their earlier ones under the conditions of a more favorable
work load. Therefore, if a heavy work load had any pronounced
effect upon combat morale, we would be underestimating the higher
morale of the newer men. Actually it is probably unduly meticu-
lous to elaborate these compensating effects of the work-load trend
since the relevant data, whichwill be presented in a subsequentsec-

tion of this chapter, provide no evidence that increased work load

had any substantial effect on the type of attitude responses with

which we shall be concerned.
It appears to be safe to accept the relationships between amount

of exposure to combat and various morale variables reported below,

since the major potential sources of spurious correlations would not

account for the results:

1. Despite the fact that the work load was not constant throughout the period

during which the men hadbeen flying their missions, there is‘no reasonable

basis for assuming that this factor could account for correlations between

impaired combat morale and number of combat missionsflown.

2, The objective data in Charts I and II support the assumption that the aver-

age degree of dangerousness of each mission tended to berelatively constant,

when the menin our study are grouped according to the numberof missions

they had flown. . d
3. When men who had flown many missions were compared with those who ha

flown few missions, no significant differences were found with respect to back-

ground characteristics such as education, age, ete.

On the other hand, there are some grounds for expecting an added, strainit
anticipatory anxiety when missions are hazardous but widely spaced in oe ale
is likely that the unfavorable consequences of a small work load interfere Feentails
andefficiency to a muchlesser degree than thestrain of a high work load—whick aD and
more sustained exposure to combat without adequate opportunity for physica
psychological recuperation between missions, (See Section II of this chapter.)
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4, There is no knownselective factor which could account for lower morale

among men who had flown a larger number of missions. It is true that not

all men in any original population of flyers reached the stage where they had

flown a large number of missions. Those who were combat casualties might

possibly be considered to have had higher morale than those who survived

to fly again, if one were to assume that combat casualties tended to be more

frequent among men who, having higher morale, were more willing to take

chances in combat. But there is no evidencethat this occurred; differential

selection must have been minor in comparison with the random selectivity

which characterized the occurrence of casualties in aerial combat, where

purely chance factors played such a great role. Moreover, the other major’

group of men withdrawn from the population of flyers with larger amounts
of combat experience consisted of the nonbattle casualties. This group in-
cluded a considerable proportion of psychoneurotic cases as well as men who

had been suffering from physical disabilities. Elimination of nonbattle cas-
ualties does constitute a selective factor, but this factor tends to operate in
the direction of removing men with lower morale. Henceif this factor af-
fects our findings it would operate in the direction of decreasing the differ-
ences between men who had flown few missions and men who had flown
many missions, since the proportion of low-morale men in the latter group
would be underrepresented.

This section deals with two major effects of increased numberof
exposures to aerial combat: (1) Decrease in motivation for combat
flying. (2) Increase in symptomsof tension and anxiety. The evi-
dence is derived primarily from the survey of heavy bomber crews
in the European theater and is supplemented by findings for medium
and light bomber crews and fighter pilots. In the third part of this
section, the tour of combat duty will be discussed, and some hy-
potheses on the role it may have played in sustaining combat moti-
vation will be suggested.

Decrease in Motivation for Combat Flying

Increased exposure to aerial combat appears to be associated with
a marked decrease in willingness for combat flying. Chart V pre-
sents the replies of heavy bomber crew members who had completed
from 1 to 29 missions® to the question, “If you were doing it over

_ >There were in the sample 20 men who had flown no missions, too few to warrant
inclusion in the chart. There were 41 men who had flown 30 missions or more. ‘These
were excluded from the chart not only because of the small number of cases but also
because those who flew more than 30 missions are not comparable with the other men
inasmuch as many of them had volunteered to stay on for additional missions beyond
the 30 missions required by the tour of duty. The results for the two ext i
omitted from the chart were as follows: “irenecategories

. Yes No No answer
0 missions 95% 5%
80 missions or over 68 29 3%
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again, do you think you would choose tosign up for combat flying?”
The percentage of men whoreplied ‘‘Yes, I’m pretty sure I would”
or ‘Yes, I think I would but I’m not sure” decreases with increased
number of combat missions flown. This relationship holdsfor both
officers and enlisted flyers and forall crew positions (i.e., navigators,
gunners, etc.).

CHART V

RevatTionsuip Berwern Numper or Heavy Bomper Misstons Compierep anp
WILLINGNESS TO VOLUNTEER For Combat Fiyine

(Based on a Survey of Heavy Bomber Crewsin the European Theater, June 1944)

QUESTION "If you were doing It over again, do you think you would choose to sign up for combat tlying 2"

PERCENTAGE RESPONDING

Yes, ('m pretty sure | would

Yes, I think | would but

i'm not sure

No answer

No, I don't think | would

No, I'm sure f would not

(368) (539)
Qea)

5-9 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29

Number of combat missions flown 
Data from 8-135,
The numbersin parentheses at the bottom of the bars are the numbers of cases on -

which percentages are based.

Additional evidence of the effects of successive combat exposures
on motivation for combat is provided by responses to the two ques-
tions dealing with willingness to undertake an additionalseries of

missions.
From Chart VIit appears that after the first few missions there

was a decrease in the proportion who gave verbalassent to the idea



CHART VI

ReiationsHip BETWEEN NuMBER OF Puravy Bowser Missions ComMPLETED AND

Wruuineness To Votunresr ror an ApbITIONAL SERIES OF Compar MISSIONS _

(Based on 8 Survey of Heavy Bomber Crewsin the European Theater, June 1944)

QUESTION A“As you see it of present, would you willingly take on another series of haovy bomber

missionsin the ETO ofer spending o 30-day furlough in the USA?"

PERCENTAGE RESPONDING

Yes

5-9 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29

Number of combat missions flown

QUESTION B“As you see it at prasent, would youwillingly Joke on onothor series of heavy bomber
missions in some other theater ofter spending a 30-day furlough in the USA?

PERCENTAGE RESPONDING

Yes

Undecided

§-9 10-14 =15-19 20-24 5-29

Number of combat missions flown 
Data from 8-135.
The numbers in parentheses at the bottom of the bars are the numbers of cases on

which percentages are based.
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of signing up for additional combat duty in the ETO.‘ Duringthe
intermediate period in the tour of duty there waslittle change, but
as the men approachedthe end of the required series of 30 missions’
there was another increase in the proportion who expressed definite
unwillingness to undertake anotherseries of missions. This trend,
shown by the results for Question A, is paralleled by theresults for.
Question B on willingness for additional combatflying duty in some
other overseas theater.® -

Results from studies of flyers in medium bombercrews tend to
confirm the relationship between numberof combat missions flown
and decreased motivation for combat. Allowing for the difference
in average number of missions completed, the results for medium
bomber crews closely parallel those for heavy bombercrewsonall
three questions indicative of willingness for combat. Chart VII,
based on one of the three questions, shows that among medium
bombercrews willingness to volunteer for another series of missions
in the ETO decreases with increased number of combat missions
flown. This relationship was found to hold forall crew positions.
Amonglight bomber crews the relationship is less marked than

among heavy and medium bomber crews. Theresults, neverthe-
less, do tend to bear out the same general trend. For example, in”

answer to the question on willingness to sign up for anotherseries of

missions in the ETO, the percentages answering “No” amonglight
bomber crews were as follows (8-150):

‘Positive responses to Questions A or B in Chart VI are probably indicative of

muchstronger motivation for combat than positive responsesto the question in Chart Vy,
since the former involve willingness to volunteer for a new series of missions after

having already completed a large numberof them. So
’ The proportion of combat flyers who asserted that they would be willing to take

on anotherseries of missionsis significantly higher for “some other theater” thanit 1s

for the European theater. This is attributable to the men’s expectation that in some

other theater, which for most men probably meant one of the Pacific theaters, the

degree of dangerousness of combat missions would be somewhatless. That this was 4

widespread attitude among flyers in the European theater is borne out by results from

® separate survey of 847 men, representing a cross section of combat air crew members

in the European theater (S-136) carried out during the same month as the survey from

which the data in Chart VI are derived: ,
Quzsrion: “All things considered, how do you think Air Force duty in ETO com-& ’ y . difficult;pares with Air Force duty in the Pacific with respect,to the difficulty

of combat flying?”

Mucheasier in the Pacific |54%
Somewhateasier in the Pacific 34
About as hard one place as the other 23
Somewhattougher in the Pacific 7 \11%
Muchtougherin the Pacific 4
No opinion ~ 12
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1-19 missions 35% (N = 180)

20-49 missions 41 (N = 878)

The relatively small decline in combat motivation among light

bomber crews forms part of a consistent pattern. In general, as

will be seen in subsequentsections,light bomber crews do not show

the effects of successive missions as markedly as do other types of

combat crews. This is probably attributable to the lower degree

of stress to which light bomber crews were exposed.

CHART VII

Revarionsuir BarwEEn NuMBER or Merprom BomMBer Missions CoMPLETED AND

WUrtIneNess TO VOLUNTEER FOR AN ADDITIONAL SERIES OF ComBatT MISSIONS

(Based on a Survey of Medium Bomber Crews in the European Theater, July 1944)

QUESTION "As you seeit ot present, would you willingly fake on another series of heavy bomber
missions in the ETO ofter spending a 30-day furlough in the USA 2

PERCENTAGE RESPONDING

Yes

Undecided

(10)

20-49

Number of missions flown 
Data from 8-150.
The numbers in parentheses at the bottom of the bars are the numbersof cases o1

which percentages are based.
y

oa
* Among the members of light bomber crews, the decline in willingness for conibs!

2 ‘is much more marked amongpilots than it is among enlisted members of thecréw
This suggests that the strain of continual combat missions in lich uy hitaffected primarily the pilots. ght bombers may ny
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Among fighter pilots there is evidence of a decrease in Willingness
for combat with increased combat exposure, but it is not as clear.
cut as in the case of heavy bomber crews. There was very little
change with increased exposure to combat in responses to the ques-

tion shown in Chart V, but there was a definite increasein the pro-.

CHART VIII

Reiavionsuir Berween Number or Compar Hours Comrierep anp Prererency
ror tim Luss Dananrous (Bscorr) Missions, AMona Fieurer Prnors

(Based on a Survey of Fighter Pilots in the European Theater, June 1944)

QUESTION "Generally speaking which of the following kinds of missions do you prefer to go on?”

PERCENTAGE RESPONDING

Escort missions

Low-leve! bombing ond strafing

Patrolling missions

Someother type of mission

50-99 100-149 150-199 200-249

Number of combet hours flown 
Data from 8-142.
The numbers in parentheses at the bottom of the bars are the numbers of cases on

which percentages are based.

portion of fighter pilots expressing unwillingness for an additional
series of missions (Questions A and B in Chart VI). Of those

who had flown 1-49 combat hours, 32 per cent answered “No” to
the question on willingness for an additional series of combat mis-

sionsin the ETO, and this proportion increasedto 44 per cent among

those who had flown 200-249 combat hours. Similarly, in answer

~
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to the question on willingness for another series of missions in some

other theater, the proportion answering ‘‘No”increased from 15 per

cent among those with 1-49 combat hours to 39 per cent among

. those with 200-249 combat hours.’ The decline in combat motiva- -

tion of fighter pilots with increased exposure to combat appears to

be manifested more markedly in another way. As is shown in

Chart VIII, there is a very pronounced trend toward preferring the

safer escort missions to the more dangerous low-level bombing and

strafing.’

Increase in Symptoms of Tension and Anatrety °

As the men flew on successive missions, the cumulative strain was

manifested by an increase in many symptomsof tension and anxiety.

It has been widely recognized that many physical and behavioral

symptoms are psychological effects of exposure to the stresses of

combat. One of the commonest functional symptoms reflecting a

high degree of anxiety is insomnia. Chart IX shows that among

heavy bomber crews, with increasing number of missions flown,

there was an increase in the proportion of men reporting difficulty

in getting to sleep.
A similar relationship was found among medium bombercrews,

where the percentage who reported that they ‘fairly often”or ‘‘very

often” had difficulty in sleeping increased from 13 per cent among
those who had flown less than 10 combat missions to 28 per cent
among men who had flown 40-44 missions, and to 52 per cent among
those who had flown 60-69 missions.
Amongthe light bomber crews there was no evidence of an asso-

ciation between insomnia and numberof combat missions: men who
had flown many missions were no morelikely to report difficulty in
sleeping than men with little combat experience. Again, lack of
relationship in. the case of light bombersis probably attributable to
the lower degree of stress to which light bomber crews were exposed.
Their missions were shorter and probably far less dangerous than
those carried out by other types of combat air crews.

7 Data from §-142.
* Sixty-five pilots who had flown 250 combat hours or more are excluded from Chart

VII because they are probably not comparable to the otherpilots since 250 combat
hours constituted the tour of combat duty at the time of the survey. However, the
results for this group were almost identical with those for the group who had flown
200-249 combat hours: of those who had flown 250 or more combat hours, 69 per cent
preferred escort missions; 14 per cent preferred low-level bombing and strafing; 2 per
cent preferred patrolling; 15 per cent preferred some other type of mission.
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Insomnia is only one of many symptoms which developed in the
course of successive exposures to aerial combat. On the basis of g
study of 150 heavy bomber flyers who had completedtheir tourof
combat duty successfully, Hastings, Wright and Glueck reportthat:

CHART IX

RELATIONSHIP BETWEDN AMOUNT OF ComBaT EXXPERIENCE AND SLEEP Disrursance
(Based on a Survey of Flyers in Heavy Bomber Crewsin the European Theater,

June 1944)

QUESTION “Do you ever have any difficulty in sleeping when you have the chence?”

PERCENTAGE RESPONDING

Almost never

Occosionally

Fairly often

Very often

20-24

Number of combat missions flown

Data from 8-135. The question on sleep disturbance occurred in only one of the

two forms of the questionnaire administered to heavy bomber crews. Hence the he

sults are based on onlyhalf as many cases as the results in other charts on attituces

_of heavy bomber crews. Only three categories with respect to the number of combat

‘missions flown are used in this chart, rather than the six categories which appear 12
the other charts, because otherwise there would be under 100 cases in certain of the

narrower class intervals.
The numbers in parentheses at the bottom of the bars are the numbers of cases 0D

which percentages are based.

“The most frequent symptoms . . . include sleep loss, anorexia,

weight loss, somatic symptoms of anxiety such as nausea, diarrhea,.

palpitation, frequency of micturition, tremors, faintness and so on,

abnormalirritability and impatience, loss of interest and of concen-
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tration, loss of efficiency, depression, seclusiveness, and change in

alcohol habits.” °
Additional evidence indicative of the increase in anxiety symp-

toms engendered by aerial combat experience is provided by the

results in Chart X based on a survey of air crews in a very heavy

bombardment wing in the United States. Among those being

trained for B-29 crews were a number of men who had had combat

flying experience as members of medium bombercrewsin the Euro-

pean theater. These men had been returned to the United States

before they had completed their tour of combat duty in order to be

trained and prepared for deployment to the Pacific as B-29 crews.

In Chart X the NSA (Neuropsychiatric Screening Adjunct) scores

of men who had had combat flying experience in the ETO are com~-
pared with those of men in the same military organization who had
had no combat flying experience. Separate comparisons are made
for officers and enlisted men, and in each case the groups with and
without combat flying experience have been equated with respect
to combat flying jobs.”
Scores on the NSA are based on a series of 15 questionnaire items

which deal mainly with psychosomatic complaints. Validation
studies of the NSA have shown that a low NBA scoreis indicative
of marked psychoneurotic tendencies.

*D. W. Hastings, D. G. Wright, and B. C. Glueck, Psychiatric Experience of the
Eighth An Force: First Year of Combat (Josiah Macy Jr. Foundation, August 1944),
pp. 123-24. :
© The job distributions for the samples shown in Chart X are as follows:

Officers with Officers with no
combat flying combat flying

 
 

  

experience expertence
Airplane commanders 26% 28%
Pilots 23 23
Navigators 26 26
Bombadiers 25 25

Total 100% 100%
Number of cases 198 896

Enlisted men Enlisted men
with combat with no combat

flying experience flying experience
Radio operators 26% 26%
Tail guoners 20 20
CFC gunners 2] 21
Blister gunners 33 33

Total 100 100
Number of cases 171% ae

Armee in Volume IV the discussion of “The Screening of Psychoneurotics in the
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In Chart X it will be observed that the proportion of officers with
combatflying experience who obtained low and intérmediate NSA.
scores is greater than the corresponding proportionof officers with
no combat flying experience. There is an even greater difference
between the two groups of enlisted flying personnel. It is conceiy-
able that selective factors other than combat experience might have

given rise to spurious differences in NSA scores.” Nevertheless,

CHART X

NSA Scorzs oF Fuyina PERSONNEL WITH AND Witsour Compat Fira
EXPERIENCE

(Based on a Survey of Officer and Enlisted Air Crew Members in One Very Heavy
Bombardment, B-29, Wing in Training in the United States, May 1945)

ENLISTED MEN OFFICERS

With combat With no With combat With no

Aa iineeinine ingenpeeexpe- nce expe-
ETO rence ETO rence’

PERGENTAGE DISTRIBUTION
OF NSA SCORES*

23~30 High

*A low score indicates markad psychoneurotic tendencies 
Data from 8-207, .

- The numbers at the bottom of the bars are the numbersof cases on which percentages

are based.

12 or example, there is the possibility that those with combat flying CEEesC-

_the B-29 wing might have been returned to the States because of psy¢ Oeeasis what-
tions in combat. From the available information there appears to be no
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the results in Chart X support the conclusion that combat flying

experience engenders an increase in anxiety symptoms, as indicated

by low NSAscores.

Table 1 and Chart XI present additional results from the study

of B-29 air crew members. Those crew members withcombat fly-

TABLE 1

Resronses or Frying Personnev with anp Wirsour Comaat FLYING

Expert=ancs on Irens InpmcaTivs oF Frying ANXIETIES

"(Based on a Survey of Officer and Enlisted Air Crew Members in One Very Heavy

Bombardment, B-29, Wing in Training in the United States, May 1945)

  

PER CENT ANSWERING “OFTEN” OR

“SOMETIMES” BOTHERED BY SPECIFIC

BOURCES OF FLYING ANXIETY
Enlisted Men Officers

With With
combat combat

flying ex- Withno flyingex- With no
perience combat perience combat
inthe flying ex- inthe fying ex-
ETO perience ETO perience

 

Question A: ‘How often have you been
bothered by any of the following
thoughts?”
The thought of ditching 58 43 54 40
The thought of crash landing 60 38 49 38
The thought of engine failure 67 44 61 47
The thoughtof fire on the ship 63 39 65 48
The thoughtof bailing out 58 37 42 37
The thought of getting lost 27 13 23 35

Question B: “For each of the following
items check how often it has bothered
you.”

Flying over mountains 42 8 34 19
Flying over water 43 19 37 20
Take-offs 74 36 65 33
Landings 62 32 45 29
Trouble with pressurized cabins 23 17 22 15
Flying formation through heavy

clouds 72 32 69 43
Night flying 49 13 43 24
Flying in bad weather 67 43 66 53

Number of cases 171 842 198 396eee
Data from §-207.
we

soever for assuming that there was a selective factor of this sort. On the contrary?
the men with combat experience in this sample of B-29 crews were among a group of500 out of a total of 900 who were picked for deployment to the Pacific via the United
States on the basis of the excellence of their combat flying performances. °



 

CHART XI

Resronsses or Fuyvina Personne, WitH AND Wirnour Compar Fixing
FEXPERIENCE ON ITEMS INDICATIVE OF WILLINGNESS FoR

Forurs Compar Fiyina

(Based on a Survey of Officer and Enlisted Air Crew Members in One Very Heay
Bombardment, B-29, Wing in Training in the United States, May 1945) ’

    
      

PERCENTAGE GIVING INDICATED RESPONSE TO RELATED QUESTION

ENLISTED MEN OFFICERS

      

    

  
Wilh combat With no With combat With
flying expe- combat fly- flying expe- combatfly-
rience in the ing expe- tiencetn the ing expe-
ETO rience ETO rience

       
    

   

 

“QUESTION"If it were up fo
you, what kind of Army igb
would you rather have ?

Flying combat overseas

Flying noncombat oversea  
   

    

 

    
    

      

  

  

Ground job overseas

Flying job in the United
States

Groundjob in the United
States

No onswer

 

  QUESTION "How do you,
feel about serving overseas ?

   
     

 

    
  

 

   

 

I want fo go overseas as
soon as possible

I'm ready to go when-
ever | m needed

I'd like to stay in the US
for a few months but then
Iilbe ready to go anywhere

1 don't want to go overseas

  

No answer

Data from S-207. . es

The numbers at the bottom of the bars are the numbersof cases on which percenteg

are based.
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ing experience in the ETO were morelikely than those with no com-

bat experience to assert that they had experienced various fears or

anxieties in connection with flying. This is borne out by the results

on 13 of the 14 relevant items contained in the questionnaire and

shown in Table 1. To some extent, fears or anxieties about flying

among those with combat experience may have persisted. In other

words, there is some likelihood that despite the fact that the ques-

tions shown in Table 1 were worded in the past tense, the men’s re-

sponses may have been indicative of their current anxieties about

flying.

The findings presented in this section on the decrease in willing-

ness for combat with increased number of combat missions flown

are borne out by the results shown in Chart XI. Men with combat

flying experience wereless likely to express willingness for combat

flying than those with no combat flying experience.

The June 1944 survey of combat flying personnel in the European

theater did not include the NSA, but, as is shown in Chart XII, a
single questionnaire item requiring self-ratings of general physical

condition showed that with increased number of combat missions
flown there was a decrease in the proportion reporting “good” or
“very good” physical condition.

To some extent, of course, the men’s estimates of their own phys-
ical condition reflect the physiological fatigue engendered by re-
peated combat activity. But self-ratings of physical condition
have been found to be correlated with NSA scores based on psycho-
somatic complaints and other items which are predictive of psycho-
neurotic tendencies. Hence the increased concern about health,
shown in Chart XII, may be interpreted as symptomatic of an in-
crease in anxiety reactions.

According to Hastings, Wright and Glueck," symptomsof anxiety
—such as nausea and vomiting, headache and dizziness, rapid heart
and palpitations, weakness and easy fatigability—oceur in only a
small percentage of combat air crew members duringthe early mis-
sions of the tour of duty. But, during the latter part of the combat
tour, a wide variety of anxiety symptoms develop in many menas a
result of the stresses of combat flying duty. Hastings et al. report
on the basis of a psychiatric study that among a group of 150 heavy
‘bomber crew members who had successfully completed their tour
of duty, 95 per cent had developed definite symptoms of “‘opera-

 

u oF the chapter on “The Screening of Psychoneurotics in the Army”in Volume IV.
ip. cit.
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tional fatigue,” which is characterized by a group of behavioral
symptoms: tenseness, irritability, hyperaggressiveness, impairment
of motor dexterity due to fine or gross tremors, depression
slowing of mental processes.
Among medium bomber crews surveyed by the Research Branch

and -

CHART XII

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AMOUNT oF CoMBAT EXPERIENCE AND Senr-Rarine or _
Paysicat Conprrion

(Based on a Survey of Heavy Bomber Crewsin the European Theater, June 1944)

QUESTION “In general, what sort of physical condition would you say you are in ot the present time 2”

> PERCENTAGE RESPONDING

Very good

No answer

Fair

1-4 5-9 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29

Number of combat missions flown 
Data from 8-135.

The numbers in parentheses at the bottom of the bars are the numbers of cases oD
which percentages are based.

the proportion of men reporting “good” or “very good” physical
condition declines steadily with increased numberof missions, from

73 per cent amongthose with less than 10 combat missions to 41 per
cent among men who had flown 40-49 missions, and to 25 pert cent

among men who had flown 60-69 missions. A similar, thoughless
marked, decline occurs amonglight bomber crews: from 70 per cent
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among men with less than 10 missions to 52 per cent among those

with 40-49 missions.

In the case of fighter pilots, there is a steady decline from 84 per

cent who report “good” or ‘very good” physical condition among

pilots who had flown less than 50 corabat hours to 55 per cent among

pilots who had flown 200-249 hours.

CHART XT

ReLationsure BerweeNn Sick-Caut Rate and NuMBER OF Comsat Missions

Frown Among Hravy Bowser Crews
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U-15 16-20 21-25 26-30 Sland over

Number of missions flown 
The data are based upon statistics from the Office of the Air Surgeon on all members

of heavy bomber crews in the European theater during June 1944. Sick-call rates
cover the two-week period of June 3 to June 16, 1944. Men who had flown 31 or
more missions are included in this chart in order to show sick-call behavior after the
tour of duty was completed.

For heavy bomber crews certain data were obtained through the
Office of the Air Surgeon whichgive a basis for appraising the men’s
actual behavior with respect to their subjective concern about phys-
ical condition. The data, presented in Chart XIII, show that the
proportion of combat crew members who requested medical exami-
nation (the sick-call rate) decreased after the first few missions, and
then remained fairly stable until 30 missions had been flown. After,
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80 missions, there was an abrupt rise in the sick-call rate and an
even sharper increase in the percentage of men removed from flying
duty on medical recommendation.
The results on sick-call rates shown in Chart XIII coverthe same

time period (early June 1944) as the cross-section attitude data pre.
sented in Chart XII. It is readily seen that the trend in Chart
XIII, which indicates the men’s actual behavior with respect io
physical symptoms, differs markedly from the trend in Chart XII,
which indicates the men’s attitudes toward their own physical con-.
dition. The discrepancies between the trends in the two: charts
provide some suggestive insights into the motivations of combat ’
flyers.
During the early stages of the tour of combat duty,self-evaluation

of physical condition deteriorated markedly. In sofar as this atti-
tude changereflects an increase in subjective concern about health
and specific physical symptoms, it would be expected that a larger
proportion of men would voluntarily present themselves for medical
attention. But, instead, as shown in Chart XIII, the sick-call rate
decreased slightly during this stage. Moreover, toward the end of
the tour of combat duty, there appears to be a fairly stable attitude
toward physical condition, 1.e., there is little difference between
those who flew 20-25 missions and those who flew 25-29 missions.
If we were to extrapolate from this finding, we would expectlittle
changein self-evaluations of physical condition after 20-24 missions.

But Chart XIII shows that after 25 missions there is a gradualrise

in the sick-call rate followed by a very sharp increase after 30 mis-

sions.
These findings suggest that the behavior of men in heavy bomber

crews was strongly oriented toward the goal of completing the num-

ber of missions which constituted the tour of combat duty. .To

some extent sick call was avoided while the 30 missions were in prog-

ress, despite the increasing concern about health. . Under normal

conditions men with physical complaints had nothing to lose, m
general, by bringing their health problems to the attention of medi-

cal officers. But for men in heavy bomber crews, temporary or pet
manent removal from flying status might be the consequence, and
this would seriously interfere with achieving the goal of completing
the tour of combat duty and beingrotated back to the United States.

Identification with the combat crew undoubtedly gaverise to aD-

other powerful motivation which reinforced the avoidance of Te

‘porting physical complaints which might result in interference with
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the normal sequence of combat missions. Results have been cited

in Chapter 7 which indicate that almost all men in heavy bomber

crews preferred to fly with their own crews. If a man were to be

groundedfor a temporary physical disability, he might have to face

the prospectof finishing his tour of combat dutylater on as an 180-

lated “black sheep” in a strange crew, separated from the original

crew with whom strong bondsof friendship andloyalty had devel-

oped.
Under these conditions it is understandable that combat crew

members would bereluctant to go on sick call while their tour of

duty was in progress, despite increased concern about health. The

contrast between the trend in Chart XIII (sick-call rate) and the

trend in Chart XII (self-rating of physical condition) probably re-

flects the fact that there was a strong tendency to save up physical

complaints until the tour of 30 combat missions was completed.

The Tour of Combat Duty

Whether or not it had been officially sanctioned by higher head-

quarters, there was a general expectation among heavy bomber
crews that 30 missions constituted their tour of duty. A tangible
indication of this fact is provided by answers to a specific question
on the maximum number of missions a man should be required to
fly. The majority of the men in the sample of heavy bomber crew

members gave 25 to 80 missions as their estimate. Less than 2 per
cent gave an estimate of more than 30 missions.
The sharp focus among menin the heavy bombers upon comple-

tion of the tour of duty would be almost sufficiently documented
by a single fact, namely the widespread existence of the ‘Lucky
Bastard” clubs. By the spring of 1944 it was common for bomber
groups to award “Lucky Bastard’ certificates to crew members
after the completion of their thirtieth mission. This practice ap-
pears to have developed spontaneously among the men themselves
and was notexplicitly sanctioned by the high command. The cer-
tificates were usually elaborate affairs, made up after the fashion of
a college diploma, with ornate lettering, seals, signatures, and ritu-
alistic language which gave a pseudo-official air to the document.
The document certified that such and such a person was thereby
proclaimed a “Lucky Bastard” for having completed 30 missions
through the “hazards of enemy flak and fighters.”

Somereference has already been madein this chapter to the ex-
tremely important role which the tour of combat duty played in
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influencing the behavior and attitudes of themen. Numerousinter.
views with combat air crew members have documented the impor-
tance ofthe tourof combat dutyas a factor in the Air Corps combat
situation. In many ways the tour of duty wasclosely tied up with
personal goals. Most men realized that in order to maintain their
elite status as combat flying personnel and to continue to receive
the deference and the special rewards which accruedto that status,
it was necessary to continue to accept each combat mission assigned
to them until the required numberhad been flown. Aboveall, al-
most every combat air crew memberhad the strong expectation
that, once he had completedhis tour of duty, he would gain the much
desired reward of being returned to the United States as a veteran
who had done his share in combat,or, at least, the reward ofbeing
transferred to the relative safety of ground duty overseas.
Many men in heavy bombercrewsfelt that 30 missions wastheir

“debt to society’’—that in order to do their share they must fulfill
their “contract” by completing the quota. This attitude was prob-
ably held all the more stronglyat the time of the June 1944 survey
of heavy bombercrews, since the numberof required missions had
shortly before been stepped up from 25 to 30. There was a common
phrase during this period among the combat crews: ‘‘We do 28 for

ourselves and 5 for Jimmy,” (“Jimmy” Doolittle being the com-

manding general to whom was imputed the responsibility for increas-

ing the numberof missions). There was a tendencyto regardevery

manlost on the last 5 missions as, in a sense, an unnecessary tragedy.

As nonrational as this might have appeared to an impersonal and

detached observer,it was an entirely understandable reaction among

men whose whole life situation was permeated by the consciousness

of recurrent exposure to danger and the desperate hopeof personal

survival in the face of relatively low odds. .
Since the men conceived of a limited, definite amount of combat

duty as satisfying the demandsoftheirsociety upon them andsince

this conception was shared by their fellows and sanctioned by many
of their leaders, it is to be expected that the completionofthis share

would remove a powerful block to escape responses. In this con-

text it is highly probable that the sharp increase in sick-call rate

after the thirtieth mission, shown in Chart XIII, is a behavioral re-

sultant of a considerable change in motivation. After they reached
the point which constituted their goal, the men no longer avoided
taking an action which formerly would have interfered with the

rapid completion of their tour of duty. Rather, many men prob-
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ably actively sought to call the attention of medical officers to their

physical symptoms (and also to their psychological symptoms) to -

insure removal from operational status and prompt return to the

United States. .

Except for complaints about increases in the number of missions

required, the only negative comments which combat crews made

about the tour of duty system were centered upon reactions to the

last few missions of the tour. After they had finished their tour of

combat duty, many men reported in personal interviews that the

last 2 or 3 missions were the hardest of all to take. Some men

asserted that at times they wished they had not been told how many

missions were required so that they could have avoided the intensi-

fied “sweating out” of their last missions. The increase in anxiety

on the last missions engendered bytherealization that the final goal

was almost at hand is another indication of the tremendoussignifi-

cance attached to completion of the required series of missions.

Therealization that one was committed to flying a definite num-

ber of missions, which arose from the Air Corps practice of setting

up a tour of combat duty, was undoubtedly a crucial morale factor

affecting the entire motivational structure underlying willingness

for combat flying. The hypotheses which follow suggest some of
the ways in which awareness of the tour of combat duty may have
affected combat motivation.

1. The risks of combat, which at first are not sharply felt as apply-
ing to oneself, eventually become a central, dominating feature of
the entire life situation. In the course of successive missions, the
combat crew memberperceives again and again that planes in his
own formation are vulnerable. As he becomes aware of the cumu-
lative losses of men in his own outfit, the potential danger to himself
comes to be seen as a mathematical certainty: if a man flies long
enough, he will surely be hit or will go down in combat. One of the
few sustaining thoughts to counteract the conception of combat fly-
ing as an almost suicidal assignment is therealization that there is
a definite tour of duty and that the hope of surviving has, therefore,
some basisin reality.

2. In the course of carrying out the series of combat missions,
there is a gradual exhaustion of affectional resources. For many
flyers, the cumulative effect of losing comrades in combat results in
sustained grief and chronic depressivefeelings of profound loss. At
the same time the continuation of the separation from one’s social
and family milieu back home may give rise to a feeling of estrange-
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ment, a sense of a growing chasm dueto differences in experiences
and the absence of contact except through the rarified medium of
letters. The conception of oneself as abandoned and devoid of
affection from others, which tends to arise wheneverthereis pro-
longed separation from family andclosefriends, is probably height-
ened by the effect of repeatedly facing a hostile environment on
combat missions and of meeting insistent demands from figures of

authority. ‘The hope of returning to one’s home becomes a major.
feature of the emotional life in an environmentalsituation which
engenders so much hopelessness. Without this hope, many men
might have been psychologically incapacitated by severe emotional
depression. The tour of duty may have played an importantrole
in keeping alive the hope of returning home, not only by providing
a realistic final goal but also by reinforcing the sense of accomplish-
ment with each successive combat mission. The men couldfeel
that they were actively working toward the achievement of their
goal; as some of the men expressedit, ‘‘with each mission underyour
belt, you feel that muchcloser to home.”

3. It was shownin the first part of this chapter that combat mo-
tivation deteriorated with successive combat missions. This is un-
doubtedly related to the cumulative effects of tension and anxiety

described in the second part. There is probably a cycle of mount-
ing physiological fatigue interacting with emotional disturbance:
physical weariness, augmented byanxiety, results in physiological

disturbances dueto loss of sleep, poor digestion, and chronic tension.
This leads to lowered physical stamina, which decreases the thresh-

old of anxiety and once again leads to furtherincreases in sleepless-

ness, etc.

As fatigue and anxiety increase there is an increased desire to

escape from the combat situation, augmented by the sharpened

awareness of therelatively low probability of survival and the de-

pressive features described in the preceding paragraphs. At the

same time,there is a weakening in someof the forces which counter-
act escape tendencies: (a) there is a curve of diminishing returns in

prestige—beyond a certain point, additional combat missions may .
bring only slight increments in deference; (b) after a man has flown

15 or 20 missions, there is no longer a need for a man to prove him-

self; he knows that most of his comrades and the wider public will

concede that he has shown himself capable of facing the test of

hazardous combat and that he has.contributeda larger share to the -

war effort than most other men.
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Speaking schematically, we may say that with increased number

of combat missions, the double approach-avoidance conflict under-

goes a shift in the balance of forces; the set of motives which impel

a man to escape from combat become stronger while the set of mo-

tives which impel him to continue in combat become weaker. Un-

der these conditions there would be a strong tendency to evade com-

bat assignments—by developing psychoneurotic symptoms or by

malingering (e.g., deliberately catching a bad cold in order to be

grounded) or even, in extreme desperation, by taking a chance on

getting away with outright refusal to fly.

In this configuration of motivational conflict, the tour of duty

may have played a crucialrole in counteracting heightened escape

tendencies. If a limited, definite amount of combat duty is re-

garded as the requirement for satisfying the demands of one’s so-

ciety, and if this conception is sanctioned by one’s peers and fos-

tered by one’s leaders, the completion of this share tends to become

a part of the individual’s frame of reference for evaluating himself

as a worth-while person. Thus the acceptanceof a contractual com-

mitment to a definite number of missions as the requirement for
doing one’s full share of combat duty may become incorporated

into the individual’s internalized sense of duty or conscience. This
would tend to strengthen demands upon theself to “stick it out to
the end.’”’ Moreover, the concept of a tour of duty implies the
promiseof relief from combat duty and return to the United States
when theseries of missions has been completed. This may function
as an external reinforcement so that the flyer may be willing to un-
dergo a definite increment of combat stress as an instrumental
means for the attainment of the anticipated reward. Hence, the
tour of combat duty may have been ofcritical importance in sus-
taining men in combat, especially at crucial times when tendencies
to evade combat assignments had increased to a dangerously high
level.

.

SECTION If

ATTITUDES RHLATED TO REST AND RECREATION

BETWEEN COMBAT MISSIONS

The work activities of a combat air crew member were focused
almost exclusively upon combat missions: engaging in preparatory
activities (such as attending briefing sessions and checking equip-
ment) prior to an assigned mission and then carrying out his job
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functions while flying on the mission. Needless to say, a day’s
work usually involved a high degree of tension andanxiety ag well
as physical fatigue. Under these conditions, adequate Spacingof
combat missions was necessary if the men were to have sufficient
time for physical and psychological recuperation between their
combat missions.
The work load of combat air crew members, as measured by the

number of combat missions flown within a short period of time,is
fairly direct indicator of the amount offree time the men weregiven

TABLE 2

Percentage DistrrmvtTion or Men in Each Work-Loap Grovr Accorpine to
TotraL NuMBER oF Missions FLown

(Heavy Bomber Crews, ETO, June 1944)

  

WORK-LOAD GROUP TOTAL NUMBER OF COMBAT MISSIONS FLOWN
(Number of combat
missions flown in Number 80 or
the past 10 days) of men 1-9 10-19 20-29 more Total

7 or more 189 30 39 30 1 100
6 293 43 29 27 l 100
5 461 39 33 26 2 100
4 &80 43 26 29 2 100

3 624 52 23 25 — 100

2 466 48 24 33 — 100
1 297 41 25 84 _— 100

0 189 32 35 33 — 100

 

Data from 8-135.

between combat missions. In the survey of heavy bomber crews

in the European theater, the men were asked to report the number

of combat missions they had flown during the preceding 10 days.

Comparisons between the men who had flown many missions and

the men who had flown few missions during the 10 days provide an

indication of the effects of the amountof free time available between

missions.

In using this type of data for determining the effects of a heavy

workload, it is necessary to exclude the possibility that the findings

are attributable to differences in total number of missions flown,

since, as was described in the precedingsection, there are pronounced

changesin attitudes with increased total numberof missions flown.

Tn order to check on this potential source of spuriousresults, the

various work-load groups have been compared with respect to total

number of missions flown. The results are shown in Table2.
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While there is some variation in the total number of missions

flown by men in the various work-load groups, these variations do

not form a consistent pattern. In general, there is no linear rela-

tionship between number of combat missions flown in the past 10

days and the total number of missions flown. The fact that men

in the heavier work-load group did not have a larger total number

of missions to their credit may be easily perceived in Table 2: (a)

by comparing the group whoflew0 missionsin the last 10 days with

the group who flew 7 or more missions(i.e., the top row versus the

bottom row) and (b) by comparing the groups whoflew 1 and 2 mis-

sions in the past 10 days with the group who flew 6 missionsin the

past 10 days. The differentials among the work-load groups in

questionnaire responses which we shall present are therefore not

attributable to differences in total amount of exposure to aerial

combat.

The most marked effect of a heavy work load appears to be a con-

siderable reduction in the amount of sleep, as is shown in Chart

XIV. It will be observed that a large proportion of men with a

light work load (0 to 3 missions in the 10-day period) reported that

on the average they obtained 7 or more hours of sleep each night.
The proportion declines rapidly as the work load increases, and in
the group who had the heaviest work load only a very small propor-
tion of the men reported that they obtained this amount of sleep.
The parallel decrease in the proportion of men who expressedsatis-
faction with the amount of sleep they were getting suggests that
the men felt this deprivation and were very much aware of the
fatigue which resulted from it.

Harlier in this chapter it was shown that self-evaluations of gen-
eral physical condition changed markedly with increased exposure
to aerial combat. In so far as a heavy work load over a 10-day pe-
riod gave rise only to temporary fatigue effects, we would expect

 

16 The response categories for the questions shown in Chart XIV are as follows:

Question A:
About

Question B:

hours per day 

 Usually have enough timefor sleep
It would helpa little if I had more time for sleep
It would help a lot if I had more time for sleep

 

 

Questions A and B appeared in only one form of the questionnaire and hence thesample is approximately half as large as that shown in Table 2. The distribution oftotal number of combat missions flown for this smaller cro i iidentical with the results shown in Table 2 eross-Seetion sample is almost
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very little change in self-rating of physical condition. In othe
words, a man would not be expected to lowerthe rating of his gen

eral physical condition simply because he was temporarily “gj
pooped out” from overworking. If, however, a heavy work:loa;

Repationsaie Between Work Losp AND AMOUNT oF SLEEP

CHART XIV

(Based on a Survey of Heavy Bomber Crewsin the European Theater, June 1944)

Number of combat
missions flown in
the past 10 days

PERGENTAGE GIVING INDICATED RESPONSE TO RELATED QUESTION

QUESTION A"On the average
about how many hours sleep per
24-hour day have you hod during
the last [0 days?"

7 or more hours
of sleap per day

QUESTION B"In general, how do
you feel about the omountof ‘
time you have for sleep?”

Usually have enough
time for steep

7 or more

DOO
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Data from 8-135.
The numbers following the bars.are the numbers of cases on which percentages are

based.

gave rise to sustained anxiety and tension, or to an actual physical
symptom, a deterioration in attitude toward one’s own physical
condition would be expected. |
- When the various work-load ‘groups are compared with respect |
to responses to the question on general physical condition (“In gen-
eral, what sort of physical condition would you say you are in-at the
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present time?’”’) we find only a slight difference between those who

had a light work load and those who had a heavy work load:

Number of combat missions Per cent answering “‘good” or

flown in the past 10 days® “very good physical condition

7 or more 42
45
46
46
48
48
48
50d

D
O
o
O
F

oD

While there is a statistically significant difference between the ex-

treme groups, the small magnitude of the difference suggests that a

heavy work load had only a slight effect upon the men’s appraisal of

their general physical condition. It appears, therefore, that work-

load variations—within the range covered by this study—did not

give rise to a pronounced increase in anxiety and tension comparable

to the effects of successive exposures to aerial combat indicated by

Chart XII. This tentative conclusion is further borne out by the

fact that there is no difference between heavy and light work-load

groups on responses to the question dealing with insomnia, whereas,

as was shown in Chart IX, there was an increase in the reported

occurrence of this symptom with increased total number of combat

missions flown.
There is the possibility that the physical strain of an increased

work load might restit in a deterioration in combat morale. Anal-
ysis of the data provides no evidence, however, of any change in
morale attitudes with heavier work load. Typical results are pre-
sented in Table 3. There are no substantial differences between
men who were operating under a heavy work load and men who were
operating under a light work load on questionnaire items dealing
with any of the following aspects of combat morale: (1) Willingness
for combat. (2) Attitude toward higher headquarters. (3) Evalu-
ations of the worth-whileness of combat missions. (4) Belief in the
importance of the unit. If increased work load gave rise to some
form of generalized discontent, it would be expected that there
would be a decline in at least one of the above types of attitudes.
Since no definite changes are found for these attitudes when the

 

_'6Thenumber of cases in each work-losd group is given in Table 2, in which the
distribution of total number of missions for the various work-load groups is shown,



TABLE 3

ReLationsuip BETWEEN Worx Loap anp Various Moray Arrrropes*
(Based on a Survey of Heavy Bomber Crews in the ETO, June 1944)
a

QUESTION A: QuEsTION B: QUESTION C: Question D: Question FE:
If you were doing Would you will- How well do you Have youever How importanta
it over again, do ingly take on feel that higher had the feeling part do you think
you think you another series of headquarters that a particular your type of
would choose to heavy bomber understand mission wasn’t outit will play

sign up for combat missions in your problems worth the in winning
flying? the ETO? and needs? cost? the war?

Per cent answering Per cent
Number of combat Number Per cent Per ceni “They are fairly Per cent answeringmissions flown in of answering answering well” or “very much answering “A very importantpast 10 days cases Ves" “Yes” aware of our needs” “No, never” part”eee

7 or more 189 64 28 73 29 82
6 293 68 22 76 33 775 461 66 26 77 30 76
4 680 66 24 74 34 74
3 624 66 . 23 76 33 75
2 455 66 28 74 33 78
1 297 66 28 76 29. 80
0 189 63 38 73 29 _ 78eee

Data from 8-135.
.* The complete wording of the attitude questions and their check lists will be found in Chapter 7, Chart III, and Chapter 8, Charts V, VI, and XV. The check-list items for Question D are: No, never; Yes, sometimes; Yes, quite often. ° .
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work load varies from 1 to 7 or more missions per 10 days, it is prob-

able that there is very little deterioration in these attitudes as a re~

sult of the usual variations in the work load for a 10-day period.

Moreover, there are additional data which suggest that work-load

variations within a shorter time period do not affect morale abti-

tudes; there are no differences in attitudes among groups of men who

had flown 0, 1, 2, or 3 missions in the 3 days preceding the survey.

It is necessary to take account of certain limitations of the data

in interpreting these findings. First of all, it does not follow from

these findings that work loads could be increased beyond the range

studied without producing a deterioration in morale attitudes; there

is undoubtedly a critical point (e.g., 10 to 12 missions per 10 days)

beyond which pronounced negative effects would occur. Secondly,

it is possible that a change in moraleattitudes might have been de-

tected if a more refined measure of work load had been available—

e.g., an index which would take account of the number of successive

days on which combat missions were flown in addition to the num-

ber of missions flown over a 10- and 20-day period. But so far as

the present data go, they do not support the conclusion that a heavy

work load—within the brief time limits studied—affected morale

attitudes.”

We turn now to another problem in connection.with free time be-

tween missions, a problem which, although of minor significance,

appears to have been a source of dissatisfaction among combat air

crew members. When a combat crew was not scheduled for a com-
bat mission, it was often possible to notify the men on the preceding

day. This advance notification of a “stand-down” was undoubt-

17 From a correlational analysis of the type employed here, one cannot give much
weight to negative results as evidence that there is no relationship between the two
variables since: (2) the questionnaire items may not be sufficiently sensitive to detect
the changes that accompany increased work load or (b) some uncontrolled factor may
obscure the actual relationship (for example, the light work-load groups mightpossibly
have been assigned fewer missions because they had been exposed to more dangerous
and more difficult missions than the heavy work-load groups; unknownselective factors
of this kind could obscure the effects of increased work load),

Eiven if the results are accepted at face value, it is still possible that a heavy load
may have had an unfavorable effect upon morale attitudes which was counteracted by
the satisfaction of accomplishing many combat missions in a short period of time.
Despite the added strain of an increased work load, combat morale may have been
sustained by the intense motivation of the men to achieve the goal of completing their
tour of combat duty. A heavy work load may have been psychologically rewarding
to the menin the sense that they realized that the more rapidly they completed the
required number of combat missions, the sooner they would be rotated back to the
United States. Thus thepolicy of setting up a definite tour of combat duty for heavy
bomber crew members may have counteracted the i ine j i; S ; potential decline jn al
which might otherwise have resulted from increased work load. we morale attitudes
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edly of value to the men since it tended to reduce anticipatory any.
iety and tension that usually accompanied the expectation of being
scheduled for a combat mission. Moreover, if the men were to
have some free time on the following day, knowing aboutit in ad.
vance enabled them to work out plans for their time off—arranging
for transportation to a nearby town, making a date with a girl friend,
arranging a get-together with friends in other outfits, etc. Hence
the practice of giving the men advancenotice of stand-downsfacili-

tated the utilization of opportunities for recreation and tension-
reducing distractions.
There appears to have been considerable variation from unit to

unit in the frequency with which the men were given advancestand-
down notice. In some heavy bomber groups, three fourths of the
men reported that they were usually not given advance notice; in
other groups, an equally high proportion reported that they were
given such notice at least half of the times when they were not
scheduled to fly the next day.
There is little question but that combat air crew members were

dissatisfied if their unit was one of those which—in the eyesof the
men—failed to provide them with advance notice of stand-downsas
often as possible. Only a very small percentage of the combatair

crew members (11 per cent) expressed indifference (“doesn’t make

muchdifference to me”’) in answerto the question: “How muchdif-

ference does it make for you personally to know aboutthis [stand-

downs] the day before?” Moreover, as would be expected if the

men were genuinely interested in having advancenotice of timeof,

there is a high correlation between the reported occurrenceof ad-

vance stand-down notice and the men’s satisfaction with it.*

Approximately half of the men in each of three cross sections

(heavy, medium, and light bombers) expresseddissatisfaction about

the frequency of advance stand-down notice and, as would be ex-

18 Of the 805 men whoreported that they were usually not told of stand-downs in
advance, 86 per cent expressed dissatisfaction in answer to a direct question on whether
or not they felt that they were being given advance notification as much as possible.
Only 14 per cent of the men whoreported that they usually received advancenotifica-
tion expressed dissatisfaction. In interpreting the results it should be recognized that
the occurrence of advancenotification was recorded from the men’s own responses of& questionnaire item. There is always the possibility that answersto a qaSat
this sort may have been influenced by the degree of satisfaction, but it is unlikely ths

this subjective factor alone accounts for the high correlation. It was found thhe
general, in any given unit there was agreement on the part of a Jarge majority © ti a
men on their reports of the frequency of occurrence of advance notice. The questie

on the frequency of advance notice appears, therefore, to reflect the actual eonditions
in the unit rather than the men’s attitudes.
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pected from the correlations just mentioned, the majority of these

cases were from units in which a high proportion of the men reported .

that they were usually not given advance notice. ——

Evidence that this source of dissatisfaction bears somerelation to

attitudes toward the military organization is presented in Chart XV.

CHART XV

Reationsure Between Deores or Savisracrion wits ApvANcB NOTIFICATION OF

Stanp-Downs AND ATTirups Towarp Hicner HrapquaRtEers

(Based on a Survey of Heavy Bomber Crews in the European Theater, June 1944)

QUESTION "From what you have seen, how well do you feel thot higher headquarters { Wing, Division, 8th

Air Force Hq) understand your problems and needs?

PERCENTAGE RESPONDING

wo, Don't know ve Very well or foirt
Degree of satisfaction with advance much obov! our reol wel ware of ourneeds
hofice of stand-downs problems ond needs

Men who feel they ore given advance
notice as often as possible

Men who feel that it would be possible to have
advance notice somewhat more often

Men whofeel that it would be possible to have {%
advance notice a lof more often 

Data from §-135,
The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are

based.

Theresults suggest that the men who weredissatisfied with the lack
of advance stand-down notice may have tended, to some extent, to
blame higher headquarters for indifference toward the needs of com-
bat crews.” It might be expected that when men are working on
dangerous jobs which require irregular cycles of work andfree time,
the lack of advance notice of changes in the work schedules would
give rise to specific dissatisfactions which would contribute to the

’Theresults in Chart XV cannot be regarded as unequivocal evidence for this con-clusion since other attitudinal factors may account for the slight correlation.
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development of a generalized attitude of resentment toward the
authorities who appear to be responsible.
There are similar findings with respect to advance noticeof leaves

and passes. Combat air crew members were given frequentleaves
and passes which usually involved at least several daysof free time
away from the military environment. These much-needed vaca.
tions were highly prized by the men and elaborate plans wereoften
madefor them.
There appears to have been considerable variation from unit to

unit with respect to the reported occurrence of advance notice of
leaves and passes. In some groups, for example, a majority of the
men reported that they were given at least several days’ advance
notice, and in others the majority reported that they were usually
given no advance notice.
A majority of heavy bomber crew members expresseddissatisfac-

tion with the way in which leaves and passes were administered in
general; one of the most frequent types of written-in commentswas
the complaint that leaves and passes were too unpredictable. Lack
of advance notice as a source of dissatisfaction with the administra-
tion of leaves and passesis also suggested by the fact that men who
reported that they received no advance notice were more likely than
others to express dissatisfaction about the way in which leaves and
passes were administered in their units.2”. Moreover, those men

who reported no advance notice of leaves and passes were slightly

more likely than those who reported at least several days’ advance

notice to express a negative attitude toward higher headquarters;
26 per cent versus 15 per cent, respectively, asserted that higher

headquarters “don’t know very much about our real problems and

needs.”
Lack of advance notice of free time tended in someinstances to

reinforce a conception of higher authorities as remote, detachedper-

sons who wereindifferent to the welfare of the men. Consequently

the practice of providing advance noticeof timeoff as often as pos-

sible may have been important, not simply in facilitating the men’s

utilization of their free time, but also in maintaining favorable atti-

0 Of those who reported that they were usually given no advance notice of lea

and passes (N = 836), 76 per cent responded “It could be somewhat better’ or |
could be a lot better” to the question: “How do you feel about the present practice
in your outfit with respect to the granting of leaves and passes?” Among those nO)

reported that they were usually given at least several days’ advance notice (N = 460),
60 per cent gave these answers,
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tudes toward higher headquarters. In so far as the data provide

someevidencefor this relationship, they are in agreement with re-

search findings in the field of industrial morale which show that

policies and practices which facilitate the advantageous utilization

of employees’ free timegive rise to more favorable attitudes toward

management.

SECTION III

ATTITUDES RELATED TO DIFFERENTIALS IN COMBAT FLYING

CONDITIONS FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF AIRCRAFT

There were considerable differences in the entire combat situation,

depending upon whether a man flew in a heavy, medium,or light

bomberor in a fighter plane. Some indication of the differentials

in the conditions of combatflying is provided by the criticisms made

about the various types of aircraft to which the men had been as-
signed. Among heavy bomber crews, many more criticisms came

from men whoflew in the B-24 than from those who flew in the B-17.
That the former tended to be morecritical of their plane than the
latter is shown by the following results :*4

Qusstion: “Po you think you have the best type of airplane for the par-
ticular job which you haye to do?”

Number PER CENT ANSWERING!
of cases No Uncertain Yes Total

B-24 crew members 1,883 16 8 76 100
B-17 crew members 1,792 4 4 92 100

The following excerpts illustrate the types of free-answer criti-
cisms written in by men who flew in the B-24:

The main objection to the B-24 as a combat plane is the poor design with regard
to space for personnel movement. Iverything is cramped in front of the waist,
With no chance of fast or easy movement in combat situations. It is poor for
bailing out of for the same reasons.

I personally don’tfeel that the B-24 is a good ship from the standpointof accurate
bombingandprecise navigation becauseofits poor visibility characteristics.

Men who are picked to fly B-24’s should be picked for their physical abilities ;
there should be no pilots under 160 lbs., because the physical strain of formation
flying is too much,

1 Data from 8-135.
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As these quotations indicate, the major complaints tended to be:
crowded working space in the nose of the plane, low visibility,and
the strain and difficulty of flying B-24’s in formation.
A somewhat different type of criticism was made by medium

bomber crews. The comments made by men whoflew in the B-26
tended to center upon the inappropriate type of missions in which
their plane was employed. Forty per cent of the officers and 30
per cent of the enlisted men in medium bombercrews answered
“Yes” to the question: “In your judgment is your ship now being
used in any kinds of combat assignments for which it is not well
suited?’ = The most frequent criticism (mentioned by two thirds
of the men who wrote in comments in answer to a supplementary
question) was the use of medium bombersfor night missions.

Night flying. The B-26 is not a night or instrument ship. Forget about night
flying. I dread it. Let the RAF do it.

Night missions—which seem senseless as bombing and navigation is far worse
than day. Enemy fighters have golden chance. Flak more accurate.

Other criticisms asserted that the B-26 was being misused because
it was employed for low-level bombing, long-range missions, and
pinpoint precision bombing. Unlike the men in B-24 crews, those

whoflew in the B-26 made few criticisms of specific features of the

design of their plane in response to a question on improvements

needed in their type of ship.
A substantial proportion of men in light bomber (A-20) crews

madecriticisms of both types. Forty per cent asserted that modifi-

cations in the design of their plane were needed to improve combat

efficiency; most of the written-in commentsstressed the inadequate

speed and maneuverability of the A-20. Criticisms in terms of the

misuse of their plane were also frequent amonglight bomber crews.

More than 50 per cent of the officers and 30 per centof the gunners

asserted that the A-20 was being misused.* The major criticisms

referred to the inefficiency of employing light bombers for medium

altitude and precision bombing.

Medium altitude bombing. We don’t have the bombload,our speed is sacrificed,

and thesix fixed fifties in the nose havestill to be used.

Havoes do not appear to be readily adaptable to precision bombing, and yet their
results are judged on that basis in this theater.

22 §-150.
23 8-150.
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Medium altitude. They say P-47’s are carrying 2,000 pounds . . . so why send

a bigger ship when a fighter could do it?

As might be expected, among the crews in each type of aircraft

those who were most critical of their own type of plane were most

likely to express dissatisfaction about their combat flying assign-

ment. Ilustrative results, based on the sample of heavy bomber

crews, are shown in Chart XVI.

CHART XVI

Renationsnie Berween Men’s Evauvarion or THerm Own Tree or PLANE AND

SATISFACTION WITH THEIR CompaT Fiyina ASSIGNMENT

(Based on a Survey of Heavy Bomber Crews in the European Theater, June 1944)

QUESTION "How well satisfied are you with your present assignment as compared with other types of
combat flying assignments ?

PERCENTAGE RESPONDING

Dissatisfied No Satisfied

Among men who assert that their own
type of plane is best

Among men who do nof assert that their Yy 58
own type of planeis best / YY

Data from 8-135,
5 The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are
eased.

We have seen that somewhat different types of criticisms about
their plane were made by the men in heavy, medium, and light
bomber crews. Thesecriticismsreflect the differentials in combat
flying conditions to which crewsin the various typesof aircraft were
exposed. Missions in different types of aircraft differed in many
important respects: the duration of the flight, the type of target
which was attacked, the amount and typeof antiaircraft action to
which the plane was exposed, the extent to which evasive action
could be taken, etc. These differences in the conditions of combat
flying in various typesof aircraft may have had markedly differen-
tial effects upon morale attitudes, especially because of the differ-
ences in the amountsof fatigue and anxiety elicited.
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Survey results show that on many attitude items there are sig-
nificant differences among men who flew in the various types of
aircraft. The data do not show the extent to which thesedifferences
in attitudes are attributable to any of the many factors which differ-
entiated the combat flying conditions of the different typesof air.

craft. Nevertheless, when the differences in attitudes among crews
in various types of aircraft are examined, certain patterns emerge
which are suggestive of possible effects upon motivation for combat
of various combat flying conditions. —

Section I of the preceding chapter described therelatively favor-
able morale attitudes of combat flying personnel in general, as com-
pared with ground combat troops and with general cross sectionsof
the Army as a whole. Nevertheless, there are marked differences
among various subgroups of airmen. If the attitude responses of
combat air crew members are broken down bytypeof aircraft, we
find a fairly consistent rank order: (1) Fighter pilots. (2) Light
bomber crews. (3) Medium bomber crews. (4) Heavy bomber’

crews.
This rank order, with fighter pilots expressing the most favorable

attitudes and heavy bomber crews expressing the least favorable

attitudes, may be conveniently referred to in terms ofthesize of the

aircraft in which the men flew, since the rank order based on differ-

ences in attitudes happens to correspond to a ranking from the

smallest to the largest plane. As is seen in Chart XVII,this rank

order tends to occur in the case of four attitude items which are

indicators of motivation for combat:

24 The phrase “size of aircraft” will be used as a purely descriptive term to designate

the particular rank order under discussion. The use of this term is a matter of con-

venience and does not imply that size of aircraftis, in itself, an effective variable which

accounts for differences in attitudes. .
25 The complete wording of the questions and check-list responses used in Chart XVII

is as follows:

Question A: .
If you were doing it over again, do you think you would choose to sign up for
combat flying? ,

Yes, I’m pretty sure I would
Yes, I think I would, but I’m not sure
No, I don’t think I would
No, I’m sure I would not

Question B: . d with
How well satisfied are you with your present assignment, as compared Wi
other types of combat flying assignments? . .

Bettersatisfied than I would be with any other combat flying assignment
As well satisfied as I would be with any other . . . snment.
Would be better satisfied in some other type of combatflying assign

(What type of assignment?)
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1. Willingness to volunteer for combat.

2. Satisfaction with combat assignment.

3. Willingness to volunteer for an additional series of combat

missions in the ETO.

4. Willingness to volunteer for an additional series of combat

missions in some other theater.

Torthe first two items, A and B, the rank order corresponding to

size of aircraft is unequivocal. In the case of the latter, there are

statistically significant differences between successive groups, i.e.,

for each of the following comparisons: fighter pilots versus light

bomber crews; light bomber crews versus medium bomber crews;

medium bombercrews versus heavy bomber crews. For the two

additional items (C and D), the rank order does not completely cor-

respond since fighter pilots do not differ significantly from light

bomber crews. But if these two groups are combined and com-
pared with medium and heavy bombercrews, the difference is sta-
tistically significant. Self-rating of physical condition is another

attitude variable which is relevant to consider since it has been

found in other studies to be related both to motivation for combat
and to psychoneurotic reactions. The results on self-ratings of
physical condition in Chart XVII show that the rank order of the
four types of air crews corresponds to the size of aircraft with the
exception that medium and heavy bomber crews donotdiffer.
There is thus a relationship between the men’s motivation for

combat and the size of the aircraft in which they flew. Before at-
tempting to interpret this relationship in terms of differences in

Question C:
As you seeit at present, would you willingly take on another series of missions
in the ETO after spending a 30-day furlough in the USA?
x

Undecided

Question D:
As you sce it at present, would you willingly take on another series of missions
in someother theater after spending a 30-day furlough in the USA?

No
~ Undecided

Question E:
In general, what sort of physical condition would you say you are in at the
present time?

Very good physical condition
Good physical condition
Fair physical condition
Poor physical condition
Very poor physical condition

 



CHART XVII

Arrrropes Inpicative or Morivation ror Compar Amona Comper AR Crem .
Four Tyrrs oF AIRCRAFT .

(Based on Surveys of Officers and Enlisted Men in Various Types of Air Crews;

Buropean Theater, June 1944) - ewsin the

PERCENTAGE GIVING INDIGATED RESPONSE TO RELATED QUESTION

QUESTION A “If you were doing it over again, do you think you would choose fo sign up for combat flying?"

No Yes, but No Yes

Fighter piaones

Light bombers

Medium bombers

Heavy bombers

QUESTION B “How woll satisfied are you with your prasent assignment, as comparedwith other types of,
combatflying assignments?”

Dis- Fairly No Most
satisfied satisfied ans. satisfied

Fighter planes

Light bombers 4 D.W™NSN
Medium bombers y j INNEe
Heavy bombers es: iEWSS23

QUESTION G “...would you willingly toke on another series of missionsin the ETO...2”

Undecided Yes

Fighter planes

Light bombers

Medium bombers

Heovy bombers

QUESTION D "... would you willingly take on another series of missions in some other theater...2"

No . Undecided

Fighter planes

Light bombers

Medium bombers

Heavy bombers

QUESTION E "In general, what sort of physical condition would you say you are in at the present time”

Poor or Fair Good Very
very poor

rtOO
Fighter planes NNeeea35U3

Light bombers 4
Medium bombers

Heavy bombers 
ke

Data from §-135, $-142, and S-150. For complete wording of questions and chee
list responses, see footnote to accompanying text. re.
The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages aa

based.



CHART XVIII

Arrirupes Inpicarrve or Morrvarion ror Comsat Asone Prors iy Fore
Tyres or AIRCRAFT

(Based on Surveys of CombatPilots in the European Theater, June 1944)

PERGENTAGE GIVING INDICATED RESPONSE TO RELATED QUESTION  
       

        
        

   

     

      

  
QUESTION A “If you were doing it over again, do you think you wauld chooseto sign up for combat ttyisg 3*

No Yes, but No Yes
not sure ons.

  Fighter pilots

Light bomberpilots

Medium bomberpilots

Heavy bomberpilots

QUESTION B “How wall satisfied ara you with your present cssignmant, as compored with olher types

of combatflying assignments?

Dis- Folrly No Most sailstied
satisfied sctisfied ons,
  

   

 

    

Fighter pilots

Light bomberpilots

Medium bomberpilots Yyoaggn |
OG.SNR27Heavy bomberpilots YE: Yi

 

    

QUESTION G"..would you willingly take on another serles of misstons In the ETO...2”

Undecidad

  
   

 

   
    

    
    
    

 

Fighter pilots

Light bomberpilots

  Fighter pilots

Light bomberpilots

Medium bomberpilots

Heavy bomber pilots

. a

QUESTION E “in general, what sort of physical condition would you soy you are in atine present ime?

Very good

  
Fighter pilots

Light bomberpilots

Medium bomberpilots

Heavy bomberpilots

id check-Data from S-135, S-142 and 8-150. For complete wording of questions ®
list responses, see footnote to text accompanying Chart XVII. hich porcentoges at

The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which Pp
baged.
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in terms of the number of combat air crew members who were di-

rectly dependent upon the skill and good judgment of the pilot.

The fighter pilot was alone in his plane. He had the responsibility

of cooperating with other pilots in his squadron in the tactics of

meeting the enemy, but, so far as the fate of his own plane was con-

cerned, he was on his own and had only himself to worry about. In

interviews, fighter pilots often mentioned this and explicitly referred

to the burden of responsibility. for other men in the crew as a reason

for preferring their own assignment. The light bomberpilot had

two other men in his ships; the medium bomberpilot was responsi-

ble for five others; the heavy bomberpilot was the commanderof a

crew of nine others.

It is possible that pilots who had a larger number of men in their

crews may have experienced more psychological stress on their com-

bat missions because of the increased responsibility, and this may

have resulted in reduced motivation for combat. But this inter-

pretation does not satisfactorily accountfor the relationship between

size of aircraft and motivation for combat in the light of the addi-

tional results presented in Chart XTX.
While the differences among enlisted men in the three types of

bomber crews (Chart XTX) are not as clear-cut and consistent as

those for pilots (Chart XVIII), they do tend to show the samerela-

tionship between size of aircraft and motivation for combat: (a) in
the case of all five attitude questions, the proportion of enlisted men
who express favorable attitudes is significantly higher for light
bomber crews than for heavy bomber crews; (b) on two of the ques-
tions (Questions C and D) the medium bombergroup definitely is
in an intermediate position between the light and heavy bomber
groups; (¢c) on three attitude questions (Questions A, B, and E) the
medium bomber crews are not in an intermediate position but this
deviation is significant onlyin the case of one of them (Question E).
In general, the results in Chart XIXtend to bear out the data pre-
sented in Chart XVIII in indicating that with Army rank and type
of flying job held relatively constant, there is a relationshipbetween
size of aircraft and motivation for combat. However, since the
results for enlisted crew members tendto parallel the corresponding
results for pilots, it is clear that the relationship cannotbe explained
solely on the basis of the increased degree of responsibility of pilots
in the larger aircraft. Thus the relationship may be due to some
factor or set of factors which affect all of the combat air crew mem-
bers in the larger ships.



CHART XTX

Arriropes InpicaTivE or Motivation ror Comsat Amona Enuistep MEN 1
THREE Types OF AIRCRAFT

(Based on Surveys of Enlisted Men in Combat Air Crews in the European Theater
June 1944) _

PERCENTAGEGIVING INDICATED RESPONSE TO RELATED QUESTION

QUESTION A "If you were doing it over again, do you think you would chooseto sign up for combat flying?”

No Yes, but No Yes
not sure ans.

EM in light bomber crews WNEEE
EM in medium bombercrews GYNEN|a)
EMin heavy bomber crews USSUTNAIN|TEE

QUESTION B "How wall satisfied are you with your present assignment, as compared with other types of
combatflying assignments 2?

Dis- Fairl No Most
satisfied sotistied ons, satisfied

EMin light bomber crews BIARRA35

EM in medium bombercrews PANSY36d

EM in heavy bomber crews ZeonWeen24

_|

QUESTION G “would you willingly take on another series of missionsin the ETO...2"

No Undecided Yes

este]44EMin light bomber crews UW

EM in medium bomber crews YYYgSYHfpeee|29

|

EM in heavy bomber crews PYH//Zfssffyyyiwsicci| 15

|

EM in light bomber crews

EM in medium bomber crews

EM in heavy bomber crews

EMin light bomber crews

EM in mediums bomber crews

EMin heevy bomber crews 
: : celish re-Data from S-185 and S-150. For complete wording of questions and check-list r

" sponses, see footnote to text accompanying Chart XVII. . are
The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages

based. .
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Onepossibility to consider is that the differences are attributable

to differences in amount of exposure to aerial combat. As we have

seen earlier in this chapter, with increased number of missions flown

in any given type of aircraft there appears to be a marked decline in

motivation for combat. But in view of the differences in types of

missions to which they were assigned, it is not very meaningful to

compare total number of missions flown by crews in one type of air-

craft with the total flown by crews in another typeof aircraft. In

any case, the factor of frequency of combat missions could not be

adduced to explain the differences in attitudes because, as would be

expected from the numberof missions specified for their tour of com-

bat duty, the men in our sample of heavy bomber crews flew the

fewest total number of missions. The average number of missions

TABLE 4

Am Force Barrne Casuaury Rares is Tas Hororssn THEATER
During rae Six-Monra Pertop, January Torovucs Juns 1944

CASUALTY RATES PER 1,000 PER 6 MONTHS
Killed or Wounded or
missing in injured tn Total

COMBAT AIR CREWS IN: action action casualties

Fighter planes 484 39 523
Medium bombers 238 112 350
Heavy bombers 712 175 887

flown by men in the sample of medium bomber crews wasgreater
than that for the sample of light bomber crews and it was the fighter
pilots who flew the greatest number of missions.

Clearly, the differences in the character of the missions flown
rather than in the absolute frequency of missions must be taken into
account. Of primary importance were the differentials in the
chancesfor survival in flying combat missions in one typeof aircraft
as against another.
Table 4 showsthe casualtyratesfor fighter pilots, medium bomber

crews, and heavy bomber crews, based on data obtained from the
Office of the Air Surgeon. (Rates for light bomber crews were not
obtainable, but members of the Air Surgeon’s statistical section indi-
cated in informal conversation that the casualty rates were probably
lower for light bomber crews than for medium bomber crews.)
Since the casualty rates are for the period of January through June
1944, they cover the period during which the men surveyed in June
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1944 had been flying. It will be observed in Table 4 that although:. s

the casualty rate was highest for heavy bomber crews, the rank
order in terms of casualty rates does not correspond to thesize of
aircraft rank order.” Lo

It is highly probable that the objective degree of dangerousnes
to which the men were exposed had an effect upon their motivation
for combat. To some extent, this would explain the finding that
heavy bomber crews appear to show lower motivation for combst
than men in other typesof aircraft.” Nevertheless, it is useful to
consider the ways in which objective danger was perceived bythe
men flying in various typesof aircraft. Weshall, therefore,discus
someof the specific conditions of combat flying which mayhave re. '
sulted in greater psychological stress amongmen flying in the heavier
types of aircraft than among thosein thelighter typesofaircraft.

Onepossibility is that heavy bomber crews may have been more
aware of their vulnerability to enemy fire. The necessity toflyin .
rigid formation and the restrictions upon evasive action wheney-
posed to flak and enemyfighter attacks are conditions which prob-
ably tended to augment anxiety reactions in all of the members of
the crew.

In interviews, men who flew in heavy bombersoften asserted that
they sweated out antiaircraft attacks on almost every oneof their

missions; they sometimes explicitly stated that they felt extremely

tense when their ship was exposed to flak while flying in formation

because they realized that nothing could be done about it. Menin

the smaller ships, which had greater maneuverability andoften oper-

27 Fighter pilots manifested a consistently higher degree of motivation for combat

than did the men in medium and light bomber crews, whereas the casualty rate for
fighter pilots was much higher than for the other two types of aircraft. This discrep-
ancy may have been the consequence of special selection factors. First ofall, alter
initial pilot training, those who had volunteered to be fighter pilots rather than bomber
pilots may have been more highly motivated to participate actively in aerial warlare

(to be a “hot” pilot). Secondly, there was # special administrative policy which wes -

applied onlyto fighter pilots. All fighter pilots were systematically examined through
out the entire period that they were on operational duty; as soon as anyslight physics
impairment or any anxiety reaction to combat flying was detected, the man veed
mediately removed from combat duty as a fighter pilot. (In some cases the disqua The
fighter pilot was transferred to another combat assignment as a bomber pilot.) ho:
continualselection process probably resulted in the elimination of the fighter pilots fae

were most likely to manifest a decline in motivation for combat. These select on

tors may account, to a large extent, for our findings which show that fighter Pr 0 bet
active combat duty had higher motivation for combat than any other type of combs"
ying personnel, .
8 The heavy bomber crews were surveyed before D Day and all the other ard

surveyed after D Day. It may be that psychological reactions to the launching ¢:

first weeks of the invasion of Europe had considerable influence on the attitudes ©

combat air crews.
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ated in looser formations, were perhaps less frequently exposed to

this kind of situation.

Prolongedinactivity is another factor which may have tended to

augment the feeling of helplessness on combat missions:

“There is a special type of physical strain connected with flying

which is felt most keenly by the pilots although also to some extent

by other members of the crew. This is due to the immobility on

long flights. They are required to sit in uncomfortable postures for

many hours with little opportunity to move about. During much

of this time they are under severe emotional strain, which becomes

registered as muscular tension. Yet there is no way in which they

can adequately relieve this muscular tension as long as they are in

the plane. Gunners who can move aroundin the plane have only

a few momentsof actual activity suitable for release of tension and

during the remainder of the time build up large quantities of tension

anticipatory to the battle.” *
There were considerable differences among the four types of air-

cratt crews in the degree of activity on combat missions. It is prob-

able that the larger the plane, the less opportunity there was for en-
gaging in the kind of overt, concentrated activity which would serve

to release tension and to distract attention away from anxiety cues.
In general, a fighter pilot flew on relatively short combat missions

and, as the sole flyer in his plane, was continuously occupied with
the activities involved in operating and maneuvering his plane and
in carrying out assaults upon his targets. But in the larger planes,
missions were of much longer duration. Also, with a larger number
of men in the crew, there was increased specialization of function,
and concomitantly, a greater proportion of inactivity. Hence
the relationship betweensize of aircraft and motivation for combat
may be attributable in part to the increased tension on combat mis-
sions arising from prolonged inactivity.

This hypothesis is in accord with a widely accepted principle of
emotional behavior: the less opportunity there is for the release of
motor tension and for concentration of attention upon a distracting
task in a situation of stress, the greater the degree of anxiety elicited
by that situation. There is reason to believe that this principle
applies to the Air Corps combatsituation. Many incidents have
been reported about nonrationalacts of airmen on their combat mis-
sions (e.g., gunnersfiring at flak bursts) which served no apparent

one R, Grinker and J. P. Spiegel, Men Under Stress (Blakiston, Philadelphia, 1945),p. 29.
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function except to relieve the strain of inactivity. . Ip interviews .

combat flying personnel often reported that theyfelt’ most, anxions
on their combat missions when they were “just sitting and waiting
to see what would happen” and least anxious when they were g |
busy that they “didn’t have time to think aboutit.”

Summary

The first section of this chapter dealt with someof the psycholog.
ical effects of successive exposures to aerial combat. Evidence wos
presented which indicates that with increased number of combi
missions flown there was a decrease in willingness for combat flying
and an increase in symptoms of chronic tension and anxiety. Jn
addition, it was shown that there was a marked discrepancybetween
the trend in the men’s attitudes toward their own physical condition
and the trend in their actual behavior with respect to physical symp-
toms as measured by sick-call rates. This finding was interpreted
in terms of the goal of finishing the tour of combat duty and a nun-
ber of hypotheses were presented on the ways in whichthe Air Corps
policy of specifying a tour of combat duty may haveaffected the
motivational structure underlying willingness for combat flying.

Several problems in connection with rest and recreation between
combat missions were discussed in the second section. From the
available evidence it was shown that the primary effect of a heavy
work load (as measured by number of combat missions flown ina

10-day period) appeared to have been physical fatigue due to insu-

ficient time for rest and recuperation between missions. The re-

sults provided no evidence of any changes in morale attitudes when

the work load was varied from 1 to 7 or more missions per 10days.

Results were presented on another factor connected with rest and

recreation: advance notice of time off. Some findings were pre
sented which suggest that this factor may have been important1

the Air Corps combatsituation, not simply in facilitating the men's

utilization of their free time but also in maintaining favorableatt

tudes toward higher headquarters. _
In the third section comparisons were made of the attitude re-

sponses of combat crews in various typesof aircraft. A number0

hypotheses were formulated, in termsof differentials in the condi-

tions of combat flying which may account for attitude differences

items indicative of motivation for combat. .

c



CHAPTER 9

 

 PSYCHONEUROTIC SYMPTOMS IN THE.

ARMY

Introduction

RoM time to time reference has been made in these volumes to

problems which may be thoughtof as falling within thefield of

psychiatry. The discussion of men in combat, in earlier chapters

of this volume, devoted a good deal of attention to their fear and

anxiety reactions. In VolumeI the discussion of men’s adjustment

to the Army immediately raised the question of their preliminary

adjustments and how these affected their reactions to the Army.

It is the purpose of this chapter to offer a systematic review, so

far as the data permit, of soldiers’ emotional reactions to someof the

major types of situations which were encountered in the Army.

That is, though not all men went through every phase of Army serv-
ice, the typical Army cycle may be thought of as a sequence of
induction, training, overseas duty, combat, return to the United
States, and finally return to civilian life. The earlier stages of this
cycle, through combat, have already been analyzed in somedetail,

and the two later stages will be discussed in chapters to follow. Our
interest here is not so much on these situations themselves as it is
on abstracting from them their implications for the emotional sta-
bility of the meninvolved in them and in putting these together for
a kind of panoramic view of the Army cycle from this standpoint.
Obviously, this is not, nor is it intended to be, a discussion of either
the history or the findings of military psychiatry in World WarII.
These subjects are treated elsewhere by persons more qualified by

 

? By Shirley A. Star. Other analysts of the Research Branch staff who did maj
work in this area were Arnold M. Rose, Robin M. Williams, Jr., and Irving L Janis,
Louis Guttman was primarily responsible for the techniques used in deriving the tests
discussed in this chapter. The techniques themselves are discussed in Volume IV.

* The final stage of this cycle—return to civilian life—is one for which we have only
the indirect data presented in Chapter 13 so far as th ‘ i jfheHndtrectdatepr e problems of emotional adjust-

4it
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training and experience andthe interested readeris referred to their:
work.® ,
Our purpose, then, is to trace the changing incidence of psycho.

neurotic stresses through the idealized sequenceofsituationsin the
Army. In doing so, we shall employ test scores as indices ofpy.
choneurotic tendency and deal with changes in them. Thesignif. '
cance of changes in these test scores, of course, depends upon the
extent to which they are valid and reliable. We may anticipatethe:
next several sections of this chapter by saying that the available
data indicate that these scores havesufficient validity andreliability ”
so that changes in scores—even though the comparisonsaredrawn _
from studies madeat different points in time and with samplesdif. -
fering in demographic characteristics—can be attributed to the
changed Armycareersituation involved and notto structural weak. -
nesses of the indices. .
The reader who is not concerned with the evidence bearing on

these technical points can turn at once to the substantive portion of ”
this chapter beginning with Section II headed “Variations in the -
Incidence of Symptoms Associated with Stages of the Army Cycle.”.
Before coming to this section, we shall discuss (1) the indicesused
and the data relating to their validity, (2) the extent to which test

scores had the same meaningfor different subgroups of the popula-.

tion, and (8) the extent to which test scores had the same meaning

at different points in time. ,

SHCTION I

THE INDICES OF PSYCHONEUROTIC TENDENCIES ~

In the course of its work, the Research Branch was asked by the -

Surgeon General’s Office to develop a paper-and-pencil test to be
used in psychiatric screening. That someof the standard attitude

items used as indicators of general adjustment to the Army were .
actually predictive of subsequent psychiatric breakdown was evr

dent from sample studiesinitiated in the fall of 1943. .
In Volume I, Chapter 4, there appears an extensive compatiso?

of factors in the pre-Army experience of Army psychiatric patients
in the United States and of a cross section of enlisted men. ivr

- dence was shown there that psychiatric patients had distinetlyless

nd War
ychiatry

 

*See, for example, R. R. Grinker and J. P. Spiegel, Men Under Stress8

Neuroses (Blakiston, Philadelphia, 1945) and B. A. Strecker and K. E. Appel, 2's
in Modern Warfare (The Macmillan Company, New York, 1945).
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favorable attitudes on several standard itemsreflecting general ad-

justment to the Army than did the cross section of soldiers. The

game was true of AWOL’s in stockades as compared with the cross

section—as might be expected if the attitude variables were to meet

any test of validity. With respect to questions reflecting adjust-

ment to the Army, however, it was particularly needful to study atti-

tudes of an unselected group of men and trace their subsequent

behavior in the Army. Would items on adjustment discriminate

significantly, for example, between men destined eventually to be

segregated as psychoneurotic and men not so destined?

This was checked on the basis of a survey made on a cross section

of new Infantry recruits in the autumn of 1943. These men had

been in the Army only a few weeks, having been sent directly to a

division for training without going through the usual replacement

training center. This division was followed for several months by

a research team which was detached from Washington to remain

with it. By the following March, approximately six months after

the initial study, 73 men in the sample whose attitudes were studied

in the autumn had been diagnosed as psychoneurotic by the division

medical staff. These psychoneurotics were matched with 730 men

who had the same characteristics by education, age, and marital

status; and the attitudes of the two groupsas of the previous autumn
were compared. Results are shown in Table 1.
While many questions of the type shown in Table 1 discriminated

significantly between men who were destined for psychiatric treat-
ment and other men, it was felt necessary to develop a still better
diagnostic set of items for general use in the Army. Therelatively
high discriminating value of items like the report on physical condi-
tion indicated, in particular, the need for more explicit investigation
of psychosomatic complaints as useful in screening tests.
The test that the Research Branch was developing for the Surgeon

General for screening at induction stations‘ obviously could not use
items based on Army experience. In developingthis test, in use at
all induction stations since 1944, a good deal of data bearing on the
reported incidence in the Army population of symptoms frequently
associated with psychoneurosis was accumulated. The potential
usefulness of these data in analyzing other attitudinaland motiva-
tional problems of the Army was immediately apparent and led
to the development of abridged versions of the Neuropsychiatric’

‘The construction of this test is described in detail j I i
“The Screening of Psychoneurotics in the Army,” a Yo ume *Y in the chapter on
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TABLE 1

Arritoppn Responses or 4 Group or Mrn Sunsequentiy Dracnosep as
Psycnonnurotic Comrarnp win AN EquatEp Norma Conrron Group

(Trainees in an Infantry Division in the United States, Autumn 1943)
——eEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEey—y——————————m—»>=_=__————————

780 “normal”
trainees

78 trainees equated for
subsequently education,
diagnosed age, and
as psycho- marital
neurotics condition Difference

 

Personal Esprit
“What kind of physical condition arc you in?”
Percentage answering “poor” AT 13 34

“Jn general, how would you say you feel most
of the time, in good spirits or low spirits?”

Porcentage answering “lowspirits” 44 18 23

“Do you usually fecl sure of yourself when you
face new jobs and situations or do you usually
havo somo doubts about your ability to handle
them?”

Pereentage answering “a lot of doubts” 52 36 16

“How much homesickness do you feel?”
Percentage answering “quite a lot” or “a
good deal” . 67 58 9

"Tn gencral what sort of time do you have in .
the Army?”
Pereentage answering “T have a pretty rotten
timo” 34 26 8

‘ ‘Do you ever worry about whether you will bo
injured in combat before the war is over?” .

Percentage answering “a great deal” 19 11 8

Personal Commitment
“Do you feel it was fair for you to be drafted
when you were?”

Percentage giving reasons why “I should
nevor have been drafted” 32 12 20

“If it were up to you to choose,,do you think
you could do more for your country as a sol-
dier or as a worker in a war job?”

Percentage answering “as a worker in a war
job” 74 58 6

Complaints About Army Job or About Army in
General
“Do you usually feel that what you are doing
in the A-myis worth while or not?”

Perccntage answering “not worth while” 44 25 19
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TABLE 1 (Continued)

aresanna

ne
e

, 730 “normal”
trainees

7Birainees equated for
subsequently education,
diagnosed age, and
as psycho~ . marital .
neurotics condition Difference

a

nD

Ennoeee

‘Do you feel that the Army is trying to control

you and other soldiers morestrictly and in more
ways than it needs to?” “19

Percentage answering “yes” 52 40 1

“Do you think the Army is piling too much
work on you?”

Percentage answering “a little too much” or
“a, Iot too much” 60 , 49 il

‘Flow well satisfied are you about being in your
present Army job instead of some other Army
job?”

Percentage answering “dissatisfied” or “very
dissatisfied” ‘ 60 49 11

“How much of your train‘ng or duty time is
used in doing things that do not seem impor-
tant to you?”

Percentage answering “‘a lot of it” 36 26 10

‘In general how well do you think the Armyis
run?”
Percentage answering “very poorly” 14 6 8

“Pow do you feel about medical attention in
the Army?”
Percentage answering “rather poor” or “very .

poor?’ 54 AT 7:

 

Data from 8-70.

Screening Adjunct (as the induction station screening test was called
officially) which could be more conveniently included in studies
whose primary interest was directed to othersets of problems. The
data collected in these later studies are the data with which weshall
be primarily concerned in analyzing differentials in reported symp-
toms under the varying conditions in which soldiers lived, so it is
necessary to describe briefly the alternative tests we shall be using.

Altogether, three tests will be referred to here, the full test and
two abridged versions of it. Thus we have:

1. TheAnxiety Symptoms Index, based on five of the more com-
mon signs of anxiety included in the NSA,viz., nervousness, insom-
nia, tremors, sweaty hands, and stomach disturbances. .
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2. The Psychosomatic Symptoms Index, madeupofsix of the ques.
tions used in the NSA, two of which were also used in the Anxiety
Symptoms Index. These symptoms were tremors, stomach dis.
turbances, fainting spells, nightmares, shortness of breath,andpres.
sure in the head.

3. The Neuropsychiatric Screening Adjunct (NSA), which con.
tains fifteen items,® including, in addition to those employedin the
other indexes, questions about health problems generally, dizzy
spells, accelerated heartbeat, nail biting, cold sweats, and sick head.
aches.-

It should be readily apparent that all of the questions have a
roughly similar content, the subjectively experienced incidenceof
psychosomatic complaints.° The distinction’ in name amongthe
three tests is introduced primarily for convenience in referring to
them and is not meant to imply any real differences in the behavior
being indexed by them.
By comparing the score distributions of each of these indices which

occurred in a cross section of white enlisted men with no overseas
service with those of a sample of hospitalized white psychoneurotic
patients with no overseas service drawn from the same universe,
each score distribution was dichotomized. The phrase critical

scores will be used to indicate those scores which occurredrelatively

§ “NSA”is customarily employed as an abbreviation for the entire “Neuropsychiatric
Screening Adjunct.’ Here, and hereafter, however, we are referring only to the part
of the Adjunct which is numerically scored. Sce the chapter on ‘The Screeningof
Psychoneurotics in the Army” in Volume IV for an exact statement of the composition
of the test.

® Most of the questions took the form of:
‘

Are you ever bothered by
Have you ever been bothered by

Often
Sometimes
Never

See the chapter on “The Screening of Psychoneurotics in the Army” in Volume WV
for their exact wording, ‘7The sample of hospitalized psychoneurotic patients was obtained by apetients in station hospitals at all of the camps visited in securing the cross section.
Since a station hospital served only the camp in which it was located, the psychorotics may safely be taken-as coming from the same universeas the cross ann

represents. Ard since station hospitals functioned as the clearinghouse from rise
psychoneurotics were treated and returned to full duty, assigned tospecial rene thetion training, referred to other hospitals for further treatment, or discharged from ‘a

Army, ths sample may reasonably be regarded as representative of psychoneur docs
the Array who were hospitalized before serving outside the United States. It d 4

however, omit such psychoneurotics as were never hospitalized, e.g., those who recelv
only outpatient treatment. -
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more frequently among the psychoneurotic group than among the

cross section representing the universe fromwhichthe patients came,

while other scores (that is, those which occurred relatively more fre-

quently in the total population thanin the psychoneurotic subgroup)

are referred to as noncritical.®

As might be expected from their similar and, indeed, overlapping

content, the three indices gave verysimilar results. By this classi-.

TABLE 2

TyrerRenation or THE NSA, Anxrery Syatproms INDEX, AND
Psycnososatic Symproms INDEX

(White Enlisted Men with No Overseas Service, Cross Section and

Hospitalized Psychoneurotic Patients, January-February 1944)

  

ANKIETY SYMPTOMS

    

NBA AND NSA AND INDEX AND
ANXIETY SYMPTOMS PSYCHOSOMATIC PSYCHOSOMATIC

INDEX SYMPTOMS INDEX SYMPTOMS INDEX
Psycho- Psycho- Psycho-

CLASSIFICATION Cross neurotic Cross neurotic Cross neurotte
OF SCORES: section patients section patients section patients

Received critical scores
on both tests 24% 86% 23% 83% 23% 80%

Received critical score
on first test only 3 4 4 7 10 8

Received critical score
on second test only 9 2 9 2 9 5

Received critical score
on neither test 64 8 64 8 58 7

Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Number of cases 8,601 463 8,601 663 8,601 &63

Correlation:
» Fourfold 72 -70 69 -60 57 45
Pearsonian 89 83 85 84 75 62

 

Data from 5-09.

fication into critical and noncritical scores, the relationship between
each pair of tests has been reduced to a fourfold table, as shown in
Table 2. As we see here, from 81 to 88 per centof the cross section
of white enlisted men with no overseas service and from 87 to 94
per cent of the psychoneurotic group were placed consistently into
either the critical or noncritical score group by both tests in any

5 Operationally speaking, critical scores are those at or below the point of intersection
of the frequency polygonsof the score distributions of the ¢ i
neurotic group. See Volume IV, ‘ Toss section and the psycho-
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pair. In other words, the use of one test rather than anothe
affected the scores of only a small minority of the men. The actual
,correlations for these fourfold classifications, as well as the correla.
tions of the full score distributions, are also shown in Table2, al
though, in view of the lack of independence of the several scores
these are not too meaningful. Asa final note on the substitutability
of one score for another, we may mention that 78 per cent of the
cross section and 86per cent of the psychoneurotic patients received
the same classification whatever index was used; thatis, they were
classified into the critical group or into the noncritical group by all
three indices considered simultaneously. ;

TABLE 3

Comparative DiscRiIMINATION oF THE NSA, Anxiety Symproms INDEX, AND
Psycnosomatic Symproms Inpex Amonea Waits Eniistep Men wire No-

Oversras Srrvicr, Cross Secrion AND Psycsonevurorics Comparep

(January-February 1944)

  

PERCENTAGES RECEIVING CRITICAL SCORES ON

GIVEN TEST:

 

Psychoneurotic Psychoneurotic
trainees in patients in

Crass rehabilitation station
Test section centers hospitals

NSA 27 87 90

Anxiety Symptoms Index 33 89 88
Psychosomatic Symptoms Index 32 82 85

Number of cases 8,601 813 668

 

Data from 8-09.

The data in Table 2 indicate, as well, the degree of success of each

of these indices in discriminating between men who had become in-

effective because of psychoneurotic symptoms and men who had

not, under the conditions of Army training and duty in the United

States, before being subjected to the further stresses involved in

overseas and, particularly, combat service. As may be seen, either
in this table or in Table 3, where these data are more conveniently

summarized, the NSA distinguished somewhat more sharply than
the two shorter indices between the psychoneurotics and the cross

section, primarily because its greater range of scores permitted finer
subdivision. As between the two shorter forms, the Anxiety 5ymp-
toms Index was, perhaps, slightly superior to the Psychosomatic

Symptoms Index.
In Table 3,in addition to the scores of the cross section and of the
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hospitalized psychoneurotics, the scores: of a.group of psychoneu-

roties who were felt to be salvageable for Army duty and therefore

transferred from hospitals to special training centers are also re-

ported. ‘The lack of any essential difference between the scores of

this last group and the scores of hospitalized psychoneurotics sug-

gests that the indices were about as efficient in selecting milder psy~

choneuroties as in distinguishing more extreme types, though these

data are not to be regarded as conclusive since they were collected

whenthe rehabilitation training centers were newly established and

the men surveyed were recent arrivals who, up to that point, had

been hopeful of discharge from the Army.

The absolutesize of the proportion receiving critical scores in a

cross section population is not particularly meaningful.” True, it

represents the proportion of men who reported a rate of psychoso-

matic anxiety symptoms at a level more usually characteristic of

psychoneurotics, but their reasons for doing so might have been

manifold. The group would include men whose symptoms were

later to culminate in breakdown, but it would also include chronic

physical complainers, hypochondriacs, and men with mild or com-

pensated psychoneuroses who were to go through their training with

little or no overt difficulty. Moreover, it might also include men
whose symptoms derived from actual organic disorders, and who
might, in fact, have been classified for only limited Army service on
that account. And more than that, the group would contain some
men whose poor scores reflected merely some individual variations
in judgmentin deciding which answer category best described them,
or outright misunderstanding of the questions. Finally, there may
have been a few men who were deliberately malingering and pur-
posively exaggerating their symptoms, though, since these are re-
plies to anonymous questionnaires, there would seem to belittle
incentive to malingering.™

If, however, the absolute size of the proportion receiving critical
scores is interpretable to only a limited extent, its relative size has a
clearer significance. For, if we compare matched groups of men,
differing only in their situation or in the time when they were sur-
veyed, then differences between them can be takenas reflecting true
changes in the general level of anxiety being experienced by the

 

*It has, however, @ practical importance so far as screening procedures are concerned,
This aspect is discussed in VolumeIV.

10 A study designed to permit the follow-up of men whose scores were known, inorder to arrive at some estimates of the relative size of these subgroups, was begunbut never completed because of the sudden ending of the war.
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group. This would be the case because the matching ‘process cin
be extended to exclude, in large part, differences in the proportion .
with organic defects and will also tend to control any variations jy
tendency to misinterpret the questions. Moreover, the factor of.
malingering may be discounted; since there is little point to malin. -
gering in replies to anonymous questionnaires, the proportion who
nevertheless do so may be expected to remiain fairly constant or, at -
worst, to vary with the general intelligence level which in itself js
not likely to vary much between educationally matched groups. -

Compositional Variations in the Incidence of Symptoms

Among men in training in the United States scores vary primarily
with three background factors: age, education, and physical condi-
tion. As we see in Table 4, the proportion receiving critical scores

TABLE 4

Proportions Recervine Critica, Scores on roe Anxiety Symproms InpeEx at
Various AGzg-Epucation LEvets -

(Cross Section of White Enlisted Men with No Overseas Service,
January-February 1944)

PERCENTAGES RECEIVING CRITICAL SCORES AMONG MENWHO HAD!
Attended Grade Attended High School, Graduatedfrom

 

AGE School Only But Did Not Graduate High School

30 and over BL (494) 43 (441) 35 (481)
25-29 51 (4065) 41 (484) 31 (838)

20-24 41 (463) 34 (629) 24 (1,218)
Under 20 35 (168) 25 (448) 18 (786)

 

The numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages are based.

Data from S-95 and 8-99.

rose steadily with age and declined steadily with education. That
these relationships were not a function of the internal correlation

between age and physical condition is shown in Table 5, where the
same relationships between scores and age and education hold

within the group classifiedas fit for general service. Within the
limited service group, age differences, perhaps because of the small
numberof cases at any age, hold less well especially at the lower
educational levels. From these data, it may also be seen that at

any age-education level, those who were notfit for general service
received poorer scores on the average. ea td
These compositional differences in the frequency with whic

symptoms were reported are clear enough, butthe question 18 wha
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do they imply? Thatis to say, can these differences be interpreted

as reflecting actual differences in the level of emotional stability

among the various groups, or dothey indicate merely that the kinds

of errors which make the tests less than perfect indicators of the

criterion of psychoneurotic tendencies were unequally operative in

different kinds of populations? Let us look at each of the three

variables from this point of view. .

As far as the higherlevel of symptoms amonglimited service men

TABLE 5

Proportions Receiving Crrrican ScoREs oN THE ANxreTy Symproms INDEX AT

Vanious AGE-Epucarion Levers, Amona Lrastrep Servick AND

GengpraL Service Men

(Cross Section of White Enlisted Men with No Overseas Service,

January-February 1944)

aaa

eS

SS

PROPORTIONS RECEIVING CRITICAL

SCORES AMONG:

  

AGE-EDUCATION Men notclassified Men classified
LEVEL as limited service* as limited service*

High school graduates
and over

30 and over 33 (493) 46 (98)
25-29 28 (659) A2 (179)
20-24 23 (1,022) 31 (191)
Under 20 16 (711) 24. (74)

Some high school but did
not graduate

30 and over 44 (886) 37 (86)
25-29 89 (895) 49 (89)
20-24 34 (686) 31 (98)
Under 20 24 (412) 41 (82)

Grade school only
30 and over 50 (859) 55 (138)
25-29 49 (821) 57 (84)
20-24 41 (881) 43 (72)
Under 20 82 (181) 50 (22}

 

Dats from S-95 and S-99,
The numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages are based.
* This classification is based on men’s answers tothe question, “Has the Army at any time classified

“ you as a limited service man?” The answers to this question were:

Yes, I was classified as limited service by the Army 17% of cross section
No, I was never classified as limited service by the Army 86
I don't know whether the Army has ever classified me ns

limited service or not 17

100% N= 6,869

Tn the table above, those who said “No” and those wha ssid “Don't know” are combined to make up
the group which is designated “‘notclassified as limited service.” Actually, the men who answered “Don’t
know” appeared to show as many symptoms as tho Hmited service group, or more, so this procedure is a
conservative estimate of the differences between limited and nonlimited service personnel.
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is concerned, the question may be put as: Would a group of men such
as these, in less than perfect health, report a larger numberof symp.
toms simply because of their physical condition, or can thesediffer.
ences be interpreted as implying greater emotional instability among
the limited service men? We know, of course, that the limited
service group contained men who were so classified because they
were judged by psychiatrists to be too unstable to be goodrisksfor
overseas or combat duty," so to this extent, at least, the score differ.
ences reported were reflecting actual differences in the incidenceof
emotional disturbances in the two groups. But whether thescore
differences reflect merely this last fact or reflect as well some tend. °
encyfor this test to fail to distinguish men in poor physical condition
from men in poor psychiatric conditionis difficult to say.

There is some evidence on this point, however. In this surveyof
soldiers, 27 per cent of the general service men received critical
scores on the NSA as compared with 42 per cent of the limited serv-
ice men, a difference of 15 per cent. Yet, in a study of men being
examined at induction stations, the difference in proportionsreceiv-
ing critical scores between men acceptedfor either generalorlimited
service and men rejected on physical, nonpsychiatric grounds was

only about 5 per cent." If we assume that men with rejectable de-

fects would be even more proneto report symptoms than men whose

defects led to their classification as limited service, then we would

expect even less than a 5 per cent difference between generalservice

and limited service men. In other words, it would seem that only

a small part of the 15 per cent difference between general andlimited

service men can be traced to a failure of the test to distinguish be-

tween men whose symptoms were organic in origin and those whose

symptoms were primarily psychogenic.

On the other hand, it must be remembered that these data were

collected at induction stations, not in the Armyitself. While it

cannot be completely documented with existing data, there is fairly

conclusive evidence,as will be discussed morefully in a later section,

that there was a rather generalrise in the reporting of psychosomatic

symptoms in the transition from civilian to Armylife. To the ex

tent that this increase represents a rather natural response to the

 

11 The concept of limited service included both men disqualified for overseas ely.and menlimited ta noncombat duty overseas. ‘The practice, adoptedlater, of Oe
ing men into qualified or disqualified for overseas service was not quite equiva the
-Since men classified for limited overseas service wereclassified “limited service’ >

one case and “qualified for overseas service” in the other.
12 See Volume IV.
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greater physical exertion which Armytraining required as over

against the usually less physicallyactive civilian life,” it might well

result in @ proportionately higher increase among those with less

physical stamina and thus account in part for the differences be-

tween the general and limited service men. Or it may be that the

| TABLE 6

Tae Ace-Epucarion Distrievrion or Wairn Ennistap Men WITH

No Overseas SERVICE

(Cross Section and Hospitalized Psychoneurotics Compared,
January-February 1944)

ne

ES

WHITH ENLISTED MEN WITH NO OVERSEAS SERVICE

   

Psychoneurolic Ratio of
Cross patients in psychoneurotics

AGE-EDUCATION LEVEL* section Army hospitals to cross sectiont

% %

High school graduation or more .
80 and over 7.7 9.2 119
25-29 12.2 6.2 51
20-24 18.0 5.3 29
Under 20 11.4 3.6 32.

Somehigh school, but not
graduation
30 and over 6.4 13.7 214
25-29 70 7.3 104
20-24 9.2 9.1 09
Under 26 6.4 5.9 92

Grade school only
30 and over 7.0 19.9 284
25-29 5.9 9.2 156
20-24 6.6 8.5 129

* Under 20 2.2 2.1 95

Total 100.0 100.0

Number of cases 6,869 &68

Data from S-95 and 8-99.
* These distributions are affected slightly by the omission ofilliterates from the sample.
+ See footnote 15.

physical demands madeby the Armycalled forth anxiety reactions
in the less fit. It is obvious, then, that the data at hand are not
sufficient to establish the effect of the possession of actual organic
defects on responses to supposedly psychosomatic indices. At the
same time, it is also clear that such variation in scores as might be
attributable to this source of error is relatively small.

 

4 This is, of course, not the only possible interpretation of the change i
See below for a discussion of its possible significance, shange we Responses
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Therising incidence of reported psychosomatic symptoms with |
age at first suggests an interpretation paralleling the one abov> is

terms of physical condition. Thatis, it is easy enough to asstme
that even within the groupclassified fit for general dutythere wer. .
variations in general health and physical endurance. Olderme;
might be expected, by and large, to have poorer health and lowe
enduranceif for no other reason than that they tended,uponinduc
tion, to be more out of condition than the younger men. Then,j
we continue to assumea relationship between general physicallevel .
and incidence of vague physical complaints, the age differences in _
scores on the Anxiety Symptoms Index might be rather summarily
dismissed as signifying no more than this. But that more thanthis
is involved is underlined by the result obtained in everystudyof
psychoneurotics in the Army: They were always found to containa
disproportionate numberof older men;andthis is true even among
combat breakdowns who, psychiatrists are generally agreed, are
typically individuals who would not break down under ordinary
conditions but are responding to conditions of unendurable emo-
tional stress.
In fact, if we examine the age-education distributions of the cross

section of white enlisted men with no overseas service andthehospi-

talized psychoneurotics from among their number, as shown in

Table 6, it is at once apparent that there is an excess of psychoneu-

rotics in exactly those classes in which the Anxiety SymptomsIndex

was shownto select relatively higher proportions—amongoldermen

and among less well educated men. This is most easily seen by

examiningtherelative ratios'® of psychoneurotics to the crosssection.

at each age-education level, presented in this table, in conjunction

with the proportions of each age and education group receiving cnit-.

“It should be remembered, when we refer to the demographic characteristics of
psychoneurotics in the Army, that we are not describing all the men whose pereonaliae
psychiatrists would diagnose as psychoneurotic, but rather we arelimited to thas
types who found it impossible to go on functioning in the Army environment. The?
statistics should not, thereforé, be gencralized into comparative rates of psychoneuro:
in the male population generally. son of18 These figures, given in the last column of Table 6, are simply the proportion 0
psychoneurotics in a given category divided by the proportion of the cross section1p
that category, the ratio then being multiplied by 100 to keep it in the same dimension
as percentages. It may be variously interpreted without changing the general cone ra
sion arrived at. the text. If we assume that the cross section is an approxim’eo
representation of the unselected Army population before any psycboncurotics "tan
removed from it, then this ratio times / would be the proportion of any age-cducali Pa
group which is psychoneurotic, where k equals the proportion of psyChonaton
the population as a whole. Thus, if we assume that ono tenth of the populate
psychoneurotic, these figures indicate that 3 per cent of the high school graduates
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ical scores on the Anxiety Symptoms Index which were given earlier

in Table 4, This relationship is presented graphically in Chart i.

Simple inspection of this diagram indicates that the relationship

is very close. When welook at the relationship within any single

age group (shown in ChartII), it is obviousthatit tendsto belinear;

the three points when joined forming almost a straight line in each

age group except for men under 20. This pattern of educational

differences indicates that they are almost entirely a function of the

differential psychoneurotic rates. The correlation is lowered by

variations in symptomatology as between age groups ofa given edu-

cational level. Inspection of the four age group observations mak-

ing up an educationallevel, portrayed in Chart II, indicates that

the group of men age 30 and over tends at each educationallevel to

have an even higher incidence of psychoneurosis than we would

have expected from the incidence of symptoms reported. Never-

theless, the correlation between the relative incidenceof psychoneu-

rosis and the proportions witha critical numberof anxiety symptoms

is .84 - .08, which means that about 70 per cent of the variation in
reported psychosomatic symptoms among age-education classes is

attributable to variations in the actual incidence of psychoneurosis

among these groups.

We maytake it, then, that we have an instrument whichreflects

rather well variations in the general incidence of psychoneurotic

disturbance in the population. Before turning to an examination

of the major situations in which there were marked changes in psy-

chological tension among enlisted men in the Army, however, we

must now raise the question of whether the indices employed were

ag efficient at other times during the war as they were in the period

we have been discussing up to now.

 

under 20 years of age and 28 per cent of the men 30 and over with only grade school
education are psychoneurotic, On the other hand, we may assume that the cross
section is already completely selected and contains no psychoneurotics. In this case,
the figures in the last column, when multiplied by h/I-k, represent the number of
psychoneurotics per 100 nonpsychoneurotics. Under these assumptions snd again as-
suming one tenth of the population to be psychoneurotic, the correction factor is
one ninth and these relative ratios could be converted to show about 4 psychoncurotics
per 100 normals in the young, educated group and 82 per 100 in the older, less cdu-
cated group. Actually, the cross section is more reasonably to be regarded as falling
somewhere between the two extreme assumptions discussed. An assumption along
these lines could be made and would require only the introduction of a more complex
correction factor without any alteration of the relative figures shown in the table.
No assumption about the actual proportion of psychoneuratics in the population has

been introduced, simply because it is a most difficult attribute to estimate and, being ,
aconstant, would notat all affect the relative differences shown here nor the computa-
tion of the correlation discussed later.
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CHART I

Tae ReLationsaie BerwEEN THE Proportions ReEcervrye Crrtican-
Scores or rue Anxiory Syaproms INDEX AND THE INCIDENCES oF

PsycHonecrosis Wrruis Acr-Epucationant Levers
(White Enlisted Men with No Overseas Service, January-February 1944)”
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Variations in the Incidence of Symptoms Through Time.

At least among troops in the United States, the level of anxiety

did not fluctuate in the last months of the war. As shown in Table 7,

in four studies made between November 1944 and July 1945, which —

furnish, therefore, observations before and after VE Day, there are

no differences in the reporting of anxiety symptoms among white

enlisted men with no overseas service.© While there are progres-

TABLE 7

Cuances TarovcH Trae In ras Prorortions Recervine Criricat Scores on THE

Anxiety Symproms InpEx

(Cross Section of White Enlisted Men with No Overseas Service)

   

Number Proportions receiving
Date of survey of cases critical scores

January~February 1944 6,869 33
November 1944 1,989 48
Early June 1945 4,669 46
Late June 1945 987 42
Early July 1945 8,189 46

 

Data from 8-95 and S-09, 8-157, 9-205, 5-215, and S-218.

sive differences in the composition of samples of men with noover-
seas service, standardization to eliminate these variations would
not change this result.
On the other hand, these data also indicate an apparent increase

in anxiety symptomsat all four of these time periods as compared
with the time of the first study in early 1944." But, though this
difference might seem to suggest a generally lower level of emotional
disturbance before D Day as compared with after it, this explana-
tion does not seem quite plausible in view of the fact that troops in
training in early 1944 could anticipate combat duty in the Italian

26 Even the small increases noted in early June and early July can be traced to the
mechanics of scoring. Because of the NSA's original function as a practical screening
test, it was imperative that no man should escape psychiatric evaluation simply by
failure to answer the questions. The test was, therefore, scored in such a way that alarge proportion of unanswered questions Jed automatically to a critical score. Inthese two surveys, the questions in the Anxiety Symptoms Index came near the endof 8 long and unusually difficult questionnaire, and extensive analysis of the individualitems indicates that the somewhat poorer scor8 are & result of greater nonrespouse onthese surveys as compared with the others, . ?

uw The most obvious explanation of this difference, viz., that it represents the de-terioration in test efficiency to be expected as between the original study in which. the test was developed and a repetition, does not hold in this case since the item selec-tion and scoring were determined prior to the first study.
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or Pacific campaigns, then under way, even without the openinggf:
the European front. If we are to assume that the intensificationof
the war represented by the coming of D Dayresulted in increased -
anxiety reactions among men in training, then it is only reasonable
to suppose as well that VE Day,signifying theclosingof one Phage -
of the war, would have had a reassuringeffect; but this was notthe
case, as we have just seen.
There is at least one alternative theory which wouldaccountfor

the observed difference in other terms, though unfortunately it must
remain largely speculative. Since we know that physical standards
for overseas duty were revised generally downward as the war wen}
on, it follows that when we apparently control the factor of physical.
condition, there still remains the element of deterioration of physical
standards which has not been controlled. When we examinethe
proportion receiving critical scores on the Anxiety SymptomsIndex
in early 1944 as compared with just after VE Day,}it is true that
more men received critical scores in 1945 even holding age, educa-
tion, and physical condition constant (see Table 8). But thesedif-
ferences can be accounted for under the assumption ofthe deteriora-

tion of standards as follows: Let us take the 1944 group of physically

fit men as representing the morerigidly defined group, both because

it excludes men who were fit only for limited overseas duty and be-

cause physical standards were higher at that time, and take the

1945 group of unfit men as the more purely unfit group in that men

fit for limited overseas service were excluded and, with the lower

physical standards prevailing, some men classified unfit in 1944

would be excluded from this group. If we further assumethat the

scores made by these two groups represent the way clearly fit and

unfit men answered the Anxiety Symptom Index at both time per!-

ods, then all we have to do to account for the higher scores of the

menclassified as fit in 1945 is to assume that they consist of about

two thirds fit men by 1944 standards and one third unfit men. By
following these assumptions we can reproduce almost exactly the

proportions receiving critical scores among the physically ft in 1945
(see Table 8). In a similar fashion, the scoresof the unfit in 1944

can be accounted for by assuming that they consist in equal parts

of fit men who answeras do thefit in 1944 and unfit men who answet

as do the unfit men in 1945. That these assumptions are not too

 

jeg
' 18Strictly speaking, the comparison should be made between the two 10
for it is the later 1944 study in which the increase is first noted. Butthe §

this study is so small that we have turned to the next observation after it.



TABLE 8
Inciwence of Anxrery Syuproms In Janvary-Fesroary 1944 as Comparen wrra Jonn 1945

(Cross Sections of White Enlisted Men with No Overseas Service)
SSS

PHYSICALLY Fir 1945 PHYSICALLY UNFIT 1944
Hypothetical Deviation of Hypothetical Deviation of
Proportions hypothetical proportions hypothetical

,

 

PERCENTAGES RECEIVING CRITICAL SCORES receiving from receiving from
AGE-EDUCATION Physically fit* Physically unfit* critical actual critical actual

LEVEL 1944 L945 1944 1946 scorest score scores scoret

High school gradua-
tion or more .

30 and over 27 (864) 39 (294) 46 (98) 59 (264) 38 1 43 3
25-29 23 (664) 39 (464) 42 (179) 64 (183) 86 3 43 —1
20-24 20 (918) 30 (629) 31 (191) 52 (178) 30 0 36 —5
Under 20 16 (650) 12 (367) 24 (74) 47 (32) 26 —14 31 —7

Somehigh school, but .
not graduation

30 and over 36 (241) 53 (148) 37 (86) 67 (120) 46 7 52 —15
25-29 34 (296) 50 (172) 49 (89) 64 (72) 44 6 49 0
20-24 30 (483) 47 (466) 31 (98) 75 (69) 45 2 52 —21
Under 20 20 (929) 20 (187) 41 (82) 43 (21) 27 —7 31 10

Grade school only
30 and over 44 (219) 50 (119) 55 (186) 74 (184) 54 —4 59 —4
25-29 44 (217) 66 (106) 57 (84) 88 (64) 56 10 62 —5
20~24 38 (279) 53 (83) 43 (72) 72 (46) 49 4 55 —12
Under20 24 (79) 36 (60) 50 (22) 67 (9) 38 ~—2 46 4ENTS
Data from 8-95 and S-99 and from 8-205,
The numbers in parentheses are the numbersof cases on which percentages are based. :
* Based for 1944 on the question, “Has the Army at any time classified you as a limited service man?” In 1945, the question used was, ‘‘As far as you know,

are you now classified by the Army as physically fit for overseas duty?” Even without the introduction of » change in physical standards for overseas duty be-
tween the two timeperiods, these questions, 28 pointed out previously, do not measure quite the same thing because men who were fit only for limited service duties
overseas are classified limited service in the one case and physically fit in the other. Jn this table, men who did not know their classification (1,130 in 1944 and
938 in 1945) have been omitted.

t In orderto correct for a deterioration in physical standards between the two time periods, the assumption is being mnde that of the physically ft in 1945 two
thirds are men who answered like the fit in 1944 and one third are men who answered like the unfit in 1945, For the physically unfit, it is assumed, that in 1944
they consisted equally of men who answered like the 1944 physically fit and of men wha answered like the 1945 physically unfit. See text for further discussion.
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absurd is.suggested by the fact that, if we extrapolate the Bropy.
tions unfit in our samples, we get roughly 700,000 limited servi
men among those who had not yet: served overseas in 1944 as com.
pared with about 500,000 in 1945. In other words, between those
two time periods there appears to have been a reclassification t
physically fit for overseas duty of almosta third of the men classified
as limited service in 1944. While someof these men were undoubi.
edly discharged rather than reclassified, these dischargeswere prob
ably more than compensated for by the continued drafting of men
for limited duty only.

If these assumptions are correct, then the differences in Anxiety
Symptoms scores noted in early 1944 as compared with thosenoted
in later periods may be attributed to changes in composition not
fully reflected in the objective statistics. That is to say, shipment
overseas increased the proportion of physically unfit men in the
United States despite the fact that the lowered physical standards
and the shift in usage from “limited service” to “unfit for overseas
service’ both made for a decline in the total numberof physically
unfit men in the Army. (It will be recalled that in January-Febm-
ary 1944, 17 per cent of the white enlisted men with no oversea:
service said they were classified “limited service.” By June 1945
27 per cent said they were classified ‘unfit for overseas duty.”) If

as seems reasonable, this unfit group was more highly selected 1

1945 than in 1944, andif the selective process of shipment oversea

also operated to increase the proportion of marginally fit men amon;

the fit group that had never served overseas, then we have accounter

for the apparent shift in scores. Though this argument remains i

large part inferential, it seems reasonable to suppose that part, #

least, of the difference in anxiety scores between early andlate 194

was attributable to the revision in physical standards which accom

panied the man-power demands of the Europeanfront. It shoul

be emphasized, however, that evenif this were the caseit still woul!

not mean that there was not an increased proportion of emotional
disturbed men in the part of the Army remaining in the Unite
States. Rather, it would simply trace the source of this increase b

a concealed change in the composition of the population of mel

with no overseas service instead of to differences in the adjusimen

of similar individuals at different times.
Unfortunately, we do not have sufficient data to makeany state

ment about how the scores of men serving overseas changed throug
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time: Although it appears likely that the emotional reactions of

men in the United States were not, in the large, affected by the

course of the war, it does not necessarily follow that the same would

betrueof men who werecloser to the war fronts. But since we do ~

not have studies of psychosomatic symptoms madein the same over-

seas area at different points of time, thereis little we can do but note

the problem.

SECTION If

VARIATIONS IN THE INCIDENCE OF SYMPTOMS ASSOCIATED WITH

, STAGES OF THE ARMY CYCLE

Now that we have seen that we have an index of anxiety which

was sensitive enoughto reflect changesin the general level of tension

and which remainedrelatively uninfluenced in the United States by

the course of events, let us see what situations in the Army were

accompanied by a rising level of symptoms. The materials extend

to three of these type situations: Getting used to the Army, serving

overseas, and facing the threats of combat. Each of these will be
treated in turn.

The Impact of the Army on New Recruits

The data which we shall review tend to show that; among troops
stationed in the United States, there is little evidence of changes in
anxiety symptoms with increasing time in the Army—exceptfor an
initial rise early in the soldier’s Army career.
The proportion of men receiving critical scores at induction sta-

tions was considerably smaller than the proportion found among
-men in early stages of training. In a check of NSA performance‘at
all induction stations in the United States for the month of August
1945, it was found that only 7 per cent of the literate men accepted
for service in the Armed Forces received critical scores. On the |

18 While the use of the month of August, the only month for which full records are
available, means the inclusion of large numbers of men examined and inducted after
the cessation of hostilities, it is not likely that the course of the war changed these
proportions very greatly. Small spot checks made earlier showed proportions in the
same range. For example, the Chicago Induction Station reported, for the month of
October 1944, and again for the first half of March 1945, that 7 per cent of the men
found acceptable for service received critical scores, and for one week in February 1945,

. at the New York Induction Station, the proportion was 12 per cent. If we break the
August 1945 figures down into time periods related to the course of events we get.
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other hand; in late June 1945, close to a quarter of the men undé
- 20 years of age with 3 months or less service in the Army received
scores in this range.” .
At first glance, it appears that the precipitation of meninto the

strange and, to many, fearful world of the Army brought about)
heightened anxiety. Certainly, the very greatphysical exertion’
required of men in basic training, and the use of punishment,threats~
of punishment, and fear as major techniques of imposing military:
discipline and producing conformity to the military system,as wel
as the bewilderment, confusion, and often resentment, which were _

the new recruits’ first reactions to the Army,all contributedto pro-
ducing tension. Moreover, not only the aches and pains of unac. _
customed hiking and exercise, but the narrowing ofinterests which
the transition to the Army milieu represented would be expectedto
bring about a greater preoccupation with bodily functions and 1
consequent rise in psychosomatic complaining. Nor should it be
forgotten that being ill, ‘‘going on sick call,” was practically theonly
legitimate means of avoiding onerous training and duty, an arrange-
ment which itself might be expected to encourage men’s discovery
of physical symptoms in themselves.
But, though this increase in emotional disturbance is so in line

with theoretical expectations and impressionistic observationsas

almost not to require detailed demonstration, weshould point out

the circumstances which make the data just offered somethingless

than precise documentation of this point. First, the inductionsta-

tion data are based on all men inducted into service, which means

that they include the scores of men selected for service with the

Navy and Marine Corps as well asthe Army. There is some reason

to believe that the Army received a disproportionate share of the
EC

Percentage receiving critical
Date of scoreson NSA amongmen

examination Stage of war accepiable for induction

August 1-9 War going on, atomic bomb dropped,
but no rumors of peace , 6

August 10-14 Japanese peace offer rumored, then .
being discussed - 7

August 15-31 Japanese surrender accepted, cessa- 0
tion of hostilities -

*° The late Jun: figures are the only ones, aside from the early January-February,
1944 study, available for comparison since this was the only, other full-scalestudy
which the complete NSA was asked. (Only the NSA scoreis available for in ue the

stations.) The group of men under 20 with 3 monthsorless service 18 selecte

closest approximation possible to the August 1945 induction station population.
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- would ask them about their answers to it. Each of thesa three
studies was based on about 400 men, evenly divided between the:
anonymousandthe identified groups. Se

In each case, differences of about 4 per cent in the proportions Tee:
ceiving critical scores were found, the identified group consistently
making the better scores. This difference was in no case significant, .
nor would it have been if the three samples had beenpooled. Thes ’
three replications, while suggestive, are of course not sufficientjy
establish the existence of a tendency for anonymousindividuals'to
claim more psychosomatic disturbances than identified individuals,
But even if we assumesuch a tendency did exist to the extentofthe
4 per cent differences observed in these three studies andto thatdit.
ference add a reasonable amount to take care of the inclusion of
Naval and Marine personnel in the induction station data, we would
still have to conclude that there was a significant increase in the
incidence of symptoms expressive of anxiety during the period of
transition from civilian life to the early weeks of Army training.

This general increase appeared to level off after about 6 months’
service, and reports of symptomatology showedlittle change there-

after with continued service in the United States. As shown in

Table 9, reports of anxiety symptoms were higher among men with

6 months’ to 1 year’s service than among men withless service at -

every age-education level. For men with over 6 months’ service, '

there were no longevity-related differences in anxieties among men

under 25 yearsof age, while in the older group, symptomsappeared
to decline with increasing longevity. The data presented in Table

9 have been limited to menclassified fit for general duty; although

the data for limited service men appearto follow the patternsjust

described, the numberof cases in any onecell is so small that they

have been omitted.” ae
The relationships presented in Table 9 are, however, static ones

from which we are attempting to infer something of how men’s Tee:

actions changed with increased Army experience. Ideally speaking,

what we need are successive observationsof the responsesof a cohort

of men who entered the Armyall at once and who continued to serve’

in the United States with no changes in composition through dis-

charges and selective shipment overseas. Since in fact we could

 

*3 Tho reader will recall thet the criterion used in the 1944 data is general ahthe

while fitness for overseas service is employed in 1946. This fact, together with ‘ot

change in physical standards through time already discussed, probably accoun .
the differences between apparently comparable longevity groups.
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not follow such a group of men through time, we have substituted

the observation at a given moment in time of groups of men for

whom varying amounts of time in the Army had elapsed. But in’

order to be reasonably secure in using this ex post facto approach,

we should, of course, be able to assume that the groups of men suc-

cessivély entering the Army represented equivalent cohorts and that

attrition of these groups by discharges and shipment overseas either

affected all groups equally or, if it occurred unequally,. operated

4
‘

TABLE 9

Prorortions Receivine Crirrcay Scores on Tas ANxiery Syaproms InpEx IN
Renation to Lenata of Army SHRVICB :

(Two Cross Sections of White Enlisted Men with No Overseas Service:

Those Classified Fit for General Duty in January-February 1944
and Those Fit for Overseas Duty in June 1945)

  

PERCENTAGES RECEIVING CRITICAL SCORES AMONG:
Men under 2& years of age - Men 26 and over
Less than Highschool, Less than High school
high school graduate high school graduate

LENGTH OF ARMY SERVICE graduate or more graduate or more

January-February 1944
Over 2 years 29 (132) 19 (149) 31 (262) 20 (2650)
Over 1 year to 2 years 29 (695) 20 (783) 40 (465) 25 (897)
Over 6 months to 1 year 29 (244) 19 (449) 47 (147) 29 (180)
6 months orless 24 (149) 10 (182) 42 (99) 25 (101)

June 19465
Over 3 years 41 (17) 28 (29) 42 (168) 35 (929)
Over 2 years to 3 years 43 (187) 25 (814) 60 (170) 40 (242)
Over 6 months to 2 years 37 (109) 24 (296) - 61 (188) 46 (189)
6 months or Jess 28 (176) 13 (247) 51 (84) 37 (98)

 

Data from §-89 and 8-205,
The numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages are based.

randomly so that only the size and not the composition of the
affected groups wasaltered.
On the contrary, we know in this case that neither assumption

can be maintained. As werecall the constantly changing Selective
Service policies—shifts in age limit, shifts in policy regarding the
drafting of fathers and the defermentof industrial workers, revisions
of physical standards and of policies affecting the induction of
limited service men, to mention a few—it is clear that the men in-
ducted in one 6-month period might have differed radically from
the men entering the Army in the succeeding 6 months. Even
though we may correct for such things as variations in theage of
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inductees at different periods, there is, as we have Seen, no way ot
making precise allowance for the subtler differences, such as Changes .
in physical standards.

Perhaps the group most affected by such factors as these is th
group with greatest longevity in the Army. In the data just pre,
sented for 1944, for example, men with over 2 years of service eh:
tered the Army during or before January 1942, which meansthy
they were comprised largely of old Regular Army men and pre-Pex|
Harbor inductees and volunteers. It is well known that menin.
ducted during the prewar period were a group selected under higher
physical and psychiatric standards than were everused again during
the war, while volunteers at the time of Pearl Harbor and men who
chose to join the Regular Army in peacetime may well have been
psychologically very different from the average run of men who
entered the Army involuntarily.
Moreover, the two major attrition factors—discharge and ship-

ment overseas—also affected the composition of the longevity
groups. Army policy was that men physically qualified for overseas
service who had not yet served overseas should not remain in the’
United States over a year.% There were large exceptionsto this

policy, especially in the first years of the war when the bulk of the

Armywasstill in the United States. But even asearly as the Janu-

ary 1944 study, men physically fit for overseas duty and withlong
service who werestill in the United States were beginning to be an

anomalous group consisting in good part of men considered irreplace-

able in skilled positions. And, of course, the proportion of mendis-

charged from any original cohort would vary directly with the length

of time that cohort had been in the Army. Since the bulk of dis

charges were medical, and a large proportion of these for psychiatri

reasons, their effect was to make the longer-service groups mort

psychiatrically select than the shorter-service groups.

These considerations apply with even moreforce to the older mel

in the long service group. Asis generally known, psychoneurotic

*4Of men classified by Selective Service from November 1940 through Septemba

1941, 78 per cent were deferred for nonmedical reasons, and of the 22 per cent Serviteered for induction over half were rejected on physical grounds. See Selective Benar

System,2Medical Statistics Bulletin No. 2, “Causes of Rejection and Incidence ©
ects, ashington, August 1943. . slizati

25 See, for example, War Department Circular 100, 1944, ‘Tnlisted MenUy
of ManpowerBased on Physical Capacity”: “It is contrary to War DepaTR ears
to permit on enlisted man physically qualified for general service and under | roost 7
of age to remain at a fixed installation or activity of the Zone of the Interior in

of 1 year, unless he shall have served overseas.”
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and other disease rates were higher amongthe older men so that the

composition of this group would have been more greatly altered

through discharges than the group of younger men. And it is prob-

able that older men being considered for induction under the peace-

time Selective Service operations were subject to even more rigid

scrutiny than the younger men.

Considerationslike these lead to the conclusion that neitherset of

data in Table 9 by itself can be interpreted as representing theeffect

of Army service on psychoneurotic manifestations. However, if

we look at the two sets of observationsin relation to each other, cer-

tain inferences can be made. It has already been pointed out that

each showsthe same pattern of longevity-selected differences. That

is, at both time periods, the differences among younger men were

essentially a difference between men with 6 monthsorless of service

and menin all other longevity groups; and at both time periods older

men. showed an initial rise in symptoms after 6 months of service,

followed by a progressive decline. The form in which these data

were collected does not permit the adjustment of the longevity

groups at the later period to correspond exactly to what those shown
for the earlier study would have been after the sixteen monthselaps-

ing between studies; still there is enough overlapping to make it
most suggestive that we do find the same relationships. For, in the
later study, the apparent decline in symptoms among older men is
found after longer service than in the first study. In fact, the older
men showing the lowest incidenceof critical scores at the later date
are in just about the longevity groups that the older men with fewest
symptomsin the first study would have been in by the later date.
In other words, the decline in symptoms noted is associated with a
particular group of men rather than with some phase of Army expe-
rience. It would seem, then, that there is litile evidence for changes
in anxiety symptoms with continuing Army service except for the initial
rise after 6 months of service which is consistently present for allgrowps
in both these studies.

Reactions in the Face of Overseas Service

As might be anticipated from the comparisons in Volume I, Chap-
ter 5, of general attitudes of soldiers overseas and at home, the prob-
lem of making such comparisonsas to anxiety symptomsis fraught
with many complications. No simple, clean-cut conclusion emerges.
from our data. European data reveal very little higher level of
anxiety responses than United States data; Pacific data indicate a
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somewhat higher level than European data. But differen
timing of the surveys, as well-as the fact that mentalhealth was,
factor in the selection ofmen for overseas service, make generalizs.
tions dangerous. Further data do suggest, however, someincréas:
in anxiety symptoms with greater amount of overseas service, -

As we have already suggested, the rise in symptomsfrom th:
early phase of Army training to all later periods probably. repre:

C88 fg:

TABLE 10

Prorortions Recervine Criticay Scores on top Anxrery Symproms Inpex >
AMONG INFANTRY REPLACEMENTS IN TRAINING IN COMPARISON WITH A |

Cross Secrion or Wurre Eniistsp Men wira No Overssas
Servicn, Crassirrep Fir ror Overseas Service

(June 1945) :

  

PERCENTAGES RECEIVING CRITICAL SCORES..
Infantry replacements . Cross section

High school graduates or more ot :
25 years or more 50 (295) 43 (918)
20-24 years 43 (121) ; 33 (698)
Under 20 years 20 (166) “  ¥7 (409)

Some high school, but not graduation .
25 years or more 62 (1382) 55 (453)

20-24 years 59 (66) 52 (204).
Under 20 years 40 (1384) 84 (204) _°

Grade school only
25 years or more 70 (148) 85 (480)
20-24 years 65 (68) 60 (181)
Under 20 years 49 (73) 51 (96)
ce

Data from 8-205,
The numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages are based.

sented in part the end of an adjustment process whose beginnings:
were reflected in the increase in psychosomatic manifestations during

the transition from civilian life to early days in the Army. But at
least one other factor may also have been contributing to this mse,
namely, anticipatory anxieties about going overseas. The expec

tation of imminent shipment overseas was most: widespread amo’b
the men who had recently completed their Army training, that *
the men whom we have just.shown to be most characterized by |
psychosomatic complaints. Army psychiatrists becameveryfam*
iar with the phenomenon of a vast increase in mild psychoneurotle
manifestations among troops being processed for shipment overseas, .
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so familiar in fact, that the name “gangplank fever” was coined for

it.” co
While it was not possible to conduct studies among troops once

they were alerted for movement overseas, something of the effect of

anticipatory fears may be seen in the reactions of men being trained

as Infantry replacements. Among these men,as compared with the

cross section, higher proportions in 8 of the 9 age-education levels

shown in Table 10 reported a critical number of psychosomatic

symptoms. Though these differences are small, their substantial

consistency, as well as the fact that in an earlier study the samedif-

ferences were found as between men in Infantry divisions in training

and other men, indicates that they are significant. ;

However,the experience of being stationed overseas did not neces-

sarily result in increased psychosomatic complaining. If we com-

pare the Anxiety Symptomsscores of a cross section of the troops in

the European theater with those of men in the United Stateseligible

for overseas service (see Table 11), we find that, for the most part,

the troops in the ETO scored somewhere between the January~

February 1944 and the June 1945 United States samples. This is

entirely what we would expect if there had been no general shift in

scores among men after leaving the United States, for some of the

men left under the relatively higher physical standards prevailing

for overseas duty in 1944 while others were selected under later

standards. That is, in the light of our previous discussion it seems

reasonable to conclude that the June 1945 sample contained a higher
proportion of marginally fit men than either the European or the

earlier United States samples. The European sample, in tum,
would contain a lower proportion of the marginally fit than the later

United States sample but would exceed the earlier United States |
observations in this respect, if only because it was made up of men
who werein part selected underthe earlier higher standardsfor over-
seas shipment and in part under,the later downward revisions. In
addition to this, the European data on the incidence of anxiety
symptoms might be expected to be higher than the United States’
January-February 1944 figures, since the latter exclude the scores
of men later sent overseas for limited duty while these men are in-
cluded in the European data, a fact which itself would lead to ap-

*6 Such behavior was so common that Army directives speci ‘mjvior 5 pecified that “mild psycho-
neuroses transient in character” should not be considered as disqualifying men for
either overseas or combat duty. - War Department Circular No irn . 164,
1944, “Enlisted Men—Use of Manpower Based on Physical Capacity.” Washington,
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parently higher proportions with critical scores among the men 7"
Europe. From these data, then, it appears that-the emotional fe
sponses of men in Kuropediffered little, if at all, from thoseof Mi.
in the United States.?” sO , 7

Onefact, however, mars the generality of this finding. TheDur.
pean data were collected at an atypical periodof the war, duringthe

TABLE 11

Tur Incwrence or Anxiety Symproms AmMona MENIn tux TRcropean .
TuearerR AS COMPARED wirH TROOPS IN THD Unrrep States |

  

PERCENTAGES RECEIVING CRITICAL SCORES
Cross section of Crass sectionof

nonlimited service troops with
troops with no no overseas .
overseas service, Cross section servicefit for
United States, of Huropean overscas duty, '
January~- theater, United States,

AGE-EDUCATIONAL LEVEL February 1944 April 1945 June 1948

High school graduation or more .
30 years and over 33 (483) 89 (329) 43 (888)
25~29 years 28 (669) 36 (614) 43 (686) -

20-24 years 23 (1,022) 80 (948) ~- 33 (898) >:

Under 20 years 16 (711) 83 (168) 17 (409)

Some high school, but not graduation
30 years and over 44 (856) 49 (266) 56 (216)
25-29 years 89 (898) 49 (867) 53 (237) .
20-24 years 34 (686) 44 (686) 52 (204)
Under 20 years 24 (411) 37 (145) 34 (204)

Grade school only .
80 years and over 50 (859) 59 (280) - 63 (245)
25-29 years 49 (821) 56 (280) . 69 (186)
20~24 years 41 (881) 49 (823) 60 (181)
Under 20 years 32 (181) 60 (82) 51 (96),
nen

Data from 8-95 and S-99, 5-223, and S-205,
The numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages are based.

period whenthe allied armies were advancing rapidly andthesen.

of imminent victory wasin the air. Itis possible that enough enthu-

siasm andfeelings of relief were generated duringthis period to lower

the level of expressed anxiety from whatit formerly had been. Al-

though we were able to show that the course of the war did not seem

to affect the reported symptoms of men with no overseas service,

27 The seeming exception to this generalization in the “under 20years” gronee
scores exceed those in either of the United States samples, is attributable to t ‘iesiy.
proportion of combat men among them, whose emotional responses ‘change ™ ms
See below for further discussion of the anxiety symptoms of combat men.
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this conclusion cannot simply be broadened, without evidence, to

extend to the reactions of men who were so muchcloser to the com-

bat zones. Since we have onlythis one observation of the anxiety

_ symptoms of men in Europe, thereis little possibility of deciding

definitely whether the similarities observed between the European

and United States data were peculiar to this time period or whether

they were the usual case. .

Certainly, there was a difference between the incidence of psycho-

somatic symptoms men reported in this European study and those

TABLE 12

Incipence or ANxiery Symproma Amona Overszas Troops

Eorors anp Paciric Comparsep

  

PERCENTAGES RECEIVING CRITICAL SCORES
Cross section of

 

Central and Cross section of
Western Pacific, European theater,

AGE-EDUCATION LEVEL  July~August 1946 April 1946

High school graduation or more
30 years and over 60 (298) 39 (829)
25-29 years 48 (295) 36 (614)
Under 25 years 40 (427) 30 (7,701)

Some high school but not graduation
30 years and over 62 (109) 49 (266)
25-29 years 59 (160) 49 (867)
Under 25 years 55 (267) 48 (681)

Grade school only
30 years and over 77 (164) 59 (280)
25~29 years 68 (190) 56 (280)
Under 25 years 60 (175) 61 (405)

 

Data from §-232 and §-223,
The numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages sro based.

reported by men in the Central and Western Pacific in a study made.
at a later date. As the data in Table 12 indicate, a higher propor-
tion of men in every age and education group, among troops sta-
tioned in the Pacific, reported a frequency of symptomsat or beyond
the critical level. The date of the study in the Pacific was shortly
before VJ Day, but the unexpectedness of that event makes it un-
likely that the men in the Pacific had as much of a sense of the im-
minence of the war’s end as did the men in Europe. Noselection
factor is known which could have operated to send the relatively less
stable individuals to the Pacific and the more stable men to Europe.
Ut therefore follows that these observed differences must be attrib-
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uted either to such differences in the stage of the warasit Was pa
chologically perceived or to differences in the conditions of servipe
between the two areas. In general, Pacific service varied from
European service in involving relative isolation from civilization
and from civilian populations and living in tropical or semitropica
climates, with all that such weather implies; and conditionslike
these may have exacted a greater psychological toll from the ma
stationed in the Pacific than was the case in the European environ:
ment. :

At any rate, it was commonlyfelt that overseas service anywher
had a deleterious effect on emotional stability, so much so that men
in each locality had their own terms to refer to the condition—jn
Europe, for instance, they spoke of being “ETO-happy,” while in-
the Pacific men often referred to becoming “rock-~” or “island
happy.” It is certainly true that, in Europe at least, the men who
had been there longest, among men in noncombat jobs, weresome-
what more likely to report anxiety symptoms than were men who

had spent less time overseas. (See Table 13.)

TABLE 18

Errecr or Leneru or Overseas Service on Anxiety Symproms Aone

Noncompar Men in Evurore, Apriv 1945, anp Cross Section oF

CENTRAL AND WESTERN Paciric

(July-August 1945)

aaa

PERCENTAGES RECEIVING CRITICAL SCORES

ON THE ANXIETY SYMPTOMS INDEX

Men overseas Men overseas

1 year or less over 1 year .

en

NONCOMBAT MEN IN EUROPE
High school graduate or more

25 years and over 29 (276) 34 (272)

Under 25 years 22 (367) 33 (284)
Less than high school graduate

25 years and over 51 (811) 52 (348)

Under 25 years 37 (276) 41 (247)

ALL MEN IN CENTRAL AND

WESTERN PACIFIC

High school graduate or more
25 years and over 51 (161) 53 (952) -

L Under 25 years 38 (1865) a2 (248)
ess than high school graduate
25 years and over 64 (208) e en
Under 25 years 58 (175)8

Data from S-223 and 8-232. : ed. |
‘The numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages are bas
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The data from the study in the Central and Western Pacific areas,

also shown in Table 13, tend to support this conclusion though they

show a muchless clear-cut picture of difference between men with

less and more overseas service. However,it shouldbe noted that

it was not possible to exclude men with combat experience from this

sample. Combat men experienced a sharp increase in anxiety

symptoms,irrespective of the amount of time they had spent over-

seas, and had on the averagespentless time overseas than noncom-

bat men. Their inclusion would therefore tend to diminish the dif-

ferences between the two longevity groups. And, as suggested

before, in the Pacific, the exact locationinwhichmen servedmayhave

beenrelatively more important than in Europe. It was not possible

from the information containedin this study and with therelatively

small sample involved to control the factor of where men spenttheir

time,e.g., in the relative comfort of Oahu or the discomfort of Saipan

and Iwo Jima, which may well be complicating the reported differ-

ences.
Whenwerecall that the men with longest service overseasleft the

United States earliest or were, in other words, selected under more

rigid physical standards than later departures, we might have ex-

pected that as a moreselect group these men would havehad,if any-

thing, a smaller proportion of maladjusted men among them at the
outset. It therefore appears highly probable that the rather more

frequent incidence of psychosomatic symptoms among men with
greater amounts of overseas service represented a real thoughslight
change in the responses of men as they continued to serve overseas
rather than simply a reflection of initial differences between groups
of men who went overseas at different times.”

Reactions io Combat

If it is difficult to draw conclusions about the effects of overseas
service in general, the same is not true about the effects of actual.
combat. There can be no doubt about the high level of anxiety
symptoms among combat troops, both on the ground andin theair.

8 The factors of selection which operated through time—primarily rotation of men
with long periods of service overseas back to the United States and the return of men
who became unfit for overseas duty—all worked in the direction of removing the most
unstable individuals from the overseas population. These selections would affect the
greater longevity group more than the group with less service Overseas, and would,therefore, tend to reduce the difference between the longevity groups. However, theDumber of men eliminated through these channels, especially among noncombat men,was not large enough to alter the proportions significantly.
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Combat, of course, remains the major experience of Army fhe

most conducive to anxiety. Several chapters have already ber
devoted to the reactions of Ground and Air Force-menin comby.
and these have gone at some lengthinto the great emotional tensions
engendered by combat participation. However, the analysis thers
presented may perhaps be rounded out by the rather systematit
materials about combat anxiety reactions which have beencollectel
by meansof the various psychosomatic indices. ==’

TABLE 14

Anxiety Symproms or InrANTRYMEN IN Training IN THE Unirep Srares ayy
Ovrrsias Brrorp aNp Arrer ComBat

(United States and Central Pacific, June 1945)

  

PERCENTAGES RECEIVING ORITICAL SCORES '
ON THD ANXIETY SYMPTOMS INDEX —~

Infantry Fresh Veteran replace.
replacements replacements ments abou!ly
tn training newly return to combat

in the arrived in in Pacific after
AGE-EDUCATION LEVEL United States Central Pacific hospitalization :

High school graduate or more ,
25 years or more 48 (847) 54 (66) 71 (66)
20-24 years 39 (150) 41 (88) 73-(66)
Under 20 years 17 (237) 31 (196) - Te

Som: high school but not graduation
25 years or more 60 (180) 67 (48) 80 (49)
20-24 years 53 (81) 58 (76) 83 (85)
Under 20 year; 86 (210) 39 (168) ——

Grade school only
25 years or more 67 (188) 71 (68) 83 (69)
20-24 years 62 (81) 47 (120) 86 (49)
Under 20 years 44 (121) 42 (99) _
Sanne

Data from 8-205. . ed:
The numbors in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages ara based.

It may be seen, in Table 14, how a greater proportion of Infantry

replacements who had just arrived in the Pacific and were awaiting

assignment to combat units reported the typical anxiety synapton

as compared with menstill in the United States being trained "

use as Infantry replacements. Of course, this increased level 0

tension reflected many factors, among them the strangeness am
uncertainty of their present situation as well as their anticlpatt

of what combat would be like. However, the increase 18 me

especially when it is compared with the much higher level °ob

reported by combat infantrymen in the area who were ab
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reassigned to combat units after hospitalization for woundsorill-

esses.
" In general, the closer men approachedto combat, the morelikely

they were to experiencefear reactions. As shown in Table 15, men

who had undergoneair raids or buzz bomb attacks in Europe were

more often subject to psychosomatic symptoms than men who had

no personal experience with enemy fire. Men who had been sub-

jected to closer range enemy fire—rifle fire, mortars, artillery—indi-

TABLE 15

Terrecr or Nearness tro Comat on Anxipry Symproms

(Europe, April 1945)

  

PERCENTAGES RECHIVING CRITICAL SCORES

 

Men never Menwunder Men under Men in :

under enemy long-range close-range octual
AGE-EDUCATION LEVEL jire* Sire oniy* Sire* combat

High school graduate and over
30 years and over 38 (79) 33 (101) 88 (62) 47 (88)
25-29 years 23 (109) 29 (119) 35 (79) 47 (207)
Under 25 years 20 (246) 30 (205) 27 (160) 36 (600)

Some high school but not
graduation

30 years and over 54 (68) 41 (69) 58 (60) 48 (83)
25-29 years 42 (69) 48 (65) 51 (63) 52 (180)
Under 25 years 34 (162) 40 (97) 43 (81) 47 (861) .-

Grade school only ;
30 years and over 57 (62) 50 (64) 60 (42) 63 (122)
25-29 years 43 (66) 77 (80) 56 (42) 57 (168)
Under 25 years 40 (81) 45 (68) 48 (88) 57 (218)

 

Data from S-223.
The numbers in parentheses are the numbera of cases on which percentages are based,
* Based on men’s answers to the following questions:

Have you ever been in actual combat or under enemyfire in this war?”

 

No, I have not been in combat nor under any kind of enemy fire from the ground
or air,
T have not been in actual combat, but I have been under some kind of enemy fre.
T have been in actual combat with the enemy.

 

 

The frat'andlast groups in the table represent the first and Jast responses to this question. The middle
two groups have been obtained by splitting men who gave the middie answer according to their answersto this question:

“On the list below, check all the kinds of enemy fire you yourself have been under.”

Enemy bombingraids
Buzz bombs

——-——_~ Strafing from enemy planes
Enemyartillery or mortar fire

   

Enemyrifle fire
5 Anything else. (What? __ee)

Those who indicated that they had been under artillery,
close-range fire, all others are regarded as long-range.

  

mortar, or rifle fire are classified as under
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cate a somewhat higher level of disturbance, while men who be
been in actual combat were, of course, most likely to have théss
emotional reactions.
The impact of combat on the infantryman's emotional adjustm:

is most clearly apparent in a study of four divisions madeinIta} 7
April 1945, while fighting was still going on. In this study, xz:
were asked the questions which make up the Psychosomatic Co:
plaints Index. But instead of asking them in the gencral for
usually employed (that is, ‘Are you ever bothered by .... ?'¢

TABLE 16
Proprorrions oF INFANTRYMEN Recervine Critican Scores on rr

Psycuosomatic Symproms INDEX Prior to Cospat

  

PERCENTAGES RECEIVING CRITICAL ECORES
Infantrymen .
in divisions in Infanirymen Combat,
training in  intrainingin infaniryns

United States United Stales in 4 dirsioni
January- as replacements in Italy

 

AGE-EDUCATION LEVEL February 1944. June 1946 April 1945

£26 years or more an

High school graduate or more 25 (66) 37 (67) 34 (188)
Somehigh school but not graduate 51 (64) 43 (58) 84 (244)
Grade school only 49 (47) 61 (81) AT (251)

Under 26 years .
High school graduate or more 32 (69) 20 (60) 23 (S76)
Some high school but not graduate 43 (77) 34 (44) a7 (548)
Grade school only 51 (61) 47 (19) 53 (858)
ne

Data from 8-99, S-205, and 8-177. .
Tho numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages are based.

“Have you ever been bothered by... ?””) the questions wert
asked in two forms. In the first instance, each question was pre
ceded by the phrase, “During your civilian and military life, bal

before you went on active combat duty . . .” The questionsa
then repeated in the form of “Since you have been on active combat
duty .. 2’ The men were thus asked to evaluate both their pre

ent symptoms and their precombat symptoms. :
There are, of course, serious theoretical objections to the usr

this retrospective approach to obtain an estimate of mens P* chor
somatic symptoms prior to their combat experience in order to .
cure a base line from which to measure the combat-induced ann
Mostespecially, it is always possible that men’s recall will be feutts

: | But i
and be strongly colored by their current emotional state. But in
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view of the impracticality of more adequate approaches to the prob-

lem, this method was attempted. Fortunately, in this case, the re-

sults for relatively large groups of men did not seem to be seriously

affected by biases in recall, though there was, of course, no such

assurance in the case of any individual. If we compare the combat

infantrymen’s reports of their precombat symptoms with the symp-

toms of infantrymen still in training, there were, as may be seen in

Table 16, no essential differences.

With this assurance that our base lineis relatively reliable, we nay

compare the precombat anxiety symptomsof infantrymen with the

TABLE 17

Tar INcwwEeNce or Parcnosomatic Symeroms AMoNG ComBat INFANTRYMEN

(Retrospective Reports of Precombat Symptoms Compared with
Current Posteombsat Reports, lialy, April 1945)

  

PERCENTAGES RECEIVING CRITICAL

BCORES ON THE PSYCHOSOMATIC

SYMPTOMS INDEX

 

AGE-EDUCATION LEVEL Number of cases Retrospective form Postcombat form

26 and over
High school graduates 188 34 56
Some high school Bha 34 56
Grade school 261 47 61

Under 25 years .
High school graduates 376 23 51
Some high school 348 37 55
Grade school 858 53 68

 

Data from S-177.

symptoms they reportedat the time of the study, that is, since going
on combat duty. As shown in Table 17, there was after combat a
marked increase in the proportion of men experiencing many anx-
iety symptoms.
A similar increase in symptoms among combat infantrymen may

be noted in every study made, even when the questions contained
no explicit reference to the combat experience. Among combat in-
fantrymen in four divisions in the Pacific area, a significantly higher
proportion of the men in each division reported psychosomatic dis-
turbances at or beyond the critical score as compared with men
with no combat experience (Table 18).
Combat exposure had the sameeffect on air crews as it did on the

men who did their fighting on the ground. In Table 19, the anxiety
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TABLE 18

Anxrery Symproms AND CERTAIN Ru.aTep Facrors Awone Compa INFantas
iN Four Divisions in THe Sours aNnp Centra, Pacrric AREAS mans

(March-April 1944)

DIVISION A DIVISION B_ DIVISION GC Divisioy
S. Pacific 8. Pacific’ Cen. Pacific Cen, Parife

Percentages receiving critical :
scores on the Anxiety Symp-
toms Index 79 63 56 4h

Percentages overseas 18 months ; soo
or more 89 77 71 60.

Median numberof days in com- pe
bat 55 31 19 3

Rank order of numberof battle me

casualties to date 3 1 2 4
Percentages hospitalized since .
coming overseas 79 65 27 "32

Percentages who have had ma- ‘
loria 66 41 2 2:

Percentages reporting complete
turnover of company officers . .
since first combat 43 15 10 74

1

Number of cases 1,420 1,388 1,098 643

 

Data from 5-100.

symptoms of bomber crews who returned tothe United Statesafter

completing a tour of duty® are compared with those ofbomber

crews in training, and a similar increase in symptoms among combst

air men is apparent. The differences between officers and enlisted

TABLE 19

Incipence or Anxrery Symproms AMona Bosmer Crews Wxo Hava

Comrtetrep a Tour or Comnat Duty .

(November 1944) '

n
e

e
s

PERCENTAGH RECEIVING CRITICAL SCORES’

Enlisted men Officers, 7

AAF bombercrews returned to United States oo .

after completion of tour of duty in:
European Theater 60 (284) 8 anMediterranean Theater 65 (182) (OP,

AAF flyers in training in United States 23 (S44) Bem)

 

Data from 8-157, - ot pased .

The numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages are based.
f

*? Men whose return to the United States after conclusion of a tour or ereel
complicated by “operational fatigue’ or other medical secondary reas jncréase
return, have been excluded to make these data a conservative estimate of the incr ed
in symptoms among the combat-exposed. °
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men which also appearin this table reflect in part the higher educa-

tional level of officers and in part the effect of the careful program

of selection of candidates for officer training in the Air Forces.

~ Perhaps more interesting than the fact that each of the four Pacific

divisions studied contained a relatively higher proportion of dis-

turbed men than noncombat troops did were the wide differences

between the divisions with respect to the incidence of those symp-

toms. As the other data in Table 18 show, the division with the

highest level of anxiety was also the division which had been over-

seas longest, had the most exposure to combat, had the highest ill- .

ness rate, especially malaria, and had been subjected to the greatest

turnoverof officers. On the other hand its battle casualty rate was

low in comparison with the other divisions. Not shown, because

the information is not available, are the differences in the kind of

combat in which each division participated, or in the kind of sur-
roundings in which the divisions spent their time between combat
engagements. In other words, in addition to the mere fact of com-
bat exposure there were a host of other factors often unique to a
particular outfit’s history which affected the general level of psycho-
logical tension prevailing among the men in that unit. The combi-
nation of all these and, no doubt, other factors together made up
what may be thought of as the atmosphere prevailing in an outfit,
and its influence was so strong that controlling simultaneously on
the factors of incidence of malaria and other illnesses and amount
of exposure to combat did not serve to reduce substantially the dif-
ferences between divisions.

_ It is noteworthy, however, that a static relationship between
amount of combat exposure and the incidence of psychosomatic
symptoms did not reveal a very sharp tendencyfor the level of anx-
iety to increase with increased exposure to combat. For example,
among the four divisions in Italy, the following results were ob-
tained :%9 '

Percentages receiving critical scores on
the current postcombat form of the

Time in combat Psychosomatic Symptoms Index
Over 9 months 62 (309)
6 to 9 months 55 (629)
3 to 6 months 57 (608)
1 to 3 months 58 (187)
1 month or fess 54 (66)

Similarly, among each of the Pacific divisions studied a small statis-
2 Data from &-177, The numbers in i

percentncce ne bec in parentheses are the numbersof cases on which
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tically insignificant increase in symptoms amongthe men with#,
. ‘ - if

most time in combat was noted. It must, however, be recalled th’
combat was itself the most radical of selection factors. The me
with the most combat experience represented only the Survivgn
from a muchlarger group whose numbershad béen reducedbyto,
tion, psychiatric breakdown, sickness, wounds, and death. Jp vier
of the fact that the attrition of combat men would lead oneto expert
that those who survived as old combat men would represent, by
and large, the most stable of the original cohort, they could reas:
ably have been expected to have fewer symptomsthan theless’
lected groups. In thelight of this fact, the slight increaseof syip.
toms among men with the most time in combat takes on greater
importance andmay well be assumed to be underestimating the tent.
ency for anxieties to increase with continued exposure to combat,

Somethingof theeffect of this selection may be seen in comparing
the four Italian divisions with a random sample ofpsychiatric battle
casualties from them. The four divisions were surveyed during :
holding action just prior to their going into an offensive, while the,
psychiatric casualties from them represented casualties from their
immediately prior and immediately following combat experience.

The psychiatric casualtiés were surveyed at a pointin thelineof

evacuation through which all psychiatric casualties passed, sothat

they constituted an unselected sample of all the psychiatric combat

breakdowns in these divisions in the time period which thestudy,

covered. Dos.
A comparison of the amount of combat service in the two groups

clearly indicates that psychiatric breakdowns tended to occur dis.

proportionately among the newest combat men. Therate of break:

downsdeclined gradually from the group with a month orless af

combat service up to the group with the most combat expenence lm.

which the rate showed an upward turn. (See Table 20.) This

changeof direction in the trend of the psychiatric breakdown rate1s

significant by at least one statistical test,®: and is made the more

plausible by one weakness in the design of the study. This is iw

many of the cases of psychiatric casualties were gathered a month,
or two before the cross section and should really be compared with
a cross section which averaged somewhatless combat. experience

than shown here. This source of error was not large eriough t0

 

. . tons of men
1 The test employed was thesignificance of the difference in proportions 0: vat

with over 9 months of combat time among men who had 6 monthsor more of com
service.
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affect the general pattern shown,.but its correction could only in-

crease the tendency of the group with most combat experience to

deviate in the unexpected direction.

These: data tend to support: the interpretation which has fre-

quently been advanced that early combat breakdowns represent

the reactions of men who would ordinarily be considered psycho-

genically predisposed. Once these had been weeded out, the psy-

chiatric rate was regardedas leveling off until the mounting tensions-

of combat brought a rise in breakdowns among men who would usu-

TABLE 20

Comsat Exrertance or INFANTRYMEN In Four Divisions

(Cross Sections of Divisions and of Psychiatric Casualties from
Them, Italy, April 1945)

  

Relative ratio

   

of psychiatric
’ Percentage distribution Cross Psychiatrie casualties to

of time in combat section casualties cross section

Over 9 months 17.9% 19.0% 11
6 to 9 months 35.9 25.7 0.7
3 to 6 months 35.1 29.9 0.9
1 to 3 months 7.9 15,8 2.0
1 month orless 3.2 9.6 3.0

Total 100.0% 100.0%

Number of cases 1,726 811

 

Data from 8-177.

ally be regarded as within the normal ranges. Some further evi-
dence for this interpretation comes from the fact that in the cross
section of these four divisions the new combat men were mostlikely
to report that they had a large numberof anxiety symptomsprior
to combat, while the group with most combat service seemed to have
had about the same level of precombat difficulties as the middle
groups in terms of combat experience, who were lowest in psychiatric
rates: ,

Percentages receiving critical
Relative Scores on the retrospective

a psychiatric rate precombat form of the
Time in combat (from Table 20) Psychosomatic Symptoms Index
Over 9 months 8 . 89 (909)
6 to 9 months 5 35 (619)
3 to 6 months . 4 38 (605)
1 to 3 months 2 47 (187)
1 month or less 1 (highest) 52 (66)

fee
a cry| .

gh
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On the other hand, this perfect rank correlation between the incj-
denceof psychiatric combat breakdowns andthe incidence of symp-
toms prior to combat, as they are retrospectively reported, suggests
one of two things: (1) If we assume that these retrospective reports
are trustworthy, and in the large they appeared to be, then the im-
plication is that in this instance the men with most combat experi--
ence were somewhat more predisposed than men with sornewhat
less combat experience; or (2) that these retrospective reports were
to some extent colored by men’s current states of tension and thus
reflected the variations in rate of breakdown to be anticipated. But

TABLE 21

IncipENcE oF PsycHosomatic Symproms Amona Cross SECTIONS AND
COMPARABLE PsycHonEevRotic Groups

  

PERCENTAGES RECEIVING CRITICAL
SCORES ON THE PSYCHOSOMATIC

SYMPTOMS INDEX
POPULATION Cross section Psychoneurotics Difference

 

Infantrymen with no overseas service, .
January-February 1944 41 (873) 86 (127) 45

Combat infantrymen in 4 divisions in
Italy, April 1945

Retrospective report of symptoms
_ before combat 38 (1,726) 64 (811) 26

Current postcombat report 57 (1,726) 73 (811) 16

 

Data from §-99 and 8-177.
The numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages are based.

if these data are too imprecise to permit any final conclusion about

the tendency for psychiatric rates to begin rising again with pro-

longed combat exposure, they do makeclearthe early attrition as a

result of which old combat men were a psychiatrically select group

in general, though the particular sample under consideration may

not have been.
It should be apparent, however, that the incidence of psychoso-

matic symptoms in the combat situation had a somewhat altered

meaning. Even though we speak of the early combat breakdowns .

as representing the more predisposed individuals,it is obvious that |

the most predisposed among them were less maladjusted than the

men whodid not survive this far in thelife history of the soldier but

broke down while still in training in the United States. As we

might expect, then, the psychoneurotic casualties in these divisions
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-did not show as high a level of psychosomatic symptomatology as

did the psychoneurotic patients in the United States. More im-

portant, however, the fear and anxiety implicit in combat brought

forth psychosomatic manifestations in so many men that these

served less and less to discriminate between men who were labeled

psychiatric casualties and those who were not (Table 21). And

the data throughout this section have clearly reflected the very high

level of anxiety manifested by combat men as compared with other
soldiers.

. co * *

We have seen, in summary fashion, the experiences in the Army
which were most disturbing to men as these were reflected in their
psychosomatic symptoms. While in manycases our data were sug-
gestive rather than final, taken together they permit the tentative
generalization that transition from one phase of the Army cycle to
another was marked by rise in the level of psychoneurotic symp-
toms.



FOUR N TERE ERO NOTONE

CHAPTER 10

 

PROBLEMS OF ROTATION AND

RECONVERSION!

Toric of paramount interest to men stationed overseas was the
question of coming home. Men wanted very much to come

home; they believed that they could be replaced without impairing
the war effort; and, whether they were stationed in the coldof the
Aleutians, in the heat of India, or in a more temperate climate, they
felt that eighteen months to two years of overseas service was all
that men could stand.

All through the war there were, of course, ways in which soldiers
serving overseas might be sent home, but there never was, on an
Army-wide basis, the adoption of the system the mensodesired ofa
limited and defined amount of overseas service. Briefly, there were
several ways in which soldiers serving overseas might be sent home
during the war. First of all, men might be given temporary duty
in the United States or emergency furloughs home, in which case
they spent a few weeks in the United States and then returned to

their overseas theaters. Other men returned from overseas with

their units, primarily when the contraction of formerly active com-

bat theaters made units of their type no longer needed. Someof

the men in these units were later sent on to other theaters, while

other men remained in the United States until the end of the war.

This mode of return was more common in theearlier years of the

war, for example, when the campaign in the Aleutians ended, or

when it was decided that an attack on the Panama Canal was im-

probable. A host of men returned as hospital patients; these rep-

resented the moreseriously ill or injured, since men whose early

recovery and restoration to duty could be expected were usually

 

1 By Shirley A. Star. Major Research Branch studies in this area were directedw

John A. Clausen, Robert N. Ford, Clarence Glick, H. Ashley Weeks, and William a
McPeak. Ford’s preliminary organization of the materials for this chapter hasfaci

tated the final presentation.

456
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_ hogpitalized overseas. A large proportion of the patients sent to

the United States were discharged after hospitalization.

The bulk of returnees who were retained in the Army and assigned

to duty in the United States returned either as men no longer physi-

cally fit for overseas duty or under the rotation and tour of duty

plans. The system of tours of duty, which was described in Chap-

ter 7, applied only to combat flying personnel, andit fixed, for most

practical purposes, a prescribed amount of duty in any area at any

time, after which men were returned to duty in the United States.

The establishment of this policy for flyers undoubtedly intensified

'. the widespread feeling among soldiers that a limited amount of

overseas duty for all personnel was both just and practicable. The

Army, on the other hand, officially maintained that there was

neither the man power nor the shipping to institute such a plan.

Instead, in 1948, the War Department announcedthe policy of ro-

tation for nonflying personnel which was a compromiseplan offering

somehopeof returning to the United States, after long service over-

seas, without assuring it. :
As rotation policy wasfirst fully formulated in early 1944, only

men with the longest service overseas were eligible. Each theater

was assigned a monthly quota which the theater commanderinturn
_ distributed among his units, to be filled from among men who had

a given amount of service, the amountof service necessaryforeligi-
bility varying from theater to theater. It was clearly stated, how-
ever, that “eligibility [in terms of length of service] does not bestow
the right to be relieved from an overseas theater, but only establishes
a basis for selection. .. .”? Methods: of selection from among
those eligible were not clearly defined, though as guiding principles
the official circular declared 3

The purposeof the rotation of personnel is to:

a. Ingure the efficiency of a command by replacing those who do not require
hospitalization, but whose morale or health has been adversely affected by
prolonged periods of duty under severe conditions.

b. Return to the United States experienced personnel for use in training and in
the formation of new units, or for other purposes.

c. Return .. . personnel considered by the theater commanderas deserving of
such return.

 

* War Department Circular No. 58, February 9, 1944, “Rotati R ss

eesonnel on Duty Outside Continental United States,” ton or -Return of Mili

aa.
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Actually, the selection methods employed varied all the way from
choice by lot to the use of rotation quotas to send homethe least
useful membersof an outfit, a practice which could be justifiedunder
(a) above. -
That the rotation system was not a solution to the desires of the

menfor a fixed span of duty may be inferred from the rather low
quotas permitted. At one time, for example, when the rotation
quota was fixed at 1 per cent of total strength per month, men in the’
South Pacific rather bitterly estimated that it would take over eight
years for all the men then in the area to be sent home. Moreover,
later modifications in the directives dealing with rotation revised the
original provision that rotated personnel be selected only from
among those with long service, and made length ofservice only one
consideration:

Within an element of an oversea commandselection of individuals forrotation
will be based on conductrecord of individual, nature of duty performed, length of
continuous oversea service, physical condition of the individual including effect
of any woundreceived. Preference in selection will be given to those individuals ‘
who have been longest in combat or who have served under the most hazardous
and severe conditions. Consideration will be given to individuals who do not
require hospitalization but whose morale or health would be adversely affected by
continued periods of duty under severe conditions. ... Theprivilege of rotation
is reserved for the most deserving individuals.‘

In general, however, rotational quotas still werefilled from among

men with long service, though throughout the war the quotas re-

mained so low as to make the rotation system a far cry from the

fixed tour of duty plan which the air crews had, and whichall other

men coveted.
If the rotation policy was not altogether a success with the men

serving overseas, permitting as it did only a trickle of men tobe re-

lieved in each area, nevertheless the gradual accumulation in the

United States of men returned from overseas created a difficult

series of problems for the Army. The numericalsize of the problem

may beseeri from thefact that of the over a million and a quarter
men returned to the United States up to VE Day, abouthalf a mil-

lion were on duty in the United States at VE Day,'.and they made

‘ War Department Circular No. 8, January 6, 1945, “Rotation; Temporary Dutyfor
Purposes of Rehabilitation, Recuperation, and Recovery; and Return for Renetes.”
of Military Personnel as Individuals on Duty outside the Continental Unite ae

’ The differenceis largely attributable to the return overseas of men who Sarnin aS

on temporary furloughs, the hospitalization or discharge of most of those Othe

patients and someof those returning in other ways, and to a much lesser ex

reassignment of returnees to overseas theaters. :
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up almost a quarter of the Army’s United States strength. Nor

was this a phenomenon merely of thelate stages of the war; by the

beginning of 1944 there were almost a quarterof a million returnees

on duty in the United States, though the problem oftheir absorption

was simplified by the fact that only about one man in fifteen was a

returnee at that time.

But these statistics alone do not begin to suggest the nature of

the difficulties created by the presence of this large group of overseas

veterans. As we shall see, these men had great prestige both with

the public and with other enlisted men in the United States by vir-

tue of their overseas experience. It followed from this that their

problems and discontents were potentially contagious, so that not

only numerically but also strategically they became one of the fore-

most administrative problems of the military establishment in the

United States. While, as the next section will show, in certain im-

portant respects returnees were not a group representative of the

men serving overseas, nevertheless the materials which follow have
historical interest as a case study of a major Army problem. They

may also be used, with some caution, to throw light on the more

general problem of how men with high status and deference expec-

tations react to situations which do not realize their desires. To
understand these problems fully we must turn first to what these
men werelike, what sort of treatment they expected from the Army,
and to the Army’s policies with regard to them. It is only in this
light that the adjustment of returnees to domestic service can be
made clear.

Who Were the Returnees?®

It would be convenient if we could regard the returnees as repre-
sentative of men with long overseas service, for then the points to
be madein this chapter might perhaps be generalized into some con-
clusions regarding the effects of long overseas service. Quite the
contrary, however, although returnees were, by and large, veterans
of long periods of overseas service, they were in several important
respects not representative of the men serving overseas.
Among the returnees there were a large proportion of men who

 

® It should be clear that in discussing returnees we are primarily concerned with those
men whoremained on active duty in the Army and who remained in the United States’ .
afterhavingbeen returned from overseas, This means that the large group of returnéd*
hospital patients as well as the men who made temporary visits to the United St&tes-
are excluded. The returnees discussed here are largely rotational and permanent line
ited assignment returns, and to a lesser extent men who returned with their units."
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had been sent home because they were no longer physically or men-
tally fit for service abroad; these men, returned for permanent ~-
limited assignment, were an obviously nonrandom selection from
among the men overseas. Even among the men who camebackon -:
rotation—men who might have been expected to be typical of the _.
long service group from which they came—this selection process
may be noted,for one third of a cross section of rotational returnees
on duty in the United States in June 1945 reported that they had
been classified as physically disqualified for overseas service. This
inclusion of so many unfit men in the returnee group cannotbe at- -
tributed to a winnowing process by which physically fit returnees
were sent back overseas, leaving a high proportion of disqualified
men among those remaining in the United States. Armypolicies
dictated that, as far as possible, men who hadalready served over-
seas should not be sent overseas again while physically fit men who
had not been overseas were available. Althoughthere were occa-
sional exceptions to this policy, regulations were even more definite
that returnees should not be reassigned overseas until after a mini-
mum of 6 months’ service in the United States.” Yet, a comparison
of those back in the United States less than 6 months with those
back longer, amongthecross section of rotational returnees just re-
ferred to, indicates that the proportion of unfit men wasno higher

among those who had been in the United States over 6 months than

it was among returnees who had less than the minimumperiodof

domestic service.
Beyond the undoubtedly high proportion of men in poor physical

condition among them, returnees as a group were rather morbidly -

preoccupied with their health and physical condition. A survey in

the summerof 1944 of rotational returnees just debarking in the

United States® found that among thesemen, who werejust off the

boat and about to return homefortheirfirst visits in many months,

55 per cent felt that their physical condition had deteriorated since

going overseas and only 29 per cent felt sure that they would be in

shape to take up another Army assignment without some amount

of medical attention. And in the same survey, responses of rota-

tional returnees just back from their furloughs and awaiting their

" new assignments indicated that these attitudes had not changed at .

all during their time at home. These data, shown in Table 1, sug-

 

7 War Department Circular No. 17, January 1945, Rotation—Additional Tours of

Duty in Overseas Commands.”
8 §-182.
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gest that these attitudes toward health were not so transient a phe-

nomenon asto disappear after a three weeks’ rest. Moreover, these

attitudes persisted even after medical examination, classification,

and assignment to duties in the United States. For example, in

the June 1945 survey,’ close to half (42 per cent) of those who had

beenclassified fit for overseas duty felt that this classification was

not suitable for them.”

TABLE 1

Arrirupes oF RorationaL Returners Towarp Tem Heartu, Jone-Juuy 1944

  

Rotational returnees Rotational returnees
about to go home on just back from

furlough furlough

"Are you in better or worse physical con-
dition now than you were just before
you went overseas?”

Percentage responding:
Better 6 2
About the same 39 41
Worse 55 57

Total 100 160

“Do you feel you will need medical atten-
tion before you will be in shape to take
up & permanent assignment?”

Percentage responding:
Yes, a good deal 8 7
Yes, some 38 30
No, none 29 33
I’m not sure 25 30

Total 100 100

Number of cases &89 Ald

 

Data from §-132.

As this description suggests, the men selected for return to the
United States were not @ particularly stable group. In fact, if we
look at the anxiety symptoms reported by returnees from Europe
in comparison with the symptoms of menofsimilar age, education,
and combat experiencestill serving in Europe and surveyed at the
time,it is clear that the returnee'group, even those returning under
the rotation plan, included a disproportionate numberof emotion-

*§-205, .
8 Of course this responsereflected in partr luctance for anothertour of overseas duty.
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ally disturbed individuals, andthis is equally true of returnees who.
had had combat service and those who had not (Chart I), | |
The data in Chart I also indicate that at this particular ‘time,

among men returning from Europe, rotational returnees had'‘s:
x

CHART I

Anxiery Symptoms Scorss or Rerurnrgs rrom Hurors Comparep wirr Tuose op
Men Srint iw Evrorn, Stanparpizep ror AcE ann Epvucation on tHE

Basis or Tan Composition oF THE ARmy IN Europes
(Returnees at Reassignment Centers, April and June 1945)

PERCENTAGES RECEIVING CRITICAL SCORES °

Men with no | Men with
combatexperience combat experience '

Cross section of European SE SOM ses SREaTaor
Oaa, aaye RO ioereTt
neSoe eRRR

So SR ,theater Se ReesLOeee.s SO

Returnees from Europe

OPTOPIRRRR
‘ BOC POISON HPIIRICON,

Rotational OOOO) OOOO1394Setetetete' SSIS /
BOSC ISOC
POVVS 0OOOOOOOO

Permonentlimited assignment §
and other medica} reasons 

Data for Europe from 8-223, April 1945. Data for returnees from 8-172 and’§-21],

June 1945. Both studies of returnees give approximately the same results; they have
been pooled here for greater reliability. The figures shown are standardized bya v
ing the age-education rates of symptoms within each of the six groups presente mn
the chart to the age-education distribution in the cross section of the European theater.

The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages
based.

somewhat lower incidence of anxiety symptoms than the men being

returned for limited assignments or for similar medical reasons,

a group which included a number of men whose incapacity for fur-

ther overseas service was emotional in origin. It is noteworthy;

however—and is further evidence that rotational returnees were 8

. ical
1 These data, as noted before, exclude returning hospital patients.. Theae

cases were all able-bodied men, evacuated for a variety of reasons. They als starte
. a few men originally returned as patients who had recovered and were eing Bie

back on the road to further Army duty.
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selected group—that this difference between rotational and medical

returnees was not found amongreturnees from other areas. (See

Table 2.) The slight change in the proportion of European re-

turnees receiving critical scores in this table as compared with

Chart Lis, of course, attributable to the different basesof standard-

ization employed.

While the foregoing data fail to control the fact that returnees

had on the average more overseas service than men serving in the

TABLE 2

Anxtety Syuproms AMONG RETURNEES AT REASSIGNMENT CENTERS

CLASsIFIrD BY AREA OF OversEas SERVICE

(Standardized for Age and Education on the Basis of the
Entire Sample of Returnecs,* April and June 1945)

  

PERCENTAGES RECEIVING CRITICAL BCORES

ON THE ANXIETY SYMPTOMS INDEX

 

Men with no Men with
combat experience combat experience _

European returnees
Rotational 60 (734) 67 (1,894)
Permanent limited assignment and

other medical reasons 66 (682) 74 (1,297)

Pacific returnees
Rotational 70 (900) 76 (684)
Permanent limited assignment and .

other medical reasons 70 (484) 73 (883)

Returnces from all other areas
Rotational 63 (1,286) —_
Permanent limited assignment and

other medical reasons 62 (289) _

 

Data from §-172 and S-211, .
Numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which porcentages are bnsed.
* Tho age-education rates of symptoms within each of the ten groups shown in this table have been

applied to the age-education distribution among these returnees genernily,

theater, the variation in anxiety symptoms associated with increased
service overseas was slight, as may be recalled from the previous
chapter. It is not surprising then that, when each of the four main
types of returnees from Europe was compared with a group of men
serving in Europe selected to match the returnees precisely in age,
education, and length of overseas service, each group of returnees
showed a much higher incidence of anxiety and psychosomatic
symptoms than did the men from whose numberthe returnees were
rawn.
The foregoing data suggest very strongly that the rotation system
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was often used as a convenient meansof eliminatingthe least desir-
able men from overseas theaters. Any channel for return of men
to the United States would offer a temptation to the commanding
officer to improvetheefficiency of his outfit bypruningit of its weak-
est members, and in this case, it will be remembered,the directives
dealing with rotation explicitly sanctioned this procedure by ad-
vising return of men whose emotional or physical condition had
markedly deteriorated.

It has sometimes been suggested, alternatively, that the wide-
spread emotional disturbances among returnees were rather the re-
sult than the cause of their return. Many psychiatrists have noted
that even men who had served arduously werelikely to feel a certain
amountof guilt when they returned to the United States. Besides
this feeling that they were deserting their buddies, returnees often
had a feeling of being psychologically deserted themselves once they
were separated from the close group with whom they had lived and
worked for so long and from whom they had drawn psychological

support. Among the newly arrived returnees sampled in the sum-
mer. of 1944,! three fifths said they missed being with their old out-

fit. Moreover, many returnees foundall sorts of vague disappoint-

ments in their long-dreamt-of return home. In spring 1944, two

fifths of a sample of 810 returneessaid being back in the United

States did not seem as good as they expected it to be’*—perhaps in

part because of these feelings of guilt and desertion and in part be-

cause the actuality did not correspond with the overidealized pic-

ture of home they had built up for themselves.

While processes such as these no doubt played their part in per-

petuating emotional disturbances in some returnees and, perhaps,

even in touching off neurotic reactions in others, it seems doubtful

that they alone can account for the contrast in anxiety between re-

turnees and other men. In the first place, joy and relief were the

dominant emotions of the men returning to the States. In a survey

in June 1945 of returnees at reassignment centers after their fur-

 

13 §-132,
13 $-105. . . ”

44 The question was “On the whole, how doesit feel to be back in the United States?

It seems better than I expected it to be 24%
It seems just about the way I expected it to be 33
It does not seem as good as I expected it to be 43

100%
N = 810
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loughs home,men were asked: “Knowing what you do now, how

do you feel about having come back to the U. 5.2?” Almost all of

them said they were glad they did come back:

: Percentage giving

each response

I wish I hadn’t come back 2
I would rather have come back just for a furlough

. and then returned to my old outfit overseas ‘7

I am glad I came back 88
Something else 2

No answer 1

100
N = 2,062

It may be objected that this observation was made rather late in

the war. However, an earlier study made in November 1944 1°.

indicated that among the returnees assigned to duty in the United
States two thirds said they were glad they had returned. A similar
sample of returnees surveyed in June 1945 ” yielded the same pro-

portion. The assigned returnees had, of course, been back home
for much longer than those at reassignment centers. Thedifference
between newly arrived and assigned returnees in the proportion say~
ing they were glad to be back suggests that some of the initial en-
thusiasm of returnees wore off as they became accustomed to being
back and, as we shall see later, as they encountered disillusioning
experiences. Nevertheless, the high and apparently invariant pro-
portion of the assigned returnees who expressed no regrets over their
return casts doubt on the seriousness of any guilt or deprivational
reactions they may havefelt. After intensive analysis of psycho-
neurotic combat returnees, Grinker and Spiegel came to somewhat
the same conclusion.” They point out that the ambivalence felt
between joy and relief at being home on the one hand, and guilt,
loss, and disappointment on the other, was one in which the former
emotions usually triumphed, and it was the exceptionalcase rather
than the rule in which this conflict was serious enough to engender
anxiety symptoms.

 

\

168-211,
16 §-157,
78-213.
*R, R, Grinker and J. P. Spiegel, Men Under Stress (Blakiston, Phi in, 194Part IV, “The Reactions after Combat.” r Stress (Bla ™ Philadelphia,1948),
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In addition to the psychiatric testimony on this point, we have

the fact noted previously that rotational returnees from Europe
were somewhat more stable than other classes of returnees, while
no such difference characterized returnees from other areas. This
finding is most plausibly explained by assuming that returnees were,
by and large, a special selection from among men overseas, but that
the degree of selection varied from time to time and from place to
place.
Although returnees generally must therefore be regarded as an

atypical group, there were certain attitudes, important to under-
standing the reactions of returnees, which are not to be attributed

' solely to the large numberof emotionally disturbed men among the
returnees, even though their presence maywell have intensified these
attitudes. Primarily, the complex of attitudes characterizing re-
turnees is implied simply by saying that these men were veterans.
For this is a double-barreled term: to the Army, a veteran is a sea-
soned, experienced soldier; while to the general public, a veteran is
an ex-soldier. There is, of course, a relation between these two
meanings since a soldier must ordinarily become an Army veteran
before he can anticipate discharge, so that ex-soldiers are usually
veterans in both senses of the word. However, from the standpoint
of attitude, very different things are implied.
As experienced soldiers, returnees expected that their achieve-

ments would be recognized. They were not raw recruits, they were

men who had put their Army training to the use for which it was
intended, and theyfelt entitled, on that account, to deference from

civilians and less seasonedsoldiers alike. The returnees themselves,

of course, tended to deny their status cravings when questioned

about them directly. As may be seen in Table 3, only 25 per cent

of a group of returnees newly arrived in the United States, in com-

parison with men who hadn’t served overseas, said that they ex-

pectedcivilians to look up to them. The proportions whosaid they

expected such deference from officers and from enlisted men who

had not served overseas were 16 and 22 per cent, respectively.

However, it must be remembered that the very use of the word

“expect” mingled the dimensionsof the returnee’s desires and his

perhaps more realistic or even cynical predictions of what would

eventuate, so that, even on the surface, these questions cannot be

taken as an accuratereflection of the extent to which returneesfelt

respect was due them. .
More important than this technical matter of question wording
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is the inhibition against violating the American democratic dogma

of equality whichis necessarily involved in baldly asserting that one

should be treated better than someone else. Time and again, in

interviewing discharged veterans, it was noted how these men would

preface their discussion of the essentially preferential treatment

TABLE 3

Tue TREATMENT Waicu RerurNers Pxrecrep AND EXPERIENCED

(Returnces at Four Debarkation Centers and a Reassignment Station,

June-July 1944)

—ooeooooOoooEEEEeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeEeeeee——
—————e———————

- PERCENTAGES GIVING
INDICATED RESPONSES:

Expectation*  Experiencet
ne

Question: ‘As an overseas veteran howdo you expect to
be (how have you been) treated by civilians?”

I expect to be (I think I was) looked up to more than
enlisted men who haven’t been overseas 25 44

I expect to be (I think I was) treated just the same
as enlisted men who haven't been overseas 70 50

T expect to be (I think I was) looked down upon more
than enlisted men who haven’t been overseas 5 6 -

100 100
Question: “As an overseas veteran how do you expect to
be (how have you been) treated by enlisted men who
haven’t been overseas?”

I expect to be (I think I have been) looked up to be-
cause I’ve been overseas 22 37

I expect to be (I think I have been) treated just the
same as enlisted men who haven’t been overseas 71 57

I expect to be (I think I have been) looked down upon
by enlisted men who haven’t been overseas qv 6

100 100
Question: “As an overseas veteran, what sort of treat-
ment do you expect to get (have you gotten) from off-
cers who haven’t been overseas?”

I expect to be (I think I have been) treated better
than enlisted men who haven’t been overseas 16 : 32

I expect to be (I think I have been) treated just the
same as enlisted men who haven’t been overseas 71 61

I expect to be (I think I have been) treated worse -
than enlisted men who haven’t been overseas 18 7

100 ~ Too

Number of cases 1,000 636
A,

Data from &-132.
* In the expectation form these questions were asked of returnees at i i

or eecond dae ie the United ete es at debarkation centers on their first

¢ Returnees at a reassignment station, where men re i
t € ‘ port after the furloughs home and before bein,

assigned to regular Armyduties, were asked these questions in terms of their experience. %
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they wanted with the assertion that they “just wanted to be treated
like everyone else,” many of them,in fact, carefully explained that
the particular concessions they asked for were necessary to bring ©
.them up to equality with men who had not gone to war. Simi-
larly, many of the comments made by returnees indicate that they
were counting on recognition whether or not they were aware ofit

or willing to admit it. For instance, one returnee said, “People
here don’t know what war really is and therefore they don’t respect
a returning soldier like they should.” And another returnce, writ-
ing his suggestion of how returnees should be treated recommended,
somewhat contradictorily: “Treat him humanly and squarely. For-
get his combat overseas. Do not pamper him. Be considerate
and try to eliminate all his fears. Show him the possibility of a
good future.”

Perhaps the clearest evidence that returnees did expect to be ree-
ognized as the seasoned soldiers they were and treated accordingly
comes from their own views on how the Army could best utilize
them. When returnees were asked to write freely on the topic of
“the best use the Army could make of men returned from over-
seas,” the two leading suggestions—leaving aside the proposal
that returnees be discharged—proposed by two fifths and one fifth

of the men replying, respectively, were, first that they be used as
instructors or cadre men to pass along their practical knowledge to

soldiers who hadn’t been overseas yet, and, second, that they be

given permanent assignments in the United States, at least until all

men who had not yet done so went overseas. It is apparent from

these proposals that the returnees did consider themselves both

technically and morally superior to the men who had not done so

muchin the war as they had.
It may be noted here, in anticipation of a later section, that re-

turnees did in fact have high prestige among men who had never

left the States, although it was not unmixed withconflict and resent-

ment and did not satisfy the returnees’ status demands. As the

parallel data in Table 3 show,large minorities of returnees just back

from their furloughs home conceded that they were given deference

or better treatment by civilians and Army personnel, although at

this time their contacts with Army personnelin the United States

hadbeenlimitedto the officers and men in charge of their processing,

and to social and casual contacts. As we shall see in the section on

 

19 Sco Chapter 13 for a further discussion of these data. .
20 §-132, June-July 1944. Survey of 1,000 returnces at four debarkation centers.
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relations with personnel who had not served overseas, when re-

turnees and nonoverseas men were put into daily working relation-

ships, attitudes were somewhat modified.

But, if returnees were experienced soldiers with some claim to

consideration becauseoftheir experience, this experiencealso formed

the basis of their feeling that they had performedtheir part of the

war to the best of their ability and should nowbe permitted toretire

from the war. In June 1945, just after VE Day, two thirds of the

returnees on duty in the United States and noteligible for discharge

under the point system reported themselves as unwilling to go over-

seas again while another fifth asserted that they would be willing to

go when needed.2 This latter answer, however, may be considered

as frequently an evasive one. Asearly as June 1944, just after the

launching of the European invasion, almost none of the returnees

when surveyed were willing to believe that they would in fact be

needed overseas again. At that time close to 3,000 returnees were

asked: ‘Do you believe there are enough enlisted menstill in the

United States who haven’t yet been overseas so that returning over-

seas veterans won’t need to go overseas again?” Only 3 per cent

said they didn’t believe there would be enough, 19 per cent weren’t

sure, and 78 per cent said they believed there were enough enlisted

men to relieve veterans of the need for another tour of overseas
duty.” Significantly enough, the returnees who said they were
willing to go overseas again if needed did not in the main believe
that they would actually be needed. As shown in Table 4, two
thirds of the returnees who took this position with respect to over-
seas service believed that there were enough enlisted men in the
United States so that returnees would not be needed overseas again.
We must recognize that, in line with the general attitudes of

limited commitment to the war which existed,” most returnees re-
garded it as a matter of simple justice that they should not be sent
overseas again until eligible men who had not served overseas did
as much as they had. From this point of viewit seemslikely that
most of the returnees whosaid they were willing to go when needed,
believing as they did that they would not be needed, were really
little, if any, more willing to go overseas again than were the return-
ees who flatly said ‘“‘No.”’
The major difference between the answers of returnees back an

 

1 §-205,
228-132,
"7 8ee Volume I, Chapter 9. .
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average of six months and returnees who had not been backin the
United States long enough to have been assigned to regular duties,
was a tendency for the returnees who had been back for some time
to shift away from the position that they would be ready to go over-
seas after a few months in the United States, to the statement that
they were ready to go overseas whenever they were needed. (Sce
Table 5.) To some extent this shift, like the small decrease in the
proportion unwilling to go overseas, mayreflect an improvementin

TABLE 4

Rerunnnus’ Beviers as Tro tus Necesstry or ANorner Tour or Ovensras
Dury, Ciassirizp py Tum WILLINGNESS To Serve Overspas AGAIN

(Survey of Debarkation, Reception, and Reassignment Centers, June-July 1944)

  

PERCENTAGES GIVING BrATED RESPONSE AMONG

MEN WHO SAY THEY:

 

Would like
Don't to stay in Are Want to
want U.S.fora ready get oversens
togo few months, to go again as

overseas then ready whenever soon as
again to go needed possible

Question: “Do you believe there are
enough enlisted men still in the
U. 8. who haven’t yet been over-
seas, so that returning veterans
won't need to go overseas again?”

Yes, I believe there are enough 85 67 66 Al
I’m not sure 14 27 28 30
No, I don’t believe there are
enough 1 6 6 20

Total 100 100 100 100

Number of cases 1,862 S71 286 &2
pe

Data from 8-182,

aititudes toward further service as a result of a longer period of re-

lief from overseas rigors. But we should notlose sight of the fact

that some of the men surveyed at reassignment centers were dis-

charged rather than given regular assignments, which would itself

accountfor at least a part of the apparent improvementof attitudes

among assigned returnees. Moreover, it is noteworthy that the

shift is primarily from one delaying response, best adapted to men
who have been home only a short time, to another response which

has been shown to be in large part evasive.
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Asis also shown in Table 5, over 90 per centof the returnees who

were not eligible for discharge just after VE Day frankly stated that

theyfelt they had done their share, and almost three fifths of them

stated that they should be discharged. Thoughit is not shown in

this table, the fact is that among the veterans who said they were

ready to do more, less than half felt that they should stay in the

Armyuntil the end of the war. The comparison madein this table

TABLE 5

Arrrropes Towarp Forturr Service Avonc ReTurness, June 1945

(Excludes Men Eligible for Discharge under the Point System)

tn

e
e

aEY

PERCENTAGES GIVING STATED RESPONSE AMONG:

 

Rointional returnees AU, alher velunnaes*

Atreas- At regular Atreas- At regular

signment Army signment Army

centerst campst centers camps

TL

Question: “How do you feel about
serving overseas again?”

I want to ect overseas again as

soon as possible 1 7 2 7

T’m ready to go whenever I’m
needed 9 20 12 22

T'd like to stay in the U.S.for
a few months, but then il
be ready to go anywhere 19 8 11 6

I don’t want to go overseas
again 71 65 75 65

100 100 100 100
Qurstiox; ‘How do you feel about

‘ what you’ve done in this war?”

I feel I’ve already done my
share and should be dis-
charged 61 58 61 57

I feel I’ve already done my
share, but I’m ready to do
more 35 37 32 35

T don’t feel I’ve done myshare
yet 4 5 7 8

100 100 100 100

Number of cases 669 1.027 597 986
re

Reassignment center sample from $211, others from 8-213,
* This group is made up of the permanent limited cervice and other medical returnees in the easeo!

the reassienment centers group. Among returnees in Army camps this group includes in addition mer

who returned home when their outfits were removed from a theater a8 unneeded there. .
t These are returnees who bave been in the United Ststes about a month, most of which time-wase

Fpent on furlouxhs home. At reassignment centers these new returnees were examined, classified, anddisposed of, either being discharged or given 2 regular assignment in the United States . wy
i These are returnees, back an average of siz months, on r rassignmente, . wa
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between returnees who had not yet served in the United States as
returnees and those who had doneso, again indicates that their con-
tact with the United States garrison situation had little effect on
returnees’ attitudes toward furtherservice. :

These attitudes were in no sense peculiar either 'to returnees or to
the post VE Day period of the war. As the analysis in Volume I,
Chapter 9, madeclear, by the time of VE Day, menwith anysizable
amount of Army service, whether they were then serving overseas
or had neverserved overseas, held similar views of their role in the
war. The evidence presented did suggest that there was some in-
crease with VIE Dayin the “done my share”feeling among men with
no overseas service. But, as far as returnees were concerned, almost
all of them had felt before VE Day that they had done their share
and hence VE Dayincreased only the proportion whofelt justified
in wanting immediate discharge. As might be inferred from the.
fact that returnees had felt they had done their share long before
VE Day, attitudes toward serving overseas again did not change
with VE Day; in fact, the study made a year before the post VE
Day survey showed identical responses on the question of going
overseas, :
Although these attitudes were not entirely unique toreturnees,

all circumstances combined to make them the group most typical

of this frame of mind. As a group, they were characterized dispro-

portionatelyby all the traits shown in this earlier chapter to be asso-

ciated withthe feeling of being finished with the war and the Army; -

that is, returnees had, by and large, long periodsof overseasservice,

many of them were combat veterans, and they were older and in

poorer physical condition than the soldiers generally.

Moreover, it was psychologically very difficult for the returnee

not to fecl this way, for he had, in a sense, come to the endof the

Army cycle. In the ordinary course of events men entering the

Army expected first to be trained, then to go overseas to use their

training, and finally to come home and get out of the Army. The

returnee had completed this cycle up to the point of getting out of

the Army, though it deviated from the ideal typical cycle in that his

retuin home had precededthe end of the war. Nevertheless, with

the attitudes toward personal participation in the war which pre-

vailed, this was not of great momentto the returnee who could only

feel that his cycle of service was complete and he should,therefore,
be out of the Army.
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What Happened to the Returnee

Retention in the Army

The most crucial Army policy affecting returnees was, of course,

the decision to retain theminthe Army. From the description just

given it might be said that many returnees wereof questionable use-

fulness to the Army. Although all of them had valuable experience,

there were many among them whose physical or emotional state

made theirutilization difficult, and almost all of them were psycho-

"logically finished with the Army. If these had been the only consid-

erations to take into account, the Army might have dealt with re-

turnees to their satisfaction and withlittle loss to the Army by being

liberal with discharges to them. Nevertheless, at some point, the

decision was made to retain them in general.* For the most part,

. rather than being explicitly enunciated, this policy decision was im-

plicit in directives which specified procedures for reassigning re-

turnees, types of jobs to which they should be assigned, etc. Yet

there can belittle question that the subject of discharging returnees

did receive official attention, for directives were issued making ex-
ceptions of certain classes of returnees—most notably, at certain

periods, combat menfit only for permanent limited assignment as a
result of battle wounds could be discharged at their own request—
and the general subject of handling returnees camein for a good deal
of official concern. .

But, in the nature of the way the decision was implemented, no
official document which incorporates the reasons for the policy of

- keeping returnees in the Army is accessible. The explanation of
this course of action must, therefore, remain speculative, but it
seems highly likely that the decision stemmed primarily from con-
cern over man-power needs and a fear that discharged returnees
would deleteriously affect these needs in several ways. In the first
place, returnees were becoming a problem calling for policy action
just at the time when the Army was combingall domestic establish-
ments for physically fit men who had not served overseas. These
men were to be sent overseas as rapidly as possible, and it was
thought that they could be replaced from among the physically
* Returnees eligible for discharge under provisions applic pplicable to the whole Ar

were, of course, not retained. Many returnees wereeligible for discharge under meds.
cal and other provisions, and they were discharged, but this di j 4of disehorgine rowisions, ged, is did not constitute a policy
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unfit and returnees. Then too, the physically fit among the re-
turnees were a potential source of overseas replacements, even
though it was a source to be used only if other sources were ex-
hausted. It is probable that the extreme reluctance of returnees
to remain in the Armyeither to replace men fit for overseas dutyor
to go overseas again themselves was not considered a strong enough
reason to alter these policies, for the Army by this time was quite
well aware that almost all men served reluctantly and yet complied
with what was demanded of them. More immediately, it might
well have been assumed that a policy of discharging returnees would ©
have a serious harmful effect on the morale of men still overseas.
They too wanted to come home, and there were many complaints
about the unfairness of rotation which returned some men butleft
overseas others with as much or more overseas service. If return -
to the United States had been made tantamountto discharge from
the Army,it is easy to believe that these reactions would have been
intensified, perhaps even to the point where they would haveseri-
ously interfered with the prosecution of the war. Some observers
have reported that even the existence of the possibility of another

tour of overseas duty for returnees served to temper the desire for

rotation among overseas personnel. If rotation had becomeeven a

guarantee that no more overseas service would be required of a man,

let alone a guarantee of discharge from the Army, it might have

created difficult problems of morale. :
Finally, it is quite possible that the Army considered what the

effect on public opinion would be if large numbers of unmarried or-

young or physically fit returnees were discharged at a time when

Selective Service was forced to order the induction of fathers to fill

Army needs. Whether public reaction to the discharge of veterans

would in fact have been unfavorable is a matter of speculation, but

the Army may well have feared that it might have been and so have

proceeded cautiously. ”

Early Phases of the Returnees’ Adjustment

At any rate, the general policy of retaining returnees in the Army

led to the further question of what to do with them. There were,

in any case, immediate problems of troop management whenTe
turnees landed in the United States. In the belief that the first im-

pressions would have much to do with the returnees’ outlook, an

25 See ASF Circular No. 193, June 1944, ‘Enlisted Men—Utilization of Manpower

Based on Physical Capacity.”
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- attempt was made to make them as pleasant as possible. ‘It is a

little difficult to describe the processing of returnees briefly and ac-

curately since procedures evolved gradually as experience in han-

dling returnees accumulated. In general, however, at the time of

the study of returnees made in the summerof 1944, the procedures

were about as follows: men went from their boats to a debarkation

center where they were usually met by a band. The debarkation

centers served primarily to get men away from the congested port

areas while transportation for them was being arranged. Usually

arrangements were made within forty-eight hours to send men to

the reception station nearest their home. Here at the reception

station there was again some ceremony in meeting men; they were

issued clothing and pay and allowed within twenty-four hours to

depart for their furloughs home. After their furlough home, usu-

ally three weeks, returnees went to redistribution stations or reas-

signment centers. .
The military purpose of the redistribution and reassignment cen-

ters was to examine andclassify the soldier and determine his next
assignment. However, it was also desired that the orientation and
reindoctrination deemed necessary to prepare returnees for their

new assignment be “carried on without haste in an environment

characterized by mental and physical relaxation and comfort.’’

The Army Air Forces quite early took over several resort hotels and
used them as redistribution stations. Here the Air Force returnee
enjoyed a two-week vacation while going through the necessary
processing, and he could bring his wife along at nominal expense.
‘Somewhat later, Ground and Service Forces adopted the same sys-
tem of giving returnees a taste of a pleasant Army “environment”
as a kind of “decompression” period, but they did not have enough
hotels in operation during most of the war. This meant that many
of their returnees were processed through reassignment centers,
which were modifications of the usual Army camp setup and in
whichfacilities were not ordinarily provided for wives to accompany
their husbands.

There can be little question that these special efforts to make the
necessary processing an agreeable experience were well received by
the returnees. They were, of course, delighted to be home,but this
does not necessarily mean that they would not have been critical if
they had been badly handled. This was not the case, however.

 

* War Department Circular No. 303, July 1944, “Army G Arm:
Service Forces Redistribution Stations.” ¥ Ground Fores and y
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Surveys made at debarkation centers, reception stations, and redis-
tribution and reassignmentstations brought forth numerous volun-
tary compliments about the smoothness of procedure and consider-
ation given returnees, as well as quantitative data which point to
the same conclusion. For example:”’

76 per cent said they were “very well satisfied” or “fairly well satisfied” with
the way they were handled on the boat coming back.s
Only 11 per cent were dissatisfied with the “welcome home” they were given

after landing.¢ ;
85 per cent said they understood the necessity for their stop at a debarkation

center, even though this stop was not known to most men ahead of time.»
Despite their impatience to be home, 85 per cent said they had found enough

interesting things to do at the debarkation center to avoid boredom.»
Even though there was great traffic congestion in the port and debarkation

center areas, over 90 per cent were on their way to reception stations within two
days of their landing.> ‘
Two thirds found the trip from the port area to their reception stations “com-

fortable enough.” >
And even though there was muchto be attended to at the reception station—men .

had to have their clothing checked, get service ribbons, draw their pay, find their
baggage, get records brought up to date, receive instructions, arrange transporta-
tion home—still, 76 per cent said they started from the reception station on their
furloughs in less than 24 hours.¢ .

After their furloughs home, there wasa similar favorable reaction ~
to the redistribution stations. Over 80 per cent of 4,676 returnees
surveyed at 12 redistribution stations in March and April 1945 *
gave unqualified approval to the idea of having such stations for re-
turnees, and the overwhelming majorityfelt that the treatment they

received from the personnelof the station was better than that which
they had encountered in most Armyinstallations. As one returnee,

enjoying the luxury of a resort hotel, put it, ‘“This isn’t the Army,

but don’t change it.’ Even the returnees who were sent to the

Armypost typeof redistribution station reacted favorably, although

there were sometimesobjections to the dual system. (See Table 6.)

But, running through these new and, for the most part, enjoyable

experiences was a great deal of concern with the reassignment proc-

ess. Pleasant though three-week furloughs home and two-week

vacations at resort hotels might be, these were temporary. The

assignmenta returnee was given, on the other hand, whilenot neces-

sarily permanent, would cover a much longer period of his military

2 These results are all from S-132, a survey made in June-July 1944 of:

a. 1,000 returnees at four debarkation centers
b. 1,134 returnees at three reception stations
c. 636 returnees at one reassignment center

28 8-172, .
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service. Moreover, the classification and assignment process was

something the returnee had been through before. | At this point,

his experiences as a returnee began to duplicate his earlier Army ex-

perience, and in theearlier case the eventual outcome of the assign-

ment he was given had been a tour of overseas duty. So, since the

TABLE 6

Reacrions or Rerurness To ReprsrRieurion Srations, Marce-Arrit 1945

————
———

PERCENTAGES GIVING EACH RESPONSE AMONG:
Men in post-

Men in hotel-type stations type stations
Ground and Ground and

Air Forces Service Forces Service Forces
ne

Question: “On the whole, what do you
think of the idea of having such re-
distribution stations as this one for
returning soldiers?”

It is a good idea in all ways 88 89 83
It is a good idea in most ways, but

not in other ways 12 10 16
It is a poor idea in most ways but
not in other ways * * 1

It is a poor idea in all ways * 1 *

Total 100 100 100

Question: “How does the treatment
you get from Army personnel here
compare with the treatment you re-
ceived from Army personnel in most
other installations you have been in?”

It is better here 81 8&3 73
It is about the same 19 14 26
It is worse here * 1 1

Total 100 100 100

Number of cases 1,888 2,414 424

Number of stations 4 6 2

 

Data from 8-172.
* Lesa than 0.5 per cent.

assignment he drew might determine not only what he was doing
but where, once he wassettled back into the Army routine, it took
on tremendous importance.
So great was the returnees’ concern that, when asked at debarka-

tion and reception centers what it was that they wished’ they had
been told more about, three fourths answered “about the assign-
ment we might get after our furlough” (see Table 7). It may be
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noted that this responsewas made by men newly home and eagerto
go on their furloughs, two thirds of whom said they did not have a
definite idea of what processing they still had to go throughbefore’
they could depart. Nevertheless, they were concerned far more
about their coming assignments than about the immediate details
of pre-furlough processing. In fact, when directlyquestioned, two
thirds of these returnees said they had been worrying about the

TABLE 7

Inrormation Desinep By Rerunners ar Desankation CENTERS,
Reception Strarions, Junp-Juity 1944

  

PERCENTAGE GIVING BACH RESPONSE

AMONG RETURNEES AT:

 

Debarkation Reception
centers stations

Question: ‘Which of the following do you wish
the Army had told you about on the boat?’’*

About where we would go after we landed 7 t
About processing we have to go through be-

fore we actually go on our furlough 21 31
About the assignments we might get after our

furlough 76 84
About what has been happening on the home

front since we left the U.S. 19 23

Totalt 123 138

Number of cases 1,000 1,184

 

Dats from 8-132. : : - te
* The question was asked in this form at debarkntion centers. At reception stations the wording was

“Which of the following do you wish the Army had told you sbout or more about at the debarkation

center?” . . .

+ This category was inapplicable and therefore omitted from the check list in the reception station

questionnaire. , * + wished
¢ Adds to more than 100 percent aince men were instructed to check as many entegories as they wished.

kind of assignment they would get. In similar fashion, when re-.
turnees at reception stations—90 per cent of whom had said they

knew little or nothing about the processing they would be going

through at the reassignment centers after their furloughs—were
asked to write out the things they would like to know about the re-

assignment center, almost all of them answered, not in terms of the

specific aspects of processing or the steps leading up to their next
assignment, but in termsof the nature or location of these assign-

ments. (See Table 8.) .
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Finding Job Assignments for Returnees

The returnees’ fear of being sent overseas again did not become a

fact for most of them during the course of the war. As we have

mentionedearlier, the general policy was that men who had returned

from overseas should not be sent overseas again until physically

qualified men with no overseas service had-been sent, and in any

case not until they had spent a minimum ofsix months in the United

States. Unquestionably some returnees did go overseas again,

TABLE 8

InrormMation ABovur ReasstcNMENT Centers Wuaich RETURNEES AT

Recsrtion Stations Drsirep*

  

Per cent of men

 

Information desired answering:

Nature or location of assignment
What kind of an assignment will I get? 52
Where will I be stationed? 18
Will I go overseas again? 5

Details of processing
What’s going to happen when weget there? 17
How long will I be there? 13

Miscellaneous 5

No information desired li

Totalt 121

Number of cases 1,184

 

Data from 8-132.
* Based on men's freely written answers to the question, What things would you like to know about

the reassignment center that you don't know now?"
t Adds to more than 100 per cent since some men requested more than one type of information.

especially those who came back when their units were withdrawn
from contracting theaters and who remained with their units when
these were reassigned overseas again. Nevertheless, the high pro-
portion of men not physically qualified for overseas service among
them, as well as the unexpectedly early ending of the war, made an-
other tour of duty for returnees the exception rather than the rule.
This general practice of not sending the returnees overseas again

was probably a wise one from the standpoint of returnees’ attitudes.
As we have seen, returnees did not want to go overseas again, and
there is little question that they would have deeply resented the
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threat to them of double exposure to overseas service when there
were some who had not gone throughit for the first time. As one -
returnee put it:

I won’t say anything if I’m called again, but it sure would be a blow to my morale
to go back again and say goodbye to these guys who have not been over, who
are sitting here fat, dumb and happy, waving a flag to the poor guys going over
again and saying ‘‘get one for me.” Lo.

But this policy meant that the easiest solution to the job assign- .
ment problem, viz., to assign returnees to retraining in preparation
for another tour of overseas duty, could not be fully adopted. In-
stead, assignments that called for relatively permanent dutyin the
United States were needed.
The assignment most favored by returnees, as we have pointed

out in another context, was that of instructoror training cadreman. —
On the face of it, this would seem to be an excellent use to make of
returnees, for they had practical experience in overseas and combat
conditions and had much to teach new recruits. The Armyearly
saw the advantage of this and tried, as much as possible, to place
returnees in the instructor jobs.” Nevertheless, this policy did not
work out in practice as well as it sounded, nor wasit, by itself, a
sufficient source of assignments to take care of all returnees. In
the first place, many returnees were not suited to such assignments;
they had neither the physical stamina, nor the training,nor the abil-

ity to teach. Many of them were emotionally unstable and most

unenthusiastic about the Army andespecially about garrison disci-

pline—hardly qualities to be desired in instructors. Moreover,

many returnees who did becomeinstructors soon found themselves

at war with the training program. It was their frequentclaim that

the training program was impracticalor out of date, and their orders

to follow the training manuals—more informally characterized as

“teaching by the book”—created muchfriction. The returneein-

structor’s frequent point of view is summedupin this not untypical

comment of an ex-combat man who was instructing in an Infantry

Replacement Training Center.

I do not agree with this kind of training. There has beenpitifully small or no
progress toward jungle training. All overseas men know we can’t fight by the
book!!! Muchtraining in U.S. is very useless—nopractical jungle training what-
ever—wrong psychology in dealing with recruits.

29 See for example ASF Circular No. 193, June 1944, “Enlisted Men—Utilization of

Manpower Based on Physical Capacity’. which provided: “Personnel returnec rom

overseas will be utilized to the maximum extent to replace instructor and train

personnel.”
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While some of the returnees’ criticisms of recruit training may

have been justified, in general they showeda lack of perspective on

training needs. Training programs generally were designed, not to

train troopsfor desert warfare, jungle warfare, or arctic warfare, but.

to give a generalized foundation on which specialized training for a

particular terrain could be built rapidly. Getting the returnee to -

add his localized experience, as far as this was possible, might serve

a valuable purpose in making the training more real and immediate

to the recruit, but the returnee tended to want to train his men for

exactly what he had gone through.

Though these difficulties existed, some returnees could be and

were utilized in instructor assignments. But even if all returnees

had beenideally suited to such assignments, they couldnotall have

been so assigned. As we have pointed out, there was in the United

States by VE Day one returnee to every three men who had not

been overseas and notall of the nonoverseas men were in training,

so that returnees far outnumberedthe existing needsfor instructors.

The other major group of jobs to which returnees could be as-

signed were the permanent party and housekeeping assignments.

These assignments were relatively safe from the possibility of an-
other tour of overseas duty, but, aside from a few specialized jobs
among them, they were typically little-skilled, low-status kinds of
work—routine clerical jobs, orderlies, prisoner-of-war guards, cooks,
etc., come under this heading.

Air Force returnees were normally retained within Air Forces,
though a good dealof job reclassification was called for. For exam-
ple, amongenlisted returnees in Air Forces who‘had held flying jobs
overseas, twofifths reported in November 1944 that they no longer
held flying assignments, while in June 1945 three fourthsofthe flying
enlisted returnees surveyed said they were now in ground jobs. .
Ground Force returnees, on the other hand, were quite often shifted
to branches of the Service Forces in the effort to find appropriate
assignments for them. As the data in Table 9 show, of returnee
infantrymen on duty in the United States in June 1945 and not im-
minently to be discharged, over half had been reassigned to Service
Forces, while most of the remainder had been retained in their orig-
aeraneh. For other Ground Force returnees, the proportion of
Gnnee ‘oreconversions was almost as high. Non Infantry

exclusively from amongConst2Artillerned ‘o Infantry came almost

turnees who came back with their out feoarenaArtillery re-utfits for the express purpose of
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such conversion whenit was realized that there would not be a need ©
for their original units. Even among Service Force returnees, a
large percentage were shifted from their original branch to another
service branch. In these data, the small proportion who report a
shift to Air Forces are primarily men performing Service Forcetype
jobs at Air Force installations, and for some of the Service Force
returnees this should not really be interpreted as a change of branch. .

TABLE 9

Actual Caances oF Branca AMonG REruRNEES

(Assigned Returnees at Army Posts, June 1945—Excludes Men Eligible for
Discharge Under Point System) :

  

PERCENTAGE NOW IN BACH TYPE OF BRANCH

ASSIGNMENT AMONG:

Returnees in given branch of Returnees in
Ground Forces overseas Service Force

Wield ’ branches
artillery, overseas
armored Coast and

force, tank antiaircraft
PRESENT BRANCH ASSIGNMENT Infantry destroyer artillery

Same branch as overseas 34 39 3 45
Different branch than overseas

Air Forces 8 7 9 13
Service Force branches 56 47 43 40
Ground Force branches 2 7 45 2

Infantry —~ 7 38 2

Other 2 * 7 .

Total 100 100 100 100

Number of cases £21 66 148 720

 

Data from 8-205.
* Less than 0.5 per cent.

These changes of branch were not necessarily contrary to the re- .

turnees’ wishes. As a matterof fact, a survey of a small sample of

returnees at a reassignment center in the summer of 1944 showed

that two thirds of the Infantry returnees wished to switch to the

Service Forces, a larger proportion than actually were switched.

Less than a quarter of the Service Force returnees, on the other

hand,desired to switch to some other Service Force branch, though

almost twice as many were so transferred. The leading preferences

among the men who wished to change branches werefor the Quarter-.

master Corps and the Corps of Military Police, the traditionally

“soft job” branches as viewed by men who had not served in them.
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It is, indeed, noteworthy that these veterans did not share the re-

cruits’ desire to get into the glamorous Air Corps. (See Table 10.)

All this changing of branch implied, of course, a shift to jobs for

which the men had notoriginally been trained, and such shifts of

job also occurred extensively even where men remainedin their old

branch, as, for example, in the Air Forces. Whether men were to

be used as instructors or as permanent party or in other jobs, a cer-

tain amount of retraining was necessary. And for returnees who

were earmarked for eventual use overseas and those for whom assign-

TABLE 10

Desire to Cxancs Branca AMonG RETURNEES AT A REASSIGNMENT CENTER,

JonE-JuLy 1944

  

PERCENTAGE WiTH GIVEN ‘BRANCH PREFERENCE

AMONG:

Men in Ground Force branches Men in

Field Service Force

artillery, branches

armored Coast and
force, tank antiaircraft,

 

BRANCH PREFERENCE Infantry destroyer artillery

Do not wish to change branch 22 33 48 73
Wish to changeto:

Air Corps 5 10 2 4
A Ground Force branch 7 2 7 1
A Service Force branch 66 55 43 22

Total 100 100 100 100

Numberof cases 166 53 129 298

 

Data from S-132.

ments were not available, training served as a convenient way of
occupying their time. For this combination of reasons, a vast
amount of retraining of returnees was done. About two out of
three returnees reported having received somesort of trainingsince
their return to the United States, and three fifths of all returnees
said they had taken or were taking a retake of basic training, either
the standard program or a condensed course designed for returnees
and other men being converted to new branches.
Returnees did not react favorably to this program of training, for

they were and thought of themselves as being experiencedsoldiers, ,
*° Some data on branch preferences and branch status in relation to j i ion

0 0 job satisfaction
were presented in Volume I, Chapter 7. The meaning of these b eS »among returneeswill be discussed presently. 6 ° branch Preferences
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and did notrelish being put through basic training again as if they
were a bunch of raw recruits. In June 1945, two thirds of the re-
turnees who had been given this refresher type of training said that
they got little or nothing out of it. And even amongthereturnees
who had been given specialist or technicaltraining, three fifths said
it was oflittle or no use to them. There canbelittle question that
there was a certain lack of imagination in the conductof training for
the returnees, as an official memorandum to commanding generals
from the General Staff section in charge of training acknowledges:

1, Numerous complaints individually filed or recorded in Inspector Generalre-
ports indicate that in many instances,little or no individual consideration or
thought is given to redeployment or conversion training of individuals re-
turned from overseas. Iixamples of mishandling of this personnel include
requiring infantry battle-experienced soldiers to qualify in an infiltration
course and other repetitious training.

3. It is desired that the following policies be immediately adopted in the train-
ing of personnel returned from overseas:

a. Individuals being trained . . . will not be trained together with inex-
perienced replacements. Iivery effort will be made to create in the mind
of the returned soldier the feeling that he is being given further training
and not basic training.*!

Nevertheless, though the returnees resented it, there were at times

good reasons for requiring even the repetition of basic training.

For example, one classification and assignmentofficer, interviewed

in the course of a survey, described his difficulties with a group of

returnees he was trying to convert to instructors and cadre in the

same branch in which they had served overseas. He held that many

changes had occurred in the training program since these men had

been trained and sent overseas and he was, therefore, requiring

them to take the refresher training course. As he said, “I know

they don’t know the program, because they were sent out from this

very post thirty months ago when we werejust starting to train men

here and didn’t know ourselves what to teach them. These re-

iurnees hate to take training, but I don’t know whatelse to do with

them.”

Perhaps for reasonslike those cited by theofficer just quoted, as

well as the job shifting which went on even when men remained in
the same branch, or perhaps because nothingelse could be found to

ing Division G-3, Memo-

Army Air Forces, Army

WDGCT 333 (Febru-

81 War Department General Staff, Organization and Train
randum for Commanding Generals, Army Service Forces,
Ground Forces. Subject: Training of the Overseas Returnces,
ary 5, 1945).
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do with them, returnees who remained in the branches they had

served in overseas were just as likely as the converted returnees to

report that they had beengiven training since their return, but they

were no morelikely to dislike it than were the men to whom it was

new(Table 11).

TABLE 11

Retrarnrno or ReTurners anp Tuer ArriropEs Towarp Ir, June 1945

(Excludes Returnees Eligible for Discharge Under the Point System)

  

PERCENTAGE SAYING THEY

GOT LITTLE OR NOTHING

OUT OF TRAINING AMONG

PERCENTAGE REPORTING MEN WHO HAVE COM-

GIVEN TYPE OF TRAIN- PLETED GIVEN TYPE
ING AMONG! OF TRAINING AMONG: |

Relurnees
Relurnees serving
serving tn branch Returnees
in same other than in same Returnees

TYPE OF TRAINING TAKEN OR Obranchas their over- branch as in new
IN PROCESS SINCE RETURN overseas Seas branch formerly branches

None 29 30
Basic training, cither repeat of

complete course or condensed
refresher version 52 66 70 69

Specialist or technical training 39 21 58 57

Total* 120 117

Numberof cases 1,208 729

 

Data from S-213.
* Adds to more than 100 per cent since men could report more than one typeof training.

The dislike of training which the returnees generally exhibited
may betraced not only to its inconsistency with their conception of
themselves as trained, experienced veterans but to the kinds of jobs
to which they were assigned after they had completed training. As
we have pointedout earlier, there wererelatively few instructor jobs
available and only a small numberof technically skilled jobs, usually
filled by men already trained for them. The bulk of assignments
available for Ground andService Force returnees, at least, were un~
skilled, routine, and usually uninteresting jobs whose main virtue
was that they were permanent garrison jobs and gave promise to
returnees of relief from further overseas service. There is little
wonder that the returnees in jobs like these could find, in retrospect,
little justification for the added training,
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Returnees’ Adjustment to Their Jobs

As we have just implied, returnees were not particularly happy
with the job assignments they eventually drew. As the data in
Table 12 show, returnees were less satisfied with their branch and
job assignments than were men with no overseas service who held
similar rank in the same force of the Army.
In view of the central importance to their overall adjustment of |

men’s attitudes toward what they were doing in the Army,it is
worth while to devote some attention to the major factors in re-

turnees’ dissatisfaction. The general factors making for job satis-

TABLE 12

Brancu aNp JoB SATisFacrion AMONG RETURNEES AND MEN wiTAa
No Overseas Service, June 1945

(Excludes Men Eligible for Discharge Under the Point System)

  

PER CENT DISSATISFIED PER CENT DISSATISFIED
WITH PRESENT BRANCH WITH PRESENT JOB
ASSIGNMENT* AMONG: AMONG:

Men with Men with

PRESENT ASSIGNMENT no overseas no overseas
AND RANK Returnees service Returnees service

AAF: First 3 graders 27 (667) 11 (89) 42 15

Sergeants 23 (117) 24 (101) 32 25

Corporals _ 88 (184) 29 (121) 33 24

Privates and Pfc’s 86 (119) 24 (366) 28 35

ASF: First 3 graders 40 (187) 14 (70) 40 22

Sergeants 40 (187) 27 (118) 38 33

Corporals 48 (228) 38 (166) 46 33

Privates and Pfc’s 54 (814) 40 (860) 47 39

AGF: First 3 graders 51 (43) 58 (19) 49 31

Sergeants 45 (40) 32 (22) 38 23

Corporals 49 (82) 47 (4) 44 37

Privates and | fe’s 70 (79) 51 (488) 63 46
SE

Data from 8-213. . .

Numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages are base ‘oranch?”

* The question asked was? “How do you feel about being in your present arm or brane:

Very well satisfied
Fairly well satisfied

x Somewhat dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied

+The question asked was: ‘How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with your present Army job?

 

    

Very satisfied
Satisfied
Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied
Undecided
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faction or dissatisfaction among enlisted men have been thoroughly

analyzed in Volume I, Chapter7, and there is no need to repeat them

here. It is, however, necessary to point out the respects in which

returnees were exceptions to the generalizations about job satisfac-

tion made earlier, as well as to discuss briefly someof the major in-

fluences on returnees’ attitudes which did not operate or operated

less extensively for other men.

It may have been noticed in the table presented above that al-

though dissatisfaction with branch tended to decrease as rank in-

creased, formal status was not so consistently associated with job

satisfaction among returnees. In fact, in neither case was the rela-

tionship among returnees as sharp as among men with no overseas

service, although the discussion in Volume I, Chapter 7, has served
to emphasize what a crucia) part rank played in the satisfaction of

most men. The reasons for this difference between returnees and
men with overseas service probably lie primarily in the differential

meaning of rank as between the two groups. For the men serving
overseas as well as the men serving in the United States, the rank

held was generally a concomitant of the job performed, so that by

knowing a man’s rank certain things about his status, work, and
working conditions could be inferred. Returnees, on the other

hand, had attained their rank in their jobs overseas, and they might
or might not find themselves after their return in jobs which carried

with them the conditions usually implied by their rank. This situ-
ation followed from the Army’s decision to avoid demoting return-
ees. Many returnees held high rank, while the formal tables of
organization called for lower ranking men in manyof the jobs to
which they could be assigned. Modifications in procedure were,
therefore, introduced to permit units to carry an excessive number
of higher ranking returnees in their ranks up to a certain percentage
over their normal allotment of such grades.. And returnees being
retrained or for whom assignments were being sought were also gen-
erally allowed to hold their rank while they attempted to qualify
for jobs appropriate to their rank.

Thereis little question that returnees would have looked on any
other policy as a bitter injustice. The majority felt there waslittle
to justify their being kept in the Army and their reactions would
undoubtedly have been even worseif they found, upon their return,
that the reward for their long service overseas was demotion. Nev-
ertheless, the jobs which existed for returnees were not the most de-
sirable jobs, so returnees found themselves occupying jobs that were
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defined as beneath their rank even though they held their former
rank and pay. This was better than losing their rank as well, but
it was an uneasy situation. As long as returnees outranked their
jobs, the theoretical possibility of demotion, made the morereal by
the Army’s reputation for sudden changesof policy, was there to
bother the returnee. And, more important than this fear, perhaps,
was the injury done to the returnee’s conception of himself when he
was forced into a status lower than he expected, not only from his
rank but from his assumption that returnees shouldreceive defer-
ence, consideration, and jobs worthy of their experience.
Another way in which returnees differed from other men was

shown earlier: their preference for serving in branches typified by
the Corps of Military Police and the Quartermaster Corps andin the
lack of desire to be in the Air Corps. Those returnee preferences
were gathered in a context in which the men wereactually in the
process of being reclassified and reassigned, while the general analy-
sis of branch preferences among enlisted men used the preferences
they expressed when most of them had no reason to expect reassign-
ment. It may be, therefore, that the answers of returnees were
conditioned by the real possibilities confronting them and that their
low choice of the Air Corps represents their realization that such
transfers were seldom made. Yet, taken all together, the branch
preferences of returnees appear to indicate more than this. Infact,
they suggest very strongly that the considerations which determined
recruits’ preferences were not the important ones to returnees. Re-

turnees tended to choose branches which other men ranked low

in prestige, importance, and general.desirability, but which they

thought of as having the most safety and the least work. One ap-

peal which the Air Corps had for the new recruit—the opportunity

to learn new skills which would beusefulin civilian life—waslargely

lacking in the case of returnees, both because returnees generally re-

garded themselves as already trained and because they were subjec-

tively, if not actually, close to discharge from the Army. Moreover,

to men who had already been overseas, the Air Corps,like the In- .

fantry, was more likely to symbolize the probability of more over-

seas service than an opportunity to learn.. All of these facts lead
to the conclusion that returnees were primarily motivated to select

what they thought were the least dangerous andleast onerous post

tions in which to weather out whatever further service the Army

demanded from them. The fact that Service Force returnees were

not particularly anxious to make any change implies that, once the |
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avoidance of danger motive wasfulfilled, returnees, like other men,

preferred to go on doing the work with which they were already

familiar.

Nevertheless, the reassignment of returnees to branches other

than those they had served in overseas did not meet with their ap-

proval in practice, even though, as we have shown earlier, a great

many returnees had thought they favored such moves. The data

in Table 13 compare men who were serving in the same branch in

TABLE 13

SATISFACTION with Brancw AND Jos Assignments AMona RETURNEES Wxo

Crancrep BraNcn AND Rerurness Wao Dip Nor, June 1945

   

PER CENT DISSATISFIED WITH PER CENT DISSATISFIED WITH
PRESENT BRANCH ASSIGNMENT PRESENT JOB AMONG!

Returnees Relurnees Returnees Retlurnees
Serving serving in serving serving in
in same different tn same different

PRESENT branch as branch than branch as branch than
ASSIGNMENT overseas overseas overseas overseas

AAP 26 (797) 44 (139) 37 39
ASF 37 (853) 52 (682) 47 44
AGF 52 (100) 63 (95) 42 44

 

Data from S-213.
Numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages are based.

which they had served overseas with men who were serving in new
branches. As wesee, the men in new branches were more frequently
dissatisfied with their branch assignments, though attitudes toward
their jobs were not particularly different between the two groups.
Nordid it matter what branches the transferees had originally come
from: infantrymen transferred to Army Service Force branches (and
it will be remembered a majority of them wished to make this
change) were just as dissatisfied as were men transferred within the
Service Forde branches, most of whom had not desired the change.*?
As the foregoing data suggest, branch satisfaction and job satis-~

faction were not quite the same thing, even though they were highly
related. Very few returnees liked their branches if they did not
* These two findings—how many wished to change branch as over against howmany of those who did change were satisfied—come from two separate studies madeat different points of time, but there is no evidence to suggest that anything had hap-pened to alter the branch preferences of new returnees between the two atudies. Only -if these two items had been ascertained for the same group of men could we determinedefinitively whether transferees who had desired their transfer were as dissatisfied asinvoluntary transferees.
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like their jobs, but, especially in the Air and Service Forces, there
were a sizable number who were satisfied with their branches and
objected only to the particular jobs they held:

AAP ASF AGF

 

  

Satisfied with both job and branch 45% 36% 85%
Satisfied with branch but not with job 25° 17 7
Satisfied with job but not with branch 7 8 il
Not satisfied with either 23 39 47

100% 100% 100%

Number of cases 936 885 195

In so far as branch andjob satisfaction did have a commoncore,it
will be seen that they both related to the same job factors. There
were, however, other aspects to dislike of branch, especially when it
was an unfamiliar branch, besides the factors’of job frustration.
There was, for example, in branch transferring, a loss of contact
with men whohadshared precisely the same kind of experience and
spoke exactly the same language. The question of status wasalso
involved in at least two ways. In Chart II it may be seen that,
except in Ground Forces where the bulk of new trainees were con-
centrated at this time, men with no overseas service had as much
rank as the returnees who were transferees to this branch, while re-
turnees who had always been in this branch had much more rank
than the other two groups. This strongly suggests that the returnee
transferees could look upon themselves as being put into a status

inferior to that usually occupied by returnees and no better than

that of nonreturnees. Beyond this difference in rank, there were

no particular differences between returnee transferees and nontrans-

ferees in such factors as whether they had jobs whichused their ex-

perience or whether they were being trained or used in unskilled

jobs; nevertheless the difference between the two groupsin attitudes

toward branchstill persists when the factor of rank is controlled.

On the other hand, transferees and nontransferees of equal rank had

about the same attitudes toward their jobs (see Table 14).

Besides the probability that individual status deprivation was

associated with branchtransfer, there was also the fact that return-

ees who changed branches usually shifted to branches with lower

prestige than those they had been in. Something oftheeffect of

this could also have been seen from the data in Table 14; fortrans-

ferees to Air Force, the most prestigeful arm of service, while less
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CHART If

Percentaces Hotpine Rang of SpRGEANT ORAnove AMoNG RETURNEES

Wao Cuancep Brancu, Returners Wao Dip Nor, anp Mrn wita No

Overspas Sprvice, CLASSIFrep By ForcB

(United States, June 1945)

MEN NOW IN AAF , Ist three grades
by RIIRTT TATE TIT TLI

+ ROGIEDRERE
Refurnees serving in same branch as Seer sessoCo Cnetcionns
overse e *eseneeeats SRR SGC

as waren braperterceenecatntutctctsictateoncenetanetatenstat
EOIOI IIMIS

. . . IOISorel
Returneesserving in different bronch PRX ROE162

x oe"than overseas SONSONS

R SSMen with no overseas service BSISoSH Se
‘ SevetetereSetetetanats

MEN NOW IN AGF

RPOPT* *, RR5055920555Returnees serving in same branch RIM Sees SEERas ove Dox) © erececerenss CSREESrseas SOCCER eed
POSTSOSORIO

OOOO
Returnees serving in different branch Boge
than overseas BOOK mark)

ReoSCN

Men with no overseas service

MEN NOW IN ASF

RIKBoIII° : POO +Returnees serving in same branch Rriiz0SesspoRiOOo OH ROGs overseas ROSSA rroorseso09aareataMaaleletaretorintetatetet

RRSOOO
Returnees serving in different branch RIESOT
than overseas . a

ERK. : SOS
Menwith no overseas service melee

Ke

DOEXRTSOR 
Data from S-213. . ,

baw numbers following the bars are the numbersof cases on which percentages are
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satisfied with their branch than men who had always been in Air
Force, were more satisfied than transferees to the less valued
branches.

If we turn nowto the more specific job aspects of branch and job
_ dissatisfaction, we find, as shown in Table 15, that the mainfactors
making for good job adjustment among returnees were just. those
which the earlier discussion of Armypolicies in assigning returnecs
indicated were most difficult to establish by Armyaction. Thatis,

TABLE 14

Branen anp Jos Satisracrion Amone Rerurnees Wo Crancen Brancy ann
Retrornees Wro Dip Not, Crassiriep ny Ranx anp Force

  

eee’

  

PER CENT DISSATISIIED PER CENT DISSATISTIED
WITH PRESENT BRANCH WITH PRESENT Jon
ASSIGNMENT AMONG: AMONG!

Relurnecs Relurnecs Relurnees —-Relurnees
serving serving in serving gerring in
in same different in same different

PRESENT ASSIGNMENT branch as branch than branch as branch than
AND RANK overseas overseas overscas orerseat

AAF: All Sergeants 25 (689) 40 (48) 50 4§
Corporals 83 (89) 48 (48) 46 48
Privates & Pic’s 31 (67) 42 (48) 34 43

ASF: All Sergeants 32 (180) 45 (164) 51 52
Corporals 35 (95) 54 (183) 60 2
Privates & Pfe’s 51 (78) 55 (£36) 60 6}

AGF: All Sergeants 50 (62) 45 (84) 42 42
Corporals 38 (16) 59 (17) 41 59

Privates & Pfc’s G1 (82) 77 (44) 57 i
pnp

Data from §-213. .
Numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages are based.

returnees whoheld regularjobs, doing work they had done overseas,

withlittle shifting around, and with a subjective assurance in them

that they would not be sent overseas again, tended to report satis-
faction with their branches and jobs. Conversely, the returnces
being trained or for whom no jobs hadyet been found,those who
had been transferred to work unrelated to their previous expenence

or whofelt the work they were doing required no skill, and those
who thought another overseas tour was likely, all iended not 10 he

satisfied. These data are not completely objective reports af jou

status. For example, it is easy to imagine that a combat rifieman
converted to a rifle instructor might have said in response to there
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questions either that he had donethis kind of work overseas Or that

he had never donethis kind of work before, and no doubthis choice

would have been influenced by whetheror nothe liked his new as-

signment. Nevertheless, there would seem to be little question

that the relationships portrayed in the data cannotbe entirely at-

tributed to subjective evaluations of job characteristics. Wecan

only conclude that many of the necessities of returnee placement,

dictated by the decision to utilize them somehow, were exactly the

factors making returnees so dissatisfied with their lot.

In the discussion so far, we havesaid verylittle about how the job

problem among returnees was affected by the fact that returnees

were not typical of the bulk of the men in the Army. It would be

an easy answer if the returnees’ adjustment difficulties could be

simply attributed to their initial emotionalinstability, and certainly

in some cases this was true, as witness the following statements of

three returnees, one from each of the forces, whose job difficulties,

it is reasonable to suppose, were inherent in their personality diffi-

culties and would have pursued them from job to job:

A mess sergeant: I can’t stand it nervously. Get all tore upover details. Mess
inspection last week was too much for me. Now the C.O.is going to get me &
new job. I was not this way before going overseas, I was just high strung.

A flight gunner instructor: I thought I could maybe get to some field where I
wouldn’t have to fly in a B-24, but they sent me to a field as a flight gunnerin-
structor. Ym nervous as hell when I fly and I’m scared to tell them about it as
T may lose my rank.

Aninstructor in Infantry: I asked to get out of Infantry and to be put at a quiet
job ata quiet post. I can’t stand gunfire or the sight of marching troops anymore.

Nevertheless, this is a point so easy to dramatize that it is in dan-
ger of being overemphasized. As the more reliable data in Table
16 show,it is true that emotional stability is related to branch and
job satisfaction, but the differences between the more stable and the
less stable men are not nearly as large as some of the differences re-
lated to objectively differing job characteristics previously discussed.
We mayconclude then that while for some job adjustments were

complicated by the psychological state of the men involved, this
was not the sole, nor even the major, factor in the job problems in
which returnees were involved.
On the other hand, the real and persistent job adjustmentdifficul-

ties of the returnees must be evaluated in the context of the satisfac-
tion returnees derived from being home and safe, whatever else hap-
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TABLE 15

Somn Facrors iv Branen anp Jon Satisracrion Amona Reronyres
CLASSIFIED pY Force

(Excludes Men Eligible for Discharge Under the Point System)
eae

reteaeeeeantemcernnnrpnaneansananentntatantstv,

PER CENT SATISFIED WITH BRANCH PER CENT RATISFiIrg

  

ASSIGNMENT: WITH JOB
ASSIGNMENT!

Facror*® AAF ASF AGP AAP ASF AGP

Job status
Has regular job 72 (680) 57 (664) 59 (121) 63 51 61
Taking training 79 (804) 49 (77) 17 (48) 44 24° 4
No regular duties 59 (82) 36 (112) 8 (24) 19 13 8

Nature of work (among men
who have jobs)
Did this kind of work

overseas 81 (227) 66 (202) 56 (48) 76 66 6S
Notthe work done over-

seas but related to pre-
vious Armyorcivilian
experience 78 (98) 67 (97) 44 (23) 51 67 BR

Never did this kind of
work before return 67 (408) 47 08) 46 (104) 50039 48

Job turnover (among men
who have jobs)
Had only one job 77 (814) 60 (850) 59 (83) 73 57 sOG

Had several similar jobs 74 (92) 55 (128) 43 (22) 64 49 4

Had several dissimilar
jobs requiring differ-
ent skills 53 (96) 57 (107) 24 (21) 38 «64245

Had several dissimilar
jobs none of which re- .
quired skills 55 (121) 33 (168) 24 (25) 29 23 a7

Expectation of overscas serv-
tce {among men fit for it)

Fairly or very sure of not
being sent again 72 (140) 63 (43) 56 (18) 520 GG

Chances about fifty-fifty . ,
or undecided 75 (878) 63 (167) 46 (62) a2 45 4

Fairly or very sure of be- 7 44
ing sent again 73 (166) 44 (66) 48-42) 49 3b
nnnAAA,

Data from §-213,
Numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages are based.
* The questions asked:

What is your main Army duty at present?

—~————— Iam working ona regularjob
Tam taking training or going to echool
I don’t have anyreguiar duties now

Check all of the following things that are true about your present Army Job:

   

I don’t have a job at this port yet , .
T never did thts work until after 1 enme bask to the United States

anne 1 did this kind of work overseas
wee Pid this kind of work in the Army before I went overrett

I did this kind of work in civilisa fe
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pened. As we saw earlier, the majority of returnees remained glad

they had come homeevenafter they had been working on their new

assignments and had, presumably, gone through the sorts of experi-~

ences we have been describing. Indeed, as the data in Table 17

TABLE 16

RELATION or Anxiery Syxprome To Brancu AND JoB SaTIsFACTION
Amone RETURNEES

(Excludes Men Eligible for Discharge Under the Point System)

ae

PER CENT SATISFIED WITH PER CENT SATISFIED WITH

BRANCH ASSIGNMENT AMONG PRESENT JOB AMONG

MEN WITH: MEN WITH:

Critical Less than Critical Less than

number of critical number number of critical number

anstety of anaiety anzxiely of anxiety

symptoms* symptoms symptoms symptoms

eeOEEe

SES

SSSS SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSFF

AAF 48 (667) 62 (300) 68 78

ASF 41 (660) 51 (246) 50 . 62

AGF 87 (130) 57 (72) . 34 60

 

Data from 8-213.
Numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages are based.
* The measure being used is the Index of Anxiety Symptoms. See Chapter 9.

‘

serve to emphasize, the proportion of returnees who were glad they
came back did decline as we move from those in the most desirable

types of reassignment to those in the least fortunate positions. But,

even at the bottom of the heap, among returnees for whom no regu-
lar assignments had been found, only a minority regretted their re-
turn, and such factors in their adjustment, yet to be described, as
the respect which they got or failed to get were not at all related to
the relief they felt, whatever else happened, to be back in the United
States.
Two further factors in returnee adjustment may best be examined

 

Since you came back from overseas, have you done pretty much the same kind of work all the time,
or have you been shifted around from job to job?

 I have been in training most of the time since I got back
I have had one kind ofjob all the time since I got back
I have had different jobs, but they were a lot alike
I have had several jobs that used entirely different skills
T have had different jobs but none of them required much special skill or training

 

 

 

 

Regardless of what you want to do, do you think you actually will be sent to some overseas theater
again :

Iam very sure I'll be sent over again
Lamfairly sure J’ll be sent over again
The chances are about fifty-fifty
Tam fairly sure I'll not be sent over again
lam very sure I'll not be sent over again
Undecided
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through data from a survey made in November 1944 of samples of
returnees and men with no overseas service in Air Forces, Infantry,
and two Service Force branches, the Corps of Engineers and the
Quartermaster Corps.®*? Since most returnees who were reassigned.

TABLE 17 ‘

Errecr or Work Srarus on Rerurnyss’ Arriropes Towarp Bztne Back,
June 1945

(Excludes Men Eligible for Discharge Under the Point System) .
———————EE—————————————————

‘
Per cent who said they

were glad they came back
Work status* to the United States
ve
Men whoare now doing work they did overseas 77 (894)
Men who are now doing work related to their pre-overscas

experience 72 (162)
Men whoare nowdoing work they never did before, but have

donelittle shifting or shifted only between skilled jobs 70 (609)
Men who are now doing work they never did before and who
have been shifted around among various unskilled jobs 61 (140)

Men whoare in training 58 (379)
Men who have no regular assignments 54 (342)

 

Data from 8-213.
Numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages are based.
* Based on o cross tabulation of the first threo questions shown in the footnote to Table 15,

to the Ground Forces were to be found in the Infantry, the first two
of these samples may be taken as adequately representing returnees

who were assigned to Air Forces and Ground Forces. Asfor the

returnees in Service Force branches, the two branchesselected offer

some interesting contrasts, being in many respects the two extremes

to be found within the Service Forces,and it is probably safe to

33 §-157.
% At the time of this study, returnces in each of these two branches were made up

about equally of men who had served in it overseas and men transferred to it since

their return. However, two thirds of the transferees to the Quartermaster Corps had
come from the Ground Forces, primarily Infantry, while a like numberof the trans-

ferees to the Engineers had come from other Service Force branches. This difference

is not simply a historical accident but reflects a difference in the type ofjobs within
each branch and the type of men assigned to them. The Army classification program
had devised a physical profile plan whereby men were classified into one of three major

groups on the basis of their physical condition, and quotas of men were assigned to

each of the Service Force branches in accordance with an analysis of the physical re-
quirements of the jobs each branch performed. On this basis, among Service T°re
branches, ASF Circular No. 175, “Classification and Assignment Based upon Physica

Capacity or Stamina,” provided that the Corps of Engincers get the largest quota ‘l

men from the best physical group (65 per cent of its men were to be in this physi :
condition) while the Quartermaster Corps was given the largest quota of men from |ne

poorest group (80 per cent of its men). In other words, the Quartermaster Corrs in
‘a branch to which returnees in poor physical condition were sent im order to find n
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assume that the picture for the whole Service Forces lay somewhere

between them.

The Desire to Be Stationed Near H:ome

Returnees strongly desired to be assigned to posts relatively near

their homes. Both because they had been away so long and because

they tended to be older and married, home had a strong appeal to

these men. However, since the Army camps were concentrated in

the South and West while the centers of population are in the North

and East, it was not possible for returnees to be assigned routinely

TABLE 18

Rervrgnsss’ Desire ro Be Starionep Near Home

(Assigned Returnees, November 1944)

  

Per cent saying they Per cent saying that,

were told officially that even considering the
they would be assigned needs of the Army, they

 

Number to duty at a station had not been assigned as
of cases near their homes* close to home as possiblet

Air Forces 1,487 34 58
Infantry 870 40 64
Engineers 800 44 59
Quartermaster 906 54 ' 68

Data from S-157.
* The question asked was: ‘‘Were you evertold officially that you would be assigned to duty near your

home?”

No
Yes

 

 

t The question asked was: ‘Considering the needs of the Army, would you say you have been assigned
as close to home as is possible?”

 I've never thought aboutit
Yes
No

 

 

to posts close to their homes. In the Air Forces, returnees were
allowed to indicate three bases where they would prefer to be placed
and were told that they would be placed thereif it were at all pos-
sible, but no such policy existed in the Ground and Service Forces.
Nonetheless, the impression soon grew up amongreturnees that they
had been promised placement near homeand that this promise had
not been kept. As we see in Table 18, from a third of the returnees
in the Air Forces to over half the returnees in the QuartermasterA
taxing jobs for jhem. Perhaps notunrelated to the foregoing difference is the fact

at the Vorps of lingineers wasone of thé most prestigeful of the Service Force branches
while the Quartermaster Corps ranked near the bottom. ee
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Corpsfelt this promise had been made to them,** while a clear ma-
jority of men in all four branchesfelt that they had not been put as
close to home as they could have been.
The actual fact was that returnees generally were not stationed

any closer to home than were other troops. The median numberof
hours of travel required to reach the place where they would spend
their furloughs were reported as:

Men with no
Returnees overseas service

Air Force 40 hours 40 hours
Infantry 38 29
Engineers 29 31
Quartermaster 25 25

But though returnees and nonoverseas men were equally distant
from their homes, returnees were much morelikely to be resentful
of their placement at a distance from home. In Table 19 it is shown
that there was somerelationship between the actual distance from
home and men’sfeeling that they had not been placed near enough,
but it may also be noted that returnees were morecritical of their

placement than other men at whatever their distance from home,

and that the only returnee group in which the majority were con-
sistently satisfied was that within six hours of home.

The reasons for the greater resentment on the part of returnees

were only in part traceable to what many of them regarded as an

unkept promise. It is true that returnees who admitted that they

had no official promise of placement near home werelesslikely to

resent their location than were men whofelt they had been assured

of such an assignment. And, of course, nonoverseas men could not

advance the argument that such promises had been made to them.

Nevertheless, excluding those men fortunate enough to have made
living arrangements near their station for their wives, returnees who

agreed that no promise had been made were more critical of their

%5 Oddly enough, in a survey madejust a few monthsearlier-(S-132, June-July 194)

of returnees just arriving in this country, less than 5 per cent said they had beento
officially that they would be assigned to duty near home, which would seem to indicate
that the misapprehension developed after their return. And most of the returnees ip
the later study who said such promises had been made them did say that they were

already in the United States when they were told this. It is possible that some

them misinterpreted the explanation given that they would go to a recepiion ohem
near their homesbefore going on furlough—a procedure adopted in orderto save eae

transportation costs and which had no bearing on their ultimate assignment. 1

also possible that some men were told they would be assigned near home by persons
who did not have the authority to give such assurance.



TABLE 19

Reactions to Distance From Homp, NovemBer 1944 .

PER CENT SAYING THEY HAD NOT BEEN STATIONED AS CLOSE TO HOME AS POSSIBLE CONSIDERING THB NEEDS

OF THE ARMY

Air Force Infantry Engineers Quartermaster

Non- Non- Non- . Non-

DISTANCE FROM HoME* Returnees returnees Returnees returnees Returnees returnees Returnees returnees

36-72 hours 71 (667) 57 (886) 67 (257) 50 (78) 76 (179) 63 (111) 77 (238) 54 (99)

18-36 hours 54 (926) 45 (206) 64 (S11) 58 (222) 69 (160) 45 (77) 73 (298) 47 (106)

6~18 hours 33 (225) 36 (104) 45 (74) 33 (61) 51 (183) 12 (82) G1 (260) 35 (92)

6 hoursorless 16 (86) 21 (83) 17 (29) 16 (19) 17 (86) 11 (47) 27 (62) 11 (86)

Data from S-157.
Numbersin parentheses are the numbersof cases on which percentages are based.

* Based on written-in answers to tho question, “About how long would it take to reach the place where you would spend your furlough?”
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location than were nonoverseas men of the same marital condition.
(See Table 20.) Much of the explanation goes back, once again,
not to a belief that promises had been made and broken,but to the
returnee’s conception of himself and to the nature of returnee assign-
ments. ,

In this matter of being near home, the returnees generally de-
pended on two main lines of justification. .On the one hand, the

TABLE 20

ReLATION OF Promise oF AssignmMpnt Near Hons ro Sarisracrion wirn LOcATION
(Returnces and Nonreturnees, Classified by Marital Status)

  

PERCENTAGES SAYING THEY HAVE NOT BEEN STATIONED
AS NEAR HOME AS POSSIBLE AMONG:

Returnees Nonreturnees

Whosay they Who say they
were promised were not promised

MARITAL CONDITION AND placement placement
BRANCH OF SERVICE near home near home

Married men whose wives are
living near their camp:

Air Force 74 (190) 41 (261) 46 (168)
Infantry 88 (48) 54 (61) 43 (96)
Iengineers 61 (61) 39 (77) 45 (68).
Quartermaster 78 (72) 48 (76) 41 (68)

Married men whose wives are
not living near their camp:

Air Force 83 (89) 62 (109) 49 (162)
Infantry 81 (47) 57 (88) 56 (168)

Engineers 68 (93) 54 (88) 51 (62)
Quartermaster 82 (90) 71 (79) 55 (117)

Single men:
Air Force 73 (816) 45 (462) 64 (673)

Infantry 82 (238) 50 (888) 48 (174)

Engineers 67 (194) 59 (297) 42 (188)
Quartermaster 75 (810) 56 (280) 36 (176)
I

Data from 8-157. . -
Numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages are based.

kind of jobs they did were not usually specialized and they had their
counterparts all over the country, so it seemed reasonable to the |

returnees that they should be able.to do these jobs somewhere nearer _

home. Especially when the jobs they did get had solittle else to

recommend them,and returnees were well aware that often at the

campsto which they were sent they representedjust so muchsurplus
man power creating difficult problems of absorption for the com- —

mand, the pleasure of being near home could be regarded as partial
compensation for these unexpected unpalatable features of their
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returnee status. In the words of one returnee, “When I arrived at

station there were already too many of my MOS[Military Occupa-

tional Specialty] here, so that being the case I feel they could have

sent me much closer homeevenif the same condition existed there.”’

Onthe other hand, though,this was oneof the privileges which many

returneesfelt they had earned by their service overseas, quite apart

from and long before they. became aware of the returnee job situa-

tion. As anex-combat manjust in processof assignmentsaid,“Too

little attention is given to the Ground Force men desiring to be near

home. ‘They seem to get the worst assignments even though some

of these men had it tougher overseas than the others.” Implicit in

the returnees’ yearning for assignment near home, there was not

only their desire that special status be accorded them butan indirect

expression of their tendency to regard themselves as rightfully fin-

ished with the Army as well. They were not so much concerned

with what they were doing in the Army as with being out of the
Army and back home. Since they were kept in the Army, being
near home wasas close as they could cometo their real wish.

The data on this point present an interesting paradox, however.

If we turn first to the relationship between job adjustment and ac-

tual distance from home(see Table 21) we see that, with the excep-
tion of Air Force men, whoin any case tend to befairly well satisfied
with their jobs, returnees at a distancefrom hometended to be some-
what more dissatisfied with their jobs than those stationed closer to
-home. However, except for the sample of returnees in the Corps of
Engineers, the relationship is essentially a difference between men
within six hours of home and all other men. When we turn to non-
returnees, the relationship is even less marked; only in the two
Service Force branchesis there a suggestion of such a relationship,
and in neither of them is the difference significant. The relation-
ship between job adjustment and men’s satisfaction with their near-
ness to home was, however, as shown in Table 22, much moreclear-
cut and about as marked in the nonreturnee groupas in the returnee
group.
As these data indicate, the way men felt about their location

which was itself in part a function of the distance from home at
which they werelocated, was moreclosely related to job adjustment
than was their actual location. This would tend to suggest that
men dissatisfied with their jobs found other thingslike their distance

sapromeemberwlzthan athen Important determining factor in job



TABLE 21

ReEtation or Distance From Hose ro Jos ADJUSTMENT, NovemMBER 1944
S
e

PER CENT WITH RELATIVELY LOW JOB ADJUSTMENT*

4

Returnees Nonreturnees
Quarter- Quarter-DISTANCE FROM HOME

=

Air Force Infantry Engineers master Air Force Infantry Engineers master

mre

eee
72 hours or over 14 (199) 33 (131) 49 (162) 56 (82) 13 (168) 16 (46) 27 (71) 73 (22)36-72 hours 17 (867) 35 (267) 46 (179) 55 (238) 14 (986) 35 (78) 49 (111) 46 (99)18-36 hours 14 (826) 42 (811) 43 (160) 51 (298) 21 (208) 38 (222) 32 (77) 45 (106)6~18 hours 14 (295) 28 (74) 39 (183) 59 (250) 13 (104) 26 (61) 28 (82) 48 (92)6 hoursorles3 17 (86) 17 (29) 82 (85) 41 (61) 15 (83) 37 (29) 26 (47) 25 (86)

Data from 8-157.
Numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages are based.
* Based on an index of three questions:

How do you feel about the importance of the work you are doingright now as compared with other jobs you might be doing in the Army?
It is important as any other job I could do
It is fairly important, but I could do more important work
It hardly seems important at all

   

Does the Army job you now have give you a chanceto use your skill and experience?

No chanceat all
Undecided

A very good chance
A fairly good chance
Not muchof a chance

     

Would you change to someother Army job if given a chance?

Yes
No
Undecided

   

The low job adjustment group is defined a3 those men who said that their Jobs wore not ss important as other jobs they could do and did not give them muchot any chance to use their skill and experience, and that they either would change jobs or were undecided.
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satisfaction. There is some evidence that this latter factor played

some part, especially where returnees were concerned, but it does

not seem to have been a, basic concern.

Relations with Personnel Who Had not Served Overseas

Returnees were prone to feel that they were discriminated against,

were not appreciated, and were not given the deference to which

they were entitled. As Chart III shows, the majority of returnees

TABLE 22

Revation or Satisrpaction wira Disrance From Home to Jos ADJUSTMENT,

Novewuser 1944

  

PER CENT WITH LOW JOB ADJUSTMENT*

Returnees Men with no overseas service
Men who feel Men who feel Men who feel Men whofeel

they are they are not they are they are not
stationed as stationed as stationed as stationed as
close tohome close to home close tohome close to home
as possible as possible as possible as possible

Air Force 11 (884) 20 (827) 12 (208) 17 (469)
Infantry 24 (112) 41 (661) 23 (92) 38 (222)
Engineers 29 (168) 49 (476) 26 (120) 45 (168)
Quartermaster 34 (129) 60 (611) 33 (86) 59 (166)

 

Data from 8-157.
Numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages are based.
* See footnote to Table 21.

felt that their contributions went unrecognized by men who had
not been overseas. Andin similar fashion, returnees were likely to
insist that the nonoverseas men got the better jobs, while men who
had not been overseas tended to disagree with them:

PER CENT SAYING THE BETTER JOBS WERE
HELD BY NONOVERSEAS PERSONNEL"?

Returnees Nonreturnees
Air Force 29 7
Infantry 27 10
Engineers 44 10
Quartermaster 55 15

*6The question asked was: “Who have the better jobs in t—enli: ‘ou fi
who haven't been overseas or those who have?” Your out nlisted men

 

Enlisted men who have been overseas
Enlisted men who haven’t been overseas

——— There isn’t much difference
I haven’t been in this outfit long enough to know
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CHART fil

Dererency GIVEN RETURNEES, AS RETURNEES AND Nonoverseas MEN ViewepIt
(November 1944)

" QUESTION "From what you've seen and heard, do men who haven't been overseas appreciate what
returnees hove done and been through ?

PERGENTAGE RESPONDING

Few About Most All
of half of of of
them them them them

Nonreturnees

INFANTRY

Returnees

Nonreturnees

CORPS OF ENGINEERS

se USNN

CA

Nonreturnees GANe

QUARTERMASTER CORPS

Returnees

Nonreturnees 
Data from S-157, : ta
The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentag

based.

es are
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Nonreturnees did not usually claim that returnees got the better

jobs; they tendedto assert simply that there was no appreciable dif-

ference in the kinds of assignments returnees and nonreturnees were

given.
As the foregoing chart shows, nonoverseas men did not share the

returnees’ point of view on this matter, but believed that there-

turnees were adequately recognized. It is clear that the returnees’

deference demands were greater than the nonoverseas men realized,

thoughin part the answers of the latter group must be taken as de-

fensive, since in giving an unfavorable response they would,in effect,

be criticizing themselves. The attitudes of nonoverseas men might

simply be taken as implying that the nonoverseas menfelt that re-

- turnees were not entitled to much special recognition and were get-

ting as much as they deserved, if it were not for the fact that other

evidence exists to suggest that nonoverseas personnel did in fact

accord the returnees high status, though their relationships were

not unmixed with conflicts. The respect for the returnees’ superior ,

experience may be inferred from the choices men made, as shown in

Table 23, for men in the Corps of Engineers, though the same thing

might have been shown for any of the other branches as well. As

we see here, a majority of men with no overseas service expressed a

preference that their leaders, both officers and noncoms, come at
least in part from the returnee group. They were, however, less
likely to want to be in an outfit in which their fellow enlisted men
were returnees, a fact which has a double-barreled implication: on
the one hand it may have represented the respect given returnees by
new recruits who did not feel they had enough experience to belong
to a returnee outfit, but on the other hand it also involved some of
the conflicts between the two types of personnel which will be dis-
cussed later.
Returnees, however, were far more decided in their preferences

for an all-returnee society. If we take the three choices shown in
the foregoing table—that is, preferences in officers, noncoms and
fellow enlisted men—as defining an all-returnee group, it may be
said that three fifths of the returnees gave this as their choice. The
choices of nonreturnees did not cluster to anything like this extent;
the highest proportion choosing any one possible combination was
only 18 percent and this was the group of men who consistently had
no preferences about the composition of their outfit. However,
the second most frequent choice was to be in anall-returnee outfit,
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and this was closely followed by a preference for returnee leaders
but either mixed or all nonoverseas fellow enlisted men.

It may be said, then, that in general nonoverseas men respected
returnees and often wished to associate with them, but returnees
preferred to keep to themselves. The reasons for the returnees’
tendency toward exclusiveness may be broadly classified into two
main groups: on the one hand, the returnees’ general estrangement
from the United States milieu, and, on the other, the more specific
difficulties which arose between returnees and men with no overseas
service.

. TABLE 23
Prererence ror Ruerurnen Leapprs anp Assoctates AMONG RETURNEES AND

NONOVERSEAS Men

(Corps of Engineers, November 1944)

  

PERCENTAGES
PERCENTAGES PERCENTAGES CHOOSING GIVEN

CHOOSING GIVEN CHOOSING GIVEN COMPOSITION OF
COMPOSITION OF COMPOSITION OF OTHER ENLISTED

OFFICERS* AMONG: NONCOMS} AMONG: MEN IN company
AMONG:

DESIRED Non- Non- Non-
COMPOSITION Returnees returnees Returnees returnees Relurnees returnees

 

Returnees 79 49 81 39 69 15.
Some of both 7 21 7 26 13 34

Don't care one way
or the other 13 25 Il 26 15 23

Nonreturnees Ij 5 1 9 3 28

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100

Number of cases 800 897 800 897 &00 897
a

Data from 8-157.
* Based on the question: “In general would you rather have officers who have served overseas or offi-

cers who haven't been overseas?” °

Would rather have officers who have served overseas
Would rather have officers who haven't been overseas
Would rather have some of both
It doesn’t matter to me one way or another

 

  

+ Based on the question: “In general would you rather have noncoms who have served oversess OT

noncoms who haven't been oversens?”

Would rather have noncoms who have served overseas
Would rather have noncoms who haven't bean overseas
Would rather have someof both
It doesn't matter to me one way or another

  

 

 

: f
t Based on the question: “If it were up to you would you rather be in a company made up mostly

overseas men, or would you prefer being in a company made up mostly of meu who haven’t been ov

Would rather be in a company made up mostly of overseas men
Would rather ba in a company made up mostly of men who haven't
Would rather have some of both
It doesn't matter te me one way or another

 

been overseas
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To tum first to the more general aspect of the problem, it is ob-

vious that the environment of the military establishment in the

United States was quite different from that overseas. Returnecs

found themselves not only in an atmosphere they were no longer

used to, but among men who had not shared their experiences and

did not speak their language. It has become a shibboleth among

men who served overseas, and especially the combat men among

them, that “no one who hasn’t been throughit can possibly under-

stand whatit’s like.” Attitudes like these as well as the objectively

disappointing aspects of their duty in the United States operated to

prevent returnees from fully reassimilating themselves to the do-

mestic Army.

TABLE 24

Ferimc or Esrrancrment Amona Retrorneges, Novesmrr 1944

 

PER CENT SAYING THAT THEY DO
NOT FEDL THEY REALLY BELONG
IN THEIR PRESENT COMPANY AND
ARE AN IMPORTANT PART OF 17T*

 

Returnecs Nonoverseas men

Air Force 34 15
Infantry 50 34
Engineers 58 4}
Quartermaster 72 61

 

Data from S-157. :
* Based on the question: “Do you feel you really belong in your company (battery, equadron) and sro

an important part of it?”

Very much so
ane Falriy much so

Kot very much
Not at all

 

 

 

At the time of the survey made in November 1944, returnees in
each of the branches surveyed, who had on the average been back
in the United States for eight months,wereless likely than men who
had never been overseas to report that they felt integrated into
their present units (see Table 24), in spite of the fact that these re-
turnees had been in their present units as long as or even longer
than the men with no overseas service. In part, of course, this sen-
timent, as the very differences between the branches imply, reflected
the low esteem in which men held their present branch and job as-
signments, but some of this reaction is attributable to the greater
prestige men gave to overseas units rather than to the particular
frustrations they had encountered as returnees. This tendency to
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identify themselves with their overseas units to the disparagement
of their domestic units was reflected in the importance which re.
turnees placed on being permitted to continue to wearthe insignia
of their old units, and itself helped to keep the returnee psychologi- .
cally aloof from his milieu.
One aspect of the United States environment which returnees

found particularly distasteful was the emphasis given to formsof
military courtesy and the ‘‘customs of the service’ which tended to
be more rigorously observed in the garrison situations in the States
than in the usually less formal overseas situations from which the
returnees had come. Returnees generally expressed morecriticism
of the enforcement of discipline and officer-enlisted men relation-
ships than did men who had never been overseas, as is shown in
Table 25. It is of some interest to note that while the foregoing
statement is in anycase historically true of the particular men who
came back as returnees, there is some reason to believe that this
finding has greater generality in that the same pattern of differences
between returnees and nonreturneesis found when the comparisons

are limited to only those men whosescores on the Index of Anxiety
Symptoms make it unreasonable to hypothesize that personality
disturbances were at the root of their criticisms. For example,if

we limit our attention only to those men who hadless than critical

numberof anxiety symptoms, the proportions objecting to military

discipline (the first item in Table 25) still remain higher amongre-

turnees than among men with no overseas service:

Returnees Nonreturnees

Air Force A5 (676) 34 (591)
Infantry 40 (269) . $81 (217)

Engineers 58 (261) 33 (230)
Quartermaster 69 (814) 65 (188)

The whole question of garrison discipline was oneof the subjects ex-

tensively written about by returnees in the morale questionnaire

basic to the above data. In fact, the desire to escape from

“chicken” and the “too GI” atmosphere was the most frequently

advanced explanation given by the small number of returnees who

expressed willingness to go overseas again. .

In addition to these general reactions against the circumstances

surrounding their service in the United States, returnees didnot al-

ways look with favor upon or get along smoothly with their asso-

ciateés who had not been overseas. Returnees’ attitudes toward



TABLE 25

Artirupes Towarp AsrEcts or THE GARRISON Siruation, Rerurners anp Nonnerurners, Novemsen 1944
e
v

AIR FORCE INFANTRY ENGINEERS QUARTERMASTER
Non- Non- Non- ‘ Non-

PER CENT WHO SAY THAT:* Relurnees returnees Returnees returnees Returnees returnees Returnees returneeseee,

EeSSSOeESSEee

Military control anddiscipline at their post
‘is too strict and a lot ofit is unnecessary 51 36 AT 41 65 AL 72 67Passes are tougher to get than is necessary 22 16 32 31 30 - 18 40 82

Military Police treat returnees worse than
other men who haven’t been overseas 33 6 30 9 25 5 22 8Officers get far too many privileges as com-
pared with enlisted men 52 43 44 35 47 25 54 Ad

Fewor none of their officers try to look
out for the welfare of enlisted men 60 47 44. 36 Bt 33 46 41

Number of cases 1,427 893 870 432 800 397 906 361eee
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TABLE 25 (Continued)

Data from 8-157.
* The questions paraphrased here are:

What do you think of the military control and discipline at this post?

It’s too strict but most of it is necessary

______— It’s too strict and a lot of it is unnecessary

It’s about right
It’s not strict enough

   

Howare the passes in your outfit?

Tougher to get than is necessary

Tough, but there are some good reasonsfor it

About right

¥rom what you've seen or heard, do you feel M.P.'s treat returnees better or worse than men who haven't been overseas?

   

M.P.'s treat returnees better

M.Ps trent returnees and men who baven't been overseas about the same

M.P.’'s treat returnees worse

  

Considering their responsibilities, how do you feel about tho privileges that officers got compared with onliated men?

Far too many privileges compared with enlisted men

A few too many privileges compared with enlisted men

About the right numberof privileges

Too few privileges

How many of your present officers aro the kind that always try to look out for the welfare of enlisted men? .

 

Nono
Few
About half
Most

————— All
———__.. Don’t know

.
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men who had not yet served overseas differed rather sharply de-

pending on whether the nonoverseas men were men still in training

who could reasonably be expected to be sent overseas, or men who

had completed training and were occupying garrison-type jobs, and

their attitudes were in turn reciprocated at least in part. Toward

the trainees, the returnees’ attitudes were almost fatherly; they fre-

quently expressed concern for the trainees’ welfare and apprehen-

sion that they were not getting the training and information they

would need for their overseas duty. These trainees were about to

confront experiences which the returnees had had to endure, so the

returnees found it fairly easy to identify themselves with them. A

quite typical expression of returnee sentiments toward these train-

ees may be seen in the following comment of a returnee:

I was in a Machine Gun Co.(overseas) and we use to get men into it that didn’t

know a thing about the weapon. So how about gettingoff their fanny and doing
something aboutit for these men.

Many trainees in turn looked up to the returnees, as the apprentice

would to the master.
Where the other group of nonoverseas personnel was concerned,

however, a different series of reactions took place. These men who
were working rather than training in the United States were fre-
quently the target of bitter attacks by the returnees. In part, this
was 8 continuation of the reactions of overseas troops to men who
had escaped the experience; it will be remembered that in an earlier
chapter troops overseas were shown to be quite hostile to the men |
they frequently characterized as the “U.S.0. Commandos.” The
overseas men’s point of view was a kind of invidious resentment of
men who had been fortunate enough to escape their experience, but
who were, by that escape, in a sense responsible for their enduring
it. By their reasoning, if the men not overseas had been the ones
sent over, then those over there might have been the lucky ones who
remained in the States. These resentments continued when the
overseas men returned to the States and in much the samecontext.
These attitudes were most frequently expressed by the returnees in
justification of their unwillingness to go overseas again or their feel-
ing that they had done their share as long as these fully trained men,
usually characterized with various derogatory epithets, had not
gone overseas. Hspecially since the returnees were not definitely
assured that they would never go overseas again, the presence of
these post-trainees who had never been over act3 ed as a goad to k
both their fear and their resentment alive. ° “
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At the same time, there were in the United States situation some
added sources of conflict between the returnees and this particular
group of nonreturnees. ‘These post-trainees held, by and large, the
same general type of jobs that returnees were ultimately given, but
since the returnees were relative newcomers, the nonoverseas men
were likely to be holding the more desirable jobs. So these post-
trainees were an easily identifiable element in the job frustrations °
of the returnees, and their shipment overseas not only seemedcalled
for by simple justice, but appeared as a meansof improving the re-
turnees’ situation.
These post-trainees, on the other hand, were aware of their good

fortune to date and of the returnees’ resentmentofit, and felt some
guilt in the situation, as well as a defensiveness and counterresent-
ment. It was a frequent defense of theirs that the individual was
not responsible for what happened to him in the Army, so the men
who hadn’t been sent overseas should not be blamedfor it.’ Some
of them had, moreover, one real grievance against the returnees: as
we have had occasion to discuss earlier, the excessive rank among
returnees created some administrative difficulties and, though the
returnees were usually protected in their rank, this sometimes meant
that the nonoverseas men were reduced in grade or blocked from

promotion in order to leave the returnees in their grades.

Much of the foregoing description rests on personal interview +

materials and freely written comments, but this description may be

documented, at least partially, by more objective data. In Table

26 the answers of returnees and nonoverseas returnees to two state-

ments about relationships between returnees and nonreturneesare

shown. As a rough approximation of the trainee post-trainee dis-

tinction, the men with no overseas service have been divided into

those with a year or less of service and those with longer service.

As wesee here, the post-trainees were as likely to recognize the over-

seas personnel’s resentment of men who had not seen active service

as the returnees were to admit it, while the trainees, who were not

the target of this resentment, were not as aware of it. On the other

hand, trainees were likely to identify themselves with returnees 1

equally accepting the idea that the veteran had a right to his supe-
rior status, as indexed by his being justified in directing anger toward

men who had doneless than he had, but the post-trainees who were

37 Such rationalizations reached their peak in the occasional objection to the pon
system as unfairly discriminating against nonoverseas personnel by giving point ‘
combat and overseasservice, since the men “unfortunate” enough to have been kep

in the United States didn’t get the opportunity to earn such points.
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somewhat guiltily aware that they were the group “who didn’tgo

through what he did” were more likely to take the self-defensive

position of denying.that veterans were rightfully entitled to such

expressions of superiority. .--. a

In spite of resentments on both sides, the fact is that when both

groups were queried about how returnees and nonoverseas men got

along, a majorityof the nonoverseas men described the situationas

one in which returnees and nonreturnees got along very well, while

returnees, looking at presumably the same situation, wereless likely

to viewthe relations so favorably. (See Table 27.) Since the ques-

tion was not one which attributed blame toeither side in case rela-

TABLE 26

ReETURNEE-NONRETURNES RESENTMENTS, Cross Section, NoveMBer 1945

  

PERCENTAGES AGREEING WITH STATEMENT :

AMONG:

Men with no overseas service Returnees
lyearorless Over 1 year

STATEMENT in Army in Army

Most men who were under enemyfire in
this war resent the soldiers who did not
see action 32 50 49

A soldier who has seen a lot of the war ‘
has a right to get sore whenever heis
annoyed by a person who didn’t go -
through what he did 52 39 54

Number of cases 149 412 478

 

Data from §-234.

tionships were not good, thereis little reason to infer that the non-
overseas men’s answers represent a kind of defensive response, al-
thoughthis is, of course, possible. Rather, it would appear that
these data are more consistent with the view that relationships be-
tween the two groups were not particularly characterized by overt
hostilities but were a source of subjective tensions to the returnees
of which the nonoverseas men were often unaware. .
A good example of the kind ofsituation which returnees would .

regard unfavorably while nonoverseas men, who were less aware of
the returnees’ deference needs, might see no difficulties in it, is
found in working and command relationships between returnees
and nonreturnees in which nonoverseas men were in the superordi-
nate positions. While the nonoverseas man, trained for and experi-
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enced in his role, was not very likely to see this as anydifferent from
his similar relationships with other nonreturnees, returnees fre.
quently regardedit as an affront to be put in a position subordinate
to men whom theyregarded asclearlytheir inferiors in experience
and status. In the words of a returnee flying officer: “It’s pretty
bad working under men who have been commissioned muchafter I
was and who have Jess flying experience.” .

TABLE 27

RELATIONS BETWEEN RETURNEES AND NoNRETURNEES a8 Born Groups
Rerort Tuem, Novemper 1944

  

Qussrion: “From what you haveseen or heard, how well
do returnees and enlisted men who haven't
been overseas getalong together?”

PERCENTAGES RESPONDING:
Natwell Notso Fairly Very Total’ Number

 

ai all well well well percent of cases

Airore  {Nometumess 102 6100888
Tofantry —{Nonretumees 20k) BSS 10D
Engineers {Returneesis ; 8 0 3 100 507

Quartermaster!orroramees «100 ak S10 BL

 

Data from S-157.

For a variety of reasons, then, returnees adjusted better when

they were relatively isolated from contacts with men who had not

served overseas. In Table 28, returnees have been classified,.ac-

cording to their outfit composition, into those in which the com-

manding officer and a majority of the noncoms were returnees and

those in which both the commandingofficer and a majority of non-

coms were men who had never served overseas. Other outfits, in

whicheitherthe officer or a majority of noncoms, but not both, were

returnees are classified as mixed. Since, in general, outfits with re-

turnee noncoms were made up of returnee enlisted men and outfits

with nonoverseas noncomsconsisted primarily of nonoverseas men, -

this additional compositional factor has not been controlled, but

the data may be taken as roughly contrasting the attitudes of re- .

turnees in predominantly returnee outfits with those of returnees In

predominantly nonreturnee outfits. Aswe see from these compari-
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sons, returnees wholived and worked in a returnee atmosphere were

less likely to feel estranged from their outfits, less likely to be dis-

satisfied with their jobs,less critical of the treatment and deference

given returnees, less hostile toward nonoverseas personnel, and less

critical of their officers than returnees in predominantly nonreturnee

units.

These data certainly support the conclusion that returnees felt

more at home, were happier, and believed they got better breaks

when they stayed among their own kind and were not subjected to

dealings with superiors they belittled because of lack of overseas

experience, but there remains the question of how much basis in

fact there was for these subjective reactions. Certainly, as a simple

matter of logic, it would follow that in an all-returnee outfit there

would be no men who had not been overseas to compete with re-

turnees or block them from the more desirable jobs in the unit, while

returnees who entered a predominantly nonreturnee outfit would

find such men in most of the top positions. It is probable that re-

turnee officers and noncoms, who would, as returnees, share the

prejudices of other returnees against men who had not been overseas,

did favor returnees in assignment and promotion.

Ii is even possible that counterprejudices operated in the assign-
ments made by nonreturnee officers, who were sometimesirritated
with the injustices they had to do men who had done their work
well in order to preserve returnees’ rank. But, objectively speak-
ing, those returnees who were in nonreturnee outfits would often be
themselves in desirable positions (for example, one such situation.
would be an outfit in training which had some returnee instructors);
while someall-returnee outfits were simply temporary organizations
(casual companies) of returnees for whom no assignments existed.
In other words, the known facts do not lead simply and clearly to
the conclusion that returneesin all-returnee outfits were objectively
better off.
On the other hand, the returnees’ subjective evaluation of the

situation was shared by men who had not served overseas. As
shown in Table 29, nonreturnees in predominantly returnee outfits
were, like the returnees in these outfits, morelikely to feel that re-
turnees got jobs which were worthy of their experience, that re-
turnees were nof discriminated against in favor of nonoverseas
personnel, and that the United States training program was being
enriched by their practical overseas experience. In part, this agree-
ment between returnees and nonreturnees suggests that there was
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TABLE 28

Errecr or Ourrir Composirion* on RerurNee Arrrrupes,t Novemper 1944
—_—_—oeeSSS

EEE

—

EEE

; Quarter-
Air Force Infantry Engineers master

EES

Per cent who do not feel they really be-
long in their present outfit and are an
important part of it among:

Returnees in predominantly
returnee outfits 21 (292) 41 (299) 49 (190) 36 (47)

Returnees in mixed outfits 32 (427) 50 (806) 49 (167) 56 (173)
Returnees in predominantly

nonreturnee outfits 45 (313) 58 (185) 68 (284) —-82 (869)

Per cent with relatively low job adjust-
ment among:

Returnees in predominantly
returnee outfits 7 31 43 17

Returnees in mixed outfits 15 37 40 45
Returnees in predominantly
nonreturnee outfits 26 41 51 66

Per cent who feel that few or no re-
turnees get jobs that make use of their
overseas experience among: ‘

Returnees in predominantly
returnee outfits 13 44 63 60

Returnees in mixed outfits 28 49 65 72
Returnees in predominantly

nonreturnee outfits 33 59 75 76

Per cent who feel that the training in
the U.S. is not making use of what has
been learned from overseas experience
among:

Returnees in predominantly
returnee outfits 12 30 25 34

Returnees in mixed outfits 18 39 35 34

Returnees in predominantly
nonreturnee outfits 28 48 40 48

Per cent who feel that enlisted men who
haven’t been overseas get the better jobs
in their outfits among: .

Returnees in predominantly
returnee outfits 13 17 35 47

Returnees in mixed outfits 42 33 48 60
Returnees in predominantly

nonreturnee outfits 44 50 64 65

Per cent who feel that few or none of
their officers iry to look out for the wel-
fare of enlisted men among:

Returnees in predominantly
returnee outfits 58 39 57 40

Returnees in mixed outfits 59 50 53 46
Returnees in predominantly . 59

nonreturnee outfits 65 52 59
i
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somebasis in fact as well as in attitude for the returnees’ preference

for and greater comfort in their own outfits, But these data may

not be taken as surecorroboration of this point, since they may be,

at least in part, simply evidence that the attitudes of returnees

affected the opinions of the nonreturnees around them as well.

 

Data from S-157. .
Numbers in parentheses ore the numbers of cases on which percentages nre based. .

* The outfit classification used in this table is based on a cross tabulation of two questions:

Has the C.O. of your company (battery, squadron) served overseas in this war?

Yes
No
Don’t know

About how many of the noncoms in the permanent cadre of your company (battery, squadron) have

served overseas in this war?

Almost all of them have served overseas in this war
About three fourths of them have '
About half of them have 1
About one fourth of them have
Almost none of them have
I haven't been in this outfit long enough to know

Men whoreported that their C.O. and half or more of their noncoms had served overseas are classified
as being in predominantly returnee outfits; men who said that their C.O. had not served overseas and
Jess than half of their noncoms had are classified as being in predominantly nonreturnee outfits. Men
who weren't sure of the overseas service of their noncoms and/or C.Q.were excluded from consideration,
while the remainder ore classified as being in mixed outfits.

+ The attitude questions summarized in this table are:

Doyou feel you really belong in your company (battery, squadron) and are an important part of it?

Very much so
——___— Fairly much so
__X__ Not very much
—_X__. Not at all

+

From what you haveseen or heard, do returnees get jobs that make use of their overseas experience?

All of them do ——X__. Few of them do
Most of them do —Xx__ None of them do
About half of them do —__—. Don’t know

Do you think training here in the U. 8. is now making use of what has been learned from overseas
experience? .

Yes, most of the training does
—______. Yes, someof the training does
—_*__ No, not very much ofthe training does

x No, none of the training does
Don't know

Whohavethe better jobs in your outfit—enlisted menwho have been overseas or those who haven't?

——_X__. Enlisted men who have been overseas
Enlisted men who haven't been overseas
There isn’t much difference
I haven’t been in this outfit long enough to know

Howmany of your presentofficers are the kind that always try to look out for the welfare of en-

—_*__ None
—xX__. Few

About half
Most
All
Don’t know

to Table 21,
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TABLE 29

Errecr or Ovrrrr Comrosirion on ArtitupEs or Nonrerorners Towarp Issuzg
InvVoLVING Rerurness,* Novemerr 1944
Eee

Quarter-
Air Force Infantry Engineers _ masterEee

Per cent who feel that few or no re-~
turnees get jobs that make use of their
overseas experience among:

Nonreturnees in predominantly
returnee outfits — 24 (102) 8 (68) 55 (62) 60 (16)

Nonreturnees in mixed outfits 32 (248) 46 (176) 47 (116) 68 (80)
Nonreturnees in predominantly

nonreturnee outfits 42 (148) 62 (97) 59 (102) 78 (111)

Per cent who feel that the training in
U.S. is not making use of what has
been learned from overseas experience
among:

Nonreturnees in predominantly
returnee outfits

Nonreturnees in mixed outfits
Nonreturnees in predominantly

nonreturnee outfits 15 30 20 82

Per cent who feel that enlisted men who
haven't been overseas get the better jabs
in their outfits among:

Nonreturnees in predominantly

26 15 13
27 17 32©

o

returnee outfits 8 6 8 7
Nonreturnees in mixed outfits 8 10 13 23
Nonreturnees in predominantly

nonreturnee outfits 14 18 13 18

 

Data from 8-157.
Numbers in parentheses are the numbers of cases on which percentages are based.
* See footnotes to Table 28.

Conclusion

Here then we havethe returnees,in broadoutline at least. They

were men who came back, after long service overseas, often in poor

physical condition and emotionally disturbed,often,in fact,selected

for return for just these reasons. They came back expecting con-

sideration and recognition for their services and often felt these

services were already sufficient to justify their retirement from active

service. They met a reception which, in its early phases, lived up

to their expectations, but the basic difficulties began when the re- .

turnees were faced with the prospect of again going throughall that

they had gone through before when they had been trained.

Because the Army’s need of these men wasin part a prediction of

what man-powerneedsin the Pacific would prove to be (needs which
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never materialized) rather than an immediacy, the returnees’ basic

unwillingness to start out in the Army again in an almost “rookie

status—to go through a hard training period, to learn new jobs,to

accept garrison discipline—wasreinforced-by the returnees’ aware-

ness that their presence was a burden to the Army which tried con-

stantly, but never fully successfully, to find ways of utilizing re-

turnees. Returnees knew that large numbers of their kind were

sitting around camps whereno present assignments could be found

for them, they knew that training was sometimes used as a tempo-

rary solution to the lack of suitable jobs, and they suspected that

their training would often not be needed in the jobs they got. The

jobs made available to them, as a result of the Army’s decision to

protect returneesfor as long as possible from completing their repe-

tition of the Army cycle with another tour of overseas duty, were

often frustrating, and, though a necessary part of maintaining a

military establishment, seemed unimportant and beneath the status

of a returnee. They found further sources of dissatisfaction in

working under men whohad not been overseas, who were by that

fact, in the returnee scale of values, inferior to the returnees in ex~
perience and status. And they resented the failure to accord them

privileged treatment, not only in discharges and in job assignments,

but in such matters as being stationed near home, andin the relaxa-
tion for them of the normally required degree of compliance with
military forms.
Both by disposition and because of the situation in which they

found themselves, then, returnees were a disgruntled group. Be-
cause they had great prestige with the public and with new recruits,
whose training they were often in charge of, their discontents had
repercussions in a wider area than simply the returnee groupitself.
Perhaps the one saving feature of everything that happened to the
returnees was that for most of them, nothing that happened was as
bad as being overseas. By way of conclusion and to put the re-
turnee problem in its proper perspective, let us emphasize again
that, whatever their objective circumstances, only a minority of
returnees ever got so completely fed up as to wish they had never
come back to the United States or had returned only for a brief
furlough.
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CHAPTER 11

 

THE POINT SYSTEM.FOR
REDEPLOYMENT AND DISCHARGE?

N PLANNING for demobilization, the Army faced a problem un-
precedented in American history.

With the defeat of Germany, it would be possible to release sev-
eral million soldiers. Yet prudence required the assumption that
another year or more might elapse before the capitulation of Japan.
The Army had to assume that the invasion of the Japanese home-
land would be necessary, with a long and costly campaign of exter- -
mination similar to those on the Pacific islands. Tor this invasion
and for the supply lines stretching around the world to it, millions
of soldiers would still be required.
To keep all men in the service was both unnecessary andpoliti-

cally unthinkable. Some would have to be discharged. Who

should these be?
There were two schools of thought. One school of thought,

which had particularly strong representation in Army Ground

Forces, tended to see the problem asone of preserving intact, at all

cost, the combat fighting teams. This meant discharging mainly

service troops,limited service men, andsoldiers not yet fully trained.

The combat veterans, especially the experienced noncoms, were

obviously the core of our magnificent fighting machine.

Another school of thought, also arguing on the basis of military

efficiency, held that the men of longest service would be so dis-

affected by a policy which rewarded the men who had made the

least sacrifice that the morale of the combat teams would be as

much endangered by retaining such men as by discharging some of
them. Furthermore, they pointed out, the Army did have a large

1 By Samuel A. Stouffer. The principal lisison officer representing the Researct
Branch in the negotiations leading to adoption of the point system was Lieut od
Colonel Lyle M. Spencer, An important part in planning thefirst surveys was P the
by John A. Clausen. The principal technical responsibility m 1944-1945 vee VE
hands of Louis Guttman. . Shirley A. Star was chief analyst of the surveys @
Day on attitudes toward the redeployment program.

520
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surplus of combat veterans, hence those of longest experience prob-

ably could be released without serious detriment other than a small

delay for reorganization of units. Moreover, they questioned the

necessarily superior military efficiency of men who had been in com-

bat an extremely long time.? sO

Proponentsof thefirst point of view had an additional argument

which had a special plausibility. If discharges were made on the

basis of entire units, the Army would not be open to the charges of

favoritism to individuals. If an individual’s record were taken into

account, there was too much chanceof a scandal, particularly if the

Army yielded to political pressure to discharge certain individuals

or certain categories of individuals without respect to military need.

It was admitted that the replacement system had operated so that

a given unit was likely to contain personnel with a very wide range

of service and that a unit discharge system would give new replace-

ments in demobilized outfits a head start in civilian life over the

combat veterans in outfits retained. But this was advanced as the
lesser of two evils.

If the individual discharge system were to be adopted, the simplest

formula was‘‘first in, first out.”” At this point, the Research Branch
entered the picture. Lieutenant Colonel Lyle M. Spencer, repré-
senting General Osborn, becametheliaison officer of the Information
and Education Division with the Special Planning Division of the
War Department General Staff which was drawing the redeploy-
ment plans. Spencer proposed,as a result of conferences with his
colleagues in the Research Branch, that the temper of the soldiers
themselves be discreetly sounded out. This was authorized in the
fall of 1948.

Research Behind the Point System

After some extensive pretesting in the United States, a survey
was madein the United States and six overseas areas of representa-
tive cross sections of enlisted men. Over twenty thousandsoldiers
were included in the study. Four possible factors were explicitly:
considered: (1) Length of time in the Army, (2) age, (3) overseas
service, (4) dependency. To determine therelative importance of
these factors in the soldiers’ minds, the method of paired compari-
sons was used. Hach factor was compared with each other. The
question was as follows:

 

? In Chapter5 of this volume some evidence tending to confirm this pointis shSee especially Chart III. . : 6 "P sens
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(a) After the war when the Armystarts releasing soldiers back to civilian
life, which of these two groups of men do you think should bereleased
first? (Check only one) - -

Men with dependents
or.
Menover 30 years of age

 

 

(b) Which of these two groups of men should bereleased first? (Check
only one)
 Men who have been in the Armylongest

or
Men with dependents 

(c) Which of these two groups of men should be released first? (Check
only one)
 Menover 30 years of age

or
Men who have served overseas

 

(d) Which of these two groups of men should bereleased first?

Men who have served overseas
or

Men who havebeen in the Army longest

(e) Which of these two groups of men should bereleased first? (Check
only one)

 

 

Men over 30 years of age
or oO

Men who have been in the Army longest

 

 

(f) Which of these two groups of men do you think should be released .
jirst? (Check only one)

Men with dependents —
or

Men who haveserved overseas

 

 

Approximately 90 per cent of the respondents were completely

internally consistent in their six check marks. To be consistent, a

man had to check one of the alternatives (for example, overseas

service) three times, another twice, another once, and one not at

all? By cross tabulation, a table for each overseas area and the

United States could be constructed,asillustrated by Table1 for the

Central Pacific. This table, based on5,115 consistent answers, —

shows that among 54 per cent of the men overseas service was first

choice for determining priority of discharge, while among 38 per
cent of the men dependency was first choice. Longevity inthe
Armyor age were negligible as first choices. Among second choices,

3 An exampleof aninconsistent choice would be preferring longevity to dependeney
and also preferring dependency to overseas service, and preferring overseasServi?
longevity. :
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overseas service again led, with dependency and longevity tied, and

with longevity decidedly preferred to age. In third choices, lon-

gevity led age, and in last choices, as was necessary from internal

consistency, age was most frequent.

A summaryof the first choices in the various samplesis presented

TABLE 1

Prionrry or Demosrization Cxorces AMona Men mn Centrat Paciric,

Marce 1944

(Based on 5,115 Consistent Answers)

  

PERCENTAGE CHECKING A GIVEN ITEM

 

O times 1 time 2 times 8 times

Overseas service 1 6 39 54

Dependents 11 25 26 38
Longevity in Army 26 43 26 5

Age 62 26 9. 3

Total 100 100 100 100

Data from 8-125.

in Table 2. This represents the proportions of men checking a
given category in all three of the comparisons in which it appeared:
The uniformity from area to area in first choices is quite notable.

It was obvious that in the minds of the men, mere length of time
in the Army ranked very low in importance as compared with over-

TABLE 2

PreRcentace oF Men Grvine Firsr Priorrry ro a Given Facror mn
Demosiuization, Unirep States aND Overseas AREAS

(Winter and Spring of 1943-1944)

  

. South-
United Central South west India-
States ETO Pacific Pacific Pacific Burma Alaska
ee

Overseas service 48 47 54 56 &4 48 45
Dependents 45 47 38 38 40 47 42
Longevity in Army 3 3 5 3 3 2 7
Age 4 3 3 3 3 3 6

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Number of consistent

answers 8,594 2,610 6,116 2,116 2,942 999

=

1,419———-_-_—
Source of data §-95 8-92 8-125 8-124
Date of study 2/44 11/43 ” 9/44 2/44 1/83 od Sad
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seas service and dependency. This was true even among soldiers
in the United States.
In this study men were also asked: “Do you think there is some

other group of soldiers besides those listed above that should belet
out of the Army first?’? Men were invited to write in their free re-
sponses. Not over a third of the men did so, but it was clear that
the original paired comparisons which had been pretested in the
United States and not overseas had omitted one category high on
the priority list of overseas soldiers. That was combat. Manyof
the men overseas wanted to make a distinction between’ men in
combat and men not in combat and give priority to the former, -
Combat experience was first on the list of write-ins in all overseas
areas except India~-Burma and Alaska. Second on the write-in list
was physical disability, and a very low third was typeof civilian job.
(Since any demobilization plan would handle medical discharges
independently of other priorities, physical disability had been pur-
posely omitted from the originallist.)

After studying the data of the type summarized in Tables 1 and
2, General Osborn decided to putall of the influence of the Informa-
tion and Education Division behind a system which would (a) es-

tablish priorities on an individual, not a unit, basis and (b) take into

account the explicit preferences of the soldiers themselves,in so far

as the latter was consistent with military necessity. In the Re-

search Branch the idea of a simple score card and point system was

developed, and Lieutenant Colonel Spencer kept in constant con-

tact with the Special Planning Division of the War Department

throughout the subsequent discussions.
On the basis of soldier preferences, the Information and Educa-

tion Division recommended a point system which would takeinto

account combat (measured by length of time in a combat zone and

by number of Purple Hearts awarded), number of monthsof over-

seas service, number of children, and length of time in the Army.

After lengthy discussions, the War Department accepted the out-
lines of this proposal (leaving to a future date the setting of the exact

numberof points for each category and the method of determining

such a factor as “combat service’). This decision was announced

to the public in September 1944. The War Department announce
ment said:

The simplest plan of demobilization would have been to return .. - surplus
units to this country and discharge their personnel intact. Such a method,bow
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ould operate with great unfairness to many individuals who have had long

andarduous servies but are not assigned to one of the units declared surplus. te

If only units in Europe were considered, this basis of expediencywould wor

unfairly to units long in the Pacific or at outpost bases in the American thea i

Tt would operate unfairly to men who have scen extended combat in Europe on

the Pacific and have been returned to this country for reassignment, It wou!

release men only recently assigned as replacements to units long in combat and

would discriminate against veterans of many campaigns in units not selected to

return. ;

Consequently, it was determined that the fairest method of selection would be

through the selection of men as individuals rather than by units, with the selection

governed by thoroughly impartial standards. ; ;

For the standards, the War Department went to the soldiers themselves. Ex-

perts were sent into the field to obtain a cross section of the sentiments of enlisted

men. Thousandsofsoldiers, both in this country and overseas, were interviewed

to learn their views on the kind ofselective process they believed should determine

the men to be returnedto civilian life. Opinions expressed by soldiers themselves
became the accepted principle of the plan.‘

Two weeks later President Roosevelt, in an address to the nation,

defended the plan as one ‘based on the wishes of the soldiers them-
selves.” 5 In spite of the fact that an election campaign was on
and muchof the press was highly critical of the administration, an
OWI digest of editorial opinions on the point system showed that
out of more than a hundrededitorials examined,all but one or two
greeted the announcement favorably, most of them with enthusiasm.

It was decided that the actual points to be assigned would not be
announced until after the surrender of Germany. Between Septem-
ber 1944 and the defeat of Germanythere followed several months
in which there was much argumentin the Special Planning Division
as to the assignmentof points. The four factors—longevity in the
Army, overseas service, combat, and parenthood—had been pub-
licly announced, but it was thoughtstill possible by opponents of
the plan to obtain the benefit of claiming soldier endorsement and
still manipulate the weights so that overseas service and combat
service actually would count negligibly toward total score. The
Information and Education Division, always recognizing that mili-
tary necessity should come first, held that either the final points
must have theeffect of approximating the priorities desired by the
majority of soldiers or else the reasons why this was impossible in
terms of military necessity should be frankly admitted by the Army.
To provide more specific basis than the earlier studies afforded

for estimating relative weights, the Research Branch had undertaken

‘ New York Times, September 7, 1944,
* New York Times, September 24, 1944,
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another world-wide survey in August 1944.° This study, unlike
the previous one, included combat service as an explicit category,
As will be evident, combat service was high on the priority list, and
length of time in the Army was very low. Table 3 shows the dis.
tribution of responses to two simple check lists. The questions

were introduced as follows (cont. on page 527):

TABLE 3

PREFERRED Priority or Discaarae Amone ENLISTED Men QUERIED IN
Avaeusr 1944

  

PERCENTAGE SAYING INDICATED GROUP

SHOULD BE DISCHARGED FIRST:

World
(weighted

Overseas Overseas United average by
combat noncombat States estimated
men men men strength)

Men who haveseen the most combat 55 36 23 30
Married men with children 18 23 33 29
Men who have been overseas longest 14 22 17 17
Men who have been in Army longest 4 6 7 8
Menover 35 3 5 7 7
Key men for getting civilian industry

_ running 3 5 9 7
Others (what) 3 3 4 4

100 100 100 100

Number of cases 1,644 1,970 2,462 6,076

PERCENTAGE SAYING INDICATED GROUP

SHOULD BE DISCHARGED LAST:

Men who have been in Army shortest
time, whether they have been overseas
or not 29 32 27 28

Men whohavenot been overseas, no mat-
ter how long they have been in the
Army 46 29 8 ai

Men whoare not married 7 10 19 16
Men under 25 6 14 21 15
Noneof these groups 10 13 28 18
Someothers 2 2 2 2

100 100 100 100a

Data from 8-145.

‘In the August 1944 survey, comprising ». sample of 6,273 men, Air Force men wer?
not included,since at that time the plans were to use a different system of disctaree

inthe Air Forces. The field work was completed before the War Departme
nouncement of the point system in September.
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The War Department wouldlike enlisted men’s opinions on who should get out

of the Army first after the war. Those men physically disabled from combat or

disease will of course be let out first. But after that group, who should be picked?

Suppose that just one thing could be considered in deciding who should be let

out of the Armyfirst. Which one of these groups should belet out first? (Check

list shown in Table 3.) Which one of the following groups should belet outlast?

(Check list shown in Table 3.)

Combatled thelist, as shown in Table 3, with 30 per cent first

preferences, with married men with children a close second. Very

few (only 6 per cent) wouldgive first preference to men in the Army

longest, but 28 per cent thought that men in the Army the shortest

time should belet out last.
Table 3 shows also that preferences were related, as perhaps

would be expected, to the respondent’s own characteristics. The

preferences as to first discharges expressed by men in the United
States, when tabulated by specific categories, further illustrate this
point:

Percentage saying married men with children should be let out first,
among:

Married men with children 60%
Married men without children 37
Single men 24

Percentage saying men who have been in the Army longest should be let
out first, among:

Men in Army over 3 years 21%
Men in Army2 to 3 years 9
Men in Army 1 to 2 years 4
Men in Army under1 year 2

Percentage saying men over 35 shouldbelet out first, among:
Men 35 and over 35%
Men30 to 34 11
Men 20 to 29 2
Men under 20 4

Data, like these (andsimilar results had been found in the surveys
made the previous winter and spring) madeit obvious that no point
system could satisfy every soldier. The concernof the Information
and Education Division was, of course, that any system of points
adopted for weighting the announced four factors of combat, over="
seas service, parenthood, and longevity in the ‘Army be designed'to:
minimize, not eliminate, feelings of injustice. .

In the August 1944 survey a more elaborate system of paired¢om-
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parisons was used than in the earlier survey. Ten questions were
introduced as follows:

Below we want you to pick one man out of each group of three men. Check
the one you think should be let out first. Read each question carefully, then
put a check mark in front of the man you pick to get outfirst.

A sample question was the following:

Hereare three menof the sameage,all overseas the same length of time—
check the one you would want to havelet outfirst.

A single man, through two campaigns of combat
A married man, with no children, through one campaign of
combat
A married man with 2 children, not in combat

 

 

 

Relatively few men checked the middle category on any of the ten
questions; hence, the analysis was confined to a comparison of the
responses of those checking the extremes. The theory behind the
tabulation was that if approximately the same numberof men en-
dorsed each of the extreme categories, the two categories could be
said to have about equal weight in the minds of the men. Forex-
ample, among men checking extreme categories in the illustrative
example, 45 per cent voted for the single man, through two cam-
paigns of combat, while 55 per cent voted for the married man with

two children, notin combat. Hence,it would seem that the weights

adopted would minimize dissatisfaction if two campaigns of combat

counted about the sameas twochildren,or only little less.

A high degree of internal consistency on such intricate hypothet-

ical choices was hardly to be expected. For example, comparing

menof the same age and longevity in the Army, 52 per cent of the

men rated 18 months overseas as more important than two children

in determining priorities, whereas 60 per cent of the men rated two

campaigns as worth more than 18 months overseas. In spite of the

fact that the direct question gave two children a slight edge over

two campaigns, the two indirect questions indicated a reverse pref-
erence. .
In general, however, the differences were of such an order that it

was possible to reconcile them fairly well, and the information was

of crucial importance, especially to counteractstaff pressures to re-
. 42 ‘27

duce overseas and combat credit almost to the vanishing point.

7A mathematical formula to reconcile the discrepancies, such 28 illustrated above,

was worked out by Louis Guttman and subsequently published. See Louis Guttman,

‘An Approach for Quantifying Paired Comparisons and Rank Order,” Annals of Mathe-
matical Statistics, xvu1, No, 2 (June 1946), 144-63.

q
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When the Special Planning Division, taking into account military

necessity as interpreted by the combat arms, adopted a tentative

set of weights for the four factors, it was found by the Research

Branch that this set of weightsgave disproportionately large credit

for sheer longevity in the Army and for parenthood, as compared

with the August 1944 expression by the men. A special computa-

tion was made for a representative sample of enlisted men whose

characteristics were known, and it was found that the correlation

was quite high between the total scores assigned by this tentative

system of weights and the total scores assigned by a system. of

weights more closely approximating the expressed wishes of the men.

In fact, among the 20 per cent of men with the highest scores by

either system of calculation, 90 per cent had the highest scores-in

both systems. One reasonfor this close correspondence wasthe fact

that men longest in the Army tended also to comein for the greatest

overseas credit. The Information and Education Division there-

fore endorsed the tentative scale of points, with minor modifications,

and this was the scale announced after VE Day, namely: ,

Length of time in the Army 1 point per month
Length of time overseas 1 point per month
Combat 5 points per campaign star or combat

decoration, including Purple Heart
Parenthood 12 points per child under 18, up to three

It was anticipated that the most serious weakness in the system
would be the credit for combat, not only because of its inadequacy
in total points but also because of the method by which it would be:
determined.

Serious study was given to alternative methods of determining
combat. The fairest method, perhaps—length of time in combat,
which was proposed by the Information and Education Division—
was deemed impracticable because of the inadequacyof records and
because of the real difficulty of defining “in combat.” The method
adopted, based on campaign stars, was recognized as unfair to com-
bat men since many noncombatants were awardedthese stars also,
but the Special Planning Division decided that this was the only
practicable procedure which also had the virtue of simplicity and
objectivity.
To increase the combat credit, it was decided also to give 5 points

for each decoration received, including the Purple Heart for wounds.
This decision, made at a time when it was thought that the Air
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Forces would be discharged on a different basis from the rest of the
Army, was to lead eventually to some feelings ofinjustice. When
Air Forces were blanketed in under a uniform point system, the
numerous decorations of flying personnel gave these menpriorities
which were particularly to be resented by veterans of ground com-
bat.
In view of the mounting hostility to the Army amongenlisted

men (documented in Volume I, Chapter 5) and in view of the wide-
spread cynicism about Army promises, the Research Branch awaited
VE Day with considerable misgivings. Careful plans werelaid to
study the actual workings of the point system in the Armyafterit
went into effect, in order to inform the War Department of ways in
which the redeployment program was miscarrying, if that should be
the case. It was important to know (a) how well the Army was
keeping its promises in the field and if not, why not, and (b) what
modifications would be needed in the point system upon the defeat
of Japan, which was not expected to transpire for a year after the
defeat of Germany.

Initial Reactions to the Point System

Promptly after VE Day, the Army released throughout the world
a motion-picture film describing the redeployment plan and the
point system. The first reaction which the War Departmentre-

ceived was telephone calls and letters from members of Congress

asking that the point system be changedto let out men over 30 or

men in the United States with long service or other categories in

which the sons of some importunate constituentsfell. To this, the

War Departmentreplied firmly, taking the position that while no

system would please everybody,the soldiers as a whole would resent

modifications giving preference to certain groups, especially men

who had not seen overseas service. The correctness of this stand

was soon to bejustified when the Research Branch completed a poll,

madein early June 1945, of a representative cross section of soldiers

throughout the world.
In spite of skepticism about Army promises, the reaction of sol-

diers to the fairness of the point system was decidedly favorable.

Seldom in the entire experience of the Research Branch had such a

vote of confidence been given to an Armypolicy.

Sixty-nine per cent said the plan was ‘very good” or “fairly
- good,” 5 per cent replied they ‘‘did not know enough aboutit to
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say,” 17 per cent said it was ‘“‘not so good,”and only 9 per cent said

it was “not good at all.’ *® When the point scale was announced

after VE Day,it was also stated that 85 points had been adopted as

an arbitrary cutting point and that menwith 85 points or over would

be thefirst to be relieved from active duty. Such men in America

(except for a limited number in scarce categories) would be dis-

charged as soon as possible, those in the Pacific would be brought

‘home as soon as replacements were made available, and those in

Europe would be redeployed to'special units which would not come

home immediately but would follow the units to be transferred from

Europe to the Pacific. .

Chart I shows the responses of variousclasses of enlisted men, as

of early June 1945. As would be expected, the men with 85 points

or over were the most favorable, while taken as a whole the men

with 30 to 59 points were least favorable. Even amongthis group,

however, 65 per cent said the point system was “good” or “fairly

good.”

As had been feared, the greatest opposition to the point system

was among the combat men, many of whom felt that the method of

computing combat credit did not give them sufficient advantage

over noncombat men in the same theater. Among men who had

been in combat but had acquired less than 30 points, 43 per cent

said that the point system was “not so good”or “not good at all.”’
Only 18 per cent of the men withless than 30 points who had not ©
been overseas made this response. In free comments the combat
men expressed themselves with considerable affect. Such a result
had been anticipated. In ETO,for example, the averagefield force
combat veteran had 3 campaign stars, no more than the average |
field force veteran who had not seen combat (the latter had been
overseas longer, on the average). Even the average comzone man
in the rear areas in ETO had 2 campaign stars. Consequently, the
more campaigns the combat veteran had been through, the more
critical he was of the point system; whereas, the more campaign °
stars the noncombatsoldier had, theless critical he was. The per-
centages saying the point system was “not so good”or “not good
at all” among combat and noncombat men in ETO; equated for
numberof points for ‘‘combat”credit, were as follows (p. 588):
 

* A scale and intensity analysis using themethodsillustrated in Volume I, Chapter 5
and described in detail in Volume IV, showed that there waslittle intensity of feeling
among the opposition and strong intensity of feeling among those favorable.



CHART I .

Artitupes Towarp THE Pornt System
(World-wide Cross Section of Enlisted Men, June 1945)

QUESTION "In goneral, what do you think of the Army Score Cord Plan (the point system)?"

PERCENTAGE RESPONDING

Not Not No Fairl
good so_—opin- good very
atall good ion

85 points & over

60-84 points

30-59 points

0-29 points

85 POINTS & OVER

Combat men

Overseas noncombat men

60-84 POINTS

Combat men

Overseas noncombat men

Men never overseas

30-59 POINTS

Gombat men

Overseas noncombat men

Men never overseas

0-29 POINTS

Combat men

Overseas noncombat men

Men never overseas 
Data from $-205. “Combat men” and “overseas noncombat men” comprise men

overseas and returnees from overseas. sare or

b. me numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentage

ased,
|
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Combat men Noncombat men

25 points 53% 14%

20 points 45 28

15 points ~ 42- ; 23

10 points ~ Al 26

5 points 30 32

No combatcredit _— 40

Among the combat veterans in the world-wide cross section there

was a sharp difference in attitudes as between Air Force veterans

and Ground Force veterans. Among the former, whose. point

scores were inflated by numerous decorations, a third had 85 points

or over, while among the latter only a ninth had 85 points or over.

It is not surprising, therefore, to find that among Air Force combat

men only 11 per cent thought the point system “not so good” or

“not good at all” as compared with 37 per cent among Ground Force

combat men as a whole.
By andlarge, the unfavorable responses among men in any cate-

gory were in the minority. Table 4 compares responses by marital

TABLE 4

PrercentaGes or Mun, sy AcE aND Marrrau Conprrion, Wro Saip Tae
Port System Was “Not so Goon” or “Nor Goop ar Ay”

(World-wide Cross Section, June 1945)

  

POINT SCORE

 

0-29 30-59 60-84 85 & over Total

Percentages

All men 23 31 26 13 26
Fathers 19 26 21 9 22
Married, no children 28 35 29 16 30
Single 22 31 24 14 25
30 and over 31 35 ' 25 14 29
25 to 29 241 2 . 27 i 24°
Under 25 20 30 25 15 22 |

Number of cases
All men 1,316 3,043 1,926 - 902 7,187 :
Fathers 207 686 377 “494Married, no children 238 660’ 382 186 1435Single 870 1,697 1,167 5BT 4,291
30 and over 215 817 537 244 1,81825 to 29 211 808 756 402 2,177Under25 874 1,875 604 234 3,087’

A
Dats from 8-205.
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condition and age. As would be expected, fathers were most favor-
able. Married men without children tended to be morecritical
than single men. Older men tended to be somewhat more critical
than younger men. There were no overall significant differences in
response by length of time in the Army. Negroes tended to be
somewhat less favorable than whites, but only slightly more unfa-
vorable (27 per cent as against 25 per cent), the main difference by
race being the larger number of Negroes in the “no opinion”?cate-
gory (10 per cent as against 4 per cent).
At once, the Research Branch addresseditself to the task of study-

ing the attitudes of soldiers toward the actual redeployment and
demobilization process. It was recognized that unless the Army
machinery operated reasonably smoothly, the Army’s publicity
both to the soldiers and thecivilian public could boomerangsharply.

Attitudes Toward Early Stages of the
Actual Demobilization Process

In mid July 1945 a survey was made in the United States of a
cross section of enlisted men with 85 points or more and of company
grade officers in units which had such enlisted men. On July 31,

1945, a report of this survey was given to the General Staff and the

Secretary of War.
The summary of this report’ read as follows:

Arrrropes TowArp DEMOBILIZATION OPERATIONS

(Survey of attitudes of U. 8. enlisted men with at

least 85 points, supplemented by data secured
from their company grade officers)

Soldiers with 85 points or more, stationed in continental U. 8., constitute a spe-
cial morale problem.

However small numerically this group of men may be, compared with world:
wide Army strength, it is a “visible” and important group, mostly veterans of
overseas combat. Attitudes of the American people toward the Army'sgood faith
in carrying out the demobilization plan, which had such a favorable initial recep-

tion, will be determined to a considerable extent by what they hear in letters,
press comments, and congressional hearings about these particular soldiers. Bur
thermore, the rest of the soldiers in the Army also will judge the Armys er
faith by its works, and Army moralewill rise or fall depending on that judgment.

Main Findings

Although four out of five enlisted men in the U. S. with over 85 points think ie
point system is a good plan, two out of three—surveyed in late July 1945—th
the Armyis not carrying it out well.

§ Report B-164 based on S-218 and S-219.
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Nearly half of the men think the Army’s way of deciding when2 man with

enough points for discharge can be released is “not fair at all” or “not 50 fair.

They are particularlycritical of the method used bylocalcommandersof determin-

ing “essentiality.” Two fifths of them have Army assignments which they say

‘hardly seem importantat all” and a fourth say they are not kept busy.

58% of the high-point men in AAF and 33% of them in AGF and ASF say

that their officers havenottold them anything about why they are not being sepa-

rated faster.

Only 7% in AAT and 18% in AGF and ASF have been given a reason for delay

which they accept as justifiable.

On the good side of the ledgeris the fact that criticism of favoritism or partiality

on the part of unit commandersis almost nonexistent.

Company grade officers of the units containing one or more men with atleast
85 points when queried tend to admit that they themselves do not know what

the story is or tend to becritical of current policies. Half of the officers think
shortage of replacements is a factor, and a fourth of the officers think “no real
effort is being made” to get replacements. A fourth of theofficers also think that
discharge of 85 point men is being delayed “because unit commandersare trying
to hold their good men.” In free comments,officers are particularly critical of
alleged lack of clear statement of policies and alleged local abuses of “‘essentiality.”

Actually, the Army is ahead of schedule in its release of men abovethe critical
score. And some confusion and error is to be expected in the initial months of
the operation of any new program, However, this report underlines the need for
immediate staff study of procedures for improving the present machinery, with
the objectives of:

1. Clarifying and coordinating the directives issued at various echelons, from
the top down.

2, Eliminating the basis for allegations as to waste of man power and abuse of
“essentiality.””

8. Informingofficers at the unit level exactly what the facts are as they apply
to men in their units.

4. Insuring that at the earliest opportunity, every enlisted man with 85 points
or over has a personal interview with his commandingofficer, following a
careful study of his case by that officer.

In addition to numerousstatistical tables documenting the con-
clusions in the summary, the text of the report contained free com-
ments written by men with 85 points and over.
A sample of these comments reveals something of the flavor of

the reactions of these men who were disgruntled:

Letting men out of the Army after VE Day h ne ajf y has become a joke. The Army let
a lot of men outat first just to keep their word with the American people. Whylet men get out as soon as they hit the States with 95 poipoints when someof us gotback four months ago, have 95-115 points andstill can’t get out? ome ees
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I thought the point system was very good prior to May 12. Since mydischar

was turned down I.am completely disgusted with the Army. Any rookie thet
can type poorly can replace me. What does the word essential mean?’ As I enid
before, I know a lot whoare called essential here that could be replaced by unex.
perienced men. Why hold us? I’ve been overseas 39 months, then I get

a

dirty
deallike this. » shen

I

get a ditty

The point system is near to perfect if it were worked right as possible. Mostof
the eligible men in this unit are ex-infantrymen who were returned to U. 8. on
rotation a few months ago. Isit reasonable that these men be held as “essential”
while men with no more points and possibly less points are being released? It’s
pretty damned rough to sit and watch men who came into the Armyafter you
were overseas walking out to go to the Separation Center, especially Air Forces,

Myofficers say they haven’t been authorized to release anyone. I think some
body is pulling a fast one. There are 30 men in my Co. all of whom have over
100 points and no effort has been madeto release any of them.

‘Ground Force men transferred to the Air Corps are stuck. We just sit here and
watch men with air medals, clusters, ete., get out with only 6 months to a year
service. I have been overseas 3 years with 92 points. If the critical score is 85,
why am I here? Why am kept in the dark? Isn’t 3 years and combat enough?

The point system is fine but the “essential” business sure knocks the heck out of
it. A lot of us are stuck. Any 15-year-old could do what I’m doing andlearn it
in 2or8 days. I have plenty of points but am classified essential and held. Cer-
tainly something should be done about men being called essential.

My MOSkeeps me in but most of us here with 85 points or over aren’t doing a
damn thing except waiting to get out. I don’t intend to do a damn thing for
the Army, for I am convinced my job is not important enough to warrant my

_ being held over.

To be truthful aboutit, I don’t think anybody knowsanythingin this field. Off-

cers and all. And they don’t care who gets what.

I’ve been replaced six weeks ago and the other day I was interviewed to be reas-

signed again. For some unknown reason this camp doesn’tlike to release men.

When you do try to find the reason you run up against a stonewall.

There seems to be a lack of knowledge or cooperation in higher Hg. somewhere.

The Army should either say that all men with 85 points will get out or raise the

level higher.

‘The point system is a fair system, but every unit has a different wayof working
it. I think every unit should be forced to adhere to a hard and fast rule in dis-

charging men.

It seems as though us guys that came back a few months before the point syoon

went into.effect and we were reassigned here in the States, are just a forgo

group.
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All any soldier knows is what he reads in papers and hears on radios. So I have

to believe the separation centers are too crowded at the present time. But that

can continue indefinitely.

Too much stress is being placed on MOStitles. Classifications are made to fit

“the TO not the actual duty assignments.

_ I thinkit’s unfair the way they are discharging men. I know we’re nonessential

because we're at a field where they train men in the same category [’m in and

 T’ve always noticed an excess of radio operators all the time. It seems unfair to

me that on some posts they discharge them with just a little over the critical

_ score and then in other places you got to have the highest points. 7

T have 92 points and have just been leying on my ass for three months doing
nothing. ,

I think things stink as far as this Service Commandis concerned. In plain words,’
I think we are taking a general fucking because other service commandslet men _
out. But what can we small people do about it?

The officers in my companyare not interested in whether men with critical scores -
get out or not.

If the C.O.of a field would give some definite information that could be depended -
upon. Nothing definite in 4 months has been told us. No one to talk to that -
would give us information. ,

This field don’t give a damn what happens to us. We have 119 returnees doing
details as ACU men, with at least 75% of them having 120 points and over. Vl
be damnedif that’s fair. The point system still is a good idea but there should
be an investigation at certain fields to see how they are running it. I have 147
points. Men on this field with 80 to 90 points have been discharged. Yet other
men with 125 points and over can’t even get a civil answer as to why we can’t get
discharged.

I’m stuck because of the Army’s lack of foresight in not setting up a sufficient .
numberof separation centers to facilitate the discharge of those meneligible.

Frankly we are being held just to give goldbricking officers a job which keeps
them from going overseas, .

A lot of fellows with even more points than myself deserve to be let out before
me, butat least they could let me do somekind of work that I would be interested
in and want to do.

Some places have discharged practically all men with 85 points or more, whereas
this place has discharged virtually no men at all. I don’t know what to think.

You have to have at least 115 points to get out of the Armyatthis post.

Separation centers seem to have been caught with their pants down. Should
have been avoided, with proper planning.
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Why aren’t we told what we can expect? Getting information about whatjg
going to happen is just about impossible. Theresult is: A person eligible for
discharge is under such a strain he isn’t worth much to himself or the Army,

The “essential list” is all fouled up. I have 102 points. I have been a radio
operatorfor 10 years and I am assigned to a carpenter shop where the main product
is fly traps for the mess halls. Of course, not being a carpenter, I do not actually
construct the traps. I read newspapers or magazines 9/10 ofthe time and sweep
the floor the remaining 1/10.

One of the basic reasons for establishing the point system was to
reduce to a minimum the possibilities of favoritism operating at any _
stage in the pipe line for release. It is interesting to note that, in ’
spite of the bitterness which many of the 85 point menfelt about
the delay in getting out, the charge of favoriiism was almost non-
existent.
The following question was asked the men:

If in your company (battery, squadron) some men with at least 85 points were
. released and some men were kept in, how was it done? What one thing do you
think was most important in deciding who got out and who stayed in?

The percentage checking each response category was as follows:

None have been released 40%
They let out the men with the very highest point scores 24
They let out some men but we don’t know how they chosethem 15

They let out the men in theleast important jobs 9
They let out the men they could get replacements for 5

They let out the men the officers wanted to get rid of 1

They let out the men who were special favorites of the officers 1

Miscellaneous and no answer 5

100%

Someof the delay was undoubtedly inevitable. It could not be

expected that a vast machinelike the Army could execute a demo-
bilization operation with anything like the speed and smoothness
desired by those entitled to get out and straining at the leash. The

responses of company gradeofficers in units having men with 8
points and over pointed out many of the problems and gave those

charged with administration of the program information about
specific aspects of the job which needed attention at the top-—not

the least of which was clarification of purpose for the benefit of the

junior officers themselves.
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At the same timethat the Research Branch was studying the

operation of the redeployment and demobilization program, at home

and abroad, it also was studying attitudes of soldiers in advance of

the expected revision of the point system upon the defeat of Japan.

Aititudes Toward Post VJ Day Revision of the Point System —

The point system, as has been explained, was developed in re-

sponse to the expectation that there would be a long gap between

the defeat of Germany and the defeat of Japan. It was fully ex-

pected that the system would be considerably revised after VJ Day.

In mid July 1945 a world-wide survey went intothefield to deter-

_mine specifically what changes the majority of the soldiers would

want, or would tolerate, in the point system after VJ Day. The war

against Japan proceeded toward success with unexpected rapidity

and the Information and Education Division was advised in July

that any data bearing on revision of the point system after VJ Day
would need to be submitted before the middle of August.
Arrangements were made with the overseas research staffs to cable

back in a special abbreviated code the results of the mid July survey

as soon as tabulations were completed in a theater. At the end of
the first week in August these tabulations were consolidated and on
August 9, 1945, a report wascarried directly to the Chief of Staff.
This report, which will be quoted in full, marshaled facts, point

for point, bearing on issues which had been debated, sometimes
hotly, before the Special Planning Committee.

Incredible as it seemed at the time to manyin the Information and
Education Division, there was a strong sentiment within the War
Departmentfor eliminating combat credit entirely after VJ Day.
The Research Branch’s own very frank reportsof criticisms of the
point system were cited in support. In vain did representativesof
the Information and Education Division argue that the research re-
ports were being misinterpreted. The position was taken that the
combat men would bebetter satisfied if points were given for the
Purple Heart and decorations for bravery only, and, until actual:
data were forthcoming from the mid July survey, the Division was
not successful in making the point that the complaint from combat
troops was based on desire for morecredit, notless.

vanced after VE Day—oneof those most strongly supported being
4 proposal to abandonthe point system and let sheer length of serv-
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ice determinepriority of discharge. This would remove the relative
advantage of overseas and combat service and give long-service men
in the United States a ‘‘break.”’

Since, after VJ Day, the concept of military necessity would lose
most of its cogency, it seemed to some on the staff more essential
than ever that any changesin the point system deviate not too far
from the wishes of the majority of the men. The Information and
Education Division preferred no changes at all to changes which
could not be defended publicly in the same terms as originally used
to justify the point system.
On August 9, 1945, then, the report quoted below wasgiven to

General Marshall within a few daysof the final decision as to the VJ
point system:

Orinrons or Soipizrs THRoUGHOUT THE Worup ABOUT A
Post VJ Day Port Sysrem

This report, made at the request of the Special Planning Division, War Depart-
ment Special Staff, records the opinions of a world-wide cross section ofenlisted
men with respect to a post VJ Day point system. The survey was madein the
two-week period ending July 24, 1945. Results are based on the opinions of men
with less than 85 points, since it is assumed that most men with 85 points or more
will have been released by VJ Day and plans for post VJ Day release would not
be relevant to them.

Summary

On the whole, men favor the present point system by a decisive majority, a8
has been previously reported. Looking ahead to the period after the defeat of

Japan, the majority want the point system retained in general outline and vote

against discharging special categories of troops outside of the point system,if it
would delay discharges under the point system. While the men wantthe point
system retained, there are some changes which would be desired by substantial

numbers and probably be acceptable to the majority.

Weights for Present Factors

More men vote to keep the weights unchanged after VJ Day for any given
factor now in the score card than vote to raise or lower the weights. _However,
there is sufficient demand for an increase in overseascredit to justify giving seriols
consideration to raising it. There is considerable support for raising oven
combat, andlongevity credit relative to parenthood credit. The men are ae

unanimous against lowering credit after VJ Day for overseas, combat, and lon-
gevity.

Method of Determining Combat Credit

While combat menare dissatisfied with the method ofawarding campaign ae
the evidence shows that they would strongly resent eliminating eee neralfrom combat credit. A special study in ETO shows that there would be genom

10 Report B-159, World-wide Altitudes Toward Further Service and Redeployment. . .
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ivi i ’s Badge—men whoare not
approvalof giving points for the Combat Infantryman 's badg

entitled to’ this badge voting for the idea as well ag those who wear the badge.

Parenthood and Dependency -

Although more men would revise parenthood credit downward than upward,

the majority would go along with a plan to give credit for every child instead o

just the first three. Even more would favor giving points for dependents other

than children. There is less support for the idea of giving additional points for

wives, about half of those with opinions approving and half disapproving. :

Credit for Age

The majority favor giving credit for age. The optimum credit would appear

to be about one point per year beginning at age eighteen.

Discharge of Various Categories Outside of the Point System

There would be general opposition to discharging various categories of men out-

side of the point system—unless it did not very much delay other mengetting out

under the point system. There would be somewhat less opposition to blanket

discharges of men who have been in the Army a long time or men over thirty-five

than to discharges of fathers, men not physically qualified for overseas duty, or

men who have been in the Army too short a time to complete their training.

Substitution after VJ Day of the “first in, first out” plan for the point system is
voted down, by nearly two to one, among those with opinions. A third of the
men are so strongly opposed to the “first in, first out” idea that they say they
would be “burned up about it.”
Detailed statistics documenting these findings are presented below.

Detailed Findings

Opinions About Changing Weightsfor the Present Four Factors

(World-wide cross section)

Would not Would Would
change No raise lower
points opinion points points Total

Overseas credit 46% 15% 35% 4% 100%
Combat credit 60 16 20 4° - 100
Longevity credit 60 19 19 2 100
Parenthood credit 48 16 15 21 100

Since only a minority vote to raise or lower the points for any one factor after
VJ Day, these data would support the proposition to leave the present weights
unchanged after VJ Day.

If, however, any change in weights is ‘contemplated, the data give some impor-
fant indications of what changes might conceivably be acceptable and what would
not. .

If only one weight were to be changed, anincrease in the overseas credit would
probably be the most acceptable. A further cross tabulation of the above data
shows, for example, that 43% of those with opinions believe that twelve months
overseas should have more weight than one child, while only 10% believe that
one child should have more weight than twelve months overseas. ‘The rest are:
content with the present relative weights of the two factors. Three fifths of those
who would raise overseas credit would raise it to two points per month.
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Any cut in combat credit or longevity credit would be directly. contrary to the
overwhelming opinion of the men. :
A minority (21%) favors the outright cutting of credit for parenthood. As can

be shown by detailed cross tabulations, an even larger proportion would favor
readjusting points so that overseas, combat, and longevity credit would have a
higher ratio to parenthood credit than is the case now. This could be accom-:
plished, of course, either by raising overseas, combat, and longevity credit, or by
lowering parenthoodcredit. It is unlikely, however, that parenthood credit could
be cut now without severe psychological hazard.

Method of Determining Combat Credit

Asprevious reports have shown," there is much disaffection among combat men
overseas over the use of campaign stars for calculating combat credit.” However,
this must not be interpreted as forecasting a willingness to dispense with credit
for campaign stars after VJ Day. To the contrary. As the table previously re
ported shows, only 4% of the men in the world-wide cross section would lower
the present credit for campaign stars and decorations. Even amongtroopsin the
U.S. who are not entitled to campaign stars only 7% would lowerthe credit.
In other words, there is practically unanimity on not lowering combat credit,

A special study (made only in ETO) showsthat only 17% of a representativecross
section of men in the European theater would oppose adding credit for the Combat
Infantryman’s Badge. The opposition amongfield force combat veterans is 9%,
field force noncombat veterans 18%, air force men 19%, and comzone men 26%.
This is about as high a consensus as will be obtained in the Armyfor any proposal
and strongly supports the wisdom of considering the inclusion of the Combat
Infantryman’s Badge in the point system. Some numerically small groups who
have been exposed to enemy fire might still be dissatisfied, but it should reduce
to a minimum the present large volume of protests from the men who have done
the main fighting on the ground.
Another special study made on August 7, 1945, of a battalion of Category I

Infantry veterans just shipped to the U. 8. shows that very few of them would
react favorably to a plan which would give points for the Purple Heart and for

decorations that were given for outstanding bravery in action but which would

not give points for other decorations or campaign stars.

11 Report B-159, World-wide Attitudes Toward Further Service and Redeployment.

12 For example, a special study in ETO shows that a cross section of men inter-

viewed in July 1945 would like to see higher credit given to someclasses of troops

with campaign stars than to other troops with campaign stars. Entitled to the highest

credit, in the men’s opinion, would berifle and heavy weapons companies, tank and

tank destroyer companies, combat engineer units, aid men and other combat medics.

Nezt would come recon platoons, air force combat crews, field artillery batteries,

cannon companies, and chemical mortar outfits. Last would come medics in field

hospitals, regimental headquarters troops, division headquarters troops, division quer

termaster troops, and, at the bottom, army and corps headquarters troops. Butonly

a small minority would deny combat credit to units facing the least’ hazard. Sixty

per cent of the men in the ETOcross section said they wanted time In combat counter

in the point score in addition to credit for campaign stars and decorations. Only

per cent would reduce credit for campaign stars and decorations.
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Qurstion: “Below are several plans which could be used after A Day

for giving points for combat. If you’ had to choose, which

one of these plans would you rather have used?”
First
Choice

A. The present plan of giving points for campaign stars and

decorations 40%

B. Points would be given for campaign stars, but not for deco-

rations 5

G. Points would be given for the Purple Heart and for decora-

tions which were given for outstanding bravery in action, but

not for other decorations or for campaign stars 4

D. Points would be given for time in combat, but not for cam-

paign stars or decorations 36

E. I don’t care which of these plans is used 15

 

Total 100%

This shows that several times as many men favored the present plan as favored

Plan C. The men also were asked to indicate their second choice. If those who

voted for Plan D, which is popular but impracticable, are redistributed according

to their second choices, it will be seen that the present method of computing

campaign stars is still decisively preferred to Plans B or C by this sample of In-
fantry veterans."

First choice of men who pre-
ferred A, B, C, and E, plus
the second choices of the men

Prefer: who preferred Plan D
A. Thepresent plan of giving points and cam-

paign stars for decorations . 63%
B. Points would be given for campaign stars

but not for decorations 10
C. Points would be given for the Purple Heart .

and for decorations which were given for
ovistanding bravery in action, but not for

 

other decorations or for campaign stars ll
D. I don’t care which of these plans is used 16

Total 100%

The present method of figuring combat credit is clearly defective, and even
with the addition of the Combat Infentryman’sBadge (and, possibly, similar
badges for medical aid men and thelike), complaints must be expected. But the
world-wide data, plus the supplementary small-sample information just reported
show that such complaints would be insignificant as compared with the morale
damage whichcan be predicted if credit for campaign stars and decorations were
to be lowered or eliminated.

Parenthood and Dependency

As has been shown,there is considerable resentment arai i i1 @ Is gainst the high points for
parenthood credit. A majority would favor giving points for dependents other

*Quite similar figures are obtained from samples of Class II Air Force and Service:atroops just shipped to the U. 8, with even greater preference for the present
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than wife or children, and a smaller majority would favor givin , oints fo
child, instead of just the first three. Attitudes toward givin ie hee} : . . & points for bei
married, even without children, are quite evenly divided, with those opposed being
quite strong in their opposition. (Data based on world-wide cross section.)

Quzstion: “How would you feel about giving points after VJ Day
for...”

Being
Dependents Every child ‘married,
other than instead of even if there

 

 

 

wife or only the are no
children jirst three children

A fine idea—TIwould favorit very .
much 40% 39% 30%

A pretty good idea 23 16 16
I wouldn’t care one way or the

other 14 13 ‘ 14
Not such 2 good idea 15 18 19
A poor idea—I would be burned
up about it 8 14 21

100% 100% 100%

Overseas men are much stronger in their opposition to proposals that points be
given for additional children or wives than are men in the U.8. who havenot
been overseas.

Credit for Age

Relatively few men are opposed to adding age to the point system after VJ Day.

Quzstion: “How would you feel about giving points after VJ Day for
age?” -

World-wide
cross section

A fine idea—I would favor it very much 44%
A pretty good idea 20

I wouldn’t care one way or the other 12

Not such a good idea‘ 15
A poor idea—I would be burned up about it 9

 

100%

The proper point credit for age, if it is to conform with men’s opinions, would
apparently be to give one point per year of age. This is tested indirectly by such

questions as the following:

Question: “Here are two men, both are married, both have never served

overseas. Which of them should get out of the Army first -

after VJ Day?”
“r oy World-wide

cross section

Martin, who is 25 years old in the Army 4 years 47%

Clark, who is 35 years old in the Army 3 years 53
—_—

100%
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* Since the vote splits approximately 50-50, this would indicate that ten years of

age and one year in the Army are approximately equated. If the overwhelming

majority had voted for letting Martin out first, this would have meant that the

men thought a year in the Army should count more than ten-years of age. The,

opposite would be trueif the vote had been for Clark. Similar paired comparisons

showed that a two-to-one majority rated a year overseas or two campaigns as

worth more than ten years of age, while a majority voted to give less credit for a

child than for ten years of age. This, of course, reflects inconsistency in the

point system, which in the judgment of the men now underrates overseas and

combat credit as compared with parenthood credit. Such discrepancies would

tend to become reconciled, if overseas credit is raised and combat credit either is
raised or is extended by including the Combat Infantryman’s Badge. ;
Only 12% would start age credit at age thirty-five. The largest proportion

favored starting at age eighteen.

Favorstarting at 18 41%
Favor starting at 25 15
Favor starting at 30 10
Favor starting at 35 12
Don’t care 22

100%

Discharge of Various Categories Outside of the Point System

In general, the great majority of the men either would oppose the discharge of
special categories of men outside the point system or favor it only if it did not
very much delay other men getting out under the point system. Relatively more
approvalis given to letting out men with long service or men overthirty-five than
to other categories.

(Percentage Distribution in World-wide Cross Section)
Wouldfavor

Would it only af it
favor it did not very
even if it much delay

Plan to release delayed other men
after VJ Day other men getting out
outside of the under the under the Would

point system all point point not favor No .
men who... system system itatall opinion Total

have been in the .
Army four or five
years or longer 32% 48% 19% . 1% 100%
are over 35 years .
of age 22 | 5B so 1 100
are fathers 17 41 41 1 100
are not physically
qualified for over-
seas duty , bb 41 43 1 1an
have been in the
Army too short a
time to complete : -their training 3 17 79 1 lby
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Whensoldiers throughout the world were asked directly what they would think
of substituting for the point system the “first in, first out” plan—letting men out
of the Armyin the same order as they came in—the men with opinions voted
against it by nearly two to one. It should be noted that 32% checked theex.
treme category “A poor idea—I would be burned up aboutit.”

World-wide
cross section

A fine idea—I would favor it very much 20%
A pretty good idea 13
T wouldn’t care one way or the other 7
Not such a good idea 28
A poor idea—I would be burned up aboutit 32

 

100%

How This Study Was Made

For this study, five large representative cross sections of enlisted men were sur-
veyed, anonymously, in the last two weeks of July 1945, The samples comprise
representative cross sections ofsoldiers in (1) the European Theater of Operations,
(2) Pacific Ocean Areas, including the Marianas and Okinawa, (8) India-Burma,
(4) overseas returnees in the United States, and (5) men without overseasservice.
These data permit an accurate report for each of the areas covered, and with
proper weighting and someallowancefor errorin filling in gaps for commandsnot
fully covered, also permit an estimate of opinion on a world-wide basis which i
reliable with an error probably not exceeding 5%. .

The research report quoted above played a part in the War De-

partment’s decision to leave the point system intact after VJ Day.

It wasfelt that the capitulation of Japan was so near at hand that

any recalculation of point scores should not be undertaken unless

overwhelmingly sought by the men. This was a keen disappoint-

ment to some of the revisionists in the War Department who were

working to reduce oreliminate overseas and combatcredit. It was

also a disappointment, though perhaps lesserone, to the Informa-

tion and Education Division, which would have preferred an mn-

crease in credit for overseas service and the addition of the Combat

Infantryman’s Badge to the elements counting toward combat

credit.

On August 14, 1945, President Truman announcedthe surrender

of Japan, and the War Department promptly announcedits decision

to retain the point system as originally set up.

Concluding Comments

As demobilization proceeded, critics of the Army in and out

uniform formed a swelling chorus of discontent over the alleges

slowness with which the Army was discharging men. Congressional |
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pressure was heavy, not only to speed up the process, but also to let

out favored categories of men. The War Department lowered the

critical score from 85 points to 80 points in September, 60 points in

October, and 50 points by the end of December. All available ship-

ping was jammed with returning troops.

Although in retrospect history may find that the greatest Amer-

ican Army ever created was broken uptoo rapidly, history also will

record theirresistible political pressure to “bring the boys home”’

and the impatience of the soldiers themselves, some units of whom

behaved in a manner hardly describable in terms other than mutiny.

In the waves of criticism over the slowness of demobilization, the

point system came in for at least some share of disapprobation.

The point system merely established an objective basis for priority

of discharge; it had nothing to do with the rate of discharge. But

it is not surprising if the two concepts became confused in the minds

of the public or even in the minds of someofthesoldiers.

Tn early June 1945, shortly after the points were first announced,

it will be rememberedthat only 19 per cent of the men said that the
point system was “‘not so good”or “not good at all.” By mid July

the proportion went up to 28 per cent and amongthosestill left in
the Army by November1945, to 42 per cent. Atno time, however,

did those disapproving constitute a majority, even in the post VJ
Day period when almost every expression about the Army, as shown
in Volume[, Chapter 5, was negative by a decisive proportion.

There can be little doubt that opinions as to the fairness ofthe
point system were confused by frustrations in not getting out of the
Army faster. In mid July, for example, when the 26 per cent who
thought the point system was “not so good” or ‘“‘not good at all”
were cross tabulated on another item, it was found that amongthis
26 per cent a third believed that “the point system itself was a good
idea but the Armyis carrying it out badly.’ The same was true
for 2 out of 5 among the 42 per cent who,still in the Army, disap-
proved by November. However, one should hasten to add that
there was at no time evidence that more than a minute proportion of
the men thought the system was abused by personal favoritism. In
view of the general tenseness of the situation, it is unpleasant to
contemplate what would have happenedif the system orits admin-
istration had openedthe gates to special privilege.
There can be little doubt that the Army took-a considerable gam-~

ble with destiny in adopting a system of demobilization of individ-
uals rather than of units. If men were robots, the arguments
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advanced by Army Ground Forces for discharge by units—in order
to keep veteran combat organizations intact—would have had much
plausibility. Even robots wear out, however, and as previous chap-
ters of this volume have shown,theefficiency as well as the morale
of the men exposed to long, protracted ground combat was at very
least questionable. The Air Forces recognized such facts by putting
a limit on the number of combat missions men had to fly. Ground

Forces recognized nosuch limits, although some ground troopshad
been sent home on rotation.
In the official history of Ground Forces" the havoc played in one

division in Europe by transfer out of its 85 point men after VE Day
is described in some detail. The facts in general were, however,
that of all the men with combat experience in Ground units through-
out the world, only 1 man in 9 had 85 points ormore. Itis true that
many of these were key men, but it is also true that there were re-
placements with combat experience available who could have taken
their places and, indeed, many more such men than any current
estimates for the Pacific war required.

If the veterans under MacArthur preparing for the invasion of
Japan had heard of the wholesale discharge at home of millions of
men, including new recruits who had neverleft the States, it can
only be conjectured how enthusiastic they would have been about.
finishing the job alone. The planned invasion of Japan mighthave
had to be delayed somewhat to permit absorption of replacements
and training of new key men if the cutting point underthe point sys-

tem had dropped too far below 85 points. But unless the evidence

accumulated throughout these volumes is to be disregarded, there

is a possibility that the morale situation would have been explosive,

if men whosesacrifice was small had been released by the millions,

ahead of men whose sacrifice had been greatest. ;
There are “ifs” which history cannot definitively answer. In tak-

ing its calculated risks, the Army won its gamble. One cannot say

for certain what would have happened, after VJ Day as well as be-

fore, if there had not been an objective method of demobilization
which the majority of the men regardedas fair in principle. Be-

cause “military efficiency” is not independent of “morale,” there
are grounds for believing that the War Department chose correctly

when it broke all precedent and went to the enlisted men for their

opinions before promulgating its redeployment and demobilization.

policy.

“United States Army in World War II—-The Army Ground Forces (Washington,

1947), pp. 496-98.
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CHAPTER 12
N
R

THE AFTERMATH OF HOSTILITIES’

N THE summerof 1944 a document was prepared in the Research

I Branchforecasting the problems which would arise as an after-

math of hostilities. This chapter presents that document exactly.

as written and compares the forecasts with the facts as to what hap-

pened, using as data primarily the attitudes of soldiers in Europe

with whom the predictions were mainly concerned.

SHCTION I

THR FORECAST

The summerof 1944 was one of great optimism, With the Nor-

mandy landings and Saint Lo behind us and our armiesracing across

France, many of the more sanguine were wagering that the Germans

would acknowledge defeat by early fall and even the more sober

prophets were willing to concede that a collapse of the Wehrmacht
by Christmas was not out of the question. Under such conditions
it was quite natural that those responsible for planning Army poli-
cies and programsfor the post VE Day phaseof the European thea-
ter operations should turn their attention concretely andrealistically
to the problems that would have to be met during that next period.
The Information and Education Division had to consider what

the major needs of the Army would be with respect to an informa-
tion, orientation, and education program. It also had to consider
what kind of problems would require research and to design that
research. The situation required the best possible forecasts of the
kinds of problems which would confront the command after the

. capitulation of the German war machine.
It was decided that since the personnel of the Research Branch

 

1 By Leonard 8. Cottrell, Jr, The 1944 memorandumforecasting problems expected
upon thedefeat of the Germans was drafted by Cottrell, on the basis of Research
Branchdiscussions. With the collaboration of the analytical staff in ETO he was also
responsible for planning the April 1945 and August 1945 surveys which provide th
principal factual basis for this chapter. " P °
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had been constantly engaged in the systematic studyof troop reac.
tions, they should be in a good position to make some reasonably
intelligent predictions about what the reactions of troopswouldbe
after the fighting was over in Europe. Consequently,certain ofthe
research staff were assigned the task of outlining the major morale
and discipline problemsof the post VE Dayperiod and suggesting
ways and meansof meeting these problems through the I and E pro-
gram. Needless to say, this was a challenginganddifficult assign-
ment. Itrequired a good deal of generalsocial psychological knowl
edge and insight as well as the accumulated specific knowledge about:
troop reactions,plus the ability to construct imaginatively the main.
outlines of the situation as it would appear to our troops at that
time. -
In some respects the predictions were deductions from generalso- '

ciological propositions, like the following: .

1. In general, people are able to suppress their individualistic concerns andine
terests which handicap them in the performanceoftheir parts in a collective.
enterprise under the following conditions:

a. When they are aware of a significant personal stake in the goals of the
group effort and of the necessity for total group effort to achieve those
goals; or

b. When they identify their own safety and welfare with that of the group
and are aware of a threat to the security of the group. a,

c. When they are aware of the nature andsignificance of their roles in the
collective enterprise.

d. When they are aware of the negative effects of failure to subordinatein-
dividualistic interests to group purposes and efforts.

2. Similarly people generally are able to suppress intragroup antagonisms which °

underminethe unity and efficiency of the group, when they are aware of the

handicaps these antagonisms present in the achievement of group goals or in

maintaining the security of the group against external threat. Da

3. The conditions stated above are basic to what is recognized as good discipline

—“the cheerful and understanding subordination of the individual to the

good of the team.” : -

4, When the conditions outlined above do not obtain,it is still possible to secure

group discipline by coercive measures. But an army or any other group.
which has to rely on such measures to any great extent is highly vulnerable

to stresses and strains. -
5. When collective goals are achieved or abandoned or outer threats are i

moved,the hitherto suppressed individualistic concerns and interests and ; ‘

latent internal antagonismsreassert themselves and ceaseto be subordingled

to group interests. Under such conditions, the problem ‘of group discipiine

and unity becomes acute. - ae

Also involved was thinking specific to American culture,like the

following: 7
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In their training experiences, Americans for the most part have emphasized for

them the relatively great importanceofindividual striving for individual interests,

goals, rights, privileges, etc., with a corresponding relatively slight emphasis on

the duties, responsibilities, and obligations to the interests and welfare of the

community. This relative emphasis and corresponding hierarchy of values by

which we orient our efforts leads us when confronted by demands and requests

to ask automatically “What is there in it for me?” and to be wary of becoming 8

sucker.’ If the answer indicates a fairly obvious and immediate individual re-

ward, we are interested. If it indicates something concerning the general welfare

which does not obviously touch us as individuals, we will give it a verbal blessing.

but take no serious action to make more than a perfunctory response. Certainly

the wholehearted commitment of the individual to collective ends is not one of

ourbasic cultural traits. And anything more than a very limited commitment to

causes representing general and rather remote values is virtually impossible for
the average American.

Also involved was the kind of knowledge about the attitudes of
American soldiers which Research Branch surveys had documented
and which has been reviewedin the present volumes.
There was nothing especially new about the general formulations

or the specific formulations about American.culture or even about
the American soldier. Most of the propositions were known not
only to social scientists but also to practicing politicians and skillful
leaders generally. It is probably true, however, that social scien-
tists have not often used them in making explicit predictions about
group changes. ‘
Manyof the specific predictions were not deductions from theory

but were ad hoc applications of ‘“‘common sense,”’ fortified by some
historical knowledge of the reactions of soldiers upon the cessation
of World WarI.
The reader may now peruse the original document. Following

this reading, he will have the opportunity to see what specific predic-
tions turned out to be right and what turned out to be wrong. -Ac-
tually, of course, the unexpectedly quick capitulation of Japan after
the defeat of Germany made someof the problemsof the redeploy-
mentperiod discussed in the forecast muchless important than they
would have been if a year had elapsed between the two surrenders.

Post-Armistice Monae Prosiems mm Untrep States Army 2

Introduction

The end of hostilities in Europe will brin i itid

of

h g changes in the mental
troops whichwill present special problems to the commandand to thoseseantontbte

* Submitted to the Director of the Information and Education Division of the WarDepartment, August 11, 1944. The first. draf
prepared by Leonard s. Cottrell, Jr. * was completed July 15, 1944. Tt was
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for Army information and orientation. This fact points to the urgent need for
anticipating as far as possible what the problemsare likely to be and preparin
to deal with them before they becomeserious threats to morale, 8
The purposeof this outline is to set forth the more important problem reactions

troops are likely to show following the cessation of hostilities in Europe and to
propose measures for counteracting them.
The history of warfare has proved repeatedly that as long as thereis an outside

threat to a group or a collective goal to be achieved, internal antagonisms and
individualist concerns are subordinated to the safety andinterests of the whole
group. But when the outer threats are removed orthecollective goal achieved
or abandoned, the individual concerns and the internal antagonisms cometo the
surface. Then the unity of the group may becomeseriously weakened.

This historic fact plus a careful study of research data on veteran combat troops
who participated in campaigns in the Mediterranean and Pacific theaters and
reports of the reactions of soldiers after the Armistice in 1918 furnish a reason-
ably sound basis for predicting what the probable reactions of troops in Europe
will be following the collapse of Germany. These reactions arelisted in sections
J-III of this outline, and suggestions for action programs to correct them are
continued in section IV.

_ It will be noted that these reactions are for the most part “problem”reactions.
This does not mean that there will be no healthy, desirable reaction. On the
contrary, there will be many such. However, by taking positive steps to coun-
teract the “problem” reactions, the desirable ones will be reinforced at the same .
time the “problems” are being met.

It should also be remembered that all of the men will not show all of the reac-
tions listed. All of the reactions listed, however, are likely to be present in’ sufli-

cient amounts to warrant attention.
One further point is that these reactions are not inevitable. By constructive,

skillful leadership and properorientation, they can beeffectively reduced.
The outline is organized as follows:

I. Probable early reactions of troops upon receipt of news of cessation of hos-

tilities.
II. Probable later reactions developing during interim between cessation of

hostilities and reassignment of troops.
III. Probable later reactions of troops following reassignmentfor:

A. Active duty in another theater
B. Occupation duty in Europe
C. Return to United States to be held as strategic reserve

D. Demobilization
1. Men with no disabilities
2. Men with disabilities

IV. Suggestions for action programs

I. Early General Reactions

When news comesof the cessation ofhostilities in Europe, the troopsin Europe
will probably show the following early reactions:

1, The thrill of being victorious. ws
2. A desire for “celebrating” (wine, women, song,hell raising). d the
3. A generalfeeling of relief that their tough part of the war 1s over an y

have survived it. . ‘ng of: “Well
. 4, These will be followed immediately by a rapidly growing feeling of: "'°"
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they don’t need us hereany mores0let’s get the hell home.” (Meantime it

should be remembered that the Pacific and CBI troops, still having tough

going, will react to the news with the fecling, “Nowthey can really send us

plentyof help to clean this job up fast.”) i;

5. Veryshortly there will be the reaction, “I wonder whatis going to happen to

me now. Will I go home, stay here, or be sent to another theater?

Il. Later General Reactions

Duringthe interim between the big newsof the cessation of hostilities in Europe

and the reassignment of duties, certain deeper reactions will probably set in,

following thefirst reactions of victory, relief and uncertainty. The more signifi-

cant “problem”reactions likely to occur among many of the menare:

1. General war weariness and revulsion againstthe destructionZofwar. Mani-.

festations:
(a) Feeling the war was not worth while
(b) Nothing good will come out of the war and
(c) General depression and ‘‘don’t give a damn”attitudes
These attitudes will be aggravated by newsof Allied bickering andof conflict
and problems at home.

2. A sharp reduction in motivations of duty and self-sacrifice for the country
and an accompanying increased preoceupation with individualistic concerns.
Manifestations:
(a) An increase of the feeling, “I have done my share, now let someoneelse

do something for a change.”
(b) Increased eagerness to get home and out of the Army.
(c) Increased concern about job opportunities.
(d) Increased resentmentat being at a disadvantage in the scramble for jobs.
(e) Resentment at apparent inequality of sacrifice for the wareffort.
(f) jncreased anxiety about welfare of family, fidelity of wives and sweet-

earts. ‘
(g) nereased feeling of being forgotten and unappreciated by the people back

ome.
(h) Decreased feeling of loyalty to the Army andits leaders.
(i) Increased demandsfor a “square deal for the soldier.”

3. A decrease in feelings of aggression toward the enemy. Manifestations:
(a) An increased sense of identification with the people of enemy country.
(b) A resentment against those at home who voice extreme vindictive senti-

ments.
(c) Increased disregard and violation of the nonfraternization policy. (Added

December 1944.)
4, An increase of feelings of aggression toward:

(a) The Army and Armyauthorities. Manifestations:
i) Army discipline regarded as unreasonable and uncalled for.
(ii) Army leaders regarded as having no interest in the welfare of the

men.
(iii) Increased resentment at differential treatment and privil 7

corded officers and men. privileges ac
(iv) Increased infractions, insubordination, AWOL, ‘goldbricking, and

uncooperativeness.
(v) Increased tension between units, especially between combat and

service units.
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(b) Governmentofficials and politicians. Manifestations:
(i) Blaming them for getting us into the war.
(ii) Accusing them of being dupesofour Allies.
(iii) Accusing them of running the warinefficiently,
(iv) Accusing them of prolonging overseas service for selfish purposes,
(v) Accusing them of having noeffective plan for aiding soldiers after

the war.
(vi) Accusing them of not being sincerely concerned with plans to pre

vent war in the future.
(vii) Resentment at their speeches about the horrors and sacrifices of the

war. “Only men who have been through it know whatit’s like.”
(c) Civilians in general and specialcivilian groups. Manifestations:

(i) Increased bitterness and resentment about the inequality of sacri-
fice in the war and of advantagesafter the war.

(ii) Resentment at being forgotten and not appreciated by home popu-
ation.

(iii) Resentment at credit received by civilian groups for their contri-
bution to the wareffort.

(iv) Increased hostility toward such groups as: (1) Labor Unions. (2)
Jews. (8) Negroes. (4) Big Business.

(d) Allies. Manifestations:
(i) Increased tendency to blame Englandfor getting us into their war.
(ii) Increased assertions that Americans did the tough fighting and

British troops were spared.
(iii) Complaints that American troops are used to preserve British Em-

pire.
(iv) Complaints that British troops are being sent home orsentto best

or easiest fronts, or occupation posts, and Americans do thedirty

work.
(v) Cynicism and disillusionment about sincerity of Allicd efforts to

establish permanent peace. .
(vi) Hostility toward civilians in occupied or liberated territories be-

cause of difference in languages, customs, reactions toward Ameri-

can troops, and overcharging troops for services rendered.

(vii) Suspicious ofpolitical and military intentions of Russia.

(viii) Brawls between American and Allied troops.

III. Reactions Following Reassignment of Troops

Reassignmentof duties will result in the following groupingsof troops. _ Many

of the reactions cited abovewill remain commonto all groups but with dic

ent emphasis on different types of reaction. In addition, each group Ww?

present some specific problems not found in other groups.

A. Troops assignedto active duty in another theater. '
1. Those troops will be marked by having in the most acute form more 6

the reactionslisted under section II. In addition there will be:

2. Bitter reaction of “Why do we have to be the goats?” .
3. Depressive and pessimistic doubts about surviving another campaign «

4, Resentment at troops who will go home and catch the cream while they

will be deing the dirty work—forgotten. cae he
5. Strong fecling of: “The least they could do would be to send us rety

way of the U. S, and give us a furlough before gomg on to the nex
paign.”
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B. Troops assigned to occupation duty in Kurope. ;

1. These troops will react in much the same way as those in TIT A.

>. Reaction III A 3 will not be present unless there is considerable amount

of mopping up of Nazi underground and guerrilla resistance to contend

with. Nor will III A 5 be present. :

3. Thereis likely to be an increasing demandfor reducing military training.

4. Increasing demands for more definite information on how long their over-

seas duty is to last.
C. Troops to be sent to the United States and held in the Army as strategic

reserve. ;

1. During the interim between the newsof cessation and newsof being sent

3.

4.
5.

to the United States, reaction in section II will be manifested in common

with other troops. .

Uponreceipt of news of their assignment, reactionsofrelief and satisfac-

tion with their good luck compared with groups A and will overshadow

other reactions.
With the time lag there will be reactionsof frustration at delay in getting

shipped home.
Some demand for IIT B 2.
Upon arrival at posts in the United States there will be a sharp rise in:

YI 1; IT 2; If 4; and ITI B3.
D. Troops to be demobilized.

1.

2.

Men with no disabilities
(a) Same as III C 1-5.
(b) Anxiety about jobs.
(c) Anxiety about fitting back into civilian jobs, family and social rela-

tions.
(d) Emergence of aggressive groups toe champion the “rights of the sol-

diers.””
Menwith disabilities
(a) Much the same as D (1), aggravated by actual impairment of abilities

and by hypersensitivity about handicaps.
4

IV. Suggestions for Actton Programs

A. Prepare an information and orientation program that will minimize the armi-
stice in Europe as a terminal point in the war; stress the relatively small
amount of immediate demobilization that will take place; and stress the
fairness of whatever demobilization does takeplace.
1. As pointed out earlier, the removal of an outside threat or the achieve-

ment of a commongoal allows individualistic concerns and inner antago-
nisms to emerge and weaken the unity and morale of our Army. The
appearance of reactionslisted in sections I and II will, therefore, result
from the fact that manysoldiers will regard the cessation of hostilities in
Europe as an endoftheir part in the war. Thus the problem is to reap
as much as possible of the morale benefits of victory and at the same time
to minimize the armistice in Europe as a terminal point in the war.

. While the reactions in I and II cannot be prevented entirely, their in-
tensity can be materially reduced by mentally conditioning the soldier
to regard the armistice as an important milestone marking great progress
but not the completion of the job by any means, Men must be condi-
tioned to see the necessity for further duty and to expect reassignment.
This suggests that well in advance of the cessation of European hostilities
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there should be an all-out effort in information and orientation to drive
home the following themes: .
(a) Germanyis about ripe nowfor the all-out knock-out punch.

_ (b) The defeat of Germany will mark a long stride toward cleaning upthe
war. Stress the idea of “Two down and oneto go.”

(c) It will mean that the Allies can turn their whole fighting foree to
knocking out Japan. o

(d) With our full force turned on Japanthe last part of the war should
go muchfaster than the first part.

(ce) However, it will not be a pushover. :
(f) Until the defeat of Japan. only a relatively small part of the Army

will be demobilized. ;
(g) While we are defeating Japan there will also be the job of mainiain-

ing order in Europe and secing that friendly and antifascist elements
are restored to power. Otherwise'we shall have to do the job all over
again.

(h) Ieven after the defeat of Japan there will be the job of restoring and
maintaining order in the Orient.

(i) Whatever demobilization is done will be
(t) done slowly
(ii) done on an absolutely just and fair basis (explanation of the basis

on which priorities for demobilization will be determined).
3. The themes outlined above should also be worked into materials prepared

for use in orientation discussion hours,
4, The plan for personnel readjustment should be explained as most equi-

table possible in view of military necessity and necessity of continuing
war against Japan.

. Develop plans of action and materials for information and orientation that
are designed to counteract the specific problem reactions.
While the measures suggested under A should reduce the frequency and
intensity of reactions listed in section I and II, they will not be sufficient.
It is necessary to plan additional measures to counteract the specific reac-
tions as they appear after the fighting stops. Listed below undereachof
the probable reactions are recommended steps to be taken..
1. Problems presented by general war weariness and revulsion against the

destruction of war. (See reactions listed above underII 1.) :

(a) Much of this reaction will be due to fatigue and general Jetdown. °

Direct action should include adequate provisions for: .

(i) Rest, with a gradualtransition to, garrison discipline for combat

troops ‘

(ii) Pull and varied recreation and entertainment

(iii) A wido variety of education programs
(iv) Sight-seeing ar

(b) Information and orientation material in the media that present with

punch and convictions.
(i) The magnitude of the job the Army has done.

(ii) The kind of America and world we have kept the Germans from

forcing on us.
(iii) Factual material on conditions at home. .

(iv) Therights, privileges, and responsibilities of returning veterans.

(v) Significance of contemporary world events,
(c) Orientation discussion hours using material prepared a

suggested in (b). :

long the lines
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(d) Emphasize the news of progress made by the United States govern-

ment andAllies in planning for the postwar world.

2. Problems presented by a sharp reduction in motivations of duty and self-

sacrifice for the country and an accompanying increase in preoccupation

with individualistic concern. (See reactions listed above under II 2.)

This calls for: .
(a) Continued emphasis in the media of the themes:

(i) The job is not yet finished. oo.

(ii) A man’s share in the job is done only when thejobis finished.

(iii) The job will be finished faster if everyone pitches in and does

his share.
(b) Emphasis in the media on the themesof reassurance: .

(i) Adequate provisions are being madeto assure the future security

and opportunities of service men when they go back home. (Cau-

tion should be used in not overplaying this theme.)

Report of actual successful operation of the rehabilitation of

discharged men. ‘

Reports of specific actions by government, business, industry,

and labor in providing for returned service men.

(ii) The people back homearestill doing the job of production to
finish the job.

(iii) The people back home are more and more awareof the tough job
their soldiers have done and are doing.

Human-interest stories which clearly demonstrate the affec-
tion, admiration, and appreciation the people at home have
for their soldiers. (Not too Hollywood.)

(c) Orientation discussions based on materials prepared along lines sug-
gested in (a) and (b).

3. Problems presented by a decrease in feelings of aggression toward the
enemy. (See reactions listed under IT 3.)
(a) Emphasis in the media on themes:

(i) The existence of thousands of local and national Nazi and mili-
taristic leaders who must be routed out before the future is safe.

(ii) The distorted education and beliefs of the German people and
the necessity of reeducating them before they can be trusted to
govern themselves.

(b) Orientation discussion hours on what to do with the Germans based
on materials prepared on themes in (a).

4. Problems presented by an increase of feelings of resentment and aggres-
sion toward:
(a) The Army and Army authorities
(b) Government officials and politicians
(c) Civilians in general and specialcivilian groups
(d) Our Allies
(See reactions listed under IT 4.)
Beforediscussing specific ways for counteracting these reactions of ag-

gression it is necessary to consider some of the important sources of re-
sentment and aggression which have to be recognized in planning a
program.
; First, there is the fact that the necessity of military service itself has
interrupted and frustrated the goals and interests and satisfactions of the
men’s civilian life. These frustrations produce resentment.

Second, Armylife itself, its discipline, its apparent lack of concern for
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the individual, its privations are frequentlyfrustrating to the individual-
and engender aggressive reaction. , a

Third, the feeling of inequality of sacrifice produces resentment anilageressive reactions. .
Fourth, the conviction that the entranceof the United States into the

war was unnecessary and that we got into it by blundering or by deliberate<

design of our leaders is still more than half believed by some people and "'
is a source of resentment.

Fifth, the conviction that we were dragged in by our British Allies is
still-entertained by some andis a source of resentment.

Sixth, the suspicion that we were maneuvered into the war bycertain
groups for reasonsof their own, that our stated war aimsare notsincerely
held goals by those in power, and that the war will really aecomplish little -
is a latent belief among many whichis or can reasonably become a source |
of aggression.
These various sources may be regarded as a reservoirof resentment

and of aggressive reactions which are latent threats to the unityof pur-
pose and action of the Army. They are minimizedas disintegratiyeforces
by a strong conviction of the existence of an outside threat and the neces
sity of accomplishing the common goal of winning the war.

It is obvious, therefore, that the potential reactions listed under II 4,
a~d can best be dealt with by:

(i) An adequate job of holding the attention of the soldier on the im-°
portance of completing the job of winning the war and onthe threats
represented by the remnant fascist elements in Europe and by-an
undefeated Japan. .

(ii) Convincing the soldier that it is necessary for all forces to be devoted
to completing the job and that by this concentration the job will be _
completed more rapidly. .

(iii) Reassuring him of the validity of our war aims and the worthiness

of these aims.
(iv) Reassuring him of the possibility of achieving these aims.
(v) Reassuring him of the security of his own future in the postwar

period.
In addition to these general measures certain specific ones should be

planned. |

(4a) To deal with an increase of feelings of aggression toward the Armyand
Army authorities. ; 7

(i) Suggestions under IV B 1 (a) i-iv, are relevant here. .

(i) Special attention by all officers to the welfare of their men with >

spect to housing, mess, clothing, medical care, personal problems.

(This theme should be emphasized.) Co
(ii) Stringent measures by higher commanders tosee that the obyicus

resentment-producing differentials in food,facilities, comforts, prWe

leges between officers and men resulting from the flagrant misuse oF

the privileges of rank are minimized. (This theme should be em-
phasized.) . . . ath

(iv) Regimental commanders should hold a series of discussions wi :

junior officers on good leadership practices for the transition ee

(v) Explanations to the men of the reasons for garrison discipline eves

though fighting has stopped. unale
(vi) As soon ts possible after the Armistice a well planned areith

competitive athletic program atall levels should be initiated wits,
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emphasis on mass participation, This should include instruction
in sports skills and utilization of sports celebrities, whether in or

out of the Army. The competition should extend to higher levels

to permit spectator. interest. This higher echelon competition
should,if possible, be carried to Army, Theaters, Inter-Service, and
Inter-Allied stages. A large-scale intensive publicity campaign
should introduce and accompany the programand everything pos-

sible should be doneto stir up competitive spirit between, and spec-
tator interest in,all echelons of competition. Lavish publicity,

both by the press and the radio, should be enlisted. to encourage
participation andto provide entertainment. Broadcastingfacilities
should be employed wherever possible to bring the higher level com-
petition to the personnel of the organizations competing.

(vii) A similar program of arts and crafts, music and theater, as well as
increased library facilities should be organized simultaneously with
the sports program to take care of those individuals who are not
primarily interested in athletics.

(viii) Events should be planned which are designed to provide expression
of mutual respect of different branches for one another. (E.g., a
dance or reception held by o service ovtfit in honor of a combat

outfit at which spokesmen of the two outfits express appropriate
sentiments in brief soldierly style.)

(ix) News and feature articles which dramatize the concern high com-
manders have for the soldier’s welfare. . .

(4b) To deal with an increase offeelings of aggression toward governmentoffi-

cials and politicians. .
(i) News and feature articles emphasizing the progress the government

is making in planning and implementing an organization for peace.
(ii) The same kind of material on progress in providing for the future

security and opportunities of the men in the service. Include re-
ports of actual successful operation of rehabilitation.

(ili) Emphasize news that demonstrates the government has not for-
gotten that the speedy prosecution of the war is its numberonejob.

(4c) To deal with an increase in feelings of aggression towardcivilians in gen-
eral and toward civilian groups.

(i) Emphasis on suggestions in IVB2 (b), (i)-(iii).
(ii) Feature -personal human-interest storiey of heroism, devotion to

duty, loyalty, ete. of: Negro soldiers, Jewish soldiers, Soldiers with
_.. alabor background,Soldiers with business managementbackground.

(ii) Emphasize that in spite of the publicized frictions, the vast majority
of people back home did a production job that surprised the world.

(4d) To deal with an increasein feelings of aggression toward ourAllies.
@) Emphasis on news and information that show our Allies are doing

theirpart in the war. Continue present policy of picturing what
the situation might have been had England not stood-against Ger-
many after Dunkirk and had the Russian Army accepted defeat in

_. the dark days of 1941 and 1942. .
(ii) Feature personalized materials which picture the people in Allied

countries possessing admirable characteristics and as being like our-
selves in important respects.

(iii) Information showing the Allies to be cooperating with us in planning
a stable peace,
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C. Develop supplementary plans adapted to needs of troops with differentia!
assignments outlined in III. we
1. For troops assigned to active duty in another theater.- .

(a) Intensive application of all measures outlined in IV A and B thatare
feasible. :

(b) While they are waiting to be moved out of Europe, give them good
rest areas and the best facilities for rest recreation; organize sight.
seeing tours, etc. .

(c) Emphasize that they are selected for further duty because of superior
quality.

(d) Explain the necessity for and process of the conversion of units.
2. For troops assigned to occupation duty in Europe.

(a) Intensive application of all measures outlined in IV A and B thatare’
feasible. ,

(b) Institute as early as possible a large-scale education program. . -
(c) Newsstories of the tough job troops in the Pacific are doing.

3. For troops to be sent to the United States and held in the Armyas str-
tegic reserve.
(a) Intensive application of all measures outlined in IV A and B that are

feasible.
(b) Institute as early as possible a large-scale education program for them

while they are waiting to be returned to the United States.
(c) Focus attention on their light duty compared with that of the combat

and occupation troops. ,
(d) Explain the necessity for and process of the conversion of units.

4, For troops to be demobilized.
(a) Men with no disabilities.

(i) Intensive application of all measures outlined in IV A and B that
are feasible,

(ii) Institute as early as possible a large-scale education program.
(iii) Include a carefully prepared discussion program designed to give

a constructive orientation to problems of Americanlife. .

(iv) Vocational guidance to assist in job adjustment.
(v) A well-oiled system set up well in advancefor handling a manall

the way back to his home and job that will furnish the best pos--

sible guidance and aid with a minimum of fruitless delay and

confusion. -

(vi) Emphasize that the war has been destructive of our wealth and

resources, that there will be problems in getting back on 5 sound

economic basis again; that the soldiers coming back will have 8

large responsibility for helping to rebuild their country into the

fine place to live they wantit to be; that they must be preparca _

to take this responsibility.
(b) Men with handicaps.

(i) The same general program outlined in IV C4 (a)

Gi) Special provisions for general guidance and assistance at

(ii) Provisions for special vocational training for those who nee ‘

(c) A campaign of advice to civilians on how to behavetoward rele
veterans, both handicapped and nonhandicapped. If possible a
should be worked out by able men whohave been through the expe?

ence of being returned veterans.
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SECTION ITI

THE FACTS

The basic orientation from which the forecast drew both its spe-

cific predictions and its recommendations for action was the proposi-

tion that when threats to the security of a group are removed, or col-

lectively held objectives and goals are achieved or abandoned, the

unity of the group andits control over its members tend to weaken;

the subordination of individualinterests to the,welfare and interests

of the group is replaced by the predominanceof individualistic con-

cerns and motivations.
The American Army was not expected to be an exception to this

CHARTI

Sairre in Arrrrupes or Enuisren Mun iw Evropnan THearer

(April 1945 to August 1945)

PERGENTAGE GIVING INDICATED RESPONSES* IN

April duly August
1945 1945 1945

I don’t feal 'va done my share yet
and am ready to do more

| feel I'vealready done my share
but am willing to do more

No answer

1 feel I've already done my share
ond should be discharged

'

“For wording of quesitons see accompanying text 
Data from 8-228, 8-218 and S-235,
The numbersat the bot iarea ottom of the bars are the numbersof cases on which percentage
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general sociological proposition. The readers of these volumesal
ready know the broad outlines of what happened after VE Day
To illustrate the overall “letdown” we may look at Chart I, whiel
graphsreplies of soldiers to the following question,clearly reflectin,
a profoundshift in orientation and motivation following the end o
the fighting in Europe on May 5, 19453 "

A. Somesoldiers feel they've already done their share in winning the wat
Others feel they should still do more. How do you personally feel abou
what you’ve donein this war?

(Asked of a cross section of troops in Europe surveyed April 5 to May &
1945.) .

B. How do you feel about what you’ve done in this war?
(Asked of a cross section of troops in Europe surveyed July 10-24, 1945,

C. Although thewaris over,thereis still a big job for the Army to doin occupy
ing the defeated countries and in completing the job of demobilization. Hos
do you feel about further service on these jobs?

(Asked of a cross section of troops in Europe surveyed August 14~24
1945.)

The April and August surveys in Europe were explicitly designec
to elicit facts on subjects considered in the forecast made in the pre

ceding summer. They constitute the main source materialof thi:

chapter, though supplemented at various points by otherstudies

The dates of these two surveys should be kept clearly in mind. ‘Th

April survey was made in the last two weeks in April 1945—jus

before the German surrender.! The August survey was madeinlat

3The answer categories to Questions B and C are as given in Chart I. Thecate
gories to Question A were as foliows (percentages giving each reply are shown):

I don’t feel I’ve done my share yet : i
I feel I’ve already done my share, but I’m ready to do more, but not in a

combat job . - a
I feel I’ve already done my share, but I’m ready to do more in any kind of 0

job they assign me to . . 2'
T feel I’ve already done my share and should be discharged :
No answer

The second and third categories were combined for presentation in the chart. Wt

quite likely that the slight variations in wording of the questions and the differen
in categories would account for some of the differences, but it is very unlikely a
would account for anywhere near the difference found. In this connection it shove
be noted that Question C was deliberately loaded in such a way as to encourage repue

indicating willingness for further service. oo, ken inte
‘In all, this cross section included 5,628 men. The questionnaire wasbro .4 O17

three forms, each administered to a cross section: Form A to & cross section i | Ext
Form B to 1,833, and Form C to 1,878. Nearlyall questions asked appearedonfn

of the three forms. Hence for any one question the sample would be around 3,(00 mv
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August 1945—just after the official announcementof the Japanese

surrender.» Theoriginal plan was to make the second survey sev-

eral months after the German surrender but well in advance of a

Japanese surrender. ‘The suddencollapse of Japanese resistance

made this impossible. Howeverit is our opinion that the impact

of the Japanese defeat merely served to accentuate the trends which

set in after VIE Day(see, for example, Chart I).

It would have been highly desirable to conduct one or two more

trend surveys, say in December 1945 and February 1946;in orderto

make a more complete recordingof attitude changes after the fight-

ing was over. However, the end of the war with Japan brought

sharp curtailment of research staff andfacilities which made further

large-scale studies of this type not feasible. To judge fromthe news

in late 1945 and early 1946, many of the reactions noted inthis re-

port became even more acute in the later phases of the demobiliza-

tion period.

What, then, were the important specific changes in attitudes

among American troops following the German surrender? And to

what extent were the predictions madeof their reactions borne out?

In the following pages we shall discuss the extent of change in the

following areas: (1) Attitudes toward the Germans and Germany.

(2) Attitudes toward our Allies. (8) Attitudes toward the Army
and further service. (4) Attitudes toward the home front and spe-
cial civilian groups. (5) Attitudes toward the war and the future.

These were the attitudes which were regarded as having an impor-
tant bearing on morale and discipline and hence were the main
objects of efforts to anticipate and control.

In the caseof eachof thefive attitude areas the discussion includes
avery brief summaryof the predictions made and showsthe research
findings on the changes which actually took place during the period
covered by the surveys.

5 The size of this sample was 3,018 men. In order to be sure that changes were not
due to changes in composition of the Army a “matched” sample was drawn from the
3,018 returns so as to make it comparable to the April survey with respect to: educa-
tional status, marital status, combat experience, ratings, proportion of air and ground
troops, length of time in the Army, and length of time overseas. On the last two
factors listed, the matching allowed for the four months of elapsed time between the
two surveys. The size of the matched sample is 2,648 men. When the matched
sample was compared with the total sample of 3,013 on the attitudes studied, theresults were so nearly the same that the entire sample was used in the comparisons
noted in this chapter. The changes in attitudes w i i
Hon of the Annet were not due to changes in composi-
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Parr 1. Attitudes Toward the Germans
and Germany

It was predicted that there would be a general decrease in feelings
of hostility toward the Germans and an increase in more positive,
friendly attitudes. In a special memorandum onthe problemsof
enforcing the nonfraternization policy*® submitted in December 1944,
it was predicted that there would be a strong tendency toward
friendly contact with Germancivilians and a consequentincrease in:
violations of the regulations against such contact. It was felt thai
these shifts would result in some tendency to identify with the Ger-
mans and that this would mean an increased receptivity to the
German point of view. It was not held that all men would show
these tendencies, but that these reactions would be found with suffi-
cient frequency to warrant attention.

General Attitudes Toward Germans

As Chart IT shows, during the four-month period betweenthe two
surveys there was an appreciable shift in attitude among American

soldiers in the direction of less hostility toward and a more favor-

able opinion of German people. There was also an increase in the

tendency to regard a majority of Germansas capable of being edu-

cated for a democratic society and of becoming a trustworthy

nation. ,

Additional information obtained in August, but not in April,

shows that at the time of the August survey there wereslightly more

men who said they had favorable opinions of the German people

than there were who had such opinions of the French people.’ (See

Chart III.) In another form of question men were asked, “Leaving

aside for the moment thefact that they are our enemiesor ourallies,

which one of the following do youlike best, just as people?” The

results were:

 

English people 48%
German people  =_-28
French people 16
No answer 13

100%

 

6 Also prepared by Leonard 8. Cottrell, Jr.
7 Further data and somediscussion about this finding ere presen

of “Attitudes Toward the French” in Part 2 of this section.

ted in the discussion



CHART Il

CHances in Arrirupes Towarp GERMANS

(Cross Sections of Soldiers in European Theater, April 1945 and August 1945)

PERCENTAGEGIVING INDIGATED RESPONSE TO RELATED QUESTION

QUESTION “Check the one statement which comes closest to expressing how you feel toward ,

They No Sometimes Great No Stron
are just strong strong feel- dislike ons, hatre
i Ss i inst but noGERMAN SOLDIERS like us feelings ings agains rte

August, 1945

April, 1945

GERMAN COMMON PEOPLE

August, (945

April, 1945

QUESTION "Do you think the ordinary German people are to blamefor starting the war, or do you think it
is just the group of Nozi militoristic leaders who are to blame 2

Feworalmostrone No Mest or almostall of
of ordinary Germons ans. ordinary Germans
to blame to blame

August, (945

April, 1945

QUESTIONDoyou think Germany will ever again be a nation that we con trust and treat os an equal?”

Yes Unde No No
cided ans.

August; 1945

April, 1945

QUESTION “About how manyof the German people do you think con be educoted i
foughtto really think and act tike democratic people o colea cwayfrom Nazism and

Almostolf No About Few or
or most ans half almost none

August, [945

April, 1945 ~
Data from $-223 and 8-235, - , éee

beahe numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are’
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Attitudes Toward Specific Policies with Respect to Germany

It is clear from the foregoing data that there was an appreciable
shift in the predicted direction of less hostility and morefriendliness
toward German people. However,it is interesting and significant
to note that on matters of specific policy in dealing with Germany

CHART III

CoMPARISON OF Opinions ABour ENGLIss, GERMANS, AND FRENCH
(European Theater, August 1945) ‘

QUESTION “Whatsort of opinion do you have of the German (French, English) people?”

PERCENTAGE GIVING INDICATED RESPONSE,REGARDING

English German French
people people people

Very favorable

Fairly favorable

No answer

Rather unfavorable

Very unfavorable 
Data from 8-235. .
The numbers at the bottom ofthe bars are the numbersof cases on which percentages

are based. ,

‘ e . .
: se

as a nation, there waseither no significant change or 4 Taeeaeally

iin opinion favoring a policy of firm control. The only sta a

significant (though small) shifts toward greater leniency were Oe ;

respectto the punishmentofthe “little Nazi leaders,’ breaking ng

many into small states, and providing emergency relief for Gemma

needing food,clothing, ete. The results are shown In Table 1.
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TABLE 1

ArrrropEs oF Eniisrep Men 1N Evrors Towarh Sreciric Po1icres WITH

Resrecr ro Germany, APRIL 1945 and Aucusr 1945

rn

QUESTION: “Do you think the United Nations should keep an, occupation force in Ger-

many for some years after the war, even if it means that the United States

will have to furnish a considerable number of troops in order to do it?”

PER CENT OF MEN GIVING

INDICATED ANSWERS IN:

. April 1946 August 1945

~

Yes 65 75
Not sure 19 16

No 16 9

100 100

 

Question:* “Do you think the United Nations should or should not. . . ?”

PER CEN? SAYING WE SROULD

April 1946 August 1945

Kill or put in prison forlife all big-shot Nazi leaders 93 95

Closely supervise and inspect the German schools and
colleges for some years to come 89 93

Make German labor rebuild devastated areas in other
countries at POW wages 75 81

Prevent Germans from rebuilding their chemical, steel,
and automotive industries 45 51

Kill or put in prison for life all the little Nazi leaders
whoheld lower positions 78 75

Break Germany up into small states 56 49
Give emergencyrelief in such things as food, clothing,

fuel, medical aid, where Germans cannot supply these
things themselves 43 52

Number of cases 8,796 8,018

Data from §-223 and 8-235.
* This list of questions was prefaced as follows: “Thereare listed below a numberof things that might

be done with Germany. After each item, draw a circle around the answer which shows whether you
yourself think each thing should or should not be done. If you have ini i i
then just circle the words don’t know.” nave no opinion on a particular item,

Fraternization with German Civilians and Is Relation to Attitudes

The nonfraternization policy of strictly forbidding all dealings
with Germansexcept onofficial business was the center of consider-.
able controversy from the time it was proposed until it was aban-
doned in most of its essential features July 14,1945. In its detailed
memorandum, mentioned above, the Research Branch predicted
batthe regulation could be enforced only with great difficulty,if
at all.
There were reports that even during the heavy fightingin the bor-

dercities of Germany, the nonfraternization order was being violated
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very frequently. During April 138-18, 1945, the Research Branch
sent experienced interviewers and observers into several cities alongthe Rhine,all of which had been recently taken, to interview officers.
and enlisted men on the problem offraternization. The interview-
ers reported that fraternization of certain types, chiefly involving
German women, was occurring on a fairly extensive scale and that.
the officers in charge were extremely dubious about being able to
enforce the rules against it, particularly after hostilities ceased.

In the survey made during April 1945 (N = 3,795), 26 per cent of
the men said they thought there would be “a good many” Germans
with whom it wouldbeall right for American soldiers to befriendly
after the fighting was over.’ An additional 44 per cent thought
there would be “afew.” Only 16 per cent were sure there would be
none. Hleven per cent were undecided, and 8 per cent did not an-
swer the question. —
In answer to another question’ in the samesurvey, 14 percentsaid

they thoughta soldier should receive no punishmentif he fraternized
with a Germancivilian while the fighting wasstill going on, and 45.
per cent thought there should be no punishmentfor fraternization
after the fighting was over.

The theater command finally decided to relax the restrictions,
first removing the ban against friendly contact with young children |

and on July 14, 1945 permitting Army personnel “to engagein con-

versation with adult Germansonthestreets and in public places.” —
From what has been said so far on the fraternization situation, it

is not surprising that reported contacts with Germancivilians 1n-

creased markedly during the period between the two surveys. (See.
Table 2.) | |

 

® Question: “After the fighting with Germany is over, do you think there will be

any Germancivilians that it would be all right for American soldiers to be friendly
with?” :

Yes, there will be a good many
There will be a few
No, there will be none
Undecided ‘

  

 

 

° Question: “Check what you think should be done to a soldier if he does these ‘
things’’: . ith Germany

a. If a soldier fraternizes with a German civilian while the fighting with Germany

is still going on ‘

The soldier should be punished severely
He should be punished some, but not severely
Heshould not be punished at all

b. The same question for the case when the fighting with Germany would be

 

  

over.
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TABLE 2

Awounr or Conracrs wir Geran GiRts AND Ovppr GERMAN CIVILIANS,

Rerortep By SoLprens iv Germany, Arrip 1945 anp Avausr 1945

«RS

Questions: “How many of the American soldiers (in that part of Germany you have

been in) do you think have had some friendly contect with German girls?

(For example, talking, joking, or flirting with them, etc.)”

‘How many of the American soldiers there do you think have had some

friendly contact with older Germancivilians? (For example, talking with

them, passing the time of day,ete.) - '

PERCENTAGE GIVING INDICATED REPLY
CONCERNING CONTACT WITH?

Older German

‘

 

German girls in civilians in

April August April August
1945 1945 1945 1945

“Almost all” or “most” of them have 18 57 6 , 31
“About half” of them have 11 14 6 16
“Few” or “almost none” of them have 68 27 82 52
No answer 3 2 6 1

Numberof cases 1,605 2,348 1,505 2,943

 

Data from S-223 and 5-235.
* These figures include only those men who said they had spent some time in Germany(79 per cent

of the April sample and 76 per cent of the August sample). In April the questions were asked on only
one form of the questionnaire given to a cross section of 1,917. :

The reports by men in the August survey of their own contacts
indicate that the proportions having personal contacts (not onoffi-
_cial business) within a given three-day time interval increased with
length of time spent in Germany. The percentages reporting con-.
tacts in the three days previous to the survey were:!°

Among men who had With With older
been in Germany German girls German civilians

4 months or more 51% 42%
Less than 4 months 33 "24

In general, the first contacts of fraternization were with girls, the
earlier contacts being transitory sexual relations. As time went on,
more stable liaisons with girls were established. These relations, in
turn, frequently led to contacts with the girls’ families and friends.
Amongthose reporting contacts with girls, almost eight in ten report.
also having contact with older Germancivilians. e
How wascontactrelated to attitudes? As Chart IV shows, the’

 

* These data are available for the August survey only,
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morefrequent andintense the contacts with older Germancivilians
the more favorable were the opinions toward the German people
The same pattern of relationship holdsif contacts with German gitls_
is the sorting variable. Such data donot, of course,-permit the con-
clusion that contacts produced more favorable attitudes, though |
this is quite possible. The relationship could be theresult of those‘
with initially more favorable attitudes seeking more frequent con-
tacts. Probably both factors are operating.

CHART IV

Opinions or GrRMAN Prope As RevaTEp To Frequency or Conracr
With OLDER GERMAN CIVILIANS

(European Theater, August 1945)

AMONG MEN WHO... PERCENTAGE WITH VERY FAVORABLE oR FAIRLY
. FAVORABLE OPINI

Were in Germany within last 3 days LE OPINION OF GERMAN PEOPLE
and reported...

SASSRSFSGR RIG
Personal contact of 5 hours or more eos Se
with German civilions PRS

Personal contact of 2 to 5 hours SOK\> >
SPS
Hei
SR KIKKIGIS ;Brscdatecosetataronseaonccesenenn PRKOe Mey SRRS555 QOOOOD

Personal contact of less than 2 hours EOSINB7RUNNRNERC LS QRS
SOCHNS 5IN
BKOOOO ie KO OOS
SKKRKIRK SRRT
POO SOOO
OROOOTWeosegegecechcenecegescabsecacnessRRR

~
- ~ESSN

s2

SS KDOOV .0,6,4%,

No personal contact PSS RRRRRR
WetategesecatecetecacacacecacanaceutgecegtcecsathSSSR SRR RKRO
PRIOora

Had never been in Germany SSseBEN

SCIONSRRWRRICKSSOO
es
x SRS KS

o
KS?
ONG? oO
955CO

ORered 
Data from §-235,

On theother hand, frequency orintensity of contact was not asso-

ciated: with significant differentials in the percentage of men who

thought we should prevent Germany from rebuilding her basic in-

dustries or who held other “be tough with Germany” attitudes

which wereillustrated in Table 1. me

It will be recalled that there were predictions that after VE Day

somesoldiers would show tendencies toward identification with the '

Germaris. Oneevidenceofidentification with another person is the

acceptance of his point of view. The surveys under discussion here
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did not contain questions which could serveas indexes of trends in

soldier opinion revealing shifts toward or away from German ideol-

ogy. However,it is of interest to note that a survey of a cross sec-

tion of men stationed in Germany in September 1945 (N = 1,700),”

did show a substantial number of men who admitted holding opin-

ions in accord with the German point of view on a numberof signifi-

cantitems. Someof the findings were reported in the press during

the latter part of January and early February of 1946. The more

striking of the findings released at that timeare listed here.

\

51% of the men thought that, although Hitler was wrong in leading the

Germansinto war, he did do Germanya lot of good before the war.

24% thought the Germans had a very good or fairly good argument
when they said that since Germany was the most efficient country
in Europe, she had the right to be the controlling influence in
Europe.

22% thought the Germans had some good reasons “for being down on
the Jews.” An additional 10 per cent were undecided.

20% thought there was some truth in the argument that the Germans
had to go to war sooneror later because they needed more land to
raise enough food to feed themselves. An additional 11 per cent
were undecided.

19% thought that Germany had “a good deal” or “some’’ justification
for starting the war. An additional 11 per cent were undecided.

The data presented earlier which showed a shift to more favorable
attitudes toward the Germans suggest that there may have been a
positive trend in the opinions found in the September survey. How-
everit would be necessary to have repeated surveys using the same
questions put to comparable groups of men before we could deter-
mine the existence of any trend.
In addition to its regular wartime information and propaganda

efforts to orient the soldiers as to the nature of the enemy,the Army
made a special effort to prepare the menfor their proper conduct in
Germany. The peak of this effort was just about the time of the
Armistice. All the various media were utilized to convince the sol-
dier of the necessity for humane but firm and distant conductin his
dealings with the Germancivilians, and of the danger both immedi-
ate and long range in being “taken in” by the Germans and in
becoming familiar and friendly in his relations with them. In

118-237,
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addition, the men were warnedof penalties in store for those who |
violated regulations against fraternization.

Unfortunately there are no systematic studiesof the effectiveness
of the antifraternization program as such. We do not know how
much it restrained the soldiers’ actions in this respect. However,
to judge from the findings of surveys and from reported difficulties
of enforcement, it does not appear to have been very effective.
One difficulty perhaps was the fact that the approach was almost

entirely negative. There was a distinct lack of an attempt to out-
line in positive terms the mission of the Armyin its occupation func- _
tions, of the broad significance of this mission, and of what this
meant for the conduct of each manin the job of occupation.
While the Army information and orientation efforts contained

little in the way of outlining an occupation policy and program,
there was a considerable amountof discussion in the news aboutpro-
posals such as the Morganthau Plan. It is interesting that the
toughpeace policy attitudes of the men showedtheleast change of

any of the attitudes with respect to Germans and Germany which
were studied. |
Throughout the analysis of the data in April and August, atten-.

tion was given to determining what differences,if any, existed in the_

attitudes of different groups of men. It is interesting to note that

few differences were found and they weresoslight that they were

unimportant. Men with combat experience wereslightly less in-

clined to express attitudesof hatred and dislike toward Germans and

slightly more inclined to fraternize than noncombat men. Other-

wise their attitudes were similar to those of other men. The men

with high school and college training were slightly more inclined to

have definite opinions favoring a firm policyof controlof Germany

than were the less educated men. Neither age norlength of time |

overseas showed anysignificant relationship to any of the attitudes

toward Germans.

Summary of Findings on Shifts in Attitudes °

Toward the Germans

It seemsfair to conclude that during the four monthsfollowingVi

Day American, soldiers showed a tendency to lose much of the rela-

tively moderate amountof antipathy theybore toward the Germans -

and to show an increasein favorable attitudes toward them." vie

showed a tendencyincreasingly toviolate the regulations forbievets .

personal contact. As time went on, the amount of such con
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increased. With increasing contacts there was a correlated in-

crease in the proportion of favorable attitudes toward Germans.

There is some evidence that a substantial numberof the men enter-

tained opinions that accorded with the German point of view, al-

though the existence of a trend in this respect is not known from

present information.

Onthe other hand,in their thinking about Germanyas an abstract

national symbol of force and about what should be a generalpolicy

with respect to her, the men showed practically no change in their

overwhelming support for a tough policy. This is not inconsistent

with American behavior in other situations in which attitudes to-

ward people in personalrelations are divorced from and very differ-

ent from attitudes toward the same people as members of certain

groupsor institutions (Catholics, Labor, Big Business, etc.). Nor

is it inconsistent with what appears to be a growing tendencyto re-

gard massive social forces as independent of the wills and purposes

of individual persons.

Part 2. Attitudes Toward Our Allies

When the Research Branch was making its forecasts in the sum-
mer of 1944, it was anticipated that following the cessation of hostili-
ties with Germany our soldiers would show an increase in negative,
hostile attitudes toward our major Allies, The basis for such a pre-
diction was the assumption that tensions had accumulated but were

suppressed during the struggle against the common enemy only to
come to the surface after his defeat. Tendencies to blame England
for involving us in the war, and accusations that she let us bear the
brunt of the tough fighting and that she was not sincere in wanting
a just and permanent peace, were anticipated. Increasing suspicion
as to Russian good faith and hostility toward her were also expected.
Jn liberated countries (e.g., France), friction with andill will toward
the people and resentments over alleged exploitation of Americans
by the citizens were expected to increase sharply.

_ The present section will summarize the available evidence on
changes in attitudes toward our English, Russian, and French Allies.

Attitudes Toward the English and Russians

Surveys of American troops at home and in Europe at intervals
throughout the war showed that for the most part a substantial ma-
jority of our soldiers entertained a favorable attitude toward the
English and the Russian people and maintained a rather high level
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of confidence in their war effort. In general there were slightly

greater admiration for, and confidence in the war effort of, the Rus-

sians than the English, while the postwarintentions of the English

and our futurerelations with them were viewed with somewhatmore

confidence than was the case with the Russians.

Ourspecialinterest, in this chapter, is to determine whetheror not

there were large and significant shifts in these attitudes after the end

of the combat period in Europe. As Chart V shows, the shifts were

small.

An additional question calling for an expression of a generally

favorable or unfavorable opinion was asked about the English peo-

ple, but unfortunately not about the Russian people in the cross-

section surveys reported here. Hence no comparisons can be made

except for a special survey madeof a cross section of troops stationed

in Berlin in which the same question was asked about English, Rus-

sian, French, and German people. These results are presented be-

low. Butfirst it may be noted that the replies from various cross

sections in ETO"to the question, ““What sort of an opinion do you

haveof the English people?” showed a uniformlyfavorable attitude.
Nosignificant change appeared during the four months following
VE Day.

Percentage of men holding
“very favorable” or “fairly

Number favorable” opinion of the
of cases English people

November 1948 8,002 73
January 1944 2,764 74
April 1945 8,795 72
August 1945 8,018 75

Some idea of the probable relative position of the Russians, had
the question been put to the cross sections, is foundin the replies on
the survey ofa cross section of the troops stationedin Berlin, August
1945 (N = 700).4 The same question as that quoted above was
asked for each national group reported below:

United States troops in the Middle Eastern theater who were in rather constant
contact with British troops for an extended period showed 2 somewhat different picture.
When they were surveyed in the late autumn of 1943, their preponderant attitudes
were those ofdislike and antagonism. They did, however, express admiration for and
confidence in the British war effort. Their attitudes toward the Russian soldiers, as
people, some of whom they had met in Teheran and other places, were rather more
favorable than toward the British.

13§-92, 8-116, $-223, and 8-235.
M§-237B,
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Percentage of men holding-
“very favorable” or “fairly

favorable” opinion
Of the British people 85
Of the Russian people 61
Of the German people 59
Of the French people 42

In general, it can be said that there was nosignificant changein
attitudes toward our English and Russian Allies during the four-
month period immediately following the German surrender. To
this extent the predictions were not borne out. It should be added,
however, that the data cover a short time period. That exposureto
contact and to postwar disputes may have lessened respect for the
Russians is suggested by the fact that the Berlin sample showed
considerably more skepticism about getting along with Russiaafter
the war than did the August total cross section.

Attitudes Toward the French

In the case of the French, our predictions of an increase in nega-
tive reactions were borne out. The responses to questions about:

the French people in April were favorable in about the same propor-

tions as were the responses about the English. However, by August

the proportion reporting favorable reactions to theFrench was, as

we saw in Chart ITI, even less than the proportion whosaid they

had favorable opinions of the German people.

Chart VI shows a generally sharp decline in favorablenessof opin-

ion about the French in the August as compared with the April sur-

vey. These findings raise the question of why the predictions were

in error with respect to the English and Russians and correct with

respect to the French. In the absence of any adequate statistical

data to answer such questions, we can only:conjecture what the

answers might be. .
In the first place, the information and orientation programs de-

signed to foster favorable attitudes toward our Allies were directed

largely at attitudes toward the British and the Russians throughout

most of the war. Tests of the impact of various parts of these pro-

‘. grams showed that they had small but slightly positive effects.

News of the English and Russian war effort naturally bulkedlarger

and was more impressive than what could be reported about French

efforts under German occupation. ‘There were no special post VE

Day programs to encourage favorable attitudes toward the Allies



CHART VI

Dirrerences rN Ormions Towarp Frencn Asona Troors IN Eurore,

Apro, anp Avaust 1945

PERCENTAGE EXPRESSING INDIGATED OPINION

August, 1945

Very favorable or fairly favor-
able opinion of the French people

April, 1945

BRE
August, 1945 eenSe

Most French people sincerel RIORNS
st French people sincerely SRR %

like Americans

Aprif,1945 SWORDSRREMINDSONI
SeSOot

EOIIII
COO SOR

August, 1945 BS RNSSones OICRON
OINSWe should do everything we

gan% help France get back on
et as soon as possible PSrmoeoroeS

April, 1945 BSeoRa
5
SOS

sant . t,
Considering everything fhe August, 1845
French have done as good a
job as possible of fighting ESSSERERS

is war ERT
Aprit,1945 Pog Ss

XAAASNSPO

August, 1945
The French nation is so weak
and split up thatit will never
amount to anything

Aprit, 1945
> e,QR
PI 

Data from 8-235 and 8-223.
baa numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are

sed.
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except for a small effort with respect to the French. Somewhat
tardily the Army published a booklet designed to answer “eripes”
about the French. Due to the curtailmentof Research Branch per-
sonnel andfacilities after VJ Day, no test was madeof the impactof
this material. It is very unlikely that it had mucheffect, since it
came very late and was probably not widely distributed or used.
In the second place, it is quite possible that had more careful at-

tention been given, when making the predictions, to suchfactors as
immediacy of contact, discrepancy between expected response and
actual response, and strength or weaknessof the potential target,
all operating in conjunction, we should have comenearer expecting
what did happen. In concrete terms, this would have meant that
more attention would have been given to the fact that contacts with
the French were going to be of a more immediate and recent charac-
ter than those with the British or the Russians. Moreover, it would
have been important to recognize that this closer, more recent con-
tact would be experienced in a situation in which expectationsof
being treatedlike a guest and a liberatorwere frustratedin actuality
because of French inability and indisposition. Also, the alleged

sharpness of the French in business dealings and their alleged un-

cleanliness would often stand in contrast to unexpected Germandef-

erence and friendliness, as well as Germancleanliness.
France as a symbol was weak, defeated, inadequate, and,in spite

of all rational explanations of her defeat, anything but admirable.

With these considerations in mind, it is not hard to see why,if nega-

tive hostile attitudes toward “Allies” emerged, the French would

be the mostlikely target. The probabilities of such an occurrence

would have been even more evident had sufficient weight been given

in the prediction to the effect of World WarI attitudes brought back

by the veterans of 1917-1918.
Finally, we need to take the time factor into account. The pre-

dictions were not limited to a four-monthperiod after the fighting

was over, and a later survey may have shown some decline in favor-

able attitudes toward the English or Russians orboth, particularly
after more exposure to the news of diplomatic wrangling which

characterized ourlater relations.

Part 3. Attitudes Toward the Arnly
and Further Service

It was predicted that with the end ofthe fighting in Europe there
ice and an i-
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crease in preoccupation with individualistic concerns accompanied

by a rise in resentments and negative attitudes toward the Army.

Under these conditions morale would deteriorate and discipline

would become a serious problem. The available evidence on these

reactions seems to bear out the predictions reasonably well.

As already shown in Chart I, the period following VIE Day was

marked by a sharp increase of fecling among the men that they had

done their share in the war and should be sent home and discharged.

This trend characterized men of relatively short terms of service

overseas as well as those who had seen a great deal of overseas serv-

ice. These attitudes increased notwithstanding the fact that an

overwhelming majority favored a tough peace policy which would

require many troops to supervise and implement.

Those observers who were in Europe during the summerof 1945

were impressed with the intense, singleminded preoccupation of the

troops with the question of howsoon they could get home and back

to civilian life. Their impatience soon began to manifest itself in
criticisms of the redeployment system for establishing priorities for

shipment home and discharge. The point system, described in the
preceding chapter, was based on what the men themselves had said
were the proper factors to take into account in establishing priori-

ties. When the plan was announced it had received the approval
of alarge majority. In ETO the percentage whosaid the point sys-
tem was ‘‘very good”or ‘fairly good”? dropped from 67 per cent in
May1945 and 66 per cent in late July to 54 per cent in late August
after the defeat of Japan; although further cross tabulation shows
that the shift was related, not so muchto criticism of the fairness of
the point system as such, as to the alleged slowness of the Army in
getting the troops home. The point system, of course, merelyes-
tablished the priorityof discharge, not the rate of discharge.
The markedloss of motivation for further service and lowered in-

terest in what was involved in completing the job was shown further
in the reactions of the men toward the post VE Day information and
orientation program. Interviews with officers and men and obser-
vations during June, July, and August in the various assemblyareas
and staging areas all resulted in the same general reports, namely,
that it was extremely difficult to interest the men in any kind of dis-
cussions, lectures, or other information materials except those deal-
ing with demobilization, aids and opportunities for returning veter-
ans, and problems of readjustment to civilian life. Even among
those units who were officially informed that they were classified as
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units to be redeployed to the Pacific, there waslittle or no interest
before VJ Dayin discussing the situations and problems they would
confront in the Orient. Men in such units were constantly discuss-
ing their chancesof beingreclassified as a unit and sent to the United
States or of getting transferred out of the unit and placed in one
slated for the trip home. This general attitude showeditself well
beforethe atomic bomb was dropped on Hiroshima and was merely
intensified during and after the period of the Japanese collapse.

It should be noted that the personal concerns were almost exclu-
sively centered around “getting out.” They did not go beyond,
into increased worries about personal problemsto be faced after dis-
charge. These longer-range considerations will be discussed in the
next chapter. The aim here is merely to point out the important
shift of motivation and interest from the collective job to be done
to the individual problem of how to get home and out of the Army,
As might be expected, the shift noted above was accompanied by

an appreciable increase in feelings of dissatisfaction and resentment
toward the Armyand of having a raw deal from the Army. Chart
VII showsthis trend during the four months following VE Day. It
is clear that attitudes regarded as favorable toward the Army as
well as important to good morale anddiscipline deteriorated appre-
ciably during the period studied. The progressive deterioration of
morale and discipline is further evidenced by news reports of mass

meetings, demonstrations, appeals to Congress and thelike which

reached their peak in January 1946.%
One of the more important general preventive actions proposed

in the 1944 memorandum was an intensive information andorienta-

tion program emphasizing that the defeat of Germany, while a long

stride ahead, was not the end of the war; that there was a well-pre-

pared and fair plan for demobilization; and that demobilization

would at best be very slow until after the defeat of Japan. Consid-

erable effort was made in this direction. Feature stories in Stars

and Stripes, discussion pamphlets, radio programs,films, and other
similar types of materials were widely distributed. Wisely or une

wisely, the main emphasis in these materials was on clarifying for

the soldier the redeployment plan—how it was set up and how it

would operate—rather than on the magnitude of the job remaiming
to be done.
The apparent result was to give men a good idea of the plan and
 

16 As illustrations see reports in Time Magazine, January 21, 1946, pp. 21-22, and
May 6, 1946, p. 24,



CHART VIT

Canoes In Arrirupes Towarp tHE Arsy, APRIL 1945 ro Avcusr 1945

PERCENTAGE GIVING INDICATED RESPONSE TO RELATED QUESTION

QUESTION “tn general do you think the Army has tied iis best to see thot men get os square a deat

as possible?

Hordly Tried some No Yes, tried

ted but not ons. its best
atatl hard enaugh

August, 1945

April, 1945

QUESTION “In general, do you feel you yourself have gotten a square dealfrom the Army?”

No In some woys, NO Yes, in most
yes, other ons. ways | hove
ways, No

August, 1945

April, 1945

QUESTION “Oa you feel that the Armyis trying its best to look out far the welfare of the enlisied men 2”

Trying some No Yes, trying
but not hard ons. its best
enough

August, (945

April, 1945

QUESTION “How do you feel about the importance of the work you are doing right now, os compared
with other jobs you might be doing in the Army?

Hardly seems Fairly impor: No About as impor-
important? toni but could ons. tont os ony other
all do more fmpor- job | could do

fant work

August, 1945

April, 1945

QUESTION “Oo you think when you are dischorged

you

will go back to civilian lite wi
unfavorable attitude toward the Army~ 99 hock to ctvitin tite with « favorable or

.

Very Foirly Abou! Foirly Ver.
unfavor- unfavor- 50-50 favor faver-
able

=

able able

=

able

August, 1945

April, [945 
Data from §-235 and 8-223,Th : :pave numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are
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how it would work and a favorable attitude toward it; but there Was
little apparent effect on the willingness on the part of men in ETO
for further service in the war. For example, the July 1945 survey
in ETO showed that among the men who had read the Army Talks
pamphlet, 7'wo Down and One to Go, 45 per cent said they had a very
clear idea about the redeployment plan. Among those who had
not read it, only 22 per cent gave this reply. On the other hand
the proportion whofelt they had done their share in the war and
should be discharged was the same among those who had and had
not read the pamphlet. Of course, by August, the capitulation of
Japan was a major factor in increasing the motivation to get home.
Another proposal in the 1944 memorandum had to do with the

relationsof officers and men, and pointed specifically to the necessity
for a stringent policy of minimizing the abuseofofficer privileges
and increased attention by officers to the interests, welfare, anddig-
nity of their men. The extent of systematic and intensive action
along this line is not known. While no research on officer-menrela-
tions was permitted in the European theater duringthis period, the
evidence in the news, observations, and finally the action taken,
under pressure, by the War Departmentin setting up the Doolittle
committee, supports the conclusion that this became a major prob-
lem.
A third general proposal was the preparation of large-scale pro- —

grams of education, athletics, and recreation (including arts and

crafts and sight-seeing tours). A comprehensive plan for an educa-
tional program was set up and initiated. However, conditions made

it difficult to execute and the actual operation was extremely spotty.

The athletics and recreation programs never really got under way

on anything like the scale proposed. If the war with Japan had

continued as expected,it is quite possible that the program planned

for Europe would have stabilized in quite a different fashion from

what it did.

Part 4. Attitudes Toward the Home Front

The predictions were made in 1944 that following the end of the

fighting in Europe there would be an appreciable increase n hostile

attitudes toward civilians in general “back home,” and toward spe-

cific groups in the American population. It was anticipated that

there would be an increase in expressionsof the feeling thatcivilians

made noreal sacrifices and that they had no real appreciation of
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what the soldier went through and would forget all about him now

that the danger was past. It was further expected that expressions

of resentments and hostility towards such groups as Labor, Business’

Jews, Negroes, etc., would be more frequent. These predictions

were only partly borne out in the four-month period studied; and it

CHART VIII

Cuances x Atrrrupes Towarp THE Homes Front

(European Theater, April and August 1945)

PERCENTAGEGIVING INDICATED RESPONSE TO RELATED QUESTION

QUESTION"tn your opinion how many of the people back homeare doing ali they should to help
win the wor?”

Fewor About No Most Almost
almost hoff ans. of them all of
hone

August, 1945

April, (945

QUESTION “In your opinion how mony of the people back home have a reol sense of gratitude and appre-
ciation for what the soldiers have done ?

Fewor About No Most Almost
almost holf ons. of them ol} of

them

August, 1945

April, 1945

QUESTION "How good a job do you think the GovernmentIs doing In seeing to it that discharged soldiers
will get whatever hatp they need to get started in civilian fife 2"

Poor Foir Unde~ Good
job Job cided

August, 1945

April, 1945 
Data from §-235 and $-223,

howe numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages aresed.
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is interesting to find that the negative attitudes appeared only in
the contextof ‘‘a square deal for the soldier when he got out.”
As Chart VIII shows, the reactions toward civilians in general

actually appeared to beslightly more favorable in August than they
werein April. However, when questions about the homefront were
asked which involved thesoldier’s anxieties about his postwar prob-
lems and help he felt he would need in re-establishing himself in
civilian life, there was evidence of a moderate increase in negative
reaction. This is seen not only in Chart VIII but in otherdata,
For example, when asked ‘About how many of the U.S. govem- .
ment leaders do you think will try to see to it that dischargedsoldiers
get a square deal?” the percentage answering “most of them”
dropped from 47 in April to 89 in August. A parallel question as to
leaders in business and industry showed a drop from 31 to 24 per
cent, and a parallel question as to leaders of labor unions showed a
drop from 34 to 27 per cent.

If, however, the questions were not worded to involve problems
specific to the men as soldiers there were no important changes, and
expressions of negative attitudes toward specific groups failed to
show any increase in hostile feeling. For example, the following
question was asked (later facetiously called in the Research Branch

the ‘Walt Whitman question”):

America is made up of a great many different kinds and groups of people.

There are city people and country people. There are Northerners and South-
erners and Westerners. There are Catholics, Jews, and Protestants. There are
Poles, Italians, Mexicans, Scotch, and manyothernationalities. There are people
whose skin color is white, black, yellow, brown, and red.
There are big business and little business men, factory workers, clerks, and

farmers. There are business leaders, labor leaders, government leaders, farm

leaders. There are Republicans, Democrats, Communists, Socialists, and Inde-

pendents. .
Someof these different groups always get along well together; others sometimes

don’t get along so well.

a, Are there any kinds or groups of people in America that you feel ail

have a harder time getting along together after the war than they di
before the war? (Check one)

 

Yes (What groups?

ee

b. Are there any kinds or groups of people in America that you person-
ally dislike very much? (Check one)
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c. Are there any kinds or groups of people in America that you think

have taken advantage of the warto further their own selfish interests?

(Check one)

No
—___— Yes (What groups?

  

The results are summarized in Table 3. The category most fre-

quently mentioned,in free-answer write-ins, as having a harder time

getting along after the war was Negroes; the categories ranked first

TABLE 3

PERCENTAGES OF MEN IN EvROPEAN THeaTeR WxHo Exrressep INDICATED

AtriropEe Towarp Sreciric Grours iN AMERICA

  

ARE THERE ANY KINDS OR GROUPS OF PEOPLE IN

AMERICA THAT

Have taken selfish Will have greater
advantage of this difficulty getting You dislike

war? along after the war? personally?

April August April August April August —
1945 1945 1945 1945 1945 1945

 

“No” 34 35 42 40 60 59
‘ Yes,” but name no

specific group 6 5 2 2 } 1
*Yes,”? and name a .

specific group* 47 41 46 42 29 25
Negroes 6 7
Jews 11 g
Laboror Labor
Unions 9 7

Communists, Reds,
etc. 7 1 1

Business 19 17 8
Other, unclassified 7 & 6

No answer 13 19 10 16 10 15

®

N
S
T

S
H
A
W

A
m

e®
%

ms
m

©
r%

™
C
o
m

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100

Number of cases 3,711 8,018 8,711 3,013 8,711 8,013

 

Data from 8-223 and S-235.
* This percentageia less than the sum of percentages mentioning particular groups because some menmentioned more than one group.

and second, respectively, in termsof dislike were Negroes and Jews
(though only by small minorities); the category thought most to
have taken selfish advantage of the war was “business.” There
were no marked shifts of any kind between the April and August
surveys,
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The results reported in this section together with the reported
trends in attitudes toward the Army suggest the following inter.
pretation:

1. With the sharp decline in motivation for further service, the
men’s attention was increasingly focused on getting home,outofthe
Army and re-established in civilian life.

2. The most immediate, obvious frustration to these desires was
the Army itself. Hence a good dealof hostility was directed toward
the Army and its leaders.

3. Hostility toward civilians was not generalized. What in-
creases in hostile attitudes were expressed appeared only when ques-
tions focused attention on those groups’ which hada vital relevance
to the soldiers’ dominant desires to get back into civilian life on rea-
sonably favorable terms.
Throughout the war the Information and Education Division de-

voted a part of its program to maintaining attitudes of confidence
and good will on the part of the soldier toward the civilian groups
at home. Toward the end of the war in Europe there wasan in-

tensification of these efforts along lines suggested in the Research

Branch prediction memorandum. Special weekly supplements to

Stars and Stripes carried news andfeature articles designed to dem-

onstrate to the soldier that he was being backed up at home,that he

was appreciated and not forgotten, that all civilian groups were do-

ing their share, that the stories of fantastic profits and wages and

work stoppages were untrue of the vast majority of Americans, and

so forth. Discussion materials, radio programs, and films carried

the same type of material.
The impact of these materials on soldier attitudes is not known.

It is quite possible that the cumulativeeffect was moderately suc-
cessful in fostering favorableattitudes or at least in acting as @ par-

tial brake on hostile tendencies.

Part 5. Attitudes Toward the War

and the Future

Disillusionment and cynicism about the worth-whileness of the

war and pessimism about the future—these were attitudes which it

oups in the context of

 

16 It is quite possible that bad questions involving other groups - it
“a square deal for the discharged soldier” been asked, expressions of inereased host he
might havebeen registered against them as well. The anxiety of the soldier abou

future economic security and opportunities was & central one and any goneata des

appeared to threaten this future would very likely becomea target of hostile attitudes.
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waspredicted would become increasingly frequent among American

soldiers in Europeafter the fighting was over. They were attitudes

said to characterize many veterans of World WarI,not only Amer-

ican veterans but those of other countries as well. This section is

concerned with the question of the extent to which there was anyin-

crease in the frequencyof these attitudes among American soldiers

in ETO during the four months following VE Day. Includedin the

section are data on the following questions:

a. Was there an increase of cynicism as to reasons for our entry

into the war and our peace aimsanddisillusionment as to the worth-

whileness of the war?
b. Was there an increase of opinion favoring a return to an isola-

tionist policy?

Was the War Worth While?

One question, which was analyzed in some detail in Volume I,

Chapter 6, indicates an appreciable trend toward a greater willing-

ness to admit doubts and skepticism about the worth-whileness of

the war. This is shown in Chart IX. In July of 1948, about one
fifth of the troops of a cross-section sample in the United States said
they “‘sometimes”’or “very often” felt the war was not worth fight-
ing. In January 1944, 5 months before D Day, about one third of
the troops in the British Isles gave those responses. The same pro-
portion gave the same responses 16 monthslater, just before VE
Day. During the 4 months following VE Day, the proportion
jumpedto almost half the men, whosaid they “‘sometimes”’or ‘‘very
often” felt the war was not worth fighting. The nearest approach
to that proportion found during the war was among certain Infan~
try divisions after very punishing combat experiences.
On the other hand, there wasrelatively slight shift in expressions

of cynicism as to the reasonsfor entry into the waror as to our war
aims. e
In April and again in August, the men were asked the following

questions about why we got into the war.

Read the two statements below and check which one you think is the
more important reason why we got into the war. (Check one)

Wegot into this war because “Big Business” in the United
States was looking for moreprofits.

We got into this war because we were attacked.
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Now read these two statements and check which one you think ig the
more important reason why we got into the war. (Check one)

Wegot into this war to destroy Nazism and Fascism.
Wegot into this war because “Big Business”in the United

States was looking for more profits,

  

Now check which one of these two statements you think is the more im-
portant reason why we got into the war. (Check one)

We got into this war to destroy Nazism and Fascism.
Wegot into this war because we were attacked.

  

The question aimed to discriminate between those who thought
our principal reason was (1) self-defense, or (2) to destroy Nazism
and Fascism, or (3) the “‘cynical”’ reason of economic imperialism.
The results given below indicate no increase in the frequency with

which men chose the ‘‘cynical”’ reason.

CHART IX

INcRHASES IN ADMISSION oF SxEPrricism ABour THH War

QUESTION "Do you ever get the feeling that this wor is (was) not worth fighting?”

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES OF MEN IN

ETO ETO ETO

Jonuary April August
. 1945 1945

Only once in a great while

No answer

Sometimes

Very often 
Data from S-63E, S-116, 8-223 and S-235. “ pes
The numbersat the bottom of the bars are the numbersof caseson which percentag'

are based.
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THE PERCENTAGES CONSISTENTLY”

RATING EACH AS THE MOST IM-

PORTANT REASON OF THB
THREE WERE AS FOLLOWS:

April 1948 August 1946

To destroy Nazism and Fascism 38 ss

Because we were attacked 37

Because of “Big Business” interests 1 12

Indeterminate, inconsistent, or no 15

answer 14 SS.

Total 100 100

Number of cases 8,750 8,013

A similar question was asked about our peace aims.

Read the two statements below and check the one which you think should

be the more important peace aim for the United States. (Check one)

To see that the nations organize to prevent warsin the future.
To see that the United States is so strong that no nations
would dare attack us.

  

Now read these two statements and check the one you think should be
the more important peace aim for the United States. (Check one)

To see that the people in all countries have the right to
govern themselves.

To see that the nations organize to prevent wars in the future.

  

Now check which one of these two statements should be the more im-
portant peace aim for the United States. (Check one)

To see that the people in all countries have the right to
govern themselves,

To see that the United States is so strong that no nations
would dare attack us.

  

This question was designed to discriminate between those whofelt
our most important peace aim should be: (1) An “idealistic” demo-
cratic aim, or (2) to establish an international organization to pre-
vent wars, or (3) an aim of nationalistic self-defense.
Here again the results do not indicate any marked shift in the pre-

" Each reason was paired against the other two. There were some men whodid not
make all three choices or who made inconsistent choices.
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dominant opinion supporting our officially announced peace policy
of establishing a world organization to prevent wars in the future,

THE PERCENTAGES CONSIST-
ENTLY!®8 RATING EACH AS
THE MOST IMPORTANT
AIM OF THE THREE
WERE AS FOLLOWS:

April 1946 August 1946
To see that nations organize to prevent wars 47 42
To see that all countries have theright to gov-

ern themselves 23 24
To see that the United Statesis so strong that
no nations would dare attack us 21 24

Indeterminate, inconsistent, or no answer 9 10

Total 100 100

Number of cases 3,760 8,018

Not only was it the dominant opinion that we should make our
chief aim in the peace to see that nations organized to prevent war,
but the large majority of the men continued to believe that “our
government leaders are trying to do everything they canto see that
war will be prevented in the future.”(Seventy per cent in April

and 72 per cent in August said they believed this to be so.)
From the foregoing tables it can be concluded that while there was

a certain amountof “‘cynicism’’ or confusion about our reasonsfor
entering the war, and a certain amountof “isolationist nationalism”

or confusion about what our peace aims should be, these attitudes

did not become more frequent during the four monthsafterthefight-

ing with Germany stopped.

Internationalism or Isolationismafter the War

As was shown in VolumeI, Chapter 9, only a minority of the sol-
diers thought that another war could be avoided during the next 25
years. In Europe, in April and August 1945, the proportions who
thought that it could were 24 per cent and 21 per cent respectively.
There were decided majorities in favor of a policy of internation-

alism after the war and there was little change in these majorities

18 Tach aim was paired against the other two. There were some men who did not
make all three choices or who madeinconsistent choices. :

*° Exact wording of the question: “Do you think our Government leaders are ele:
to do everything they can to see to it that wars will be prevented in the future
(Answer categories: Yes, No, Undecided.)
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between April and August. The percentages of men affirming 4

particular viewpoint were as follows:

April August

1945 1945

Aiter the war a permanent organization of nations

should be set up to settle quarrels between countries

and try to prevent wars 86 89

There should be an international police force under the
direction of the international organization 65 63

The best way for the United States to try to keep out
of wars in the future would be to join s strong perma-
nent international organization . 73 68

The United States should join such an organization
even if it meant that this organization would have
some say about how wedeal with other countries 63 58

Number of cases 1,917 8,018
Data from §-223A and 8-235.

It is important to note, however, that while the great majority of

men continued to favor a policy of internationalism in principle,

they tended to show a decreasing willingness to favor certain pro-

2 The exact wording of the questions asked was:

After the war do you think the different countries (like the United States, Russia,
England, China, France, etc.) should set up a permanent organization of nations to
try to settle quarrels between countries and try to prevent war? (Check one)

Should be set up
Should not be set up
Undecided

After the war do you think there should be a special force of soldiers from the Armies
of a numberof different countries that could be sent any place the international organ-
ization decided they were needed? (Check one)

Yes, there should be an international Army of that kind
No, there should not be an international Army of that kind
Undecided

Which do you think would be the best way for the United States to iry to keep out
of war in the future? (Check one)

  

 

 

 

 

Stay out of world affairs
Join a strong permanentorganization of nations
Some other way (How?
Undecided

_ Do you think the United States should join a strong permanentorganization of na
tions, even if it means that this organization would have some say about how th
United States deals with other countries? (Check one)

Yes, I think the U.S. should join
No, I don’t think the U. 8. should join
Undecided

 

 

)
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posals for concrete American aid in postwar recovery. For ex.
ample:

Alter the war, some of our Allies will need help in feeding their people.
Do you think the United States should send food to these countries even
if it meant that we would have to keep on rationing food in our country
for a while to doit?

Percentages answering
“should:

August 1945 49
April 1945 58

After the war some of ourAllies will need money and materials to help
them get back on their feet. Do you think we should let them have
money and materials to help them get back on their feet, even if it meant-
that we should have to pay higher taxes for it?”

Percentages answering
“should”:

August 1945 29
April 1945 38

In evaluating these responses about postwar American aid to Eu
.Tope, one must note that the views expressed just before the end o
the fighting about future conditions in the United States werecer
tainly not highly optimistic. Responses to a number of questions

dealing with anticipated future conditions in the United States sug-
gest this lack of optimism but showlittle shift from April to August.

The percentages of men giving the indicated responses were as fol- '

lows :71

21 Exact wordings of the questions used here are given below:

Do you expect we probably shall have a widespread depression in the United States
within 10 years after the war is over, or do you think we probably will avoid having
one? (Check one)

Wewill probably have a depression
We will probably avoid having one
Undecided

After the waris over, do you think the United States will be a better place or worse

place to live in than it was before the war? (Check one)

Worse after the war than before the war
——_——. Sameafter the war as before the war
_———_~— Better after the war than before the war

Undecided

_After the war do you think that most soldiers will find it easy or hardto get the
kind of jobs they want? (Check one)

Very easy
Fairly easy
Fairly hard
Very hard
Undecided
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April August
1945 1946

We could probably avoid a widespread depression in
the United States after the war 28 25

After the war, the United States will be a better place

in which to live than it was before the war , 35 34

After the war most soldiers will find it “very easy” or

“fairly easy” to get the kind of jobs they want 20 16

Number of cases 8,750 3,018

What, then, can be said aboutthe direction of soldiers’ orientation

as to the meaning of the war andasto the future which was to come

out of it? It has been pointed out in Volume I, Chapter 9, on the

orientation of American soldiers toward the war, that the average

soidier did not appear to have a vigorous, Webl artiwalated set of

ideas and conceptions which placed the war in any meaningful con-

text and gave it purpose, beyond the recognition of the necessity of

self-defense and of getting through with a disagreeable job in order

to get back home as quickly as possible. [Lowever,it is also true

that, confronted by different types of reasons and aims, they voted

down the cynical reasons for entering the war and narrow nation-
alistic peace aims, in favor of reasonably positive and constructive

but realistic ones.

We went to war to defend ourselves against attack and to destroy
a social system which was inimical to our peace and security. We

should aim to build an international system which will make wars
less likely to occur, and this country should take an active part in
such a world organization even if it means somelimitation on our
sovereignty. These were the beliefs and sentiments men would
subscribe to when presented in general terms and as alternatives to
more cynical and less constructive ones. Moreover, they believed
the leaders in their government were sincerely working for the ends
which they, the soldiers, subscribed to as important.

On the other hand, when the issues were stated in more specific
and concrete terms rather than in general terms, what appeared to
be a good constructive orientation showed up as a rather weakverbal
one. The proportion of men willing to aid in rehabilitating our
A\iies—never a majority—decreased appreciably in a short time
after hostilities ceased. The desirable aimsfor controlling interna-
tional conflict did not appear to carry much faith behind them and
the minority belief that another major war could be avoided in the
near future did not gain any groundin the period studied.
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Nor was there any evidence of change in the minority who entey-
tained optimistic beliefs in a “better world” within the United
States.

Tf one adds to these findings the fact that the only major change
found in this series of data was the considerable increase in those
willing to admit doubts about whether the war was worth while,it
seems reasonable to concludethatif disillusion, cynicism, and pessi-
mism did not increase during the period studied, at least a state of
mind continued which was not very well fortified against such a
trend.
Measures recommendedfor combating expected reactions of dis-

illusionment and pessimism were outlined in the 1944 memorandum
quoted at the beginning of this chapter. The efforts which were
made consisted largelyof furnishing news and information regarding
(a) the plans being madeto assure the returningsoldier of reasonable
economic security and opportunity and (b) the attempts of govern-
ment leaders to cooperate actively with leaders of other nations in
setting up an international organization designed to reduce the
threat of war. The effects of such information materials cannot be
determined from available data. Whatever the effects may have

been, the men did not manifest great optimism about the future

which was to emerge from the war.

Conclusion

To sum up the findings in this chapter, we see that someof the

predictions made in the 1944 memorandumwere completely borne

out; others were not. In general, expectations about the increase

in friendliness toward the Germans andthedifficulties of expecting

a nonfraternization policy to succeed werefullyrealized. Likewise,

the psychological letdown at the end of hostilities with respect to

further sacrifice had manyof the consequences expected, particu-

larly in so far as it was accompanied byan increase in aggression

against the Army. xcept in the case of the French, our Allies did

not in the period immediately following VIE Day become targets of

increased dislike. The forecast was particularly inadequatein not

anticipating that the French,rather than the British or Russians as

well, would be the primary targets. Theforecast also appeared to

overestimate substantially the increase in hostility toward thehome

front and skepticism about the war. The increase in hostility to

the home front was small and was manifest only on those itemsre-

ferring directly to the homefront’s relations with soldiers. The 1n-
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ercase in skepticism about the war, while in evidence, didnot involve

any marked retreat to isolationism, although there was somefalling

off of support of the idea of postwar American aid to Allies if it were

to involve any substantial sacrifices on our part. In retrospect, it

appears that in our forecasts more account should have been taken

of the fact, indeed well known to the Research Branch in 1944, that

the soldiers had no very pronounced expectations of anything com-

ing out of the war except the negative one of defeating aggression.

Hence, a strong reaction of disillusionment after VE Day hardly

should have been anticipated—one cannot be disillusioned if his

initial expectations are not particularly high.

The predictions were not limited to a specific time period, such as

four months following VE Day. It is quite possible that over a

Jonger period some attitudes toward our Allies or toward the home

front and specific civilian groups would have shown more pro-

nounced shifts. Due to curtailment in Research Branchactivities

following VJ Day, there was not time nor staff to continue trend
studies except on a very limited scale.
The predictions, it must be emphasized, were not made simply as

a matter of scientificinterest. They were made to be used as a basis
for planning measures to counteract the anticipated problems.

Some measures were planned and some action taken, as we have
pointed out. For example, there can belittle doubt that the publi-
cation of the point system for determining priorities for demobiliza-
tion, with the emphasis on how it was derived from the men’s own
opinions, and theearly initiation of operation of the system, blunted
what could easily have been rather explosive attitudes of resentment
and feelings of injustice among soldiers. Other efforts to counteract
predicted trends were made and probably curbed certain potential
trends to some extent.

When all reservations and qualifications are taken into account
and all errors are noted, the predictionsstill remain a fairly accurate
forecast of the state of mind of the troops in Europe following the
German defeat. These predictions, together with the recommenda-
tions for preventive and remedial action, constitute a suggestion of
the potential value of this kind of analysis in the field of democratic
management and leadership.
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THE SOLDIER BECOMES A VETERAN'
RSSMATHREMC R HREOCRRRRHEENNECREEERR

BTAILED study of the veteran was outside the scope of the Re-
D search Branch and hencefalls outside the scope of these vol-
umes.
From time to time, however, the Research Branch asked occa-

sional questions about soldiers’ postwar expectations, some of which
have been illustrated in the preceding chapter. One intensive sur-
vey of a small sample of discharged veterans,” a few months before
the end of the war, foreshadowed some of the postwar problems,
For the historical record, it seems appropriate to conclude Volume
II by looking briefly at the attitudes of the soldier as he facedhis
return to civilian status.
Perhaps the single moststriking fact about the evidence available

is the absence of any pronounced tendencyeitherfor personalbitter-_

ness or for social action.
Thesoldiers, as previous chapters have shown, were eager to get

out of the Army as soon as possible. As Chapter 5 in Volume I
madeclear, the majority of men had accumulated a large amountof

negativism toward the Army. Partly, perhaps, because they could

so readily make the Armythe target of their aggressions, there was

little end-of-the-war evidence of strong aggression or bitterness to-

ward civilian society. Nor, as we have seen suggested in thepre-

ceeding chapter, was there a general sense of bitterness, associated

with disillusionment about the value of the war. This lack of emo-

tional “letdown” seems best explained by the fact that there were

very fewillusions to be shattered, as Chapter 9 in Volume Ihasmade

evident. After the attack at Pearl Harbor the war was acceptedas

1 By Leonard 8. Cottrell, Jr., and Samuel A. Stouffer. ‘The main surveysof postwar
job plans of soldiers were carried out under the direction of John A. Clausen. not

anticipated postwar problemsof soldiers were largely studied in the Researc fon th

under Cottrell’s direction. The survey of discharged veterans, quoted at somteanot

in Section III, was directed by Shirley A. Star of the Research Branch an
Maccoby of the Division of Program Surveys, Department of Agriculture. .

? Made jointly by the Research Branch and by the Division of Program Surveys
the Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
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unpleasant, but necessary; the inevitable victory had been won;

now back to civilian work.

When the soldier thoughtof the postwar world, he tended to think

in terms of his own job andhis chances to competeeitherfor security

or advancement,notin terms of social action to improve conditions.

The soldier did not come hometo reform America—there waslittle

trace of any such attitude in responses at any period of the war.

Soldiers intended, as veterans, to assert some preferential claims,

but they hadlittle desire for or expectation of social changes in the

United States except the kind of technological changes which would

promotea higherstandard ofliving for themselves as well as others.
As we haveseenearlier, there was considerable skepticism about our

ability to keep out of another war and a strong hope that some kind

of international machinery might be set wp to preserve the peace.

But the soldier was mainly thinking about himself and his family,

not about his country or the world.

These findingsare in striking contrast to the expectations of those
whoanticipated deep-seated personal bitterness and disillusionment,

manifesting itself either in widespread psychiatric breakdownsor in
ageressive hostility against civilian society and institutions. True,
there were examples of both manifestations, but by and large the
evidence from menstill in the Army pointed rather to an individu-
alistic motivation to get back on the samecivilian paths from which
the war was a detour.
While the attitudes of men about to be discharged did not, by and

large, foreshadow alarming tensionsin civilianlife, it is possible that
tensions greater than have developed in the years since 1945 might
have become manifest, but for two facts. One was the fact ofrela-
tively full employment—the depression expected by many experts
did not materialize. The other was the GI bill, whose billions in
veteran benefits certainly cushioned the transition to normal peace-
time pursuits.
In this chapter, we shall look first at some of the soldiers’ expres-

sions with respect to their personal future; next, we shall review
briefly their attitudes toward American society; and, finally, we
shall quote from a research documentbasedon intensive interviews
with men after their discharge from the Army.
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SECTION I

VIEWING ONE’S PERSONAL FUTURE AS A CIVILIAN

‘Only about3 per cent of the men, in various surveysin theclosing
yearof the war, indicated a desire to remain in the Armyfor a career,
though about as many more thought that they might re-enlist at
sometime after discharge if there were a severe depression and diffi-
culty in getting civilian jobs.
The civilian orientation of the overwhelming majority, in their

future plans, was manifested on all surveys. Central to these plans
was the question of a job, or further schooling. It cannot be said
that there was an overweening anxiety about future jobs. But, as
Chart I, based on a survey in May 1945 shows, there were many
who expressed concern about future work-—and in all surveys, of
which this is merelyillustrative, concern about future jobsled the
list in personal anxieties. In Chart I we see, for example, that a
fifth of the men said they “‘worried a lot”’ about what kind of work

they would do after the war, while nearly half of the men said they

“worried a little.”
It is interesting to note that men tended to be more optimistic

about their personal chances of employment than about chances of

employment for veterans in general:

Percentage who thought most soldiers would find it “very hard”

or “fairly hard” to get the kind of jobs they wanted after the
war 79%

Percentage who thought theypersonally would find it “very hard”

or “fairly hard” to get the kind of jobs they wanted after the
war 46%

In the background of the thinking of many was the probability of

a postwar depression, which had been widely predicted, even by

many expert economists. In the June 1945 study, 56 per cent an-

ticipated a widespread depression, 15 per cent were undecided, and

29 per cent thought we would probably avoid having one.

Asearly as the summerof 19438, the Research Branch was under-

taking studies of the postwar plans of soldiers. The first survey

was made at the request of the special committee appointed by in
President to advise him on legislation which eventuated in the cr

bill. The data provided by the Research Branchwere used by tha

committeein its estimates of future costs. At the same time, there
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were needs within and without the War Departmentfor detailed
information about the vocational aspirationsof soldiers. The Edy.
cation Branch of the Information and Education Division was
drawing blueprints for an educational program within the Armyto
be greatly accelerated in the year or more expectedto elapse between
the surrender of Germany and the surrender of Japan and needed
data to estimate the areas in which in-service educational courses
would be needed. The Veterans Administration, the Office of Edu-
cation, the Departments of Agriculture, Commerce, and Laborall
had concerns with soldiers’ postwar plans and urged the Research
Branch to obtain for them information which would be helpful in
planning.
The most extensive study of soldiers’ postwar plans was based on

a, world-wide cross section of 4,000 officers and 23,000 enlisted men
(19,000 white and 4,000 Negro) made in the summerof 1944. This
study showed that almost two thirds of the men (64 per cent) ap-
peared at the time of the survey to have definite job or educational
plans. An additional sixth (16 per cent) had fairly clear-cut but
less definite plans. The remainder (18 per cent) had no clear-cut
plans and were undecided as to what they wanted todo. The dis-
tribution of these men as to their postwarplans is shown in Chart II
for all officers and enlisted men and in Table 1 for white officers,

white enlisted men, and Negro enlisted men separately.
Behind this chart and table lay some of the most intricate and.

technically difficult statistical analysis ever attempted by the Re-

search Branch. The questionnaires eventually used were pretested
and revised severaltimes on samples themselves running into several

thousand cases, and hundredsof informal personal interviews also

were madein order to frame questions which would separate decided

plans from mereaspirations and wishful thinking. Because of the

importance to future social research of this experience in attempting

to discover the structure of a man’s future aspirations, a consider-

able section of Volume IV is devoted to a detailed analysisof the

techniques used, and also compares the responses of two samples of

soldiers as to their plans with the actual experience of the soldiers &

few months after separation from the Army.’
In reporting the data in Table 1, the Research Branch sought to

walk the narrow path of reasonable caution. On the one hand,it

was obvious from the analysis that substantial minorities had only

vague or tentative plans. On the other hand,it was necessary 48 ®

* The analysis of the follow-up studics was made in the Veterans Administration.
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practical engineering job to make some specific estimates—and this

responsibility was not dodged. To quote from one of the reports:

The postwar expectations of the men represent whab some men may have a

chance to do next month or six months from now and what other men will not

have a chance to do for several years. Over @ million men have already been

separated from the Army and before the major demobilization begins many more

men will have been discharged. .

There are elements of uncertainty in the postwar plansofall men in the Army

and basic uncertainties or inconsistencies in the plans of many. The primary

concern of most men in uniform is to “win the war and get home again.” But

CHART II

Post-Srraration Puans oF Sorprers, Summen 1944

(World-wide Cross Section of 27,000 Officers and Enlisted Men).
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most soldiers have nevertheless done a good deal of thinking about their job
prospects when the war is won.
Asked the question: “Up to now, how much had you thought about exactly

what you will want to do after the war?” three fourths of the men surveyed said:
“Y had thought a good deal about it.” Another fifth said they “had thought
some aboutit” and only 5 per cent said they “had hardly thought about it.” In
their answers to this question there waslittle difference between officers and en-
listed men, between men in the States and men overseas, between whites and
Negroes. ,

TABLE 1

Post-SePaRATION PLANS OF OFFICERS AND oF Wuire anp Necro Enzistep Men
(World-wide Cross Section, Summer 1944)

  

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

 

All officers White officers White Negro
and enlisted of company enlisted enlisted

men grade men men

Plans held definitely 64 67 65 51
Full-time school 8 12 7 &
Self-employment 13 13 13 11
Speeific kind of work for
an employer 40 82 43 84°

Continue in Army 8 10 2 1
Plans held tentatively 18 19 17 28,

Self-employment 6 8 6 7

Specific kind of work for °
an employer 12 16 11 ai

Undecided or inconsistent* 18 14 18 21

100 100 100 100

Size of sample 27,000 4,000 19,000 4,000
SRE

Data from 8-106 and S-145. . , hi
* Most of the men considering but not definitely planning to go to full-time school or to remain ne

Army expressed conflicting job plans, and are included in the “undecided or inconsistent group. ,

“undecided”groupalso included about 10 per centof all officers and enlisted men who had fairly definite

expectations of working for an employer even though undecided about anyspecific job.

Not all of the men surveyed had cometo a definite decision in theirthinking
about postwar job prospects. Somewhat less than two thirds, in fact, expressed
definite expectations of doing a particular kind of work after the war. Therest
of the men divided almost evenly into those who expressed tentative plans to
follow a particular postwar occupation and those who reported themselves ande-
cided or who expressed markedly inconsistent plans. |
The menclassified as having definite plans are thos :

whole series of questions about their postwar job plansreflect a single pi i
sistently and without reservations. It is more accurate to’say that then yess
are definitely expressed than to say’that they are definite plans, for some of "The
men have not thought through the problems of carrying out their plans. en
men classified as having tentative plans—i.e., plans held tentatively“are *of
whose present expectations are now tending more strongly toward one OEEoe
work than toward another, but they may at the same time be seriously consi

e whose answers to the
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ing alternative courses of action. Among the men classified as undecided or in

consistent are some who expect to work for an employer but say they will take .

the first job to come along, others who are considering two alternative jobs or

employment statuses without being able to decide between them, and still others

who express markedly inconsistent plans in answer to different questions in the

series asked. ., . .

In Table III,! officers and enlisted men are classified by the definiteness with

which they express their various post-separation employmentplans. — ae

A comparison between prospective employment status and previous civilian

status points to an apparent decrease in the number of students, a considerable

increase in the number of men self-employed and some decrease in the number

who will enter the labor market as employees. The shifts indicated by such a

comparison, however, require more careful inspection. They require inspection

both from the point of view of the predictive value of the data and from that of

the specific groups into which men havebeenclassified. .
Aspiring to a higher employment status than one has is a trait traditionally

‘possessed in high degree by Americans. The soldiers surveyed are, in this sense,
typical of their countrymen. Unfortunately, this complicates the problem of pre-
dicting what the men are most likely to do when they leave the Army, for some
men have allowed their aspirations unduly to color their reported expectations of
postwar employment. This is particularly true of many of the men with only
tentative plans. Had these men been interviewed at length some of them would
probably have admitted that they were voicing their aspirations and not real
expectations in their answers to the questionnaire. One would hesitate to predict
that they will actually do the things they are planning or hoping to do. Predic-
tion, in the strict sense of the word, would require the evaluation of plans now
held both in the light of the individual’s qualifications to carry out such plans
and in the light of prospective opportunities. Moreover, such prediction would
be subject to continuing re-evaluations as individuals and conditions change and
develop. Thus the data reported in Table III ® should not be regarded at this
time as predictions but as elements which must be considered in making predictions.

In the present chapter one can do no more thanillustrate the kind
of detailed information made available from these studies. Let us
take one small segment only—namely, the plansof soldiers for farm-
ing. These plans were summarized in a 52-page report prepared by
the Research Branch in December 1944.5 Here is illustrated the
complexity of the analytical work of separating definite plans from
wishful thinking and also the kind of information made available as
to specific aspects of the problem.
The main findings in the report were summarized as follows:

1. Numberof Officers and Enlisted Men Planning to Farm

(a) Overall estimate

Surveys of the postwar occupational plans of officers and enlisted men in the
United States and overseas lead to an estimate of about 800,000 men in the Army

* Presented as Table 1 in this chapter.
* Soldiers’ Plans.Sor Farming After They Leave the Army, Research Branch Report

B-131, In preparing this report, the Research Branch worked in close cooperationwith the Bureau of Agricultural Economics, in the Department of Agriculture.
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alone with plans to farm as of summer 1944. Shifts in the plans of men notdefinitely decided but now considering full-time farming asa postwar occupation
might lower this figure to 650,000 or might raise it as high as 1,000,000 although
the latter seems unlikely.” The estimate of 800,000 prospective farmers corre.
sponds roughly with the numberof officers and enlisted men wholeft farming to
enter thé Army. Also planning to return to farms will be a number of men from
the other services and somecivilian war workers wholeft farms only to take
advantage of temporary opportunities in war industry. .

Separate surveys were conducted of officers, white enlisted men, and Negro
enlisted men. These groups are considered in order of the magnitudes of their
prospective contributions of personnel to farming after the war.

(b) White enlisted men

Among a group approximating in most respects a cross section of white enlisted
men (except illiterates) in the Army, ten per cent of the men reported that they
were seriously considering farming as a full-time occupation after the war. In-
cluded in this ten per cent are nearly eight per cent with fairly definite and con-
sistent plans for farming andslightly over two per cent who are either considering
some alternative occupation or are somewhat uncertain that they will farm.
In addition to men seriously considering farming as a full-time occupation after

the war, anotherfifteen per cent of all white enlisted men surveyed say that they
“may do some farming” although most of these men havefairly definite plans to
do somethingelse.
Anothersix per cent of all white enlisted men surveyed express interest in part-

time farming. Slightly under one per cent name part-time farming as their pri-
mary postwar plan, while for the other five per cent interest in part-time farming
is secondary to plans for a steady job off the farm.
Making certain assumptions as to the proportion of unrepresented illiterates

who expect to farm,it is estimated that the proportion of white enlisted men who
will leave the Army expecting to farm will not be less than nine per cent nor more
than thirteen per cent. An intermediate estimate of eleven per centis arrived at,
For an Armyof six and three quarter million white enlisted menthe “best estimate”
of prospective farmers is thus about 750,000.

(ec) Negro enlisted men

Slightly less than ten per cent of the Negro soldiers surveyed reported that

they were seriously considering farming after the war, with seven per cent quite

definitely decided and three per cent relatively less sure. It is estimated that if

present plans are sustained, between eight and nine per cent of Negro enlisted

men will leave the Army planning to farm. These would number about 60,000

of the 700,000 Negro enlisted men in the Army.

(d) Officers

Relatively few officers either come from or plan togo intofarming as a full-time

occupation. Approximately two per cent are seriously consideringfull-time farm-

ing. Itis to be expected that from 10,000 to 15,000 officers will turn to agriculture

for full-time employment after the war if current plans are sustained.

2. Previous Experience of Men Planning to Farm,

Nearly nine out of ten men with definite plans to farm after the warre °

least one year’s full-time farming experience. Only two per cent report ne Pe
ous farming experience. Hven among men with relatively vague plans to jarm,

considerable majority have had some previous farming experience.

eport at
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i i i ideri -time farming after the
The farming experience of menseriously considering full-time

war was most often gained on family farms or as hired workers, but more than a

fourth of these men say they were operators of farms before the war.

3. Regional Distribution of Prospective Farmers

In general, the men who expect to farm after the war will be distributed among

the several regions of the United States in the same proportions as were men farm-

ing just prior to their induction into the Army. In large part this is indicated by

the fact that men who farmed before the war and expect to farm after the war

are planning to return to their former region of residence.

4. Type of Farming Planned

The principal products or crops that prospective farmers expect to raise corre-

spond in general with the patterns of farming in the regions to which they expect

to go. By and large, the men who expect to farm and who farmed previously will

go back to the same type of farming they were engagedin.

5. Plans for Obtaining a Farm

Nearly two thirds of the men who plan definitely to farm say that they have in
mind the particular farm they expect to operate or work on. Included in this
group are men who say they own farms, men who expect to work on family farms,
and men who say they already know which farm they expect to rent or buy.
Most of the men not returning to family farms regard themselves as potential
operators, as evidenced by the fact that only five per cent of the white enlisted
men and ten per cent of the Negro enlisted men who are quite sure they will farm
say they expect to work for wages.

6. Availability of Family Farms

Morethan half of the men planningdefinitely to farm after the war report that
their fathers are farm operators (although less than one fourth expect to work on
their family’s farm). Negro enlisted men are slightly more apt to plan to return
to their families’ farms,

7, Plans for Operating a Farm

Most prospective farmers regard themselves as potential operators. Three
fourths of the white enlisted men who feel sure they will farm can be said to have
definite, consistent plans for operating a farm either by themselves or with rela-
tives. These comprise six per cent of all white enlisted men surveyed. Another
two per cent of the white enlisted men surveyed say they may try to operate a
farm, but are not sure. Among Negro enlisted men, four per cent have definite
plans for operating a farm either by themselves or with a relative and another
two per cent have relatively less definite plans to operate a farm. Although a
slight majority of the prospective farm operators say they will have at least half
of the money they will need to get started with, many are planning very small
investments,

8. Interest in New Land Areas

Approximately one sixth of the white enlisted men quite sure they will farm
say that they would want to go to a new land area to farm if such areas are opened
for settlement. Nearly a third of the Negro enlisted men say they would want
to go‘to a new land area. Unless the location and character of any new land
area can be explicitly described, however, it seems unlikely that any accurate
estimate can be given of the numberofpotential migrants to that area.
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9. Interpretation

A prediction of the numberofsoldiers who will actually farm afterthe war
cannot be made solely from the expectations of the men. If industrial employ-
ment offers plenty of jobs at attractive wages, some men who nowexpect to farm
may be induced to turn to industry. On the other hand, considerable industrial
unemployment would help send into farming not only most of the men seriously
considering farming but also some of those with only vague plans to farm.
The intermediate estimate of the proportion of soldiers who will leave the Army

expecting to farm corresponds roughly with the proportion who were farmingjust
prior to induction. This does not mean, however, that the nation’s farmswill
be able to absorb all the men planning to return to them. Rural areas have nor-
mally produced more young men and womenthan can efficiently be utilized on
the farm. A certain proportion of young men on farmsatthe time of their induc-
tion’ would probably have left the farms within a year or two even without the
draft and the war. Moreover, the war has led to a decrease in the number of
farms in operation, accompanied by an increase in farm production, the latter
achieved through more efficient use of Inbor and less underemployment. It is
unlikely that gains in efficiency will be entircly lost after the war; with increasing
availability of farm machinery still greater efficiency may in fact be expected.
Therefore, a return to farming of as large a proportion of enlisted men as now
contemplate returning would probablygive rise to acute problemsin the agricul-
tural economy.

10. Potential Dangers

Two potential dangers are indicated. (1) Most of these prospective farmers
say they expect to be farm operators. Within the predicted group of approxi-

mately 800,000 veterans who may leave the Army expecting to farm, at least
125,000 are intent on operating a farm yet do not have a particular farm in mind.

Another 150,000 more or less say they know which farm they expect to rent or
buy; but manyof these men mayfind either that they will face competition from

other men who have the same farm in mindor that the farm bas been incorporated

in someoneelse’s holdings. The wartime trend toward fewer, moreefficient farms

means both that there will be fewer good farmsavailable and that competition

will be muchstiffer for the newfarmer who plans something more than subsistence

farming. (2) Manyof the men who plan to operate farms say they expectto

invest less capital than would be required to stock and equip a farm and provide

adequate operating expenses. Thereis a danger that a large number may attempt

to farm on submarginal lands where their chances of success will be slight. The

Armyhas a responsibility to see that every man whoplans to farm is aware of

the problems he would face on an inadequately financed or a submarginal farm.

The overall estimates of the proportion planning to farm after -
leaving the Army were based on tabulationsillustrated in Tables 2

and 8. We see in Table 2 that 30.6 per cent of the white enlisted

men expressed at least some vague interest in farming. Only7.7

per cent, however, planned definitely to farm full time (Group A),

while smaller proportions had some serious intentions to farm full

time (Groups B and C). Vague plans for full-time farmingwere
registered by 14.8 per cent (Group D).
' An illustration of how cross tabulations were used to evaluate in-
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tensity of interest in farming in Groups A,B, C, and D respectively

is shown by Table 2. Among men whosaid they planned definitely

to farm, three fourths said they expected to make farming their life

TABLE 2

Percenracs or Waits Enuistep Men Wao Puan to Fars AFTER LHAVING THE

ARMY, BY DEGREE OF DEFINITENESS OF PLAN

en

Plans for Farming Per Cent of White Enlisted Men

a

Seriously considering full-time farming 10.1
(A) Plan definitely to farm full time . 7.7

(B) Think they will probably farm but considering
an alternative plan 1.0

(C) Mayfarm, but relatively uncertain 14
Have vague plans to farm full time (Group D) 14.8

Have plans for part-time farming - 6.7
(E) Have farming as primary interest . &
(F) Have farming as secondary interest 49

No apparent plan to farm 69.4

100.0

 

Data from 8-106.

work, while all but 3 per cent of the remainder in this group said
they expected to work on a farm but might changelater.
At the other end of Table 2, among those whose responses to other

questions had indicated vague plans to farm, only 2 per cent said

TABLE 3

Arrirupe Towarp Maxina Farmine Tarim Lirn Worx AMona MEN
ConsiperRInG Furi-Time Farmina as Posrwar Occurarion

  

GROUP A GROUP B GROUP G GROUP D
Plan Think They Say They Vague

ATTITUDE TOWARD FARMING Definitely Will Prov- May Plans
AS LIFE WORK To Farm ably Farm Farm To Farm

% % % %a
Expect to make farminglife work 73 51 13 2
Expect to work on farm but might

change later 24 39 50 13
Expect to work on farm only if

can’t get other job 1 6 26 46
No answerto question ” 2 4 Il 39

100 100 ~ 100 100

Number of respondents 1,190 146 221 2,268
me

Data from 8-106, .
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they expected to make farmingtheir life work and only13 percent
more said they expected to work on a farm but might changelater,
As the cautious summary already quoted pointedout, there were

many contingencies making predictions precarious from soldiers’
expressed intentions about farming. Particularly, it was antic).
pated that “if industrial employmentoffers plenty of jobs at attrac.
tive wages, some men who nowexpect to farm may be inducedio
turn toindustry, On the other hand, considerable industrial unom-
ployment would help send into farming not only most of the men
seriously considering farming but also someof those with only vague
plans to farm.” | .
A sample survey of the American laborforce made by the Bureau

of the Census in August 1946 reported that 8.2 per cent of all em-
ployed veterans were in agriculture.’ Hence, the actual experience
turned out to be nearer the minimum than the maximum expecta. .
tions, a result no doubt related to the general level of industrial em-
ployment. As compared with some popularexpectations of a vast:
back-to-the-farm movement on the part of veterans, the forecasts
made by the Research Branch studies proved to be remarkably
reliable. ;

In the same manner, analyses were carried out in other areas in-
volving job plans. In addition to the reports already cited the Re-
search Branch published the following: Postwar Migration Plans of
Soldiers, Report B-128. Soldiers’ Plans to Own Businesses After
They Leave the Army, Report B-130. Soldiers’ Plans for Govern-
ment Jobs After They Leave the Army, Report B-132. PostwarEdu-
cational Plans of Soldiers, Report B-133. =
For more detailed analyses the reader is referred to these reports,

which were unrestricted and should be in most large libraries, as

well as to the methodological discussion in Volume IV, by John A.

Clausen, who had the major responsibility for studies of the postwar

plans of soldicrs.
In general, we have scen that the majority of soldiers had pretty

definite plans as to what they would do afterthe war, but that there °

was a minority—perhaps as large as two fifths—who wero not eure

as to their intentions. While anxiety about future jobs was high

on the list of worries which the soldier expressed as thewar neared
its close, a basic optimism is apparent from the figures, already cited,

which showthatthe percentage who thought jobs would be hard to

7 “Hmploymont Statistics, August 1946," Bureau, of Census, Current Population Ke

ports, Sorios P-50, No. 1, July 11, 1947. ‘
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come by, for veterans in general, was nearly twice as high as the

percentage who thought s job would be hard to come by for one’s

self personally. .

in considering the psychological climate in which the soldier

viewed his personal future, one must rememberthat, except for those

seriously disabled, the Army experience was not necessarily a handi-

cap to a future career and could be conceived as advantageous in

two ways: (a) in terms of claims for GIbill benefits and veteran 8

preference, especially in government employment, and (b) in terms

of intrinsic values of Army experience in teaching something which °

might be usefulin civilian life. With respect to the first point, sol-

diers expected preferential treatment ascivilians and thought they

deserved it. In the June 1945 survey, for example, two thirds

thought veterans should be given first choice of jobs that were open.®

With respect to the second point, thereis little available data adding

up the pro’s and con’s of Army experience. .
. To those who liked to work with subtle hypotheses about the

effects of various kinds of Armyservice on the personality, data of

the type assembled in the Research Branch often were disappointing.

To cite one illustration out of many: In thelast yearof the war, the
Experimental Section of the Research Branch made surveys in the

United States, ETO, Italy, the Pacific, India-Burma, and China to
ascertain what the soldiers preferred to read in Yank, the Army
magazine. There were numerous and intricate theories as to how
overseas service and combat service might have altered the basic
personality structure of soldiers in ways which would alter their
reading interests. The survey, which showed specially prepared

. mock-ups of Yank and sought, by the best interviewing techniques
known,to elicit information about what a sample of 8,713 menliked
and what they disliked, was remarkably unexciting in its findings.
To the surprise of almost everybody connected with the planning of
this ambitious study, differences in what menliked or disliked in
Yank, from theater to theater and in the United States, tended-to
-benegligible. Men overseas, as would be expected, tended to value
news in Yank about happenings in the United States more than did |
men at home and men overseas tended to be more enthusiastic than
men at home aboutletters to the editor. But the kinds of cartoons,

 

§§-212,
* As noted in Volume I, Chapter 8, letters to the editor in some overseas theaters

often provided a safety valve for pent-up complaints against the command, which
were likely to be more numerous overseas than at home.
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pictures, humor, and stories which men preferred did not differ
Sad Sack, the soldier who was always getting the short end of the
stick, pin-up girls, humor and sex in general had the same kinds of
popularity amongsoldiers stationed all over the world. Forgeneral
feature stories, military topics were preferred to civilian toples by
about two thirds of the men everywhere,with slight variationsfrom
theater to theater, but there was everywhere keen interest in the
postwar plans of the nation, more than three fourths of the men in
all theaters and the United States saying that they read at least one
Yank story a month on postwar plans. Similarly, when combat
and noncombat men were compared, there were very few differences
in reading tastes or preferences, except that returnees to the United
States who had been in combat werea little more likely than other
soldiers (82 per cent as against 23 per cent) to prefer civilian to mili-
tary topics. The findings of this study, when paralleled, as they
were, by comparable evidence as to similarity overseas and in the
United States of preferences for different kinds of magazines and
different kinds of radio programs, certainly were not indicative of

any deep-seated sea changein basic interests or personality.
There can be no doubt that many men learned new skills in the

Army or acquired useful experience in leadership. This has been

discussed in Volume I, Chapter7, on ‘Job Assignment and Job Sat-
isfaction.” They also had experiences in enduring privations and

dangers and in the acquisition of patience which presumably had

carryover values to civilian life. Aggression against the Army was

so strong at the end of the war, however (as documented in Volume

I, Chapter 5), that it was rather difficult to induce men to admit

that their Army experience had been especially valuable, even

thoughin retrospect as veterans they might eventually find it valu-

able, at least in some respects. The majority tended to addit up

negatively while still in the Army.

For example, in November 1945, the Research Branch queried a
representative cross section of men in the United States as to the

value of their Army experience. Men with less than a year in the

Army were excluded from the tabulation, as were those who had

been in the Army more than 3 years." This sample of men, | to
in

 

10 These data are summarized in Yank Reading Preferences Among Enlisted Men

Four Overseas Theaters and the United States, Research Branch Report B-147. those

11 The latter were excluded because they included two widely different groups, nd

who were remaining in the Army of their own accord though eligible for discharge6 to
those who wereeligible for discharge but whose discharge had been delayed, mu

their dissatisfaction.
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years in the Army, was about evenly divided between returnees

from overseas and men who had not been overseas. ,

As Chart IITshows, the majority agreed with the statement, On

the whole, I think the Army has hurt me more than it has helped

CHART Tit

Artrroprs Towarp VaLve or Arary EXPERIENCE

(Enlisted Men in the United States—Returnees and Others—Who Had Beenin the

Army 1 to 3 Years, November 1945)

PERCENTAGE AGREEING OR DISAGREEING WITH RELATED STATEMENT

STATEMENT“On the whole, ! think the Army has hurt me more than it has helped me:

H.S. GRAD. Agres No ans. Discgree

25 & over

Under 25

OTHERS

STATEMENT "On the whole, | think the Army has helped me more than it has hurt me”

H.S. GRAD. Disagree Noans. Agree

= WHEY=|

25 & over dll:deZ
ues YOY.

|

 
Data from S-234,

base numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases onwhich percentages are
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me.” Amatched sample disagreed, in about the same proportions
with the statement, “Onthe whole I think the Armyhas helped me
more than it has hurt me.” As Chart III shows, the men under 95
were morelikely to view their experience favorably than the men 25
and over. Hducational differences were not marked, though in
three of the four comparisons shown in Chart IIT thebetter edn.
cated were a little more likely to be favorable than the less educated
—in contrast with a general tendency of the better educated, as
shown in Volume I, Chapter 4, to be morecritical of the Armythan
other men.
Overseas combat men andnoncombat men and men whodid no}

go overseas responded very nearly the same.
There were few specific items on which the majority would say

they had improved as a result of Army experience, and there were a
good many on which the majority claimed to have deteriorated.
These responses must not be taken too seriously as findingsofopin-
ion, and certainly not as findings of fact. Most soldiers were “fed
up” with the Army and negative evaluations at this period of their
experience were, therefore, perhapsinevitable. What thesame men
would have said a year after discharge, there is no way of knowing.
One must be cautious, in any case, about interpreting absolute

proportions agrecing or disagreeing with a specific statementas in-
dicative of the general attitude toward the area covered bythe state-

ment. If, as was true, $1 per cent agreed with the statement, ‘My.

experiences in the Army have made me more nervousandrestless”

while only 15 per cent in a matched parallel sample agreed with the

reverse statement, ‘‘My experiences in the Army have mademe less

nervous and restless,’’ we should not take the exact figures too serl-_

ously. We can say, however, that the men were probably more

likely to feel that the Army had made them more nervous andrest-

less than that it had, for example, decreased their faith in God..

Only 18 per cent of the men said that their Armyexperience had de-

creased their faith in God, while 60 per centin a parallel sample said
that their Army experience had increased their faith in God.

As Chart III showed, the younger men were morelikely than the

older men to add up their Army experience as more helpful than

hurtful. Consistent with this response, we see that menunder 25,

were morelikely than older men to think their Army experience had
made them “more patient, considerate, and able to work with other

men”(51 per cent as against 33 per cent among men 25 and over) j |
the younger men were more likely than older men to say that their.
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experience had made them ‘moreself-confident” (51 per cent as

‘against 33 per cent); and were less likely to say that they had be-

- eome “more bitter and cynical” (87 per cent as against 59 per cent). -

On the other hand, the balance was not entirely one-sided. The

' younger men were even morelikely than the older men to report

learning “bad habits’ in the Army(64 per cent as against 38 per

cent). It may be noted that the acquisition of ‘bad habits” may

be a mere function of aging in civilian society, as well as military’

society, in these younger age groups. Specifically, 65 per cent of

the younger men as compared with37 per cent of the older men said

' - that they did more drinking than before they came into the Army

and 44 per cent of the younger as compared with 22 per cent of the

older said that they wereless religious than when they entered the

. Army.

Let us turn next to a brief résuméof the soldiers’ attitudes toward

postiwar civilian society.

SHCTION II

ATTITUDES TOWARD CIVILIAN SOCIETY

Karly in the war, the Research Branch initiated what was ex-
pected to be a series of studies of attitudes of soldiers toward what
was called “the home front.’”’ Thefirst survey was made in January
1948, among a representative cross section of troops in the United

States, at the explicit request of a member of the President’s secre-

tariat in,the White House. When the report of this survey was
completed, the Director of the Information and Education Division
was ordered by his superior at Headquarters, ArmyService Forces,
to suppress the report and to make nofurtherstudies of this subject
during the war. The reasons given were twofold: (a) The findings
might be embarrassing to the War Departmentif reported attitudes
of troops toward elementsin civilian life could be used as arguments
against War Departmentpolicies with respect to civilian production
of war materials, and (b) the findings might, if revealed, lead to crit-
icism in Congressto the effect that the War Departmentwasstirring
up unrest among the men sampled.
Not until the end of the war was the banlifted sufficiently to per-

mit some further questioning on attitudes toward civilians, though
more general questions on the future of the country and of interna-
tional relations were permitted in various surveys.
The study made in January 1943, declassified at the end of the
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war, showed on the whole moderately favorable attitudes toward: «_
civilians." For example: i

In general, do you thinkcivilians are trying to do everything the .
sibly can to back up the Armed Forces? Emney Pos

Percentages
responding were:

Almostall are 32
A good many are 46°
Some, but not many are 15
Hardly any are 3
No answer 4°

100 .

In general do you think thatcivilians are taking the war seriously enough?

Percentages
responding were:

Almostall are 20
A good manyare 34
Some, but not many are 31
Hardly any are il
No answer 4

100

Marginal percentageslike these, of course, must be read with cau-
‘tion, but there was no important component of American civilian
society which camein for strong criticism from the majority. A

series of questions of the following type was asked:

How much do you think farmers are doing to win the war?

They are doing all they can
___ Theyare doing quite a bit but could do more

They are not doing nearly as much as they could
Noopinion

 

 

 

Percentages responding ‘“‘they are not doing nearly as much as they

could” with respect to various categoriesofcivilians were as follows:

Labor union leaders . 41%
Owners and managers of companies making war materials 12
Workers in companies making war materials 10
Farmers Z So

In spite of some highly publicized strikes, 36 percent thoughtthat

American business and American labor were working as well together

12 Planning Survey V, The sample comprised3,474 cases. —
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on the job of producing materials for waras they possibly could; 43

per cent thought they were working well together but could do bet-

ter, and only 17 per cent checked “they are not working as well to-

gether as they should.” (There were 3 per cent with no opinion.)

Nor was there any suggestion of a tidal wave of soldier sentiment

to ‘take over the country” after the war:

Some people have made the suggestion that “after the war the soldiers
should take over the country and run it.’ What do you think of this
idea?

Percentages
responding

were:

Tam strongly in favorofit 6
Tam not exactly in favor of it, but it might be a good idea 16
I am not exactly against it, but it doesn’t seem to be a good idea 27
T am strongly against it 41
No opinion 10

100

' Itis interesting, also, to note that among thesoldiers in January
. 1943 those who thought that after the war civilians would bebetter

off than before the war (87 per cent) were only slightly more numer-
‘ous than those who thought that after the war soldiers would be bet-.
ter off than before the war (84 per cent).
As the war came to an end, further data became available on atti-

' tudes toward civilians. Someof these findings have been noted in
Chapter 12, which pointed out that in Europe in August 1945 the
prevailing soldier sentiment was not unfavorable toward civilians
back home—in fact sentiment was somewhat more favorable in
August than in the preceding April. Three soldiers out of four said
that “almost all” or ‘most?’ civilians had been doingall they could
to complete the winning of the war and two out of three believed

~ that “almost all” or ‘‘most” civilians back home had “‘a real sense
of gratitude and appreciation for what the soldier had done.”
The studies in Europe, summarized in Chapter 12, did show, how-

ever, a not inconsiderable hostility to some special groups in Amer-
ica. Actually, sentiment amongsoldiers overseas at the war’s end
was no different essentially from sentiment amongsoldiers at home
in this respect. Chart IV shows that while only a third orless of
the soldiers were willing to name a group which they disliked very
much, nearly half named a group which they thought had “taken
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CHART IV

Evipences or Hostiury Towanp Sreciric Groups mn Asserica, Suen 1045
(Among Returnees from Overseas, Soldiers in ETO,sind Soldiers in the

United States Who Had Not Gone Overseas)

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES

QUESTION "Are thare ony kinds or groups of people In America thot you personally dislike very much?”

Yes, ‘Yes, No

RETURNEES

MEN IN ETO

MENIN US NEVER OVERSEAS

QUESTION “Are there ony kinds or groups of peoplein America that yoy feal will have o harder time
gatting olong after the war thon they did before the war ?

Yes, Yes, No No
group

=

group sans.
homed not

RETURNEES

MEN IN ETO

MEN IN US NEVER OVERSEAS

QUESTION “Are there any kinds or groups of people in America thot you think hove token advantoge of

the wor to further thelr own selfish inforest?

Yes, Yes, No No
group group ons.

d not

RETURNEES

MEN IN ETO

MEN IN US NEVER OVERSEAS 
Men in ETO from §-235,. Others from S-212.

b The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on W.

ased, ,

hich percentages ar
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advantage of the war to further their ownselfish interests.” ** As

shown in Chapter 12, Table 3, the two groups “‘disliked’”’ most were

Negroes and Jews; the one group which accounted for almost all the

answers as to which would havegreater difficulty getting along after

the war was Negroes; and the group most frequently cited as taking

selfish advantage of thewar was “Business,” with Jews, Negroes,

and Labor some distance behind.

Further analysesof these data show that the better educated (high

school graduates and above) were aboutaslikely as others to deny

feelings of hostility and occasionally more likely than others to

namethe objects of hostility. This finding has to be treated guard-

edly, as the questions as worded may have been somewhatdifficult

for men at low educational levels to comprehend fully and, as usu-

ally was the case with such questions, the ‘‘no answers” among the

less educated were more frequent. It is recognized that there is re-

sistance to admitting oneself to be hostile or prejudiced, and the in-

direct and rather complicated form of the questions was deliberately

chosen to provide a permissive format for the expression of antag-

onism by those who could leap the hurdle of comprehensibility. In

ETO, 26 per cent of the high school graduates and college men

named a group which they personally disliked very much, as did 25

per cent of the lesser educated. Amongthe better educated 10 per
cent named Negroes, 8 per cent named Jews, with other responses

scattering. Among the less educated 14 per cent named Negroes,

7 per cent named Jews, with other responseslikewise scattering.“
There are some supplementary data which further suggest that,

contrary to what somebelievers in education might hopefor, there
was ratherlittle difference between educational levels in attitudes
toward minorities. In Volume I, Chapter 10, there are several
sources which indicate that, when region was held constant, educa-
tional differences were slight in attitudes of white soldiers toward
segregation of Negroesinthe Army. (For example, see Chart XIV
in that chapter.)

_ Ifwe are dealing with folk beliefs, such as in the innate inferiority
of the Negro, weare likely to find the better educated much more
liberal than the less educated and, to a lesser degree, this tends also
to be true when we are dealing with statements broadly reflecting
the American creed. For example, in 1943, the better educated

 

# The full wording of the questions on which Chart IV is based appears in the text
describing Table 3 in Chapter 12,
Free answers were not separately punched and tabulated for the United States data.
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from the North were more likely than the less educated -from the
North to respond‘ more’to the question, “Do you think thatafte
the war Negroes should have morerights and privilegesorless right;
and privileges than they had before the war?’ The educationa
differences among Southern whites were less, but in the same direc
tion. Percentages checking “more”rights and privileges were:

Northern whites
High school graduates and college 31% (1,441)
Others 17 (1,984)

Southern whites
High school graduates and college 14 (646)
Others 11 (857)

On the other hand,if we are dealing with attitudes whichreflec
personal threats by minorities to majority status, there is somerea
son to expect that the group which feels the most threat (or poten
tial threat) would express the greatest antagonism. For example
in a study of white Air Corps ground crew menin 1942,6 men wer
asked, ‘Would you have any personal objection to working inth
same ground crew with Negro soldiers?” The better educate
Southern white enlisted men (who presumably wouldhave more ti
lose in terms of customarystatus by working side by side with Ne

groes, unless the whites were officers) were much morelikely thai

the less educated Southern whites to say that they would object

Educational differences in response of Northerners were negligible

Percentages sayingthey
would object to working
in the same ground crews

with Negro soldiers

Northern whites
High school graduates and college 43 (1,271)
Others 45 (706)

Southern whites
High school graduates andcollege 76 (405)
Others 57 (260)

Such findings are not inconsistent with findings of civilian polls

which also tend to show that the better educated and higher incom

groups, though more likely to hold ideologically liberal attitudes

are just about as likely as others to exhibit prejudice in theface o

168.32,
is Planning Survey ITI,
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personal status threats. If the status deprivation suffered by the

better educated or higher income group would be greater, in a given

situation, than that suffered by others, the better educated or higher

income group might be expected to exhibit more hostility than

others.”
In War Department studies there was no systematic effort to as-

certain the extent of anti-Semitism in the Army. The ETO study

at the end of the war showed, as has been indicated, that 8 per cent

of the better educated and 7 per cent of the less educated wrote in

“Jews” as the group in America whom theydisliked most. Civilian

‘polls have shown that the proportions of respondents making an-

swers which could beclassified as anti-Semitic vary enormously de-

pending on the wording of the question. There is also evidence

from civilian polls that anti-Semitism, when indicated by responses

to questions of a broad ideological character, is more prevalent in

lower than higher educational or incomegroups but that, when indi-

cated by responses to questions relating to personal involvement, it

is likelyto be more prevalent among whatever groups feel most im-
mediately or potentially threatened—which in the case of anti-

Semitism can in some situations be the white-collar urban dwellers.

A question which seemedto fall somewhere between these two types

was asked of soldiers by the Research Branch in January 1943,

namely: “Do you think American Jewish people are doing their
share to help win the war?”’? When urban andrural residence was
held constant there were no significant differences in response by

,

 

To cite an illustration from civilian polls: In 1946 a cross section of Minnesota
people was asked: “Supposing a Negro family moved into your neighborhood, would
you treat them as you do other neighbors, would you try to have them moved out,
would you yourself move out or wouldn’t you care?” Percentage responses by eco-
nomic class were reported as follows (as reported by the Minnesota poll):

 

Below average Above average
economic status Average economic status

Treat them as other neighbors 40% 36% 31%
Wouldn’t care 81 24 21
Depends _ 10 12 15
Move out 2 Il 7
Move them out 9 10 17
Undecided 8 7 9

100% 100% 100%

Other questions of the same type on other polls seem to suggest the same tendency.
There is some evidence that within a given economic bracket, the better educated
Seem to be somewhat more liberal than others; but education and economic status are
highly correlated.
* Planning Survey V.
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education, but the urban respondents were morelikely to have ox
plicit opinionsthanrural respondents within eacheducational group
Percentages responding were: .

HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES -
AND COLLEGE OTTERS —

 

   

Rural Urban Rural Urban
Theyare doing all they can 17% 22% 19%. 20%:
They are doing quite a bit, ° 70
but could do more 24 24 » 95 98 -

They are not doing nearly
as muchas they could 24 30 23 29

No opinion 34 22 3 24
No answer 1 2 2 9

100% 100% 100% =~ 100%

Number of cases 400 954 8359 1,188

The “no opinion” category was explicitly presented in the question-
naire. When those with “‘no opinion” or “no answers”are elimi- ‘
nated, the rural-urban differences are slight, though in each educa-
tional group the urban soldiers were a little more likely to check
‘they are not doing nearly as muchas they should” than were rural
soldiers. (High school and college: urban 40 percent, rural 37 per |
cent; others: urban 39 percent, rural 35 percent.) oo

The general picture which emerges from the rather scanty data —

available from Research Branchstudies is one of some aggression

toward certain minority groups, but by no meansinvolving large _

numbers of the respondents. Toward American civiliansin general, —

there were various manifestations of hostility but in no sensea pre-

ponderance of sentiment indicating generalized resentment toward

civilian society. And toward the structure of Americanlife as they

knew it there was certainly no evidence of desire for drastic institu-

tional changes. -
Midwayin the war, in July 1943, men were asked whether “we |

ought to have everything in this country the sameasitwas before

the war or do you think there are some things that should be

changed?” A fourth of the men thought a lot of things should be

changed, a fourth thought hardly anything should be changed, ®

Tor a surveyof civilian polls and of other studies of group prejudice 7G Robin
.. MJ’Williams, The Reduction of Intergroup Tensions (Social Science Researchf dice

. NewYork, 1947), Bulletin 57, and Arnold M. Rose, Studies an Reductionof vraeterly :
(Ameriéan Council on Race Relations, Chicago, 1947). ‘The Public Opinion Quarter

_ and Opinion News regularly summarize digests of poll data.
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half took amiddle view that somethings should be changed.” That

there waslittle thinking about needed changes is indicated by the

fact that, although men were explicitly asked to indicate' what

changes they desired, only a third of the men did so. Practically

none of them suggested basic economicor political or social changes.

Responses were very scattering, the most frequent favoring a larger

- standing Army and/or compulsory military training. When asked

whether in fact there would be lasting changes in America as a result

of the war, the majority answered affirmatively, but when asked

what changes they expected, half of the men expressed no opinion.

The largest group of specific comments dealt with changes in terms

of new inventions in such fields as aviation and plastics.
In the summerof 1945 a similar inquiry was made with a new set

of questions in Europe and the United States. Results are shown
inChart V. About half of the men thought there should be at least

afew changes, and about threefifths expected at least a few changes.

Differences in response on expectations as between returnees from

, overseas, Men in Europe, and men who had not gone overseas were

negligible; on desire for changes, the men in Europe were morelikely

to vote for “‘a few changes” than the other samples. Further break-
down of the data in Chart V shows that the main educational differ-
ences, as might be expected, were in the ‘‘undecided category.”

The better educated were less likely to be undecided and were more
likely to desire and expect ‘a few changes.”

Just as in the earlier study, there was almost no evidenceof desire
for drastic overhauling of American social, economic,or politicallife.
There waslittle consensus andessentially a lack of articulate opinion
other than slogan thinking in the free answers which were contrib-
uted. The changes desired were phrased in general terms like
“eliminate unemployment,”’ “prevent strikes,” “cut out bureauc-
racy and government spending,” ‘“‘help the veterans,” “control big
business,” “clean up rotten politics,” “have compulsory military
training,” “cut out race prejudice,” “control the niggers.”
When the men were questioned on what changes they actually

expected, there was more agreement than on what changes theyde-
sired, but the expected changes hadlittle apparent relation to the
expressions of desire. As in the 1943 study, most of the men who
stated their expectations mentioned technological changes—im-
Provements in methodsof transportation, communication, and pros

 

*8-63E,
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duction, and improved consumergoods of the type mentionedint}
national advertising found in popular magazines.

In viewof suchattitudes it is hardly surprisingif soldiers did not
visualize membership in veterans’ organizations after the war pri-
marily as an agency for promoting general political or economic
reforms. All studies in which questions about potential member-
ship in veterans’ organizations were asked indicated a majority ex--
pectation of joining them andalso indicated as major objectives,in
the minds of the men, the protection of veterans’ rights and provi-

Ae

CHART V

Orrmrons About Postwar CHANGES In AMDRICAN Lirp, 1045

QUESTIONS “Are there Importont changes that you think should be mado to Improve our Americon
way of life after the wor?

“Regardless of what you think should be done, do you think important changes in American
life actually will be made ?

PERCENTAGE RESPONDING

Nolm- Unde~ No A few A good
portant cided ons.

Desired

RETURNEES FROM
OVERSEAS

Expected

Desired

MEN IN EUROPEAN
THEATER

Expected

Desired

MEN WHO HAD NOT
GONE OVERSEAS

Expected 
3 1046.

Returnces from overseas and men who had not gone overseas from §-212, June

Menin the Duropean thoater from 8-235, August 1945. . ftges nye
The numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percontages

based.

e
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sion of personal help. A study made in: the European theater in

April 1945 will serve as a typical illustration of these expectations,

as the war neared its end.?!

Highty-five out of a hundred of the 3,711 soldiers in this survey

thought veterans’ organizations were a good idea, 12 out of a hun-

dred had no opinion, and only 3 per cent thought they were a poor

idea.

TABLE 4

Wuat Men Toovcsr Vrererans’ OrGANIZATIONS SHoutp Arm TO Do
AFTER THE War

(Cross Section of ETO Enlisted Men, April 1945)

  

Question: “If you think there should be somesort of veterans’ organization after the
war, what are the two or three main things you think it should try to do
or work for?”

Percentage
disiribution
of answers
among those

making replies

Protect veterans’ rights, see that they get a “square deal,’ better con-
ditions, bonus, oretc. 42

Provide personal help directly for veterans and their families—advice,
aid in getting jobs, financial help for the needy,etc. 42

Work to prevent future wars, assure peace, influence foreign policy,etc. 29
Promote improvements of general conditions, for everyone (not just
veterans)—promote good government, national prosperity, democ-
racy, social programs, etc. 20

Have social activities—dances, parties, etc.—to “keep the boys to-
gether” 9

Take part in politics directly as a group 6
Promote a large military force or compulsory military training 5
Miscellaneous other answers . 13

Total 166*

Number of cases 8,711

 

Data from §-223.
* The percentages add to more than 100 because some menlisted more than one item.

About 55 per cent indicated that they definitely planned to join
some veterans’ organization after the war, 44 per cent were unde-
cided or had no opinion, and only 11 per cent said that they would
not join.

' Inresponse to an open-ended question as to the two or three main
things which a veterans’ organization should try to do or work for,
only 51 per cent of the men volunteered Tesponses. Thesefree an-

"8-228,
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swers are summarized in Table 4. They add to more than 100 per
cent because of multiple replies. First on the list were the protec-
tion of veterans’ rights (mentioned by 42 per cent) andprovision of
personal help (mentioned by42 per cent). Another 9 per cent men-:
tioned social activities—dances, parties, etc. Only 6 per cent ex-
plicitly mentioned takingpart in politics directly as a group, but 29 .
per cent had general ideas about veterans’ organizations working to |
prevent future wars and influencingforeign policy, and 20 percent
suggested promotion of improvements in general conditions in
America—good government, national prosperity, democracy, ete.
Special note was made ofexplicit antilabor bias, but only 1 per cent
made comments of the type ‘buck the power of labor unions’—
such comments are.included along with a wide variety of others in
the “‘miscellaneous” category in Table 4. -

It is quite clear that the orientation tended to be morein terms of
one’s personal future than in termsof anxiety about need for changes
in the American social, political, or economic institutions. As to
the wider stage of international relations after the war, there was,
as Volume I, Chapter9, on “The Orientation of Soldiers Toward the
War” has described in some detail, a widespread skepticism about
the possibility of avoiding another war, and there was strong sup-
port both for keeping America’s defenses strong (at least two thirds
of the men, whenever and wherever surveyed, favored compulsory

military training) and for establishing an effective international

organization to keep the peace. As Table 4 showed, 29 percent of

those who commented on their conception of the aims of veterans’

organizations mentioned work to prevent future wars. cS

As the preceding chapterindicated, there was no markedreversion "

toward isolationism amongsoldiers in Europe upon the endof hos-

tilities. Troops at home—those who had not been overseas and
those who had returned from overseas—were nearly unanimous, "

when surveyed in June 1945, in their support of a permanent organ-

ization of nations to settle disputes and try to prevent wars.

Eighty-six per cent were definitely in favor and only 3 per cent defi-
nitely opposed.” )
When it came to America making sacrifices in behalf of such an

organization or of our formerallies, however, there was less evidence

of enthusiasm. ae .
Less than two thirds of the men thought that the United States —

' should join a permanent organization if it meant that such.an Or
22 $212,
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ganization would have some say about how the United States deals

withforeign countries. About the same proportion felt that we

shouldsend needed food to ourallies after the war if it meant con-

tinuation of rationing, but only 40 per cent thought we should help

them with money and materialsif it meant higher taxes forus.

Returnees from overseas were somewhatless likely to favor inter-

national cooperation at some cost to America than were men who

had not been overseas. This is shown in Chart VI. In all in-_

stances, as further tabulations show,the better educated were some-

what more favorable than the less educated toward membership in

an international organization and postwaraidto allies.

’ During the war there was some hopeful discussion of the possi-

bility that direct contact of Americans overseas with the soldiers,

and citizens of our allies would promote good feeling and stronger

internationalism. Against this was the fact that, after the honey-

moonoffirst welcome of American troopstoallied soil, the reaction

was almost inevitably accompanied by tensions. The longer troops

stayed, the more occasions for mutual resentment would arise, the |

less the initial attractions of new experience would compensate, and -

the moresoldiers’ frustrations at being kept away from home could

turn upon the most immediately available objects. In Chapter

12 it was observed that attitudes toward the French apparently

deteriorated sharply with time (see Chart VI in that chapter, for
example). On the other hand a variety of studies, a portion of
which was reported in Chapter 12, showed relatively little shift in
attitudes toward Englandor the British people. It should be noted

that, unless a shift is very large, it is not easy to interpret it correctly
with data not based on repeated observations of the same individual
respondents. Such panel studies were not made. Studies which
show a deterioration with length of time in the theater could con-
ceivably reflect different attitudes which men old in the theater or
men newin the theater had upon arrival. Likewise, comparisons
of two studies made of ‘cross sections of men overseas at different
time points could reveal shifts in average response without neces-
sarily reflecting deterioration of individual responses,since theinitial
attitudes of the menin the different cross sections may havediffered
in the same wayas the attitudes as of the time of study.
When a sample of 4,676 returnees from overseas was questioned

 

*8A perceptive theoretical discussion of the psychological factors involved is seen
in M. Brewster Smith, “Did WarService Produce International-Mindedness?” Harvard
Educational Review, xv (October 1945), 250-57. , 7
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CHART.VI

Arriruprs TowarD INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION AND Postwar Arp TO
Attias, JUNB 1945 .

PERCENTAGE GIVING INDICATED RESPONSE TO RELATED QUESTION

QUESTION "After the war do you think the different countries (like the United Stotes, Russia, England “chinavt
France, etc.) should set up a permanent organization of nati .
befween countries and fry fo vrevent war 2 attons to try ne settle quarrels °

Should Unde- . ,
not cided Should

Returnees

Men who had not been overseas

 

QUESTION "Do you think the United Stofes should join o strong permanent organization of nations. even If I}
means thatthis Sraanization would have some say about how the United States dedis‘sin’2
other countries? ‘

Should Unde- h jt
netjoin cided Should join

Returnees

Men who had not been overseas

 

QUESTION “After the war, some of our Allies will need help in feeding their people. Do you think the United
States should send food to these countries evenif It-meant that we would have to keep on

rafioning food In our own country to do it?"

Should ‘No Should

Returnees

Men who had not been overseas

 

| QUESTION "After the war, some of our Allles will need war moterlalsfo help them get back on thelr feet. ,

Do you think we should le! them have money and materials to help themget back on the

feet, even if }t meant that we should have to pay higher foxes to do it?

Should No Should

Returnees

 

Data from §-212. ts : es e
The numbersfollowing the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages Fr

based. 7 fF
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soon after their return, at redistribution stations in the United

States, in March through May 1945,* it was possible to get some

data, which throw a rather interesting light on how men viewed our

allies, after contact with them. They were asked, for example,

“Do you think the United States is doing her share in helping win

the war?” Check-list categories were: ‘Doing more than her

share,” “doing her share,” “doing less than her share,” and “unde-

cided.” Exactly the same question was asked by substituting, in

turn, England, France, Russia, and China. .

The ethnocentrism of the American soldier home from overseasis

reflected in the fact that three out of four thought the United States

was ‘doing more than her share” while almost all of the remainder

thought the United States was ‘“‘doing her share”; yet no such vote

was given to the wareffort of any allied country. There were many

who checked the “undecided” category, and if we compare only the

responses of those with definite opinions we find the following

distribution: :

Not Doing
doing Doing more than

her share her share her share Total

United States _ 22% 78% 100% (4,641)
Russia 1% 77 22 100 (8,686)
China 25 67 8 100 (8,748)
England 29 66 5 100 (8,917)
France 36 62 , 2 100 (8,088)

It was possible to sort out men in the sample who said that they’
had some contact with civilians in England, France, and China,re-
spectively. Those who said they had not gotten to know some
civilians in a given country at least fairly well were sorted again ac-
cording to whether they reported seeing at least something of sol-
diers of that country. Thus, with respect to England, for exam-
ple, it was possible to compare attitudes toward England’s war
effort according to (1) whether the respondent got to know at least
 

48-172,
43 The sorting questions were:

“Below is a list of countries you may or may not have been in while overseas.
Show by checking after each country how manycivilians you got to know at least
fairly well.” (The check-list categories were “A lot,’ “Some but not many,”
and “‘None.”’)

“Now, show by checking after each country how much you saw of soldiers be-
longing to the Armiesof these countries.” (‘The check-list categories were “A lot.”
“Some but not much,” and “None.’’) ,
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‘some British civilians fairly well, (2) whether his contacts were
limnited to British soldiers, or (3) whether he hadneithercivilian nor
military contacts of any consequence. The results are shown in
Chart VII.

First, it will be noted by lookingat the left-hand barsin Chart VI]
that, as would be expected, the proportion of men who were unde-
cided or had no opinion about a given country was greatest among
those with fewest contacts.

Second,it will be noted by looking at the right-hand bars (per-
centage distribution of responses among those who had definite
opinions as to whether a given country was or was not doing her
share in the war) that, in the case of England and France, men with
contacts with British or French civilians or soldiers were only
slightly more unfavorable than those without contacts. China was
a different story, however. Relatively few soldiers had had con-
tacts with either Chinese civilians or Chinese soldiers, but those
who had were highly critical of the Chinese war effort. For ex-
ample, among high school graduates, 62 per cent of those reporting
contact with Chinese civilians said China was not doing hershare,
as did 53 per cent of those with contacts limited to Chinesesoldiers.
But among high school graduates with little or no contact with
Chinese, only 27 per cent said China was not doing her share. The
contrasts depending on acquaintance with China were even sharper
in the case of the Jess educated. Clearly, the fact that among re-
turnees as a whole China ranked ahead of England and France was

madepossible by the views of China held by the great majority who

had not been there.
Third, it will be noted in Chart VII that in any set of comparisons

the better educated were less likely to be undecided in their opinions

and that, among men holding opinions, the better educated were

consistently a little less enthusiastic than others about the contribu-

tion of any of these countries, including our own, to the wareffort.

One should rememberthat, in expressions about ourallies, soldiers

made discriminations depending on the subject matter. For exam-

ple, in spite of their relatively high respect for the Russian war

' effort, they were more likely to anticipate postwar trouble with

Russia than with any other country. Next to Russia as an antici-

pated postwar troublemaker was England, while few anticipated
serious postwar disagreements with France or China. The re-

sponses to questions about postwarrelations with England, France,
and. China, when broken down by extent of personal contacts,



CHART VII

Resrecr ror Aue War Errort, 4s Rerarep ro Conracr with
Autrep Natronars, sy Epucation

' (Bnlisted Men Returned from Overseas Theaters, Surveyed'in Redistribution
Stations in the United States, March, April, and May 1948)

QUESTION "Do you think the United States (England, Fronce, China) Is or Is not doing her share in helping
win the war?

PERCENTAGE OF ALL PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION ~
RESPONDENTS WHO OF RESPONSES AMONG
WERE UNDEGIDED OR ONLY THOSE WHO HAD
GAVE NO OPINION A DEFINITE OPINION

Not doing Doing her Doing more than
UNITED STATES her share share her share

H.S. Grad. 2024 sy771988

other we BLee
ENGLAND

H.S. Grad,

Contact with British civilians

 

Contact with British soldiers only

No close contact

Others

Gontact with British civihans

Contact with British soldiers only

No close contact

FRANCE

H.S. Grad.

Contact with French civilians

Contact with French soldiers only

No close contact

Others

Contact with French civitians

Contact with French soldiers only

No close contact

CHINA

H.S. Grad.

Gontact with Ghinese civilians

Contact with Chinese sotdiers only

No close contact

Others

Gontact with Chinese civilians

Contact with Chinese soldiers only£3¢
No close contact

Data from 8-172. ~N
haves numbers following the bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are

ed.
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showed the same type of pattern as is seen in Chart VII. Those
who hadcontacts with allied nationals werea little more likely than
others (much morelikely in the case of China) to anticipate serious
postwar disagreements.
Data such as those summarized in Chart VII highlight other find-

ings reported in this section which suggested that the American sol-
dier came home from the war pretty well satisfied with the United
States. He had some prejudices against civilians in this country,
and somecriticisms to make of the government andof the civilian
contribution to the wareffort. But, by and large, he was not in a
mood to crusade for any very fundamental changes in the American
way of life. He had some skepticisms about ourallies (apparently
not lessened by personal contact) and he tended to have his doubts
about future peace. As was shown in Volume I, Chapter 9, when
asked who would be to blame for another war he almost never
thought America would be to blame. His doubts about ourallies
may have led him to be a little wary about America making too
many postwar sacrifices in their behalf, but he supported, strongly,
the idea of an international organization to maintain peace.

SHCTION III

AGAIN IN CIVILIAN CLOTHES

The first two sections of this chapter have reviewed data from

studies made in the Army which might foreshadow, to greater or

less degree, attitudes and behavior of veterans after they had re-

turned to peacetime pursuits. What happened afterwards, as was

pointed out at the beginning of this chapter, is a story which must

be told someday mainly from data other than that assembled by

the Research Branch. Only by way of supplementing, on a very

small scale during the war, the information of the type alreadyre-

ported in this chapter, did the Research Branch undertake direct

study of attitudes of discharged veterans. In December 1944,

eight months before the end of the war, the Research Branch ini-

tiated and arranged for the financingof intensive interviewingof a
small sample of men already discharged from the Army. The field

work was done by the Division of Program Surveys, Bureau ofAgrI-

cultural Economics, and the analysis was a joint responsibility°
athe Research Branch and that Division.” Like the studies m

sg of individual interviews, each

teran’s home, and lasted from

 

26 Iixtensity of coverage was sacrificed to thoroughne
of -which was personally conducted, usually in the ve
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within the Army,this civilian survey provided something of a pre-

view of veterans’ early adjustment, and it will be briefly reviewed.”

Since most of the million soldiers who had been discharged by the

end of 1944 were men who had been separated from the Army for

medical (including psychiatric) reasons, it was feared in advance

that the study might prove quite unrepresentative of problems to

be encountered after the war, when millions of able-bodied men re-

turned to civilian life. Particularly it was realized that if, as some

accounts in the press might have led one to expect, the study should

indicate extreme nervousness and irritability among those already

discharged, the results would need to be handled with more than

ordinary caution. Many instances of failure to readapt to civilian

ways did, indeed, turn up in the study. However,its most striking

finding was the evidence of relatively satisfactory adjustment to

civilian ways which the majority of men were experiencing. As the

summary of the survey reported: “Personal readjustment problems

of varying degrees of intensity are disclosed by the veterans in this

study. But the ‘typical’ veteran pictured in some quarters as a

bitter, hardened individual does not emerge from this survey.”’

In Section I of this chapter it was reported that when menstill in

the Army late in 1945 were asked to add up their Army experience,

the majority felt that the experience had done them more harm than

good. Among discharged veterans in the December 1944 study,

just as in the Army study, more men reported undesirable than de-
sirable changes:

Doyou feel that Army life changed you?

Report undesirable changes only 37%
Report both undesirable and desirable changes 20
Report no changes 14
Report desirable changes only 22
Opinions not ascertained 7

 

100%

one to two hours. The sample comprised 301 former enlisted men, veterans of overseas
service,living in seven midwestern cities—Cincinnati, Tolédo, Saint Louis, Minneapolis,
Saint Paul, Indianapolis, and Milwaukee. All were white. _All had been honorably
discharged for disability, half of them having seen combat. Veterans with extreme
disabilities, such as loss of sight or limbs, were not included in the sample, as they
were felt to have special problems requiring separate study.

*7 Except where other sources are specifically indicated, the data in this section are
from the report of this study, ‘Veterans’ Readjustment to Civilian Life,” Division of
Program Surveys, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, United States Department of
Agriculture, March 1945, Washington, D.C. A briefer condensed version of the re-
port was issued in July 1945. -
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By informal and nondirective methodsthe interviewers sought to

ascertain the kinds of changes which veterans thought theyhad ex-
perienced. The answersare classified below in orderof frequency
the percentages adding to more than the total proportion of men teporting changes, since many men mentioned more than one change:

Undesirable changes:

Morenervous, high-strung, restless, jumpy, tense, can’t concentrate,
want to be “‘on the go” 41%

Moreirritable, short-tempered, quarrelsome,belligerent 17 °
Sadder, more solemn, depressed, lacking pep, “older,” no longer

carefree 1
Harder, morebitter, cynical, critical, self-centered
More dependent, have trouble making their own decisions
More withdrawn,less social, shy
“Dumber,” intellectually narrower, less well-informed
Wilder, less moral, more given to drinking and gambling N

w
O
o
S
T
O
O
D

O
e

Desirable changes:

Intellectually broadened, think deeper, understand thingsor people
better 16

Quieter, more settled, less given to running aroundor drinking 13
More independent, responsible, ambitious 12
Moreaffectionate, appreciative, considerate 8
More spartan, more self-controlled, able to endure difficulties and

discipline 5
Moresocial, like being with people more 4

Each of the above percentages probably represents a minimum

estimate of the number who havenoticed the change indicated, as

they are derived from comments made in response to general ques-

tions. If the veterans had been asked directly about each specific

trait, the percentage reporting these changes would mostlikely have

been larger.
Independent evidence that the proportions of veterans who

thought the warhadaffected their lives deleteriously waslarger than

the proportion who thought the war had affected their lives favor-

ably is provided by a survey reported by the National Opinion Re-

search Center in February 1947.7 This survey madeof a repre-

sentative cross section of the American population a year and a half

after the end of the war, asked: ‘Has your own life been changed a

great deal because of war?” If the respondent answered “Yes,” he

was asked: “Would you say that the war has generally made your

life better or worse?” Replies were summarized asfollows, in per-

centages:

28 “How Has the War Changed People’s Lives?” Opinion News, Februsry 18, 1947,
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Velerans Nonveterans

Life worse 48% 35%
Life changed, but don’t know
whether better or worse 6 . 3

Life better ; 24 9

No change 21 52

No answer 1 4

100% 100%

These data indicate, as might be expected, that the veterans were

much morelikely than the nonveterans to report that the war had

changed their lives a great deal. They agree with the findings of ©

the Research Branch in its studies of soldiers and in the intensive

study of discharged veterans made in December 1944 in showing

that more veterans thought they were worse off than better off. It

is of special interest to note that in the NORC study 24 per cent of

the veterans as compared with only 9 per cent of the nonveterans

thought that the war had madetheirlife generally better.”

Some of the problems of adjustment faced by the veterans who

had been discharged before the end of the war were necessarily dif-
ferent from those later encountered. For example, some of those

interviewed in December frankly admitted feelings of guilt because
of not being in uniform and others may have had similar feelings
which they were unable or unwilling to verbalize. A good many,
including combat veterans discharged because of wounds, were
either belligerent or bitter because civilians confused them with
4¥’s who never got into the Army. When asked what advice they
would give about how ex-servicemen should be treated, 34 per cent
volunteered comments like “Recognize his honorable discharge
button,” “Don’t comment as though he were a slacker,” “Don’t act
as if he had no right to be back.” This was the largest single block
of suggestions except for “Don’t ask him about his war experiences”’
(mentioned by 40 per cent ofthe men). A typical expressionofirri-
tation was the following:

If you have a disability such as a leg or arm off, it’s all right. But anything
they can’t see they don’t consider you disabled. They say, ‘What's wrong with
you?” and I say, “So and so.” They say “You lookall right.” About that time
I have my own ideas what I would like to do to them.

* The NORC figure of 24 per cent for voterans cannot be compared exactly with
the 22 per cent reported in the veterans’ study of December 1944 becauseof differences
in the method of asking the questions. It is worth noting, however, that the two
figures are of the same generalorder of magnitude,
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While the veteran discharged in wartime had advantages in get-
ting employment in war industry which may have been greater than
those enjoyed by men dischargedafter the war, he also found him-
self in competition with somecivilians who seemed mainly concerned
with making money out of the war. About half of the December
1944 sample expressed some form of resentment against civilians
mainly because civilians did not seem war-minded, seemed profit.
bent, and were not so badly off as expected. A sample comment
from a critical veteran:

We were over there and we heard how toughit was and we thought people were
starving. We thought they had it worse than they did. That’s why I probably
have this feeling, like when I hear someone complain about not getting tiresor
something, I think “You civilian.”

About a third of these men studied in 1944 expressed a feeling of
being estranged from civilian life. This was doubtless experienced
also by many veterans upon discharge after the war, but the transi-
tion was perhaps moredifficult for the man separated earlier because
the country wasstill at war. One man out’of six mentioned the
fact that old friends and acquaintances were no longer around, many
if not most of them still being away at war. Also, there were per-
sonally uncomfortable changes associated with shortages of food
and gasoline, high prices, rationing, etc. And there was the em-

barrassment, already mentioned, of having to explain why one had

been discharged. Such factors combined to make coming home a

letdown for a good many men.

Every guy thinks it will be the greatest thing in the world, but somehow I didn’t

quite get the thrill I thought I would get.

But the majority, even in December 1944, did not indicate any

sense of estrangement from civilian society, even if they expressed

minorirritations. And amongonly a few,less than a fifth, did feel-

ings take the form of strong expressions about society's indebtedness

to the veteran. Completely untypical was the remark of a dis-

affected veteran whosaid:

When you comeback they treat you just like scum. They act just like you was

the unlucky guy that got the dirty end, and that’s just too bad. We figured we

had done something and we find out we won’t be shown any partiality. If you

ever get the boys all together they probably will kill all the civilians. They {the

civilians] aren’t worth anything anyway.
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About twomenin five expressed moderatefeelings like the following:

A veteran’s entitled to a job. They should do everything possible to make a job
for them. If they get jobs they will feel all right about everythingelse.

I think a veteran should be given all the opportunity he possibly can. But I
don’t believe they should be carried around on pillow.

Therest of the men, two outoffive, either had little feeling about

society’s indebtedness to the veteran or else did not express it, in

spite of a good deal of probing in the informalinterviews.

. The majority believed that the discharged serviceman,as of 1944,

was getting a square deal. In this sample 58 per cent said soflatly;

another 28 per cent answered “in some ways yes, in others no”; 3

per cent had no opinion. Only 11 per cent offered an unqualified

“no.” As would be expected with injured and psychoneurotic dis-

chargees, there were a good many complaints about the way the Vet-

erans Administration had calculated their allotments for service-

connected disabilities. Among a few whofelt that they were now

receiving an adequate allotment, there was apprehension about the

future. -

It is the future that worries me. As long as I’m this way I’m satisfied with my
‘pension. But if I lose my job I’ll need more.

When asked what they thought veterans should do about it if they
didn’t get a square deal after the war was over, only 8 per cent sug-
gested resort to violent action. Almost all of them counted on suc-
cessful political pressure through veterans’ organizations.
To the veterans studied in December 1944, as well as to the sol-

diers studied while still in the Army, a steady job represented the
keystone of security. Respondents in this veterans’ sample were
classified as to their own employability on the basis of a series of

* questions. This was summarizedas follows: Able to work full time,
73 per cent; able to work only part time, 11 per cent; not able to
work, 12 per cent; and employability not ascertained, 4 per cent.
About 9 out of 10 had made attempts to find employment, and on
the whole the men were more optimistic than pessimistic. When
asked, “Do you think being a veteran makes it easier or harder to
get a job?” the percentage distribution of responses was:
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Harder 8
It depends ye
Easier now, but harder later 6
Nodifference 15
Easier 47
Don’t know 7

100%

Of those working, only one outof six reported himself as dissatis-
fied with his present job, thougha third of the men had held atleast
two different jobs since discharge. The main reasons given for .
shifting jobs were related to health rather than to dissatisfaction
with pay or management. Inthe eyes of the veteransin this study,
the two most desirable characteristics of a job were security and
suitability to their physical condition. High pay was mentioned
rather infrequently, though in cases where comparison with prewar
wages was possible veterans were earning substantially more than
before they went into the service. A majority said that they were
satisfied with their present wage scale, although almostathird said
that they found their pay envelopes slimmerthan stories heard while
in the Army had led them to expect. As one mansaid: ‘Overseas
the average soldier is told that the war worker is making millions.
You don’t get near as much as you expected.”
More than four veterans out of five favored some degree of job

preference for veterans, but only a minority of these proposed spe-’

cial employment status for all veterans without limitations. Re-

sponses to a series of questions resulted in the following tabulation:

Favored preferencefor all veterans 76%
Over everyone 25%
Over employees without muchseniority;

over people who gained disproportion-
ately from the war; over 4I"’s g

Over people without dependents 9
Over equally or less qualified people 8

Over women 4
Overother special groups 7
Kind of preference not specified Ih

Favored preference for some veterans only
(disabled, combat, married,etc.) 7

Opposed preference 6
No opinions or conflicting opinions il

100%

ber 1944 study toNo systematic attempt was madein the Decem | sh thei

probe into the intimacy of the veterans’ adjustments with their
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families, since the necessary line of questioning would have gone be-

yond the bounds of what is usually considered propriety in a gov-

_ ernment-sponsored inquiry. Almost all of the single veterans were

at this time living with their parents and practically all of the men

who had been married before entering the Army or afterwards were
living with their wives, often in parental homes. Therelatively few:

whose marriages had failed since their return to civilian life were

‘ divided in assessing the blame, some taking the blame themselves

and some blaming their wives. Among the latter several com-

plained that their wives had been “running around” while they were

in the Army.
The attitudes of the December 1944 sample of veterans toward

America and the postwar world were in nosignificant way different

from attitudes of men still in the Armyas reviewed in Section IT of

this chapter. The basic complacency of the majority, in spite of

the feeling that their Army experience was moreof a liability than

an asset, already has been portrayed. They were not reformers.

In recommending what activities veterans’ organizations should

engage in, they placedfirst on thelist provision of personal help and

counseling; second wassocial activities and recreation; third was
political protection of veterans’ rights. Only 13 per cent suggested

the need for veterans’ organizations to influence national policies on
issues larger than veterans’ rights.

There was some evidence of hostility toward labor unions and
toward minority groups like Negroes and Jews. About half of the
men criticized labor unions for striking for higher pay during
the war while they were in the Army drawingsoldiers’ wages. A
fifth of the men said that their outlook on organized labor had be-
comeless favorable as a result of the war; almost none had become
more favorable; the rest reported their viewpoint unchanged, or had
no opinion. But among the veterans interviewed, there had been
little clash with unions and only 2 per cent of the men expressed re-
sentment over having to join unions in order to get their jobs.
Only 6 per cent of the men predicted trouble with labor or between
labor and management after the war.
Amuch higher proportion ofmen, however, predicted trouble with —

minority groups. Over half predicted trouble with Negroes and a
sixth predicted trouble with Jews. Theeffect of Army experience
on ethnic tolerance was,as might be expected, difficult to ascertain.
There were some whofelt that tolerance had been promoted by in-
terracial contact in the Army:
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I saw what these boys did on the Burma road Ihad closer contact with: : . th
in the hospital.and all. It explodes a lot of things you hear. You realize they
have the sameabilities—they just haven’t had any breaks. oo

But a larger group seemed to have reinforced their pre-Armyatti-
tudes while in the service. Negroes made poorsoldiers, these vet-
erans said, or somehow managed to avoid combat and stay in safe
jobs behind the lines. The social acceptance of colored servicemen
overseas frequently was mentioned with some indignation. An
example: .

They went with English girls. We practically had a war over there. Our men
were supposed to be given a 24-hour pass and we were going to town and wipe
every Negro out, but someof the officers said we had a war of our own to fightfirst.

Further questioning of the one in six veterans who expected trou-
ble between Jews and non-Jews after the war indicated that such
men were usually themselves anti-Semitic. Stereotyped criticisms
of Jews came to the fore: They own too large a proportion of busi-
ness, profiteer at the expense of non-Jews, and dodge the draft. If

they do get in the Army, they land safe jobs and get a disproportion-~
ate share of discharges. Some veteransillustrated their anti-Semi-

tism directly by their Army experience. Others claimed to have

developed a more favorable attitude as a result of contact in the

Army, but such men often were ambivalent.

There were some Jews [in the Army] that were real white men and they were

swell, but back here they are a separate race all by themselves. °

While the full employment and high wages of wartime helped to

minimize concern of the veterans with broad social and economic

problemsof the country, there did hang over the future the specter

of a possible end-of-the-war depression. For the solution of prob-

lems like unemployment, the majority looked to the government

rather than to business. Fifty-six per cent thought the government

should have more say than business in such problems, while another

9 per cent thought likewise but qualified their answers with reserva-

tions. Only 13 per cent thought business should have more say

than government in solving problems like unemployment, and an-

other 8 per cent. thought the same but with reservations. The rest

either thought government and business should share the responsi- |

bility equally or had no opinion. Some men in their detailed com-

ments favored giving business the first chance, letting the govern-
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ment step in only if private interests failed. But the most common

sentiment was, ‘If there aren’t enough jobs to go around, the gov-

ernment should make enough jobs to go around.”

About the waritself, and the future of peace, there waslittle in the

attitudes of these veterans suggesting either lofty idealism or disillu-

sionment. In describing our war aims, the usual sloganlike senti-

ments described in Volume I, Chapter 9, on orientation of the

soldiers, appeared. ‘The majority thought we were fighting for

“freedom,” to avoid invasion or dictatorship at home. About one

manin eight saidwewere fighting for positive aimslike a better world

ortoend wars. At the other extreme, about one in eight was openly

cynical of ideals; some thought we were being exploited by ourallies

(England and Russia, especially); some thought we were fighting

for the benefit of special groups,like capitalists, Jews, politicians;

and some thought we were in the war for no reason at all. The
large majority considered the war both unavoidable and unlikely
to yield gains beyond preserving what they thought was the Amer-
ican way of life. That, in spite of irritations and frustrations, was
cherished enough to cause the majority to say the war was worth
while.

The combination of liberal benefits under the GI bill and a con-
tinuation of employmentat a high level in the postwar period pro-
vided an almost ideal situation for the reabsorption into civilian life
of the millions of men who laid down their arms at the end of the
war. In spite of the fact that the psychological climate among men
in the Army seemed conducive to a reasonably smooth transition
for the majority of soldiers, it is possible to conjecture that severe
tensions might have developed but for the GI benefits and the eco-
nomic prosperity. This, however, is one of the ifs of history, for
there can be no conclusive answer.

Oneof the last surveys made in the Research Branch before it
went under its new peacetime leadership was a study in December
1945 of 2,477 men getting their dischargesat five northeastern sepa~
ration centers.*° Their names and addresses were taken and it was
possible for the Veterans Administration to locate and requestion
88 per cent of them in 1946—three to four months after they had
filled out their Research Branch questionnaires. This study was
not concerned with psychological problems of adjustment, but
merely with the extent to which the men had difficulties in carrying
out the plans for jobs and schooling which they announced while

30 §-240.
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stillin uniform. Since data from this study, as well as from a simi-
lar study made a few monthsearlier, are reviewed in some detail in
_the analysis of problemsof prediction in Volume IV, they need not
be elaborated here.
The Veterans Administration’s follow-up of the December 1945

study of separatees indicated that within three to four months of
discharge about two thirds of the veterans had been able to carry
out their predischarge educational or job plansorstill expected to
carry them out. Reasons given by the minority who had not been
able to carry out their plans were classified as follows:3!

 

Impersonal conditions and problems 71%
Unavailability of desired job 28%
Financial problems(lack of capita), inabil-

ity to borrow) 1h
Shortages, market conditions, etc. 17
Delayed decisions (application pending,

awaiting job opening) 6
Unable toget education or training desired 11
Other 1

Personal problemsor considerations 29
Re-evaluation of abilities or opportunities 20
Ownillness or poor physical condition 4
Family crisis or problems 4
Other - 1

Total 100%

Although a good many were not carrying out their Army plans,

about 85 per cent were actually working at the same job they ex- .

pected to have or at a different job, or were attending school, or

were pretty well settled as to what they would do.

From the standpoint of America’s future, possibly the most re-

markable single aspect of the program for veterans’ aid was its broad

provision for a continuation of interrupted education, either full

time or part time or on the basis of on-the-job vocational training.

In the study made in the Army in the summerof 1944,before the

educational provisions of the GI bill were widely known,it wasesti-

mated that about 8 per cent of the soldiers would go back to full-

time school. As the provisions became more widely known, and,

especially, as the monetary allowances were increased by Congress

to a level much higher than originally intended, the Veterans Ad-

31 From “Educational Plans of Veterans,” Research Service, Veterans Administra-

tion, May 1946, Washington, D. C.
32 §-106 and S-145.
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ministration in 1946 raised the estimate to a minimum of 10 percent.

This meant, counting Navy and Marine Corps veterans as well as

Army veterans, that about a million and a half men and women

would eventually get full-time schooling with government aid, more

than a million of whom would be in colleges and universities. To

these must be added an even larger number who would receive aid

for part-time schooling or on-the-job training.

In the sample of December 1945 separatees surveyed by the Re-

search Branch, 9 per cent expressed definite or tentative plans for

full-time school, while an additional 5 per cent were giving it some

consideration. At the time of the follow-up on the same men three
to four monthslater, 10 per cent actually were in full-time school or

still definitely planning to enroll.

There was a good deal of talk as the war neared its end about the

restlessness of the veteran and his possible inability to reintegrate

himself in the life of the community. Would he wander around the

country? Or would he settle down in a community and become a

part of it?
On the first question, the Research Branch studies made in the

summer of 1944 indicated that at least 80 per cent of the soldiers
expected to reside most of their first five years out of the Army in
the same state of the Union as they lived when they entered the
Army. A study made by the Bureau of the Census shows that as
of April 1, 1947, nearly two years after the end of the war, 85 per
cent of the veterans actually were living in their homestates. In
fact, in the age group 18 to 34 years, which included most of the
soldiers, 72 per cent wereliving in their home county—little different
from the comparable figure of 74 per cent among nonveterans in
the same age group.®

There are as yet no satisfactory postwar data on the reabsorption
of the veteran into the civic and social institutions of the commu-
nity to which he went to live after the war. Many veterans may
have had difficulties, may have been socially maladjusted upon re-

53See Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-20, No: 14 April
15, 1948, and P-25, No. 5, November 25, 1947. The Research Branch study made in
the Army in 1944 predicted that such long distance change of residence as occurred
would result in population increases in the Pacific states and smaller increases in the
New England and East North Central states, with losses elsewhere, especially in the
South and in the West North Central states. The Bureau of the Census reports that
the small migration of veterans which occurred followed the predicted pattern quite
closely. There wasa slight net increase in the Middle Atlantic states, where the Army
data predicted no net increase or possibly a very slight decrease. In each of the other
nine Census grand divisions the direction of net movement was correctly predicted from
the analysis of the soldiers’ responses a year before the war’s end.
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turn just as many of them were maladjusted while in uniform. But
surveys conducted in the Army late in the warleft no doubt as to
their intentions to take an active part in the affairs of their commn-
nities. As we have seen, they were not reformers and, above all
not revolutionaries. First and foremost,in the tradition of Amer-
ican individualism they were looking out for postwar jobs or for
postwar education leading to better jobs. At the same time, also
in the American tradition, they were expecting to he “joiners”—in

TABLE 5

Reported Activiry of Participation In Sprciriep Onganizarions
BEFORE THE War AND INTENTIONS TO PanTicrrATE

Arrer tan War, Ouassiriep py Epucarion
(European Theater, Apri] 1945)

  

PERCENTAGE CHECKING BACH ORGANIZATION AMONG!
Not high school graduates

—

High school graduates or college
Were active Intended tobe ‘Were active Intended to be
before the active after before the active after

 

the war the war the war the war

Church 62 69 72 98
Labor unions 30 35 24 29

Fraternal order 7 8 21 25

Civie elub 7 10 14 25

Businessmen’s club 6 14 11 a1

Farmers’ organization 16 19 10 il
Forum or discussion club 2 5 8 16

Political party 4 IL 7 21
Veterans’ organization 3 50 2 60

Other 4 3 il 6

None 18 g 13 4

No answer 4 5 2 2

Number of cases 1,939 1,939 1,760 1,760
erent

Dats from 8-223.

fact, to be more active in local community organizations than before

the war.
Table 5, while singularly inaccurate, without doubt, as a picture

of the extent of men’s actual social participation before the war,is

a revealing illustrative document. It is based on responses of a

cross section of 3,711 enlisted men in the European theater in April

1945, just before the German surrender. The men were asked to

look overa list of organizations and put a check mark opposite each

of those in which they took an active part before they went into the

Army. Then they were asked to look over a similarlist and check
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each of those in which they thought they would take an active part

after they got out ofthe Army. Responses in Table5, are tabulated

separately by educationallevel.

Ofcourse, it is necessary to discount the reported extent of prewar

active participation—that 72 per cent of the better educated or 62

per cent of the less educated were really active in church organiza-

tions is quite unlikely except by a most implausible stretching of

the vague term “active.” But what is important to note in this

table is not the reported facts but rather the attitudes reflected in .

the reporting. Whether the men wereas fully integrated into the-

life of their home community as they wanted to believe is less im-

portant than the fact that they wanted to believe it and that they

expected to be even moreactive after the war than before the war.

Whatever their antagonism to labor unions, more of the men at

both educationallevels, rather than less, expected to belong to labor

unions after the war than before. More of them expected to join

civic clubs and political organizations. And among the high school

graduatesor college men, nearly a third expected to belong to busi-

nessmen’s clubs. Someof this expected increase could conceivably

be a mere function of aging, but the general pattern of Table 5 re-
mains essentially the same when age is held constant by further

tabulation. ,

Booksare likely to be written about the shattering experience of
Armylife. It is true that some men were physically ruined by the
warand others bear scars which will never disappear. Others broke
emotionally under the strain. But, unless the data reviewed in
this chapter are to be largely disregarded, there has seemedlittle
reason for doubting the reabsorption of the vast majority of Amer-
ican soldiers into the normal patterns of American life. These mil-
lions of young men, responses from samples of whom havebeenre-
corded in these volumes, gave their sweat and often their blood to
winning a war which they accepted without enthusiasm as unavoid-
able. Loving American freedom, they chafed under the authori-
tarianism and social customs of an institution, which, though alien
to democratic waysoflife, was an agency for preserving those ways
of life. The job done, they wanted to get out, get home, and by
and large resume where they had left off. They had their preju-
dices, some of them bad by ideal standards. Although they were
not postwarisolationists, they had plenty of ethnocentrism. From
some points of view they were too complacent in their unreadiness
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to sponsor big social or political changes in the United States,
There would be agreement on one fact: though our armies crossed

all the seas and lived on all the continents, the men whoseattitudes
provided the data for these volumes came home,as they went out,
indubitably American.
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SURVEYS MADE BY RESEARCH BRANCH

AND ITS OVERSEAS COUNTERPARTS .|

Data in charts and tables of Volumes I and II are normally keyed to a survey number.

Followingis a list of surveys conducted. Pretests, some of which involved substantial
samples, are omitted from thislist, as are surveys of civilian personnel.
The numbering system for designating studies was changed at the beginning of 1948.

The new numbering system was started arbitrarily at S-29.
Most surveys covered a considerable variety of topics; hence it is almost impossible

to devise an adequate description in @ single line for a given survey. The sample size
indicated represents the total number of soldiers completing questionnaires (rounded
to the nearest 100). Frequently several forms of questionnaires were used on a single
survey and different subsamples of soldiers might reccive different questionnaires, de-
pending on the study design. Hence, the numberof cases available on a particular
topic is not necessarily as large as the aggregate number of respondents on the survey.

Approxi-
mate

Survey sample
designation Location Date Principal topics size

Planning Sur-| US Dec ’41 Attitudes in one division 1900
vey I

Special Sur- US Mar 742 Attitudes of new recruits 400
vey I

SpecialSur- US Apr 742 Physical conditioning 1100
vey II ,

Planning Sur-| US May 42 Attitudes in 3 divisions 4000
vey II

Panel Survey US July °42 Radio listening 3000

Planning Sur-| US Aug 742 Attitudes in Air Corps 5000 |
vey III

Special Sur- US June-Aug Experimental studies of film on 4000
vey III 742 China

PlanningSur-}| US Oct °42 Attitudes toward medical care 5500
vey

Panel Survey US SeptOct Attitudes toward allies 5600

SpecialSur- ETO Sept ’42 Attitudes toward the British’ 3700
vey
co

= -
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Ee.

_| Approzi-
Survey mate

designation Location Date Principal topics’ saree
TS

Special Sur- — i « —ee v US NowDec Experimental study of “Prelude to 3400

Special Sur- Bermuda Nov ’42 Attitudes of soldiers stati i
5 vey Ni US Nov "42 Atma oned in 800
pecial Sur- ov {titudes toward tk :vey VIL he war 2900

Planning Sur-| US Dec 742 Attitudes toward civilians 3500
vey V

§-29 ETO Jan °43 Leisure-time activities 2400
8-30 ETO July °43 Attitudes toward Army jobs, etc. 3000
8-32 US Mar 743 Attitudes of and toward Negroes 12,200
8-33 US Jan 743 Attitudes of WAC recruits "100 co
8-35 US Jan °43 Leisure-time activities 4300
8-36 US Feb °43 Attitudes of Special Service officers 100
8-37 US Jan 743 Transportation problems 000-
§-38 and 8-43! US Feb °43 Experimental studies of film “Bat- 5600

tle of Britain”

8-40 US Apr 743 Attitudes of officers and EM 5300
8-41 US Mar 748 Savings and insurance 900 °
5-42 US Apr 748 Attitudes of Special Service officers 100
§-44 US Apr 743 Attitudes toward branch of service 4400
S-45 Middle May °48 Attitudes toward war and overseas 2300

East Service . .

6-47 US Apr ’48 Attitudes of AWOL’s and others, 1300
. compared

§-48 Middle July—Aug Attitudes towardallies, etc. 1400

East "43 - ‘

§-49 & 8-55 US May 743 Experimentalstudiesoffilms“‘Nazis| 1200
Strike” and “Divide and Con-
quer”

8-50 US Feb ’43 Attitudes in Special Service School |. 1800

5-51 Southwest

|

Aug ’43 Attitudes toward Special Services

|

4000

Pacific _ 7!

8-53, 5-67, US May-Aug

|

Studies of educational news reels

|

1600

8-73 143 .

8-54 Us June ’43.

|

Attitudes of WACS 300

8-60 US & over-| Sept 43

|

Follow-up study of Infantry re-

|

3900

seas Apr °44 cruits

§-63 AtoG

|

US July-Sept

|

Omnibusstudy of attitudes .

|

18,100

and S-64 143 :

§-66 US July-Aug

|

Fear of enemy weapons (combat 800

743 returnees) :

8-68 US | July 43 Classification and assignment 40,200

S-70 Persian Oct-Nov Attitudes toward allies, etc. 1800

Gulf 143 - ..

8-71 US Aug 748 Experimental study of training 2400

film on map reading . ‘

8-72 US July 43 Attitudes toward USO clubs 8400

8-74 US Sept ’43 Psychiatric patients and AWOL'’s 700

AK
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Survey
designation

 

8-75

8-76

8-77

8-79
8-80
8-82
8-83

8-84
8-85, 8-86,

§-87
8-88

S-90

8-91
8-92
§-93

$-95

8-96, 8-97,
S-98

S-99

5-100 A to G

5-101 B to F

8-102
8-105

§-106

S-107
8-108
$-109, 5-111,

8-123
8-112
S-113

8-115

Location

Us

US

US

US
US
Us
US

US
Us

ETO

US

ETO
ETO
Southwest

Pacific
Us

US

Us

Italy,
ETO,
So Pa-
cific, IB

ETO, So
Pacific

Italy
US

US, ETO
& Cent
Pacific

US
US
US

ETO
ETO

Panama

Date

Sept °43

Sept 743

Oct-Nov
143

Oct 143
Oct °43
Nov 748
Jan 744

Nov 7438
Nov-Dec

143
Nov-Dec
43

Nov—Dec
943

Nov '48
Nov 748
Nov 743

Jan-Feb
Ad

Feb ”44

Jan-Feb
44

Jan-Apr
144

Jan-Apr
dd

July 744
Apr-June

144
June 744

Mar 744
Mar '44
Mar-Apr

244
Dec 748
Dee °43
Mar '44

Jan~Feb
"44

Principal topics

 

Study of film “Negro in World
WarII”

Attitudes of noncoms toward dis-
cipline

Attitudes of hospital patients

Attitudes of men in staging areas
Utilization of transportation
Tests on NP patients
Attitudes of ASF officers toward

assignments
Word pronunciation
Officers and EM, attitudes com-
pared

Attitudes toward British

Attitudes toward WACS

Combat veteran attitudes
Attitudes toward Armylife
Attitudes toward service in the

tropics
Attitudes toward Army,etc.

Tests on map reading andfirst aid

Problems relating to psychoneu-
rosis

Attitudes of combat infantrymen

Attitudes of combat Infantry offi-
cers

Preferences in newspaper reading
Attitudes of overseas returnees

Postwar job plans of white officers
and EM

Attitudes of MP officers and EM
Psychoneurotic screening
Experimental study of effects of
Expert Infantrymen badge

-Attitudes in Field Forces
Attitudes in Fighter Command

Attitudes in Caribbean

Approzi-
mate

sample
size

1000

600

5400

1800
1800
200
800

300
4200

2500

3400

500
8000
8200

3600

4200

4800

8300

1300

2900
400

25,000

4500
500
3200

2400
3000

4000

tt
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Approx.

Survey . sample
designation Location Date Principal topics size
|
S-116 ETO Jan 44 Attitudes toward assignment, etc.

|

2
8-117 US Apr 744 Psychiatric screening test ve OT
8-118 Us Aprey fala,strips and graphic training 1100

8-119 US Apr-May Sociometric study 400
44

8-120 US Apr °44 Attitudes of ASTP men 200
§-121, 8-189 US AprAug Study of effects of orientation pro- 15,100

gram
§-122 ETO Apr 744 Attitudes toward British, ete. 3300
§-124 So Pacif FeoMer Attitudes in the South Pacific 2500

§-125 Central Feb-Apr Attitudes in the Central Pacific 5800
Pacific 144

8-126 ETO AprMay Psychoneurotic study 500

8-127, 8-131 IB Feb-Mar Attitudes in China-India-Burma 2400
44

§-128 ETO Jan-Feb Attitudes in Field Forces, 1st Army 12,200
44,

§-129 ETO Mar-May Attitudes in Field Forces, ist Army| 23,400
144,

8-180, 5-149, US, ETO June-Nov Readership preference in Yank, the 8600
8-152 Italy, 744 Army magazine

Central
Pacific,
IB

8-132 US June-July Troops on rotation from overseas 2800
44

8-183 Alaska Apr-May

|

Attitudes of troops in Alaska 4000
44 .

8-134 ETO May ’44

|

Attitudes of Airborne troops 1000

§-135, $-136,

|

ETO May-June

|

Attitudes of officers and EM in| 7900

8-142, 5-150 144 8th and 9th Air Force

8-137 Italy, May-June

|

Magazinereading preferences $200
Panama, "44
ETO,
Central
Pacific . 700

8-138 Us June-July

|

Desire for educational courses

44
8-140 Us July 44 Attitudes of Air Force returnees bh

S-141 US, July 44 Attitudes in Air Transport Com-
Iceland, mand
Labrador . "

5-144 US Aug ’44 Postwar plans of Negro soldiers 6sOn

$-145 US, ETO, Aug ’44 Attitudes toward demobilization

Iceland :
S-146 IB July 44 Attitudes toward venerealdiseases 600
Attitudes
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Survey
designation

8-147

S-148
§-151, 8-154
§-155

8-156
8-157

§-158

8-159

8-160

5-161
5-162
8-163
8-164

8-165
8-166

8-167

8-168

5-170

8-171
8-172

5-174

8-175
8-177

8-178

8-179
8-180, S-195

8-181

8-182
8-185

Location

Ttaly,
ETO,
Central
Pacific

ETO
ETO
Cent Pac
IB

US
US

Italy

Us

ETO

ETO
ETO
ETO
ETO

ETO
Italy

US

Us

IB

US
US

Cent Pac

Cent Pac
Ttaly

Italy

ltaly

Date

July "44

Aug ’44
Aug '44
Nov °44
Jan ’45

Sept '44
Nov *44

Aug-Sept
44

Oct 744

Sept '44

Sept 44
Sept 44
Sept 744
Oct 744

Sept 44
July-Sept

144
Oct-Nov

"hd
Nov °44

Oct-Nov
144

Nov 744
Nov-Dec

144
Sept-Oct

744
Oct 744
Nov-Dec

"44
Dec ’44

Dee 744
Dec *44
Jan °45

Dec 144

Oct '44
Nov~Deec

"44

Principal topics

 

Preferences in Christmas gifts

Radio and reading preferences
Combat veterans in hospitals
Quartermaster problems jin the

Pacific
Attitudes toward insurance
Attitudes of officers and enlisted

returnees

Interest in education

Postwar plans of men leaving the
Army

Experience with equipment and
supplies

Problems of replacements
Soldiers’ savings
Fear of German weapons
Attitudes of WAC officers and en-

listed women
Hospitalized combat men
Negro & white attitudes toward
combat

Experimental study of film “Op-
portunity Knocks Again”

Japanese ruses as reported by re-
turnees from Pacific

Trend study on attitudes in IB

Infantry attitudes
Complaints of returnees

Attitudes of Negro quartermaster
troops

Chemical warfare training
Psychoneurotic study

Information and education prob-
lems

Hospital survey
Methodological study of scaling

Attitudes and objective indices of
adjustment

Problems in voting
Reactions to a training film

Approxi-
mate
sample
size

700

2200
500

6700

1300
7300

4300

2100

800

300
200
1200
5000

300
4400

900

600

1500

400
6200

1000

600
2500

1900

600
1200

4200

2500
1800

a
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Apprari-

Survey coma

designation

|

Location Date Principal topics ae

|
8-186 Us Mar '45 Experimental study of radio pro- 3600

grams aS propaganda
5-188 US Jan~Apr Experimental study of audience 700

*45 participation as aid to learning
8-189 ETO Jan 745 Reactions to radio and newspaper 1500

Stars and Stripes
8-190 ETO Dec 744 Army education program 1700
8-192 US, Cent Jan 45 Attitudes of Army nurses 1400

Pacific
; IB

5-193 Central Jan 745 Hospital patients 1200
Pacific

S-194 US Feb 745 Attitudes of WACS 6700
8-196 ETO Jan 745 White and Negro port battalions 4100
8-198 US Feb 745 Attitudes of officers and enlisted 8500

men, compared
§-199 ETO Jan 745 Winter clothing preferences, among| 1100

front line soldiers
§-200 US Feb-Mar Postwar job plans 3000

745

5-201 US Feb °45 Comat vetcrans convalescing in| 600
U

§$-202 Us Feb-Mar Branchpreferences of recruits 1200
*A5

_ §-203 ETO Feb '45 Attitudes toward I and E publica- 2400
tions

5-204 ETO Feb 745 Attitudes of men in reinforcement 900
’ depots

§-205 US, ETO, May °45 Attitudes toward redeployment 16,000

, Italy, IB and demobilization
Pacific

8-207 Us May 45 B-29officers and EM 3400

8-208 US Apr 745 Returnees’ reports on trench foot

|

1400

S-210 IB Mar-Apr Trends in attitudes 900
745

8-211 US June ’45

|

Returnees’ reactions to enemy and

|

5100
further duty .

§-212 US May ’45

|

Attitudes toward the war and fur- 2500

ther duty

§-213, 8-214

|

US May ’45

|

Omnibus attitude survey 5600

. §-215 US June '45 Methodological study , 3600

8-216, 8-217

|

US June 45

|

Studies of paratroopers in training

|

6300

8-218 US, ETO,

|

July *45 Attitudes toward redeployment 10,000

Pacific, and demobilization, EM

IB "
§-219 US, ETO, July '45 Attitudes toward redeployment 5700

Pacific, and demobilization, officers

te
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etEOS

Survey
designation

8-226

§-221, $-226
§-222
§-223

§-224
8-225
8-227
8-228
8-229
8-230
8-231
5-232

8-233

§-234

8-235

5-236
8-237

8-238

8-239

8-246

§-242
8-243

Location Date

US, ETO, July °45
Pacific,
IB

US July 745
ETO Apr 745
ETO Apr-May

145
ETO June 745
US Aug ’45
ETO July 745
US Aug 745
US Oct '45
Pacific Apr 745
Pacific June 745
Pacific July—Aug

45
Italy Aug ’45

Us Nov 745

ETO Aug '45

ETO Mar 745
ETO Aug-Sept

ETO Fune-Sept

ETO Oct"45

Us Dec 745

Italy July 745
Philippines| Aug ’45

Principal topics

 

Attitudes toward post V-J Day
changes in point system

Port of embarkation study
Length of time in combat
Attitudes toward post-hostilities
problems

Hospital patients
Methodological study
Attitudes toward radio
Psychoneurotic study
Attitudes toward the Army
Orientation problems
Attitudes at replacement stations
Savings, insurance, etc.

Attitudes of white and Negro
troops toward venereal diseases

Attitudes of officers and EM
toward the Army

Attitudes toward post-hostilities
problems

Shipboard orientation
Attitudes toward Germans and

allies
Attitudes toward Army,ete.

Attitudes toward newspaper Stars
and Stripes

Postwar plans of men Jeaving the
Army

Replacement depot survey
Venereal disease study

Approzi-
mate
sample
size

9000

600
500

6000

1300
600
800
1400
5800
1000
2700
2400

2700

2700

3000

1600
2400

700

2300

2000

800
1000
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A

Abraham Lincoln Brigade, i. 484; ii. 234
Absent without leave, see “AWOL’s”
Adjustment, attitudes reflecting: see

“Criticism of Army,” ‘Job satisfac-
tion,” “Personal commitment,’ ‘Per-
sonal esprit’’?; summary table for Army,
i. 228

Adjutant General’s Office, i. 26, 41, 280n,
291-292, 325

Adler, Leta M., i. 23
Advancement: and AGCTscores, i. 259-

260; and age, i. 113-118, 121, 148-149,
241-243; ambivalence toward, i, 230-
231; and attitudes reflecting adjust-
ment, i. 147-154; and branch ofservice,
i. 248-256, 271; and “bucking,” i. 264-
267, 273, 275; and conformity, i. 259-
265; as criterion of adjustment, i. 82-84,
88-98; and criticism of Army, i. 148-
152, 207-208; criticism of opportunities
for,i. 250-258, 267-271, 275-283; desire
for, i, 244-250; and educational level,
i. 113-116, 121, 148-149, 245-250; and
job satisfaction, i. 148, 207-208; and
Jength of service, i. 115-121, 240-243,
248-250, 254-255, 259-260; and marital
condition, i, 113-115, 117, 119-121, 148-
149; among Negroes, i. 498-502, 583-
586; opportunities for, i. 147-148, 150,
231-248, 245, 250, 421-422; and per-
sonal commitment, i. 128, 148~152, 207—
208; and personal esprit, i. 148-152,
207-208; prediction of, i. 147-154; and
stage in war, i. 231-243

AGCT scores: i. 2In, 149, 292; and ad-
vancement, i. 245, 259-260; of air com-
bat men, ii. 341; and combat perform-
ance, ii. 36-38; of Negroes vs. whites,
i. 492-493; and paratroop performance,
il, 217-218

Age: and advancement, i. 113-118, 121,
148-149, 150, 241-248; and assignment,
i. 814, 3818-319; and childhood experi-
ences, i. 134-136; and combat anxiety,
ii. 86; and combat performance, ii. 36-
38; and criticism of Army, i, 107~109;

and demobilization credit, ii, 521-548;

and educationallevel, i. 491; and health,

ij. 128-130, 188; and job satisfaction,

i. 107-109, 320-321, 323, 324; and mal-

adjustment, i. 118~118, 121; ii, 425-428;

and marital condition, i. 106, 147; and

paratroop training failures, ii. 217; and

personal commitment, i. 107-109, 122,

124-126, 149-150, 456-457; and per-
sonal esprit, i. 107-109, 122; and post-

war plans, i, 317-318; and psychoneu-
rotic symptoms, ii, 420-428, 4318; and
recreation preferences, i, 180; and re-
ligion, i. 140; and status satisfaction,
i, 107-109; and views of point system,
ii. 583; and views of value of Army ex-
perience, ii. 611, 612-618; and willing-

ness for combat, i. 524; ii. 342~343
Aggression: against Army, see “Criticism

of Army”; in combat situation, ii. 96;
“goldbricking”’as, i. 420; in officer train-
ing,i. 390

Agriculture, soldiers’ plansfor, ii, 603-608
Air Corps: i. 16, 468; ii. 30n, 189, 475, 477,

618; advancement opportunities in, i.
248-250, 271-272, 292; ii. 344-346;
criticism of Army in, i. 190-192, 366-
367; criticism of advancement oppor-
tunities in, i, 250-258; demobilization
in, ii, 529-530, 548; job satisfaction in,
i. 190-192, 287-289, 290, 296-300, 305-
809; personal commitment in, i. 190-
192, 330n; personal esprit in, i. 92, 94,
190-192; preference for, i. 287-288, 300-
303; ii. 312-314, 483, 488; prestige of,
i, 299-300; ii. 342-344; psychiatric
screening in, ii. 211-212; returnees’ ad- '
Justment in, li, 496-518; strength of,
i. '

Air Corps combat men: ii. 324-410; aver-
age work load of, ii. 868-366; back-
ground characteristics of, ii, 341-343;
casualties among,ii. 8363-364, 407-408;
psychoneurotic symptoms among, ii.
449-451

Air Corps combat men, morale of: ii. 327-
338; and advantages of flying job, ii.
350-352; and combat exposure, ti. 367-
383; and medical care, ii. 357-358; and

665
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officcr-men relations, li. 348-350; and
recruiting policy, ii. 340-343; and status
and prestige, ii. 348-348; and timeoff,
ii, 356-357, 393-397; and “tour of duty,”
ii. 359-361, 383-387; and type of air-~
craft flown, ii. 397-410; and work load,
ji. 853-356, 366, 387-393

Air Corps vs. Infantry: sce also “Air vs.
ground combat’’; branch preferences in,
i, 306; casualty rates in, ii. 324; criticiam
of Armyin, 1. 190-194; job satisfaction
jn, i, 190-194, 288, 306; personal com-
mitment in, i. 190-194; personal esprit
in, i. 94, 190-194

Aircraft, type of and morale, ii. 397-410
Air Forces [AAT], see “Air Corps”
Air vs. Ground and Service Forces: ad-
vancement opportunities in, i. 238-243;
branch satisfaction in, ii. 486-497; criti-
cism of Army in, i. 159-160; criticism
of promotion policy in, i. 275, 277, 278;
front-rear antagonismsin, ii, 290-291;
job satisfaction in, i, 290, 297~300, 307,
338-843; ii. 336-838, 486-497; learning
of useful skills in, ii. 352; number of
specialists in, ii. 851; overall adjustment
in, i. 112, 159-160; personal esprit in,
i. 159-160; status satisfaction in, i. 215;
pride in outfit in, ii. 336-338; time off
in, ii. 356-357; views of point system in,
ii, 583, 535; willingness for combat in,
i. 524; ii. 386-338

Air vs. ground combat: attitudes toward
officers in, ii. 349; awards and decora-
tions in, ii. 347; combat conditions in,
ii. 324-327; morale attitudes in, ii. 327-
338

Alaska: i. 16, 21, 166, 169n, 183, 336, 480,
549; ii, 456; criticism ofofficersin, i. 368;
job satisfaction in, i, 341-342, 344-345;
morale attitudes in, i. 162, 170-175; Re-
search Branch personnel in, i. 25; views
of point system in, ii. 523-524

Allies, attitudes toward: i. 475; ii. 39; be-
fore and after victory, ii. 554, 559, 573-
578; of veterans, ii. 627-680; possible
war with, i. 444-445

Alphatest, i. 4
American culture, individual aspiration in,

ii. 550-551, 553
Amphibious operations, ii. 67-68
Anderson, Frances, i. 23
Anderson, Robert A., i. 25
Andrews, If. Wyllys,i. 23
Anxiety (about combat): sce also “Fear

(in combat)’; admission of, 1. 331-332;
ii, 200-204; and background factors,ii.
84-86; and combat performance,ii. 33;
effects of precombat training on, ii. 222,

223; neurotic, ii. 207-213; among para-
troop trainees, ii. 213-220; personal jn-
jury, i. 332-335; and. psychoneurotic
symptoms, ii. 445-455; in replacement
depots, ii. 274-276; symptoms of, ii.
196-197, 203-204; and time in combat
ii. 362-363, 373-383: and timelimit to
combat, ii. 885-387; and willingness for
combat, i. 330-337

Anxiety (about postwar): future wars, i.
443-446; jobs,ii. 553, 555, 560, 598-599,
608-609; personal adjustment, ii. 599

Anxicty SymptomsIndex,ii. 415ff; see also
“Psychoncurotic symptoms” ,

Anzio, i. 312; ii. 69, 299, 302
Appel, John W.,i. 26
Appel, K. &., ii, 412n
Approval of Army, sce “Criticism of

my
Aptitudes: testing of, i. 4-5, 8, 35-36, 285,

291-292; utilization of, i, 203-206
Ardennes bulge, ii. 68
Armored Force: ii. 482; Negroesin, i, 494-

495; preference for, i, 288, 299-300, 336;
ii. 313-814; prestige of, i. 299-300; rela-
tive strength of, i. 494

Army: attitudes toward research in, ace
“Rescarch, resistance of Army 1o”;
criticism of, see “Criticism of Army”;
differences in, between wars, i. 54-81,
289, 291; personnel problemsin, i. 289-
296; ratings of value of experience in,
ii, 610-618, 631-632; size of, i. 54, 231-
243

Army Air Forces: see “Air Corps”; “Air
vs. Ground and Service Forces”

Armyareas, definition of, ii. 61
Army General Classification Test, see

“AGCT scores”
Army Ground Forees [AGF], see “Ground

Forces”
Army Life, cited, ii. 196 ; )
ArmyScore Card Plan,see “Point system

ArmyServices [AST],sce “Service Forces
Army Specialized Training Program, 1}. 204

Arnold, Gen. Henry H., i. 55
Articles of War, ii. 112
Assignments, sce “Job assignment”
Atlantic Charter, i. 433, 478
Atlantic City, ii. 353 ooo,
Atrocities, sight of: as combat motivation,

ii, 161~164; andfear, ii. 81-82

Attitude measurement: attitude profiles,
j, 98-103; consistency of replications,

i. 46-47, 263-264 oo
controlled experiments, 1. 47-51, 306!

386, 401; examples of, 1. 309-311, 460-

5: ii, 213-220 ,
pact of Army needs on, i. 5-6, 38,
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41-42: impactof intelligence testing on,

i. 35-36, 98-99; impressionism vs. sci-
ence, i. 38-41; intensity analysis, i. 43,

220-221; example of, i. 375-378; inter-
vening variables, i. 131ff; limitationsin,
i. 42, 46-47, 4%, 108-104, 220; matched
comparisons, i. 92-93; of personal ad-
justment, i. 82-104; prediction, which
see; problems of conceptualization,i. 33~

37, 42; problems of dichotomization, 1.
220-227; questionnaires, which see; rela-

tive deprivation, see ‘Deprivation, rela-
tive’; scalogram analysis, i. 48-44, 87-
88, 220-221; example of, i. 375-378;
standardization, i. 110-111, 117n, 120n

Attitude profiles: definition of, i. 98-103;
summary table of, i. 228

Attu, i. 162; see “Alaska”
Australia: ii. 299; job satisfaction in, i.

338-340
Authoritarian methods:i. 55-56; attitudes

toward, i. 65-71
Authority, institutional: see also “Status

system’”’; abuses of, i. 418-414, 415; and
combat motivation, ii, 108-111, 112-
118; and social distance, i. 396-397

Aviation cadet training, i. 282-243; ii. 340,
4

AWOL/’s [Absent without leave]: ji. 6, 49,
112, 114; age of, i, 118-118, 121

attitudes toward: of combat replace-
ments, ii. 280-281; of combat trainees,
ii. 37-39; by length of time in combat,
ij. 114-117

childhood experiences of, i. 132~146;
educational level of, i. 113-116, 121;
length of service of, i. 115-121; marital
condition of, i, 1138-115, 117, 119~121;
overall adjustment of, i. 89; personal
commitment of, i. 122-124

Axis, i. 448, 478

B
Babcock, JamesO., i. 27
Basic training: i. 292, 293-294; see also

“Training program”; anxiety in, ii. 484;
psychiatric screening during,ii. 210-211;
of returnees,ii, 483-485; and social con-
trol, i, 411-415; at start of war, i. 75-80

Bastogne, ii.171 .
Bataan,i. 312
“Battle inoculation,”ii, 223-224, 228-231
Battle of the Bulge, i. 312; ii. 171
Battle, types of, ii. 66-68
B-Bag, i. 398
Becker, Ruben, i. 25
Beech, Gould M., i. 28, 25
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Beecher, John, i. 5950 . ”

Behavior, control of, see “Social control

Belden, Jack, ii. 80n; cited,ii. 83

A Bell for Adano, Jobn Hersey, i. 40

Berg, Stanley, 1. 25
Big Business, attitudes toward: before and

after victory,ii. 554, 559, 583-585, 587-

589; of Negroes,i. 508, 518; of veterans,

ji, 614, 617; and views of war aims, 1.

431, 432, 434
Big Three, i. 444-445
Bingham, Dr. Walter, i. 26, 284n

Blumer, Herbert, i. 485n
Boredom, as combat stress, ii. 87-88

Bradley, Gen. Omar, i. 55
Branch of service: changes in, returnees,

ii, 481-483, 490-491; criticism of promo-

tion opportunities, by, i. 255-256; ineffi-
ciency in assignmentsto, i. 293-296; and
job satisfaction, see separate branches;

per cent Negro vs. white, by, i. 494-495;
personal commitment, by, i. 454; per-

sonal esprit, by, i. 92, 94; physical pro-
files, by, i. 496; ii. 496n; preferencesfor,
i. 296-308; ii. 812-314; prestige of, i:
300-308, 3809ff; ii. 305-312; relative
strength of each,i. 494; satisfaction with
camp location, by, ii. 497-503; satisfac-
tion with, returnees, ii. 486-497

Brazil, i. 478
British, attitudes toward: before and after

victory, ii. 554, 559, 573-576; of veter-
ans, ii. 627-630; vs. other nationalities,
ii. 564, 566, 574, 576, 627, 629

British Empire, i. 481, 432, 434; see also
“England” .

Brown,Arlein, i. 23
Bruner, Jerome §., cited, i. 485-437
“Bucking,”i. 264-267, 278, 275, 414, 419-
420

Buckner, Harriette, i. 24
Buna campaign, i. 340 ,
Bureau of Agricultural Economics, i. 27;

ii, 630
Bureau of the Budget, i. 27
Bureau of the Census, i. 27, 325, 490; ii.

608, 641
Bureau of Labor Statistics, i, 27
Butler, John M., i. 23

C
Camp Adair, ii. 30, 55n
Camp conditions, and job satisfaction, i.

349, 351-361
Camp, Daniel L., i. 25 .
CampJocation, and adjustment, ii..497-

ee OY
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Camp preferences, of Negroes, i, 550-566
Campaign stars, see “Decorations”
Cantril, Hadley, i. 26, 33n
Capra, Frank, i. 50, 461
Captains: job satisfaction of, i. 308; num-

ber of, i, 233
Caribbean, see “Panama and the Carib-
bean”

Cassino,ii. 69
Casualties: in Europe vs. Pacific, ii. 69-70;

in Infantry, i. 330; ii. 8, 9, 27, 101-104;
nonbattle, see “Nonbattle casualty
rate”; and prestige of outfit, ii. 307

psychiatric: ii. 6-7, 205; attitudes
toward, ii, 198~200; effects of on outfit,
ii. 207-210; prediction of, ii. 213-220

rate of and fear, ti. 81-82; sight of and
vindictiveness, ii. 164

Catholic soldiers, i. 400
Cavalry: Negroes in, i. 494-495, 530-534;

relative strength of, i, 494
CBI Tatks, i. 470
Central Pacific theater, see ‘Pacific area”’
and individuallocalities

Chaplains, i. 400, 413
Chemical Warfare Service: Negroes in, i.

496; physical stamina in, i. 496; prefer-
ence for, i. 288, 299-300; ii. 313-314;
prestige of, 1. 299-800

“Chicken,” i. 390, 419; ii. 303, 508-510
Childhood experiences, and Army adjust-
ment, i. 180-146

Children’s Bureau, i. 27
China, i. 184; ii. 609f
China-Burma-India theater: see also “In-

dia-Burmatheater”: criticism of officers
in, i. 378n

Chinese, attitudes toward: vs. other na-~
tionalities, ii, 627, 629; veterans’, il.
627-630

Church attendance, and adjustment, i.
140, 144

Cisin, Ira, i. 25
Civil Service Commission, i, 27
Civil War, ti. 112
Civilians, attitudes toward: Army resist-

ance to research in, ij. 613-614; before
and after victory, ii. 554, 559, 582-586;
of veterans, ii, 618-630

Class structure, U.S., i. 244
Classification, see ‘Job assignment”
Classification and Assignment Branch,i. 8
Clausen, John A., i. 28, 25, 28; ii. 456n,

§20n, 596n .
Closeness to fighting: see also “Front vs.

rear,” “Theater of operations”; and
criticism of officers, i. 364, 365-368;ii.
128-129; and prestige of outfit, ii. 65;
and psychoneurotic symptoms, ii. 447

INDEX

CMTC [Civilian Military Trainin
i. 282, 234 y eCamp),

Coast Artillery and Anti-Aircraft: ii, 482-
Negroes in, i. 494-495, 500; preference
for, i, 288, 299-300;ii. 313-314; prestige
of, i. 299-300; promotion rate in,i. 271:
relative strength of, i. 494 ,

Cobb, Virginia, i. 28, 24
Coffey, Joseph A., i. 25
Cohen, Reuben,i. 25
Coleman, A. Lee, i. 23, 25
Colonels, numberof, i. 233
Combat:see also “Anxiety (in combat),”

“Fear (in combat),” “Front vs. rear”
aerial: ii. 324-410; see “Air Corps

combat men,”“Air vs. ground combat,”
‘Fighter pilots,”‘“Heavy bomber crews”

definition of, i. 164; ii. 62-64; and
demobilization credit, ii, 524-548; main
variables in, ii. 64, 66; as situation of
stress, ii. 76-96; social controlin,ii, 96~
104 (see also “Social control”); types of,
ii. 66-69

Combat, attitudes toward: and individual
performance, ii. 30-41; and nonbatile
casualties, ii. 6-30, 42-44

Combat credit, evaluations of, fi. 62-
64

Combat Infantryman’s Badge: and morale
attitudes, i, 809-311; and demobiliza-
tion credit, ii, 542-543, 546

Combat, length of time in: and anxiety
symptoms, Hi. 862-368, 373-883, 451-
453;
and attitudes toward: AWOL’s, ii.

116; combat evasion, ii. 141; officers,
ii, 121-122; soldiers in US., ii. 319
and combatefficiency,ii. 284-289; and

personal commitment, ii, 152-155; and

pride in outfit, ii. 140; and ratings of

enemy weapons, ii, 236, 239-240; and

willingness for combat, ii. 362-363, 367-

378, 377-379 as
Combat motivations: ii, 105-191; in Air

Corps, see “Air Corps combat men, m0-

rale of”; desire for home,ii. 108-111,

168-169; desire for status, 1. 525-526;

ending the task, ii. 108-110, 168-169,
170; fatalism,ii. 108-110, 188-190; ide-

alistic reasons, ii, 108-111, 149-156; in-

difference,ii, 109-112, 189; institutional
authority, ii. 108-118; leadership, U.
108-110, 118-180; of Negroes, i. 525-

: ii 110, 186, 172-535, 588; prayer, ii. 108-110, foo, ;

188:self-preservation,ii, 108-110, 169;
sense of self-respect, ii.108-110, 131-

135; soldiers’ ratings of, il. 107-112, 175,
177, 179-185; solidarity with group,to.

408-111, 130-149, 169, 349-350; victo-
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ries, ii. 169-172; vindictiveness, li, 108-

111, 156-167.
Combat performance: and attitudes to-

ward combat, ii. 6-37; and background

characteristics, ii. 836-37; of companies,

ii, 5-30, 41-54; disturbance of by psy-

choneurotics, ii. 207-210; and general

attitudes,ii. 37-40; of new replacements,

ii, 282-284; peak of efficiency in,if. 243,
284-289; views of factors in, ii. 78-76

Combat, readiness for further, and atti-

tudes toward: leadership, ii. 125-126,

129-130; physical condition, li, 93-95;
and personal commitment, ii. 155-156;

and pride in outfit, ii, 141-142; and vin-
dictiveness, ii, 165

Combatreplacements:i. 42n; ii. 242-289;
assimilation of to veteran outfits, ii.
242-272, 277~289; assumption of vets’
attitudes by, ii. 265-272; experience in
replacement depots, ii, 272-276; psycho-
neurotic symptoms of, ii. 440-445

vs. veterans and men in fresh divi-
sions: attitudes of toward: leaders, ii.
245, 246, 253-255; physical condition,
ii, 245, 246, 261, 263-264

criticism of Army by, ii. 245, 246,
259-261; personal commitment of, ii.
245, 246, 262, 264-265; pride in outfit
of, ii. 245, 246, 255-259, 261; self-
confidenceof,ii. 245, 246, 250-258; will-
ingness for combatof, ti. 245, 246, 247-
250

Combat skill, confidence in: definition of
area, ii, 5; of combat veterans,ii, 22-23;
measurement of, ii, 42-44, 47-48; and
nonbattle casualties, ii. 11-80; and rank,
ii. 23-27; of replacements, ii. 245, 246,
250-258, 266, 269-270

Combatsoldiers, veteran vs. new: combat
attitudes vs. performanceof,ii. 11, 18n,
21-30; personal commitmentof, ii. 151~
152; pride in outfit of, ii. 188

Combat stamina, confidence in: definition
of area,ii. 5; of combat veterans,ii, 22~
23; measurement of, ii. 42-44, 46-47;
and nonbattle casualties, ii. 11-30; and
rae ii. 23-27; of replacements,ii. 267,

Combatstresses: ii, 76-96; boredom,ii. 88;
discomfort, ii, 78-79; effects of, ii. 91-
95; factors resisting, il, 96-104 (see also
“Combat motivations”); fear of injury,
ii. 77-78; grief, horror, rage, ii. 80-82,
208-209; impersonality, ii. 87; lack of
privacy, ii. 87; lack of timelimit, ii. 88~
91; loss:of mobility, fi. 82-83; psychi-
atric breakdowns, ii. 197-200, 207-210;
sexual deprivation, ii. 79-80; uncer-
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tainty, ii. 83-84; value conflicts, ii. 84-

87
Combat vs. noncombatsoldiers: criticism

of Army by, i. 159-161; overall adjust-

ment of, i. 112; percentage of, i. 163-

166, 312-313; ii. 61-62; personal com-

mitment of, i, 159-161, 440, 455-456;

personal esprit of, i. 159-161; views of
point system of, ii, 526, 582-533

Combat, willingness for: air vs. ground,

ii. 381-337; and combat exposure (Air),

ji, 867-378, 877-879; of combat veter-

ans, ii. 22-28; definition of area, ii. 5;

measurementof, ii. 41-46; of Negroes,

i. 522-535; and nonbattle casualties,ii.

6-30; and rank, i, 524; ii. 23-27; of re-
placements, ii, 245, 246, 247-250, 266,

269; summary table of, i, 524; and type

of air combat, ii, 401-402; and work
load (Air), ii. 391-398; and worry about

injury, i. 330-337
Comfort, and job satisfaction, i. 337-361;

see also “Discomfort”
Command Decision, W. W. Haines, i. 40
Command of Negro Traops, i. 597

Commanding Officers, attitudes toward,
1, 383-384

Commissions: number of, i, 235; sources
of, 1, 232-243

Commitment, see “Personal commitment”
Committee on Human Resources, i. 3
Communications, opinionsof,ii. 74
Communists, hostility toward, ii. 584-585
Complaints, see “Gripes,” “Criticism of
Army”

Compulsory military training, views of,
i, 446, 480; ii, 621, 624

Conformity: and advancement, i. 259-265,

272-275; of combat replacements, ii.
281; of Negroes vs. whites, i. 526-527

Congress,ii. 530, 613
Conrad, Herbert S., i. 38n
Conrad, Joseph, i. 41
Conversion hysteria, ii. 206
Convictions about war, see “War aims”
Cooley, Charles H., i. 44
Coombs, Clyde, i. 26, 284n
Corporals:see also ““Noncoms vs.privates”;

educational levelof, i. 248; job satisfac-
tion of, i. 807; Negro, i, 499; numberof,
i, 238

Corpsareas,ii. 61
Corzine, Esther M., i. 23
Cottrell, Leonard §., Jr., i. 3n, 22, 24, 25,

28, 486n; ii. 549n, 596n
Court martial, ii. 113
Crespi, Leo P., i. 33n
The Crisis, on Jim Crow Army,i. 598
Criticism of Army: see also “Officers, atti-
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tudes toward,” “Status system, criti-
cism of’; and advancement, i, 148, 150,
152, 207-208, 259-265; andage, i. 107-
109, 150; before and sfter victory, ii.
553, 557-559, 581; and branch of serv-
ice, i. 159-160, 190-194; and combat,
i, 159-161; of combat replacements, ii.
245, 246, 259-261, 267, 271; definition
of arca, i, 87, 97-98, 99n; and educa~
tional level, i. 66-67, 107-109, 150, 153-
154; extent of, at war’s end, 1. 219-228;
free comments, cited, i, 211-219; and
jJength of service, i, 112, 159-160, 199-
210; and maladjustment, ii, 413-415;
and marital condition, i. 107-110, 112;
of Negroes, i, 504-506, 540-542; and
overall adjustment, i. 87-93; and over-
seas service, i, 156-157, 159-161, 166-
168, 170-173; and rank, 1. 166-168, 170-
171, 304; and stage in war, i. 195-197,
205-206; at start of war, i. 65-80; and
theater of operations, i. 170-171

Cross section, Army: method for making
comparisons, i. 110~111; representative-
ness of, i. 130

Crossley poll, i, 38
Crow, Jane B., 1. 23
Currying favor, see “Bucking”

D
Danger, and job satisfaction, i. 329-337
Dating, pre-Army, and adjustment,i. 1382-

138, 148-144
Daugherty, Wayne FI, i. 22
David, Virginia, 1, 23
D Day,ii. 6ff, 152, 237n, 429, 480
Death: fear of, ii. 77-78; sightof, ii. 80-82
Debarkation centers, ii, 475-479
Decorations: i. 164; ti. 6, 346-347; and

demobilization credit, ii. 347-348, 524,
529, 539, 542, 543

Deferment, attitudes toward, i. 122-124,
128-130

“Definitions of the situation,” i. 125; see
also “Deprivation, relative”; in combat,
ii. 96-97; in racial terms, i. 502-507

DeGaulle, Gen. Charles, i. 478
Deming, W. Edwards,i. 460
Demobilization: predicted morale prob-
lems in, ii. 555; suggestions for easing
of, ii. 560; priority in, see “Point sys-
tem”

Department of Agriculture, ii. 596, 600
Department of Commerce, it. 600
Department of Labor, ii. 600

INDEX

Dependents: and demobilization credit, ii,
521-548; and maladjustment, i, 122-
124; and personal commitment, i. 122-124, 126 ne

Depression postwar, ii, 597
Deprivation, relative: and advancement,

1, 190; and criticism of advancementop-
portunities, i. 250-254, 279-280; and
criticism of officers, i. 369; definition of
i, 124-130; and length of service,i. 208-
211; of Negroes vs. whites, i. 542-543,
525-527; of Northern vs. Southern Ne-
groes, i. 562-564; and personal commit-
ment, i. 125-180; in recreation, i, 178-
3! and theater of operations, i, 172-

Desert Army,i. 16
Desertion, ii. 112-118
Deterioration of attitudes, see “Length of

service” and “Stage in war”
DeVinney, Leland C., i. 8n, 20, 22, 25, 28,

54n, 82n, 2380n, 362n
DeVinney, Margaret, i. 29
Dictatorship, i. 436
Disabled veterans, ii. 560
Discharge:see also “Point system"; desire

for, i. 453-458; free comments about,
}, 216-217; of returnees, ii, 473-474

Discipline, see ‘Punishment,” “Social
control”

Discomfort, as combat stress, ii. 78-79
Discrimination, see ‘Racial discrimina-

tion”

Distinguished Service Cross,ii. 4

Dive bombers, relative fear of, ii, 232-241

Division of Program Surveys, Agriculture
Dep't., ii. 596n, 630

Division of Welfare and Recreation, i. 16

Dollard, Charles, i. 19, 20, 22, 25, 487n

Dollard, John, i. 26; ii. 192n;cited, i. 484:

ii. 157, 195, 234-235 .

“Done my share” attitude: i, 451-454; in

post-armistice period,ti. 552-553; among

returnees, ii, 469-472 .

Doolittle Committce: i. 867; ii. 582;on

officer-enlisted men relations, i, 379-

381; on revision of promotion system,

i, 288 on
Doolittle, Lt. Gen. James H., i. 75, 867,

379; ii. ef mo i27
n, Harold F., 1. .

Daft See “Induction,” “Selective Serv-

ice”
Dubin, Robert, i. 23

nkirk, ii, 559 . .

Durntion of war, soldiers’ estimates of, 1.

448-449
Durkheim, Emile,i. 31
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for, i. 288, 299-300; ii. 313-314;“prestige

E of, i. 299-300; ii. 306-308; promotion

rate in, i. 271; relative strength of, i.

Education, postwar plansfor, ii. 601, 639- ae returnees’ adjustmentin, ii. 496-

641
Education Branch, I & E Division,i. 9 England: i. 336, 442; ii. 237, 248; see also

Educational level: and advancement, i. “British, attitudes toward” job satis-

118-116, 121, 148-151, 245-250; and faction in, i. 341-342, 356-361; Negro

age, i. 491; and assignment, i. 314, 318- attitudes in, i. 544

319, 500; by branch of service, i. 190, Enlisted men: see also “Noncoms vs. pri-

192, 500; and branch preference,i. 335; vates,” “Officers vs. enlisted men”; atti-

and childhood experiences, i. 182-146; tudesof toward WAC,i. 44-46; criticism

and combat performance,ii. 36-37; and of Army by,i. 75-80; number of, i. 54;

combatself-confidence,ii. 252; and criti- outfit preferences of, i 330-331; per-

cism of Army,i. 66-67, 70-77, 107-109, sonal commitmentof,i. 81

153-154, 269-271; ii. 259-260; and criti- Equipment, attitudes toward, il. 74-75,

cism of officers, i. 364, 368; differences, 145-146

World Wars I & II, i. 57-65; and fear Esprit, see “Personal esprit”

of future war, i. 443-444; and health, Esprit de corps, see “Solidarity with

i, 126-130, 137; and interpretation of group” .
war, i. 434; and job satisfaction, i. 107- Europe vs. Mediterranean: attitudes
109, 153-154, 185, 320-324, 326-327, toward homefront in, ii. 321-322 .

328; and leadership preferences, i. 406- Europe vs. Pacific: combat motivations

407; and maladjustment, i. 113-116, in, ii. 174-175; combat situation in,ii.
121; ii, 425-428; of Negro soldiers, i.
488-494, 499-500; northern vs. south-
ern, i. 488n, 490-491; and overall ad-
justment, i. 99-103; and personal com-
mitment, i. 107-109, 122, 123-127, 149-
150, 185, 456-458; ii. 262; and personal
esprit, i. 107-109, 123; and postwar
plans, i. 317-318; and prayer in combat,
ii, 180-181; and pride in outfit, ii, 256;
and psychoneurotic symptoms,ii. 420-

69-76; job satisfaction in, ii. 329; per-
sonalesprit in, i. 162-163; pride in outfit
in, ii, 829; proportion of combat menin,
i, 165-166; psychoneurotic symptoms
in, ii. 448-444, 463, 466; vindictiveness
toward enemyin, ii. 157-167

Europe vs. Pacific, attitudes in, toward:
combat, ii. 70-71, 73-76; extreme fear
reactions, ii. 198-199; further service,
i, 454; physical condition,ii. 72-73; pro- .

428, 431; and rank, i. 60-65, 113, 245,
247, 500; and recreation preferences, i.
180; and religion, i. 140; and socio-
economic status, i. 58-60, 126-127, 137;
and status satisfaction, i. 107-109, 153-
154, 244-245; and willingness for com-
bat, i. 885, 524; ii. 248; and worry about
battle injury, i. 335

Educational program, see “Orientation”
Edwards, Allen, i. 13
Efficiency ratings, and advancement, i.-

271~272
Egypt, i. 25
Highth Air Force, i. 8, 42; ti. 4; criticism

of training in, 1. 79-80
88 mm.gun, relative fear of, li. 282-241
Eisenhower, Dwight D., i. 19, 55
Elder, Genevieve, i. 23
Elinson, Jack, i. 23, 28, 284n
Elliott, Charles N., i. 25
Engineers, Corps of: job satisfaction in,

i, 289, 291, 324-326; Negroes in, i. 494—
497, 500; personal esprit in, i. 162; phys-
ical stamina in, i, 496-497; preference

motion policy, i. 279; service forces, ii.
293-295, 299-300, 304-305; strength of
enemy,il. 146-149

European Theater of Operations [ETO]:
i. 18, 19, 39, 42, 169n, 215, 302, 315-316,
449; ii. 6ff, 113, 170f, 201f, 286ff, 292ff,
331n, 335ff, 359ff, 363ff, 430, 441ff,
461ff, 609f, 616f; sce also “Iurope
vs. Pacific,” “Normandy” etc.; Ameri-
can strength in, ii, 61-62; criticism of
Army in, i. 171, 212-219; criticism of
officers in, i. 868; job satisfaction in, i.
170-171, 214; morale problems after
victory in, ii. 549-595; Negroes in, i.
509, 521, 538ff; personalesprit in, i. 169,
170; Research Branch personnelin,i. 24,
25; views of point system in,ii. 523, 531,
542, 546

Exhaustion cases, combat, ii. 186-137
Expectation, patterns of, i. 125; see also

“Deprivation, relative”: and Negro ad-
justment, i. 542-544

“Expendable” attitude, ii. 87
Expert Infantryman’s Badge, i. 309-311
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F
Factor analysis, i. 35-37
Fair Employment Practices Commission,

i, 518
Fascism, ending of as war aim, i. 436; ii:

587-589
Fatalism: ii. 88-89; and combat motiva-

tion, ii. 108-110, 188-190
Fear in Baltle, J. Dollard, cited, i. 484; ii.

157, 195, 234-235
Fear (in combat): see also “Anxiety (in

combat)"; admission of, ii. 200-204;
and casualty rate, ii, 80~82; of enemy
weapons, by type, ii. 231-241; in Eu-
rope vs. Pacific, ii. 70-71, 75; and group
solidarity, ii. 179-185; and palliative
thoughts, ii. 179-185; and prayer, ii.
179-185; and self-confidence, ii. 224~-
228; and sight of atrocities, ii. 80-82;
and sight of breakdowns, ii. 208-209;
and sight of death, ii. 80-82; symptoms
of, reported, ii. 201-204

Fear, control of: ii. 192-241; by permissive
attitude, ii. 196-207; by psychiatric
screening, ii. 207-220; by training
methods, ii, 220-231

Fears, childhood, and Army adjustment,
i. 138-139, 144

Field Artillery: ii. 65, 482; casualty rate
in, ii. 103; job satisfaction in, i. 306;
Negroes in, i. 494-495, 500; personal
esprit in, i. 162; preference for, i. 288,
299-300, 336; ii. 318-314; prestige of,
i. 299-300; ii. 306-808; promotion rate
in, i. 271; relative strength of, i. 494

Fifth Army,i. 42n
Fighter pilots: anxiety among, ii. 381; vs.
bomber crews, ii. 397-410; casualties
among, ii. 407-408; combat willingness
of, ii. 333-834, 372-873; tour of duty
of, ii. 359; work load of,ii. 354

Fighting, childhood, and Army adjust-
ment, i. 182-138, 141-142, 144

Films, orientation: i, 597; effects of, i. 461-
468

Finan, John L., i. 28, 25, 28; ii, 192n, 213n
First Army,i. 39
First Division (Infantry), ii. 3, 4, 5ff
First Lieutenants: job satisfaction of, 1.

805-309; numberof, i. 238
Flanagan, John C., i. 26
Flight officers, numberof, i, 233
Florant, Lyonel C., i. 23, 486n
Food: adequacy of in combat, ii. 79; and

job satisfaction, i. 353-357 ~
Ford, Robert N., i, 28, 25, 486n;ii. 456n
Form 20 card, i. 259; ii. 31
Fort Belvoir, i, 17

INDEX

Fort Benning, ii. 212 |
Fort Meade, i. 15, 16, 17
43d Division,ii. 4 .
Fosdick,:RaymondB., cited, i. 381-382
Four Freedoms, i, 433-435, 439, 4784th Division, i.5f =.
France, i. 442-447; ji. 236ff .
French, attitudes toward: before and after

victory, ii. 576-578; of veterans,ii. 627-
630; vs. other nationalities,ii. 564, 566,
576, 627, 629

Freud, Sigmund,i. 30; ii. 88n
Front vs. rear soldiers: ii, 134~135, 290-

316; attitudes of toward headquarters,
ii. 314-316; definition of combat by
ii. 62-64; informal status hierarchy,
ii. 805-312; preference for noncombat
jobs, ii. 312-314; resentment and envy
among,li, 299-305; views of adequacy
of supply, ii. 293-299

Furloughs: free comments about, i. 216;
for returnees, ii. 475-479

G
Galapagos, i. 179; see also “Panama and

the Caribbean”
Gallup poll, i, 38
“Gangplank fever,” ii. 440-441
Garrison, Katherine Jones, i. 23
Generals, numberof, i. 233
Geographical location: and health atti-

tudes, i. 174-175; and job satisfaction,
i. 338-350; and recreation attitudes, i.

179-181
Germans:i. 164, 166, 485; ii. 56-57, 138,

155-156; attitudes toward, ii. 553, 557,

564-573 .
Germans vs. Japanese, attitudes toward:

ease of victory over, ii, 146-149; killing,

ij. 34; vindictiveness, ii. 157-167

Germany, i. 189, 442, 447, 448, 474, 480;

nonfraternization in,i. 472; ii. 553, 567~

572
Gibeaux, Celia L., i. 23, 28 .

GIBill of Rights, i. 480; ii. 597, 598, 609,

i d 162, 166Gilbert Islands, i. 162, .

Gillem report, i. 5860; cited, 1. 586-587,

597-598 ;
Glick, Clarence, i. 23; it. 4560

Glick, Paul C., i. 23, 25, 28, 39

Glueck, B. C., ii. 332n, 379n; cited, 212,

874-375 te

God Is My Co-Pilot, Scott, u. 351

“Goldbricking,” i. 420-421 -

Goldhamer, Herbert,1. 25

Goodenough, Ruth,i. 23
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Goodenough, Ward H., i. 23, 25
Government officials, hostility toward,ii.

554
Grant, David A., i. 23
Greenberg, Alfred, i. 25
Grief, as combat stress, ii. 80
Grinker, Roy R., ii. 187n, 249n, 412n,

465n; cited,ii. 205, 206, 351, 409
Gripes: see also “Criticism of Army”; of

Negroes vs. whites, i. 541-542; oppor-
tunities for expression of, i. 398-401,
413; ii, 4, 609; views on justice of, i.
395~396

Ground crews (Air Corps), job satisfaction
of, i. 356~361

Ground Forces [AGF]: i, 468; il. 475, 477;
see also “Air vs. Ground and Service
Forces’’; advancement opportunities in,
i, 248-250; assignments to, i. 293-294;
criticism of advancement opportunities
in, 254-258; job satisfaction in, i. 287~
289, 290, 296-303, 307; Negroesin, i.
494-495; official opposition to point
system of, ii. 520, 548; preferences for,
i, 800-303;relative strength of, i. 494

Group identification: see also “Solidarity
with group”; of enlisted men, i. 418;
of officers, i. 389-390

Group sanctions, formal, see “Rewards,
group,” “Punishment, group”

Group sanctions, informal: against “buck-
ing,” i. 266-267, 414; and combat be-
havior, ii. 130-149; against excessive
effort, i. 414; against “goldbricking,”
i, 420

Guadalcanal: i. 448; criticism of Army in,
i, 427; malaria control in, i. 176; per-
sonal esprit in, i. 162

Guam: criticism of Army in, i. 212, 216,
218; job satisfaction in, i. 214; status
satisfaction in, i. 215

Guernsey, Paul D., i. 20, 25, 28
Guthe, Lucy,i. 29
Guthrie, Edwin H., i. 13
Guttman, Louis, i. 26, 28, 43; ii. 411n,

520n, 528n

H
Hand, Harold C., i. 25
Hardesty, Beatrice N., i. 23, 28
Harrell, Margaret S., i. 23
Harrell, Thomas W., i. 26
Harverd Laboratory of Social Relations,

i. 2
Hastings, D, W., ii. 3820, 379n; cited,ii.

212, 374-375
Hauser, Philip M., i. 26
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Hausknecht, George, i. 23
Hausknecht, Rita, i. 23 .

Hawaii: ii. 299, 445; criticism of Army in,
i, 212, 218, 216, 219; job satisfaction in,

i, 214, 341-342, 344-345
Headquarters, attitudes toward: of com-

bat men, ii, 314-316; and work load,

ii, 391-393
Health, childhood, and Army adjustment,

i, 182-133, 187-138, 144 .
Heavy bomber crews: anxiety among, it.

378-383; casualties among, ii. 407-408;

combat willingness of, ii. 383-834, 367-

373; distribution of grades in, ii. 326;

vs. light and medium,ii. 397-410; tour

of dutyof, ii. 359; work load of, ii. 355

Heavy weapons companies: ii. 64; casualty

rates in, ii. 8, 9; combat attitudes vs.

performancein,ii, 11~12, 16-18
Henderson, L, J., cited, i. 338-34
Hiroshima,ii. 580
Hitler, Adolph, i. 462, 467, 479; ii. 571
Home, desire for: i. 176, 185-189, 450; as
combat motivation, ii. 108-111, 168-
169

Homefront, attitudes toward: before and
after victory, ii, 582-586; and combat
performance, ii. 39; of front-line vs.
rear echelons, ii. 297, 320-323

Homes, broken, and Army adjustment, i.
132-1338, 144

Horney, Karen,ii. 88n
Horton, Donald,i. 23; ii, 192n
Hostilities, cessation of: and attitudes

toward: allies, ii. 573-578; Army,li. 578-
583; Germans,ii. 564-573; home front,
ii. 583-586; war aims, ii. 586-594
and overall morale, ii. 561-568, 594—

595; prediction of morale problems
arising from, ii. 549-560

Hould, Marie L., i. 23
Housing, and job satisfaction, i. 356-357
Hovland, Carl I., i. 8n, 22, 25, 28, 430n
Hult, Dorothy P., i. 24
Hull, Richard L., i. 24, 25
Humor, as combat incentive, ii. 190
Hurt, Marshall, i. 23
Hurtgen!Forest, ii. 69

I
Identification with war, see “Personal
commitment”

Ideology, see “War aims”
Illiterates, i. 21n, 313
India-Burma Theater of Operations: i.

153, 169n, 176, 183, 337, 449, 450; ii.
456, 609f; criticism of Army in, i. 170,
212-219; job satisfaction in, i. 170-171,
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214; orientation program in, i. 469-470;
Negroesin, i. 509, 521, 536ff; percentage
of combat menin, i. 166; personal com-
mitment in, i. 170; personal esprit in,
i. 162, 169, 170; relative deprivation in,
i. 173; Research Branch personnelin,i.
20, 25; status satisfaction in, i. 215;
views of point system in, ii. 523-524,
546

Indifference, and combat motivation, ii.
109-112, 189

Induction, attitudes toward, i. 122-127
Infantry: i. 8, 292, 476ff; ii. 440, 445ff,

482; sce also ‘‘Air Corps vs. Infantry”;
assignment to, i. 293-294; casualty
rate in, i. 330; ii. 102~104; combat in,
ii. 3-323 (see also “Combat’”); criti-
cism of Army in, i. 192-194; job satis-
faction in, i. 192-194, 296-300, 305~
830Gff; Negroes in, i, 494-495, 500,
587ff; personal commitment in, i. 192-
194; personal esprit in, i. 92, 94, 162,
192-194; preference for, i. 287-288,
300-303, 330-337; ii. 312-314; prestige
of, i. 299-300, 309-312; ii. 305-312;
promotion rate in, i. 271; returnees’
adjustment in, ii. 496-518; size of, i.
330, 494

Infiltration warfare, ii. 67, 70
Information and Education Division, 1.

9-11, 20, 4598; ii. 524ff, 5496; see also
“Research Branch”

Inspector General system, i. 398-400
International Brigade,ii. 157
Internationalism: soldiers’ attitudes to-

ward, ii. 590-594; veterans’ attitudes
toward, ii. 624-626, 639

IQ tests: in World WarI, i. 4-5, 34-35;
development of techniques and con-
cepts, i. 84-36, 98-99

Tran, i. 25
Italy: i. 42n, 176-178, 183, 336, 480; ii.

69n, 85ff, 102, 114, 122, 173, 180M, 199,
202, 230f, 275ff, 298, 429, 452f, 6O9f;
see also “Mediterranean Theater of
Operations”; criticism of Army in, i.
212-219; job satisfaction in, i. 214; per-
sonal esprit in, i. 162; Negroes in, 547ff,
586

Iwo Jima,ti. 70, 445

J
Jacobson, ugene H., i. 23
Jaffe, A. J., i. 23, 24, 28, 284n; ii. 8n, 324n,

362n
Janis, Irving L., i. 23, 24, 28, 362n; ii. 3n,

192n, 324n, 362n, 411n
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Japan, 1. 158, 164, 166, 447, 448, 475, 479;
ii. 580

Japanese, i. 164, 189, 340, 431, 448, 4G4;
ii. 155-156; see also “Germans xs.
Japanese”

Jews, hostility toward: before and after
victory, li, 554, 559, 583-585; of veter-
ans, li. 617, 619, 687~638

Jim Crow, sce “Segregation”
Job assignment: by age and education,i.

314; importance of attitude studies for,
i. 285-296; inefficiency in, i, 203-296;
of Negroes, i. 495-496, 499; preferences
in, i. 285-298, 303; reasons for prefer-
ences, i, 315-329; of returnees, ii. 468,
479-485

Job satisfaction: i. 284-361; and advance-
ment, i. 148, 207-208; and age, i. 107~
109, 150, 320-321, 328, 324; and branch
of service, i. 190-194, 296-303, 809,
329-337; li. 328-330, 336; and branch
satisfaction, ii, 489-490; and camp lo-
cation, ii, 501-503; and civilian skills,
j. 312-329; ii. 488; and comfortable
snilicu, i, 337-361; and dangerof assign-
ment, i, 329-337; definition of arca, i.
86-87, 96-97; and educational Ievel, i.
107-109, 150, 153-154, 320-324, 326-
827, 328; free comments cited, i. 218-
214; and length of service, i. 199-208,
342-346; and maladjustment, ii, 413-
415; and marital condition, i. 107-109,
$21, 346; of Negroes, i. 536-538; and
overall adjustment, ij. 88-93; and over-
seas service, i. 156-157, 166-168, 170-
171, 178, 182; and personal commit-
ment, i. 460; and prestige of outfit, i.

309-312; and rank, i. 166-168, 170-
171, 304-308, 326, 828, 338-339, 342-

348, 345, 347, 348, 350, 351, 359-360,
394; of returnees, ii. 486-497; and
stage in war, i, 195-197, 205; and thea-

ter of operations, i. 170-171, 178, 182-
185, 338-350; and type of combat (Air
Corps), ii. 399, 401-4020 eee

Jobs, postwar: anxicty about, ii. 553, 558,
560, 598-599, 608-609; opportunities
for, ii. 598, 634-636, 639-610; plans
for, ii. 600-613; and skills learned in

Army,i. 312-329;ii. 852, 609

Judd, Merle, i. 23

Junkers, i. 478

K
Keppel, Francis, i- 26

Kinsey, Alfred C.,ii. 79n

Kohler, Wolfgang,ii. $32
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Kolstad, Arthur, i. 24
Kuder, G. Frederic, i, 24

L
Labor unions, attitudes toward: before
and after victory, ii. 554, 559, 583-585;
of veterans, ii. 614-615, 617, 637, 642

Lacey, Myrtle P., 1. 23
Lanham, Charles T., i. 28
Lazarsfeld, Paul F., i. 26, 28, 43
Leadership: see also “Officers, attitudes
toward”; and combat motivation, ii.
108-110, 118-130; and job satisfaction,
i, 354-355; Negro opinions as to, i. 580-
586; qualities preferred in, i. 383-387,
404-408

Leadership and the Negro Soldier, i. 597
League of Nations, 1, 436
Ledo Road,i. 183
Leffler, Robert W., i. 25
Leisure, see ‘Time off”
Length of service: and advancement, i.

115-121, 238, 240-248, 259-261; and
conformity, ji. 114-117; and criticism
of advancement opportunities, i. 254—
255; and criticism of Army,i. 112, 159-
160, 199-210, 268-269; and criticism of
officers, i. 364, 368; and demobilization
credit, ii. 521-548; and job satisfaction,
i. 199-208, 342-346; and maladjustment,
i, 115-121; and Negro attitudes, i. 582;
and personal commitment, i. 112, 159-
160, 199-208, 455, 457; and personal
esprit, i, 94, 112, 159-160, 199-208; and
psychoneurotic symptoms, ii. 433-439,
444; and rotation, ii. 457~458; and will-
ingness for combat, i. 524

Length of time in grade: and attitude to-
ward promotion, i. 280

Length of time overseas: and job satisfac-
tion, i, 342-347

Leningrad, i. 442
Lieutenant Colonels, numberof, i. 233
Light bomber crews: anxiety among,ii.

380, 381; vs. heavy and medium,ii.
397-410; tour of duty of, ii. 359; will-
ingness for combatof, ii. 333-334, 370-

7
« Likert, Rensis, i. 18, 26

Limited service, i. 159-160, 193-194; ii,
421-422, 430-433

Longevity in Army, see ‘Length of serv-
ice

Loveland, Nathene, T., i. 23
Loyalty, group, as combat motivation, ii.

85, 136-137, 142-145; see also “Soli-
darity with group”
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“Lucky Bastard”certificates, ii. 383
Luftwaffe, i, 464
Lumsdaine, Arthur A., i, 23, 24, 28; ii. 3n,

324n, 362n
Lumsdaine, Marion Harper,i. 28, 24, 28;

li. 8n, 324n, 362n
Luria, A. R., ii. 830

M
MacArthur, Gen. Douglas, i, 55, 183
Maccoby, Heanor,ii. 596n
Maccoby, Nathan, i. 23, 24
Magic, as combat incentive,ti. 188, 190

Mail service, ii. 273
Majors, numberof, i. 233

Maladjustment, see “AWOL's,” ‘‘Casual-

ties, psychiatric,” “Psvchoneurotics”

Malaria: ii. 7, 69, 70, 94; attitudes toward
control of, 1. 174-175; and job satisfac-

tion, i. 348
Malcolm, Erna L., i. 23
Malingering, ii. 419-420
Manheimer, Dean, i. 28, 24, 25, 28, 486n
Manila, i. 25
Marblestone, Ansel L., i. 25
MarianaIslands, i. 166; ii. 546
Marine Corps, i. 287; ii. 434, 436, 641;

prestige of, i. 309
Marital condition: and advancement, 1.

113-115, 117, 119-121, 148-149, 151-—
152; and age, i. 106, 147; and assign-
ment, i. 318-319; and branch prefer-
ence, i. 384-386; and childhood experi-
ence, i. 132-146; and combat perform-
ance, ii. 36-38; and combat self-confi-
dence, ii. 252; and criticism of Army,i.
107-111, 112; ii. 259-260; and demo-
bilization credit, i. 125; ii. 526-548;
and health, i. 128-180, 138; and job
satisfaction, i. 107-109, 321, 346; and
maladjustment, i. 118-115, 117, 119-
121; and personal commitment, i. 107—
111, 112, 122, 124-125, 456-457;ii. 262;
and personal esprit, i. 107-111, 112, 122;
and postwarplans, i. 317-318; and pride
in outfit, ii. 256; and recreation pref-
erences, i. 180; and religion, i. 140; and
status satisfaction, i. 107-109; and
views of point system,ii. 533; and will-
ingness for combat, i. 334-836, 524; ii.
248; and worry about battle injury, i.
334-336; ii. 84-86.

Marriage, before and after entering Army;
and advancement,i. 115, 117, 119-122;
and maladjustment, i. 117, 119-122;
and personal commitment, ie 128-129
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Marshall,”"Gen. George C., {. 13, 55; ii.
61n, 540

Marshall Islands, i. 162
Martin, Clyde &., ii. 79n
Marzoni, Petterson, Jr., i. 25
Masculinity: ii, 8308-309; as combat mo-

tivation, 11, 181-135, 150-151
Mauldin, Bill, i. 40, 163, 219, 398; ii. 78n,

80n, 88n, 137n, 190; cited, ii. 159, 309,
310-311

Mauldin, Frances J., i. 24
Mauldin, W. Parker, i. 22, 24, 25
McClellan, Raymond F,, i. 24
MecNemar, Quinn,i. 13, 26, 33n
McPeak, William,i. 24, 25, 28, 54n, 486n;

ii, 8n, 456n
Mead, George H., i. 33
Mechanical Aptitude scores: i. 149; and
combat performance, ii. 36-38

Mechanized warfare, i. 289, 291
Medical care, opinions about: of air com-
bat men, ii. 357~358; free comments
cited, i. 218; of ground combat men,ii.
85, 144-145 .

Medical Department: Negroes in, i. 49
497; physical stamina in, i. 496-497;
preference for, i. 288, 299-300; ii. 313-
314; prestige of, i. 299-300; ii. 306-308;
relative strength of, i. 494

Medics, combat: attitudes toward, ii.
144-145

Mediterranean Theater of Operations: i.
42n, 79; ii. 248, 286ff, 292ff: see also
‘Ttaly,” “North Africa’; Negroes in,
i. 509, 521, 580-534, 588ff; Research
Branch personnel in, i. 20, 25; va.
Pacific, ii. 69-76

Medium bomber crews: anxiety among,
ji. 373, 380; casualties among, ii. 407-
408; vs. heavy and light, ii. 397-410;
tour of duty of, ii. 359; willingness for
combatof, ii. 383-334, 370

Mein Kampf,i. 478
Men Under Stress, Grinker & Spiegel,

cited, ii. 205, 206, 351, 409
Menninger, William C., i. 26
Merton, Robert K., i. 26
Mess, see “Food”
Meyer, Trienah, i. 24
Miami Beach,ii. 353
Military Courtesy and Discipline, cited,i.

887-388
Military Police, Corps of: i, 8; assign-
ments to, i. 295-296; attitudes toward,
by race, i. 558, 560-561; criticism of
promotion opportunities in, 1. 250-254;
educational levelin, i. 310; job satisfac-
tion in, i, 310-312; Negroes in, i. 494-
495; preference for, i. 288, 299-300;ii.

INDEX

313-314, 482, 488; prestige of, i. 295
296, 209-300, 310-312: ih 313-314,
relative strength of, i, 494

Miller, Gloria, i, 29
Minor, Betty J., i. 24
Minority groups, vets’ attitudes toward,

ti. 615-620
Mitchell, Alexander, i. 25
Mobility, loss of in combat, ii, 82-83
Monthly Progress Report, i. 11
Monthly Summary of Events and Trends in

Race Relations, i. 572n, 587; cited, i.
558n

Moore,Felix E., i, 19, 22, 24, 25, 54n
Moral conflicts, in combat,ii, 85-87
Morale: group, see “Solidarity with

group”; individual, sce “Personal cs-
prit”; vs. personal adjustment, i. 83-85

Morgenthau Plan,ii. 572
Mortars, relative fear of, li. 232-241
Mosteller, Frederick, i, 26, 33n
Motivation: see also “Combat motiva-

tion,” “War aims”; conflicts in, i. 463;
effect of information on, i. 465-468

Munson, Brig. Gen. Edward L., Jr., i. 13,
14, 16, 22

Murder,ii. 112
Murray, John M., cited, i. 211
Myrdal, Gunnar, i. 487, 506n

N
National Association for the Advancement

of Colored People,i. 598
National Guard: i. 232, 235, 501; opinions

of promotion policy in, i. 269-271
National Opinion Research Center, ii. 632
Navy, i. 287; ii. 484, 436, 641
Nazis, i. 448, 464, 465
“Negro Soldier, The,” film, i. 597

Negro soldiers: i. 16, 56, 175, 211n, 298,

313, 486-599; and advancement,i. 498-

502
attitudes of, toward: camp location,

i. 550-566; leadership, i. 580-586; point

system,ii. 584; segregation,i. 566-580

by branchofservice, i. 494-497; com-

bat performance of, i. 586-595;educa-

tional level of, i. 488-494, 499-500; in-

duction rate of, i. 493-494; job assign-

mentsof, i. 495-496, 499, 586; job satis-

faction of, i. 536-538; in mixed com-

panies, i, 587-595; overall adjustment

of, i, 535-550, 562-566; in overseas

service, i. 497-498, 521-525; per cent

of Army,i. 489, 494-495; personal cone

mitment of, i. 507-521, 529; physica

stamina of, i. 496-497; postwar expecter

tions of, i. 513-521; postwar plans of,
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ii. 602, 604; problemsof testing, i. 21n,
488, 492-493; racial orientation of, i.
502-507; willingness for combat of, i.

521-535
Negroes, attitudes toward: before and

after victory, ii. 554, 559, 588-585; com-
bat performanceof, i. 588-595; postwar
status of, i. 519-520; of veterans, ii.
617-619, 637-638

Negroes, Northern vs. Southern: AGCT
scores of, i, 493

attitudes of, toward: bus service, i.
561-562; discrimination, i, 510, 512-
518, 570ff; military police, i. 558, 560—-
561; town police, i. 557-559
camp preferencesof, i. 550-557; com-

bat attitudes of, i. 529; educational
level of, i. 489-491; officer preferences
of, i. 580-582; overall adjustmentof, i.
562-566; per cent inducted,i. 494; post-
war expectations of, i. 616; status aspi-
rationsof, i. 585

Negroes vs. whites: advancement oppor-
tunities of, i. 498-500; AGCT scoresof,
i, 492

attitudes of, toward: bus service, i.
561-562; military police, i. 558, 560-
561; physical condition, i. 539-540;
segregation, i. 568-580; town police, i.
557-559
by branch of service, i, 494-495;

camp preferencesof, i. 552-555; combat
motivations of, i. 525-526; criticism of
Armyby,i. 540-542; desire for promo-
tion among, i. 583-584; educational
level of, i. 490-492; job satisfaction of,
i, 536-538; in mixed companies, i. 589-
595; officers, i. 500~502; overseas pref-
erences among, i. 521-525; personal
commitment of, i. 507-509, 521; per- .
sonal esprit of, i, 538-539; physical
staminaof, i. 496; postwar expectations
of, i. 514, 519~520, 537; pride in outfit
of, i, 585-536; by rank and education,
i. 500; sense of contribution of, i. 510-
511; venereal disease among, i. 545~
546; volunteer enlistments among, i.
542; willingness for combat among, i.
521-526, 530, 532

Nervous breakdown, in family, and ad-
justment, i. 134, 144

Neuropsychiatric Division, SGO, i. 8, 41
Neuropsychiatric Screening Adjunct

(NSAI, ii. 210, 416ff; see also “NSA
scores,” ‘Psychoneurotic symptoms”

Neville, Robert, ii. 302n
Newfoundland,i. 16
New Georgia: personal esprit in, i. 162;

malaria control in, i. 176

New Guinea, job satisfaction in, i. 338-
342

Newsmap,i. 477
Nimitz, Adm. Chester, i. 183
Nimkoff, M. F., i. 244n
9th Division,ii. 5ff
92d Division, i. 586
99th Fighter Squadron,i. 586
Nonbattle casualty rate: and attitudes
toward combat, ii. 8-30; vs. battle
casualties, ii. 102-103; computation of,
ii. 48-54; definition of, ii. 6~8

Noncoms [Noncommissioned officers]: as
combat replacements, ii. 279; educa-
tional level of, i. 60-64, 247-250; inter-
mediary status of, i. 401-410; Negro,
i. 498; numberof, i. 233; opportunities
to become,i. 237-240

Noncoms, attitudes toward: and attitudes
toward officers, ii. 128-129; by branch
of service, i, 191-194; of combat re-
placements, ii, 245, 246, 253-255, 266~
270; and length of service, i. 200-201;
of privates vs. officers, i. 401-402 ~

Noncoms vs. privates: i. 66-69, 73; ad-
justment, by length of service, i, 200-
201, 203-206; ageof, i. 113-114

attitudes of, toward: AWOL’s, ii.
115-116; combat evasion, ii, 141; com-
bat excellence, ii. 183-134; combat offi-
cers, ii, 120-122; importance of theater,
i. 185; physical condition,ii. 91-02; rear
echelons, ii. 300, 304
branch satisfaction of, ii. 486, 492;

combat anxiety of,ii. 86; combat incen-
tives of, ii. 177; combat self-confidence
of, ii. 28-27, 252; criticism of advance-
ment opportunities by, i. 252; criticism
of Armyby, i. 93, 166-168; ii, 259, 260;
educational level of, i. 118-114; job
satisfaction of, i. 93, 166-168, 170-171,
185, 297, 328, 3388-339, 342-343, 345,
347, 348, 350, 351, 352; ii, 486, 492;
marital condition of, i. 113~115; overall
adjustmentof, i, 92-95; peak of combat
efficiency of, ii. 284-289; personal com-
mitment of, i. 93, 166-168, 170; ii, 154,
262; personal esprit of, i. 938-95, 166-
170; pride in outfit of, ii. 256; vindic-
tiveness of, ii, 165-166; willingness for
combatof, ii, 23-27, 248

Nonfraternization: attitudes toward, ii.
567-572; predicted failure of, ii. 553

Normandy,i. 166; ii. 4, 5-58 passim, 69,
95, 170, 248, 313, 549

North Africa, 1. 162, 166, 183, 448, 530; ii,
3, 21, 69n, 73ff, 99, 132, 144, 229f, 2326

Northerners vs. Southerners: attitudes of,
toward: Military Police, i. 560; Ne-
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groes, i. 506, 512; fi. 618;’segregation,
i, 569ff
camp preferences of, i. 553-554; dif-

ferences in general attitudes of, i, 175;
educational level of, i, 491; health of,
by climate, i. 174-175; job satisfaction
of, i. 349-350; Negro opinions of, i.
580-582; willingness for combat of, i.
524

WSA scores: of air combat vets, ii. 375-
877; effects of anonymity on, ii. 435-
486; of new recruits, ii, 483-439; of
psychoneurotics vs. others, ii, 417-418

O
Oahu, see “Hawaii”
Occupation of Germany:ii. 564-573; pre-

dicted morale problems in, ii, 555; eas-
ing of,ii. 560

OCS, see “Officer Candidate School”
Office of Education,ii. 600
Office of War Information, i. 27
Officer Candidate School: i. 198, 282, 234,

236, 240, 243, 245, 380; ii. 124, status
indoctrination in, i, 8389-391

Officers: see also “Commissions”; advance-
ment opportunities among, i. 271-275;
attitudes of, toward promotion policy,
j. 275-288; casualty rate among,ii. 8, 9,
102; confidencein, ii. 117, 145; criticism
of training program by, i. 79, 388-389;
educational level of, i. 245-247; leader-
ship of, and morale, i. 386-387; misun-
derstanding of men by,i. 391-393, 395,
419; Negro, i. 500-502, 572, 580-586;
numberof, i. 54, 2832-234; opportunities
to become, i. 231-237

Officers, attitudes toward: see also ‘Status
system,criticism of”; and advancement,
i, 259-261; of air combat men,ii. 348-
350; by branch of service, i. 191-194;
and closeness to fighting, i. 364, 365-
368; in combat outfits, ii. 117-130; and
combat performance, ii. 39-40; and
educational level, i. 364, 368; extent of
unfavorable, i. 375-379; free comments
cited, i. 67-71, 213, 369-373; by length
of service, i. 200-201, 204, 364, 368; of
Negroes, i. 580-586; officers’ miscon-
ceptions of, i, 891-393; overall, i. 227;
and overseas service, i. 364, 367-368;
and specific leadership practices, i. 384-
389; ii. 124-125; by stage in war, i. 196-
197, 864-365, 375; at start of war, i. 65-
71; and theater of operations, i. 365,
368; ii. 75; unit-to-unit differences in,
i, 8382-384

INDEX

Officers’ clubs, i. 370
Officers, staff vs. line, i. 276-278
Officers vs. enlisted men: sce also “Doo.

little Committee”; age of, i, 113-114
attitudes of, toward: combat excel-

lence, ii, 133-134; ease of victory, if.
147; fear reactions,ii. 198-200; impor.
tance of theater, i, 185; officers’ privi-
lees, i. 374-375; rear echelons, ii, 204~

attitudesof, relating to social contro}
i. 416-423; barriers to understanding
between, i. 391-401; casualty rates
among, ii. 8; combat incentives of, ii,
108-112; confidence in equipmentof,
ii. 145-146; criticism of promotion pol-
icy by, i. 277, 280-283, 421-422: edu-
cational level of, i. 118-114, 246; job
satisfaction of, i. 185, 304-808, 394;
marital condition of, i. 118-115; morale
of (Air Corps),ii. 408-406; NSA scores
of (Air Corps), ii. 375-877; per cent of
in combat, i. 165-166; personal esprit
of, i, 393-394; postwar plansof, ii. 602-
604; proportion of, i, 233; recreation
opportunities of, i. 181; solidarity of, in
combat, ii. 119; vindictiveness of, ii.
158; willingness for combatof, ii. 344,
345

Ogburn, W. TF, i. 32, 244n, 435n
Okinawa,i. 212, 216; ii. 70, 546
Opinion, vs. attitudes, i. 34, 42 »

Ordnance: Negroesin, i. 494-497; physical
stamina in, i. 496-497; preference for,

i, 288, 299-300;ii. 313-314; prestigeof,
i. 299-300;ii, 306-308;relative strength
of, i. 494

Orientation, i. 430-485; see “War aims,”

“Personal commitment”
Orientation Branch, I & E Division,i. 9

Orientation, effectiveness of: with discus-

sion groups, i. 468-484; with films, i.
461-468; by theater of operations, 1.

182-185
Orientation program: i. 458-485; Army

compliance with, i. 468-470, 472, 476;
for post-armistice period, ii. 555-560;
soldiers’ attitudes toward, i. 438, 471-

472, 480-484 .
Osborn, Maj. Gen. Frederick F., i. 18, 19,

28; ii, 521, 524; cited,i. 14-18 h

Overoptimism: about Americas strengt3°

i. 463-464; about war’s duration,i. 44

449 .

Overprotection,

135, 144
;

Overseas service: resentment of US troops

in, ii. 317-319; willingness for, i. §2i-

525

and Armyadjustment, i
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Overseas (vs. US) service: see also “Re-

turnees”
and criticism of: Army, i. 156-157,

159-161, 166-168, 170-173; officers, i.
364, 367-368; promotion policy, i. 277-
278

demobilization credit for, ii. 521-548;
job satisfaction in, 1. 156-157, 166-168,
170~171, 173, 182, 338-340; and mari-
tal condition, i. 108; of Negroes, i. 497—
498, 509, 521-525; opinions of Yank in,
ii, 609-610; personal commitment in,
i. 155-157, 159-161, 166-168, 170, 440,
454-456, 509; personal esprit in, i. 155,
157, 159-163, 166-173; psychoneurotic
symptoms in, ti. 489-445; by stage in
war, i, 497; views of point system in,ii.
526, 5382; views of postwar change in,
ii, 622; vindictiveness toward enemy in,
ii. 157-158

P
Pacific area: i, 169n, 183, 302, 336-337,

449, 480; ii. 4, 81, 90, 92ff, 173, 180ff,
200f, 224ff, 306f, 311f, 335, 358, 375,
430, 446, 450, 458, 609f; sce also “Ku-
rope vs. Pacific,” “Mediterranean vs.
Pacific,” and specific localities

criticism of Armyin, i. 170-171; criti-
cism ofofficersin,i. 368; desire for home
in, 1. 186~189; job satisfaction in, i. 170-
171; Negroes in, i. 509, 621, 538ff; per-~
sonal commitment in, i, 170; personal
esprit in, i. 169-170; Research Branch
personnel in, i. 25; views of point sys-
tem in, ii. 523, 546

Panama and the Caribbean: i. 169n, 183,
449; criticism of Army in, i. 171; criti-
cism of officers in, i. 368; health atti-
tudes in, i. 174-175; job satisfaction in,
i. 170-171, 341-342, 344-346; personal
commitment in, i. 170; personal esprit
in, i. 169, 170; reereation attitudes iin,

179-181; relative deprivation in, i,
173; Research Branch personnelin, i. 25

Paratroopers: job satisfaction of, i. 290;
prestige of, i. 304; psychiatric screening
of, ii, 212-220; status satisfaction of, i.
829-330

Parenthood, sce ‘“Dependents”
Pareto, Vilfredo, i. 33-34
Parker, Myrtle L., i. 23
Parsons, Talcott, i. 519n
Pass policy: in Air Corps, ii, 396~397;free
comments about, i. 216; and job satis-
faction, i. 353

Patriotism: as combat motivation,ii. 149-

150, 169; of Negroes, i. 509~510; as
soldier motivation,ii. 431, 449

Patterson, Mervin,i. 26
Patterson, Robert P., ii. 534; cited, ii, 112

- Pavlov, I. P., i. 30; ii, 83n
Pay, soldiers’, i. 309
Pearl Harbor, i, 481, 435, 447, 448, 460,

484; ii, 157, 596
Persian Gulf ‘Command: criticism of offi-

cers in, cited, i. 369-373, 388
Personal adjustment: and advancement,

i. 82, 88-98, 111-122, 147-154; defini-
tion of, i. 82-104; and performance, i.
85-86; soldiers’ evaluations of, i. 90-91;
of veterans, ii. 680-644

Personal commitment: and advancement,
i. 123, 148-152, 207-208; and age, i.
107-109, 122-127, 149-150, 456~458;
attempts to improve, i. 460-483; by
branch of service, i. 159-160, 190-194,
330n, 454; and combat, i, 159-161, 440,
455-456; ii. 149-156, 166-167, 391-393;
and combat performance, ii. 39; condi-
tions moking for, ii. 549-551, 555-560;
definition of area, i, 86-87, 96, 430-433;
and educational level, i. 107-109, 122-
127, 149-150, 456-458; effects of vic-
tory on, ii. 561-563, 578-582, 587; and
fear of future war, i. 448-444; and length
of service,i. 112, 159-160, 199-208, 455,
457; “limited,” i. 451; and maladjust-
ment, i. 122-124; ii. 418-414; and mari-
tal condition, i. 107-110, 112, 122, 124-
126, 456-457; of Negroes, i. 505, 507-
521, 529; and overall adjustment, i.
88-93, 459-460; and overseas service, °
i. 155-157, 159-161, 166-168, 170, 440,
454-456; and physical condition, i. 457;
predictions about, post-armistice, ii.
553; and rank, i. 166-168, 170; ii. 154,
262; of replacements, ii. 245, 246, 262,
264-265, 267, 271; of returnees, ii.469-
472; significance of, i, 484-485; and
stage of war, i. 157-158, 186, 195-197,
205-206, 441, 447-450; suggestions for
raising, ii. 557, 580-582; and theater of
operations, i. 170, 183-185; ii. 75; and
“total war,” i, 450-451; and under-
standing of war needs, i. 451-452, 465-
468, 474, 477-481; and vindictiveness,
ii. 166-167

Personal esprit: and advancement,i. 148,
150, 152, 207-208; and age, i. 107~109,
122, 150; andbranch of service, i. 159-
160, 162, 190-194; and combat, i. 159-
161; and combat performance, ii. 39;
definition of area, i, 86-87, 95-96; and
educational level, i. 107~109, 122, 150;
and length of service, i. 112, 159-160.
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199-208; and maladjustment, i. 123; ii.
413-414; and marital condition, i. 107
110, 112, 122; of Negroes, i. 538-539;
and overall adjustment, i. 88-95, 130-
131; and overseas service, i. 155, 157,
159-163, 166-173; and personal com-~-
mitment, i. 460; and rank, i. 92, 94,
166-170, 393-394; and stage in war, i.
169, 195-197, 205-206; and theater of
operations, i. 161-163, 169-170, 172,
538

Personnel assignment, see “Job assign-
ment”

Philippine Islands, i. 166, 176, 447
Philips, Col. ThomasR.., cited, i. 382
Physical condition: of air combat men,ii.

841; and branch of service, ii. 496n;
and psychoneurotic symptoms, ii. 420-
423, 431; of returnees, ii. 459-460; and
rotation, ii. 457-458

Physical condition, attitudes toward: and
combat experience, ii. 91-94; of combat
replacements, li. 245, 246, 261, 263-
264, 267, 271; in Europe vs. Pacific, ii.
72-73, 74; and maladjustment, i. 122-
124, 128, 182-133, 137-138; of Negroes,
i. 539-540; overseas vs. US, i. 155-157,
172; and personal commitment, i. 122-
124, 126, 128-129; ii. 155-156; of re-
turnees, ii. 460-461; and theater of
operations, i. 174-175; and time in com-
bat, i. 379-381; and type of air combat,
ii. 404, 406; and work load (air), ii. 390-
391

Pittsburgh Courier, i. 516n
Point system: i. 84, 94, 110, 164; ii. 347-

348, 520-548; alternatives to, ii. 520-
521, 545-546, 547-548; first reactions
to, ii. 580-534; initial effectiveness of,
ii, 584~539; origin of, i. 7; ii. 521-530;
plans for post V J Day,ii. 589-546

Police, attitudes toward, i. 557-559
Pomeroy, Wardell B., ii. 79n
Post regulations: and hostility to status

system, i. 370-372; and job satisfaction,
i, 853-354

Postwar expectations, of Negroes, i. 513-
521, 537

Postwar planning, soldiers’ interest in, i.
438; ii. 610

Postwar plans of soldiers: by age, educa-
tion and marital status, i, 317-818; for
employment, ii. 600-613, 634-640

Power, see Authority”
Prayer in combat, ii, 108-110, 186, 172-

188
Prediction: of advancement, i. 147-154;

of combat performance, ii, 6-58; of
paratroop training success, ii, 213-220;

INDEX ‘

of postwar employment, fi. 601-608: of
psychoneurosis, ii. 207-208, 419-433

“Prelude to War,”film,i, 462, 464
Pri Rosabelle, i. 23

ric e in outfit: in air vs. ground com
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22h, THE CONTROL OF FEAR IN COMBAT

of being exposed to stimuli which elicit fear tends to mobilize the |

psychological defenses of the individual and as a result he may de.
velop some personal techniques for coping with his emotionalreac.

tions—such as focusing his attention upon the details of his oy,
combat mission as a form of distraction, frequently asserting to:

himself that he can take it, or some other type of action or verbalizo.
tion which reduces anxiety.” ;

It is difficult to estimate the extent to which American troops
were exposed to battle stimuli during their precombattraining, 1}
is probable that the majority of men who were sent into combathad
been given relatively little exposure to battle stimuli other than
small armsfire. Later in this chapter some research results will be
presented which suggest that there may have been insufficient ex-

posure to intense battle stimuli during precombattraining.

Research Results on Factors Related to Precombat Training

Tt would be extremely valuable to know the extent to which each
of the aspects of precombat training which were discussed in the
preceding section contributed to the control of fear in combat.
Systematic studies of the effectiveness of those Army training activi-

ties designed to reduce the disruptive effects of fear in combat would

undoubtedly have furnished many useful insights into the condi-

tions under which this type of psychological preparation for danger

is of maximum effectiveness. In the absence of systematic research

on these important aspects of fear control, it may be of somevalue

to examine certain attitude data which bear indirectly upon these

problems.
A cross-section survey of combat veterans in an Infantry division

in the Southwest Pacific area provides someindirect evidenceof a

relationship between the intensity of fear reactions to combat and

self-confidence in ability to perform well in combat. It was found

that those men who reported the largest number of physiological
symptoms of fear tended to show less confidencein their ability to

perform successfully in combat, as indicated by their self-ratings on

degreeof self-confidenceprior to going into combatfor the first time,
changesin self-confidence as a result of combat experience, and self-
confidence about ability to take charge of a squad on a combat mis-

*¢ Exposure to fear-cliciting stimuli during training may also have some detrimental

effects which would tend to increase fears and anxieties in combat. Plans were made
by the Research Branchfor research studies to test hypotheses about the conditions

under which exposure to battle stimuli is most effective. But the projected studies

were not carried out. (See footnote 3.)
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CHART V

Trvationam Berwees Seur-Conrmence AND Fran REACTIONS TO ComBat

(Based on Questionnaire Responses of 1,350 Men in a Combat Division in the

Southwest Pacific, January 1944)-

PERCENTAGE GIVING INDICATED RESPONSE TO RELATEO QUESTION

Seit-confidence prior to going into combat”

QUESTION “Before yos wen! into combot for the first ime, howmuch confidence did you hove in yourself 2"

INDEX OF FEAR REACTIONS Little ornone A falr omount Alot

High score (6-9 symptoms)

Medium score (2-5 symptoms}

Low score (O-! symptoms)

Reported changes In self-confidence during combat

QUESTION “Did you have more confidence or less confidence In yourself the more times you
went Into combat?”

INDEX OF FEAR REACTIONS Less Some Unde More

High score (6-9 symptoms) WERENT

Medium score (2-5 symptoms)

Low score (0-1 symptoms)

Self-confidance in leadership ability on combat missions

QUESTION “If you were given a squod of men and told to toke charge of them all by yourself in o combat
mission underfire, how well do you think you would do ?”

+

INDEX OF FEAR REACTIONS Not very well Folly wel 
Data from 5-100.

boats numbers following tho bars are the numbers of cases on which percentages are
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list question rather than volunteered spontaneously. To the extent
_ that prayer was a socially approved activity, the possibility of 9

kind of halo effect in the direction of saying that it helped lot can.
‘not be ruled out. It should also be considered that checking “it
helped a lot’? may have reflected frequency of recourse to prayer
more than it reflected the degree of comfort it afforded. As will be
pointed out in a later context, the present data do not provide a
basis for deciding how muchhelp prayer really gave the men who
used it, though the data do establish that the men thoughtprayer
important to them and, further, enable us to see which kinds of men
found it most important. ,
Not only did enlisted infantrymen mention prayer more often

than they mentioned any other item as helping a lot, but those who
had seen the most combat were fully as likely to say prayerhelped
a lot as those who had been in combat for shorter lengths of time,
Table 18 shows this for infantrymen in four divisions in Italy. If
there was any difference between men of different lengths of combat
experience, it was in the direction of the old-timers’ being more
likely to say they were helped a lot by prayer. On the other hand,
fewer of the old-timers said they were helped by ideological consid--
erations, and possibly fewer by thoughtsof finishing the job in order
to get home. These findings are supported by less adequate data
from one of the divisions in the Pacific, in which less confidence

could be placed in the men’s estimates of their time in combat.
These data would suggest that combat men who had experienced

_greater stress were at least as likely to say they were helped by

prayer as those who had been subjected to less stress. Other data

suggest that prayer was particularly important to just those men

who were subjected to the greatest stress. Table 19 compares vet-

eran infantrymen with combat veterans in other branchesof service

in regard to the things which they said it helped them to think about
when the going was tough. It will be seen that for all the items

except prayer, infantrymen were in each case less likely to say they
were helpful than were men in the other less arduous and dangerous
branches. All of the differences are in this direction, some of them

reliably so when considered individually. In the case of prayer,
' however, infantrymen in two of the divisions were reliably more
likely than noninfantrymen to say it helped them lot, while in the

third division the difference, although in the other direction, was of
low reliability. The picture remains the same when privates and’

noncoms are separately considered, or when men in non Infantry



PERCENTAGH IN EACH GRO

“HEN THE GOING WAS TOUGH” AMONG

Privates and Pfe’s who had been in combat* for Noncoms who had been in combat* for

Lessthan 2through 4 through 7 through Q9months Less than 4through 7 through 9 months

. 2months 3 months 6 months 8 months or more 4months 6months 8 months or more

Prayer
76 83 85 82 84 86 U7 90 88

Thinking that you couldn’t let

the other men down 51 55 57 52 51 70 60 67 60

Thinking that you had to finish

the job in order to get home

again 33 28 26 32 22 32 29 30 21

Thoughts of hatred for the

enemy 27 28 31 30 25 32 25 25 25

Thinking of the meaning of

what we are fighting for 39 23 30 30 28 46 28 24 23

101 180Number of cases

8-177. .

* Bee footnote to Table 3 for criterion of length of time in combat.

TABLE 18

Revation oF Trip in ComBat TO TxovucHTs Wich VETERANS Sai Were Hew

(Veteran Enlisted Infantrymen,

&87 252 196 43 151 8&9

prot “Wen THE Gorne Was Tovan”’

Mediterranean Theater, April 1945)

UP WHO SAID “i HELPED A LOT’ TO HAVE BACH SORT OF THOUGHT
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